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Abstract 

The geometry of the upper-crustal portion of the Alpine Fault, the Australian-Pacific plate 

boundary on the South Island of New Zealand, is poorly constrained by geophysical studies 

where it cuts through the young sedimentary units of the coastal plain. Excellent accessibility 

on the vast mainly flat coastal floodplain at Haast, Turnbull and Whataroa region provides rare 

opportunity to undertake geophysical surveys along the Alpine Fault of New Zealand.  

In 2009, two seismic reflection lines were collected to better image the upper km or so of 

the Alpine Fault in the vicinity of the surface scarps of the most recent, but still prehistoric, 

ruptures south of the Haast River. Both profiles were running perpendicular to the fault extend 

to 2.5 km in length along the Turnbull River and 3.3 km at Haast. Analysis of these lines 

suggests that multiple strands of the fault have been active during the Holocene. The fault 

strands cut across sub-parallel strata, interpreted to represent at least seven regionally 

identifiable sequences that correspond to the accumulation of Holocene sediments following 

the last glacial retreat. Total combined vertical throw on the fault strands is consistent with 

expected uplift rates on the fault. Dip on the fault strands is interpreted to be between 53 and 

74° SE. 

The WhataDUSIE-2D seismic profile was collected in early 2011. The project led by 

researchers from the University of Otago, TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Germany) and the 

University of Alberta (Canada), provided relatively high-resolution coverage (4-8 m geophone 

spacing, 25-100 m shot spacing) along a ~5.1 km long profile across the Alpine Fault in the 

Whataroa Valley. Several technical difficulties arose during data collection and data processing. 

However, combination of CMP stacking and ray-theoretical travel time inversion methods 

provided detailed insight of a dynamic and complex geological setting. High-resolution seismic 

data imaged the uppermost part (~2-3 km) of the hanging wall of the Alpine Fault and show the 

bedrock topography eroded by glacial processes from the Last Glacial Maximum, which went 

through a rapid deposition process and filled with 200-400 m thick post-glacial sediments and 

outwash gravels. Several dipping reflectors, which likely associate to the Alpine Fault damage 

zone have been modelled dipping to ~40 – 42° SE in 600 m wide zone at depths of 1500 – 

~2500 m. Two additional phases were modelled against dipping reflectors distributed in a 

~1000-m-wide area dipping ~16° SE at the SE end of the transect. These features are likely 

positioned oblique to the 2D profile, therefore projecting the exact location of the reflectors is 

not possible by the data. These reflectors may indicate a potentially wide fractured damage 

zone.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 General geological setting of New Zealand and the Alpine Fault 

New Zealand is located along the boundary between the Pacific and Australian Plates 

(Figure 1.1). South-west of the South Island, the Puysegur Subduction Zone dips south-east, 

whereas the Hikurangi Subduction Zone dips to north-west along the east side of the North 

Island.  

 

Figure 1.1: Tectonic setting of New Zealand. The five sections of the Alpine Fault: 5 – offshore section, 4 – southern 
section, 3 – central section, 2 – northern section, 1 – Wairau Fault section. Marlborough Fault System: HF – Hope 
Fault, CF – Clearance Fault, AF – Awatere Fault.  
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The Alpine Fault provides a link between these subduction zones and runs for 650 km 

along the West Coast of the South Island (including the Wairau Fault), and a further ~230 km 

offshore before it reaches the Puysegur Subduction Zone (Figure 1.1). The Alpine Fault joined 

the ranks of the world’s greatest faults when Wellman introduced the concept of a 480 km long 

dextral displacement along its length by observing similar Permian sequences in Nelson and 

West Otago (Benson, 1952). This continental collision zone started developing in Pliocene and 

Pleistocene time. Later, between about 12 and 6 Ma, the direction of the plate motion changed 

causing increased convergence (e.g., De Mets et al., 1994, Sutherland 1995, Walcott 1978, 

1998), which resulted in the rapid uplift of the Southern Alps and the development of its crustal 

root (Cox and Sutherland, 2007). All plate motion accommodated by the Alpine Fault was 

carried by the Wairau Fault the north until 10 Ma. The continuous southward propagation of 

the Hikurangi margin is probably in association with the formation of the Marlborough Fault 

System creating a series of dextral-slip faults. The three major faults of this fault system are 

connected to the Alpine Fault. Currently the southernmost Hope Fault is transforming most of 

the plate motion from the Alpine Fault into the Hikurangi margin.  

The best estimation of the relative plate displacement in the central South Island for the 

last 3 Ma based on global (DeMets et al., 1990, DeMets et al., 1994, DeMets et al., 2010) and 

local (Beavan et al., 1999, Wallace et al., 2007, Beavan and Litchfield, 2012) seafloor spreading 

measurements is 39 mm/yr strike parallel and 7-9 mm/yr convergence, giving a 40 mm/yr 

summed vector oriented between 065° and 068° (Norris and Toy, 2014). The Alpine Fault 

accommodates up to 80-90% of the total displacement of the relative plate movement (Barnes, 

2009, Barth et al., 2014). The Alpine Fault is also a geological boundary between the granitic-

gneissic (Buller Terrain) Western Province rocks and the gneissic-schist (Alpine Schist) Eastern 

Province rocks (Cox and Barrell, 2007). Surface mapping shows that the fault zone extends 

over 1 km in the hanging wall, with a ~50 m wide cataclasite and gouge zone which gradually 

changes into ultramylonite, mylonite and protomylonite before it reaches the amphibolite facies 

Alpine Schist (Toy et al., 2008, Sutherland et al., 2012, Norris and Cooper, 2013). The 

mylonites along the Alpine Fault were formed at >500°C (Cooper, 1980, Little et al., 2002a, 

Little et al., 2002b, Toy et al., 2010) at ~30 km depth and have been exhumed to the surface 

over the last 5 Ma (Norris and Cooper, 2003, Norris and Cooper, 2013). Strike-slip motions had 

produced a total 480 km of lateral displacement (Benson, 1952, Wellman, 1953, Norris and 

Cooper, 2007); additionally, the hanging wall has been uplifted by ~25 km (Wellman, 1979) 

and 80-110 km of crustal shortening has occurred on the Pacific Plate (van Avendonk et al., 

2004). Presumably the lower crust has been imbricated and formed the root of the Southern 

Alps (Wellman, 1979). Due to the rapid uplift rate along the fault, the geothermal gradient is 
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increased in the upper crust and reaching >50°C/km at the Central Section in a ~100 km long 

area (Holm et al., 1989, Sutherland et al., 2012, Norris and Toy, 2014). 

The Alpine Fault has been in focus of both geological and geophysical research interest 

over the last several decades. Despite the fault being a plate boundary, it appears remarkably 

straight and it has a simple surface trace on satellite images. The dip of the fault varies over its 

length from near horizontal to 30° in the upper part of the crust to 40-60° at depths of 15-30 km 

at the Central Section and 80-90°  most of its length (Sibson et al., 1979, Cooper and Norris, 

1994, Stern et al., 2007). However, at smaller scales, the surface trace and the structure of the 

fault are more complex. The nature of the displacement, dip and rate of slip varies over its 

length and accordingly, the Alpine Fault can be divided into five major sections. Along the 

Southern Section south from Haast, the displacement of the fault dominantly occurs as strike-

slip and dip on the fault is steep. Fault parallel displacement rate is 29.6 (-2.5/+4.5) mm/yr 

(Barth et al., 2014), with dip slip >2 mm/yr (Norris and Cooper, 1995, Berryman et al., 1998). 

Along the Central Section between Haast and Hokitika, a typical serial partitioning occurs 

where north striking oblique thrusts and east striking strike-slip segments are linked to each 

other creating a zigzag shaped surface trace (Norris and Cooper, 1995, Norris and Cooper, 

1997). The length of each segment varies between 1 and 10 km. According to sandbox 

experiments (Norris and Cooper, 1995), it is likely that the serial partitioning affects only the 

upper 1-2 km of the crust with the fault having only one plane at greater depths. The dextral 

displacement rate is 28 ± 5 mm/yr and the dip slip has the highest rate along the fault length at 

8-12 mm/yr (Norris and Cooper, 2001). North of Hokitika, the fault is more east striking with 

10±2 mm/yr strike-slip and 6±2 mm/yr dip-slip rates (Berryman et al., 1992).  

The locking depth of the Alpine Fault is surprisingly shallow, only 5-8 km along the 

Central Section of the fault (Beavan et al., 1999) and 12 km along the northern part (Pearson et 

al., 1995). According to GPS stress field modelling (Beavan et al., 1999, Wallace et al., 2007) 

and micro earthquake studies (Wallace et al., 2007, Boese et al., 2012, Chamberlain et al., 

2014) continuous aseismic creep can be observed at 7-12 km depth in the hanging wall, whereas 

no sliding or slipping creep can be observed in the top 5-8 km of the Alpine Fault. Therefore 

surface displacements occur only during large earthquake ruptures (Beavan et al., 1999, 

Sutherland et al., 2007a). Several studies (Yetton, 1998, Wells et al., 1999, Wells and Goff, 

2007, Berryman et al., 2012b, Berryman et al., 2012c, Howarth et al., 2012, Langridge et al., 

2012, Howarth et al., 2014) have revealed that Alpine Fault behaviour varies along its length 

during large earthquakes. In the Central and Northern Sections of the fault the expected 

recurrence time of the next rupture is 260±70 year (Howarth et al., 2012), compared to 291±23 

year (Cochran et al., 2017) for the Southern Section. A single event could produce 6-8 m of 
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dextral and ~2 m of vertical displacement on the surface (Norris and Cooper, 1995, Berryman 

et al., 2012a, De Pascale and Langridge, 2012, Clark et al., 2013). During the most recent 

earthquake in AD 1717, a ~375 km long section of the Alpine Fault ruptured with M>8 (Wells 

et al., 1998, De Pascale and Langridge, 2012). There is a 27% possibility that the Alpine Fault 

will rupture the next 50 years (Biasi et al., 2015) and 85% chance for a Mw≥8 earthquake 

(Robinson and Davies, 2013). Despite the high precipitation, deposition of river terraces and 

alluvial fans along the range-front of the Southern Alps is controlled by large single events 

occurring along the Alpine Fault (Berryman et al., 2009). Intense deposition and geomorphic 

modification follow the main rupture and aftershocks, and will directly control the environment 

for up to 50 years (Wells et al., 1998, Wells et al., 1999, Howarth et al., 2012, Langridge et al., 

2012, Clark et al., 2013). As the Alpine Fault has not been active in the last ~300 years, the 

next single event will have catastrophic consequences that will affect not only the West Coast, 

but the whole South Island.  

1.2 Geological setting of the Haast and Turnbull region 

The relative motion between the Australian and Pacific plates is 36 mm/yr in the vicinity 

of Haast. The partitioned movement seen in the Central ection changes to almost pure dextral 

slip in the south, which can be explained by the transition from a continent/continent to 

ocean/continent transpressive margin (Davey and Smith, 1983) (Figure 1.2). The landscape 

differs along the southern section of the Alpine Fault where the average height of the Southern 

Alps is lower than in the central section (e.g., near Mount Cook), and the Alpine Fault defines 

the eastern margin of a narrow coastal plain prior to continuing offshore south of Milford 

Sound.  

Surface observations indicate that the Alpine Fault has a steep dip in the south(Berryman 

et al., 1992, Berryman et al., 2012a). Previous works suggest that the east-dipping structure has 

dextral strike-slip motion striking northeast (47° - 57°) at a rate of 21 to 32 mm/yr and with a 

dip-slip of 2 to 3.5 mm/yr in the vicinity of the Haast River (Cooper and Bishop, 1979, Cooper 

and Norris, 1995, Berryman et al., 1998). Existing geological models suggest that the 

Quaternary sedimentary deposits should have a thickness of up to 1 km or more in the footwall 

of the Alpine Fault (Hatherton and Hunt, 1968) and a maximum of 600 m in the hanging wall. 

The near-surface geology of the Alpine Fault has been greatly affected by Pleistocene 

glaciations. In South Westland, the thickness and the extent of the ice was variable (see Figure 

1.2); in some locations the ice extended to the Tasman Sea (Barrell, 2011) with ice thickness 

ranging from a few tens to hundreds of metres (Sutherland et al., 2006). The resulting glacial 

valleys have subsequently been greatly modified because of the high rates of subtropical 
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precipitation that lead to rapid erosion in the mountain ranges and sedimentation on the coastal 

plain.  

 

Figure 1.2: Geological map around Haast and Turbull rivers in Westland, New Zealand. The estimated shoreline 
(green line) and the maximum extent of the ice during LGM (blue line) are highlighted. The LGM shoreline has been 
estimated from a bathymetry map of the sea floor using the -125 m contour. The maximum extent of ice during the 
LGM is based on and published maps of Quaternary glaciers (Suggate, 1990, Barrell, 2011). Location of the seismic 
profile reported by Garrick and Hatherton (1974) is marked by black line. 

Geological investigations of the glacial history of the Southern Alps (Barrell, 2011 and 

references therein) are affected by subsequent overprinting from geomorphic features related 

to tectonic processes. Three advances have been recognised throughout Westland from the 

LGM dated at 28, 21.5 and 19 ka (Suggate and Almond, 2005). However, sediments from 

Pleistocene glaciations can be observed in limited areas on the southern section of the West 

Coast for example, at Paringa (100 km northeast of Haast), 16 ka sediments represent a fjord 

depositional environment (Suggate et al., 1968, Simpson et al., 1994). At Cascasde River (about 

50 km southwest of Haast), vast volumes of moraine material correspond to advances from the 
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Early (65-58 ka and 79 ± 3.9 ka) and Late (22-19 ka) Otira glacial period; these can be 

subdivided into even smaller scale advances and retreats (Sutherland et al., 2007b). The oldest 

moraines founded at Cascade River were dated to ca. 270 ka (Barth et.al., 2014).  Farther to the 

south in Fiordland, Aurora Cave preserves evidence of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 

roughly 20 ka) and earlier glacial advances, with the oldest deposits proving that the greatest 

advance occurred between 66 and 56 ka (Williams, 1996), rather than at the LGM.  

Along the southern section of the Alpine Fault (between Milford Sound and Haast), three 

earthquakes have been recognised in the last 1400 years: AD 1717, AD 1230±30, and 

AD 750±50 (Berryman et al., 1992, Berryman et al., 2012a, Berryman et al., 2012b). During 

each rupture, 8-9 m of horizontal and 1 m of vertical displacement occurred along the fault 

(Berryman et al., 2012a). These earthquakes are inferred to have had magnitudes of M>7 to 

M>8. Previous studies suggest that the entire southern section of the fault, with a surface trace 

at least 110 km long, ruptures to cause a great earthquake (Sutherland et al., 2007a, Howarth et 

al., 2012). Existing geological observations of the region can be used to constrain 

interpretations of the new geophysical data. 

Earlier work in south Westland has studied average displacement rates, structure, dip, and 

strike of the Alpine Fault. Paleoseismic (e.g., trenching) investigations have characterised past 

earthquakes and determined the age of each event. However, these studies have only observed 

the fault on or very near the surface, i.e., based on air photos (Wellman, 1953, Sutherland and 

Norris, 1995, Berryman et al., 1992) and field examinations of terraces and old river/creek 

meander offsets (Berryman et al., 1992, Cooper and Norris, 1995, Sutherland and Norris, 1995, 

Sutherland et al., 2007a, Berryman et al., 2012a, Berryman et al., 2012b), moraines (Berryman 

et al., 1992, Norris and Cooper, 2001, Sutherland et al., 2006), and trenches (Sutherland et al., 

2007a, Berryman et al., 2012a, Berryman et al., 2012b). These studies have penetrated to depths 

of <100 m and therefore only provide information about the shallowest structure of the Alpine 

Fault. Imaging fault structure at greater depths requires geophysical investigations. 

Displacements along the Alpine Fault are generally characterised as single events 

(Berryman et al., 1992). Future ruptures of the fault will greatly affect the West Coast of the 

South Island, particularly in terms of infrastructure, and are likely to cause considerable damage 

to much of the island. It is these hazards that justify further geophysical investigations of this 

region. If we can provide an accurate image of the fault, and possibly even constrain the extent 

of past ruptures, our ability to forecast the appearance and propagation of a future rupture will 

improve.  
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1.3 Geological setting of the Whataroa region 

The Whataroa Valley is located along the central section of the Alpine Fault about 30 km 

north of the highest topographic relief, Aoraki/Mount Cook. The area between the Whataroa 

and Wanganui rivers can be described as a seismic “gap”, where a surprisingly low number of 

micro-earthquakes have been observed (Leitner et al., 2001, Boese et al., 2012) and the nature 

of the quakes also varies: north of the “gap” there are generally larger and more frequent 

earthquakes, than south of the “gap” (Boese et al., 2012).  

During the previous, Otira, glacial period which culminated at the Last Gacial Maximum 

(LGM), the Whataroa Glacier reached its maximum extent between 27,000 – 20,000 yr BP and 

occupied a deep scoured valley that extended out into the present day coastal area (Suggate, 

1990, Cox and Barrel, 2007, Barrell, 2011) (see in Figure 1.3). Following the retreat of LGM 

ice, a few hundred metres of thick late and post glacial alluvium overlain by young fluvial 

sediment was deposited on the basement rock (Alpine Schist) the hanging wall, and filled up 

the valley to produce the present-day topography (Cox and Barrell, 2007). At Saltwater Forest 

near Whataroa, Almond (Almond, 1996) reported six distinct moraines, each representing a 

separate glacial period, and four distinguished group of loess sheets deposited during the Otira 

Glaciation (ca. 80-14 ka), the last (Kaihinu) Interglacial (ca. 128-80 ka), and the Waimea 

Glaciation (ca. 300-128 ka). In his later work (Almond et al., 2001), he describes a complex 

glacial stratigraphy for Otita Glaciation (MIS Stage 2 – 3) by incorporating pollen analysis, and 

dating loess sheets and moraines from Okarito Forest. Till deposits found near Whataroa, Franz 

Josef and the Waiho River are dated at 16450 ±200 ka (Suggate and Moar, 1970), 13950 ±450 

and 15300 ±120 (Suggate, 1985). These glacial sediments have been correlated to the latest 

advancing period of Otira glaciation that likely took place between 16 and 14 ka (Kumara-3 

part of MIS Stage 2) (Suggate, 1990, Barrell, 2011). Significant and rapid glacial retreat started 

at the end of Otira Glacial, marking the beginning of the present Aranui Interglacial Period. 

In the Whataroa area, the footwall basement rocks (Buller Terrane) are overlain by up to 4 km 

of Tertiary-Quaternary sediments (Nathan et al., 1986). The Alpine Fault has an east-striking 

strike-slip segment south of the Whataroa Valley that propagates into a north-striking oblique 

thrust to the north as a “couplet” in the serial partitioning described by Norris and Cooper (1995, 

1997). High resolution LiDAR surveying images parallel partitioning, where dextral normal 

and dextral thrust faults typically create a flower structure in the upper <600 m of the crust 

(Barth et al., 2012). When the Alpine Fault runs across unconsolidated sediments, its dip is 

close to horizontal, as it becomes more difficult to accommodate the oblique movement.  
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Figure 1.3: Geological setting of Whataroa area with the location of previous geophysical surveys. Blue dashed line 
represents the estimated ice extent during the LGM (i.e., end of Otira Glaciation) (Suggate and Almond, 2005, 
Barrell, 2011). The area mapped in Figure 1.4 is indicated with the black rectangle.  

Consequently, parallel partitioning will occur, forming a flower structure in the top few 

hundred metres of the surface behind the fault wedge. During extensive glacial advance, 

sediments are eroded from the valleys and floodplains resulting in a reduction in the stress 

perturbation at the surface. This, in turn, results in decreasing the serial (and parallel) 

partitioning and the fault wedge width, along starts to develop again after the ice retreats (Barth 
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et al., 2012). Between Gaunt Creek and the Whataroa River, two or three sub-parallel E-NE 

striking faults have been identified by LiDAR surveying (Figure 1.4). Each fault is ~10-100 m 

long and located ~100-300 m apart.  

 

Figure 1.4: Close look the geological setting of the Whataroa Valley. On the true left side of the Whataroa River, 
the Alpine Fault exhibits east striking slips, while on the true right, the displacement is dominantly northeast striking 
oblique thrust (red line). Parallel partitioning with short faults (black lines) have been interpreted using high-
resolution LiDAR data (Barth et al., 2012).  

The dip of the Alpine Fault is dependent on basement-basement or basement-sediment 

contact, as observed during drilling of the DFDP-1 boreholes when the fault dip increased from 

30° at DFDP-1A, where the basal fault thrusts over gravel, to >30° in DFDP-1B where the fault 

rocks of the hanging- and footwall are juxtaposed against each other (Sutherland et al., 2011). 

The thickness of the footwall sediments controls the dip of the fault and the width of the parallel 

partitioned segment (Barth et al., 2012). Unfortunately, there is no surface trace at the Whataroa 

Valley, due to rapid landform modification and the high uplift rate. The floodplain sediments 
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were deposited after the 1717 earthquake and they cover the fault scarp (Langridge et al., 2014). 

Consequently, high-resolution geophysical imaging has the potential to improve our knowledge 

of fault-zone structure and behaviour. 

Alpine Fault Drilling 

The Alpine Fault has been identified as an important target for scientific drilling as it 

provides the opportunity to study the fault zone of a major continental plate boundary fault late 

in its seismic cycle (Biasi et al., 2015) where high rates of uplift have increased the accessibility 

of the deep seismogenic zone. Under the auspices of the International Continental Drilling 

Program (ICDP), the Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP) (Townend et al., 2009) was planned, 

targeting the Alpine Fault with a geological investigation of the structural evolution of the fault. 

In 2011, the first phase of the drilling took place at Gaunt Creek, about 8 km southwest from 

Whataroa (Figure 1.3) with two shallow (<150 m deep) boreholes (DFDP-1A and 1B). Cores 

sampled the principal slip zone of the Alpine Fault, with a roughly 50-m-wide alternation zone 

of calaclasite and mylonite within the fault core (Sutherland et al., 2012). Following initial 

shallow drilling at Gaunt Creek, the investigation moved to the Whataroa Valley which was the 

location of the second phase of the Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP-2) at the end of 2014 

(Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4). This phase of drilling was concluded in December 2014. 240 m 

thick Quaternary sediment sequence was recovered by cuttings and core samples from the 

DFDP-2A borehole revealing fluvial-glacial gravels and lacustrine still/mud (Upton et al., 

2015). Technical difficulties with setting casing and cementing at the transition from open-hole 

drilling to coring at 892 m (723 m true depth of the deviated borehole) forced drilling to stop 

prior to penetrating the fault at the DFDP-2B borehole. However, several successful 

investigations focused on the borehole data collected during drilling, such as cut sampling, 

temperature measurements, wireline logging, and mud level changes. Sutherland (Sutherland 

et al., 2017) reports extremely high hydrothermal gradient and highly anomalous fluid pressure 

in the upper part of the seismogenic zone, while Townend (Townend et al., 2017) interpreted a 

hydrogeologically active wide damage zone containing an inner zone controlled by earthquake 

ruptures and a likely fractured outer zone, where shaking induced slips probably occur. Since 

then, ongoing earthquake monitoring has been operating in the borehole recording 

microearthquakes.  
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1.4 Previous geophysical investigations along the Alpine Fault 

Previous seismic investigations at Haast 

In the Haast area, the Alpine Fault has been sparsely studied by geophysical methods 

(particularly gravity and seismic) over the past 50 years. To the south, there have been no 

reported geophysical investigations of the onshore part of the Alpine Fault other than published 

regional gravity and magnetic maps (Reilly, 1972, Reilly and Whiteford, 1979). Gravity 

profiles provide only loose constraints on the structure of the fault; there is evidence, for 

example, that the observed gravity value decreases by 1-2 mGal across the roughly 1 km wide 

fault zone (Hatherton and Hunt, 1968). Several gravity studies have focused on the deeper 

structure of the Alpine Fault, the roots of the Southern Alps and the interaction between mantle 

and crust (Woodward, 1979, Allis, 1986, Stern, 1995). Only Allis (1986) gave evidence of a 

steeply dipping (50° - 70°) structure that he interpreted as the Alpine Fault. Higher-resolution 

gravity profiles were able to constrain the properties of basement rocks, but not the location or 

structure of the fault (Garrick and Hatherton, 1974) (Figure 1.2). 

Two kinds of seismic methods have been used at Haast in the past. (1) At the laboratory 

scale, seismic velocity measurements on rock samples have revealed relatively low velocities 

in the fault zone and give some evidence of the metamorphic grade (e.g., Christensen and 

Okaya, 2007). (2) Field-based seismic reflection and refraction experiments have led to the 

interpretation of arrivals from the Alpine Fault at depths as great as 11-21 km and to the imaging 

of the basement rocks (Garrick and Hatherton, 1973), with interpretations supported by gravity 

profile data. In the latter case, the fault was estimated to dip at the very shallow angle of 7° 

(Garrick and Hatherton, 1974). These seismic profiles were collected prior to the development 

of modern computer-based processing techniques. The design of this previous field experiment 

featured a 24-channel recording system, with widely separated shots (200 to 800 m) and 

geophones (33.5 m), and explosive sources (<2.4 kg). Interpretations of these data are limited 

to broad characterisations of fault structures and associated sedimentary units in the glacial 

valleys and coastal plains (Garrick and Hatherton, 1974). 

The seismic experiment presented in this thesis was designed to improve on these 

methods by collecting higher-resolution seismic data with shorter offsets between sources and 

receivers. As with previous studies, gravity data – also more densely sampled – can assist with 

geological interpretations of the seismic profiles (Garrick and Hatherton, 1974) . Local 

metamorphic basement rocks exposed nearby in glaciated spurs and hills that rise above the 

coastal plain (Randall, 2004, Rattenbury et al., 2010) also constrain seismic interpretations. The 

geophysical study assumption was that basement rocks overlain by Quaternary sediments, both 
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of which are broken by structures related to the Alpine Fault, should be identifiable in seismic 

data collected in the Haast and Turnbull areas. Although direct reflections from a steeply 

dipping Alpine Fault are unlikely to be due to the narrow aperture of sources and receivers on 

the surface, the displacement of basement and sedimentary units cut by the Alpine Fault could 

be used to map fault structures and facilitate the development of a history of previous 

earthquakes.  

Previous seismic investigations at Whataroa  

Good accessibility and the vast, flat coastal floodplain in the Whataroa region provide a 

rare opportunity along the Alpine Fault for detailed geophysical surveys, so the area has been 

the focus of research studies for several decades. The first seismic acquisition was taken in the 

early `70s by Garrick and Hatherton (1974) (Figure 1.3). A ~4.16 km long “main profile” 

(spread 1-9) was recorded in an almost west-east direction from the Whataroa township to the 

river, oblique to the general orientation of the Alpine Fault, along with a ~1.16 km long profile 

(spread Y-X) along the river, south of the bridge. Nine shot gathers were recorded along the 

“main profile” where the geophone spacing varies along its length between 15 and 35 m. The 

shorter profile was recorded by two shot gathers with a 25 m geophone spacing. The seismic 

velocity range determined by the survey, between 4.7 and 5.2 km/s, is consistent with other 

West Coast basement velocities at the beginning of the “main profile”, whereas the second part 

of the line indicates lower values >4 km/s, which is interpreted as crushed schist. A lower 

velocity unit was observed overlying the basement rocks with a velocity range between 2.1 and 

2.2 km/s, which is typical for gravel. Similar results have been described along the Y-X spread 

for the sediment infill. Seismic velocities of 4.7 km/s for the basement rocks, which were 

interpreted as either West Coast basement over-thrust by schist (west of the fault), or less broken 

schist (east of the fault) in which case the fault may be to the west of the bridge. Unfortunately, 

the results do not provide strong evidence for the position of the Alpine Fault at shallow depths 

(Garrick and Hatherton, 1974).  

The South Island Geophysical Transect (SIGHT) project contains two main seismic 

reflection profiles (Figure 1.3) that were shot across the central South Island and offshore in 

1996 and 1998 (Davey et al., 1998, Okaya et al., 2002, Okaya et al., 2013). The main purposes 

of the SIGHT surveys were to image the deformation of the lithosphere, crustal thickening 

underneath the South Island caused by the collision of the Australian and Pacific plates, the 

internal geological structure of the crust, the interaction of the mantle and crust, and the nature 

of the Alpine Fault at depth. SIGHT Transect 1 followed the Whataroa River on the West Coast 

and carried on along the Rangitata River system on the east side of the Southern Alps. 16 large 
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chemical explosions were used along the ~150 km long, onshore section of the profile, recorded 

by 417 seismometers, spaced at ~400 m. The data show that a 37 km thick crustal root is located 

directly underneath the Southern Alps that gradually thins towards the east, reaching 28 km of 

thickness on the east coast of the island (Scherwath et al., 2003, van Avendonk et al., 2004, 

Davey et al., 2007). Besides active seismic acquisition, MT surveying has been undertaken, and 

together the data sets indicate that presumably over-pressured fluids are presented in the high 

shear strain zone at depths of 8-10 km and deeper, causing a distinguishable 0.2-0.3 km/s lower 

seismic velocity nd higher conductivity zone in the Pacific Plate (Davey et al., 1998, Stern et 

al., 2001, Wannamaker et al., 2002, Stern et al., 2007). This zone was interpreted to be the 

Alpine Fault at depths of 10-35 km, dipping 50-60° SE. During metamorphism, large amounts 

of fluid were released and trapped beneath the brittle-ductile zone, generating a low seismic 

velocity zone. The location of the zone coincides with the lower boundary of the locking depth 

of the Alpine Fault (Beavan et al., 1999), and with the seismogenic zone where continuous 

aseismic creep can be observed (Beavan et al., 1999, Leitner et al., 2001, Eberhart-Phillips and 

Bannister, 2002, Boese et al., 2012). The upper crust velocities vary between 5.9 and 6.3 km/s 

with a thickness of 15-30 km, whereas the lower crust represent a higher velocity range between 

6.5 and 7.0 km/s with 2-6 km of thickness (van Avendonk et al., 2004). Underneath the ~37 km 

thick crustal root of the Southern Alps, a high-velocity mantle root is found (Eberhart-Phillips 

and Bannister, 2002, Kohler and Eberhart-Phillips, 2003). 

The SIGHT98 Whataroa seismic reflection data (Figure 1.3) were recorded across the 

Alpine Fault and the coastal plain at Whataroa in 1998 to image the fault at higher resolution 

in the upper part of the crust. The fault has a strong signature at greater depth on the SIGHT 

transects and in the deformation of the crust (Davey, 2010). The Whataroa profile starts ~5 km 

SE of the Alpine Fault and extends NE to the coastal plain for 25 km along SIGHT Transect 1. 

A total of 636 channels were deployed to record the shots consisting of 50 kg of 

explosives used every 1 km. Additionally 2.5 kg intervening shots were deployed at ~ 300 m 

intervals. A 2.5 km thick sedimentary basin containing three layers was interpreted to lie under 

the NW part of the coastal plain, where the velocities vary between 1.6 and 3.4 km/s. The 

basement rock surface was defined by long offset arrivals with a velocity of 5.6 km/s. The 

basement lies 300-500 m deep near the Alpine Fault, and the weak basement reflection observed 

is likely to be related to the Alpine Fault. In the Whataroa Valley, modelling suggests a 2.2-2.7 

km/s single layer of sedimentary units overlying the basement rocks SE of the Alpine Fault, 

that immediately becomes a two-layer sedimentary unit in the NW.  

The deeper sections of the images contain a horizontal boundary between the Moho and 

the lower crust at a depth of ~27 km. A weak SE dipping reflection can be seen on the profiles, 
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probably representing a thrust segment of the Alpine Fault, although no offset can be detected 

on the basement rocks. The data quality varies between good and bad, due to the wiggle track 

of the profile and the significantly wide and variable shot spacing, but most difficulties were 

likely caused by the variable response of the subsurface to the individual shots as a consequence 

of possible near surface conditions absorbing low frequency energy at NW end of the profile. 

Davey (2010) notes that “the low resolution seismic data sets were unable to present a detailed 

picture of the Alpine Fault in the (drillable) near surface. Imaging the fault at sufficient detail 

for drill siting is only possible with closely spaced shots and receivers and a well-designed 

seismic experiment.” Additionally, the site survey was planned to give information about the 

fault geometry for the Deep Fault Drilling Project (Townend et al., 2009). The Whataroa 

Detailed University Seismic Imaging Experiment (WhataDUSIE) aimed not only to imaging 

the Alpine Fault at shallow depth, but also assess the relationship between the footwall and 

hanging-wall sediments and basement rocks, and to constrain the most acceptable location for 

the Deep Fault Drilling Project 2 (DFDP-2) (Townend et al., 2009). Such an experiment 

provides detailed information on the distribution of the seismic velocities in the upper part of 

the hanging-wall and dipping reflectors that likely relate the Alpine Fault and/or fault zone. 

Other seismic investigations along the Alpine Fault  

Only a few low-resolution seismic profiles have been recorded along the Alpine Fault the 

prior to this study. The first seismic acquisition took place in the early ’70s as reported by 

Garrick and Hatherton (1974) at five locations (Figure 1.5) (the results of the Haast and the 

Whataroa profiles have been introduced earlier in this chapter). Four of the profiles were 

recorded across a known Alpine Fault surface scarp (there in no fault scarp at Whataroa). The 

presence of the Alpine Fault was interpreted in the bedrock by a 1 km/s seismic velocity 

decrease at four locations (Haast, Whataroa, Inchbonnie and Springs Junction). Uniform 

velocities were observed on the Styx River profile, thus the location of the fault could not be 

interpreted in the basement rocks. Only seismic profiles at Inchbonnie and Springs Junction 

indicated a clear discontinuity in the basement surface. These early seismic acquisitions 

provided information on the depth of the bedrock and the velocity in the sedimentary units and 

the underlying basement rocks; however they could not image the Alpine Fault in detail at the 

subsurface.  

Later the SIGHT and the Whataroa98 seismic projects took place across the Alpine Fault 

(introduced earlier in this chapter). Further low-resolution seismic data were not collected on 

the West Coast of the South Island.  
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High-resolution seismic profiles (Figure 1.5) were recorded at the northern section of the 

Alpine Fault at Calf Paddock and Inchbonnie (Kaiser et al., 2009, 2010, Carpentier et al., 2013). 

The aim of these surveys was to determine key fault properties such as dip, geometry and slip-

rate. A pilot ultra-high-resolution 2D hammer seismic dataset with 0.5 m of geophone and 1 m 

of shot spacing was collected at Calf Paddock with an additional narrow-azimuth 3D survey 

using a 4 m receiver and 8 m of small explosive spacing with a total of 27 parallel receiver lines 

to cover a ~500 x 200 m2 area. The seismic study revealed at least a 150 m deep erosional basin 

filled up by a sequence of late Pleistocene sediments overlying glaciolacustrine sediments 

(borehole data provided correlation to the seismic units). The main strand of the Alpine Fault 

at shallow depth dips steeply with 20-30 m of apparent vertical displacement along the surface 

of the basement rocks surface. Two additional minor fault strands were interpreted NW from 

the main Alpine Fault strand.  

At Inchbonnie five 380-1200 m long high-resolution 2D seismic profiles were recorded 

along a known Alpine Fault scarp. Basement rocks were interpreted at a depth of 400 m overlain 

by post-glacial sediments (likely lacustrine) and then by alluvial-colluvial deposits. The main 

strand of the Alpine Fault disrupts the entire post-glacial sedimentary unit and the basement 

rocks, while secondary faults are limited in the sedimentary sections.  

High-resolution profiles provided detailed image of the fault architecture at shallow 

depth, identifying not only the principal fault strand, but recognising unknown secondary or 

minor fault strands. The quality of the seismic profiles allowed the authors to undertake a 

seismic stratigraphic interpretation at the study sites.  
 

Figure 1.5.: Seismic data acquisitions along the Alpine Fault. Image on the left indicates the locations of the low-
resolution seismic profiles: Brown circles: Garrick and Hatherton seismic profiles (1974), green circles: shot location 
of the SIGHT Transects (Davey et al., 1998, Okaya et al., 2002), black line: Whataroa 98 project (Davey, 2010). 
Image on the right indicates the location of the high-resolution seismic profiles along the Alpine Fault (Kaiser et al., 
2009, 2010, Carpentier et al., 2013). 
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1.5 Methods 

1.5.1 Seismic survey 

Seismology is studying the nature of seismic waves travelling though the Earth. Two 

major fields have been developed in geophysical investigations based on the energy source of 

the waves. Passive source seismology makes use of naturally occurring earthquakes, which 

generate the seismic waves. Active or controlled-source seismology involves energy sources 

generated by man (e.g., hammer, weight drop and explosion). Chemical explosives were the 

source used in the seismic experiments presented in this thesis. The seismic technique is 

commonly used for mapping and determining the physical properties of geological structures 

in the subsurface. The method is a particularly useful tool for imaging large velocity contrast 

(e.g., crystalline basement rocks overlapping by younger sedimentary units), or mapping 

layered sedimentary sequences as is presented in this work.  

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic image of three types of seismic waves. A: Direct, refracted and reflected waves are travelling 
in a two-layer model. B: Example of a synthetic seismic record showing the output traces. C: Travel time curves of 
direct, refracted and reflected waves. These patterns can be recognised on the shot record presented in image B.  
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Seismic waves propagate in 3D outward from the source. Some portion of the seismic 

energy will return to the surface after it has been reflected or refracted along a geological 

boundary. Highly sensitive “microphones” called geophones can detect the arriving seismic 

pulses and with an appropriate computer system, these pulses can be transformed to digital data. 

The physical properties of a medium such as composition, density, porosity and depth highly 

influence the arrival time of the seismic waves passing through it. Thus, the lithology of the 

subsurface can be assessed by seismic data. Additionally, the locations of subsurface geological 

features can be constrained by knowing: (1) the times when the seismic energy was generated 

at the shot and arrived at a certain geophone, and also (2) the exact location of the sources and 

the receivers (geophones).  

A geological interface between two rock layers will potentially modify the propagation 

of seismic energy due to the physical differences in the layers on either side of the interface 

(Figure 1.66). Seismic waves can be partitioned into reflected and refracted pulses depending 

on the velocity and density of the layers and the angle at which the waves arrive at the interface 

(see Figure 1.66). Three main types of ray can be detected on seismic records. Direct waves 

generally travel through the very top part of the first layer, while reflected waves arriving 

straight back from the interface between geological layers. The third type of the seismic waves 

are refraction that usually travel along the top of a lower layer before turning back to the surface.  

Numerous processing and modelling techniques used in seismic research studies to gain 

a better understanding of subsurface geology. Data presented in this thesis combine a number 

of channels, which contain seismic pulses arriving from a common depth/midpoint (CDP) that 

can be stacked together to create an image more suitable for geological interpretation. Different 

type of rays recognised on shot gathers were also used for ray-theoretical travel time inversion. 

The specific methods followed for these techniques are detailed in the chapter where they are 

applied.  

1.5.2 Gravity survey 

Newton’s Law of Gravitation explains the force of attraction between two masses, and 

provides the basic theory for gravity surveying. Variation of the Earth’s gravitational field arises 

from differences in density between different rocks located in the subsurface. Localised 

perturbations of the gravity field can be measured and characterised as gravity anomalies, which 

can be used for geological investigation. Small scale gravitational changes can be related to 

both different rock types and variations in the geometrical configuration of bedrock positioned 

at depth. For example, gravity anomalies and modelling potentially can be used to image the 
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subsurface of a buried valley infilled by young sediments, such as those found on the western 

side of the Southern Alps in New Zealand.  

The SI unit of gravitational acceleration is in m/s2. In geophysics, the unit of the gravity 

is often given by a Gal, in the recognition of Galileo’s contribution, where 1 Gal = 1 cm/s2. The 

variation of gravity caused by geological structures generates small changes in the gravity field 

which can measured in milliGal (mGal). Thus: 

1 mGal = 10-3 Gal = 10-3 cm/s2. 

Measuring absolute gravity value is a long and difficult process, therefore a Gravity 

Standardisation Network has been developed both internationally (Morelli, 1974) and 

nationally in New Zealand (Robertson and Reilly, 1960). Gravity surveys presented in this 

thesis are based on measuring the relative value of gravity between locations, which is a faster 

and simpler procedure. Absolute gravity values are known in the vicinity of each profile (Haast, 

Turnbull and Whataroa) from the New Zealand Gravity Standardisation Network (NZGSN), 

thus an absolute gravity value can be determined at each survey location by using relative 

gravity readings between the field and NZGSN sites.  

Gravimeter 

A Worden Geodetic Master Gravimeter owned by the Geology Department at the 

University of Otago was used in this work, collecting relative gravity readings along three 

profiles on the West Coast of New Zealand. The main assembly of the instrument holds a finely 

machined quartz spring in a vacuum flask (Figure 1.7). The strength of gravity is measured by 

the extension of the short, only 1.7 cm long, spring weighing 5 mg. Before each reading the 

gravimeter must be levelled on its tripod. Three readings were taken and averaged at each site. 

The timing of each reading was carefully recorded.  

 

Figure 1.7: Schematic image of the Worden Gravimeter spring and mass assembly 
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Gravity Reduction 

Temporal and spatial variations of the gravity field, which do not represent the differences 

in density of the underlying rocks, have a significant effect on local relative readings. These 

effects must be taken into consideration by computing their values and reducing the data 

accordingly.  

Temporal variation of the Earth’s gravity field – Tidal correction 

The gravitational acceleration of the Sun and Moon influence the gravity force measured 

on the surface of the Earth, causing deformation of its solid shape. In the ocean and atmosphere 

such deformations are known as tides. For example, the gravity affected by the Moon changes 

daily and monthly, whereas the period of the solar tide is about a year. However, the 

combination of the solar and lunar tides causes a variability in the acceleration at the Earth of 

approximately 0.3 mGal. Roughly one third of the combined tide is initiated by the Sun and 

two third is generated by the Moon (Lowrie, 2007). Because the tidal effect cannot be 

determined directly, a base station must be set up during the gravity survey and re-visited every 

couple of hours (at least) to assess the background field. Regular readings at the base station 

can provide accurate information of the tidal effect on gravitational acceleration, which later 

can be removed from readings taken at each station during the survey (Figure 1.8).  

 

Figure 1.8: Tidal effect on gravity station readings  

Calculation of absolute gravity for the gravity survey 

Absolute gravity values for each station can be calculated by knowing the temporal effect 

of the gravity field, using the surveying time as detailed above. Then an absolute gravity value 

can be calculated according to the following. Regular base station readings must include the 

elapsed time for each gravity station over the survey (Figure 1.). The constant relative difference 

between the field base station (FBSrel) and the New Zealand Gravity Standardisation Network 

(NZGSNrel) is given by relative gravity readings. Corrected readings can be calculated using 

the following formula: 
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𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 + (𝐹𝐵𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙 − 𝑆𝑀) + 
(𝑆𝑀 − 𝐸𝑀)

𝑇
 𝑡 

Where: 

SM = first gravity reading at the field base station 

EM = last gravity reading at the field base station 

T = elapsed time between the first (SM) and the last (EM) reading at the base station  

t = elapsed time since the first reading at the base station (SM) 

This equation assumes a linear change in background gravity between two base station 

measurements, rather than fitting a tidal curve to the background readings. 

 

Calculating the absolute gravity of the field base station can be undertaken by the following 

formula: 

𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑁𝑍𝐺𝑆𝑁𝑎𝑏𝑠 + (𝐹𝐵𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙 − 𝑁𝑍𝐺𝑆𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑙)𝐶 

where: 

NZGSNabs = New Zealand Gravity Standardisation Network absolute gravity value.  

FBSrel = Field Base Station relative reading 

NZGSNrel = New Zealand Gravity Standardisation Network relative reading 

C = machine constant for converting machine units to gravity units. 

Knowing the absolute gravity value of the field base station, absolute values for each station in 

the surveyed area can be computed: 

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑠 + (𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝐹𝐵𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙)𝐶  

where: 

Fabs = absolute gravity value at the field base station (calculated in the previous step) 

FBSrel = Field Base Station relative reading 

C = machine constant for converting machine units to gravity units. 

In the final step, all calculations must be corrected by the machine constant, which is given by 

the manufacturer of the Worden Gravimeter as 0.085 units per mGal.  

Spatial variation of the Earth’s gravity field 

 Latitude Correction 

The shape of the Earth is a smoothed ellipsoid called the geoid. Thus the mass at the 

equator is greater than at the poles. Consequently the gravitational force is lower at the equator 

and gradually increases towards to polar regions. Calculating the effect of the Earth’s ellipsoid 
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at a certain latitude, an International Gravity Formula of 1967 was created (IAG 1971) to define 

the latitude correction, gLC. 

𝑔𝐿𝐶 = 978.03169 (1 + 0.005269 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝛩 − 0.00000586 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 2 𝛩) (𝐺𝑎𝑙) 

 Free Air Correction  

The free Air Correction is based on Newton’s Law of Gravitation. The elevation of the 

surveyed area affects the distance from the centre of the Earth. Consequently, higher locations 

have lower gravity forces. The free Air Correction “gFAC” does not take rock density into 

account (Figure 1.9A).  

𝑔𝐹𝐴𝐶 = 0.3086 ℎ (𝑚𝐺𝑎𝑙) 

where: 

h = elevation in metres 

 Bouguer Correction 

While the Free Air Correction accounts solely for the variation of the distance from the 

centre of the Earth, the Bouguer Correction uses an average density of the near-surface rocks 

and removes the effect of the rock layer beneath a theoretically perfectly horizontal slab (Figure 

1.9B). The Bouguer Correction “gBC” must be subtracted during the gravity calculations.  

𝑔𝐵𝐶 = 0.04191 𝜌 ℎ (𝑚𝐺𝑎𝑙) 

Where:  

ρ = density in g/cm3 

h = elevation in metres. 

 Terrain Correction 

The Bouguer Correction assumes that the topography around the surveyed area is flat, although 

in reality there are variations present that were not taken into account during the calculation of 

gBC. Further corrections, such as the terrain correction can compensate for the topographic 

relief in the vicinity of the gravity stations.  

 

Figure 1.9: Elevation corrections. A: Free Air Correction (FAC) is taking only the elevation into account at the station 
marked with red star. B: Bouguer Correction (BC) calculating the gravity effect of a slab at the station using an 
average rock density. Slab assumed to be horizontal and infinite. C: Terrain Correction (TC) is calculation the effect 
of the area surrounding the station marked by red star. 
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However, some of the stations may be located under the horizontal rock of the slab datum 

used in the Bouguer Correction, which consequently overcorrected the gravity readings on 

those station. Therefore, they must be restored by a positive terrain correction (Figure 1.9C).  

This calculation of terrain corrections “gTC” can be undertaken using the Hammer chart 

(Hammer, 1939) technique (Figure 1.50) named after its inventor. The correction is determined 

for each gravity station by assessing the mean elevation of each compartments in the Hammer 

chart. The outer section of the last compartment is set to 21.9 km. The gravitational effect of 

each Hammer chart compartment can be summed to produce the terrain correction: 

𝑇 = 0.4191 
𝜌

𝑛
 ( 𝑟2 −  𝑟1 

+  √𝑟1
2 +  𝑧2  −  √𝑟2

2 +  𝑧2 ) (𝑚𝐺𝑎𝑙) 

where:  

T = Terrain correction of compartment 

ρ = Bouguer correction density (g/cm3) 

n = number of compartments in zone 

r1 = inner radius of zone 

r2 = outer radius of zone 

z = modulus of elevation: difference between observation point and mean elevation of 

compartment 

 

Figure 1.50: Concentric circles around a gravity station represent a schematic figure of Hammer zones. For 
example, calculating terrain correction for compartment J, the inner radius, r1 is 4468.8 m, whereas the outer radius 
r2 is 6652.2 m away from the gravity station (Hammer, 1939). 
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In this thesis, the elevation model for the Hammer chart’s compartments was created from 

a Digital Elevation Model in an ArcGIS package and the calculations were undertaken with a 

Python script. The average density of the surrounding rocks at the survey area is necessary for 

the terrain correction.  

Bouguer Anomaly 

Knowing all of the spatial corrections, a Bouguer anomaly can be created by the following 

formula: 

𝑔 = 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 −  𝑔𝐿𝐶 +  𝑔𝐹𝐴𝐶 −  𝑔𝐵𝐶 +  𝑔𝑇𝐶  (𝑚𝐺𝑎𝑙) 

Regional field and residual anomalies 

The Bouguer anomaly is often influenced by larger-scale regional gravity fields 

representing large-scale geological structures and masses, such as volcanic fields or mountain 

roots e.g., in the Southern Alps. The regional field can be modelled from a series of Bouguer 

maps. The trend of the regional field often provides useful geological information at large-

scales; however, the primary interest of the investigation was the local gravitational anomaly, 

a regional anomaly was extracted from published gravity maps (Reilly, 1972) and removed 

from the Bouguer anomaly. Removing the regional field effect from the Bouguer anomaly can 

create a residual anomaly, which can provide information on small-scale variations of the 

gravity field (Figure 1.61). Therefore, such determinations are often more appropriate for local 

geological interpretations and gravity modelling. Several methods of the regional effect 

analysis can be used, including linear trend surface analysis, which is presented in this work.  

 

Figure 1.61: Difference between a regional (Bouguer Anomaly) gravity field and the Residual anomaly  
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1.6 Thesis Structure 

The aims of this thesis are to characterise the geophysical properties of the subsurface 

along the Alpine Fault, provide detailed information about its location, and reveal the 

depositional history of adjacent sedimentary units. The study areas have either not been 

surveyed, or surveyed with low-resolution data only. An introduction to the tectonic setting of 

New Zealand and the geology of the study areas is provided in this chapter (Chapter 1). 

Following this, the results of the thesis will be presented in four main chapters. Chapter 2 details 

seismic and gravity data acquisition and processing in the vicinity of the Haast and Turnbull 

rivers. The interpretation provides useful comparison to results from previous geophysical 

investigations and additional information concerning the deposition environment. Chapter 3 

introduces the WhataDUSIE project, the 2D seismic data acquisition and processing along the 

Whataroa. River. The interpretation of the seismic image is weakly constrained on the seismic 

stack, therefore only preliminary information is presented. Chapter 4 details the ray tracing 

travel time inversion method (RAYINVR) applied on the WhataDUSE dataset. Chapter 5 

combines the techniques applied on the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic data that were presented in 

chapters 3 and 4. The detailed geological interpretation reveals a dynamic deposition and 

tectonic system in the Whataroa Valley. The information gained from this work adds to 

previous geophysical investigations to produces better understanding of the complex tectonic 

setting of the Whataroa Valley. Three main appendices are attached to the dissertation providing 

supplementary documentation for the appropriate chapters. Appendix A contains useful 

information for the seismic and gravity surveying and modelling for Chapter 2. Details of the 

WhataDUSIE project, including data editing and merging, and parameters of data filtering are 

presented in Appendix B as additional information for Chapter 3. Details of the RAYIINVR 

modelling presented in Chapter 4 can be found in Appendix C. Note that the appendices contain 

more than half of the printed pages.  
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Motivation for the thesis 

Considering that the Alpine Fault constitutes the greatest earthquake hazard on the South 

Island, we are lacking in high-resolution seismic imaging data that can be used to better 

constrain the fault’s future rupture characteristics. The main motivation for this study was to 

extend high-resolution seismic acquisition along the Alpine Fault into the central and the 

southern sections, where similar scale of seismic survey had not been completed before. Only 

high-resolution seismic imaging (like at Inchbonnie and Calf Paddock) has real potential to 

investigate the near surface structure of the fault, possible unknown secondary fault strands and 

the paleo-environment. A future rupture will possibly cause considerable damage to 

infrastructure and the dairy industry on the West Coast of the South Island and would probably 

produce damage over much of the island. Geophysical investigations can provide information 

on previous earthquakes and possibly help to forecast the appearance and propagation of future 

ruptures.  

At Haast and Turnbull the Alpine Fault surface scarp is still visible, but the fault is hidden 

by sediments in the Whataroa Valley. The horizontal and vertical displacement rates, and the 

dip and strike, differ in these sections. Over the last few decades these sites have been a focus 

of geological studies and the structure of the fault has been mapped in the neighbouring areas. 

Therefore, choosing these locations for further geophysical investigations could result in a 

wider and more detailed knowledge of the Alpine Fault at the near surface as well.  

A huge effort was exerted to limit the length of this thesis and present the results in the 

most straightforward, concise and enjoyable fashion. This task was challenging considering the 

number of different surveying, modelling and processing methods presented here. I hope, the 

reader will find useful and inspiring information in this PhD and shares my passion and 

curiosity for the topic.  
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Chapter 2  

Seismic and gravity survey along the Haast and the Turnbull rivers 

2.1 Seismic profiles at Haast and Turnbull rivers 

2.1.1 Seismic data acquisition  

The primary logistical consideration for this survey – located in boggy coastal plains in a 

rainforest environment – was access for equipment and personnel. The two transects examined 

by this work were selected because of their proximity to roads: State Highway 6, which runs 

along the southern bank of the Haast River, and Turnbull Road, about 10 km to the south, which 

extends inland along the northern bank of the Turnbull River to a small hydroelectric power 

station (Figure 2.1). Although no wells have been drilled deep into the sediments in this area, 

the seismic lines can be correlated to nearby outcrops of basement rock in order to facilitate 

their geological interpretation. Both of the seismic lines run across a previously-identified 

surface rupture trace of the Alpine Fault (Berryman et al., 2012b). 

The field experiment involved 150 g Pentex explosive charges buried at a nominal 

spacing of 20 m in ~50 cm deep hole and recorded by a 48-channel Seistronix RAS-24 system. 

Single 40-Hz geophones were deployed every 10 m along the lines. A maximum of 96 channels 

could be wired into the recording vehicle, and a maximum of 48 could be recorded for a single 

shot. Two closely positioned and separately recorded charges enabled the recording of 96 

channels at a particular shot point. Acquisition parameters are detailed in Table 2.1. All shot 

and geophone locations in the field were determined by differential GPS measurements that 

provided a lateral accuracy in position of about 5 cm. 

Over 400 source points were loaded and shot. In order to maximise offset information, 

approximately every second shot location was recorded as a full 96-channel double shot. The 

non-doubled shots were centred within a spread of 48 channels to provide consistent split-

spread coverage. This resulted in a nominal average fold of 18 with a common mid-point (CDP) 

spacing of 5 m.  
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Figure 2.1: Geological map of the study area. Seismic profiles along the Haast and Turnbull rivers are annotated with bold 
lines crossing the Alpine Fault.  

Table 2.1: Seismic acquisition parameters along the Haast and Turnbull rivers. 

Item Details 

Source 150 g Pentex charges 

Detonators Electric seismic detonators 

Hole depth 1.2 m 

Seismic acquisition system 2 x Seistronix RAS-24 coupled with an I/O roll-switch and  

A 96 channel Sercel seismic cable deployment 

Geophone frequency 40 Hz 

Receiver spacing 10 m 

Source spacing 20 m 

Number of channels 48 or 96 

Sampling rate 1.0 ms 

Record length 4000 ms 

CDP average fold 18 

CDP spacing 5 m 

Number of CDPs  661 (Haast), 492 (Turnbull) 
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2.1.2 Seismic data processing  

Seismic processing was undertaken with Globe Claritas software (Ravens, 2001). The 

data were first compiled and geographically positioned using GPS co-ordinates. A debias filter 

was applied. The doubled shot gathers were created by merging the shots for a given surface 

location, and appropriate renumbering was undertaken to update the SEG-Y file headers (Barry 

et al., 1975) for the redefined shot records. Details of the seismic processing at the Haast and 

Turnbull rivers will be presented separately in the following section.  

2.1.2.1 Processing Haast River seismic profile 

The location of the Haast seismic profile is indicated in Figure 2.2 on a geological map. 

 

Figure 2.2: Geological map of the Haast River area. The map indicates the location and the CDP channels of the 
seismic survey. 

Noisy traces were systematically removed on merged shot gathers (Figure 2.3). After 

merging shot gathers, the geometry of the geophone locations was added to the SEG-Y headers. 

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) with a 300 ms window, and F-K filter were applied on shot 
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records to increase the coherency of seismic data (Figure 2.3). The algorithm of F-K filter 

designed by Ford (1967) is a two-dimensional filter from band pass and band reject area 

specified on the ω-κ plane. In Globe Claritas programme F-K filter can be applied mainly on 

pre-stack data, recommended on shot gathers.  

 

Figure 2.3: A shot gather after the first and the last 48 channels recorded separately merged into a 96-channel shot 
record. Strong low-frequency noises dominate the first ~250 ms of the record at near offset. Seismic energy rapidly 
attenuates from the shot location. Further trace editing and filtering applied on the Haast seismic profile will be 
presented by using this shot gather in the image (See Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5).  

 

Figure 2.4: A combined, 96-channel shot gather with AGC and F-K filter applied (parameters are detailed in Table 
2.2).  

Strong air-wave signals are present on all shot gathers and they had a significant impact 

on the quality of the final seismic stack. Filtering and muting of low-frequency noise such as 

ground roll and air-waves was applied on shot gathers (Figure 2.5) when the first stack image 

was not satisfactory. When these additional filters were added, all processing was re-applied. 
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The resolution of the seismic stack was carefully checked and further processing steps were 

adjust accordingly. 

 

Figure 2.5: A 96-channel shot gather. AGC, and F-K filter were applied and strong air-waves were muted 
(parameters are presented in Table 2.2).  

Near surface variability and topography necessitated the careful application of refraction 

and residual static corrections prior to the stacking of common depth point (CDP) gathers. First 

breaks on all shot gathers were picked automatically but manually overridden where needed 

(Figure 2.6).  

 

Figure 2.6: Picking first breaks on shot gathers. Direct arrival times were used to create a two-layer tomographic 
model. 

First arrival travel time picks were used in the 2D refstat module in a first break 

tomography process. The simple refraction model consists of two layers: an unsaturated glacio-

fluvial sedimentary unit, presumably a weathered layer, overlying a saturated sediment layer. 

Both layers were horizontal in the starting model and the geometry of the boundary between 

these layers was constrained by inverse modelling. The number of velocity nodes was 
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systematically increased and 15 iterations were undertaken during the inversion process until 

the goodness of fit became satisfactory and the RMS error value was minimised. The goodness 

of fit between the observed first break travel time picks and the model are presented in Figure 

2.7. The near surface velocity model can be seen on Figure 2.8. Near surface velocities were 

established by refraction statics analysis, which can greatly improve the ability to stack 

reflections through a normal move out (NMO) process. 

 

Figure 2.7: First break picks (coloured squares) and the calculated travel times (coloured lines).  

 

Figure 2.8: Near surface velocity model created by first break travel time tomography. The low velocity at top layer 
presumably represents unsaturated sediments, while the higher velocity zone in the second layer is more typical 
for unconsolidated saturated sedimentary unit. RMS residual: 3.20823 ms. 

All shot gathers were sorted by their common depth point (CDP). Then static corrections 

developed with the near surface velocity model presented above were added to the data headers. 

Low-frequency noises were muted by the application of additional processing steps that 

provided some influence on CDP gathers, as it can be seen in Figure 2.9. 

Velocities were picked on CDP gathers assuming normal move out (NMO) to create the 

most appropriate velocity model (Figure 2.10) that can be applied to produce a seismic stack.  

Post-stack processing started with the application of time-variant zero-phase spectral 

whitening, the parameters for which were set by a lengthy series of filter tests (see Appendix 

A1/Part A). Low-frequency ground roll often dominates the shallowest parts of the records, 

which complicates both velocity and filtering analyses. Filters were smoothly interpolated 

across the seismic line from where they were established. Following this, F-X domain 

deconvolution was applied to improve lateral coherency of reflections and to reduce random 

noise. Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 present seismic stacks with and without the low-frequency 

noise.  
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Figure 2.9: CDP gathers with (on the right) and without (on the left) strong low-frequency air –waves indicated by 
orange arrows. Air-wave mute has stronger effect on shot gathers, e.g., in Figure 2.4.  

 
Figure 2.10: Velocity model of the Haast seismic profile.  

 
Figure 2.11: Seismic profile at Haast after post-stack processing and without time-variant zero-phase spectral 
whitening. 
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Figure 2.12: Seismic stack along the Haast River after series of post-stack processing with time-variant zero-phase 
spectral whitening applied (parameters are presented in Appendix A1/Part A).  

Minor improvement can be observed in seismic stacks when strong low-frequency noise 

was filtered on shot gathers (Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12). Resolution of the stack will be crucial 

for migration and for the geological interpretation, therefore several additional processing steps 

including improving the velocity model and testing filtering methods were applied. 

Unfortunately, these additional modifications did not significantly improve the quality of the 

seismic images. However, during post-stack processing, time-variant zero-phase spectral 

whitening improved the image. The spectral whitening was applied with a constant band-pass 

frequency filter with a constant time gate and applied to the entire seismic stack. It is likely that 

some shot gathers needed more brutal filtering, or different parameters should have been used 

for the early arrivals than for the later ones. Twenty shot gathers (every fourth) were selected 

and checked carefully; different band pass frequencies were tested and those frequency bands 

that provided higher quality images at particular regions of the record were noted (details can 

be found in Appendix A1/Part B). This “custom made” filter was applied to selected shot 

gathers and parameter values were interpolated between the tested records. The quality of the 

seismic stack underwent only minor improvement (Figure 2.13); however, horizontal reflection 

patterns were strengthened and provide higher quality migrations and facilitate more accurate 

geological interpretations. Following this, F-X domain deconvolution was applied again. 

(parameters are summarised in Table 2.2). 

The data were then migrated with a finite difference time migration routine using an 

interval velocity model (Figure 2.14) constructed from the stacking velocities using the Dix 

equation. The migrated image is presented in Figure 2.15. Finally, the data were converted from 

time to depth using the same interval velocity model used for the migration (Figure 2.16). 
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Figure 2.13: Seismic stack after post-processing when a specialised time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening 
was applied at every fourth shot record (parameters are presented in Appendix A1/Part B). The resolution of the 
stack improved slightly from previous post-stack images presented in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.  

 

Figure 2.14: Interval velocity model used for the migration. 

 

Figure 2.15: Migration of the Haast profile. 
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Figure 2.16: Depth converted migration of the Haast profile.  

A summary of the seismic processing can be found in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Haast seismic processing flow 

Process Details 

Trace editing Noisy traces removed, polarity reversed for traces as needed. 

Adding geometry  

Debias filtering  Entire trace used 

Creating supergathers Merging pairs of 48-channel shot gathers to a 96-channel supergather as needed. 

Renumber Channel numbers renumbered from 1 to 96 for each shot 

Automatic gain control (AGC) 300 ms window  

Airwave attenuation Attenuation of energy at 330 m/s 

F-K filtering +ve dip filter: 15, taper: 0.35 

Refraction static modelling Two-layer model with static solution (surface consistent static analysis). 

Static shift Shift determined from surface consistent static analysis was added to traces 

CMP sorting  

Time variant zero-phase spectral 

whitening 

Specialised on 20 shot gathers 

Velocity analysis Application of Claritas Velocity Analysis (CVA) tool. 

Normal move out correction  

AGC  200 ms window 

F-X deconvolution Filter length in trace: 19 

Number of traces to filter at a time: 19 

Length of overlap between traces: 6 

Length of sliding time window to process at a time: 50 ms  

Length of overlap between window: 10 ms  

Migration 45° migration using interval velocity model. 

Depth conversion Using interval velocity model. 
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2.1.2.2 Processing Turnbull River seismic profile 

The location of the seismic profile at Turbull River is presented in a geological map in 

Figure 2.17.  

 

Figure 2.17: Geological map of the Turnbull River area. Seismic profile and the CDP numbers are indicated on the 
map.  

Processing seismic data along the Turnbull River started with removing traces, which had 

strong electrical noise (Figure 2.18). This step was followed by determining GPS locations of 

shots and geophones and adding the geometry information into the SEGY headers.  

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) with a 500 ms window provided uniform balancing factor 

to all traces. A two dimensional F-K filtering determined by dip filter and taper were applied 

on shot records to increase the coherency of seismic data (Figure 2.19).  

Similar to the Haast seismic profile, refraction and residual static corrections needed to 

be added to shot gathers to reduce variability in the near-surface topography and velocities. 

This correction can be accomplished by first-break tomography. First breaks were 

automatically picked on shot gathers, although in some cases picks were manually modified 

where it was necessary (Figure 2.20).  
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Figure 2.18: A shot gather without any processing; noisy traces have been removed and geometry has been added 
to the SEG-Y trace headers. Low-frequency noise dominate at the top ~300 ms of the record at near surface. The 
additional filtering applied on the seismic data detailed later is presented in this shot gather (see Figure 2.19). 

 
Figure 2.19: A 48-channel shot record after AGC and F-K filter applied (comparison to Figure 2.18).  
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Figure 2.20: Picking first breaks on shot gathers. Direct arrival times were used for creating a two layer tomography 
model. 

The first-break tomography process was completed using the Globe Claritas 2D refstat 

module. A simple two layer velocity model was created as a starting model; the layer boundary 

was horizontal. The near-surface tomography is designed to model the near-surface velocity 

settings. Near-surface layers are likely to consist of fluvio-glacial sediments, with the top layer 

presumably representing unsaturated sediments, while the underlying layer is saturated by 

ground water. The geometry of the layer boundary and velocities in each layer were assessed 

by inverse modelling. The number of nodes for both velocities and the layer boundary were 

carefully checked after nine iterations. The most acceptable model is given by the lowest RMS 

error value, which can be used to optimise the difference between the observed and the 

modelled travel time picks (Figure 2.21). The best fitting model produced an RMS = 3.02376 

with nodes located every 9 m along the layer boundary. The near surface velocity model is 

presented in Figure 2.22, which was then used to establish static corrections and applied to the 

stack to improve the resolution of the seismic image. 

Before shot gathers were sorted by their common depth point (CDP) static corrections 

were added on all shot records. CDP-gathers are a crucial part of further velocity analyses and 

creating seismic stacks.  
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Figure 2.21: First break picks (coloured squares) and the calculated travel times (coloured lines).  

 

Figure 2.22: Near-surface velocity model created by first-break travel time tomography. The low velocity in top layer 
presumably represents unsaturated sediments, while the higher velocity zone in the second layer is more typical 
for an unconsolidated saturated sedimentary unit.  

Velocities were picked on CDP gathers for normal move out (NMO) to create the most 

appropriate velocity model (Figure 2.23), which was then applied as a NMO correction prior to 

stacking the data.  

 

Figure 2.23: Velocity model of Turnbull seismic profile.  

Unfortunately, low-frequency ground roll often dominated at the shallowest parts of the 

records, which complicated both velocity and filtering analyses. Similar to the Haast seismic 

profile, a time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening was applied to the stack, the parameters 

for which were set by a lengthy series of filter tests (Appendix A2/Part A). Filters were 

smoothly interpolated across the seismic line from where they were established. Then, F-X 

domain deconvolution was applied to improve the lateral coherency of reflections and to reduce 

random noise. The stack is presented in Figure 2.24. 
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Figure 2.24: Seismic profile at Turnbull after post-stack processing detailed.  

Strong reflection patterns do not appear on most of the stack below ~300 ms, which 

probably represents the basement rocks. Weak reflection patterns can be observed between 300 

and 400 ms of the NW side of the profile, which potentially could improve our knowledge of 

the basement-sedimentary basin contact and could provide information of the deposition 

environment. Therefore, further investigation focuses on improving the resolution of the upper 

part of the stack, which is crucial for migration and geological interpretation. 

Twenty one shot records were tested using different band-pass frequency filters and 

different time windows (Appendix A2/Part B) for specialised time-variant zero-phase spectral 

whitening, filter parameters were interpolated between shot records. This technique provides 

more precise filters focusing on structurally different part of the seismic profile, where either 

mild or more brutal filtering could improve the quality of data. Ultimately, the quality of the 

seismic stack underwent only minor improvement (Figure 2.25). 

The data were then migrated with a finite difference time migration routine using an 

interval velocity model (Figure 2.26) constructed from the stacking velocities using the Dix 

equation. The migrated image is presented in Figure 2.27. Finally, the data were converted from 

time to depth using the same interval velocity model used for the migration (Figure 2.28). 
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Figure 2.25: Seismic stack after post processing when specialised time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening was 
applied at every fourth shot record. The resolution of the stack slightly improved from previous post-stack images 
presented in Figure 2.24.  

 
Figure 2.26: Interval velocity model used for migration. 

 
Figure 2.27: Migration of the Turnbull profile. 
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Figure 2.28: Depth converted migration of the Turbull profile.  

Summary of the seismic processing can be found in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Turnbull seismic processing flow 

Process Details 

Trace editing Noisy traces removed, polarity reversed for some traces 

Adding geometry   

Debias filtering  Entire trace used 

Automatic gain control (AGC) 500 ms window  

Airwave attenuation Attenuation of energy at 330 m/s 

F-K filtering +ve dip filter: 15, taper: 0.35 

Refraction static modelling Two-layer model with static solution (surface consistent static analysis). 

Static shift Shift determined from surface consistent static analysis was added to traces 

CMP sorting   

Time variant zero-phase spectral 

whitening 

Specialised on 21 shot gathers 

Velocity analysis Application of Claritas Velocity Analysis (CVA) tool. 

Normal move out correction   

AGC  300 ms window  

F-X deconvolution Filter length in trace: 19 

Number of traces to filter at a time: 19 

Length of overlap between traces: 6 

Length of sliding time window to process at a time: 100 ms  

Length of overlap between window: 20 ms  

Migration 45° migration using interval velocity model. 

Depth conversion Using interval velocity model. 
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2.1.3 Seismic data observations 

The shallowest regions of the Haast seismic profile (< 100 ms) are dominated by signals 

that are highly dependent on surface conditions.  

 

Figure 2.29: Final stack of Haast seismic profile. Solid oval region indicates strong reflection patterns, which were 

caused by migration effect (see Figure 2.31). Dashed oval region indicates a highly reflective surface which was 
altered after migration process was applied (Figure 2.31). 

For example, in Figure 2.29 strong horizontal signals are observed in the NW half of the 

stack whereas the amplitudes and continuity of events are much lower in the SE. This difference 

may be partially due to water saturation in the near surface; seismic acquisition commenced in 

the NW just after a few days of heavy rain, and the near-surface weathering layer was likely to 

be more saturated with water earlier in the survey than later. This means that surface coupling 

conditions are likely to vary along the line.  

Along the Turnbull River (stack presented in Figure 2.30), the surficial layer consists 

mainly of gravel (especially on the SE side of the profile which is located on fan deposits). Such 

surface conditions complicated the deployment and coupling of geophones and created weak 

or noisy signals. Additionally, very strong surface waves resulted in artefacts on the shot gathers 

– and the low-frequency band pass filters used to reduce the effects of these artefacts also 

negatively affected near-surface signals. Despite the subparallel nature of the horizons in the 

upper 100 ms of the stacks, the data cannot be reliably interpreted. 

The migrated stacks (Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32) differ considerably from the 

unmigrated stacks (Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.30), due to the migration of dipping structures in 

the dataset. For example, the strongly dipping basement structures observed on the NW end of 

the Haast stack (indicated by yellow oval in Figure 2.29: CDPs 120 - 240 at 350-650 ms) cannot 

be seen after migration (Figure 2.31). These signals come from dipping reflectors off the end 

of the seismic profile, corresponding to the rapidly shallowing basement-sediment interface. In 

contrast, the strong reflections forming an arch between CDPs 400 and 600 (indicated by yellow 
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dashed oval in Figure 2.29) indicate a local high in the boundary between sediments and 

basement. Migration of this boundary steepens the reflections. At NW and SE ends of the 

profile affected by the migration process a typical “smiley” shape patterns take place.  

 
Figure 2.30: Final stack of Turnbull seismic profile. Dashed oval region correspond to a reflective surface altered 
by migration effect (Figure 2.32) 

A dipping reflector can be seen on Turnbull seismic profile between CDP 300 – 360 at 

~150 v- 300 ms (circled with orange in Figure 2.30). The strong reflection pattern still can be 

seen after migration was applied to the stack. The process modified its appearance and resulted 

in a steeply dipping structure between CDPs 320 and 360, while at CDP ~280 – 300 the patterns 

occur almost horizontal. The migration process influenced the deeper region of the seismic 

profile where conchoidal shape artefacts were created at the NW and the SE ends. However, 

the major parts of both Haast and Turnbull seismic profiles, which are the focus of the 

geological interpretation, were not affected by migration artefacts.  

 
Figure 2.31: Migrated stack of Haast seismic profile. Ovals with solid lines indicate the migration effects. Oval with 
dashed line highlights a strong reflection altered after the migration process applied on stack (Figure 2.29).  
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Figure 2.32: Migrated stack of Turnbull seismic profile. Migration effects dominate the lower part of the stack, as 
indicated by the solid ovals. The shape of a strong dipping reflection pattern has been modified by the migration 
process, as indicated in the region of the dashed oval (Figure 2.30). 

The stack and migration both indicate similar geological features along Haast and 

Turnbull rivers. A well-defined strong boundary (circled with dashed line in Figure 2.29, Figure 

2.30, Figure 2.31, and Figure 2.32) separates a dominantly chaotic or weak reflection pattern 

zone from a series of horizontal, sub-horizontal features presented at the upper part of the 

images. The strong reflection pattern highlighted by coloured dashed ovals on the stacks likely 

represents the geological boundary between the basement rock (chaotic reflection pattern in the 

lower part of the data) and overlapping sedimentary units (horizontal, sub-horizontal features 

at the upper part of the stacks). The strong contrast in the rock types associated with such 

features means that there are large lateral P-wave velocity changes (Haast Schist: ~3.8 km/s; 

sediments: ~1.7 km/s). This complicates velocity analyses undertaken with CDP gathers and 

generates strong artefacts at the depth of converted migrated stacks (indicated by green oval in 

Figure 2.33 and Figure 2.34), which can be observed at about CDP 400 between the depths of 

450 and 750 m on the Haast profile (Figure 2.33) and at about CDP 300 between 300 and 900 

m, caused by inadequate interpolation of the velocity model used for the migration process.  
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Figure 2.33: Haast profile, depth converted migrated stack. Strong artefact caused by a large lateral velocity change 
is noted with a green oval.  

 

Figure 2.34: Turnbull profile, depth converted migrated stack. Unfortunately strong artefacts interfere caused by 
significant velocity change between basement rocks and sediment infill.  

2.1.4 Seismic stratigraphy interpretation 

Obvious differences can be observed in the data that distinguish the basement rocks from 

the overlying sediments (Figure 2.35 and Figure 2.36). The shallow parts of both transects show 

parallel-to-subparallel continuous-to-discontinuous reflections that correspond to a substantial 

accumulation of sediments. The basement rock surface is interpreted to be a typical glacially 

eroded surface with deep basin-like valleys (600-700 m deep at Haast and ~400 m at Turnbull) 

adjacent to elevated (~200 m at Haast and ~100 m at Turnbull) rounded peaks (Figure 2.35 and 

2.36). The basement rocks are assumed to consist of Haast Schist to the SE (in the hanging wall 

of the Alpine Fault) and crystalline granites, gneisses or metagreywackes of the Western 
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Province in the footwall to the NW. Such rocks are expected to have similar densities and 

seismic velocities and few coherent reflections are observed in the seismic data, which limits 

the detailed portion of the interpretation to the shallow regions filled by sediments above the 

eroded basement.  

 

Figure 2.35: Simple interpretation of the depth converted seismic profile at Haast. Mapped surface location of the 
Alpine Fault is marked by the star symbol. 

 

Figure 2.36: Simple interpretation of the depth-converted seismic stack at Turnbull. Mapped surface location of the 
Alpine Fault is marked by the star symbol.  

An interpretation of the Alpine Fault at depth relies on identifying offsets in sub-

horizontal seismic reflections related to either sedimentary strata or a buried eroded basement 

surface. Simple interpretations of an Alpine Fault surface have been made based on 

observations of such offsets tied to the known surface locations from mapping (Figure 2.35 and 

Figure 2.36). However, the interpretation of horizons across a fault can be subjective and poorly 
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constrained, so the principles of sequence stratigraphy have been applied to produce a more 

objective interpretation. 

2.1.4.1 Seismic interpretation of stratigraphy  

Analysis of the seismic data using a sequence stratigraphic approach has played a crucial 

role understanding the sedimentation process and paleo-environmental history of the Haast and 

Turbull region. A systematic approach has been used whereby seismic facies have been defined 

to contain a group of similar reflection patterns, representing the same depositional processes, 

that differ from nearby facies units and reflection patterns (Payton, 1977). This procedure has 

been applied to the final time-to-depth converted migrated stacks of the Haast (Figure 2.37) and 

migrated stack of the Turnbull (Figure 2.38) profiles.  

 
Figure 2.37: Interpretation of sequence stratigraphy and basement rocks in the Haast seismic profile. The surface 
location of the Alpine Fault is indicated by the star symbol. Fault related displacements can be also recognised in 
the sedimentary units.  

 
Figure 2.38: Seismic interpretation of the Turnbull profile. Similar reflection patterns similar to those recognised than 
in the Haast profile have been identified. The fault related displacement can be seen on the basement rocks and 
also in the sedimentary units. Note that the quality of the time-domain stack is more suitable for the interpretation.  

Seven stratal units have been identified above the basement rocks (summary can be found 

in Table 2.4) based on their seismic characteristics, which typically can be described with weak 
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and irregular reflection patterns. From bottom to top, the sequences represent the infilling of 

ancient glacial valleys with high- to low-energy marine or lacustrine sedimentary units 

(Sequences 1 to 4), followed by a change to shallow marine and fluvial (terrestrial) units 

deposited as the coastal plain emerged and stabilised (Sequences 5 to 7). Sequences were 

distinguished by the following observations.  

Sequence 1: Onlap deposited sequence on the top of the basement rocks with sub-parallel 

seismic reflection configuration with high continuity. The reflection patterns are parallel to the 

gently dipping basement rocks’ surface. The internal structure of the sequence suggest uniform 

rates of deposition in a stable basin in a predominantly low energy environment (Payton, 1977).  

Sequence 2: Deposited onlap on the erosion surface of the basement rocks, two sub- 

sequences are distinctive. At the SE termination of the sequence (Sequence 2b), discontinuous 

parallel – sub-parallel internal structure dominates that changes into an oblique parallel 

progradational pattern terminating downlap. The reflection patterns suggest relatively high 

sediment supply with a stable sea level in a high energy environment. Each reflection of the 

facies unit is perturbed by faulting. Sequence 2a shows a relatively well preserved sigmoidal 

seismic reflection configuration, which is a typical pattern in a low-energy and gently dipping 

depositional environment. The boundary between the sub-sequences cannot be recognised; 

however reflection patterns change to a more hummocky seismic reflection configuration 

(Sequence 2a), which indicates a facies change to higher energy.  

Sequence 3: downlap deposited sequence shows mound fill seismic facies that form at 

CDPs 320-400, which is characteristic of gravity controlled rapid, high-energy deposition 

(Payton, 1977). A lence-shaped, chaotic seismic reflection configuration can be seen at CDP’s 

112-320, which is typical of landslide debris (Payton, 1977, Hjelstuen et al., 2005). 

Sequence 4: This sequence found the thickest (up to ~230 m) seismic facies among the 

seven sequences identified at Haast. Although three sub-sequence can be distinguished, all of 

them have similar seismic reflection patterns that probably represent long-term stable climatic 

and environmental conditions. Compared to the previous facies, sequence 4 is the first, that can 

be seen along the entire length of the seismic profile, with weaker signals at CDPs 600-772 

caused by the field work surface conditions, rather than representing the depositional 

environment. The horizons follow wave parallel reflection configuration to the underlying 

mound and lens shaped sequence 3. The propagation of the horizons of sequence 4a is typical 

of low-energy deposition (Payton, 1977). Only this sub-sequence has a thickness of nearly 130 

m, thus was probably formed by a long-term stable depositional environment. Sequence 4b is 

mainly an oblique parallel progradational facies, formed by a high-energy rate on a dipping 

structure (Payton, 1977). The mound type fill in sequence 3 created a natural slope for sequence 
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4, thus the depositional rate and energy can be interpreted directly and helps to distinguish the 

sub-sequences: horizons follow the shape of the mound in sequence 4a (low-energy) and 

propagate as oblique parallel seismic facies patterns in sequence 4b (Payton, 1977). 

Discontinuous parallel even and wavy progradational seismic facies represents a low-energy 

depositional rate in sequence 4c. 

Sequence 5: The thickness of this sequence increases from the SE (mountain region) to 

the NW (Tasman Sea) creating a wedge-like seismic facies unit. Besides the changing 

thickness, the reflection patterns change slowly from a highly continuous parallel-sub-parallel 

reflection configuration in the east to a shingled-hummocky pattern in the west. The other 

characteristic feature of this sequence, that the horizons are very thin the sediment supply 

probably decreased dramatically (compared to sequence 4). The low deposition rate and 

predominantly low energy suggesting an environment change from sequence 4 to sequence 5. 

Sequence 6: Exhibits a principally chaotic seismic configuration with partial hummocky 

seismic reflection patterns, which are characteristic of high-energy, fast depositional rates 

environment with high sediment supply (Payton, 1977). We assume this sequence represent 

another major facies change, possibly from marine/shallow marine to terrestrial. The top 

boundary of the sequence was defined arbitrarily at a subsurface time of 100 ms to separate it 

from the noisy and weak top region of the seismic profile.  

Sequence 7: Although this sequence has an apparent hummocky seismic configuration, 

interpretations of reflectivity cannot be a reliable due to reasons listed earlier. However, we can 

still assume that this top layer was deposited in a terrestrial area and represents the braided river 

channel environment observed in the present-day.  

All seven sequences do not necessarily extend over the entire shelf. In particular, 

sequences 1 to 3 are only identified in the deepest parts of the basin on the Haast profile. 

However, the shallower sections, including the sedimentary units that may record the transition 

from deeper water to fluvial deposition (Sequences 4 to 7), are identified on both profiles, even 

considering the relatively poor data quality of the Turnbull profile. Note that because the Haast 

and Turnbull rivers are 10 km apart, the local depositional environments are likely to be 

different; however, changes in climate, sea level and sediment supply should be the same. 

Thereby providing a way to correlate the interpretations of the two profiles. 
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Table 2.4: Stratigraphic interpretation summary 

Sequence 
Reflection Patterns at 

Haast 

Reflection Patterns at 

Turnbull 
Inferred Environment 

Sequence 7 Hummocky 

Hummocky with some wavy 

parallel patterns. Sequence 

boundary is not well defined 

High-energy system, possible 

braided river sediments 
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Sequence 6 Chaotic partly hummocky 

At CDP 200-320: parallel, 

hummocky in northwest. 

Sequence boundary is not 

well defined 

High-energy  system, high 

depositional rate at Haast, energy 

system changes from low to high 

at Turnbull 

Sequence 5 

Parallel to subparallel at 

the southeast, shingled-

hummocky at the 

northwest. Thin horizons. 

Chaotic and hummocky 

contains thin horizons similar 

to Haast. 

Low-energy system with low 

depositional rate at Haast, 

moderate-high energy system at 

Turnbull 

Sequence 4c Parallel (even and wavy) Parallel 
Low energy, moderate 

depositional rate 

M
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e 

o
r 
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n
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Sequence 4b Oblique parallel Sub-parallel, hummocky High or moderate energy 

Sequence 4a Parallel-wavy Sub-parallel, onlap deposition 

Long-term stable depositional 

environment, low-energy system 

at Haast, high-energy system at 

Turnbull 

Sequence 3 

CDP 320-400: mound fill, 

CDP 112-320: lance 

shaped, chaotic 

N/A 

High energy, (e.g., landslide) 

(Hjelstuen et al., 2005), rapid 

depositional rate 

Sequence 2b 
Parallel – sub-parallel 

with oblique parallel 
N/A 

High energy on gently dipping 

surface 

Sequence 2a Hummocky N/A Higher energy than sequence 2B 

Sequence 1 
Sub-parallel, onlap 

deposition 
N/A Low energy 

 

2.1.4.2 Seismic interpretation of Alpine Fault ruptures 

The recognition of sequences – and in particular the observation of seismic reflection 

patterns in each sequence – plays a crucial role in understanding displacement patterns 

associated with the Alpine Fault. Seismic sequence stratigraphy has helped to separate 

characteristic sedimentation patterns (like hummocky or obliquely parallel seismic 

configurations) from fault-related patterns. Breaks in these patterns led to the interpretation of 

a complex 1.1 km-wide fault zone cutting through the background stratigraphy (Figure 2.37 

and Figure 2.38). We assume that interpreted fault traces (four on the Haast profile and three 

on the Turnbull profile) correspond to separate strands of the Alpine Fault.  

The strands of the Alpine Fault (denoted as 1, 2, 3 and 4 on the Haast profile and X, Y 

and Z on the Turnbull profile) all displace the interpreted top of basement, but have upper 

terminations at different depths (Figure 2.37 and Figure 2.38). From west to east, the strands 

appear mostly to cut younger sedimentary units. Although the Haast and Turnbull profiles are 

10 km apart, there is some similarity in the fault patterns and they have been interpreted together 

here. However, it is likely that the fault zone between the two lines is much more complicated 

and may well include a complex interfingering of fault paths.  

Haast strands 1 and 2 and Turnbull strand X occur to the northwest of the strand that 

corresponds to the most recent surface ruptures of the Alpine Fault (Haast strand 3 and Turnbull 
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strand Y), and terminate in older sequences (sequence 3 for strand 1 and sequence 4 for strands 

2 and X). The first plane of the fault is interpolated through the basement, sequence 1, the 

sigmoid seismic reflection patterns in sequences 2a, and the hummocky seismic configuration 

in sequence 2b. Displacement must have occurred after deposition, so the observed facies 

change does not relate to the sediment supply or energy difference. However, due to the strike-

slip motion of the Alpine Fault, sequence 2b would have moved hundreds of metres from south 

to its present location and therefore can represent a different depositional environment than 

sequence 2a. The location of the fault cannot be detected in the basement rocks and in sequence 

3 (due to interpreted landslide related debris). However, sequence 4a shows some evidence of 

a fault. Thus the propagation of the Alpine Fault to the present surface cannot be observed along 

this transect. These fault related tectonic movements affected the lowermost first three 

sequences, thus correlation of the fault plane between the Haast and Turnbull profile is not 

possible for strand 1. The fault plane probably became inactive and another plane started to 

accommodate the major displacement, which is identified as strand 2 in the Haast, and strand 

X in the Turnbull profile.  

Vertical offsets related to the second strand of the Alpine Fault can be seen on sequences 

2, 3 and 4. Due to the low-energy deposition environment interpreted for sequence 4 (evidenced 

by the parallel/sub-parallel horizons) is preserved a secondary thrusts well. A minimum of three 

of them can be detected on the Haast and two on The Turnbull profiles. Presumably, faulting 

occurred on the second strand of the fault as it propagated through sequences 5 and 6, but direct 

evidence to the vertical offset cannot be proven by the seismic reflection patterns. It is likely 

that the fault plane became inactive as the third plane started to accommodate displacement. 

They are now buried by unfaulted sequences. 

Haast strand 3 and Turnbull strand Y are interpreted to extend to the present-day surface 

where their positions are constrained by the well-mapped Alpine Fault surface scarp. The plane 

can be or less in all of the sequences and can be followed up to the present surface level. 

Relatively large vertical offsets can be detected on the basement rocks and on the sequence 3a 

(e.g., 8 m in sequence 3), which caused disturbances on each horizon within the sigmoid seismic 

facies. Smaller vertical offsets can be seen upwards along the Alpine Fault, thus, presumably 

some (e.g., 4 m in sequence 6) of the displacement occurred after the younger sediments were 

deposited, so we assume that displacement along this strand has been syndepositional. Despite 

the hummocky seismic configuration in the sequence 6, the same displacement trend can be 

seen on the horizon “fragments” close to the fault, and possibly antithetic thrusts took place as 

we have seen along the second plane of the Alpine Fault. Due to the lack of reliable reflection 

data in the upper 100 m of the seismic profile, as explained earlier, the location of the fault in 
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sequence 7 has been interpolated based on the known location of the surface scarp and the offset 

reflections observed at depth.  

Haast strand 4 and Turnbull strand Z are observed to rupture only a short section of strata 

extending up from the basement rocks to sequence 4a. This suggests that movement on this 

strand of the fault has ceased. However, the resolution of the seismic data in the shallower 

sequences above this fault is poor relative to the northwest. As this fault strand is positioned 

about 500 m southeast of Strand 3, it is too far away to link up with another possible surface 

scarp, mapped about 80 m southeast of the active scarp (Berryman et al., 2012).  

As detailed above, possible secondary thrusts are identified cutting through sequence 4 

on strands 2 and X and through sequences 5 to 7 on active strands 3 and Y. In the case of strand 

3, it is possible that the secondary thrusts system could explain the parallel scarp located 80 m 

southeast of the main active scarp of strand 3. 

These detailed fault interpretations rely on the identification of offset reflections in the 

seismic data. However, in the region of the Alpine Fault, it is important to consider the 

transpressive nature of the system when interpreting two-dimensional seismic profiles oriented 

perpendicular to fault strike. Even though fault displacements are observed to be on apparent 

reverse faults in these seismic sections, the dominant movement on the Alpine Fault is strike-

slip. If we assume that erosion of the glacially carved basement ended c. 17 ka with the retreat 

of glaciers following the LGM, we then have means of calculating the total movement on the 

Alpine Fault since then. Using 28 mm/yr horizontal and 2-3 mm/yr dip-slip rates (Norris and 

Cooper, 2001), the Australian Plate will have moved 390 m northeast and 34-51 m vertically, 

relative to the Pacific Plate hanging wall. This is consistent with the total vertical offset 

measured on the interpreted fault strands in each transect (Figure 2.37 and Figure 2.38). On the 

Haast profile, a total of approximately 39 m of vertical displacement is interpreted along the 

four strands. On the Turnbull profile, the total is 33 m. 
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2.2 Gravity profiles at Haast and Turnbull rivers 

2.2.1 Gravity data acquisition and processing 

The Bouguer Anomaly Map of New Zealand 1:250 000 series (Reilly and Whiteford, 

1979) is based on a large-scale gravity survey with coarse sampling resolution. The Bouguer 

Anomaly exhibits small variations between ~-20 and -24 mGal at Haast and even smaller, 

around ~-20.5 - -21 mGal, at Turnbull (Figure 2.39). 

 

Figure 2.39: Bouguer Anomaly Map of Haast and Turnbull region (1:250 000 series) (Reilly and Whiteford, 1979). 
Haast and Turnbull gravity profiles are indicated by black lines.  

The resolution of the Bouguer Anomaly Map is not sufficient to provide satisfactory 

information concerning the 3D extent of sediment infill and depth of the erosional surface along 

the rivers. Therefore high-resolution gravity surveys were undertaken for detailed imaging and 

gravity modelling in January 2009 (Figure 2.40).  
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Figure 2.40: Regional geological map of the gravity survey area in the vicinity of the Haast and Turnbull rivers. Black 
squares indicate enlarged maps of the gravity profiles. The closest New Zealand Gravity Network station located 
NW of the Haast gravity profile (LINZ benchmark code: B8N7) is indicated by a red circle on the map.  

Given the absence of subsurface control, gravity profiles were co-located with the seismic 

lines to constrain interpretations of sediment thickness above basement. Gravity measurements 

were obtained with a Worden Geodetic Master Gravimeter every 40 m (at every fourth 

geophone) along both seismic lines, resulting in a total number of 81 stations along the Haast 

and 45 along the Turnbull River (Figure 2.40, Figure 2.41, and Figure 2.42). Within the study 

area, only one absolute gravity value is known from New Zealand Gravity Network (Robertson 

& Reilly, 1960). LINZ benchmark station (B8N7) adjacent to the Haast gravity profile, was 

used to calculate absolute gravity values for both profiles. Relative gravity values were 
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measured between field base stations and the B8N7 LINZ benchmark (Figure 2.40 and Figure 

2.41). Measurements were taken for several hours for each site and are presented in Figure 2.43 

and Figure 2.44. Using the average gravity readings at each site (both field base stations and 

B8N7 LINZ benchmark site), the absolute gravity value can be calculated for local base stations 

(Table 2.5) and survey stations based on the calculations explained in Section 1.5.1. The 

absolute gravity value can be determined after the temporal effects have been reduced for all 

base stations and stations along both profiles.  

Table 2.5 Absolute gravity values at local field base stations and at B8N7 site 

Base station Absolute gravity value (mGal) 

B8N7 980499.74 

Haast 980503.75 

Turnbull 980503.98 

 

 
Figure 2.41: Geological map of the Haast gravity survey area. Gravity stations are indicated by purple circles. Every 
20th station is highlighted with the corresponding stations marked by yellow framed circles. A local gravity base 
station was set up in the middle of the profile (marked by a red triangle in the map). CDP coordinates of the seismic 
profile (for comparison with the gravity profile) are indicated by a turquoise line. The New Zealand Gravity Network 
station (LINZ benchmark code: M8N7) is shown by a red circle off the NW end of the profile.  
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Figure 2.42: Geological map of the Turnbull gravity survey area. Gravity stations are indicated by purple circles, 
with every 20th marked by a yellow frame that correlates to the gravity station numbering. Location of the local 
gravity base station is shown by a red triangle. The Turnbull seismic profile overlaps with the gravity profile. CDP 
coordinates of the seismic profile (for comparison with the gravity profile) can be seen by turquoise line.  

Three reading were taken and averaged at each station to reduce the measurement 

uncertainties; timing of the readings was also recorded. Site positions were established by a 

differential GPS system. A base station for instrument drift and tidal corrections was established 

at the middle of each profile, and it was occupied at least once every 2 hours during data 

collection (Figure 2.43 and Figure 2.44). Reduction of the temporal effect of the gravity reading 

are presented in Figure 2.45  and Figure 2.46. 
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Figure 2.43: Measuring relative gravity difference at Haast field base station and at the New Zealand Gravity 
Network site (LINZ benchmark: B8N7).  

 

Figure 2.44: Relative gravity readings measured at New Zealand Gravity Network site (LINZ benchmark: B8N7) 
and at the field base station at Turnbull.  

 

Figure 2.45: Tidal effect on base stations and stations of the Haast profile.  

 

Figure 2.46: Relative gravity measurements along the Turnbull profile. The graph demonstrates how temporal 
effects influence readings over time during a gravity survey.  
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After the instrumental drift and tidal effect were reduced from the readings at each site, 

the absolute gravity values were determined (Figure 2.47 and Figure 2.49) using the relative 

gravity difference between the field base stations and the B8N7 benchmark.  

Absolute gravity values on their own do not contain sufficient information about the local 

geology. Therefore, spatial effects must be reduced and corrected in the data (Figure 2.48 and 

Figure 2.50). These effects include Latitude, Elevation, Bouguer and Terrain Correction. 

Latitude and Bouguer effects influence the local absolute gravity value positively, thus they 

must be removed from the data; however Bouguer correction over-correct the reading, but 

Elevation and Terrain corrections can compensate it by adding these effects to the absolute 

gravity data. An average replacement density of 2.67 g/cm3 for Bouguer and Terrain effects is 

a reasonable estimate for the basement rocks in the region (Christensen and Okaya, 2007). Note 

that no gravity readings were made directly on bedrock, so depth-to-basement interpretations 

need to be independently constrained. 

  

Figure 2.47: Absolute gravity profile along the Haast River 

 

Figure 2.48: Bouguer gravity anomaly along the Haast River.  

 

Figure 2.49: Absolute gravity anomaly along the Turnbull River 
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Figure 2.50: Bouguer gravity anomaly at the Turnbull River 

The Bouguer anomaly curves presented in Figure 2.48 and Figure 2.50 are still affected 

by large scale regional perturbations in the gravity field, which are caused by the variation in 

the crustal thickness. The primary interest of the investigation is to create a residual gravity 

anomaly which is influenced only by local geology, e.g., basement rocks. Creating a graph of 

such an anomaly necessitates reducing the regional gravity effect by determining gradients from 

published Bouguer Anomaly maps (Figure 2.39). The regional gravity gradient is linear at the 

Haast and Turnbull rivers (Figure 2.51 and Figure 2.52) due to small variations of the crustal 

thickness directly at the study region combined with the limited length of the profiles. 

Significant crustal thickening can be seen in the Southern Alps region only a few km from both 

gravity regions.  

 

Figure 2.51: Regional gravity effect for Haast River at each gravity station. 

 

Figure 2.52: A 0.4 mGal regional effect can be observed at Turnbull River. The linear graph indicated the reduced 
regional effect at each gravity station.  

Removing the regional gravity effect from the calculated Bouguer anomalies at the Haast 

and Turnbull rivers does not provide more information of the local gravity perturbations, 

therefore residual anomaly was resolved by fitting linear trend to the Bouguer anomaly graphs 

(Figure 2.53 and Figure 2.55). A fitting trend was created for each gravity profile. Bouguer 

anomaly values were extracted using the equation of the fitting line and residual anomaly values 

were calculated (Figure 2.54 and Figure 2.56) 
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Figure 2.53: Bouguer anomaly profile at Haast. Dashed line represents the linear fit trend. The equation of trend 
line can be used for calculating the residual anomaly by extracting each Bouguer anomaly value from the trend line.  

 

Figure 2.54: Residual anomaly at Haast River.  

 

Figure 2.55: Bouguer anomaly curve along the Turnbull profile. Linear trend line (marked by dashes) can be used 
for calculating the residual anomaly by extracting the trend line from the Bouguer anomaly values.  

 

Figure 2.56: Residual anomaly at Turnbull River 

Residual gravity anomalies represent perturbations of the local gravity field caused by the 

near-surface geology. The coastal floodplain and river valley are filled by Holocene post-

glacial, glacio-fluvial and fluvial sediments, and therefore the underlying denser basement 

rocks provide a strong gravity effect. Previous geological studies do not indicate strong density 

variations within the Haast Schist at the study area. Consequently, the differences in the local 

gravity field will be indicative of the depth of the basement rocks from the surface.  
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2.2.2 Forward modelling of gravity data 

Interpretation of the reduced gravity data (in section 2.2.1 Figure 2.54 and Figure 2.56) 

was undertaken by iterative forward modelling with GravCadW software (Sheriff S., 1997). 

GravCadW calculates the gravity effects of a potential geological body defined by polygons 

with a user-defined density contrast and geometry.  

A simple, two-layer starting model, based on an initial geological interpretation of the 

depth of basement in the seismic data, was constructed consisting of a low-density sedimentary 

unit overlying a high-density basement unit. The geometry and densities of the model were 

iteratively altered using nonlinear (Marquardt-Levenberg) inversion (Marquardt, 1963) until 

the modelled gravity response satisfactorily matched the reduced gravity measurements. 

Several models have been tested for both the Haast and Turnbull gravity profiles using different 

density contrast between the basement rocks and the sediments varying from 0.40 g/cm3 to -

1.1 g/cm3. The density contrast is calculated by removing the average density of the sediments 

from the average density of the basement. As the sedimentary unit has lower density, the density 

contrast will be always negative for modelling the Haast and Turnbull gravity profiles. The 

maximum depth of the basement rocks was set to 700 m below sea level for both gravity 

profiles.  

Unfortunately, limitations in the resolution of GravCadW programme do not allow us to 

create a model that precisely fits to the small variation in the local gravity field. Therefore, the 

primary purpose of the process was to create a model following the main trend of the residual 

anomaly curve. An example of the process is presented in Figure 2.57 showing the Haast 

residual anomaly profile. In some cases, a measurement error such as presented on Figure 2.58 

along the Turnbull residual anomaly curve, was ignored during the modelling process. 

 

Figure 2.57: Gravity modelling of the Haast residual anomaly profile. Observed gravity data are presented by blue 
circles; calculated gravity values are marked in red. The resolution of the model does not allow imaging of small 
variations of the local gravity field; therefore, the model fits to the trend of the anomaly curve.  
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Figure 2.58: Gravity modelling along the Turnbull residual anomaly curve. Blue dots represent the measured data; 
red coloured circles indicate the calculated values. A decrease of the gravity field can be seen at ~1500 m, 
significantly altered from neighbouring readings. It is possible that the readings taken at ~1500 m contain large 
measurement error; therefore, the value was ignored during modelling.  

15 models were created for each of the profiles and are presented in the supplementary 

documents (Appendix A3). The GravCadw programme calculates the depth of the surface 

contact of the two geological units using the modelled gravity values based on the geometry of 

the polygon (sediment infill) with a given density difference. The calculated depth of the contact 

surface can be used for generating geological models for the investigated region. All geological 

models are presented in the Appendix A4.  

The model did not fit adequately to the trends of both residual anomaly curves when lower 

density contrast values (between -0.40 and -0.60 g/cm3) were tested in the model. The goodness 

of fit gradually improved with greater density contrasts, and the model fitted to the trend of the 

data even with the highest contrast. The minimum and maximum depths of the erosional surface 

were most extreme with lower density contrasts, providing modelled depth of 800 m with -0.40 

g/cm3. The maximum depth of the basement rocks rapidly decreased between -0.45 g/cm3 and 

-0.65 g/cm3, but gradually smaller changes were observed with higher density contrast.  

The best fitting models resulted from a density contrast of -70 g/cm3 at Haast (Figure 

2.59) and -0.65 g/cm3 at Turnbull (Figure 2.60). Models fitted well, even when the highest 

density contrast values were tested (-1.05 and -1.10 g/cm3); however, the maximum modelled 

depth of the erosional surface (~200 m) does not match the interpretation of the seismic profiles. 

Therefore, the most acceptable models were produced with density contrast between -0.65 and 

-0.80 g/cm3. The best fitting models indicate the maximum depth of the erosional surface is 

~500 to ~300 m below sea level at Haast, and ~400 to ~200 m below sea level at Turnbull 

(Figure 2.61 and Figure 2.62). All models represent a typical, uneven glaciated basement rocks 

surface. 
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Figure 2.59: Residual anomaly curve at Haast River. Measured gravity values are presented by blue circles, while 
red coloured markers present modelling results. The resolution of the model does not allow calculated values to fit 
the data; however, the trend of the curve can be matched.  

 

Figure 2.60: Residual anomaly curve at Turnbull River (blue circles) with corresponding modelled values (red).  

 

Figure 2.61: 2D geological model of the basement rock surface and the overlying sedimentary unit at Haast River. 
The blue dots at the top of the model represents the location of the gravity survey stations and their elevation above 
present day sea level. The depth of the basement rocks was calculated by GravCadW programme. Each calculated 
value is plotted by red dots along the geological boundary. 

 

Figure 2.62: 2D geological model at Turnbull River. The model shows the depth of the basement rock surface 
calculated by GravCadw. Calculated values are can be seen in the model marked by red circles. The elevations of 
gravity stations along the river are showed by blue circles.  

Gravity observations from the earlier work of Garrick and Hatherton (1974) are presented 

in Figure 2.63 using a density contrast of -0.5 g/cm3 with the maximum depth of 700 m. Due to 

the improved spatial resolution of the new survey (40 m vs. 122 m), the new gravity data are 

able to examine more detailed lateral changes in density.  
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The reduced gravity measurements, modelled gravity response and 2D model of the 

basement rock along the Turnbull River (Figure 2.62) suggest that the scale of the gravitational 

anomaly is smaller than along the Haast profile. The difference between the minimum and 

maximum gravity value is ~2 mGal at Turnbull, whereas it is ~3 mGal at Haast, which supports 

a shallower depth to the top of basement. It is likely that the gravity anomaly at Turnbull is 

strongly affected by more complicated local features such as landslide and high-energy 

mountain river deposits with distributions that change rapidly perpendicular to the profile.  

Four of the best and most acceptable surface models based on the gravity modelling 

(density contrasts varying between -0.65 and -0.80 g/cm3) were projected on the depth-

converted migrated stacks of Haast and Turnbull to compare the interpretation of the basement 

rock surfaces for these two geophysical approaches. Significant differences can be seen (Figure 

2.64) between the gravity surface models and the seismic interpretation of the basement rocks 

in the NW section of the profile. According to the seismic interpretation, thick post glacial 

marine sediments were deposited here, typically with higher densities than the young, 

unconsolidated fluvio – fluvioglacial sediments. The erosional surface reaches its minimum 

depth at ~CDP 560, consequently providing less space for the sediment accumulation, which 

dominantly contains unconsolidated sediments. Therefore, the major part of the gravitational 

force is probably generated by the basement rocks. However, to the NW, high-density 

sediments can also influence the local gravity field, adding their effect to the underlying 

basement rocks. Thus, the maximum depth of the modelled erosional surface can be at a 

shallower depth due to the higher gravitational effect.  

The effect of high-density sediments can be detected on the Turnbull surface models 

based on the gravity modelling (Figure 2.65). The surface of the basement rocks reaches a local 

minimum at the centre of the profile (~CDP 360) lining up with the surface models, even though 

the erosional surface models based on gravity modelling reached a similar depth on the NW 

side of the seismic profile. Thick post-glacial marine sediments were interpreted on the seismic 

profile. Thus the gravity field is probably influenced not only by the basement rocks but the 

higher density sedimentary units as well, producing a shallow erosional surface.  
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Figure 2.63: Gravity and seismic survey results from Haast recorded and processed by Garrick and Hatherton (1974). The highlighted area overlaps with the high-resolution 2009 survey.   
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Figure 2.64: Depth converted migration at Haast. Four of the most acceptable gravity-derived surface models are 
projected along with an interpretation of the basement rock surfaces. The surface rupture of the Alpine Fault is 
marked by the red framed star at CDP 328.  

 

Figure 2.65: Depth converted migration along the Turnbull River. Interpretation of the basement rocks on the seismic 
profile is projected in comparison to the surface models created by the gravity modelling. Four of the best fitting 
models are presented on the profile. The location of the last Alpine Fault rupture can be seen on the surface and 
marked by a red framed star (CDP 320).  

2.3 Discussion of seismic and gravity profiles at the Haast and Turnbull 

rivers 

The glacially carved valleys on this part of the South Island have characteristics similar 

to those to the south in Fjordland. The New Zealand fjord system has been carved by glaciers 

and filled by glacial, marine (or lacustrine in places where basins remained isolated from the 

ocean), and fluvio-glacial sediments. In places, ancient fjords have evolved further to produce 

incised river valleys or lakes (Pickrill et al., 1993). During glacial periods, huge volumes of 

sediment are transported to the continental shelf whereas, in comparison, transported volumes 

are much less after glacial retreat (Barnes, 2009, Barnes et al., 2001). Most of the Fiordland 

fjords have limited catchments lying within less erodible rocks than those of the Southern Alps 

(e.g., Clarke and Burbank, 2011), and therefore generally have only thin sediment packages 
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deposited during interglacial periods (Pickrill et al., 1993, Pickrill et al., 1992). This is similar 

to observations made in Norway (e.g., Hjelstuen et al., 2005, Hjelstuen et al., 2004, Hjelstuen 

et al., 2009).  

In the vicinity of Haast, even though the basement rocks have been eroded in a manner 

similar to that seen in Fiordland, post-glacial sedimentation has been much more rapid due to 

the major catchment of the Haast River, the sediment source lying within the more easily eroded 

Alpine Schist, and the likely connection of the eroded valley to the ocean. In locations with 

abundant sediment supply at the end of the Otira glacial period, rapid deposition occurred in 

conjunction with a rise in sea level from about 125 m below the current level during the LGM 

(Siddall et al., 2003) to near present day sea level by around 6.5 ka (Pickrill et al., 1993). In 

places, the high rates of deposition were able to outpace sea level rise in many deep fjords and 

along the present-day coastal plain.  

When old fjords were filled to capacity by sediment, the environment switched from a 

shallow marine to a fluvial setting. Chaotic and hummocky reflections represent intermittent 

high-energy depositional environments – possibly including outburst floods. During this period, 

huge volumes of sediment input played a role in forming the coastal area above sea level, 

supplemented by active uplift processes along the Alpine Fault. As mentioned previously, using 

an average dip-slip rate in South Westland of 2-3 mm/yr, the hanging wall of the fault will have 

risen approximately 34-51 m since 17 ka.  

Based on the above, we assume that deep marine or lacustrine basin sediments, overlain 

by shallow water deposits and those from more fluvial environments, will be present on the 

Haast and Turnbull seismic profiles. This is consistent with observations at Paringa to the north 

showing a transition from deep-water (fjord) sedimentation overlying schist basement to beach 

facies to fluvial facies in post-glacial times (Simpson et al., 1994). Changes in depositional 

style in the fjords and on the continental shelf during glacial and interglacial periods provide a 

means for dating active structures within the sediments. 

It is possible that final basement erosion (and perhaps some sedimentation) may have 

occurred earlier in the Otira glaciation, prior to the LGM, which would complicate the 

sedimentary history of the basin fill units – and correspondingly the record of faulting where 

these units are offset. Sedimentary units identified are likely to correspond to variations in 

sediment supply associated with pulses of ice advance during the later part of the Otira 

glaciation. For example, one possible explanation would be that sequence 1 was deposited 

immediately following ice withdrawal from the basin; sequence 2 could then have formed 

during a stable climatic period; landslides and rapid deposition in sequence 3 could then have 
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resulted following a rapid upstream retreat (perhaps including sediment-rich outburst floods) 

(Figure 2.66 and Figure 2.67).  

2.3.1 Fault characterisation and timing 

The interpretation of multiple Alpine Fault strands cutting the sedimentary units of the 

Haast coastal plain provides additional constraints on rupture history. Although the Alpine Fault 

surface trace has been well mapped as a simple, almost linear, feature in the Haast and Turnbull 

regions since the mid-20th century (e.g., Wellman, 1953), the new seismic data show that the 

subsurface nature of the fault is more complex. 

As previously shown, the seismic data enable cumulative fault separations to be measured 

on the strands of the fault. On the Haast transect, a total of 39 m of offset (in the plane of the 

seismic section) is measured, and on the Turnbull transect the total is 33 m. These are consistent 

with uplift rates of 2-3 mm/yr since the end of the last glacial period (c. 17 ka). The sedimentary 

sequences through which the fault strands cut are readily interpreted as post-glacial 

accumulations, thereby adding further support to the cumulative displacements observed here. 

However, the use of cumulative fault displacements to constrain the age of the sediments 

includes many uncertainties. The most significant here is that most of the motion on the Alpine 

Fault is strike-slip. As mentioned previously, if strike-slip displacement averages 23 mm/yr, 

then offset along the fault since 17 ka will be 390 m. This has particular significance for 

interpretations of offset on the ruggedly eroded basement surface where slopes can have angles 

of 45° or more (see Figure 2.66). The interpretation of faults in seismic data relies on identifying 

a separation between similar reflections that correspond to a faulted geological feature. 

Therefore, if strike-slip offset results in the juxtaposition of different geological features across 

a fault, then a seismic interpretation of throw will be impossible.  

The accumulation of more than 700 m of sediment is likely to be much more complicated 

than the relatively simple model presented here. For example, is it appropriate to assume that 

erosion stopped and deposition commenced immediately following the retreat of the glaciers? 

What was the actual timing of the glacial retreat from the region of the Alpine Fault at Haast? 

How confident can we be in the uplift rates and could there be local variability in them over 

Quaternary timescales? 

2.3.2 Fault stepping 

Interpretations of the seismic data (Figure 2.66 and Figure 2.67) suggest that the active 

strand of the Alpine Fault through the sedimentary units of the Haast coastal plain has changed 
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over time, with the most recently active strand of the fault (Haast strand 3 and Turnbull 

strand Y) cutting the youngest sedimentary units. However, the actual throw on the individual 

strands of the fault at Haast is quite low, which suggests that the number of earthquakes for 

which each strand is active is also low. It is also possible that more than one strand is active at 

the same time (e.g., strands Haast strands 3 and 4 may both be active currently) with one strand 

slowly taking over the net movement from the other strand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.66: Final sequence stratigraphic interpretation including strands of the Alpine Fault on migration of the 
Haast profile. The surface location of the Alpine Fault is marked by the star at ~CDP 328.  

The upper termination of fault strands at depth suggests that they have died out as fault 

motion has moved to a new structure. However, it is also possible, that some of these features 

could be active blind faults. For example, on the Turnbull profile, Strand Z may be the more 

active strand, even though it does not extend to the surface. An understanding of these processes 

is vital for assigning appropriate seismic hazard to the structure. 
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Figure 2.67: Migrated stack of the Turnbull River profile showing the sequence stratigraphic interpretation and active 
and presumably inactive strands of the Alpine Fault. The surface rupture location of the last Alpine Fault earthquake 
is marked by the red framed star at CDP 320.  

The 3D geometry of the glacially eroded valleys and coastal plain, and the lithology of 

the sediment infill are also likely to have had some control on faulting patterns. In this region, 

the depth to the eroded basement surface is interpreted to vary from 0 to 700 m. Such extreme 

topographic change is likely to have affected the near-surface position of the Alpine Fault (cf. 

Norris and Cooper, 1997) but the sediment infilling of the basin may be reducing the amplitude 

or longevity of the fault steps. Such fault stepping, which is typically referred to as out-of-

sequence faulting, also has been relatively common as observed to the north on the Alpine Fault 

in the Waikukupa River valley (Norris and Cooper, 1997) and near Paringa (Simpson et al., 

1994). At both locations a thrust sheet was emplaced west from the main surface trace of the 

Alpine Fault after the rapid deposition of sediments started at the end of the LGM. Later, the 

erosion of the Waikukupa and Paringa rivers reduced the thickness of the thrust sheets; their 

extent became subcritical and they could not remain structurally stable. A new active thrust 

fault started developing east of the abandoned sheets. However, at Haast and Turnbull rivers, 

the eastward propagating fault stepping occurred in thickening sediments, and therefore it is 

less likely that it was controlled by sediment erosional and depositional processes. During the 

LGM, the Alpine Fault surface trace was covered by ice, thus it is possible that the retreating 
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Haast and Turnbull glaciers may have had control over the surface location of the fault and new 

thrust segments developed due to the “eroding” ice similar to post-glacial sediments, as 

observed at Paringa and in the Waikukupa valley.  

Although the fault strand patterns interpreted in the Haast and Turnbull sections are 

similar, the 10 km separation of the two profiles means that a direct link (e.g., between strands 

2 and X, 3 and Y, and 4 and Z) is not possible. However, future modelling work could examine 

the physical controls on the similar southeastern back steps observed between strands 2 and X 

(terminating in sequence 4) and active strands 3 and Y (observed on the surface). 

2.3.3 Comparison to previous models 

The new results from the Haast region complement the work of Garrick and Hatherton 

(1974) (Figure 2.63) by providing data at higher resolution in the central part of the old survey. 

Some differences should be expected between the old and new models. For example, we now 

assume that the basement rock is covered not only by fluvio-glacial sediments, but also by fine-

grained marine sediments, which have a higher density and can therefore influence the gravity 

anomaly. However, the differences in the observed gravity on the western side of the new 

gravity profile cannot be easily explained as there is an incomplete record of the assumptions 

made during the reduction of the older dataset. The differences may be the result of three-

dimensional (3D) effects, which are likely to be significant here. 

The higher resolution of the new seismic reflection data rules out the suggestion by 

Garrick and Hatherton (1974) that the Alpine Fault is dipping to the SE at 7° (Figure 2.63). 

Interpreted dips in the seismic reflection data lie between 53 and 74°. The extremely shallow 

angle was supported by relatively high basement rock velocities, which suggested that the 

rounded basement high located roughly 1 km SE of the Alpine Fault surface scarp and about 

200 m below the surface consisted of Western Province (i.e., footwall) rocks. However, the new 

seismic reflection data (Figure 2.66 and Figure 2.67) do not show evidence of a fault with such 

a shallow orientation. Additionally, the basement rock velocities (3.8 to 4.85 km/s) calculated 

for the basement high (Garrick and Hatherton, 1974) lie within the range of expected values for 

schist and mylonites in the hanging wall of the Alpine Fault (Christensen and Okaya, 2007).  

The 3D configuration of the glacially eroded basement in the Haast is complex and 

generally beyond the scope of this project. However, glacial erosion features on and adjacent 

to the coastal plain were undoubtedly affected by the north-eastward tectonic transport of the 

shelf relative to the mountains. This has contributed to the significant topography of the eroded 

basement surface imaged in the Haast transect (Figure 2.68). Such erosional features are also 

likely to have affected the path of the Alpine Fault on the surface, which will be influenced by 
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regions in which accumulated strain can be released most easily (e.g., in deep valleys infilled 

with poorly consolidated sediments). 

 

Figure 2.68: Details of local surface geology in relation to the Haast profile. Interpreted depth to basement along 
the seismic line is as indicated. Basement relief shows similar trends to local topographic features (e.g., the 
basement high in the central part of the Haast profile could be related to the western subsurface extent of a mountain 
spur from the north side of the Haast valley as indicated by dashed line.) 
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Chapter 3  

WhataDUSIE seismic experiment 

3.1 Seismic data acquisition along the Whataroa River 

The Whataroa Detailed University Seismic Imaging Experiment (WhataDUSIE) was 

undertaken in the Whataroa Valley in January-February, 2011 (Figure 3.1, field work is detailed 

in Appendix B1).  

The purpose of the 2D explosive surveying was to create a direct image the Alpine Fault 

zone at shallow crustal depths characterising the surface layer and sedimentary thicknesses and 

properties with high-resolution seismic reflection data. The data were then used to find the best 

location for the next phase of Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP2) phases (Townend et al., 

2009) in the Whataroa Valley. Imaging of the fault and overburden at sufficient detail is only 

possible with closely spaced shots and receivers and a well-designed seismic experiment. This 

was a challenge in the Whataroa Valley with thick vegetation, rainforest conditions, constantly 

changing topography, and large river meanders.  

The WhataDUSIE experiment was a ~5.1 km long 2D seismic line along the Whataroa 

Valley. The primary goal of the experiment design was to position the seismic profile at the 

centre of the valley and, despite of the challenging surface conditions, locate shots and 

geophones along a line as straight as possible. Before the seismic data were collected at the 

beginning of 2011, the field area was visited twice in the previous year. During these visits the 

access road on the farm land, safe creek crossings and hiking tracks were altered by rapid 

erosion, which indicated future challenges during seismic data collection. Coordinates of 214 

shots (between 1000 and 1214) were calculated prior to field activity, keeping ~25 m between 

each shot. However, previous field inspections made it clear that the final location and number 

of shots would be controlled by the erosion conditions at the time the data were collected 

(Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1: Geological map of the WhataDUSIE project. The plan of the shot locations is marked by blue line in the 
map. The appropriate map for further discussion in this chapter will be referred to as area A (experiment design; 
see Figure 3.2) or B (actual shot and receiver location’s for the WhataDUSIE project; see Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.2: Map of area A. 214 shot locations were calculated in the experiment design (yellow dots), although only 
99 of them were occupied in the WhataDUSIE project.  

The Whataroa River has cut previously existing floodplains making it impossible to set 

shot locations at the most NW and SE sections of the planned seismic profile (see Figure 3.2). 

The river meander has moved at several locations along the central section of the seismic line 

and in some cases has created new access to land or demolished existing access. Shot locations 

were flagged by using the previously calculated coordinates, but constant interactive re-design 

was needed making use of field observations and the latest satellite images of the valley. Lack 

of regular maintenance of the access road and the fast growing native bush also resulted in 

significant changes in the shot locations at the central section of the profile, because one of the 

main goal the field activity was to minimise environmental impact. The resulted, in one part of 

the profile, to shots and geophones being separated by ~40 m by a small forest patch (referred 
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to as the “loop” – see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4). As part of the line design process, four shots 

were combined into a group of shots (referred as “pattern shots” later) to minimise surface 

disturbance in the valley. Difficulties in access and the assumed location of the Alpine Fault 

influenced the final decision to use only pattern shots at the SE end of the profile. Pattern holes 

were deployed to allow a larger shot size and greater seismic depth penetration through stacking 

without causing the ‘fly’ of material that would have been caused by a larger charge within a 

single shallow hole. Despite of the earlier calculation of the coordinates, all shot locations were 

surveyed using a GPS unit.  

Explosives were used as the seismic source, specifically 400 g Pentex charges with 

electronic detonators buried in 1.4 to 2 m deep holes. There were 81 single holes every 25 m 

along the downstream part of the profile and 22 pattern holes (five shots at each pattern hole 

site that were simultaneously detonated) every ~100 m along the upstream part of the profile. 

Unfortunately, the depth of the holes was limited to what could reasonably be achieved 

manually or with a digger. The flat topography of the first 2.5 km section of the seismic line 

across farmland made it possible to use an excavator and it dug 65 single holes and 6 pattern 

holes with an average depth of 2 m (Between shots 1020 and 1102). A creek channel cut the 

profile further up in the valley, hence the only way to access the upper section of the seismic 

line was by foot, and 16 single holes and 16 pattern holes were dug by hand to an average depth 

of 1.4 m (between shots 1108 and 1197). 10-15 volunteers helped in this activity and the digging 

took almost two weeks to be finished. Ground conditions varied from sand to coarse river 

gravels where boulders up to 1 m in length in places were prised from the ground using crow 

bars and spades.  

The 200 kg of explosives were sourced from Orica New Zealand through their local agent, 

Blackhead Quarries Ltd Blackhead Quarry, Dunedin and transported in 50 kg packages to the 

West Coast by personnel who held Controlled Substance licenses (CSL) and approved handlers 

licenses for explosives. A portable magazine, borrowed from Blackhead, was established on 

the farmland in the Whataroa Valley owned by Dave and Bern Friend. The Pentex charges were 

wired with detonators by licensed personnel and then carefully buried. The wires for the electric 

detonators were protected by tubing (garden hose – see Figure 3.3). The firing line location on 

the surface was secured, generally under a rock. Shot safety was ensured by licensed personnel 

who ensured each area was clear before firing while personnel held CSL licenses operated the 

radio controlled shot box. Permission to carry out this survey was kindly given by the Friend’s 

for the farmland and by DoC (permit number WC-28988-RES) for sites further up the Whataroa 

Valley.  
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Figure 3.3: Loading shot holes with 400 g Pentex charge. The wire for the electronic detonator was protected by 
garden hose.  

The seismic profile has gaps that vary from a few metres up to ~300 m due to the river 

meanders, highway, access road and creeks. The special topographic conditions necessitated a 

special gear arrangement, and five different recording systems were operated independently 

during the experiment (see Figure 3.4). University of Alberta gear was deployed as systems 1 

and 2 (separated by the river at the NW end of the profile), University of Otago gear as system 

3 and Freiberg University equipment as systems 4 and 5 (again, system 4 and 5 were separated 

by the river at the SE end of the profile). These five systems contained 639 channels altogether. 

Data were collected with a sampling rate of 1 ms and a 16 s time window. Table 3.1 summarises 

the different systems and their acquisition parameters. In an ideal world, standardised 

equipment would have been deployed along the entire profile length, but this ambitious 

mobilisation made use of everything available and equipment was positioned with 

consideration of acquisition parameters and logistics (e.g. the Canadian gear which included 

geophones with higher frequency response and shorter takeouts, was placed nearer the coastal 

plain where the Alpine Fault is shallower).  

Channels 188-192 from the Canada 1 deployment were looped back on themselves due 

to space limitations (i.e., 188=187, 189=186, 190=185, 191=184, 192=183). As this occurred 

due to the river cut bank, this provides an opportunity to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, poor 

at this location due to river noise, through stacking. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of recording systems and their acquisition parameters 

 Canada 1 Canada 2 Otago Germany 1 Germany 2 

System Geode Geode Seistronix RAS-

24 

Geode Geode 

# Geophones 192 144 48 216 48 

Channels 1 – 1871 188-331 329,331-377 376-591 592-639 

Geophone 

spacing 

4 m 4 m 8 m 8 m 8 m 

Geophone 

type 

14 Hz 14 Hz 40 Hz Mostly 4.5 Hz 4.5 Hz 

Description Northernmost 

geophones 

straddling State 

Highway 6 

Separated from 

Canada 1 by 

Whataroa River; 

across helipad 

road 

In paddocks south 

of helipad road; 

spread overlapped 

with Canada 2 

and Germany 1 so 

that trace timing 

could be 

synchronized. 

Access a 

challenge through 

thick brush and 

numerous streams 

with little road 

access 

Southernmost 

geophones south 

of big bend in 

Whataroa River; 

deployed by 

walking down 

true right side of 

river. 

Observer(s) Heather Schijns Doug Schmitt Andrew Gorman, 

Callum Bruce 

Olaf Hellwig, 

Andrew Gorman 

Felix Hlousek, 

Olaf Hellwig 

 

Electronic detonators connected to a firing line were used to detonate the shots using a 

radio-controlled shot box. Because systems Canada 1 and Germany 2 were physically separated 

from the rest of the instruments, a technique for merging the data with consistent timing was 

required. In the field, the Otago system was used as the master system. It was physically linked 

to the radio-controlled shot box which detonated the charges at the shot point. The other four 

recording systems were manually triggered by their respective observers on the radio command 

of the Otago observer. The recording window was set to 16 s, a longer-than-necessary length 

of time to allow for human error in triggering the systems. Reftek seismometers equipped with 

GPS clocks were co-located with geophones from the three physically separated groups of 

instruments (note that Canada 2, Otago, and Germany 1 instruments physically overlapped and 

had collocated geophones where their spreads connected). By matching the signals recorded by 

the Reftek and Geode instruments, an absolute timing can be assigned to all traces, which 

allowed a consistent start time to be determined.  

During the field work, two people monitored traffic along SH6 to halt shooting and hence 

minimise noise from vehicles. A tourist helicopter operation was based in the Whataroa Valley 

near the Canada 2 section, so shooting was also halted when noise from this source was 

observed.  
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Figure 3.4: Geological map of the Whataroa Valley with the final shot and geophone locations. Receivers are 
marked by solid coloured lines, and the channel number is labelled in coloured background corresponding to the 
appropriate system with the same colour. Two channel numbers are labelled at the beginning and at the end of 
system 3, where two geophones overlap with system 2 and 4. 
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3.2 Merging seismic data 

 

Figure 3.5: Geological map of the WhataDUSIE project area. Coloured lines indicate the geophone locations; each colour 
corresponds to a different recording system. Physically separated systems were cross-correlated using three Reftek130 units; 
their locations are also marked on the map.  

 

During acquisition of the WhataDUSIE seismic profile, System 1 (University of Alberta 

equipment) at the NW end of the line and System 5 (Freiberg University gear) at the SE end 

were physically separated from the rest of the by large meanders of the Whataroa River. Only 

System 3 (University of Otago RAS-24 System) was connected to the automatic shooting box. 
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Therefore, the relative timing of geophone traces was known only for this recording system, 

while System 1, 2, 4 and 5 were manually triggered using, considering human error, a 16 s 

recording window. Two geophones from System 2 and System 4 were overlapped with two 

geophones from System 3 allowing direct comparison of overlapping traces and determination 

of relative timing of Systems 2 and 4. Three continuously recording Reftek130 units containing 

GPS clock were deployed at System 1, 3 and 5 (Figure 3.5); thus shot records of the physically 

separated systems could be shifted by the appropriate time difference that occurred between 

System 1 and 3 and also between System 3 and 5 (a schematic explanation can be found in 

Figure 3.6). This two-step merging process allowed single supergathers to be created, which 

were originally recorded individually with five recording Systems.  

194 shots were recorded in the WhataDUSIE project at 99 shot location. At 22 locations, 

groups of five shots were recorded (pattern shots). Three of these shot locations were originally 

single holes, but later extended into a pattern by digging five additional holes, creating a group 

of six shots. These shot gathers were stacked together before further seismic processing was 

undertaken on the WhataDUSIE dataset.  

 

 

Figure 3.6: Schematic figure of shot record merging process. Geophones are marked by circles; colours of circles represent 
different recording systems as indicated. Channel numbers are plotted in rectangles underneath the geophones. Rectangles 
with two colours represent the overlapping geophones with the same channel number. Reftek130 units are indicated by blue 
stars; Reftek units were deployed next to different geophones over the seismic shot record at System 1 and System 5. The 
neighbouring geophones are numbered in the rectangles underneath the geophone symbol.  

The following two sections summarise the process of merging shot records and stacking 

pattern shots.  
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3.2.1 Merging single shot records 

Merging the five separated data systems was a major part of the pre-processing and took 

over a year to complete. Two different file formats were used during data acquisition. Recording 

systems provided by the University of Alberta and University of Otago, created .dat files (SEY-

D), while the Geode system from Freiberg University saved in SEG-Y file format. Further data 

processing was undertaken in Globe Claritas software (Ravens, 2001), which means that all 

shot records were finally transform into the Claritas non-standard SEG-Y format (denoted by 

the .csgy extension on file names).  

 

Figure 3.7: Single channels of shot 1077 record. These channels were overlapping in field. Examples shows that 
the System 3 was triggered about ~2 – 3 s later.  

First, the three overlapping systems in the middle of the seismic profile were merged 

individually for all 194 records. Merging preceded by cross-correlations using the overlapping 
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geophones. Cross-correlation is a mathematical or graphical procedure that analyses the 

relationship between two functions by multiplying corresponding values together and providing 

the summed product of cross-correlation. In the WhataDUSIE data set, the overlapping 

receivers from adjacent recording systems saved individually in a csgy file format. Desired 

systems can be cross-correlated in the Claritas wavelet module by plotting these single channel 

records (Figure 3.7). Noise recorded in the data is reduced by the procedure when wavelets are 

multiplied together, while signal is enhanced and appears as a strong peak and trough (Figure 

3.8). The cross correlation equation is a function of time and the highest amplitudes of the final 

products of the cross correlation will correspond to the time difference needed to adjust the first 

arrivals recorded on the appropriate channel (Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8: Result of the cross correlation between the overlapping geophones at Systems 3 and 4. The time 
difference between the arrivals on these channels is marked on the zoomed image where the first strong signals 
arrive at -3161 ms.  
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Appropriate time delays between overlapping geophones were added to the 

corresponding shot gathers to merge the three systems at the centre of the WhataDUSIE seismic 

profile.  

Merging system 1 and 5 shot records with system 2-4 while considering an appropriate 

time shift can be undertaken with a similar process to that detailed earlier. Data collected by 

three Reftek130 seismometers deployed alongside System 1, 3 and 5 receivers could be cross-

correlated giving with the Geode RAS-24 data, the precise time difference of the first arrivals 

recorded by these systems. The time delay could consequently also determine the time 

difference between System 1 and 3 and also between System 3 and 5. Reftek130 seismometers 

recorded continuously using absolute time. Therefore, the day and the time of each shot needed 

to be identified on each Reftek130 receiver record using field notes (Figure 3.9). An arbitrary 

starting time was chosen for each Reftek dataset and truncated the rest or the channel before 

the next shot was (Figure 3.10) Cross-correlation can be completed between the Reftek130 

geophones and the collocated geophones from the multi-channel recording systems (Figure 

3.11). The starting time of System 1 and 5 records then can be shifted by the appropriate delayed 

time determined by this process and merged shot gather can be created containing the data from 

all five recording systems. (Figure 3.12).  

 

Figure 3.9: An example of three Reftek130 units record for four shots.  

The two step merging process is visualised from raw shot records (Figure 3.12), merging 

the central systems as step 1 ( 

Figure 3.13) to the product to create merged shot gathers as step two (Figure 3.14). 
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Figure 3.10: Shot 1077 recorded on three Reftek130 units truncated in preparation for cross-correlation. The length 
of the time window extended to the next shot for cross-correlation. Here only part of the record is presented. Time 
0 was chosen arbitrary.  

 
Figure 3.11: Cross correlation of Reftek unit 9E1F and Channel 69 from recording System 1. These geophones 
were deployed next to each other.  
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Figure 3.12: Shot 1077 recorded by all systems without the appropriate time delay. Recording window was set to 16 s. The first 2s of all records have been truncated to simplify plotting. 

 

Figure 3.13: Shot 1077 recorded by all five systems. Systems 2, 3 and 4 have been merged using the appropriate time delay. Two geophones were overlapped along these system, 
time difference between systems has been determined by cross-correlation process detailed in this chapter. Systems 1 and 5 are still plotted with their original recording starting time. 
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Figure 3.14: Shot 1077 recoded by all five systems. The central part of the record (Systems 2, 3 and 4) were shifted by an appropriate time delay between systems using cross correlation 
method on overlapping geophones. Reftek130 geophones were deployed next to the Systems 1, 3 and 5 geophones to determine the time difference between System 1 and 3, and 3 
and 5 using a similar cross-correlation procedure.  
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3.2.2 Stacking pattern shot records 

Before further seismic processing carried out, all five records for each pattern shot needed 

to stack together and saved as one single shot record. This process also provided a perfect 

opportunity to test the time shift on system records. The quality of the merged shot records 

increased significantly as random noise was stacked out, while weak arrivals were emphasised. 

Further investigations of reflected and refracted phase arrivals can be undertaken more precisely 

(see an example in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16), all patterns shots are presented in Appendix 

B2).  
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Figure 3.15: One record from the pattern shot 1102 after station records were merged.  

 

Figure 3.16: Pattern shot 1102. Five shots were recorded for this shot location. This merged shot gather was created by stacking all five shot records together. Some of the weak signals 
which were not clearly visible in Figure 3.15 are enhanced and the random noise has been reduced. Strong ground roll (surface waves) in near and far offset are also stronger 
. 
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3.2.3 Additional trace editing 

Several technical difficulties were encountered during data acquisition that required 

additional trace editing prior to merging the various shot records. Some issues were mentioned 

in the field notes, but in some cases, other issues were not discovered until the data were being 

processed. A summary of these problems and their solutions is found in Table 3.2 and Appendix 

B3.  

Table 3.2: Summary of additional trace editing applied prior to merging all station data into shot gathers. The 
hole/shot number at pattern shots is indicated by the number after letter the H, which refers to “Hole”. Action 
numbers correspond to the detailed summary in Appendix B3. 

Action # Shot/Station/Channel Problem/issue Comment 

1 Shot 1109 No record Hole for the explosives was not dug 

2 All shots Station 1 Order of channel numbers 

were opposite. 

The issue was recorded in field 

notes. 

3 Shot 1020 – 1075, Station 5 No record Due to the distance of the shots, 

there were no shot recorded on 

Station 5. 

4a Station 1 in the following pattern 

shots records: 

Shot 1128 H1 

Shot 1128 H2 

Shot 1132 H3 

Shot 1132 H4 

Shot 1132 H5 

No record on the first 24 

channel  

Due to technical difficulties, there 

were no record on the first 24 

channel of Station 1. The issue was 

recorded in the field notes. 

4b Station 1 in the following pattern 

shot records: 

1132 H2 

1135 H2 

1135 H3 

1135 H4 

No record on the first 48 

channel 

Due to a technical error, the first 48 

channel was not able to record. The 

issue was recorded in the field notes.  

5 Shot 1111, Station 3 No record; cross-correlation 

not possible 

Issue was not recorded in the field 

notes.  

6 Station 1, first 24 channel The first 24 channels were 

connected to the recording 

system with reverse polarity 

Issue was not recorded in the field 

notes 

7a Short 1075, Station 3 Late triggering Issue was recorded in the field note 

7b Pattern shot 1091 H4, Station 4 Late triggering Issue was recorded on the field 

notes. 

8 Channel 207 Reverse polarity Issue was not recorded in the field 

noted 

9a Pattern shot 1091 H4, Station 2 Mistriggered Issue was recorded in the field notes.  

9b Pattern shot 1102 H1, Station 2 Mistriggered  Issue was recorded in the field notes 

10a Pattern shot 1135 H5 Misfired Issue was recorded in the field noted 

10b Pattern shot 1146 H5 Misfired Issue was recorded in the field noted 

 

3.3 Seismic processing of the WhataDUSIE profile 

The seismic data were processed using the Globe Claritas (Ravens, 2001) software 

package. Producing the final and most acceptable seismic stack, which is suitable for geological 

interpretation, took more than two years. During this time, numerous filter tests, trace editing 

procedure (detailed in Chapter 3.2.3), geometry configurations (with different CDP bin sizes, 

maximum fold numbers and CDP spacing), and tests of near and far offset first breaks picks for 
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first break tomography, were trialled. However, only processing methods that improved the 

seismic quality of the stack will be explained in this chapter.  

The particular issue of shot timing must be mentioned before discussing data processing. 

The automatic shoot box that triggered the recording system during data acquisition was 

directly connected to recording System 2. In the first versions of the seismic stack, quality did 

not improved with numerous velocity model tests, filters, etc., and only minor changes were 

noticeable in small regions of the image. After discussing the issue with collaborators, it became 

clear that the shot box may have not worked satisfactory, and thus may have not given the 

appropriate starting time of the shot records. The distance between each shot and the closest 

receivers was determined and using a 900 m/s velocity in the weathering layer (first breaks 

tomography confirmed this value for the weathering layer), the arrival time of first breaks at 

the closest geophones were calculated. All shot gathers were therefore shifted by the appropriate 

time given by the difference between the calculated and shot box’s values. Shot records needed 

to be shifted to both negative (cutting) and positive (adding) direction. These records needed to 

be adjusted by ~10 – 12 ms and only a few shots required to be shifted by ~30 – 35 ms mainly 

at the NZ end of the profile. 

The initial processing that led to a brute stack of the seismic line is summarised at the 

beginning of this chapter and further processing approaches that improved the quality of the 

seismic stack will be detailed later.  

3.3.1 Initial processing of the WhataDUSIE data 

First, all merged shot gathers with the corrected starting time were compiled into a single 

SEG-Y file and the appropriate geometry was added to the header. Noisy traces were 

systematically turned off. Strong airwave noise dominates all shot records, therefore airwaves 

were muted (parameters are detailed in Table 3.3) and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) was 

applied (parameters are detailed in Table 3.3) to balance the amplitudes on all traces. Shot 

gathers were then sorted into common depth point (CDP) gather. The parameters of CDP were 

set during the creation of the geometry file (detailed in Table 3.3). A simple velocity model 

with gradually increasing velocities were created based on typical upper crustal velocities 

(Figure 3.17) and applied as normal move out (NMO) on CDP gathers before an initial stack 

was created (Figure 3.18). Post-stack filters were applied to the stack, e.g., a zero-phase BP 

filter with trapezoidal amplitude spectrum (FDFILT module), and FX deconvolution to 

attenuate random noise (parameters are shown in Table 3.3).  
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Table 3.3: Initial processing of the WhataDUSIE dataset. 

Procedure applied Parameters/Comments 

All merged shot gathers were 

compiled into a single SEG-Y file 

 

Geometry added to the header  

Noisy traces turned off  

Airwave mute Velocity was set to speed of sound in air (330 m/s) 

50 ms length of the zeroed portion of trace 

100 ms length of tapered portion of trace 

0 ms added to velocity before muting 

AGC applied Normal, 400 ms window 

Sorting shot gathers by CDP Number of CDPs: 1291 (100 – 1390) 

Maximum CDP fold: 231 

Nominal CDP spacing: 4.00 m 

NMO Simple velocity model with gradually increasing velocities.  

Stack  

FDFILT Band Pass (BP) with 5 – 10 – 40 – 70 Hz  

AGC Normal, 300 ms window 

FX Deconvolution Filter length in traces: 19 

Number of traces to filter at a time: 19 

Length of overlap between traces: 6 

Length of sliding time window to process at a time: 100 ms 

Length of overlap between windows: 20 ms 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Initial velocity model applied before stacking data. Velocities were not picked on CDP gathers, it 
contains only gradually increasing values.  

 

Figure 3.18: Initial stack created by process detailed above. Yellow arrows indicate strong low-frequency noise. 
Surface waves stacking-in in areas of low fold.  

Low-velocity values in the velocity model may cause issues in the near-surface region in 

the seismic stack presented in Figure 3.18, where typical upside-down V shape signals appear. 

Improvement of the velocity model and the additional static correction should be able to 

improve the quality of the stack. Higher frequencies of the upper corners of the BP filter should 

be tested as well.  
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3.3.2 Additional processing of the WhataDUSIE data 

Bandpass filtering 

Bandpass (BP) filtering was the first process examined to improve the quality of data 

(parameters are detailed in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.19). The application of the filter with very 

tight corners in the initial stack was rather experimental to evaluate particular features to focus 

on in the next phase of processing. Frequency spectra of all merged gathers were checked and 

an example can be seen on Figure 3.19. The image is representative of the entire profile. Each 

record shows only minor differences in the frequency spectra. A new BP filter with higher 

frequency values (parameters are detailed in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.19) was applied on all 

merged shot gathers (on pre-stack data). An example of the application of smaller and the larger 

frequency BP filters on a shot gather can be seen in Figure 3.20. When high frequencies are 

filtered (Figure 3.20A); not only noise in the top part of the records are filtered, but strong 

signals are eliminated too.  

 

Figure 3.19: Frequency spectrum of shot 1040. Numbers and lines with dark blue represents the old BP filter applied 
during initial processing. New values of the BP filter applied on shot-gathers are indicated by orange numbers 
(except 5 and 10 Hz, due to overlapping with the initial parameters) and lines.  

An air wave mute was applied on shot gathers in the initial processing, targeting strong, 

low-velocity, low-frequency noise (considered to be both air waves surface waves) that is 

apparent in all records. Several parameters were tested in the airwave mute processing module 

to create a wider mute zone and taper. Unfortunately, the position of the noise in the gathers is 

not suitable for a mute, due to the presence of signal. Higher velocities and wider taper could 

mute the entire area of near-offset low-frequency noise, but such a mute would also eliminate 

valuable signals. The most appropriate muting parameters differ from the initial processing only 

at the zero time; the muting starts at 0 ms in the old version and 70 ms in the final version 

(Figure 3.21). With this modification, a large proportion of the noise was filtered out and the 

rest was investigated with an alternative filtering technique.  
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of two BP filter applied to shot 1040. A, the corners of the trapezoid filter are set to 5 – 10 
– 40 – 70 Hz. B, The corners of the filter are set to 5 – 10 – 120 – 180 Hz. Signals  especially at far offsets (indicated 
by orange arrows) become stronger on the shot record.   

 
Figure 3.21: Airwave mute applied to shot 1040. Unfortunately, strong airwaves and ground roll (surface waves) 
dominate the near offset area on each shot record. A wider taper would affect a larger area of the shot record and 
mute only a portion of the noise and some signals as well. Therefore, only the start time of the mute changed from 
the initial processing from 0 ms to 70 ms. Orange arrows indicate the region muted by the Airwave mute process 
module. 
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Static correction 

The overall elevation variation along the WhataDUSIE profile was ~40 m. In numerous 

cases, receivers and shot locations were deployed in a river terraces with different elevations. 

Due to safety reasons, holes for explosives were safer in the stable lowest river terrace. In the 

middle of the profile, where shots and receivers were deploy along separated routes to avoid 

explosion related disturbance in native forest, the offset between the closest geophone and the 

shot location sometimes reached ~40 m. Static corrections are useful for establishing an 

appropriate near surface velocity in land data, but applying such a correction on the 

WhataDUSIE dataset can provide crucial effects on the quality of the final seismic stack based 

on the geometrical issues explained above.  

First breaks were picked on all shot gathers and used for creating a near surface velocity 

model. In an early stage of the process, only near-offset first breaks were picked, which did not 

create a satisfactory velocity model - especially where large gaps appeared in the seismic profile 

because there were not enough data for the velocity model. Far offset picks were also tested in 

the static correction (an example can be seen in Figure 3.22A), which also to an unacceptable 

model. Strong refracted signals appear as first arrivals in the far offsets on most shot-gathers 

and attenuate direct arrivals, which made the picking process hard and possibly introduced large 

amounts of error. The modelled and the observed picks did not match and the RMS residual 

value, which represents the goodness of fit, remained high. 

Alternatively, far-offset first breaks (besides direct arrivals see Figure 3.22B) were also 

added to the first-break tomography and tested in a three-layer velocity model. The first two 

layers are interpreted to represent the unsaturated and saturated sediment layers and the third 

was set as basement rocks. After several iterations of the starting velocities and number of 

nodes, the model still did not show an acceptable fit to the data. Therefore, in further first-break 

tomography evaluations, only direct arrivals were applied. Later investigation suggested that 

far-offset refracted waves travel along the boundary between the basement rocks and 

sedimentary units and a different modelling technique delivered a more accurate image. In 

several cases, shots generated direct arrivals that were visible at large offset. The most suitable 

first arrivals corresponded to a narrow range of angles and they were picked as far as they 

remained visible (sometimes up to 1 km away from the shot). A typical shot gather in which 

the first arrival picks are highlighted can be seen in Figure 3.22C).  
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Figure 3.22: An example of picking first breaks on shot 1096. A, far-offset direct arrival picks used in first-break 
tomography. Strong reflected waves likely attenuate signals, thus the arrival times of direct arrivals at far offsets 
contain error and the near-surface velocity model was not satisfactory. B, far-offset direct arrivals with far-offset 
refracted waves. The geological setting may be more complex as the first breaks tomography model did not match 
satisfactorily to the observed travel-time picks in a three layer velocity model. C, an example of the most successful 
first breaks picks. Strong direct arrivals are visible with positive amplitude values at large offsets, although the very 
first signals appear with negative values (less visible on the image). These signals are not strong enough to be 
picked at far offsets confidently.  

For the first breaks tomography, a two layer model was created by iteration until the 

observed picks fit satisfactorily to the model. The velocity model represents a presumably 

unsaturated weathering layer at the top and a saturated layer at the bottom. The velocity of the 
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starting model, the number of nodes and the number of iterations can be set by the user. The 

velocity was set to 600 m/s in the top layer and 2300 m/s in the saturated layer. The layer 

boundary was defined by nodes every 150 m. After nine iterations, the velocity in the top layer 

increased to 900 m/s, and in the saturated layer varied between ~1800 and 2400 m/s. High 

velocities were more typical at the SE end of the profile. The RMS residual value started at 16.2 

ms at the beginning and became 7.04 ms after the iterations ended.  

The RMS residual value continuously decreased by the increasing number of nodes at the 

boundary of the two layers: 6.7 ms, when nodes were 80 m apart and 6.15 ms at separation of 

40 m. The number of nodes must reach a certain limit, as the surface of the saturated layer can 

be rugged, which may be unlikely in reality. The RMS residual (5.51 ms) correspond to the 

most acceptable near surface velocity model, when the nodes were 20 m apart (Figure 3.23 and 

Figure 3.24).  

 

Figure 3.23: The observed (coloured squares) and the modelled (coloured lines) first break picks. 

 

Figure 3.24: Near surface velocity model using first-break picks displayed in Figure 3.20. 

Static corrections based on the near surface velocity model were applied to the CDP 

gathers.  

Creating CDPs and NMO velocity model 

Several versions of the geometry file were created over the course of seismic processing. 

Although the shot and receiver location remained the same in each file, different CDP spacings, 

bin sizes and maximum fold number were tested.  

Most land seismic data (e.g., Haast and Turnbull seismic profiles presented in Chapter 2) 

have regular shot and geophone spacings, thus CDP fold number generally varies only at the 

beginning and at the end of a profile while remaining stable and even through the middle of the 

line. In the WhataDUSIE data set, geophone spacing changed from 4 m in the NW (Systems 1 

and 2) to 8 m at the SE end of the profile (Systems 3 - 5), and shot spacing varied from 25 m to 

100 m. The access road, highway, small creeks and the Whataroa River cross the profile, 

opening gaps that were sometimes up to 300 m wide between the receivers and shots. Some of 

the merged gathers contain empty channels for an entire recording system when miss-triggering 
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or other technical errors occurred during data acquisition (details are in Chapter 3.2.3). The 

special geometry of the data caused a huge challenge for optimising the most appropriate CDP 

spacing.  

Velocities for the NMO file were picked on CDP gathers. During the early stage of the 

processing, CDP bin size was too large (e.g., 8 m or more) or too small (e.g., 2 m), thus some 

CDP’s contained empty channels and there were no data to pick velocities. In other versions 

there were no empty CDP channels, however the number of channels were not satisfactory to 

pick velocities confidently. The final version of the geometry file with the most acceptable CDP 

parameters is presented in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. Although the number of channels in some 

of the CDPs are still not ideal (see Figure 3.25A) with only five or fewer channels dominantly 

at the SE end of the profile, but most reach 20-50 channels (Figure 3.25B) and in some cases, 

the maximum CDP fold number.  

  

Figure 3.25: A, CDP gather from the SE end of the profile. Due to large gaps in the seismic profile, some channels 
of the CDP gather remained empty, thus picking velocities for NMO is not possible from these gathers. B, A CDP 
gather from the middle of the profile with large number of channels. Although the gaps caused by the source-
receiver geometry still affected the CDP gather, strong signals can be seen, thus velocities can be picked for NMO 
(orange arrows). Green arrows indicate the effect of muting airwaves. 

The initial NMO file used for the brute stack contained velocities increasing gradually in 

depth. Velocities on CDPs were picked and the density of the picked values was systematically 

increased. In Figure 3.26, an example of the velocity model with the picked velocities is 

presented. The lateral velocity differences between neighbouring CDPs are large in the middle 

of the profile. In the same location, the dominant velocities vary between ~2700 and 2900 m/s 

at about 1500 ms, which values are more typical in sediments. It is likely that the basement 

rocks are located at great depth (the exact shape and configuration of basement rocks were 

unknown at this stage of the processing) or the velocities are incorrect in the model.  
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Figure 3.26: an example of a velocity model for NMO 

The lateral velocity difference may also indicate that some CDP gathers do not have 

satisfactory data quality, thus velocities cannot be picked confidently, which was also 

confirmed by examination of several velocities at each CDP used for the NMO velocity model. 

Densely picked velocities may result in an over interpretation of the velocity field in the seismic 

profile, therefore a simple velocity model was created with smooth lateral velocity changes 

(Figure 3.27). 

 

Figure 3.27: A simple velocity model applied to pre-stack data. Velocities presented in the image were picked 
confidently on CDPs. 

The additional filtering on the shot gathers with, parameters as summarised in Table 3.4, 

were applied before CDP gathers were created. CDP gathers were corrected by the static shift 

and a new NMO model (Figure 3.27) was applied before the data were stacked. The post-stack 

filtering techniques remained the same as previously detailed (Table 3.3 and Table 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.28: Seismic stack after additional pre-stack filtering, static corrections and a refined NMO model were 
applied. Green arrows indicate the continuous reflection patterns, while yellow arrows point on strong surface waves 
and ground rolls.  
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The quality of the stack differs from the brute stack presented in Figure 3.18. The refined 

stack (Figure 3.28) shows continuous reflection patterns (indicated by green arrows in Figure 

3.28). Strong surface wave arrivals or ground roll (a typical upside-down V shaped pattern 

indicated by yellow arrows in Figure 3.28) still dominate the shallow part of the entire profile. 

The low-frequency ground roll interferes with the data, therefore subsequent seismic processes 

will focus on muting or filtering low-frequency signals.  

Time-variant BP filtering 

Surface conditions vary from solid soil farmland through to soft swampy surfaces and 

boulders in old river channels. These conditions contribute to energy differences between single 

and pattern shots which affected the noise-signal ratio in shot records. It also became clear that 

using a uniform BP filter (5 – 10 – 120 – 180 Hz) may not be effective in the “deeper” parts of 

the shot records. E.g., filtering very low frequencies (under 5 – 10 Hz) improved the quality of 

the top ~200 – 300 ms or records; however, ground roll still dominated each record at ~500 – 

600 ms (e.g., see Figure 3.20). A time-variant BP filter therefore can be more effective. Thus, 

12 frequency ranges were tested in shot gathers to investigate the most effective time-variant 

BP filter. The tested frequencies are listed in the Appendix B4. Initially, six shots, evenly 

distributed along the seismic profile were selected for testing. The 12 frequency ranges were 

applied with a REPEAT function in a separate JOB file for each of these shot gathers. Although 

the effective BP frequencies altered from shot to shot, the general observation is that even 

though low-frequency noise dominates the top part of the records (top ~500 ms), higher 

frequency noise needed to be filtered out in 600 – 1000 ms region. Shot numbers, the start and 

end of the time window and the corners of the frequencies of the BP filter were saved in a text 

file (Appendix B5). BP filtering in the upper ~300 ms generally is 15 – 20 – 90 – 100 Hz, 

whereas from ~500 – 1000 ms the BP is 25 – 30 – 90 – 100 Hz. A time-variant zero-phase 

spectral whitening module was applied to the pre-stack data (e.g., Figure 3.29). Filter 

parameters between the selected shots were interpolated for the rest of the profile.  

This technique enormously improved the quality of the shot gathers (Figure 3.29) and the 

seismic stack (Figure 3.30). Strong ground roll is greatly reduced and in the data, strong, 

continuous reflection patterns became more visible. However, weak signals still dominate large 

areas between these strong reflections.  

18 additional shot records were tested with different frequency ranges defining time-

variant filters for 24 shot gathers in total. The reason for the additional shots was to minimise 

the risk of over or under filtering in regions where the module was interpolating filter 

parameters. Details of the specific frequency filters applied can be found in Appendix B6. The 
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same process was repeated: time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening was applied on pre-

stack data using the specialised BP filters defined at 24 shot records and interpolated between 

them.  

 

Figure 3.29: Specialised BP filter on shot 1067. A, shot gather without any filtering, a 200 ms AGC window is applied. 
B, specialised BP filter is applied. Strong air waves and ground roll in near-offsets (indicated by yellow arrow) and 
reflections at ~500 – 800 ms became clearer (green arrow point to the signals).  

 

Figure 3.30: Seismic stack after time variant zero-phase spectral whitening (TVSPEQ process module) specified at 
six shot gathers is applied to the pre-stack data. Strong ground roll is not visible in the seismic stack and reflection 
patterns (indicated by yellow arrows) became stronger. 
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The resulting seismic stack (Figure 3.31) shows more continuous reflection pattern. 

However, in the middle of the profile, between CDP 350 and 650, weak signals still dominate 

the first 300 ms of the stack. The quality of the seismic profile was improved, but other filtering 

techniques were still needed. 

 

Figure 3.31: Seismic stack using time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening defined at 24 shot record locations. 
The module interpolates the filter parameters between the selected shots. Some reflections are clearly enhanced 
in the top ~400 ms zone (indicated by yellow arrows), when compared to the previous stack in Figure 3.28.  

In both the shot records and the seismic stack, low-frequency signals are filtered. In 

particular, this helped to reduce the effect of ground roll. However, not only low-frequency 

noise, but also some signal may have disappeared after the BP filter was applied. Therefore, the 

next stage of the processing will focus only on ground roll. If low-frequency signals are present, 

especially in the top 200-300 ms time window in each shot, a focus on removing ground roll 

while preserving weak low-frequency signal is important.  

Table 3.4: Seismic processing flow of the WhataDUSIE data. Green colour represents the revised, re-tested and 
the additional processing methods compared to Table 3.3. 

Procedure applied Parameters/Comments 

All gathers were compiled into a single SEGY file  

Geometry added to the header  

Noise traces turned off  

Airwave Mute Velocity was set to speed of sound in air (330 m/s) 

50 ms length of the zeroed portion of trace 

100 ms length of tapered portion of trace 

70 ms added to velocity before muting 

FDFILT Band Pass (BP) with 5 – 10 – 120 – 180 Hz  

AGC applied Normal, 400 ms window 

Sorting shot gathers by CDP Number of CDPs: 1291 (100 – 1390) 

Maximum CDP fold: 231 

Nominal CDP spacing: 4.00 m 

First break picking  

First break tomography  

Static correction applied on CDPs  

TVSPEQ BP filter defined for 24 selected shot gathers, evenly distributing 

along the seismic profile.  

NMO Velocities for the model were picked on CDP gathers. 

Stack  

AGC Normal, 300 ms window 

FX Deconvolution Filter length in traces: 19 

Number of traces to filter at a time: 19 

Length of overlap between traces: 6 

Length of sliding time window to process at a time: 100 ms 

Length of overlap between windows: 20 ms 
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FK filtering 

FK-spectra of shot gathers were checked and several test filters were applied using the 

FK FILT process module to filter the data in 2D by muting part of the noise without 

contaminating the data. This module is design for pre-stack data and it was applied on all shot-

gathers (the parameters are detailed in Table 3.5). The shot-gathers were then sorted to CDP, 

static corrections were applied, NMO was removed using the previously determined velocity 

model and the data were stacked. Post-stack processes were not modified in this stage. The 

seismic stack (Figure 3.32) shows stronger signals in regions where weak signals were 

dominating earlier (Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31). FK FILT effectively muted strong the ground 

roll; however low-frequency noise can interfere with the data. The time-variant BP filtering 

discussed previously in combination with FK FILT significantly improved the resulting stacks 

(Figure 3.33). Application of the FK FILT module more effectively muted ground rolls when 

applied in contribution with post-stack BP filters or TVSPEQ module.  

 

Figure 3.32: Seismic stack of WhataDUSIE data. FK FILT module (parameters detailed in Table 3.5) was applied 
on shot gathers, effectively muting strong ground roll. Reflection in the top ~300 ms became stronger (indicated by 
yellow arrows).  

 

Figure 3.33: Seismic stack using FK FILT process module (parameters detailed in Table 3.5) to mute strong ground 
roll in shot gathers followed by a time-variant BP filter defined at 24 shot gather positions, both applied on pre-stack 
data.  

When the time- and space variant BP filter was applied to the pre-stack data, the quality 

of the resulting stacked image changed positively. The FK spectra of every third single shot and 

all pattern shot gathers were examined to observe how muting with a certain dip and taper will 
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affect the data. As FK FILT provided very an effective muting technique for ground roll, the 

necessity of muting airwaves from shot records was also tested. The difference in the FK spectra 

of shot gathers with or without muting airwaves is presented in Figure 3.34A and B. In both 

cases, the same dips were cut off (Figure 3.34C).  

 

Figure 3.34: A, FK spectrum of shot 1048 without muting airwaves. B, FK spectrum of shot 1048 with muted 
airwaves. C, FK spectrum of shot 1048 after a low-angle dip mute.  
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46 shot records were selected for FK spectrum testing. At the beginning of each test a 

wide angle area remained in the spectrum, which was narrowed down if ground roll still affected 

signals in the shot record. Muting parameters were saved individually then combined into a 

single text file, which was applied by the FK MUTE process module to shot gathers (parameters 

for all selected shot records are listed in Appendix B7). In Figure 3.35, shot 1048 is presented 

before and after the low-angle dip mute (presented in Figure 3.34) was applied. Near-offset, 

low-frequency ground roll disappears only partly in the shot record without muted airwaves 

(Figure 3.35A). The angle of the dip filter can be set to mute even high-angle noise, although it 

creates large artefacts in the shallow part of shot records. Thus, the most effective filtering 

technique was to mute airwaves before the low-angle dip filter was applied (Figure 3.35B). 

Low-frequency noise interferes with signal when ground roll is muted on shot records; therefore 

the time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening was again applied, (as tested on shot 1048 

previously) (Figure 3.35C). Only minor ground roll remains in the shot gathers. Unfortunately, 

this minor noise cannot be muted without losing valuable signal. However, strong signals now 

dominate the shot records. The combination of FK MUTE and TVSPEQ modules successfully 

improved the quality of the shot gathers and subsequent stacks.  

The angle and the region of the dip filter determined at selected shot gathers were 

combined into one single text file (Appendix B7), which was applied to all shot gathers in a 

separate JOB file using the FK MUTE process module. During the process, the filter parameter 

was interpolated by the module between the specified shot gather locations. The shot records 

were then sorted into CDP gathers, residual statics and updated NMO velocities (as detailed 

earlier) were applied, and the data were stacked. All filter parameters remained the same as in 

previous stacks. Some differences can be observed in the resulting stack. At the NW end of the 

profile, strong reflections dominate the top ~400 ms in the stack that includes the FK MUTE 

but not TVSPEQ modules (Figure 3.36). Low frequency noise was filtered by the addition of 

the previously defined TVSPEQ module (Figure 3.37). Minor reflection strength enhancements 

are observed comparing the FK MUTE + TVSPEQ seismic stack to the FK MUTE stack 

without TVSPEQ.  
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Figure 3.35: A, A low-angle dip mute (area presented in Figure 3.34C) on shot 1048. Previously, only BP filtering 
(5 – 10 – 120 – 180 Hz) and AGC (normal, 400 ms window) were applied. Yellow arrow indicates airwaves in the 
shot-gather; green arrow shows the muted low frequency noise area. B, Airwaves are muted (yellow arrow points 
to the muted air wave area) on shot 1048. Mute is applied before the same filter shown in image A. C, Additionally, 
TVSPEQ process module designed at shot 1048 is applied. Arrows highlight the effect of the filter combination. 
Yellow arrow: the muted air waves; green arrows: muted ground roll and low frequency noise over the entire length 
of the shot record; pink arrow: signals accentuated by the combination of the FK MUTE and TVSPEQ modules. 
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Figure 3.36: Stack of the WhataDUSIE data. A 2D dip filter was determined for every third single and all pattern 
shot gathers and applied by the FK MUTE process module.  

 
Figure 3.37: Seismic stack of the WhataDUSIE data. Low-frequency noise filtered by a time-variant zero-phase 
spectral whitening defined at 24 evenly distributed shot gathers after ground roll was muted by the FK MUTE 
process model presented in Figure 3.32.  

Table 3.5: Seismic processing flow of the WhataDUSIE data. Green colour represents processing methods that 
differ from those in Table 3.4. 

Procedure applied Parameters/Comments 

All gathers were compiled into a single SEGY file  

Geometry added to the header  

Noise traces turned off  

Airwave Mute Velocity was set to speed of sound in air (330 m/s) 

50 ms length of the zeroed portion of trace 

100 ms length of tapered portion of trace 

70 ms added to velocity before muting 

FDFILT Band Pass (BP) with 5 – 10 – 120 – 180 Hz  

AGC applied Normal, 400 ms window 

FK FILT Dip filter applied to all channels 

Positive cutoff dips: 8 ms/trace 

Negative cutoff dips: 8 ms/trace 

Tapering: 0.35 

The filter was only testing how effectively can mute ground 

rolls on shot records 

FK MUTE Different dips and regions were applied for every third single 

and all pattern shot gathers. 

Sorting shot gathers by CDP Number of CDPs: 1291 (100 – 1390) 

Maximum CDP fold: 231 

Nominal CDP spacing: 4.00 m 

First break picking  

First break tomography  

Static correction applied on CDPs  

TVSPEQ BP filter determined at 24 selected shot gathers, evenly 

distributing along the seismic profile.  

NMO Velocities for the model were picked on CDP gathers. 

Stack  

AGC Normal, 300 ms window 

FX Deconvolution Filter length in traces: 19 

Number of traces to filter at a time: 19 

Length of overlap between traces: 6 

Length of sliding time window to process at a time: 100 ms 

Length of overlap between windows: 20 ms 
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3.3.3 Post-stack processing of the WhataDUSIE profile 

The velocity model presented in Figure 3.27 was smoothed vertically then using 40 ms 

regular grid spacing a Dix equation algorithm was applied. CDP’s and time positions for 

velocities were re-picked by the module and an interval velocity model was created for 

migrating data (parameters are presented in Table 3.6, model can be found in Figure 3.38).  

 
Figure 3.38: Interval velocity model developed for migration process on the WhataDUSIE data. Velocity model 
parameters are detailed in Table 3.6.  

A finite difference time migration routine (FDMIG process module) was applied to the 

seismic stack, which provides migration to at least 45° and, in practice, reasonable results up to 

60°. The migrated stack image is presented in Figure 3.39.  

 
Figure 3.39: Migration of WhataDUSIE data. Parameters used for creating the stack detailed in Table 3.6.  

The stacked data can be converted to depth using the TDCONV1 process module with 

the interval velocity model presented in Figure 3.38. The final version of the depth converted 

migration of the WhataDUSIE dataset is presented in Figure 3.40.  

 
Figure 3.40: Depth converted migration of WhataDUSIE data-set.  
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Table 3.6: Post-stack processing parameters. 

Process applied Parameters/comments 

NMO for migration Smooth vertically 

Horizontal grid points: 40 

Regular grid 

Time spacing between interval velocity calculations: 25 ms 

Dix algorithm was applied 

 

FDMIG Applied on All CDP’s 

Time slice to migrate at a time: 5 ms 

Interval velocity model created in the previous step was applied.  

TVCONV1 Interval velocity model was applied 

New sampling rate: 1 m 

New trace length: 2000 m 

 

3.4 Initial interpretation of the WhataDUSIE seismic profile 

The initial interpretation of the WhataDUSIE dataset combines observations made on the 

stacked (Figure 3.41) and migrated (Figure 3.42) profiled, as well as the depth converted 

migrated stack (Figure 3.43).  

Interpretation of unmigrated stack  

The shallow (< 800 ms) part of the seismic stack (Figure 3.41) contains strong continuous 

reflections, although long gaps that correspond to river and creek crossings interrupt the data. 

For example, geological interpretation of the top 200 - 400 ms of the profile SE of ~CDP 900 

cannot be confidentially made because of the surface geographic setting. Strong signals 

dominate the entire profile between roughly ~ 200 and 800 ms. Presumably, the seismic stack 

images not only the sedimentary units accumulated in the Whataroa Valley, but the contact 

between the sediments and the basement rocks and signals arriving from the basement rocks. 

Constraining the relative configurations of these geological units is the goal of this 

interpretation. 

 

Figure 3.41: Final seismic stack of WhataDUSIE profile. Yellow arrows indicate gaps in the data resulted from 
crossings of the Whataroa River and smaller creeks. Green arrows indicate strong continuous reflections. Orange 
arrows show chaotic reflection areas, which possibly represent the basement rocks. Blue arrows indicate weak 
signal alternating with strong, possibly located within the basement and highlighted by blue lines. 
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Previous geophysical investigations (Davey et al., 1998, Okaya et al., 2002, Davey, 2010) 

have already provided evidence that major variations in the velocity of the Haast Schist 

basement are not likely in the top 1-2 km of the crust. Therefore, strong reflections are not 

expected from within the basement rocks. The lack of strong signals between 800 and 1800 ms 

supports this configuration. This part of the profile contains a chaotic pattern of reflections that 

are represented to indicate basement rocks.  

 
Figure 3.42: Migrated stack. Migration effects are circled in yellow. Chaotic, weak signals are indicated by orange 
arrows. Blue arrows show alternating weak and signals strong, possible basement rock related reflections are 
highlighted by blue lines. 

Interpretation of migrated stack 

Signals at the top 800 ms of the data can be seen in the migrated data presented in Figure 

3.42. However, strong migration effects are observed in the top ~300 ms of the stack 

corresponding to the large gaps generated by rivers and creeks. Chaotic reflection patterns in 

the migration are similar to those seen in the unmigrated stack in the bottom part of the profile. 

Deep chaotic reflection patterns have been useful for identifying the boundary between 

basement and sedimentary rocks at Haast and Turnbull profiles (Chapter 2). However, strong 

signals and weak or chaotic patterns alternate at ~CDP 550 – 700 and ~800 – 1000. These 

features can be observed on all three stacks. According to the depth-converted migration (Figure 

3.43), the near surface reflections are located at 400-600 m, while the deeper signals are arriving 

from a depth of about 1 km.  

 
Figure 3.43: Depth-converted migration. Blue arrows show weak signal area alternating with the strong, probably 
basement rock related reflections highlighted by blue lines. Deeper (1 km depth) signals at CDP 200 – 300 strongly 
affected by the migration process at are circled in yellow. Strong migration effects can be seen at the shallow part 
of the seismic profile, highlighted by yellow circles. Orange arrows indicate the weak, chaotic reflection pattern, 
which may represent basement rocks.  
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The interpretation of the strong reflection pattern can be linked to two possible scenarios. 

1. In The first scenario, strong reflection patterns located around depth of 400-600 m (Figure 

3.44) represent the boundary between the basement rocks and the overlying sedimentary units. 

Weak and chaotic patterns observed below 600 m would therefore be arriving from the 

basement rocks. The velocity field may change at a depth of around 1 km generating strong 

signals. 2. In the second scenario, velocity field is considered to be homogenous in the basement 

rocks, thus the only acceptable reflections arriving from the boundary of the basement-

sedimentary unit are located at depth of 400 – 600 m (Figure 3.45). The explosive sources 

generated sufficient energy that strong signals can arrive not only from directly beneath the 

seismic profile, but also may have been reflected (and/or refracted) from out-of-plane 

boundaries at the sides of the valley or within the basement. If this is the case, are out-of-plane 

signals only seen at the SE end of the profile? The configuration of the valley changes along 

the length of the profile. The mountains narrow the Whataroa Valley to the south of Highway 

6 (SH6) where the river enters the wide coastal plain. Down-stream (toward to the NW end of 

the seismic profile), the valley widen and the floodplain of the Whataroa River spreads up to 1-

2 km in cross-section. Out-of-plane signals would then be expected appear as later arrivals in 

the seismic stack.  

 

Figure 3.44: Depth-converted migration with the interpretation of the first scenario (see text). According to the 
interpretation, a velocity zone transition occurs at a depth of about 1 km.  

 

Figure 3.45: Depth converted migration with the interpretation of the second scenario (see text). Strong reflection 
patterns that appear at a depth of about 1 km probably correspond to out-of-plane reflections. Orange arrows point 
to the possible out-of-plane signals, which may interfere with strong reflections corresponding to sedimentary rocks 
in the first interpretation scenario.  
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Interpreting sediments according to the first scenario is more straightforward than 

scenario two. Presumably, the basement surface represents the eroded valley floor after the 

Whataroa Glacier retreated. The depth of this horizon changes between ~300 m and ~600 m, 

both of which would have been well below sea level at the time that the glacier retreated. 

However the deposition system that subsequently filled in the paleovalley is complex due to 

changing sea level, Alpine Fault uplift and the erosional processes in the Southern Alps. The 

meandering river channel system also add to the complexity of process within the valley.  

If the second scenario (Figure 3.45) is considered, the maximum depth of the basement 

rock surface is at ~600 m, and it is more constrained at the SE end of the profile than at the 

NW. It is still likely that part of the valley was below sea level after the glacier retreated. 

However, interpreting sedimentation process at the NW end of the profile may not be possible 

with high confidence, because some of the signals will correspond to out-of-plane reflections 

that are more difficult to constrain beneath the coastal plain sediments on the Alpine Fault 

footwall.  

Previous geophysical (Stern et al., 2007) and geological (Norris and Cooper, 1995, 

Sutherland et al., 2011) studies provide evidence that the Alpine Fault dips to the SE at about 

30° near the surface. At shallow depths, the Haast Schist in the hanging wall is juxtaposed 

against young Pleistocene and Holocene sediments in the footwall, as is presented in the 

schematic image in Figure 3.46 based on Cox and Barrel (2007). Thus, it is likely that in shallow 

depth, the Alpine Fault also represents a significant boundary in seismic velocity between 

footwall and the hanging wall. High resolution data could possibly capture signals arriving from 

the upper 1 km of the fault zone containing a wide cataclasite and gouge region, which grades 

into ultramylonite, mylonite and protomylonite. When a signal arriving from a dipping structure 

(e.g., the fault itself at the sediment-basement rock boundary and/or from the fault zone), 

reflections appear asymmetric on shot gathers as presented in the schematic image in Figure 

3.47. However, the location of the shot is crucial for imaging a dipping structure.  

Some of the shot gathers of the WhataDUSIE dataset indicate the presence of dipping 

structures e.g., Figure 3.48. However, the asymmetric reflection patterns are not visible on most 

shot gathers. Where present, such asymmetric reflection patterns provide evidence of an Alpine 

Fault related structure, but traditional seismic stacking techniques do not readily create a distinct 

image of the fault.  
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Figure 3.46: Schematic cross-section of the geological setting beneath Whataroa Valley and the adjacent coastal 
plain (based on Cox and Barrel, 2007). 

 
Figure 3.47: Schematic cross-section of the geological setting beneath the Whataroa Valley and adjacent coastal 
plain, highlighting how different velocities affect seismic waves. Seismic velocities of both post glacial sediments 
(Q1a) and fluvio-glacial sediments (Q2a) are significantly lower than those of the Haast Schist (Ytm and Ya). 
Cataclasite and fault gouge areas (fault zone) probably result in lower seismic velocities. High-resolution seismic 
data (with closely spaced shot and receiver settings) may be able to image the fault zone. Shots are located close 
to dipping reflectors (at the top), thus reflection will appear on shot record with an asymmetric move-out pattern (at 
the bottom).  

The interpretation is finalised following clarification of the shape and the depth of the 

basement rocks using ray theoretical modelling and inversion techniques. Correlating the final 

model to the depth-converted migration will also help to identify possible out-of-plane 

reflections, which may interfere with the signal and be interpreted as reflections arriving from 

sedimentary sequences. Modelling the dipping structure may also help identify reflection 

patterns on seismic stacks that correspond to the Alpine Fault.  
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Figure 3.48: Shot 1112 record. Red arrows indicate reflections likely to be arriving from a dipping reflector. The signals appear only in neighbouring shot-gathers. 
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Chapter 4  

Ray-theoretical travel time inversion and modelling 

4.1 Introduction to ray-theoretical travel time inverse modelling 

Ray theory is a commonly used modelling technique for controlled-source seismic data. 

First and secondary arrivals from the WhataDUSIE dataset were modelled by the ray-theoretical 

travel time inversion routine, RAYINVR (Zelt and Smith, 1992). The program traces rays 

through a layered, 2D isotropic P-wave velocity model. The inverse modelling approach can 

modify the geometry and the velocity field of the model until the modelled travel times reach a 

satisfactorily fit to the observed travel times while tracing as many of the observed picks as 

possible.  

Prior to modelling, travel times must be picked on shot gathers. First arrivals are the most 

straightforward part of the process and should be picked first, followed by clear, secondary 

arrivals. This method enables the modeller to identify other first and later arrivals and 

distinguish reflections from wide-angle phases. During travel time picking, simultaneous 

preliminary interpretations are required to correlate phases and identify probable interfaces 

where they reflected or refracted from. All travel time picks must be traced in the starting model 

with different parameters, which can confirm the preliminary interpretation or indicate 

differences that further modelling will clarify.  

Shot and receiver locations in land data (e.g., WhataDUSIE) are usually not located along 

straight lines. However, the RAYINVR program assumes 2D travel paths. Therefore, all surface 

locations must be projected to a straight line.  

Each layer of the geological model is defined by a minimum of two nodes, with upper 

and lower velocity definitions. The locations of the nodes are specified by their horizontal (x) 

coordinate relative to an arbitrary zero point (beginning of the model) and their depth coordinate 

(z) relative to a surface datum. The topographic relief is defined by multiple nodes. Velocities 

are specified by their x-coordinates along an interface of nodes and the corresponding velocity 

values. The program applies linear interpolation between adjacent nodes within a layer, thus 

primarily horizontal and vertical velocity gradients will be presented and velocity 

discontinuities can appear at layer boundaries. The number of nodes and velocity points can be 

increased either manually or automatically, which creates a uniform grid in the model.  

Establishing the starting model based on prior geological and geophysical information is 

ideal before inverse modelling. However, sometimes such a model is not available, or the 
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resolution of existing models is not satistactorily. In such cases, the layer-stripping “across-and-

down” modelling approach is a commonly used technique for developing an inverse model 

(Zelt and Forsyth, 1994). Testing of starting models and initial inverse modelling will first focus 

on the shallowest layer. The goal is to obtain a satisfactorily match between the observed and 

the calculated data. When the match is satistactorily, a new “starting model” is produced and 

the parameters of the next layer will be tested and followed by inverse modelling again. Phases 

identified by the preliminary interpretation during travel time picking will be traced in the 

starting model defined using positional parameters such as depth of boundary nodes and 

velocity gradients. The most appropriate starting model is chosen to be the one with the highest 

number of traceable rays and the best fit between the observed and modelled travel time picks. 

Before the inversion process is applied, the number of nodes and velocity points can be 

increased again. The ideal number of positional (e.g., node) parameters is not specified; 

however, the resolution of the model should not be greater than the surface resolution of the 

data. A reliable model can be created by a number of nodes corresponding to half the number 

of shots, with fewer nodes needed in deeper layers (Zelt and Smith, 1992).  

Rays are traced in the model to determine travel times. Then, inverse modelling using the 

damped least-squared technique (Aki and Richards, 1980) can modify parameters (depths 

and/or velocities) and update the model. The process can be repeated until a satisfactorily fit is 

obtained. Between iterations, the user has control over modifying any of the model parameters. 

After each iteration, the routine calculates important parameters. These parameters include the 

number of traceable travel time picks, which also indicates reliability of the model (the more 

rays that are traced, the more reliable the model is), the root-mean-square (RMS) travel time 

residual, which averages the difference between the observed and modelled travel times (higher 

uncertainty of the observed pick will give a higher RMS value), and the normalised chi-squared 

value (χ2), which indicates the goodness of fit with the assigned uncertainties without 

overfitting. The χ2 value is equal to 1 when the calculated travel times fit perfectly to the 

observed data. In practice, the value can be larger than 1, especially with high-quality data with 

small picking uncertainties due to small-scale features that cannot be resolved by the model 

(Zelt and Smith, 1992). If χ2 >> 1, the geometry or the velocity of the model may be in accurate 

or the phase may have been misidentified (Zelt, 1999). Phase identification is one of the most 

important part of inverse modelling. Therefore, picks interpreted with the highest confidence 

should be used for testing the most appropriate starting model and establishing the geometry 

and the velocity field in a layer. Less obvious arrivals should not be used in the inversion 

process until they are identified and tested.  
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After numerous iterations that modify both the geometry and velocity field, rays may 

become scattered and the “blockiness” of the model may cause geometrical shadows and large, 

unrealistic horizontal velocity gradients. In some cases, a significant decrease in the number of 

traceable picks is observed and decreases the reliability of the model. Velocity gradients and 

the layer boundary can be smoothed. RAYINVR uses a three-point averaging filter to smooth 

model parameters. The smoothing process can have a significant effect on tracing rays in the 

model and create a more stable inversion result. Regularly smoothing the model parameters 

after a few iterations of the inversion helps to obtain a stable, reliable model with a high number 

of traceable picks and a minimised χ2. 

Some subsurface reflectors can be short and in some cases might not be associated with 

the overall velocity structure. Thus, they can be said to “float” in the velocity field (Zelt, 1999). 

These interfaces can be added to the geological model by defining them by their x- and z-

coordinates, and travel time picks can be traced to reflect from the “floating reflector”. Floating 

reflectors can be described by two or more nodes and inverse modelling can be applied to 

determine their geometry after rays are traced that reflect from the interfaces. Unfortunately, 

the geometry of a floating reflector can only be smoothed manually. Also, a dipping reflector 

may be oriented obliquely to the seismic profile, thus arrival times may exhibit large differences 

from shot to shot. Due to the 3D effect, modelling of floating reflectors often can be more 

effective when applied to individual shot gathers which are then compared to each other for the 

final interpretation (Zelt, 1999). 

4.2 Travel time picking on the WhataDUSIE data 

Travel time picking of the WhataDUSIE data was completed using the interactive picking 

software, ZPLOT (Zelt, 1999). The program creates an output text file containing all travel 

times, which is compatible as an input file in the RAYINVR routine. Locations of shots, 

receivers, nodes of layer boundaries, and velocity points are given by their distance (instead of 

using x-y coordinates) relative to an arbitrary zero location representing the beginning of the 

model or profile in both software packages. Due to surface challenges, shots and receivers were 

not deployed along a straight line, therefore all coordinates needed to be projected to fit their 

easting and northing coordinates to a line. The linearised coordinates of the shots and receivers 

are presented in Figure 4.1 and the new geometry was added to the headers of the SEG-Y shot 

gathers in Globe Claritas. Shot records were saved individually and the first 4000 ms plotted 

by ZPLOT (Figure 4.2), with a band pass (BP) filter applied (15 – 50 Hz). Plotting shot records 

using ZPLOT provided an opportunity to confirm the time shift, which was added to each 

recording station before they were merged into a gather.  
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Figure 4.1: Geological map of Whataroa Valley. The map indicates locations of shots and receivers of the 
WhataDUSIE seismic survey. All coordinates were projected on to a straight line (marked with black line) for use 
with the ZPLOT and RAYINVR programs. 

Several built-in routines are available in ZPLOT. These additional executables can 

modify the headers of the SEG-Y file, e.g., “sgy2z”, or “headup”, or creating text files by 

reading certain parameters from the header files, e.g., “z2tx”. ZPLOT uses a modified “z” SEG-

Y file format (Zelt and Forsyth, 1994), thus all shot records needed to convert from “csgy” 

format (Globe Claritas) to “z” format by running the “sgy2z” routine. ZPLOT can save up to 

50 different picks for each channel, and all picks can be saved for the corresponding shot-record 
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by writing travel time picks into the header file using the “headup” routine. By applying the 

“z2tx” routine, ZPLOT is able to create a text file sorting all picks by shot location. The file 

contains the location of receivers with all travel time picks. The picking uncertainty can be 

modified manually. The simulation output file then can be used as an input file for RAYINVR.  

Identifying the origin of various arrivals within the seismic wavefield is imperative so 

that some can be separated out for further analysis. A representative shot gather is shown in 

Figure 4.2. First arrivals typically represent seismic refractions, whereas hyperbolic arrivals at 

later time represent reflections. Hyperbolic arrivals that are not symmetrical around the shot 

point may be representative of a dipping reflector; however, given the 3D characteristic of the 

Whataroa Valley, possible out-of-plane origins for the reflections must also be considered. 

Phases such as the airwave and ground roll can be easily interpreted, but are generally ignored. 

The identification of arrivals is carried out iteratively using multiple shots to identify the same 

phase. Refractions are used to construct the shallow velocity model through which more 

complex ray tracing of potentially deeper sourced arrivals is performed.  

Picking was based on amplitude and coherency, with priority phases showing consistency 

between shot gathers. Some of the large gaps in the line (e.g., at crossings of the Whataroa 

River) presented difficulties for tracking phases between shots gathers and arrivals were 

initially coded separately for further investigation. Some events can be seen only on a few 

neighbouring shot gathers, whereas others can be followed across the entire profile. Possible 

reasons for this variability include: changing surface conditions along the profile, changes in 

the depth of the shots (for the NW section, the shots were in 2-m-deep holes, whereas for the 

SE section, the average shot-hole depth was 1.4 m), and the complex 3D structure of the valley 

that could potentially produce out-of-plane signals.  
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Figure 4.2: Shot 1100 with and without the interpreted travel time picks.  
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A schematic figure is presented as Figure 4.3 explaining the process of the arrival and 

phase identification process on shot gathers. All shot records and travel time picks are presented 

in Appendix B7. First arrivals were picked on every shot record and carried out as the first 

interpreted phase (E1 on Figure 4.2). Dominant secondary arrivals such as E2 (reflected) and 

E3 (refracted) were clear signals and their triplication point with direct arrivals made the travel 

time picking process easier. On some shot gathers, a phase coded as E4 arrives about 30 – 50 ms 

earlier than E3. This phase runs parallel to E3, so these signals were coded as different phases 

and were investigated separately from other phases. Dominant later arrivals can be seen at both 

near and far offsets on most shot records and picked phases were coded as E5 to E10. These 

signals exhibit hyperbolic patterns and are interpreted as reflected waves. Far-offset refracted 

waves were picked later and coded as E11 to E14. These phases are visible only on a limited 

number of shot gathers and cannot be correlated to events E3 and E4 during preliminary 

observations. Several other phases (E15 to E20) were picked after the primary arrivals were 

identified. These arrivals are not dominant on most shot gathers; some of them exhibit 

hyperbolic - semi-hyperbolic patterns at near offsets. Considering the possibility of reflections 

arriving from a dipping structure, all shot gathers were carefully checked and phases such as 

E21 to E24 were picked. Arrivals appear in an asymmetric hyperbolic shape pattern and may 

arrive from a dipping reflector, although a final interpretation can be made only after inverse 

modelling investigations. First-arrival picks with pronounced later arrivals were used to 

develop the main structure of the velocity model. After later arrivals were established for all 

shot gathers, easily identifiable secondary events were picked. 24 unique phases have been 

recognised resulting in a total of 88 909 picked travel times. These picks were used to create a 

final velocity model.  

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic image of travel time picking.  

At the beginning of the picking process, strong first breaks and clear secondary arrivals 

were identified as indicated in red. Deeper sourced strong reflections can be seen on most shot 

gathers. These arrivals, coded from E5 to E10, are marked green. Identifying strong reflections 

clarified the picking of refracted waves on shot gathers; they are marked in blue and coded as 

E12 to E14 on shot gathers. Correlating some of the reflected waves to other phases was not 

possible, therefore these waves were coded differently from the phases marked in green with 

phase numbers from E15 to E20. These phases were identified at the end of the picking process 
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and indicated in orange. At the final stage of the travel time picking, asymmetric reflections 

that potentially arrive from dipping interfaces were picked.  

4.3 Initial interpretation of shot gathers 

Seismic energy travelling through the upper few hundred metres can be reflected or 

refracted in two major rock units: sediment infill and metamorphosed basement rocks (Figure 

4.4). The Alpine Fault represents a geological boundary that also has the potential to reflect or 

refract seismic waves. On the NW section of the seismic profile, the Australian Plate contains 

Holocene and Pleistocene sediments deposited during and after the LGM. These sedimentary 

units overlie basement rocks belonging to the granitic-gneissic Buller Terrain. To the SE the 

basement rocks of the Pacific Plate consist of Alpine Schist overlain by Holocene fluvial 

sediments.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: Cross-sectional image of the near surface geology at the Whataroa Valley and the coastal floodplain 
(based on Cox and Barrel, 2007 1:250 000 Geological map series). Green triangles indicate the location of the 
WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile. 

Strong, continuous signals are unlikely to arrive within the unconsolidated Holocene 

sediments. First arrivals, which are the only reliable signals in this unit, refract in the near 

surface, mainly in the weathering zone. In several locations, weak secondary arrivals can be 

seen on shot gathers presumably reflecting from an interface inside the Holocene sediments, 

although the rapid change in near surface conditions does not allow clear correlation among 

different phases (Figure 4.5).  

The boundary between basement rocks and the sediment infill can produce strong signals 

on shot gathers. Seismic waves can reflect from or travel along the boundary as headwaves and 
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may turn at the top of the basement rocks. Presumably, velocities are increasing with depth; 

therefore reflected waves should be seen even at the deeper part of the shot gathers. However, 

due to the complex 3D structure of the valley, out-of-plane signals may be recorded as very late 

arrivals (~1.5–2 s).  

Reflected signals from the Alpine Fault may not be visible due to contacts between 

basement rocks on either side of the fault having similar velocities. However they can be 

expected where sedimentary rocks juxtapose against the Alpine Schist (Figure 4.4). The length 

of the fault manifested as a basement-sediment contact is assumed to be limited, therefore 

reflections from a dipping reflector representing the Alpine Fault can be seen only on a few 

shot gathers as an asymmetric parabolic pattern, nearly horizontal on the NW and steeply 

dipping to the SE.  

All shot records with phases interpreted are presented in Appendix C1. Appendix C2 

summarises each phase identified in shot gathers. The initial interpretation of these phases in a 

layered velocity model will be discussed, based on the content of section C2 and the criteria 

detailed above.  

These events can be identified and a preliminary interpretation can be created for use with 

the inverse modelling. Presumably, later arrivals can be reflected or refracted at deeper 

reflectors where seismic velocities are higher, whereas earlier arrivals are reflected or refracted 

at boundaries located at shallower depths with lower seismic velocities. Events with large 

number of arrival time picks (e.g., E1 contains 13900 picks) dominant on most shot records can 

be identified and correlated to each other with higher confidence than other phases (e.g., E12 

contains < 1000 travel time picks). The final interpretation can be made only after the inverse 

modelling is completed; however the preliminary interpretation is an important part of the 

modelling. 

Several of the identified phases may actually reflect or travel along the same reflector; 

large gaps between receivers and shots required the use of different arrival time codes, where 

correlation was not clear. Shot gathers and travel time picks were carefully checked and 

organised into groups according to the likelihood that they represented the same boundary 

(Table 4.1). Each group may represent events arriving from a layer in a layer-based velocity 

model. Note, however, that the complex 3D structure of the Whataroa Valley could generate 

strong out-of-plane signals. Recognising each phase’s origin plays a crucial role for later 

investigation; however the inversion process can reveal different origins for some of these 

phases. The initial interpretation of phases is summarised below. Shot gathers referred to in the 

text can be found in Appendix B7.  
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Group 1 

First arrivals (E1) can be seen on every shot gather, representing refracted waves 

travelling in the near surface through the sediment infill. Multiple arrivals can be seen in several 

occasions and disappear in other shot gathers. E.g., strong multiple signals can be seen on shot 

1070, but correlation of these events cannot be made even on nearby shot records (see Figure 

4.5).  

 

Figure 4.5: First arrivals and related multiple signals are indicated by orange arrow in an enhanced image of shot 
gathers. Other later arrivals indicated by blue arrows cannot be identified with high confidence even in neighbouring 
shot records located only 25 m away. All four arrows point out the differences in arrivals on the records. 

Strong later arrivals can be seen at near offsets and are visible on most shot gathers. 

Presumably the sediment-basement contact produces strong signals due to the high density and 

seismic velocity contrast. Phase E2 is probably reflecting from the boundary, whereas phase E3 

and possibly E4 may travel along the same boundary. Plausible scenarios must be tested during 

inverse modelling, e.g., E3 may be refracted at the top of the basement rocks as headwaves, 

while arrivals of phase E4 are turning at the top of the sediment infill. Phases E11 and E13 

cannot be correlated to other phases with high confidence; however, both signals appear as first 

arrivals in far offsets and probably refract along the sediment-basement contact. Further 

investigation can reveal their source.  

Groups 2 and 3 

Several phases can be seen arriving later directly after arrivals that were summarised in 

Group 1. Reflected phases, E5, E6, E7, E15, E16, E18, E19, E20 and refracted waves E12, E14 

possibly are sourced at the same depth and probably arrive from the same reflector based on 

their similar arrival time. However, E6 arrives ~100-300 ms later than E5 for shots 1029-1048. 

On other shot gathers (1058-1070), E5 cannot be picked with high confidence to the SE side of 

the shot location, thus E6 can be compared with high confidence only on a limited number of 

shot gathers. The 100-300 ms difference between signals can also mean that E6 arrives from a 
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different source; therefore E5 and E6 could possibly be considered different phases. On three 

shot gathers (1066-1070) E6 and E7 appear together, at the same offset parallel to each other 

and it is assumed that E7 may be a later arrival of the same event, and that they may have the 

same origin. Arrivals on shots 1082-1086 and 1091 indicate that E16 and E5 correlate and 

represent the same phase, but on other shot gathers, e.g., 1087-1090, E16 arrives later than E5. 

Phase E15 can be seen with E16 on two shot gathers (1091 and 1092) where E16 arrives ~80-

120 ms later than E15. Event E15 is likely to represent the same phase as E5, because they 

appear as part of the same hyperbolic event on all shot gathers where these phases appear 

together. Therefore the origin of E16 is not clear and further investigation is needed to consider 

out-of-plane effects or reflection from a dipping reflector. Phases E18 and E20 can be picked 

only on the last 48 channels at the SE end of the profile. E18 is visible with E7 on shot 1110-

1124, and thus they are likely to represent the same phase. Event E20 can be found on three 

shot gathers (1183, 1188, 1193) arriving directly after E2. Unfortunately there are no any other 

events described above that are visible on these shot gathers, therefore the origin of the event 

and its correlation to other phases is not clear. E20 is assumed to have reflected on the same 

layer boundary as E7, but later investigation can constrain this better. Phase E19 was identified 

on eight shot gathers (1146-1193). At the SE of the profile, pattern shots were positioned every 

~300 m, which makes the shot-to-shot phase correlation more challenging. Arrivals for event 

E19 were picked later than E18 and E20 phases, thus it is likely to be reflected from a deeper 

layer boundary and may represent the same phase as E6 and E7. Unfortunately, the origin of 

E19 cannot be predicted without further investigation.  

Phases E12 and E14 can be considered to refract in the same layer as the refracted waves 

described above. These events arrive later than E3 or E13, therefore they are plausibly refracted 

in a layer located at greater depth than phases in Group 1. Arrival times of refracted waves 

compared to other reflected signals can help to identify the origin of these events, but later 

investigation will better constrain their origin. E12 can be picked on shots 1043-1047 when 

other refracted phases such as E3 or E4 are visible, too. The travel time difference between 

E3/E4 and E12 is up to 350 ms, which strongly supports that E12 is refracted in a deeper layer. 

Extending phase E12 towards E5 suggests that they will intersect, which is typical for the 

theoretical reflected-refracted signal position. Thus E12 probably arrives from the same 

reflector as E5. However, creating the final velocity model during the inversion process may 

modify this assumption. Phase E14 arrives 200-500 ms later than E3 or E13 on shot gather, 

where they both can be picked (e.g., shots 1090-1100). E12 and E14 cannot be observed 

together, so they may represent the same phase. Travel times for event E14 were picked on shot 

gathers where phase E7 can be identified clearly, which could possibly indicate the same source.  
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Events arriving directly after the signals summarised in Group 1 may represent two 

separated layers. Group 2 contains phases E5 and E15 reflecting and E12 refracting from the 

same interface. The source of event E16 requires further investigation. Group 3 suggests the 

same source for phases E6, E7 and E14. The reflector that phase E14 is probably travelling 

along is not clear; only further inversion can assure its origin. 

Group 4 

Phase E8 can be seen on most of the shot gathers only on the NW side of the shots located 

on the records. Arrivals were picked ~300 ms later than phase E5, therefore it is probably 

arriving from a different reflector. Correlation to other events such as E6 and E7 is not possible 

with high confidence due to the large gap caused by the Whataroa River. Final interpretation 

and correlation to other events can be confirmed by inverse modelling. 

Group 5 

On the NW side of the profile, travel times for phase E9 were picked later than those for 

event E8. This may indicate a different source of the signal. However, when shots were 

detonated at the middle of the seismic profile, travel times were picked at similar times for these 

phases and E9 gradually arrives earlier, particularly when shots were located to the SE. It is 

possible that a highly reflective layer produces strong signals for both events, even in far offsets, 

and they may be reflected from the same layer, but it is also possible that E9 is arriving from a 

deeper positioned reflector. Several tests will be necessitated during the inversion process to 

assure the origin of both signals.  

Group 6 

Phase identification cannot be made with high confidence where neighbouring shots are 

separated by hundreds of metres due to surface conditions, such as the Whataroa River. 

Therefore, travel times for E10 were picked only on shots 1027-1048 and late arriving phases 

such as E9 were coded differently. During the inversion process this event can be identified 

more accurately. Event E17 can be seen on the SE part of the profile between shots 1113 and 

1124 arriving ~100-200 ms later than E9. Therefore it is likely to represent a different phase 

reflected from a deeper source. Differences between arrival times for E9 and E17 gradually 

decrease shot by shot toward to SE. Inverse modelling can investigate the source of E9, E10 

and E17, which may reflect from the same interface.  

Group 7 

Several arrivals can be seen at near zero offsets to appear as asymmetrical hyperbolic 

patterns: E21-E25. These events can be observed only in a few shot gathers and are likely to be 
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reflected from a dipping reflector. It is possible that these events correspond to more than one 

reflector. Their appearance is highly influenced by the velocity field at the Whataroa Valley, 

thus the reflectors’ positions, orientations, lengths and dip angles can be determined after the 

final velocity model is created. These events will undergo further investigation in the final step 

of the inversion process. 

Table 4.1: The initial interpretation of phases. Events are reflected or refracted along a theoretical reflector, based 
on observations on shot gathers. Correlation and identification of phases will be used in the starting velocity model. 
Phases listed in the “Possibly arrives from the same reflector” columns will be tested first in the starting velocity 
model. These events probably to represent the same phase. Other events listed in “May arrive from the same 
reflector” column cannot be correlated with other events with high confidence and they will be tested in the velocity 
model during inversion. 

Theoretical reflector, 

which can be a layer 

boundary, floating 

reflector or out of 

plane surface 

Reflected waves Refracted waves 

Possibly arrive 

from the same 

reflector 

May arrive from 

the same reflector 

Possibly arrive 

from the same 

reflector 

May arrive from 

the same reflector 

Layer 1 (Group 1) E2  E1, E3, E4 E11, E13 

Layer 2 (Group 2-3) E5, E15, E16, E20  E12, E14 

Layer 3 (Group 2-3-4) E6, E7, E18, E20, E19, E8  E14 

Layer 4 (Group 3-4-5)  E8, E10, E26   

Layer 5 (Group 5-6)  E9, E10   

Layer 6 (Group 6)  E10, E17   

Dipping reflector E21    

Dipping reflector E22, E23 E24, E25   

 

4.4 Model parameterisation and modelling methods 

Layer-based ray tracing was carried out using the ray-theoretical travel time inversion 

scheme of Zelt (Zelt and Smith, 1992) with an “across and down” modelling approach. The 

inversion scheme uses a damped least squares (χ2) technique (Aki and Richards, 1980) that 

enables assessments of the resolution and uncertainty of layer boundaries and velocities. The 

overall damping factor was set to 10,000 to control the trade-off between resolution and 

variance (i.e., resolution is preferred over variance) when phases with large number of travel 

time picks were traced (e.g., event E1 contains 13900 picks). However, later arrivals with a low 

number of travel time picks (e.g., event E17 contains only 556 travel time picks) necessitated a 

lower damping factor; this is particularly so when they were traced in a deeper layer 

parameterised by a small number of geometry and velocity nodes. The estimated uncertainty of 

the model velocity values was set to 0.1 km/s, and the uncertainty of the model boundary values 

was set to 0.05 km. These errors are used to calculate a χ2 value that constrains the fit between 

interpreted and modelled travel times. 

Creating a reliable velocity model required the establishment of the most appropriate 

parameterisation and a minimisation of travel time uncertainties. Several challenges impacted 

the determination of travel time uncertainties. Some of these issues cannot be described 

numerically, e.g., uncertainty in the absolute starting time of shot records resulted from 
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technical difficulties and the variable setting of data acquisition. The lateral continuity of phases 

on shot records and the repeatability of phase picks from shot to shot greatly influence the 

uncertainty of travel time picks. E.g., travel times for events E2, E5, E8 were picked on a large 

number of receivers and the phases can be picked confidently on most shot gathers, therefore 

the travel times have lower uncertainty than phases such as E12, which is visible only on few 

shot gathers and the lateral continuity is limited to 20-30 receivers. In a few cases, interference 

between similar phases (e.g. E3 and E4) was used to assign the travel time uncertainty. The 

resolution of seismic data for the secondary arrivals (e.g., E6, E7, E8 and E9) affects travel time 

uncertainty. The dominant wavelength of a phase can be constrained by the known 

mathematical relation between the dominant frequency and the velocity. Such wavelengths are 

relative to the resolution of the seismic data at that particular depth. The uncertainty of a travel 

time pick therefore can be set by calculating the period of the wave. Travel time uncertainties 

can be estimated using source-receiver pairs by comparing arrival times on two different shot 

gathers as explained in Figure 4.6. When shot-receiver paths are reciprocal rays, they will travel 

through the same geological units. Therefore signals should arrive at the same time on both shot 

gathers (Zelt, 1999). This technique can successfully constrain appropriate travel time 

uncertainties on first (E1) and some of the secondary arrivals (E2 and E3).  

 

Figure 4.6: Shot 1 (S1) - Receiver 2 (R2) and Shot 2(S2) - Receiver 1 (R1) are at the same locations. The seismic 
rays are travelling through the same geological units, therefore the arrival times must be the same on both shot 
records (t1 and t2).  

A starting model was created with a minimal number of independent parameters because 

models with multiple parameters can become unstable when the heterogeneity is too high. The 

simple starting model contains horizontal layers defined by only two nodes for both interfaces 

and velocity values. The velocity varies linearly along the upper and the lower boundaries of a 

layer between velocity nodes, and also linearly between the upper and lower boundary of the 

layer in the vertical direction. All phases initially interpreted to arrive or travel along the same 

reflector were traced in different starting models parameterised by different velocities at the top 

and the bottom of the layer, while the depth of the interface was varying accordingly. The most 
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appropriate starting model was able to trace over 90% of all travel time picks with the lowest 

misfit between the modelled and calculated travel times. The number of nodes was not defined 

by an optimum value, but in practice half of the shot spacing was used for node separation in 

the layers, as recommended by Zelt (1999). As part of the inverse modelling of the starting 

model, position and velocity nodes were gradually added into each layer interface with a regular 

grid spacing to establish to most suitable number of parameters.  

The inversion procedure is repeated until the model allows ray paths to be found that 

correspond to most of observations, while providing the best trade-offs between the parameter 

resolution and the RMS travel time residual achieving a χ2 = 1 misfit. Reasons for χ2 remaining 

greater than 1 after several iterations could be: incorrectly identified phases, observed travel 

time uncertainties that are set too low, or a model that has been over-parameterised by adding 

too many nodes in it. However, the χ2 can be higher than 1 with high-resolution data such as 

the WhataDUSIE 2D profile with low travel time uncertainties. The goal during inversion was 

to minimise the misfit between the observed and calculated travel time while continuing to be 

able to trace most of the rays through the model to give a geologically realistic result. 

The modeller has total control over which physical parameters (geometry, velocity nodes) 

can be modified by the inverse modelling process. According to the general observations made 

on the WhataDUSIE data, significant modification of the velocity field from the starting model 

did not occur during the inversion process; only on the layers’ geometry was significantly 

changed. At the beginning of inverse modelling of each interface, phases with large numbers 

of picks (e.g., E2) were traced in the model and phases with small numbers of travel time picks 

were gradually added into the modelling process. To avoid ray scattering and geometrical 

shadows caused by model “blockiness“, the location of the geometrical nodes and the velocity 

values needed to be smoothed after one or two iterations of the inversion. Most significant 

modifications of the model occurred at the beginning of the inverse modelling and gradually 

decreased until the misfit between the observed and calculated travel times became acceptable, 

therefore model parameters were smoothed after every five or six iterations close to the end of 

the inversion process. Additionally, note that the most appropriate timing of smoothing is 

controlled by a damping parameter and the model parameterisation. Layers with large numbers 

of parameters (e.g., the top layer in the WhataDUSIE ray-theoretical inverse modelling) have 

higher potential to be affected by geometrical shadows, therefore regular and frequent 

smoothing is essential between iterations. Model parameters are modified considerably when 

the damping factor is set to a low value, which also requires frequent smoothing of model 

parameters. Based on the experience gained with numerous test inversions, the most effective 

modelling of the WhataDUSIE dataset leading to the establishment of a geologically realistic 
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model was to smooth the geometry and velocity parameters as frequently as possible during 

inverse modelling.  

In the RAYINVR program, the user can control the inverse modelling to modify 

parameters only for a certain section of a layer. Some of these arrivals were tested in different 

layers located at different depth, which complicated the velocity modelling based on the 

previous geophysical observations at Whataroa that velocities are increasing with depth. 

However, initial modelling indicated that travel time picks can be traced with low misfit in a 

zero or almost zero vertical velocity gradient. Therefore velocities at the top and the bottom of 

a layer needed to be “joined” or “coupled”. This technique allows inverse modelling to modify 

the parameter values by the same magnitude to keep a constant velocity gradient between the 

top and the bottom velocity nodes.  

4.5 Inverse modelling of arrivals in a layer based velocity model 

This section contains four sub-sections, each of them summarises the inverse modelling 

of a corresponding layer by tracing phases which were initially interpreted in shot gathers. This 

section is structured as follows: 

4.5.1. Inverse modelling of layer 1 

4.5.2. Inverse modelling of layer 2 

4.5.3. Inverse modelling of layer 3 

4.5.4. Inverse modelling of layer 4 

Some phases required additional modelling based on the statistical result. These 

additional investigations and their possible interpretations are summarised in this section with 

full details available in Appendix C3.  

Prior to inversion, an appropriate starting model has to be established with the geometry 

and velocity values defined at a suitable number of nodes. The starting velocity model for the 

WhataDUSIE data contains only two layers, each defined by two geometry nodes and two 

velocity nodes at the top and at the bottom of the layers. The model is then developed following 

a top-to-bottom layer stripping method where new interfaces are progressively added to the 

model to investigate the sources of a new groups of phases. The WhataDUSIE model extends 

beyond the length of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile to enable inverse modelling to create 

a smooth transition from the edge of the profile affected by large-scale geological features (such 

as changes in depth or velocity from the starting model).  

The model created for the WhataDUSIE profile overlaps a 7.2 km section of the Whataroa 

98 (Davey, 2010) seismic line (Figure 4.7).The model contains two main geological units: 

sediment infill and the underlying basement. Velocities within the sedimentary unit increases 
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from NW (2.2 km/s) to SE (2.7 km/s). Velocity modelling of the basement rocks resulted in 

seismic velocities of ~4.7-4.9 km/s. A thin layer between the sedimentary unit and the basement 

rocks has been modelled by the Whataroa98 seismic data, where seismic velocity is ~3.5 km/s. 

The depth of the basement-sediment boundary changes over the model’s length.  

 

Figure 4.7: Whataroa 98 velocity model (Davey, 2010) Red rectangle indicates the 7.2 km long overlapping area of 
the WhataDUSIE and the Wataroa98 models.  

4.5.1 Inverse modelling of layer 1 

First break (E1), reflected (E2) and refracted (E3, E4, E11, E13 - headwaves) are traced 

to model velocity within layer 1 and the geometry of the base of the layer boundary. Headwaves 

are also suitable for modelling velocity along the boundary of two geological units (bottom of 

layer 1 and top of layer 2). 

This section is subdivided as follows: 

- Starting model for layer 1 

- Inverse modelling of layer 1 

- Starting model for layer 2 – using only headwaves 

- Summary of inverse modelling of layer 1 

Starting model for layer 1 

The Whataroa98 dataset can provide valuable information about the near surface velocity 

field in the Whataroa Valley. However, reduced velocities in the high resolution WhataDUSIE 

dataset must be checked to investigate the most acceptable velocity range for layer 1, which 

will be tested for the starting model by tracing first arrivals. Velocities for layers 1 and 2 were 

estimated by testing refracted waves (E1 and E3) with the velocity reduction method in Zplot. 

Several shot gathers were tested with 2-6 km/s seismic velocity range to cover all possible 

velocities along the full length of the profile. Examples of the tests can be seen on Figure 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8: Zoomed image of shot 1080 record with reduced velocity of 2 – 4.5 km/s.  

 

Refracted waves will appear horizontal on shot gathers when the reduced velocity is 

appropriate. If the tested velocity is too fast for a chosen refracted wave, the signals will show 

an up-side-down V pattern. If the velocity is too low, the signal will appear in a V-shape.  

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 summarise the most appropriate reduced velocities for phases E1 

and E3 in selected shot gathers. 
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Table 4.2: Reduced velocities for E1 event (first breaks – red picks) on selected shot gathers, when arrivals 
appeared on shot gathers with a horizontal pattern 

Shot Number Velocity (m/s) 

1020 2500 

1040 2500 

1060 2500 

1080 2500 

1100 2500 

1120 2250-2500 

1135 2250-2500 

1150 2500 

1166 2500 

1183 2500-2750 

1197 2750 

 
Table 4.3: Reduced velocities for E3 event (green picks) on selected shot gathers, when arrivals appeared on shot 
records with horizontal pattern. 

Shot Number Velocity (m/s) 

1022 3750-4000 

1040 3000 

1060 3500 

1076 4000 

1095 4500 

1028 5250 

1166 5500 

1183 6000 

 

The WhataDUSIE simple starting model contains only one horizontal boundary; later 

investigation will modify that geometry. Using the Whataroa98 model combined with the 

reduced velocity test results, an appropriate starting model was generated. Phase E1 travel times 

were traced in several starting models. In each model, the layer boundary alternated between 

sea level and 190 m below present day sea level. The most suitable starting model should be 

able to trace the highest number of travel time picks (Table 4.4). Velocities were set to 1.9 km/s 

at the top and 2.4 km/s at the bottom of the layer 1.  

Table 4.4: Testing different z-coordinate values to find an appropriate depth for the layer boundary of the starting 
model. Velocities match those of the Whataroa98 model (Davey, 2010). The highest number of traceable travel 
time picks occurred for an interface at 0.15 km below sea level (indicated by red). 

z-coordinates (below sea level) in 

km 

Number of traceable travel time 

picks out of 13900 
χ2 

0.00 10842 2.185 

0.05 13029 3.261 

0.06 13211 3.589 

0.07 13303 3.860 

0.08 13355 4.148 

0.09 13426 4.447 

0.10 13443 4.709 

0.11 13459 5.029 

0.12 13479 5.297 

0.13 13455 5.549 

0.14 13470 5.834 

0.15 13504 6.100 

0.16 13.481 6.325 

0.17 13491 6.559 

0.18 13479 6.767 

0.19 13458 6.976 
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The result of different settings of interface depth is summarised in Table 4.4. The highest 

number of traceable picks was given by a model with a layer boundary set at 150 m below sea 

level. The starting model along with its traceable first breaks rays are presented in Figure 4.9.  

 

Figure 4.9: Starting model for the WhataDUSIE data set using the Whataroa 98 velocity model values. Layer 
boundary is set at 150 m below sea level. The model can trace most of the first breaks travel time picks (E1) as 
presented at the top part of the image. Observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are plotted at the 
bottom. 

Several additional starting models were created using different velocities at the top and 

the bottom of the top layer to trace first break arrivals. Test results are presented in Table 4.5. 

Four different velocity values were chosen at the top of the layer and tested with a large 

range of velocities at the bottom of the layer, where the values vary between 2.20 and 3.00 km/s. 

13517 travel time picks can be traced by the model using 1.9 km/s at the top and 2.40 km/s at 

the bottom of layer 1. However, as the velocity values were modified from the original starting 

model (based on the Whataroa98 model) the new values may affect the appropriate depth of the 

layer boundary, therefore the depth of the interface need to be tested accordingly as summarised 

in Table 4.6.  
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Table 4.5: Layer boundary between layers 1 and 2 is set to 150 m below sea level. Velocities at the top of the layer 
alternate between 1.60 and 1.90 km/s, velocities at the bottom of the layer are set between 2.20 and 3.00 km/s. 
The highest number of traceable travel time picks are outlined by black at each top velocity group. The overall 
highest number of travel time pick was given by 1.70 and 2.40 km/s; velocity highlighted by red. 

Velocities at the top of 

layer 1 (km/s) 

Velocities at the bottom of 

layer 1 (km/s) 

Number of traced travel 

time picks out of the total 

number of 13900 

χ2 

1.60 3.00 13459 10.592 

1.60 2.90 13465 11.841 

1.60 2.80 13449 13.228 

1.60 2.70 13461 14.707 

1.60 2.60 13466 16.278 

1.60 2.50 13493 17.963 

1.60 2.40 13476 19.827 

1.60 2.30 13477 21.709 

1.60 2.20 13483 23.695 

1.70 3.00 13444 6.833 

1.70 2.90 13474 7.668 

1.70 2.80 13457 8.551 

1.70 2.70 13483 9.553 

1.70 2.60 13469 10.643 

1.70 2.50 13508 11.811 

1.70 2.40 13517 13.043 

1.70 2.30 13482 14.319 

1.70 2.20 13436 15.449 

1.80 3.00 13455 4.372 

1.80 2.90 13463 4.788 

1.80 2.80 13465 5.442 

1.80 2.70 13504 6.100 

1.80 2.60 13508 6.777 

1.80 2.50 13436 7.502 

1.80 2.40 13484 8.296 

1.80 2.30 13426 8.962 

1.80 2.20 13347 9.561 

1.90 3.00 13465 3.074 

1.90 2.90 13471 3.332 

1.90 2.80 13508 3.658 

1.90 2.70 13480 3.976 

1.90 2.60 13478 4.386 

1.90 2.50 13484 4.815 

1.90 2.40 13484 5.189 

1.90 2.30 13342 5.521 

1.90 2.20 13268 5.918 

 
Table 4.6: Using the model providing the highest traceable travel time picks of phase E1 (Table 4.5) was tested in 
different layer boundary depth. Best result is highlighted by red. 

z-coordinate (below sea level) in km 

Traceable travel time picks out of 

13900 (total number of phase E1 

picks) 

χ2 

0.00 11424 3.670 

0.05 13230 7.674 

0.06 13322 8.356 

0.07 13395 9.014 

0.08 13423 9.607 

0.09 13442 10.224 

0.10 13469 10.772 

0.11 13481 11.249 

0.12 13491 11.749 

0.13 13500 12.224 

0.14 13504 12.621 

0.15 13517 13.043 

0.16 13446 13423 

0.17 13487 13.744 

0.18 13492 14.049 

0.19 13491 14.328 
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Figure 4.10: Starting velocity model with phase E1 rays at the top. At the bottom, observed (red) and the calculated 
(black) travel time picks can be seen, while phase E1 rays are traced at the top part of the image. The model was 
created by several testing process summarised above.  

Inverse modelling of layer 1 

The initial interpretation of shot gathers has already indicated that several events may 

refract or reflect in layer 1 (Table 4.7). 

Table 4.7: Events that may reflect or refract in layer 1. All phases will be used and tested during the inversion 
process. It is possible that some of these events will not fit to the model, thus they must be tested in a deeper 
positioned layer. It is also likely that some phases not listed in the table will be tested in layer 1 later, if they mismatch 
with the model at greater depth. 

Theoretical reflector, 

which can be a layer 

boundary 

Reflected waves Refracted waves 

Possibly arrive 

from the same 

reflector 

May arrive from 

the same reflector 

Possibly travel 

along the same 

reflector 

May travel along 

the same reflector 

layer 1 E2  E1, E3, E4 E11, E13 

 

According to the final test result presented in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.10, the most 

appropriate starting model contains two layers: the layer boundary is set at 150 m below sea 

level, while the velocity at the top of layer 1 is 1.90 km/s and 2.4 km/s at the bottom. Phase E1 

represents the first breaks on shot gathers, which were interpreted as refracted waves travelling 

along or near the surface of layer 1, thus phase E1 travel time picks are the most suitable for 

modelling the velocity at the top of the layer. Later arrivals such as E2 (presumably reflected 

from the layer boundary) or E3 (likely to be refracted along the layer boundary) can be more 

suitable for modelling velocity at the bottom of the layer and the geometry of the interface.  

Prior to running the inversion, the number of velocity and geometry nodes was increased 

from 2 to 20 using a regular grid spacing. The goodness of fit improved rapidly after each 

iteration from χ2 = 13.053 in the starting model to 2.961 when the inversion was stopped. The 

number of traceable picks decreased by around 100, but the model is still able to trace 96.2% 
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of the total number of travel time picks. The inversion process was stopped as the last few 

iterations made only minor modifications to the velocity model, and the χ2 value decreased only 

by ~0.2. During the modelling process, the number of nodes was increased and tested to find 

the most appropriate parameter number for the model. Layer 1 contains 30 velocity and 

geometry nodes in the final velocity model. Inverse modelling is detailed step by step in 

Appendix C3.1.  

After velocities were established at the top of layer 1, phases E2, E3 and E4 were traced 

to model velocities at the bottom of the layer and modify the geometry of the interface between 

the sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. The goodness of fit rapidly developed during the 

inverse modelling, after the first iteration the χ2 value dropped from 24.499 to 5.828 and became 

3.323 before inversion stopped. The three phases contained 27,326 travel time picks and the 

model was able to trace 25,744 picks (94.21% coverage). Inverse modelling is detailed in 

Appendix C3.2. 

When the thickness of the top layer and both horizontal and vertical velocity gradients 

changed by the different velocities at the bottom of the layer, velocities at the top of the layer 

needed to adjust accordingly (Appendix C3.3.). First break travel time picks were traced in 

layer 1. Before inversion, the model was able to trace 91.45% of the total number of first break 

travel time picks with χ2 = 2.582 misfit. Minor modification of the velocities at the top of layer 

1 was completed by a large number of iterations. The χ2 value dropped to 2.127 while 90.01% 

of the total travel time picks were traced.  

The velocity model has been progressively modified using different phases during 

inversion by targeting specific areas (e.g. the use of first breaks is appropriate to establish the 

velocity field at the top of the layer). The source area of other phases, such as E11 or E13, 

cannot be interpreted with high confidence on shot gathers because they cannot be clearly 

correlated to other signals in the shot records. Thus they should be tested in the developing 

model. If these arrivals are refracted along the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2 or within 

layer 1, they should fit to the model (Table 4.8). 

Table 4.8: Test result of each phase in the velocity model presented and detailed in Appendix C3.3. The model was 
created using phases E1, E2, E3 and E4. The source area of event E11 and E13 cannot be predicted on shot 
gathers, but it could be tested during inversion. 

Phase Wave type 
RAYINVR 

code 

Total number 

of picks 

Traceable 

picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time 

residual 

Figure 

E1 Turning 1.1 13900 12519 2.127 0.015 Figure C3.3.1 

E2 Reflected 1.2 19246 17562 3.173 0.027 Figure C3.3.2 

E3 Headwave 1.3 7138 6866 3.792 0.029 Figure C3.3.3 

E4 Headwave 1.3 942 942 1.259 0.045 Figure C3.3.4 

E11 Headwave 1.3 1097 1097 8.347 0.043 Figure C3.3.5 

E13 Headwave 1.3 260 260 38.239 0.123 Figure C3.3.6 
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Events which were interpreted on shot gathers as first breaks (E1), reflected waves (E2) 

or headwaves (E2 and E3) are confirmed to arrive from layer 1. The model can trace over 90% 

of the original picks and the normalised chi squared value varies between 1.259 and 3.792 for 

each event (Table 4.8). Testing other events such as E11 and E13 travelling along the boundary 

of layers 1 and 2 gave higher χ2 values, which is expected as they were not used in the inversion 

process yet. However, the number of traceable picks and χ2 suggest that they probably refract 

along the layer boundary. The model is able to trace 100% of both events, the travel time picks, 

χ2 = 8.347 for E11 and χ2 = 38.239 for E13. It is possible that E11 travels along the layer 

boundary (see Figure C3.3.5) based on the observations. Significant differences can be seen 

between the observed and calculated travel times of phase E13 on Figure C3.3.6. However, 

other events such as E2 and E3 do not fit to the model well at the SE side of the profile where 

E13 can be seen (see figures C3.3.2 and C3.3.3). Therefore E13 has to be used during the 

inversion process and has potential to refract along the layer boundary. 

In the next step of inverse modelling, all events (E1, E2, E3, E4, E11 and E13) were 

traced in the velocity model. The inversion process modified the velocity at the bottom of layer 

1 and the z coordinates of the layer boundary, which influenced the horizontal and vertical 

velocity gradient. Therefore phase E1 was traced again to allow inverse modelling to make the 

appropriate modifications. The new model for layer 1 is able to trace most of the travel time 

picks for every unique phase. Goodness of fit between the observed and calculated travel times 

improved overall. This was especially so at the SE end of the profile, where phases E2, E3 and 

E13 are traced, and further modelling is needed. All additional modelling steps and results are 

detailed in Appendix C3.4. 

Table 4.9: Test result of each phase in the velocity model presented in Appendix C3.3 and C3.4.  
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E1 1.1 13900 12519 90.1 2.127 0.015 12486 89.8 2.109 0.015 

E2 1.2 19246 17562 91.3 3.173 0.027 17202 89.4 1.972 0.021 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 3.792 0.029 6866 96.2 2.363 0.023 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 1.259 0.045 942 100 1.438 0.048 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 8.347 0.043 1097 100 7.431 0.041 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 38.239 0.123 260 100 16.299 0.081 

∑  42583 39633 93.1 3.235 0.028 39419 92.6 2.303 0.023 

 

Comparing the test results of each phase in Table 4.9, the number of traceable travel time 

picks of E1 and E2 decreased by less than ~150. After several iterations of inversion, only minor 

modifications occurred in the velocity model (Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12), as the slowly 
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decreasing χ2 values indicate (Table 4.9). Therefore, different approaches should be considered 

to improve the model. Velocities at the bottom of layer 1 and at the top of layer 2 influence rays 

travelling along the layer boundary, (e.g., E2, E3, E11 and E13). The inversion process was 

targeting velocities only in layer 1, further investigation has to focus on the velocities at the top 

of layer 2. Before the inversion process was applied, an appropriate starting model for layer 2 

had to be established. 

 

Figure 4.11: Velocity model of layer 1. The model was created by inverse modelling tracing phases E1, E2, E3, E4, 
E11 and E13.  

 

Figure 4.12: Density of passing rays in layer 1. Phases such as E1, E2, E3, E4, E11 and E13 were traced in the 
velocity model.  
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Starting model for layer 2 – using only headwaves 

Headwaves travelling along the layer boundary or turning waves travelling within the top 

of layer 2 are suitable for investigating the velocity field in the top of layer 2. In the following 

process a starting model will be establish by tracing only headwave phases. More complex 

investigation of the velocity field at the bottom of layer 2 and the geometry of the layer 

boundary between layers 2 and 3 will be undertaken later, by tracing both headwaves and 

reflected waves. 

Velocities at the top of layer 2 were initially set using the Whataroa98 model values (4.70 

km/s). The WhataDUSIE profile contains much higher resolution data, and four different phases 

were recognised as headwaves on shot gathers, thus before the inversion process focuses on the 

velocities at the top of layer 2, the starting model must be critically assessed to provide a better 

basis for the model than using the Whataroa98 model values. The tests are summarised in Table 

4.10. 

Table 4.10: Test results for phases E3, E4, E11 and E13 using different velocities at the top of layer 2. The most 
acceptable result is highlighted with red and will be used as a starting model. V2t = velocities at the top of layer 2 

V2t (km/s) Phase 
RAYINVR 

code 

Maximum 

number of 

picks 

Traceable 

travel time 

picks 

% of total 

maximum 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.70 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 2.363 0.023 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 1.438 0.048 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 7.431 0.041 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 16.299 0.081 

4.60 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 2.178 0.022 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 1.663 0.052 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 5.810 0.036 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 13.318 0.073 

4.50 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 2.189 0.022 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 1.932 0.056 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 4.489 0.032 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 10.577 0.065 

4.40 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 2.397 0.023 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 2.250 0.060 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 3.506 0.028 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 8.095 0.057 

4.30 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 2.834 0.025 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 2.627 0.065 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 2.914 0.026 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 5.915 0.049 

4.20 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 3.523 0.028 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 3.060 0.070 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 2.734 0.025 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 4.055 0.040 

4.10 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 4.499 0.032 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 3.564 0.075 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 3.043 0.026 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 2.534 0.032 

4.00 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 5.787 0.036 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 4.147 0.081 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 3.881 0.030 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 1.379 0.023 
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Different velocity values at the top of layer 2 were tested and the results are presented in 

Table 4.10. All velocities produced the same number of traceable picks for each individual 

phase (mainly 100%). χ2 value varies significantly for E11 and E13. Lower velocities provided 

much better fit between the modelled and the observed travel times, than using higher velocities 

(such as 4.70 km/s from Whataroa98 model). Higher velocity values (4.70 or 4.60 km/s) gave 

better fits for E3 and E4, but lower velocities only slightly increased the χ2 values. Considering 

the small change in χ2 when velocities were set to 4.20 km/s at the top of layer 2, this value was 

chosen as the most suitable velocity for all phases in layer 2. The test results also highlight that 

during inversion, velocities to the SE may decrease, as E13 travel time picks indicate a better 

fit with lower velocities. Increasing velocity can be expected in the middle and at the NW end 

of the profile, due to the better fit of phases E3, E4 and E11.  

The number of velocity nodes at the top of layer 2 was increased from 2 to 40 using a 

regular grid interval.  

The velocities at the top of layer 2 were modified by inversion (Appendix C3.5.). The 

number of traceable travel time picks did not change during modelling. Velocities were 

smoothed after two or three iterations. The χ2 value decreased from 3.395 to 2.650 during the 

iterations. Using the new set of velocity values at the top of layer 2, phases E2, E3, E4, E11 and 

E13 must be traced for further inverse modelling; that process modified the geometry of the 

interface between layers 1 and 2, and the velocities at the bottom of layer 1. After two iterations 

the χ2 value dropped by only 0.007, so the inversion was stopped (Appendix C3.5). Table 4.11 

compares the results of each phase before and after the velocities were modified in layer 2. 

Table 4.11: Goodness of fit and number of traceable picks of each phase before and after inverse modelling was 
applied on velocities at the top of layer 2. 
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E1 1.1 13900 12486 89.8 2.109 0.015 12383 89.1 2.122 0.015 

E2 1.2 19246 17202 89.4 1.972 0.021 17211 89.4 1.898 0.021 

E3 1.3 7138 6866 96.2 2.363 0.023 7138 100 2.152 0.022 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 1.438 0.048 942 100 2.478 0.063 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 7.431 0.041 1097 100 2.730 0.025 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 16.299 0.081 260 100 2.340 0.046 

∑  42583 39419 92.6 2.303 0.023 39031 91.7 2.056 0.022 

 

Inverting for the velocities at the top of layer 2 improved the model. The model is able to 

trace at least the same number of picks for phases E2, E3, E11, E13 and the normalised chi 

squared value decreased in the new version. The number of traceable travel time picks 

decreased by ~100 for phase E1 with a slight increase in χ2 value. The model is able to trace all 

travel time picks for event E3, E4, E11 and E13. The goodness of fit between the modelled and 
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the observed travel time picks gave higher value in the new model for phase E4; however phase 

E3 improved. Presumably phases E3 and E4 represent the same event with E4 occurring parallel 

to E3 on shot gathers but arriving a few ms earlier while refracting along the same interface and 

E3 was considered as the main signal of the event. Thus the increase of χ2 for E4 is acceptable.  

Summary of the inverse modelling of layer 1 

Investigation of phases interpreted on shot gathers and assumed to be reflected or 

refracted in layer 1 have confirmed the initial interpretation. E1 first breaks were inverted to 

establish the velocities at the top of layer 1 by, reflected waves (E2) and headwaves (E3, E4, 

E11, E13) were used to constrain the velocities at the bottom of the layer and the z- coordinates 

of the boundary. Two phases (E11 and E13) were not confidently interpreted as headwaves on 

shot gathers; however, during the inversion process, phases such as E2, E3 and E4 created an 

initial velocity model, which indicated that E11 and E13 probably travel along the layer 

boundary. Later inversion using all phases (including E11 and E13) developed an appropriate 

model with over 90% traceable picks and an acceptable goodness of fit. All headwaves (E3, 

E4, E11, E13) were used to establish the most suitable velocities at the top of layer 2. The 

velocity model and ray density are presented in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. 

Velocities at the top of layer 1 vary between 1.70 and 2.12 km/s. Velocities are 

dominantly lower (mainly 1.70 km/s) at the NW side of the profile where no first or any other 

secondary arrivals were picked. Velocities progressively increase towards the SE end of the 

model. Velocities at the bottom of layer 1 are slightly higher than at the top. Velocities were set 

to 2.40 km/s at the starting model and remained unchanged over the first ~1.60 km of the profile 

on the NW end, due to lack of data. Heading to the SE, velocities gradually decrease giving 

2.02 km/s as the lowest value at the middle, and start increasing again reaching 2.61 km/s close 

to the SE end of the model. Ignoring sections of the model where there are no observed travel 

time picks, velocity field progressively increases from NW to SE. Velocities at the bottom of 

the layer are generally ~0.3 to 0.4 km/s higher than at the top.  

Using headwaves during inversion for the top of layer 2, produced velocities that increase 

from NW to SE (4.30-4.40 km/s) following a trend similar to layer 1; however, the 3 km at the 

SE end of the profile remained at 4.20 km/s.  
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Figure 4.13: Velocity model for layer 1 of the layer based velocity model. The geometry and velocity values were 
modified by inverse modelling detailed in Appendix C3.1 – C3.5.  

 
Figure 4.14: Ray density in the velocity model created by inverse modelling (summary of the process can be found 
above, details are presented in Appendix C3.1 – C3.5). Phase E1, E2, E3, E4, E11 and E13 are traced in the model.  

4.5.2 Inverse modelling of layer 2 

Reflected waves (E5, E15, E16, E20) and refracted waves (E12 and E14) are traced in the 

second layer during inverse modelling. Reflected waves are suitable to model velocities at the 

bottom of layer 2 and the interface between layers 2 and 3. E12 and E14 required additional 

investigation and will be summarised in this section.  

This section is subdivided as follows: 

- Starting model for layer 2 – using reflected waves 

- Inverse modelling of layer 2 
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- Observations following inverse modelling of layer 2 

- Investigation of phases E12 and E14 

- Updating layer 2 

- Summary of inverse modelling of layer 2 

Starting model for layer 2 – using reflected waves 

Velocities at the top of layer 2 have been modified from the starting model by an inversion 

process using headwaves such as E3, E4, E11 and E13. Reflected waves can be more suitable 

for establishing appropriate velocity values at the bottom of the layer. Using the initial 

interpretation of the shot gathers, several phases can be considered as reflected waves arriving 

from the boundary between layers 2 and 3 (Table 4.12).  

Table 4.12: Events that may reflect or refract in layer 2. All will be used and tested during inversion. Possibly some 
of these events will not fit the model, thus they must also be tested in a deeper positioned layer. It is also likely that 
some phases not listed in the table will be tested in layer 2 later, if they cause mismatch in the model at greater 
depth. 

Theoretical reflector, 

which can be a layer 

boundary 

Reflected waves Refracted waves 

Possibly arrive 

from the same 

reflector 

May arrive from 

the same reflector 

Possibly travel 

along the same 

reflector 

May travel along 

the same reflector 

layer 2 E5, E15 E16, E20  E12, E14 

 

All events must be tested for the most acceptable starting model that defines the velocities 

at the bottom of layer 2 (Table 4.13). Additionally reduced velocities of phases E12 and E14 

were checked using Zplot. (Table 4.14, Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16). Phases E12 and E14 

presumably refract in layer 2 at the SE end of the profile, thus these signals may help to modify 

the velocity model during inversion. Phases such as E5 and E15 have high numbers of picks; 

the initial interpretation supports the idea that they are reflecting off the layer boundary between 

layers 2 and 3, thus these signals will be used primarily to establish the velocity field. Other 

events, e.g., E16 and E20 were not interpreted with high confidence on shot gathers, therefore 

they will be tested after E5 and E15 have been traced and the initial modifications of the 

inversion have been completed.  

Before all events were tested using different velocity values at the bottom of layer 2, only 

two nodes are used to define the velocities and layer boundary between layers 2 and 3 and 

several depth values were tested. The depth of the layer was set to 1000 m below sea level.  
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Table 4.13: Test results of all phases presumably refracting or reflecting in layer 2 using velocities in the range of 
4.50-5.00 km/s at the bottom of the layer. The most suitable result is highlighted by red. 

Velocity at 

the bottom 

of layer 2 

(km/s) 

Phase 
RAYINVR 

Code 

Total 

number of 

picks 

Traceable 

number of 

picks 

% of total 

maximum 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

5.00 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 29.094 0.162 

E15 2.2 3830 3106 81.1 11.782 0.103 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 4.783 0.087 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.796 0.040 

E12 2.3 915 828 90.5 110.641 0.210 

E14 2.3 753 507 67.3 28.231 0.159 

4.90 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 27.773 0.158 

E15 2.2 3830 3106 81.1 10.969 0.099 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 4.445 0.084 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.758 0.040 

E12 2.3 915 714 78 105.063 0.205 

E14 2.3 753 198 26.3 36.797 0.182 

4.80 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 26.467 0.154 

E15 2.2 3830 3106 81.1 10.173 0.096 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 4.115 0.081 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.748 0.040 

E12 2.3 915 568 62.1 100.331 0.200 

E14 2.3 753 - - - - 

4.70 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 25.180 0.151 

E15 2.2 3830 3106 81.1 9.397 0.092 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 3.796 0.078 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.769 0.040 

E12 2.3 915 346 37.8 94.240 0.194 

E14 2.3 753 - - - - 

4.60 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 24.008 0.147 

E15 2.2 3830 3106 81.1 8.642 0.088 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 3.489 0.075 

E20 2.2 130 129 99.2 1.828 0.040 

E12 2.3 915 240 26.2 87.037 0.186 

E14 2.3 753 - - - - 

4.50 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 22.670 0.143 

E15 2.2 3830 3106 81.1 7.911 0.084 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 3.193 0.071 

E20 2.2 130 126 96.9 1.921 0.041 

E12 2.3 915 51 5.6 79.540 0.177 

E14 2.3 753 - - - - 

 
Table 4.14: Reduced velocity test results on selected shot gathers for event E12 and E14. 

Shot number 
Velocity (km/s) 

E12 E14 

1031 4.5 - 

1045 4.5-5.00 - 

1096 3.0 2.75 

1102 - 2.5 

 

Using lower velocities at the bottom of layer 2 provided better fits for E5, E15 and E16. 

The number of traceable travel time picks remained the same using velocities between 4.50 and 

5.00 km/s, thus velocities giving the lowest χ2 value will be chosen for the starting model. E20 

fit better at higher velocities, although the χ2 value did not change significantly and remained 

under 2. Based on the test result, it is likely that E5, E15 E16 and E20 reflect from the same 

reflector. Refracted waves (E12 and E14) were able to trace most of the picks at 5.00 km/s, but 

the number of traceable picks significantly dropped with lower velocities. The model did not 
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trace any travel time picks for E14 when the velocities were lower than 4.90 km/s at the bottom 

of layer 2. According to the reduced velocity test results (Table 4.14), the most suitable velocity 

field for E14 is 2.50 – 2.75 km/s (such values were more typical in layer 1), while E14 has more 

potential at higher velocities between 3.00 and 4.50 km/s (these values were dominant at the 

boundary of the first and second layer). Both phases must be traced again during analysis of 

layer 2, as the vertical velocity gradient will possibly change, and thereby affect the tracing of 

these phases. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Reduced velocity test on shot 1045; velocity is set between 3.0 and 5.0 km/s. Pink colour picks 
represent phase E12. 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Reduced velocity test on shot 1096, velocity is set to 2.25 and 2.75 km/s. Green colour picks represent 
phase E14. 
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Inverse modelling of layer 2 

The number of geometry and velocity nodes at the bottom of layer 2 were increased from 

two to 40 by using a regular grid interval. At the beginning of the inverse modelling, only phases 

E5 and E15 were traced in the model (Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18). 

 

Figure 4.17: Starting velocity model for layer 2. The layer boundary between layers 2 and 3 was set to 1 km below 
sea level. Velocities at the top of layer 2 were defined by inverse modelling using headwaves E3, E4, E11 and E13. 
The velocity at the bottom of the model was set to 4.5 km/s in the starting model. Phases E5 and E15, which likely 
arrive from the bottom of layer 2, were traced in the starting model.  

 

Figure 4.18: Ray density in the starting model for layer 2 tracing reflected waves E5 and E15.  

During inverse modelling, velocities at the bottom of layer 2 and the geometry of the 

interface between layers 2 and 3 were modified. After each iteration, velocities were carefully 

checked and values at the top and bottom of the layer were compared to each other at the same 

x-coordinate. Due to the low vertical velocity gradient (see Figure 4.17), small velocity changes 
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can create artefacts in the model, making velocities at the bottom of the layer lower than at the 

top. At the beginning of the inverse modelling, only geometry nodes were turned on for 

inversion, then after a few iterations, modelling focused on the velocities at the bottom of the 

layer. After every two or three iterations, the corresponding nodes were smoothed. The number 

of traceable travel time picks had dropped by ~100, by the time the inversion was stopped. The 

model was able to trace 92.1% of the total number of travel time picks and the χ2 dropped from 

19.269 to 11.779. Inverse modelling is detailed in Appendix C3.6.  

As expected, velocities at the bottom of the layer decreased and approached velocities at 

the top of layer 2. Keeping a non-zero vertical velocity gradient (the difference was kept to 0.01 

km/s/km), values at the same node location must be coupled to allow the inversion to modify 

velocities by the same magnitude at the same x-location. Headwaves such as E3, E4, E11 and 

E13 were traced in the model for further inverse modelling to modify velocities not only at the 

bottom of layer 2, but at the top as well. After each iteration, velocities were checked carefully 

and values needed to be “coupled” along several nodes. The geometry of the layer boundary 

and velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer were regularly smoothed after two or 

three iterations. The traceable travel time picks gradually decreased after each iteration; 

however, the model was able to trace 92.9% of the total number of picks. Unfortunately, the 

goodness of fit did not improve significantly: χ2 = 7.956 at the beginning of the inversion and 

7.077 when the inversion was stopped.  

The initial interpretation of the shot gathers and the velocity test results in Table 4.14 

suggested that E5 and E15 reflect from the boundary between layers 2 and 3. Other reflected 

phases such as E16, E20, and refracted events e.g., E12 and E14 may not arrive from the same 

layer. However, the starting velocity model test results strongly support the idea that all 

reflected waves arrive from the same reflector. Therefore, all reflected and refracted waves were 

modelled as detailed in Appendix C3.6. Headwaves travelling along layers 1 and 2 were not 

traced; therefore, only the geometry of the boundary between the layers 2 and 3, and velocities 

at the bottom of the layer 2 were modified. After three iterations, the inversion made only minor 

modifications to the velocity model, and χ2 decreased by only 0.002, so the inversion process 

was halted. The results for each phase before and after inversion are summarised in Table 4.15. 

The number of traceable picks remained the same in the new model compared to the 

starting version. The χ2 value decreased for E3, E4 and E11 and E13. Reflected waves (E5 and 

E15) arriving from the bottom of layer 2 fit better to the model. Unfortunately, mismatch 

between the observed and calculated travel time picks for phases E16 and E20 increased, and 

no travel time picks could be traced for events E12 and E14.  
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Table 4.15: Testing of each phase before and after the inversion process in layer 2. 
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E3 1.3 7138 7138 100 2.152 0.022 7138 100 2.359 0.023 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 2.478 0.063 942 100 2.569 0.064 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 2.730 0.025 1097 100 2.621 0.024 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 2.340 0.046 260 100 2.305 0.045 

E5 2.2 10691 10375 97 22.670 0.143 10180 95.2 9.924 0.095 

E15 2.2 3830 3124 81.6 11.350 0.084 3124 81.6 8.375 0.072 

E16 2.2 556 556 100 3.193 0.071 524 94.2 5.359 0.093 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.914 0.041 130 100 1.914 0.041 

E12 2.3 915 51 5.6 79.540 0.177 - - - - 

E14 2.3 753 - - - - - - - -- 

∑  26312 23492 89.3 12.502 0.102 23265 88.4 6.564 0.072 

 

Observations following inverse modelling of layer 2 

Velocities at the top of the layer (V2t) were defined by headwaves E3, E4, E11 and E13 

during the inversion process. Reflected waves (E5, E15, E16 and E20) were used to establish 

the velocities at the bottom of the layer (V2b) and the geometry of the interface between layers 

2 and 3. Inverse modelling confirms the initial interpretation of shot gathers, which indicated 

that events E5, E15, E16 and E20 probably arrive from the same layer boundary (L2). E5 and 

E15 were used as primary signals (they have about 10 times as many picks as events E16 and 

E20) to establish the appropriate velocity field at the bottom of layer 2 for investigating the 

source of phases E16, E20, E12 and E14. During further procedures, all reflected waves were 

used. At numerous locations, the velocity values (V2b) decreased and reached the velocities at 

the top of the layer. The velocity model was checked regularly after each inversion iteration, 

thus when the difference became 0.01 km/s/km between V2b and V2t, a “coupling” method 

was applied. Both top and bottom velocities were used in the inversion and the vertical velocity 

gradient remained the same after each iteration. During the inversion, the number of coupled 

values was progressively increased, where necessary. The χ2 slightly increased for event E16 

during the inversion procedure, which indicates that this event needs to be investigated for 

alternative interpretations (e.g. out-of-plane signal or floating reflector). On three shot gathers 

both E15 and E16 are visible, although E16 arrives slightly earlier. It is possible that E16 is an 

earlier arrival from the same horizon, but it may be reflected/refracted from an out-of-plane or 

a dipping reflector; therefore this event will be investigated further later. 

Unfortunately, rays could not be traced adequately for events E12 and E14. It is possible 

that these signals arrive from or travel along a deeper (or shallower) reflector, therefore further 

investigation must target these signals specifically.  
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In the starting model, 4.50 km/s velocities were set as suitable values for most phases at 

the bottom of layer 2. This value gradually decreased during the inversion process. The 

difference between the top and bottom velocities of layer 2 was kept at 0.03 km/s/km at the NW 

and SE ends of the profile, where there were no observed travel time picks available. The 

vertical velocity gradient is less than 0.02 km/s/km at most areas except at locations where 

coupling the top and the bottom velocities was necessary during inversion, keeping only a 

0.01 km/s/km vertical velocity gradient. Overall, the velocity does not vary significantly at the 

top and at the bottom of layer 2 and stayed between 4.50 and 4.20 km/s. The velocity model 

and the ray density image are presented in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. 

 
Figure 4.19: Velocity model for layers 1 and 2 after inverse modelling.  

 
Figure 4.20: Ray density in layers 1 and 2. Phases E3, E4, E11 and E13 (headwaves) were traced at the boundary 
of layers 1 and 2, while reflected waves E5, E15, E16 and E20 arrive from the bottom of layer 2.  
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Investigating phases E12 and E14  

Phases E12 and E14 were widely tested for each layer by inverting arrivals from reflected 

waves, first breaks and refracted waves (Appendix C3.7-C3.9). Additional inversion proved 

that E12 and E14 arrival times led to increased velocities at the bottom of layer 1, and an 

increase in the number of traceable picks of other signals such as first breaks (E1), headwaves 

(E3, E4, E11 and E13) and reflected waves (E2). The χ2 decreased in several cases, except for 

E2, where a slight increase was experienced. The number of traceable picks and the χ2 value 

was acceptable for the target phases. 

Testing E12 and E14 in layer 2, velocities were set to 5.50 km/s at the bottom of layer 2, 

while velocities at the top progressively decreased through additional inverse modelling runs. 

At some locations, the velocity reached the value of the bottom of layer 1. The modified velocity 

model was not able to trace most of the headwaves (E3, E4, E11 and E13) travelling along the 

layer boundary between layers 1 and 2, and reflected waves (E5, E15, E15 and E20) arriving 

from the bottom of layer 2. The χ2 significantly increased for all phases except E12 and E14. 

The target phases were then tested as coming from layer 3, with velocities at the top of 

the layer equal to the velocities at the bottom of layer 2 and velocities at the bottom of layer 3 

increased by 0.1 km/s before each test was run. E14 was not traceable in this layer, while a large 

number of E12 travel time picks were only traced by an extreme 8.00 km/s velocity value at the 

bottom of layer 3. Previous studies (Davey, 2010, Stern et al., 2007) proved that velocities in 

the top 1.5 km of the crust cannot be so high, but rather are more typical of depths as great as 

40 km. 

Table 4.16: Final summary of investigation of phase E12 and E14 in layers 1, 2 and 3. 

layer 

E12 (total number of picks: 915) E14 (total number of picks: 753) 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 

layer 1 850 9.254 0.061 747 5.007 0.067 

layer 2 915 5.637 0.047 632 5.723 0.072 

layer 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  

Considering test results summarised above and in Table 4.16, it is more likely that phases 

E12 and E14 are turning waves in layer 1. Therefore, using this modified velocity model for 

layer 1, all later arrivals (arriving from the second and third layer) must be reassessed (see next 

section).  

Updating layer 2 

Considering that the velocities at bottom of layer 1 were modified by the additional 

constrains imposed by including phases E12 and E14 as turning waves in layer 1, parameters 

in layer 2 must be assessed again. In Table 4.17 each of layer 2 phases is detailed, comparing 
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the final velocity model of layer 2 to the combined velocity model, which contains the velocity 

model for layer 1 created by the addition of phases E12 and E14.  

Table 4.17: Results of reflected waves of layer 2 comparing the results before and after the additional inverse 
processing was applied in layer 1 tracing E12 and E14. 
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E5 2.2 10691 10180 95.2 9.924 0.095 10112 94.6 9.922 0.094 

E15 2.2 3830 3124 81.6 8.375 0.072 3124 81.6 6.315 0.063 

E16 2.2 556 524 94.2 5.359 0.093 524 94.2 3.761 0.077 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.914 0.041 130 100 1.906 0.041 

 

Testing of each phase in the combined velocity model shows that the number of traceable 

travel time picks slightly decreased for phases E5 and E15, and remained the same for E16 and 

E20. The goodness of fit of all tested phases improved in the combined velocity model. Overall, 

the test results indicate a better fit with a reasonable number of traceable picks for all phases 

(Table 4.17). During previous inverse modelling iterations for layer 2, the SE end of the profile 

did not exhibit noticeable change either for velocity values or z-coordinates of the layer 

boundary. The only phase that contains observed travel time picks in this specific section of the 

line is E20. During the reanalysis of layer 2, the layer boundary and velocities at the bottom of 

layer 2 were altered. The other three phases (E5, E15 and E16) were progressively added and 

traced during inverse modelling. Details are presented in Appendix C3.10.  

In Table 4.18, the number of traceable picks and goodness of fit are presented for each 

individual phase. Results from before and after the layer 2 reanalysis are detailed for 

comparison. During the last few iterations of the inversion, velocities at the bottom of layer 2 

were modified and progressively decreased on the NW side of the profile. At several node 

locations, velocities nearly reached the values at the top of the layer. Keeping a vertical gradient 

of 1 km/s/km, velocities at the top and at the bottom needed to be coupled, which modified 

velocities at the top of the layer. Because headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 

between layers 1 and 2 are affected by the velocities at the top of layer 2, they must be tested 

in the newly created second layer velocity model (Table 4.18).  
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Table 4.18: Results of reflected waves of layer 2 and headwaves (E2, E4, E11 and E13) comparing results before 
and after additional inverse processing was applied on the combined velocity model. The additional inverse 
processing is detailed in Appendix C3.10. Colour red represents best results for a phase. 
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E2 1.2 19246 17858 92.8 3.977 0.030 17395 90.4 4.870 0.033 

E3 1.3 7138 7138 100 1.668 0.019 7138 100 1.563 0.019 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 2.144 0.059 942 100 2.058 0.057 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 3.016 0.026 1097 100 3.290 0.027 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 2.395 0.046 260 100 3.043 0.052 

E5 2.2 10691 10112 94.6 9.922 0.094 10291 96.3 8.968 0.085 

E15 2.2 3830 3124 81.6 6.315 0.063 3124 81.6 6.228 0.057 

E16 2.2 556 524 94.2 3.761 0.077 556 100 3.815 0.078 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.906 0.041 130 100 1.334 0.035 

∑  43890 40332 91.9 5.552 0.057 40543 92.4 5.654 0.058 

 

Summary of inverse modelling of layer 2 

The previous combined velocity model had a better fit for some of the phases than the 

revised final velocity model for layer 2 (see Table 4.18). Applying additional inversion 

constraints from later arrivals for layer 2 such as E5, E15, E16 and E20 created only minor 

modifications to the model. Before the additional inversion steps were applied on layer 2, 

velocities at the SE end of the profile did not change. Inverse modelling improved the combined 

velocity model using phase E20, resulting in slightly higher velocities at the SE end of the 

profile. Adding phases E5 and E15 to the investigation decreased velocities at the bottom of 

layer 2. The new velocity model for layers 1 and 2 is presented in Figure 4.21 and the ray 

density model can be found in Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.21: Velocity model for layers 1 and 2. The additional inverse modelling is detailed in Appendix C3.10. 

 

Figure 4.22: Ray density model for the velocity model presented in Figure 4.21.  

4.5.3 Inverse modelling of layer 3 

Inverse modelling of reflected waves initially interpreted to arrive from the base of layer 

3 will be presented in this section. Some phases required additional investigation, because they 

did not fit satisfactorily to the model. The modelling process is mainly presented in Appendix 

C3; a summary of these additional tasks can be found here. 

This section structured as follows: 

- Starting model for layer 3 

- Inverse modelling of layer 3 
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- Summary of the velocity and z-coordinate tests for phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 

and E19 

- Summary of the individual inverse modelling of phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and 

E19 for a layer boundary 

- Investigation of phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 as floating reflectors 

- Solution A 

- Observations for solution A 

- Solution B 

- Testing velocities on layer 3 tracing phases E6, E8, E9 and E19 

- Summary of the investigation of source location for phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 

and E19 

Before the additional inverse modelling of phases E12 and E14 was completed, initial 

modelling was undertaken for layer 3. Several late arriving phases (E6, E7, E8) can be seen on 

shot gathers arriving ~200-300 ms later than events E5, E15, E16 and E20; these phases were 

modelled as reflected waves arriving from the bottom of layer 2. The initial hypothesis is that 

these signals may reflect from the bottom of layer 3, only a few hundred metres deeper than 

layer 2, as there is no previous evidence suggesting significant velocity increases at this depth. 

According to the initial interpretation of shot gathers, several events must be investigated as 

they may not arrive from the same layer boundary (see Table 4.19). 

Table 4.19: Events that may reflect or refract in layer 3 based on the initial interpretation of shot gathers. Phases 
E12 and E14 have been modelled as turning waves arriving from layer 1 and further modelling will not be undertaken 
for these events. All reflected waves will be traced and tested during the inversion process. It is possible that some 
of these events will not fit the model, thus they must be investigated for other alternatives (such as out-of-plane 
signals or floating reflectors). 

Theoretical reflector, 

which can be a layer 

boundary 

Reflected waves Refracted waves 

Possibly arrive 

from the same 

reflector 

May arrive from 

the same reflector 

Possibly travel 

along the same 

reflector 

May travel along 

the same reflector 

layer 3 E6, E7, E18 E8, E9, E19, E20  E12, E14 

 

Starting model for layer 3 – using reflected waves 

In setting up the most suitable starting model for layer 3, all seven phases were initially 

interpreted as reflected waves arriving from the bottom of layer 3 (E6, E7, E8, E9, E18, E19 

and E20) and tested in different velocity models. Layer 3 is defined by two nodes located 1.40 

km below sea level. Velocities were added using two nodes at the bottom of layer 3. At the top, 

positions and velocities were set equal to the velocities and locations of the nodes at the bottom 

of layer 2. Velocities at the bottom of the layer were gradually increased by 0.1 km/s after each 

test. Test results are summarised in Table 4.20. 
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Table 4.20: Result of testing events E6, E7, E8, E18, E19 and E20 in layer 3 using different velocities at the bottom 
of the layer. The best results are highlighted by red 

Velocity at the 

bottom of layer 

3 (km/s) 

Phase 
Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.50 

E6 3170 3168 17.127 0.124 

E7 3611 3487 45.218 0.202 

E8 10616 9918 43.231 0.197 

E18 754 300 27.021 0.156 

E19 977 977 17.243 0.125 

E20 130 126 39.853 0.189 

4.60 

E6 3170 3165 17.182 0.124 

E7 3611 3487 44.672 0.200 

E8 9103 9918 43.488 0.198 

E18 754 288 26.327 0.154 

E19 977 977 17.623 0.126 

E20 130 126 39.054 0.187 

4.70 

E6 3170 3163 17.259 0.125 

E7 3611 3481 44.108 0.199 

E8 9103 9918 43.743 0.198 

E18 754 267 25.919 0.152 

E19 977 977 18.007 0.127 

E20 130 128 38.424 0.185 

4.80 

E6 3170 3148 16.760 0.123 

E7 3611 3487 43.626 0.198 

E8 9103 9918 43.903 0.199 

E18 754 246 25.503 0.151 

E19 977 977 18.397 0.129 

E20 130 130 37.838 0.184 

4.90 

E6 3170 3136 16.002 0.120 

E7 3611 3487 43.131 0.197 

E8 9103 9918 44.241 0.200 

E18 754 222 25.089 0.150 

E19 977 977 18.790 0.130 

E20 130 130 37.107 0.182 

5.00 

E6 3170 3166 17.586 0.126 

E7 3611 3425 43.180 0.197 

E8 9103 9918 44.487 0.200 

E18 754 189 24.635 0.149 

E19 977 977 19.187 0.131 

E20 130 130 36.401 0.180 

 

A velocity of 4.50 km/s at the bottom of the layer gave the highest number of traceable 

picks with the lowest χ2 value for events E6, E8, E18 and E19. The most acceptable velocity 

for phase E20 was 5.00 km/s at the bottom of the layer and 4.90 km/s for E7. The goodness of 

fit is much more acceptable if event E20 is added to the model as a reflected wave from layer 

the 2-3 boundary. Therefore, it is not used for further inversion modelling. Velocities at the 

bottom of the layer are set to 4.50 km/s in the starting model. Most phases show high potential 

of reflecting off the same boundary; therefore, all are tested together.  

Inverse modelling of layer 3 

The number of nodes was increased from two to 50 at the bottom of layer 3 using a regular 

grid interval. Velocities at the top of layer 3 were set to be equal to velocities at the bottom of 
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layer 2. Velocity at the bottom of the target layer was set to 4.50 km/s. Details of the inverse 

modelling can be found in Appendix C3.11.  

Goodness of fit of each phase after inverse modelling has been stopped is summarised in 

Table 4.21.  

Table 4.21: Test results of each phase before and after the inversion process was undertaken in layer 3. The 
process is detailed in Appendix C3.11. 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 16.946 0.123 2996 94.5 10.423 0.097 

E7 3.3 3611 3424 94.8 46.011 0.203 3080 85.3 48.808 0.210 

E8 3.3 10691 8578 80.2 48.049 0.208 8503 79.5 22.638 0.143 

E18 3.3 754 422 56 25.534 0.151 171 22.7 13.061 0.108 

E19 3.3 977 977 100 17.243 0.125 901 92.2 20.805 0.137 

 

Inverse modelling targeted the z-coordinates of the layer boundary at the beginning of the 

process and then velocities were modified at the bottom of the layer by inversion (Appendix 

C3.11, Table C3.11.1). In a second model, an opposite technique was applied: the inversion 

process focused on velocities first then z-coordinates of the layer boundary were added. 

(Appendix C3.11, Table C3.11.2). Fewer travel time picks can be traced in the latest version of 

the velocity model than in a previous version, when the layer boundary was modelled prior to 

the velocities at the bottom of the layer. The only exception is phase E19, where the number of 

traceable picks remained the same. The χ2 value increased for events E6, E7, and E18 and a 

slight decrease can be seen for E19 and E8. Neither way managed to create an acceptable model, 

which indicates that these phases may not reflect from the same surface boundary, therefore 

further investigation needs to be undertaken. It is possible that some of these events arrive from 

a layer boundary, whereas others come from a dipping reflector or out-of-plane surface. Using 

the initial interpretation of phases in shot gathers combined with inverse modelling, cannot help 

to identify the sources of the events. Therefore, each of them must be tested individually by 

inversion and the models should be compared to each other. This inversion process may help 

to make specific observations that lead to further iterations. Travel time picks were checked for 

E8, and possible incorrect picks were deleted decreasing the total number of travel time picks 

from 10616 to 9103. Event E7 was initially assumed to be an earlier arrival of E6 on shot 

gathers, but inversion resulted in significant differences in fit, hence it is likely that these events 

arrive from completely different sources.  

Inverse modelling was not successful when all target phases (E6, E7, E8, E9, E18, E19) 

were traced together to fit them to a common reflector. However, several key observation were 
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made that will be used for further processing. For example, some of the phases come from out-

of-plane surface or dipping reflectors that are not connected to geological boundaries, but rather 

represent localised 3D alterations in geology, chemical composition or velocity field. These 

alternative reflectors are referred to as “floating” reflectors. Velocities in the starting model of 

the previous inversion of layer 3 did not indicate a significant vertical velocity gradient within 

the layer. Strong reflected waves from the layer 2-3 boundary may indicate that velocities at 

the top of layer 3 can be higher than in layer 2. Therefore, velocities at the bottom of layer 2 

will not be used for the velocities at the top of layer 3 in the starting model. Velocities at the 

bottom of layer 2 are not higher than 4.60 km/s, even at the SE end of the profile where slightly 

higher velocities were typical. Thus 4.60 km/s can be used as starting value at the top of layer 3. 

Comparing each individual phase’s goodness of fit and number of traceable picks in different 

velocity models enables velocities at the bottom of layer 3 to be modified in each test. The 

depth of the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 was tested as well (Appendix C3.12, tables 

C3.12.1 – C3.12.3). Velocities at the top of the layer must be investigated. Therefore a range of 

velocity models was tested setting different constant velocities at the top of layer 3 (4.60 - 5.50 

km/s), while velocities at the bottom of the layer were constant at 5.50 km/s (Appendix C3.12, 

tables C3.12.4 – C3.12.6). 

Summary of the velocity and z-coordinate tests for phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 

Details of the investigation that creates the most suitable starting model for layer 3 can be 

found in Appendix C3.12. The highest number of traceable picks appeared when velocities at 

the top and at the bottom of the layer were set to 4.60 km/s (zero velocity gradient). The χ2 

value gradually increased, when velocities were higher at the bottom of the target layer. The 

depth of the layer 3-4 boundary highly influenced the goodness of fit, and had much less 

influence on the traceable number of picks. The test models were able to trace the maximum 

number of travel time picks for phase E19, and almost 100% of the total number of picks of 

event E6 and E8 were traced, although a slight decrease occurred  using high velocities at the 

bottom of layer 3. The number of traceable picks gradually decreased for event E9, too. The 

number traceable travel time picks changed from model to model for E6 and E19, which may 

indicate that these signals are not reflected from a layer boundary, but rather are out-of-plane 

signals or reflections from floating reflectors. After each phase is traced individually during 

inverse modelling, the velocity models can be compared to each other.  

As previous experience indicated, zero or very small vertical velocity gradients provide 

the most suitable starting models for most phases (i.e., E6, E8, E9, E18 and E19). When 

velocities at the bottom of the layer were set to constant values, and the top velocities were 
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altered, these test models were never able to trace a high number of picks with a low χ2 value. 

The results for phase E7 were unique, however. The number of traceable picks changed for no 

apparent reason and did not follow a particular trend or pattern from model to model, as was 

typical for other events. Increasing velocities (higher vertical velocity gradient) also produced 

lower χ2 value, behaving opposite to other phases, thereby strongly supporting the idea that 

these phases must be investigated individually. In the most suitable starting model for E6, E7, 

E9 and E18, velocities at the top and the bottom of the layer should be set to 4.60 km/s (with 

zero vertical velocity gradient), and the layer boundary must be 1.6 km deep below sea level. 

Similar results can be seen for E19; however, the depth of the layer boundary must be set to 

1.5 km below sea level. The goodness of fit and the highest number of traceable picks occurred 

for phase E7, when the velocities at were set to 4.60 km/s at the top, 5.10 km/s at the bottom, 

and the depth of layer boundary was 1.4 km below sea level. Using these parameters (Table 

4.22), each phase was tested through inverse modelling (details are presented in Appendix 

C3.13). 

Table 4.22: Parameters of the starting model for layer 3 for each phase Details are presented in Appendix C3.12, 
and tables C3.12.1-C3.12.6. 

Phase 

Depth of the layer 

boundary between 

layer 3 and 4 (km) 

Velocity at the 

top of layer 3 

(km/s) 

Velocity at the 

bottom of layer 

3 (km/s) 

Total 

number of 

traceable 

picks 

Traceable 

picks 
χ2 RMS 

E6 1.6 4.60 4.60 3170 3170 12.924 0.108 

E7 1.4 4.60 5.10 3611 3606 83.078 0.273 

E8 1.6 4.60 4.60 9103 9103 29.098 0.162 

E9 1.6 4.60 4.60 4962 4665 16.043 0.200 

E18 1.6 4.60 4.60 754 676 61.050 0.234 

E19 1.5 4.60 4.60 977 964 15.212 0.117 

 

Summary of the individual inverse modelling of phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 for 

a layer boundary 

In Table 4.23 the individual phases are summarised for the inversion. Phase E18 was not 

involved in the process due to consistently high χ2 value, which presumably indicates that the 

arrival does not share a common reflector or layer boundary with any of the other phases. 

During individual testing, phases E8, E9 and E19 were identified as possibly being reflected 

from the layer 3-4 boundary. These events underwent a focussed investigation where they were 

traced together. Based on the observed misfit, E8 may reflect a different surface than the other 

two. Further investigation will focus on the most appropriate velocity field and reflector for 

event E8. 
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Phases E6 and E7 were tested separately and it was determined that they are reflecting 

from an alternative surface such as a floating or an out-of plane-reflector. Later investigation 

will target these signals to create the most suitable sub-surface model.  

Table 4.23: Final summary of the investigation individually targeting phases E6, E7, E8, E9, and E19 during 
inversion. Column labels: E6, E7, E8, E9 and E19 represent individual model created by the corresponding phase. 
# of P = number of traceable picks; RMS = RMS travel time residual. 

Phase 

Total 

number 

of picks 

E6 E7 E8 E9 E19 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

E6 3170 3169 11.629 0.102 2213 21.801 0.140 2854 22.818 0.143 2967 22.578 0.143 2623 23.727 0.146 

E7 3611 3606 83.078 0.273 2057 18.483 0.110 3590 112.402 0.318 3242 132.612 0.345 2931 102.310 0.303 

E8 9103 6867 32.156 0.170 5468 34.390 0.176 7454 8.939 0.090 9038 20.156 0.135 7731 9.800 0.094 

E9 4962 4660 17.125 0.207 1633 45.148 0.336 4461 9.930 0.158 3186 5.201 0.114 3032 6.776 0.130 

E18 754 453 59.130 0.230 173 57.794 0.227 437 57.469 0.227 576 51.696 0.216 520 47.193 0.206 

E19 977 974 16.056 0.120 393 5.723 0.072 964 15.212 0.117 887 16.341 0.121 793 11.081 0.100 

 

Investigating phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 as floating reflectors 

Previous analysis provided strong evidence that phases E6, E7 and E18 arrive from 

alternative reflectors. Furthermore, there is no clear image of an existing layer boundary based 

on modelling of phases E8, E9 and E19. Two solutions will be tested in further investigations. 

(A) Assuming a four layer-model (constrained by phases E8, E9 and E19), phases E7, E8 and 

E18 will be tested individually as floating reflectors. (B) All six phases can be tested in a three-

layer model as floating reflectors. The bottom of layer 3 will be set near to the maximum depth 

of the model.  

Solution A 

The investigation of solution A assumes an existing layer boundary between layers 3 and 

4. The velocity model within layer 3 has been created by inverse modelling of phases E8, E9 

and E19 (process detailed in Appendix C3.13). If phases E6, E7 and E18 represent floating 

reflectors then the velocity field (in this case for a four-layer model) is assumed to be suitable 

for the target signals. Consequently, only positional parameters of the reflectors i.e., location 

(z- and x-coordinates), length and dip are tested. The procedure followed is detailed in 

Appendix C3.14 and then the results are summarised for all the phases involved.  

Observations from solution A 

Assuming that the velocity field and the geometry of layer 3 were appropriately 

established by inverse modelling of phases E8, E9 and E19, target phases E6, E7 and E18 were 

tested in a four-layer velocity model (called Solution A) and the resulting version of the model 

is presented in Figure 4.23. The velocity field and the layer geometry were created by the 

inversion process (Appendix C3.14). The starting model for the floating reflectors was set after 

running tests to assess depth, dip, dip orientation and lateral position of the reflector. The 
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number of nodes as increased from 2 to 10 for phases E6 and E7. While inverting for model 

geometry, the shapes of the surfaces changed significantly, while preserving the large 

proportion picks that were traceable. The goodness of fit decreased, and in all cases resulted in 

a lower value than in the previous modelling when the target phases were assumed to reflect 

from layer boundaries. The inversion process did not modify the shape of the reflective surface 

for phase E18; however, this phase resulted the most promising result with 100% traceable 

picks and the lowest χ2 value. Considering the test results, phases E18 and E7 are likely to be a 

reflections arriving from a dipping reflector located within layer 2, but the source of phase E6 

needs to be investigated in a three-layer model (Solution B). The final version of the model 

containing all three floating reflectors (E6, E7 and E18) is presented in Figure 4.23. 

 

Figure 4.23: Final model of the floating reflector tests based on solution A. The model is able to trace most of the 
picks. Phases E6 (light green), E7 (red) and E18 (light blue) are traced at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, 
all observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

Solution B 

Solution B assumes that phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 arrive from floating 

reflectors, which are mainly located in layer 3. The bottom of layer 3 also represents the bottom 

of the model. Previous investigations for solution A have already made it clear that phases E7 

and E18 are potentially arriving from a reflective surface located within layer 2, thus testing 

these phases in a thick layer 3 is not necessary. Before the inversion process was applied on 

floating reflectors, the most appropriate velocity field must be establish. Assuming that no layer 

boundary is presented between the bottom of layer 2 and the bottom of the velocity model, 

velocities at the bottom of the model must be tested before further investigation can take place 

for the floating reflectors.  
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Testing velocities in layer 3 (in a three-layer velocity model) tracing phases E6, E8, E9 and 

E19 

The velocity model is modified such that the base of layer 3 is located at the bottom of 

the model and defined by two nodes. Velocities at the top of the layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s as 

used previously (velocities at the bottom of layer 2 do not reach 4.60 km/s). The most 

appropriate reflector depth should be tested with different velocities at the bottom of the model. 

Horizontal floating reflectors are defined by two nodes extending the entire length of the 

velocity model. Test results are presented in Appendix C3.15, with each table corresponding to 

the tests results of an individual phase.  

The maximum number of traceable travel time picks with the lowest χ2 values were given 

by the following parameters for each phase; values in brackets represent the number of traceable 

picks/χ2/RMS travel time residual: 

- E6: floating reflector depth: 1.50 km, V3b = 4.60 km/s (3170/12.547/0.106) 

- E8: floating reflector depth: 1.50 km, V3b = 5.30 km/s (9103/35.625/0.179) 

- E9: floating reflector depth: 1.80 km, V3b = 5.40 km/s (4962/10.286/0.160) 

- E19: floating reflector depth: 1.50 km, V3b = 4.60 km/s (977/15.467/0.118) 

Each phase suggests slightly different starting models for the floating reflector tests, 

although they can be organised into two major groups: (1) the most appropriate velocities at the 

bottom of the model for phases E8 and E9 were very similar to each other and can be tested 

together (solution is named Ba), while (2) E6 and E19 indicated the same velocity field during 

tests (solution is named Bb). In the following procedure, inverse modelling will be applied to 

create a suitable geometry for the floating reflectors using two different starting models based 

on the test results presented in Appendix C3.15, tables C3.15.1 – C3.15.4. 

Summary of the investigation of source location for phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 

Six phases have been investigated using two main approaches. (1) First, the layer 3-4 

boundary has been modelled by previous investigations. Using inverse modelling techniques, 

suitable velocities and the geometry of the bottom of layer 3 were independently created for 

each phase. Velocity models indicated similarities for E8, E9 and E19; therefore, they were 

used for creating the final velocity model for layer 3. Assuming the existence of a four-layer 

velocity model, phases E6, E7 and E18 were tested as alternative floating reflectors. This 

approach was named Solution A. The most suitable reflective surfaces for E7 and E18 were 

positioned within layer 2, thus further investigation was not undertaken for these signals. The 

floating reflector for event E6 was found to be in layer 3. (2) Second, Solution B assumes that 

the velocity model contains only three layers and that the bottom of layer 3 represents the 
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bottom of the model. Phases E6, E8, E9 and E19 were tested against different velocities and the 

depth of the floating reflectors to establish an appropriate starting model. Velocities were set to 

4.60 km/s at the top of layer 3 for all phases, while the velocity at the bottom of the model was 

initially set to 5.30 km/s for events E8 and E9. The greatest number of picks with the lowest χ2 

value were given by a zero vertical velocity gradient model for E6 and E19 (e.g., velocity at the 

bottom of the model is 4.60 km/s). The shape of the floating reflector for phase E8 was parallel 

to the layer boundary in the four-layer model, whereas E9 was altered by a minimal degree. 

The goodness of fit did not improve during the inversion process for phases E6 and E19. 

Therefore an alternative analysis was applied: testing these signals in layer 3 with 5.30 km/s at 

the bottom of the model. Table 4.24 summarises the approaches detailed above, while Table 

4.25 details all modelling results using labels from Table 4.24.  

Table 4.24: Summary of the investigation undertaken on events E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19. Labels are used in 
Table 4.25. 

Process Label of the process Process was applied to 

Testing event as layer boundary in a four-layer velocity model LB E6, E7, E8, E9, E19 

Testing floating reflector in a four-layer velocity model 

(solution A) 
A E6, E7, E18 

Testing floating reflectors in a three-layer velocity model 

(solution B) with a progressively increasing vertical velocity 

gradient in layer 3 

Ba E8, E9, E6, E19 

Testing floating reflectors in a three-layer velocity model 

(solution B) with zero vertical velocity gradient in layer 3 
Bb E6, E19 

 

Table 4.25: Summary of investigation, which was undertaken on phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19. Process 
labels are described in Table 4.24. 

Process Phase 
Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

LB E6 3170 2910 6.304 0.075 

Figure 4.24 
A E6 3170 3011 10.699 0.098 

Bb E6 3170 3114 12.060 0.104 

Ba E6 3170 2952 7.662 0.083 

LB E7 3611 2307 8.091 0.082 
Figure 4.25 

A E7 3611 2825 3.850 0.059 

LB E8 9103 7075 8.728 0.089 
Figure 4.26 

Ba E8 9103 8580 11.057 0.100 

LB E9 4962 3854 7.028 0.133 
Figure 4.27 

Ba E9 4962 4369 6.573 0.128 

LB E18 754 408 16.985 0.123 
Figure 4.28 

A E18 754 754 1.616 0.038 

LB E19 977 924 12.635 0.107 

Figure 4.29 Bb E19 977 736 13.203 0.109 

Ba E19 977 771 10.024 0.095 
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Figure 4.24: Reflective surfaces created by inverse modelling of phase E6. LB E6 = layer boundary in a four-layer 
velocity model using only phase E6; F6A = reflective surface of E6 signals in a four-layer velocity model (solution 
A) F6Ba = floating reflector in a three-layer velocity model with an increasing vertical velocity gradient in layer 3; 
F6Bb = floating reflector of event E6 in a three-layer velocity model with zero vertical velocity gradient in layer 3.  

 

Figure 4.25: Reflective surfaces created by inverse modelling of phase E7. LB E7 = layer boundary in a four-layer 
velocity model using only phase E7; F7A = reflective surface of E7 signals in a four-layer velocity model (solution 
A)  

 

Figure 4.26: Reflective surfaces created by inverse modelling of phase E8. LB E8, E9, E19 = layer boundary in a 
four-layer velocity model using phases E8, E9 and E19; F8Ba = floating reflector in a three-layer velocity model 
with an increasing vertical velocity gradient in layer 3.  
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Figure 4.27: Reflective surfaces created by inverse modelling of phase E9. LB E8, E9, E19 = layer boundary in a 
four-layer velocity model using phases E8, E9 and E19; F9Ba = floating reflector in a three-layer velocity model 
with an increasing vertical velocity gradient in layer 3. 

 
Figure 4.28: Reflective surfaces created by inverse modelling of phase E18. LB E18 = layer boundary in a four-
layer velocity model using only phases E18; F18A = reflective surface of E18 signals in a four-layer velocity model 
(solution A). 

 
Figure 4.29: Reflective surfaces created by inverse modelling of phase E19. LB E8, E9, E19 = layer boundary in a 
four-layer velocity model using only phases E8, E9 and E19; F19Ba = floating reflector in a three-layer velocity 
model with an increasing vertical velocity gradient in layer 3; F19Bb = floating reflector of event E19 in a three-layer 
velocity model with zero vertical velocity gradient in layer 3. 

4.5.4 Inverse modelling of layer 4 

Reflected phases (E10 and E17) were initially interpreted to arrive from the same 

reflector. These arrivals are investigated in this section. E17 required additional modelling, but 

only the summary of the results will be presented here. 

This section structured as follows: 

- Starting model for layer 4 

- Testing phase E17 – reflected at the bottom of layer 3 
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- Testing phase E17 – reflecting from a floating reflector in a four-layer velocity 

model 

- Testing phase E17 – reflecting from a floating reflector in a three-layer velocity 

model 

- Testing phase E17 – reflecting from a separate floating reflector in a three-layer 

velocity model 

- Summary of phase E17 modelling 

- Interpretation of phase E17 

- Testing phase E10 

- Summary of phase E10 modelling 

Starting model for layer 4 

Events E10 and E17 can be seen on shot gathers arriving later than any other phases 

detailed previously. Assuming that all signals investigated previously arrive from three 

distinguishable layers, E10 and E17 may be reflected from the bottom of a fourth layer. To set 

up the most appropriate starting model for these events, several velocities and depths for the 

base of the layer were tested. However, the boundary between layers 3 and 4 is not well defined 

by inversion. When phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 were traced, the most acceptable model 

can be selected as the starting model for tests. Inversion may have indicated that E8, E9 and 

E19 arrive from a common reflector (e.g., bottom of layer 3), therefore the velocity model, 

which was created by inverse modelling of these three events could potentially be set up as the 

starting model for investigating the source of phases E10 and E17. 

The highest velocity at the bottom of layer 3 is 4.63 km/s. Thus, velocity values at the top 

of layer 4 were set to 4.70 km/s. Velocities at the bottom of the layer and the depth of the base 

of the layer were tested as summarised in Table 4.26 and Table 4.27.  

Table 4.26: Tracing phase E17 travel time picks in models using different velocities at the bottom of layer 4 and two 
differently positioned layer boundary depths. The velocity at the top of layer 4 was set to 4.70 km/s. Results 
highlighted by green represent the greatest number of traceable travel time picks, when the layer boundary was 
located 2.1 km below sea level. Red represents the greatest number of traceable travel time picks among all tested 
models. 

Velocity at 

the bottom of 

layer 4 (km/s) 

Depth of the layer boundary: 2.0 km Depth of the layer boundary: 2.1 km 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

1031 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

1031 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.70 921 477.917 0.218 838 678.462 0.260 

4.80 920 472.367 0.217 836 670.090 0.259 

4.90 918 467.470 0.216 912 616.884 0.248 

5.00 916 462.690 0.215 908 610.552 0.247 

5.10 908 459.522 0.214 905 603.995 0.246 

5.20 834 488.056 0.221 895 601.835 0.245 

5.30 834 482.731 0.220 882 601.711 0.245 

5.40 896 449.100 0.212 872 599.702 0.245 

5.50 880 450.174 0.212 861 599.091 0.245 
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Table 4.27: Testing phase E10 with different velocities at the bottom of layer 4 using different depths for the layer 
boundary. Velocity at the top of layer 4 is set to 4.70 km/s. Results highlighted by green represent the greatest 
number of traceable picks in a group of models using the same depth. The greatest number of picks with the lowest 
χ2 value in the same group marked in red. The highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 among all tested 
models is indicated with a double frame. These parameters will be used in the starting model for inverse modelling.  

Velocity at 

the bottom of 

layer 4 (km/s) 

Depth of layer boundary: 2.0 km Depth of layer boundary: 2.1 km 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

2073 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

2073 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.70 2066 71.671 0.423 1975 58.087 0.381 

4.80 2073 72.052 0.424 1987 58.662 0.383 

4.90 2073 72.226 0.425 1972 58.636 0.383 

5.00 2073 72.398 0.425 2019 60.378 0.388 

5.10 2073 72.569 0.426 2004 62.706 0.396 

5.20 2028 73.700 0.429 1998 62.851 0.396 

5.30 2028 73.871 0.430 2022 63.631 0.399 

5.40 2073 73.077 0.427 2073 62.962 0.397 

5.50 2073 73.245 0.428 2073 63.264 0.398 

 Depth of layer boundary: 2.2 km Depth of layer boundary: 2.3 km 

4.70 1955 47.338 0.344 1955 40.439 0.318 

4.80 1941 47.492 0.344 1973 40.663 0.319 

4.90 1863 48.698 0.349 1924 40.738 0.319 

5.00 1876 49.273 0.351 1902 40.745 0.319 

5.10 1900 50.396 0.355 1852 40.836 0.319 

5.20 1877 50.218 0.345 1925 39.996 0.316 

5.30 1914 49.176 0.351 1899 39.998 0.316 

5.40 1927 49.874 0.353 1862 39.695 0.315 

5.50 1913 50.040 0.354 1817 39.354 0.314 

 Depth of layer boundary: 2.4 km Depth of layer boundary: 2.5 km 

4.70 1965 32.869 0.287 1953 25.197 0.251 

4.80 1970 32.423 0.289 1943 25.757 0.254 

4.90 1962 33.788 0.291 1991 25.491 0.252 

5.00 1952 33.989 0.291 1971 25.836 0.254 

5.10 1990 33.106 0.288 1938 26.175 0.256 

5.20 1980 33.032 0.287 1957 26.649 0.258 

5.30 1948 32.920 0.287 1964 26.926 0.259 

5.40 1914 32.874 0.287 1912 26.318 0.256 

5.50 1861 32.403 0.285 1862 26.073 0.255 

 Depth of layer boundary: 2.6 km Depth of layer boundary: 2.7 km 

4.70 2049 18.314 0.214 2068 14.209 0.182 

4.80 2040 18.876 0.217 2066 13.724 0.185 

4.90 2033 19.396 0.220 2062 14.229 0.189 

5.00 2025 19.911 0.223 2054 14.703 0.193 

5.10 2019 20.438 0.226 2046 15.172 0.195 

5.20 1995 20.683 0.227 2037 15.637 0.198 

5.30 1968 20.917 0.229 2022 15.917 0.197 

5.40 1914 20.696 0.227 2003 16.204 0.201 

5.50 1835 20.091 0.214 1967 16.322 0.202 

 Depth of layer boundary: 2.8 km Depth of layer boundary: 2.9 km 

4.70 2073 9.025 0.150 2073 5.928 0.122 

4.80 2073 9.492 0.154 2073 6.289 0.125 

4.90 2073 9.964 0.158 2073 6.662 0.129 

5.00 2070 10.407 0.161 2073 7.044 0.133 

5.10 2066 10.842 0.165 2073 7.436 0.136 

5.20 2063 11.300 0.168 2073 7.837 0.140 

5.30 2055 11.725 0.171 2069 8.205 0.143 

5.40 2040 12.002 0.173 2066 8.589 0.146 

5.50 2026 12.298 0.175 2060 8.966 0.150 
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Testing phase E17 - reflected at the bottom of layer 3 

Phase E17 was traced (Table 4.26) as a reflection from the base of layer 4. Two groups 

of test models were set up with the layer bottom located at 2.0 and 2.1 km deep, while velocities 

at the bottom of the layer were set from 4.70 to 5.50 km/s, increasing by 0.1 km/s in each test. 

Velocities at the top of the layer were 4.70 km/s. The total number of picks could not be picked 

and the χ2 value stayed over 400. These test results indicate that phase E17 probably comes 

from a shallower reflector, thus it will be tested as a reflection arriving from the bottom of layer 

3. Previous investigation indicated that phases E8, E9 and E19, initially interpreted as reflected 

signals arriving from the bottom of layer 3, may not arrive from the same reflector. However, 

modelling the reflector for phase E8 travel time picks provided a similar depth and shape for 

both the floating reflector and layer boundary (Figure 4.26). Therefore, this surface will be used 

for modelling phase E17. 

During inverse modelling, a four-layer velocity model was used to trace travel time picks 

for phase E17 (Appendix C3.17, Table C3.17.1). Velocities in layer 3 and the boundary between 

layers 3 and 4 were previously modelled by tracing phase E8. Before inverse modelling was 

applied, 97.4% of the total travel time picks of event E17 could be traced, with a misfit of 

24.928. During inverse modelling, velocities at the bottom of layer 3 were modified; these 

values were smoothed after every second iteration. When the inversion was stopped, the χ2 

values had slightly decreased from the starting model with a minor “loss” of travel time picks. 

Unfortunately, when the z-coordinates of the layer boundary were investigated by following 

the same process, the number of traceable travel time picks rapidly decreased after a few 

iterations (not presented in Appendix C3.17) and the modelling was ended without achieving 

an acceptable result. It is highly likely that further inverse modelling applied in the same fashion 

would not improve the model, so another solution must be applied. As phase E17 may arrive 

from a reflector not connected to any layer boundary, further investigation focused on 

modelling the most appropriate floating reflector for phase E17.  

Testing phase E17 - reflected from a floating reflector in a four-layer model 

The four-layer velocity model used in the previous paragraph provides the velocity field 

for testing a floating reflector tracing phase E17. The surface was defined by two nodes in the 

model with a length of 3 km (extending between 4.00 and 7.00 km in the model); an appropriate 

depth and dipping angle were investigated manually. The tested models and the goodness of fit 

are presented in Appendix C3.17, tables C3.17 2 and C3.17.3. 

The number of traceable picks gradually increased when the SE end of the reflector was 

deepened while maintaining the depth of the NW corner at 1.2 km. The most acceptable result 
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was given with a SE corner depth of 1.7 km, where the model was able to trace 99.6% of the 

travel time picks with the lowest χ2 value. The x-coordinates of the reflector were also tested, 

and the most suitable result was found to match the starting model settings, when the interface 

extended between 4.00 and 7.00 km. Test result are detailed in Appendix C3.17, Table C3.17.4 

and Figure C3.17.2. 

The dipping reflector model was able to trace the total number of observed travel time 

picks; however, the χ2 value remained high, and thus the result does not provide an acceptable 

model for phase E17. It is likely that signals are not arriving from a perfectly straight reflector, 

but rather from an irregularly shaped surface. Therefore inverse modelling was applied to 

modify the shape of a floating reflector, defined by 10 nodes. The floating reflector was set to 

dip to SE, parallel to the Alpine Fault, as previous surface tests indicated. The NE end of the 

reflector was located at 1.2 km below sea level, while the SE is at 1.7 km. 

The process of inversion for the floating reflector using 10 nodes is summarised in 

Appendix C3.17, Table C3.17.5. Figure C3.17.4. Neither a straight nor crooked reflector 

provided an acceptable model for phase E17 as the goodness of fit was unsatistactorily. 

However, the modelled reflector indicated that signals are likely to be arriving from layer 3. 

Therefore, testing them in a three-layer velocity model rather than a four-layer one may be more 

appropriate for the investigation.  

Testing phase E17 - reflected from a floating reflector in a three-layer model 

The starting model for tracing phase E17 in a three-layer velocity model needed to be 

established. A suitable depth for the reflector within the layer 3 velocity field was tested (Table 

4.28). 

The model was able to trace the maximum number of observed picks for most cases 

during the test (Table 4.28). Increasing depth of the reflector to 1.70 km below sea level gave 

a lower χ2. A zero velocity gradient provided the best fit in each “depth group”. The most 

suitable starting model for phase E17 was set to contain a zero vertical velocity gradient of 

4.6 km/s in layer 3 with a reflector located 1.6 km deep. The horizontal floating reflector in the 

input model is therefore defined by 10 nodes and extends for 3 km between 4.00 and 7.00 km. 

The z-coordinates of the floating reflector were then modified by inversion as presented in 

Appendix C3.17, Table C3.17.6 and Figure C3.17.6. 

Unfortunately, inversion for the three-layer velocity model did not provide a better result 

than previous investigations, e.g. having the reflecting phase E17 at the bottom of layer 4 or as 

a floating reflector in a four-layer velocity model. Table 4.29 summarises these modelling 

results and Figure 4.30 present all surfaces modelled for phase E17. 
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Table 4.28: Testing the most suitable reflector depth within the velocity field for the starting model using Phase E17. 
Velocities at the top of layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s, while at the bottom the velocities vary. Green text represents 
the highest number of traceable picks, while red indicates the greatest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 
values for the particular floating reflector depth. The most appropriate parameter has a double red frame. 

Velocity at 

the bottom of 

layer 3 (km/s) 

Depth of floating reflector: 1.3 km Depth of floating reflector: 1.4 km 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

1031 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

1031 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 1028 40.827 0.192 1031 31.137 0.167 

4.70 1031 40.644 0.191 1031 31.229 0.168 

4.80 1031 40.720 0.191 1031 31.322 0.168 

4.90 1031 40.795 0.192 1031 31.414 0.168 

5.00 1031 40.871 0.192 1031 31.507 0.168 

5.10 1031 40.946 0.192 1031 31.599 0.169 

5.20 1031 41.021 0.192 1031 31.691 0.169 

5.30 1031 41.095 0.192 1031 31.784 0.169 

5.40 1031 41.170 0.192 1031 31.876 0.169 

5.50 1028 40.827 0.192 1031 31.968 0.170 

 Depth of floating reflector: 1.5 km Depth of floating reflector: 1.6 km 

4.60 1031 25.437 0.151 1031 23.565 0.146 

4.70 1031 25.517 0.151 1031 23.588 0.146 

4.80 1031 25.597 0.152 1031 23.614 0.146 

4.90 1031 25.678 0.152 1031 23.641 0.146 

5.00 1031 25.760 0.152 1031 23.670 0.146 

5.10 1031 25.841 0.152 1031 23.701 0.146 

5.20 1031 25.924 0.153 1031 23.733 0.146 

5.30 1031 26.006 0.153 1031 23.767 0.146 

5.40 1031 26.089 0.153 1031 23.803 0.146 

5.50 1031 26.173 0.153 1031 23.841 0.146 

 Depth of floating reflector: 1.7 km Depth of floating reflector: 1.8 km 

4.60 1031 25.592 0.152 1029 31.634 0.169 

4.70 1031 25.501 0.151 1026 31.446 0.168 

4.80 1031 25.414 0.150 1024 31.206 0.167 

4.90 1031 25.332 0.150 1022 30.963 0.167 

5.00 1031 25.254 0.150 1020 30.770 0.166 

5.10 1031 25.180 0.150 1024 30.296 0.65 

5.20 1031 25.111 0.150 1019 30.093 0.164 

5.30 1031 25.045 0.150 1031 29.809 0.164 

5.40 1031 24.984 0.150 1031 29.591 0.163 

5.50 1031 24.928 0.150 1031 29.382 0.163 

 
Table 4.29: Results of all previous inverse modelling of phase E17 that has been undertaken. Letters in brackets 
are used in Figure 4.30. 

 Number of traced picks out of 1031 χ2 RMS 

layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 (LB) 990 24.281 0.148 

Floating reflector in a four-layer velocity model (FL4) 777 19.053 0.131 

Floating reflector in a three-layer velocity model (FL3) 982 21.593 0.139 

 

 
Figure 4.30: Summary of inverse modelling process. LB: layer boundary between layers 3 and 4. The SE section 
of the LB was modified by inversion using phase E17. FL3: a reflective surface for phase E18. The floating reflectors 
are defined by 10 nodes in a three-layer velocity model. FL4: a reflective surface for phase E17 modified by inversion 
in a four-layer velocity model.  
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Testing phase E17 – separate floating reflectors created for each shot gather 

Previous investigations did not improve the goodness of fit of phase E17 during inverse 

modelling. Therefore, it is likely that phase E17 is the result of a surface which is not 

perpendicular to the profile, but rather located at some angle. These signals therefore can be 

seen it different times on shot gathers (depending on how far the oblique reflector is from the 

profile) and can be modelled in a zone and not as one single reflector. Phase E17 was modelled 

by fitting an individual floating reflector for each shot gather. Reflectors were defined by two 

nodes. Depth, angle and x-coordinate of the reflector were manually investigated by gradually 

modifying their coordinates in a three-layer velocity model. The floating reflectors extend for 

3 km during modelling and are located between 4.00 and 7.00 km in the model. Several 

parameters were tested for phase E17 at a number of shot records and are presented in Appendix 

C3.17., tables C3.17.7 – C3.17.20.  

Summary of phase E17 modelling 

Phase E17 appears as strong signals on only 15 shot gathers at the SE end of the profile. 

Four major modelling approaches were undertaken to localise a reflective surface. First, the 

phase was tested as a layer boundary at the base of layer 4. Inversion was not applied as starting 

model tests indicated that the signal probably was sourced from a shallower interface, possibly 

from the bottom of layer 3 or from a floating reflector close to the layer 3-4 boundary. Inverse 

modelling modified the geometry of the bottom of layer 3 and the velocity field within the layer. 

Velocities were slightly decreased on the SE part of the model compared to the previous model 

created by inverting phases E8, E9 and E19. The goodness of fit did not develop satisfactorily 

and remained too high. Later investigation focused on modelling a special floating reflector that 

is not connected to any layer boundary. The reflector was defined by 10 nodes and was used in 

both three- and a four-layer velocity models. Unfortunately, the χ2 value remained again too 

high and the results were less satistactorily. These inversion processes indicate that phase E17 

signals probably arrive from a surface located at an angle to the seismic profile other than 

perpendicular. Therefore, in the final approach used to model phase E17, picks from each of 15 

shot gathers were modelled individually. This technique was more successful than any of the 

previous modelling steps, the goodness of fit decreased significantly, for most cases. All 

modelling results are summarised in Table 4.30. Figure 4.31 presents all dipping reflectors 

modelled individually for arrivals picked at each shot record.  
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Table 4.30: Results of all inverse modelling processes applied to phase E17. 

 
Number of 

traced picks out 

of 1031 

χ2 RMS N/A 

Layer boundary between layer 3 and 4 (LB) 990 24.281 0.148  

Floating reflector in a four-layer velocity model (FL4) 777 19.053 0.131  

Floating reflector in a three-layer velocity model (FL3) 982 21.593 0.139  

Individual floating reflector in shot gather in a three-

layer velocity model 

Number of 

traced picks 
χ2 RMS 

Dipping 

angle (°) 

1113 52 3.698 0.057 14.9 

1114 97 12.459 0.105 1.9 

1115 87 9.818 0.094 5.7 

1116 88 7.508 0.082 14.9 

1117 78 6.874 0.078 14.9 

1118 54 2.201 0.044 20.1 

1119 87 6.642 0.077 9.5 

1120 78 7.226 0.080 18.4 

1121 54 9.135 0.090 9.5 

1122 35 6.123 0.073 3.8 

1123 45 1.265 0.028 1.9 

1128 72 9.932 0.094 14.9 

1132 85 7.207 0.080 16.7 

1135 62 3.385 0.055 13.5 

All shots 885 6.921 0.079  

  

 

Figure 4.31: Dipping reflectors modelled individually for arrivals picked at each of the 15 shot gathers in a three-
layer velocity model.  

Interpretation of Phase E17 

The inversion procedure was most successful when phase E17 was modelled as individual 

floating reflectors for each of the 15 shot gathers where it was observed. The goodness of fit 

did not develop significantly during inverse modelling, therefore it is quite likely that phase 

E17 does not arriving from a layer boundary or a floating reflector in a three- or a four-layer 

velocity model. However, the separate floating reflector approach provided a better fit to the 

model and provided a zone of sources for the phase rather than one single reflector. The results 
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suggest that phase E17 is arriving from a 3D structure located oblique to the seismic profile. It 

is possible that phase E17 arrives from the boundary between the sediment and basement rock 

boundary off to the sides of the seismic profile and represent an out-of-plane signal which 

would require further 3D modelling to position accurately.  

Testing phase E10 – reflected from the bottom of layer 4 

Phase E10 is a very strong signal on most of the shot gathers arriving at mainly 1.6-2.3 s. 

Arrivals may have reflected from the bottom of a fourth layer, as suggested by the initial 

interpretation of the shot gathers. The investigation assumes that the arrivals presented earlier 

are sourced from different boundaries of a layered velocity model. Velocities and the boundary 

between layers 3 and 4 were modelled using phases E8, E9 and E19. These parameters provided 

the background settings for the starting model tests for phase E10. Arrivals were tested using a 

large range of depths with different velocity fields (Table 4.27). The most appropriate starting 

model for phase E10 is a five-layer model with a zero velocity gradient (4.70 km/s) set in layer 

4, while the bottom of layer 4 is located at 2.9 km. The time uncertainties of the observed travel 

time picks were set to 50 ms. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the layer 4-5 

boundary and the velocities in layer 4. Keeping a constant vertical velocity gradient, velocity 

nodes were coupled at the appropriate coordinates to allowing inversion to modify velocities 

with the same magnitude. Before velocity and position inversion, nodes on the layer 4-5 

boundary were increased from 2 to 50 using a regular grid space. The process of inverse 

modelling is detailed in Appendix C3.18, Table C3.18.1.  

Summary of phase E10 modelling 

During inversion, the number of traceable travel time picks gradually decreased after each 

iteration and the process was stopped to avoid an unacceptably large amount of data loss. The 

misfit between the observed and the modelled travel time picks was 5.928 in the starting model 

and decreased to 2.021 when the inversion was stopped. The final model is able to trace 66.8% 

of the original travel time picks. During inverse modelling, the geometry of the layer boundary 

underwent only minor modification. The velocity continuously decreased in layer 4, but never 

reached the values in layer 3. Velocity and depth values were smoothed after every second 

iteration. The source location of phase E10 was given to be at ~3 km; however, rapid traceable 

pick loss required further investigation of this phase to stop. The five-layer velocity model is 

presented in Figure 4.32 and the ray density model based on the model can be found in Figure 

4.33.  
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Figure 4.32: Final velocity model containing five layers.  

 

Figure 4.33: Ray density model of the five-layer velocity model presented in Figure 4.32.  

 

4.6 Inverse modelling of out-of-plane signals 

Starting model for out-of-plane signals 

When a seismic survey is undertaken in an area where the geology contains non-

horizontal units (e.g., in a glaciated valley), reflected and refracted seismic rays may arrive from 

the side rather than from directly beneath the seismic profile. These arrivals travel along longer 

paths than in-plane signals and they appear as later arrivals in shot records (Figure 4.34). These 
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signals can be accurately imaged by a 3D seismic survey; however a 2D profile can also provide 

valuable information for geological interpretation.  

 

Figure 4.34: Difference of travelling seismic rays: in-plane (A) and out-of-plane (B) depending on the geological 
settings.  

Modelling later arrivals in a 2D layer-based velocity model did not provide strong 

evidence of the source reflectors. The misfit between the modelled and the observed travel time 

picks for phases modelled in layers 2, 3 and 4 remained high, therefore they need to be 

investigated as out-of-plane signals. One of the most reflective boundaries in the subsurface of 

the Whataroa Valley is likely to be the boundary between the basement rocks and the 

sedimentary infill. However, previous geophysical studies did not indicate significant velocity 

variation in the basement rock (e.g., Davey, 2010), therefore strong later arrivals might be 

travelling through the sediment infill further away from the seismic profile that are then 

reflected or refracted form this boundary (e.g., Figure 4.34). The velocity field in the sediment 

infill and the top of the basement rocks has been already modelled, thus only the geometry of 

the reflective surface needs to be investigated using later arrivals during inverse modelling.  

In the starting model only two layers will be used, the top layer represents the sedimentary 

unit using velocities modelled previously, while the second layer will be the basement rocks. 

The geometry of the modelled reflective surface will represent its distance from the profile 

rather than depth. These modelling results will not be able to accurately position the source of 

the later arrivals; however successful out-of-plane modelling can confirm that some of the later 

arrivals are coming from out-of-plane features. 

Each late arrival modelled in layers 2, 3 and 4 will be tested as out-of-plane signals (see 

Table 4.31) and traced as reflections or refractions. Three types of testing will be undertaken: 
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(1) reflecting from the basement rocks and sedimentary unit boundary, (2) headwaves travelling 

along the boundary between the two significantly different rock units, and (3) as turning waves 

travelling at the top of the basement rocks. The surface boundary between the basement rocks 

and sedimentary infill will be horizontal before inverse modelling is applied. Velocities are 

defined at 40 nodes “inherited” from the previous modelling process, when first breaks (E1), 

turning waves (E12, E14), headwaves (E3, E4, E11, E13) and reflected waves (E2) were 

successfully modelled travelling within the first layer. Only the geometry of the layer boundary 

will be analysed using inverse modelling techniques.  

Table 4.31: All phases used in previous modelling process (except phases E21 – E25). The table shows which 
phase was tested in which layer during the layer-based velocity modelling. The last column on the right indicates 
“Yes” if the appropriate phase needs to be tested as an out-of-plane signal. 

Phase Layer Type RAYINVR code 
Modelling as an out-

of-plane signal 

E1 1 First breaks 1.1 No 

E2 1 Reflected 1.2 No 

E3 1 Head waves 1.3 No 

E4 1 Head waves 1.3 No 

E5 2 Reflected 2.2 Yes 

E6 3, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, floating reflector Yes 

E7 3, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, floating reflector Yes 

E8 3, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, floating reflector Yes 

E9 3, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, floating reflector Yes 

E10 4 Reflected 4.2 Yes 

E11 1 Head waves 1.3 No 

E12 1 Head waves 1.3 No 

E13 1 Head waves 1.3 No 

E14 1 Turning waves 1.1 No 

E15 2 Reflected 2.3 Yes 

E16 2 Reflected 2.2 Yes 

E17 3,4, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, 4.2, floating reflector Yes 

E18 3, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, floating reflector Yes 

E19 3, floating reflector Reflected 3.2, floating reflector Yes 

E20 2 Reflected 2.2 Yes 

E21 Not modelled yet Yes 

E22 Not modelled yet Yes 

E23 Not modelled yet Yes 

E24 Not modelled yet Yes 

E25 Not modelled yet Yes 

 

12 phases have previously been traced during inverse modelling to produce a layer-based 

velocity model. These phases (E5-E10 and E15-E20) will be traced again as reflecting, and 

refracting at the boundary of the sediment infill and the basement rocks as out-of-plane signals. 

Phases E21 – E25 were interpreted initially as arrivals from a fault related dipping reflector. 

These five signals will be traced and used in the modelling process as out-of-plane signals as 

well. All together 17 phases will be investigated for arriving out-of-plane in this section. The 

results will be presented by the order of layers and its corresponding phases analysed in the 

layer-based modelling (e.g., phases investigated in layer 2 – E5, E15 E16 and E20 – will be 

discussed first). The final statistical results will be presented only for each phase; details of the 

inverse modelling can be found in Appendix C4. 
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1. Phase E5 – summary of inverse modelling 

Details of phase E5 inverse modelling are presented in Appendix C4.1. Phase E5 was 

traced during inverse modelling as reflected waves arriving from the layer 2-3 boundary and 

also as out-of-plane signal in a two-layer velocity model (final result of all modelling 

approaches are presented in Table 4.32).  

The number of observed travel time picks gradually increased after each iteration when 

phase E5 was tested as a reflected wave. The χ2 value decreased rapidly and the final result 

provided an acceptable result. When the target phase was tested as headwaves, the inversion 

process affected the number of observed travel time picks the opposite way after each iteration 

until it stabilised and a slight increase occurred. The goodness of fit slowly improved. More 

iterations were needed than for the reflection test to produce satisfactorily results. 

Unfortunately, the number of traceable picks significantly dropped when phase E5 was tested 

as a turning wave within the basement rocks. The modelling process was stopped after two 

iterations due to the significant data loss, although the goodness of fit remained high.  

Table 4.32: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E5 during inverse modelling. Red indicates the 
most acceptable result. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 10691 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 2 

and 3 
10112 94.6 9.922 0.094 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
10416 97.4 1.327 0.035 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
7917 74.1 2.739 0.050 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
604 5.7 92.762 0.289 

  

When phase E5 was tested in a three-layer velocity model, the goodness of fit did not 

provide strong evidence that the source of the target phase is a velocity boundary within the 

basement rocks. The modelling process was much more successful for out-of-plane signals as 

reflected and refracted waves. In both cases, the χ2 value was acceptably low; however, 

significant difference appeared in the number of traceable observed travel time picks. Only 

74.05% of the total number of picks were traced when phase E5 was set to headwaves travelling 

along the basement rocks-sedimentary infill, but 97.43% of the observed data points were traced 

when the target phase was reflected waves arriving from the same boundary and thus the model 

is more reliable. Therefore phase E5 is most likely to be an out-of-plane signal reflecting from 

the basement rocks-sediment boundary.  
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2. Phase E15 - summary of the inverse modelling  

The details of the analysis can be found in Appendix C4.2. The number of observed travel 

time picks gradually increased after each iteration and reached the maximum, when phase E15 

was tested as reflected waves. The χ2 value decreased rapidly and the final result provided an 

acceptable result. When the target phase was tested as headwaves, the number of observed 

travel time picks decreased rapidly over the first few iterations and then it stabilised and a slight 

increase appeared. The goodness of fit slowly improved and more iterations of smoothing-

inverse modelling needed to be applied than in the reflection test until the model provided 

satisfactorily results. Significant data loss can be observed after the first iteration of inverse 

modelling when phase E15 was used as turning waves at the top of the basement rocks. The 

data loss and high χ2 value suggest that phase E15 does not travel as turning waves within the 

basement rock. The statistical results of all analysis for event E15 are presented in Table 4.33. 

Table 4.33: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E15 during inverse modelling. Red highlights 
the most acceptable statistical result. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3830 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 2 

and 3 
3124 81.6 6.315 0.063 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
3830 100 1.184 0.027 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
2830 73.9 1.474 0.030 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
22 0.6 150.247 0.299 

 

The lowest χ2 was given by only out-of-plane signal modelling, when the target phase 

was used as reflected waves and headwaves along the layer boundary. However, the total 

number of traceable picks shows significant differences. When phase E15 was tested as 

reflected waves arriving from the top of the basement rocks, the model traced 100% of the 

original picks which provides strong evidence for the reliability of the model. Earlier phase E15 

was tested in a three-layer velocity model, the goodness of fit did not provide strong evidence 

of a velocity boundary within the basement rock. Consequently, it is highly probable that phase 

E15 is an out-of-plane signal reflecting from the basement rock-sediment boundary.  

3. Phase E6 – summary of inverse modelling 

Details of the inverse modelling are presented in Appendix C4.3. The number of observed 

travel time picks increased after each iteration and reached nearly 100% when E6 was traced 

as reflections from the basement-sedimentary unit contact. The goodness of fit continuously 

improved and reached a satisfactorily value. 100% of the travel time picks were traced by the 

model at the beginning of the inverse modelling when phase E6 was traced as headwaves 
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travelling along the layer boundary. The number of traceable picks decreased later during 

modelling, while the χ2 gradually dropped. More iterations were needed than in the previous 

investigation when the phase was modelled as reflected waves. The goodness of fit decreased 

significantly by the end of the modelling process. Modelling the target phase as turning waves 

travelling through the top of the basement rocks did not provide acceptable result due to the 

lack of traceable travel time picks and the high χ2.  

Table 4.34: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E6 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 3170 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 3 and 

4 
3169 99.9 11.629 0.102 

Reflecting from a “floating reflector defined by two 

nodes in a four-layer velocity model 
3170 100 12.453 0.106 

Reflecting from a “floating reflector” defined by 10 

nodes in a four-layer velocity model 
3011 95 10.699 0.098 

Reflecting from a “floating reflector” in a three-layer 

model (zero vertical velocity gradient) 
3025 95.4 12.148 0.105 

Reflecting from a “floating reflector” in a three-layer 

model (increasing vertical velocity gradient) 
2952 93.1 7.662 0.083 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting from 

the layer boundary 
3054 96.3 1.121 0.032 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
2995 94.5 2.955 0.052 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the 

top of the basement rocks 
428 13.5 136.841 0.351 

 

Phase E6 was modelled previously as summarised in Table 4.34 with the out-of-plane 

inverse modelling. Most models presented in the table were able to trace an acceptable number 

of travel time picks; however, the goodness of fit was not satisfactorily in most cases. 

Significant differences can be seen among all results, when the target phase was modelled as 

an out-of-plane signal. The misfit between the modelled and the observed travel time picks was 

lower. The source of event E6 has been investigated by eight different modelling approaches 

and the most acceptable model was given by the out-of-plane modelling highlighted by red in 

Table 4.34. 

4. Phase E7 – summary of inverse modelling 

The number of observed travel time picks reached the maximum after the first few 

iterations and remained close to maximum during the entire inverse modelling process, when 

phase E7 was traced as reflected waves arriving from the boundary between the two layers. The 

goodness of fit rapidly improved and provided a satisfactorily results. When the target phase 

was used as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary, the number of traceable picks 

decreased after each iteration. The χ2 value was satisfactorily by the end of the process, although 

the model can trace only 55.5% of the total number of original picks. This result does not 
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provide a reliable model. The least acceptable result was given by the model using phase E7 as 

turning waves at the top of layer 2. After the first iteration during inverse modelling, the number 

of traceable picks dropped significantly and the final result does not give a reliable number of 

data points or fit to the model.  

Table 4.35: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E7 during inverse modelling. Red indicates the 
most satisfactorily modelling approach. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 3 

and 4 
2307 63.9 8.091 0.082 

Reflecting from a fault related floating reflector in a 

four-layer velocity model 
2825 78.3 3.850 0.052 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
3610 99.9 1.152 0.032 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
2003 55.5 1.215 0.033 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
95 2.6 46.133 0.203 

 

Considering all modelling techniques applied for phase E7 presented in Table 4.35, the 

most acceptable and convincing result was provided by the out-of-plane modelling approach, 

when the target face was reflected at the boundary between the basement rock and the 

sediments. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the original picks, while the χ2 value was 

1.152.  

5. Phase E16 – summary of inverse modelling 

The out-of-plane modelling provided the most acceptable result when phase E16 was 

traced as a reflected wave arriving from the bottom of the first layer at the boundary between 

the sedimentary unit and the underlying basement rocks. During the inversion, the model was 

able to trace the maximum number of travel time picks after every iteration. The goodness of 

fit gradually improved and produced an acceptable result. When the target phase was tested as 

refracted waves, both headwaves and turning waves did not provide satisfactorily result. The 

number of traceable picks rapidly decreased after each iteration and the modelling had to be 

stopped due to the significant data loss, although the χ2 value remained high (Table 4.36).  

Previous modelling indicated that this phase does not arrive from a layer boundary or a 

similar reflector to E5 and E15. When the target phase was traced as reflected waves in a three-

layer velocity model, fit between the observed data and the model became worse after the 

inversion procedure. The result suggested that the phase probably arrives from out of plane, 

which was confirmed by out-of-plane investigations (Table 4.36).  
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Table 4.36: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E16 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 556 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 2 

and 3 
524 94.3 3.761 0.077 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
556 100 1.474 0.049 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
142 25.5 15.441 0.157 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
9 1.6 105.009 0.386 

 

6. Phase E18 – summary of inverse modelling 

The out-of-plane signal modelling did not provide an acceptable result when the target 

phase reflected from the bottom of the sedimentary unit. After two iterations, the number of 

traceable picks decreased significantly, while the χ2 value increased, therefore further inversion 

iterations were not undertaken. Phase E18 may be an out-of-plane signal refracting along the 

boundary between the basement rocks and the sediments as the model is able to trace 88.2% of 

the total amount of observed travel time picks, while χ2 decreased to 1.408. However, when the 

target phase was modelled in a four-layer velocity model reflecting from a floating reflector, 

similar result was produced, but the model traced 100% of the original picks (see details in 

Table 4.37). Phase E18 was traced in the two-layer model arriving from the top of the basement 

rocks (turning waves), although the modelling did not gain a satisfactorily result, and the misfit 

between the observed and the modelled travel time picks remained too high (Table 4.37). 

Table 4.37: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E18 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 3 

and 4 
408 54.1 16.985 0.123 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a four-layer 

velocity model 
754 100 1.619 0.038 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
502 66.6 33.937 0.175 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
665 88.2 1.408 0.036 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
183 24.3 74.384 0.258 

 

Table 4.37 summarises all modelling processes investigated the source of phase E18 and 

the surrounding velocity field. The most likely scenario of the reflective surface for the target 

phase is a floating reflector dipping NW, opposite to the Alpine Fault, or refracting out-of-plane 

travelling along the basement rocks boundary. As previous investigations indicated, the most 

appropriate velocity model in the research area is a two-layer velocity model consisting of 

basement rocks and overlapping sediments, where most signals are arriving out-of-plane. A 
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four-layer velocity model with a floating reflector could be acceptable, as the modelling process 

located the reflective surface in layer 2, therefore requiring only a two-layer model.  

7. Phase E20 – summary of inverse modelling 

The model was able to trace the maximum number of observed travel time picks 

throughout iterations, when the phase was traced as a reflection arriving out-of-plane in a two-

layer velocity model. The final result of the model is reliable due the high number of traceable 

data, although the χ2 value remained over 3, which is not providing strong evidence that the 

phase reflecting out-of-plane between the boundary of basement rocks and the overlying 

sedimentary unit. Testing the target phase as refractions travelling in a two-layer model did not 

provide acceptable results, as the number of traceable picks rapidly decreased after each 

iteration, while the goodness of fit remained poor. Phase E20 was investigated as turning waves 

travelling within the basement rocks, but due to rapid data loss the inversion process was 

stopped after the first iteration. Using a two-layer velocity model created by previous inversion 

was suitable for investigating a reflective surface for phase E20. The modelled floating reflector 

was located in the basement rocks, dipping to SE by ~ 16.5°. The maximum number of travel 

time picks can be traced in the model, and the goodness of fit dropped to almost 1. 

Table 4.38: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E20 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 130 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 2 and 3 130 100 1.334 0.035 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting from 

the layer boundary 
130 100 3.037 0.052 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting along 

the layer boundary 
62 47.7 46.384 0.203 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the 

top of the basement rocks 
4 3.1 153.574 0.322 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a two-layer velocity 

model created by previous inverse modelling 
130 100 1.026 0.030 

 

Table 4.38 summarises the statistical results of all modelling processes that investigated 

phase E20. Three of these models were able to trace all observed travel time picks producing 

reliable models. However, the goodness of fit shows some variations. In these models, the target 

phase was traced as reflected arrivals. The data almost fit perfectly to the model when the target 

signal reflected from a floating reflector. As previous modelling process have already indicated, 

it is likely that most later arrivals are out-of-plane signals, therefore a simple two-layer model 

with the basement rocks and the overlying sediments can be the most suitable based on the 

observations of the WhataDUSIE data. Modelling phase E20 supports this theory, therefore the 

most likely scenario for the source location is a dipping surface located in the basement rocks. 
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8. Phase E8 – summary of inverse modelling 

When the target phase was tested as reflected waves arriving from the layer boundary, 

the model was able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time picks at 

the beginning of the inverse modelling. After each iteration the number of traceable picks 

rapidly increased and reached a maximum value within few iterations, and remained maximum 

until the inverse modelling was stopped. The goodness of fit rapidly improved and reached 

χ2=1.153, which suggests that the target signal reflected out-of-plane. The number of traceable 

picks rapidly decreased during the inversion process, when E8 was set as headwaves travelling 

along the layer boundary, although this value stabilised during the last few iterations and 

occasionally a slight increase was observed. The final model is still able to trace 80.96% of the 

original number of observed travel time picks, but the χ2 value did not decrease over the last 

few iterations and remained 4.532. When the target phase was traced as turning waves at the 

top part of the basement rocks, significant data loss can be seen after the first iteration and 

further inversion was not applied.  

Table 4.39: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E8 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 3 

and 4 
7575 83.2 8.728 0.089 

Reflecting from a floating reflector positioned in 

layer 3 in a three-layer model 
8580 94.3 11.057 0.100 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
9103 100 1.153 0.032 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
7370 81 4.532 0.064 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
652 7.2 277.849 0.500 

 

Table 4.39 summarises the result of all modelling processes for phase E8. All models 

traced over 80% of the total number of travel time picks excluding one only, when the target 

phase was traced as turning waves during the out-of-plane modelling. The goodness of fit shows 

great variations between the models. The lowest χ2 values were produced by two out-of-plane 

models. The best fit occurred, when the target phase was traced as reflected waves. The 

statistical results suggest that phase E8 arrives from out of plane and likely reflected from the 

boundary of the basement rocks.  

9. Phase E19 – summary of inverse modelling 

The number of traceable travel time picks for E19 gradually increased and then reached 

the maximum after each iteration when the target phase was traced as a reflection. The goodness 

of fit slowly improved and in the final version of the model reached χ2=1.613.The starting 
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model was able to trace 100% of the travel time picks when the target phase was set as 

headwaves travelling along the basement; however, a slight, gradual decreased can be seen 

during inversion. The best fit was χ2=2.134 at the end of inversion. The target phase was tested 

as turning waves arriving from the top of the basement rocks. Unfortunately, the number of 

traceable picks significantly dropped while the goodness of fit remained poor. Further inversion 

was not applied to the model due to the small number of travel time picks. 

Table 4.40: Summary of all modelling techniques applied to investigate the source of phase E19. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 977 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 924 94.6 12.635 0.107 

Reflecting from a floating reflector positioned in layer 3 in a 

three-layer model with zero vertical velocity gradient 
736 75.3 13.203 0.109 

Reflecting from a floating reflector positioned in layer 3 in a 

three-layer model with increasing vertical velocity gradient 
771 78.9 10.024 0.095 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting from the 

layer boundary 
977 100 1.613 0.038 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting along 

the layer boundary 
813 83.2 2.134 0.044 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the top 

of the basement rocks 
281 28.8 167.387 0.387 

 

Table 4.40 summarises the result of all modelling approaches for the source of phase E19. 

The models traced at least 75% of the travel time picks. The maximum number of picks were 

traced only when the target phase was traced as a reflection arriving out of plane. In this model, 

the misfit between the observed and calculated travel time is the lowest χ2, thus it is very likely 

that phase E19 is an out-of-plane reflection from the valley floor.  

10. Phase E9 – summary of inverse modelling 

The number of traceable picks gradually increased during inversion when phase E9 was 

set to reflect from the bottom of the sedimentary unit and reached 100%; however slight 

decrease can be seen during later iteration. The goodness of fit improved over the modelling 

process, but during the second half of the investigation the χ2 value decreased very slowly and 

did not change at the last few iterations. Thus the modelling process was stopped. When the 

target phase was traced as headwaves travelling along the boundary between layers 1 and 2, the 

number of data picks decreased rapidly after each iteration but stabilised at the end of the 

inversion. The goodness of fit improved in general; however, the result may not provide 

satisfactorily proof as only 47.72% of the travel time picks could be traced in the final version 

of the model. The final stage of the investigation focused on tracing E9 as turning waves 

travelling within the basement rocks. The first iteration of inverse modelling resulted 

insignificant data loss, thus further modelling was not undertaken as the model did not provide 

reliable results. 
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Table 4.41: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E9 during inverse modelling. The most suitable 
model for the phase is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 4962 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 3854 77.7 7.028 0.133 

Reflecting from a floating reflector positioned in layer 3 in a 

three-layer model with increasing vertical velocity gradient 
4369 88.1 6.573 0.128 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting from 

the layer boundary 
4956 99.9 1.928 0.042 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting along 

the layer boundary 
2368 47.7 1.710 0.039 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the top 

of the basement rocks 
397 8 361.564 0.570 

 

Table 4.41 summarises the statistical results of all modelling. The number of traceable 

picks shows significant differences and indicate the reliability of the models. Highest number 

of traceable picks were produced by three models: (1) phase E9 is reflecting from the base of 

layer 3 in a four-layer velocity model, (2) E9 is reflecting from a floating reflector defined by 

10 nodes located in layer 3 in a three-layer velocity model and (3) the target face was reflecting 

out of plane from the boundary between the sediments and the basement rocks. The χ2 values 

indicate large variation and the best fit produced by the two-layer velocity model, when the 

target phase was modelled as an out-of-plane signal. This model was also able to trace almost 

100% of the total number of picks, which indicates that the model is reliable. The result suggests 

that E8 signals probably arrive out of plane, reflecting from the boundary of layers 1 and 2.  

11. Phase E17 - Summary of the out-of-plane modelling of phase E17 

Phase E17 was modelled as reflecting out of plane. During the inverse modelling process, 

the number of traceable picks increased and remained close to 100% after each iteration. The 

goodness of fit improved at the beginning of the process, but did not change significantly after 

most of the iterations and remained high at the very final stage of the modelling. The number 

of traceable picks rapidly decreased during the process of modelling phase E17 as headwaves 

travelling along the boundary of basement rocks and sediments. The χ2 remained very high; 

therefore, the inverse modelling ended and the result is not satistactorily. In the final step of 

out-of-plane modelling, phase E17 was traced as turning waves within the basement rocks. 

Significant data loss occurred after the first iteration, thus further inversion was not undertaken 

for E17.  

The source of phase E17 signals have been investigated in six different modelling 

approaches and the results are summarised in Table 4.42. Most models are able to trace a high 

percentage of the travel time picks; however, the goodness of fit did not provide acceptable 

results. The lowest χ2 value was produced by a model where individual floating reflectors were 

modelled for each shot gather in a three-layer model. Although, the model did not fit 
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satisfactorily to the original data, the χ2 value is much lower than any other models and indicates 

that E17 may arrive from an interface positioned oblique to the seismic profile. It is possible 

that these signals arrive from a lower velocity field, therefore using only a two-layer model with 

lower velocities in the basement rocks may provide better result. Modelling most of the later 

arrivals as out-of-plane signals have already provided strong evidence that a two-layer velocity 

model is probably the most suitable for most signals.  

Table 4.42: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E17 during inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 1031 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 4 and 5 990 96 24.281 0.148 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a four-layer model 777 75.4 19.053 0.131 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a three-layer model 982 95.2 21.593 0.139 

Reflecting from floating reflector in a three-layer model; 

reflectors were modelled individually for each shot gather 
885 85.8 6.921 0.079 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting from 

the layer boundary 
1024 99.3 13.939 0.112 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting along 

the layer boundary 
366 35.5 119.741 0.328 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the top 

of the basement rocks 
45 4.4 215.340 0.435 

 

Modelling floating reflectors for E17 signals  

In the following, floating reflectors located in a two-layer velocity model will be modelled 

for phase E17. For each shot gather, individual reflectors were created, which were located in 

layer 2 in a two-layer model. The top layer represents a lower velocity zone typical for 

sediments underlying by the higher velocity basement rocks. The velocity field and the 

geometry of the contact surface between these two different geological units were created by 

an inverse modelling using first breaks (E1), headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 

(E3, E4, E11, E13), turning waves travelling within the first layer (E12 and E14) and signals 

reflecting (E3) from the bottom of the sedimentary unit. Floating reflectors are defined by two 

nodes, each node contains an x- and z-coordinate. During the investigation these coordinates 

were modified to create an appropriate surface for each shot gather (Appendix C4.11). E17 was 

modelled earlier for individual floating reflectors in a three-layer velocity model, providing 

acceptable fit on some shot gathers. It is possible that modifying coordinates of the “old” 

reflectors may not lead to a better result and the investigation must start from scratch. Details 

of modelling floating reflector are presented in Appendix C4.11 – tables C4.11.4 – C4.11.17 

and figures C4.11.8 – C4.11.33.  
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Summary of modelling floating reflectors for phase E17 in a two-layer velocity model 

Table 4.43 summarises the statistical results of all individual floating reflectors created 

for each shot gather in a two- and three-layer model. When phase E17 was modelled in a two-

layer model, the goodness of fit improved significantly during modelling process and provided 

acceptable result. “Old” floating reflectors created originally in a three-layer model were used 

as starting settings for the investigations in the two-layer model. In most cases, the starting 

settings already gave better goodness of fit, than the final results in three-layer velocity model. 

Further modelling rapidly decreased χ2 value, while the number of observed travel time picks 

remained at the maximum. Parameter settings of the maximum take-off angle for each ray group 

(aamax parameter in RAYINVR) varies for each shot gather, thus plotting all floating reflectors 

with all picks will not trace 100% of the observed travel time picks. The highest number of 

traceable picks (706 out of 1031) was produced by 116° take-off angle. The results presented 

for all shots and floating reflectors (Table 4.43) do not show 100% of the total number of 

observed travel time picks for both three- and two-layer velocity model, although it can be 

accepted because the individual models traced 100% data points for each shot. The goodness 

of fit and the number of traceable picks are satisfactorily for most shot gathers. The only 

exception was shot 1114 model, but the χ2 value decreased significantly in the two-layer model. 

Floating reflectors dip parallel to the Alpine Fault, dipping angle shows great variation from 

shot to shot. Reflectors in generally dip with a shallow angle in a three-layer model, and steeply 

in the two-layer model (Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36).  

Table 4.43: The summary of statistical results of floating reflector modelling for phase E17. Each reflector was 
created for individual shot gathers. 

 
Individual floating reflector for each shot 

gather in a three-layer velocity model 

Individual floating reflector for each shot gather in a 

two-layer velocity model 

Shot # of picks χ2 RMS Angle (°) # of picks χ2 RMS Angle (°) 

1113 52 3.698 0.057 14.9 52 2.985 0.051 23.3 

1114 97 12.459 0.105 1.9 97 7.426 0.081 10.1 

1115 87 9.818 0.094 5.7 87 3.812 0.058 29.6 

1116 88 7.508 0.082 14.9 88 1.796 0.040 46.1 

1117 78 6.874 0.078 14.9 78 1.667 0.038 48.3 

1118 54 2.201 0.044 20.1 54 1.420 0.036 41.7 

1119 87 6.642 0.077 9.5 87 1.467 0.036 49.2 

1120 78 7.226 0.080 18.4 78 3.377 0.046 45.7 

1121 54 9.135 0.090 9.5 54 3.102 0.052 36 

1122 35 6.123 0.073 3.8 35 1.392 0.035 33.7 

1123 45 1.265 0.028 1.9 45 1.039 0.030 1.9 

1128 72 9.932 0.094 14.9 72 2.482 0.047 57.1 

1132 85 7.207 0.080 16.7 85 2.173 0.044 29.5 

1135 62 3.385 0.055 13.5 62 1.048 0.031 34.2 

All shots 885 6.921 0.079  706 2.637 0.049  
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Figure 4.35: All modelled floating reflectors created for each individual shot gathers tracing phase E17 travel time 
picks in the three-layer velocity model. 

 

Figure 4.36: All modelled floating reflectors created for each individual shot gathers tracing phase E17 travel time 
picks in the two-layer velocity model. 

Final summary of modelling phase E17 

All seven modelling processes that phase E18 has been investigated by, are presented in Table 

4.44. 

As it was mentioned above, the most acceptable result with highest number of traceable 

picks with the lowest χ2 value was given by floating reflector modelling when each reflector 

was modelled individually for each shot gathers. The number of traceable picks are highly 

influenced by the take-off angle, which varies for each shot gather depending on the dipping 

angle of the reflector. Therefore, plotting all floating reflectors will not trace the maximum 
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number of original travel time picks. The individual floating reflector modelling was able to 

trace 100% of the picks for each shot gather, although the goodness of fit shows significant 

differences in the three-and the two-layer velocity model. When reflectors were modelled in a 

simple “sediment-basement” model, χ2 value decreased rapidly and provided acceptable result. 

Investigating all possible sources of phase E17 indicated the high possibility that phase E17 

arrives from a dipping structure which may positioned in an angle underneath the seismic 

profile and not arrive out of plane.  

Table 4.44: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E17 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable modelling is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 1031 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 4 and 5 990 96 24.281 0.148 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a four-layer model 777 75.4 19.053 0.131 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a three-layer model 982 95.2 21.593 0.139 

Reflecting from floating reflector in a three-layer model; 

reflectors were modelled individually for each shot gather 
885 85.8 6.921 0.079 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting from 

the layer boundary 
1024 99.3 13.939 0.112 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting along 

the layer boundary 
366 35.5 119.741 0.328 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the top 

of the basement rocks 
45 4.4 215.340 0.435 

Reflecting from floating reflector in a two-layer model; 

reflectors were modelled individually for each shot gather 
706 68.6 2.637 0.049 

 

12. Phase E10 - summary of inverse modelling 

After each iteration (Appendix C4.12), the number of traceable observed travel time picks 

increased rapidly, when the target phase was tested as reflection arriving from the boundary 

between the sedimentary unit and the basement rock. The final model can trace 100% of the 

original data with a low χ2 and providing an acceptable result. When phase E10 was traced as 

headwaves travelling along the layer boundary, small amount of data loss can be seen after a 

few iterations at the beginning of the inverse modelling. It stabilised in the second half of the 

process, and the goodness of fit gradually improved; however, did not increased significantly, 

and thus the inversion process was stopped. The statistical result is still acceptable. When E10 

was modelled as turning waves arriving from the top of the basement rocks, significant data 

loss can be seen after the first iteration, therefore further modelling process was not undertaken. 

The summary of the statistical results can be seen in Table 4.45. 

The highest number of traceable picks (and thus the most reliable models) can be 

recovered by only two models, when the target phase was tested as out-of-plane signals and 

picks were traced as reflected waves and as headwaves. The χ2 value is very similar, thus 

making the final interpretation of the source area of E10 challenging. The best fit was given by 

the model where the signals reflected from the boundary.  
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Table 4.45: Summary of all modelling techniques applied for phase E10 during inverse modelling. The most 
acceptable model is highlighted by red. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between the layers 

4 and 5 
1385 66.8 2.021 0.071 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
2071 99.9 1.205 0.055 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
1840 88.8 1.419 0.060 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
481 22.2 92.882 0.481 

 

13. Phase E21 – summary of inverse modelling 

Travel times of event E21 can be confidently picked on 22 shot gathers when shot are 

located at the NW end of the profile. It is likely that the signals are present on more shot gathers 

which shots are located towards SE after the seismic profile crossing the Whataroa River, but 

the correlation is challenging due to gaps between channels caused by the Whataroa River. The 

shape of the signal is mainly asymmetric, although signals show horizontal pattern on some 

shot records. Due to the special reflection appearance, phase E21 was initially interpreted as a 

fault related signal and will be modelled in the next chapter as well (Chapter 4.7) as one of the 

presumed Alpine Fault reflector.  

Phase E21 was traced in a two-layer model (inverse modelling detailed in Appendix 

C4.13). The top layer represents the sedimentary rocks underlain by the metamorphic basement 

rocks. In each of the modelling, the same starting model was set up. Velocities and the geometry 

of the layer boundary are defined by 40 nodes. The layer boundary is horizontal in the starting 

model, located at 400 m below sea level. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the layer 

boundary. 

Table 4.46: Summary of out-of-plane modelling techniques applied for phase E21 during inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 678 

% picks of 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
678 100 5.149 0.068 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
2 0.3 552.278 0.499 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at 

the top of the basement rocks 
0 0 - - 

 

Phase E21 was traced as out-of-plane signal in a two-layer velocity model (Appendix 

C4.13). The inverse modelling of the source of phase E21 as out-of-plane signal was successful 

only, when the signals were reflecting from the boundary between the two layers. The model is 

able to trace 100% of the total number of original travel time picks, however, the goodness of 

fit did not improve over the last few iterations and remained high (χ2=5.149). When the target 
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signal was traces as headwaves or turning waves the model was not able to trace picks, therefore 

further inversion process was not undertaken. All out-of-plane modelling approaches are 

summarised in Table 4.46. The conclusion of the origin of the signal can be made after 

investigated as a fault related dipping reflector.  

14. Phase E22 – summary of inverse modelling 

Phase E22 can be confidently picked on 10 shot gathers, where shots are located at the 

centre of the seismic profile. The phase appears in asymmetric parabolic shape and initially 

interpreted as reflections arriving from a dipping reflector, presumably associated to the Alpine 

Fault. The target phase will be investigated against a floating reflector in the next chapter 

(Chapter 4.7). 

For a complete investigation, phase E22 must be traced in a two-layer model arriving out-

of-plane. The first layer represents the sedimentary unit, while layer at the bottom is the 

basement rocks. For each modelling approaches, the same starting model was set up. Velocities 

and geometry of the boundary were defined by 40 nodes. The layer boundary was located at 

700 m deep below sea level. Inverse modelling will target the shape of the layer boundary.  

Modelling phase E22 was successful only when arrivals were traced reflected from the 

layer boundary which represents the out-of-plane surface. The model was able to trace 100% 

of the original observed travel time picks. The goodness of fit improved rapidly, however, it 

slowed down and did not show changes over the last few iterations. The final version of the 

model is reliable because it can trace the maximum number of original data, although χ2=3.755. 

The statistical results of the out-of-plane investigation are presented in Table 4.47.  

Table 4.47: Summary of all out-of-plane modelling techniques applied for phase E22 during inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 657 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
657 100 3.754 0.058 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
0 0 - - 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the 

top of the basement rocks 
0 0 - - 

 

15. Phase E23 – summary of inverse modelling 

Phase E23 can be seen as a strong signal arriving at near offsets on 15 shot gathers, when 

shots were located at the centre of the seismic profile. Arrivals show asymmetric parabolic 

shape. Phase E23 was initially interpreted as a fault associated reflector. Signals cannot be seen 

as strong arrivals on more than 15 shots, and they slightly attenuates, when phase E22 appears 

in a similar arriving time. However, strong correlation between these signals cannot be made, 
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therefore they were picked as different phases and modelled separately. Inverse modelling of 

the dipping reflector tracing phase E23 will be presented in Chapter 4.7.  

Here, phase E23 was traced in a two-layer velocity model investigated as an out-of-plane 

arrival. During inversion, the same starting model was set up parameterised by 40 velocity 

nodes in both layers and 40 layer boundary nodes. Velocities in the top layer is typical for 

sedimentary rocks, while at the bottom represents the metamorphic basement rocks. The layer 

boundary between these two rocks units are horizontal located at 700 m below sea level. Inverse 

modelling modified only the layer boundary.  

The only successful process of modelling occurred when phase E23 was traced as 

reflected waves arriving out of plane. The number of traceable picks were maximum or close 

to maximum during the investigation. The χ2 value rapidly decreased after each iteration 

although at the end of the inverse modelling, the goodness of fit did not improve; therefore, the 

process was stopped. The final result of goodness of fit gave χ2=5.035. Unfortunately, neither 

of headwave nor turning wave tests were applicable, as the starting model was not able to trace 

any of the original travel time picks. Summary of the final results of out-of-plane modelling 

can be found in Table 4.48.  

Table 4.48: Summary of all out-of-plane modelling techniques applied for phase E23 during inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1511 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
1511 100 5.035 0.067 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
0 0 - - 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the 

top of the basement rocks 
0 0 - - 

 

16. Phase E24 – summary of inverse modelling 

Phase E24 can be seen in the middle of the seismic shot records, when the shots were 

located at the central region of the profile. Signals are very strong and can be seen on 23 shot 

gathers occurring in an asymmetric shape. The phase was initially interpreted to arrive from a 

fault related dipping feature. The correlation to other phases has some difficulties, because 

signals are the strongest where shots located close to the forest caused “loop”, where no shots 

were fired. Floating reflectors will be modelled in Chapter 4.7.  

Here, phase E24 is also investigated as an out-of-plane signal travelling in a two-layer 

velocity model. Before all three modelling approaches were applied, a common starting model 

was set up with the same physical parameters. The velocity and layer boundary nodes were 

defined by 40 nodes, while the horizontal layer boundary was set to 700 m below sea level. The 
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inverse modelling modified the layer boundary only between the sediments and the underlying 

basement rock.  

The model was able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks, when phase 

E24 was tested as out-of-plane signal reflecting from the boundary of the sedimentary unit and 

the basement rock. The χ2 value decreased rapidly, but it did not improve over the last few 

iterations and remained χ2=5.637. Therefore, further inverse modelling was not undertaken. 

Unfortunately, the model was not able to trace any picks when phase E24 was traced as 

headwave travelling along the layer boundary or as turning waves arriving from the basement 

rocks, thus inverse modelling was not started for these settings. Summary of the out-of-plane 

modelling approaches are presented in Table 4.49. 

Table 4.49: Summary of all out-of-plane modelling techniques applied for phase E24 during inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 661 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
660 99.9 5.637 0.071 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
0 0 - - 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the 

top of the basement rocks 
0 0 - - 

 

17. Phase E25 – summary of inverse modelling 

Travel time picks of phase E25 can be confidently seen and interpreted on 6 shot gathers 

arriving close to zero offset at ~1.6-1.9 s. The signals show mainly asymmetric parabolic shape, 

more or less parallel to phase E24, thus initially E25 was interpreted as a reflected wave arriving 

from a fault related dipping reflector. Dipping reflectors will be investigated as a potential 

source in Chapter 4.7. 

In this section, phase E25 was investigated arriving from out-of-plane in a two-layer 

velocity model. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the basement rock surface tracing 

phase E25 as reflected (1.2), refracted (1.3) and turning waves (2.1). The starting model 

parameterised the same fashion for all modelling approaches. The layer boundary was 

horizontal located at 1.5 km, while velocities and geometry was defined by 40 nodes.  

When phase E25 was modelled as reflection arriving from the boundary, the number of 

traceable picks gradually decreased but remained over 82%, thus the model is reliable. Despite 

the rapid improve of the goodness of fit, sometimes after one or two iterations the model was 

not able to trace some of the observed travel time picks; thus the χ2 appeared significantly higher 

than in the previous steps. During the last few iterations of inverse modelling and smoothing, 

this phenomenal disappeared, but χ2 remained 4.674 and did not improve after further iterations. 

The model was not able to trace any observed travel time picks in the starting model when the 
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phase was traced as headwaves or turning waves. All out-of-plane modelling approaches are 

summarised in Table 4.50.  

Table 4.50: Summary of all out-of-plane modelling techniques applied for phase E25 during inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 188 

% of picks 

traced 
χ2 RMS 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: reflecting 

from the layer boundary 
155 82.4 4.674 0.043 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: refracting 

along the layer boundary 
0 0 - - 

Out-of-plane signal in a two-layer model: turning at the 

top of the basement rocks 
0 0 - - 

 

Summary of out-of-plane modelling 

The out-of-plane modelling was a successful investigation. The most likely type of out-

of-plane arrivals were reflections from the basement rock contact. The number of traceable 

picks and the χ2 values showed better statistical results for 10 phases (E5-E10, E15, E16, E18 

and E19) than in the layer-based velocity model. These events reflecting from the basement 

contact arriving out-of-plane. Phases E17 and E20 were initially interpreted as reflections 

arriving from a boundary positioned within the basement rock in the layer-based model. The 

statistical results did not confirm the initial interpretation and the out-of-plane modelling 

suggests that these signals are likely arrive from a dipping reflector. Phases E21-E25 were 

initially interpreted to arrive from a fault related dipping feature. The modelling presented in 

this section suggests that these events do not arrive out-of-plane. In the next section (Chapter 

4.7) only phases E21-E25 will be investigated as floating reflectors in a two-layer velocity 

model. 

4.7 Modelling dipping reflectors 

There are five phases that are distinguished on limited number of shot gathers, with 

signals that exhibit an asymmetric parabolic shape. This pattern presumably indicates a dipping 

surface.  

Previous investigations have suggested that most phases (E5-E10, E15, E16, E18 and 

E19) arrive from the top of out-of-plane basement rock. Therefore, the most suitable velocity 

model for fault related reflectors would contain two-layers: a layer representing the sediment 

infill underlain by metamorphic basement rocks. Phases E21, E21, E23, E24 and E25 are 

therefore modelled in a two-layer velocity model, reflecting from a floating reflector that is not 

connected to a geological boundary. Modelling such surfaces plays a crucial role in the 

modelling process. To successfully produce results, dipping reflectors were modelled 
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individually for each shot gather, which suggests that the reflective body has three-dimensional 

variability.  

The starting model in all cases has already been determined from earlier investigations 

(Chapter 4.5) tracing first breaks (E1), reflected waves (E2), headwaves (E3, E4, E11, E13) and 

turning waves (E12, E14) to create an appropriate reflective interface between two layers, with 

velocities determined within layer 1, and at the top of layer 2. The velocities and geometry at 

the layer boundary were defined by 40 nodes. This model provides the background velocity 

field, used to model the ray paths of phases E21, E21, E23, E24 and E25 reflecting off a dipping 

reflector. The dipping reflectors are parameterised here by two nodes each. Their positions and 

dipping angle are modified for each phase, shot by shot.  

Phase E21 

Phase E21 appears as strong signals on the NW section of the seismic profile on only 12 

shot gathers between shots 1037 and 1048. The observed travel time pick uncertainty is 

estimated to be 30 ms. The floating reflector for this phase was defined by two nodes and it 

extends for 2 km between 1.50 and 3.50 km. Details of the modelling is presented in Appendix 

C5.1, tables C5.1.1 – C5.1.12 and figures C5.1.1 – C5.1.12  

Summary of modelling phase E21 

Specialised floating reflectors were created for each shot gather to model phase E21. In 

Table 4.51; modelling results are summarised for each record. 

Table 4.51: Summary of modelling phase E21 using specialised floating reflectors for each shot gather. 

Shot number Total number of observed picks Number of traceable picks χ2 RMS Dipping Angle (°) 

1037 32 32 1.625 0.038 16.7 

1038 21 21 0.846 0.027 0 

1039 26 26 0.811 0.028 2.9 

1040 58 58 7.199 0.080 55.8 

1041 69 69 5.167 0.068 40.9 

1042 88 88 7.598 0.082 37.4 

1043 70 70 8.408 0.086 41 
1044 50 50 0.497 0.021 0 

1045 61 61 0.937 0.029 1.7 
1046 60 60 0.363 0.018 0 

1047 79 79 2.718 0.049 9.6 

1048 64 64 1.269 0.034 4.3 
All 678 620 3.360 0.055  

 

Results can be organised into two groups. (1) The observed travel time picks overfit the 

model on five shot gathers, while (2) the other seven have χ2 values that remains over 1. 

Unfortunately, χ2 varies between 8.857 and 0.363, therefore choosing a different travel time 

uncertainty would not help to avoid over fitting the model without producing higher χ2 values 

on other shots. The model was able to trace the maximum number of picks for individual shot 
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gathers, unfortunately the maximum take-off angle of reflected waves in the RAYINVR code 

required different degrees on some of the shot records; thus the model is not able to trace 100% 

of the picks when all observed picks with all floating reflectors are plotted at the same time 

(Figure 4.37).  

 

Figure 4.37: Modelled floating reflectors created for phase E21 travel time picks saved for each shot records.  

Phase E22 

Phase E22 appears as a strong signal on only 10 shot gathers between shots 1075 and 

1084. The location of the reflective surfaces presumably close to that which generates phase 

E23. It is likely that these signals arrive from the same or a closely related surface. Observed 

travel time uncertainties were set to 30 ms. Similar to E21, signals were modelled on individual 

floating reflectors for each shot gather. Each reflector was defined by two nodes extending 3.5 

km between 2.00 and 5.50 km. During the modelling, the z and x-coordinates of these nodes 

were modified manually to create the best fit model with the lowest χ2 value. Numerous 

parameters were tested; however, parameters producing a better fit from the previous steps are 

presented in Appendix C5.2, tables C5.2.1 – C5.2.10 and figures C5.2.1. – C5.2.10. 

Summary of modelling phase E22 

Specialised floating reflectors were created for each shot gather to investigate the source 

of phase E22. Table 4.52 presents all floating modelling results. 

The χ2 value varies between 0.114 and 4.593. Modelling reflector tracing phase E22 

provided the most acceptable result compared with the previous modelling. Unfortunately, the 

model over fits to the observed travel time picks in five shot gathers. All models were able to 
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trace the maximum number of observed travel time picks. Individual reflectors with the 

reflecting rays picked at each shot gather is presented are Figure 4.38. 

Table 4.52: Summary of modelling phase E22 using specialised floating reflectors for each shot gather. 

Shot number Total number of observed picks Number of traceable picks χ2 RMS Dipping Angle (°) 

1075 87 87 4.593 0.064 18.8 

1076 79 79 3.152 0.054 38.9 

1077 86 86 2.116 0.043 20.5 

1078 70 70 1.762 0.040 45.3 

1079 16 16 0.114 0.010 0 

1080 49 49 0.513 0.021 0 

1081 106 106 1.206 0.033 2.8 

1082 52 52 0.212 0.014 0 

1083 60 60 0.177 0.013 0 

1084 46 46 0.586 0.023 0 

All 657 592 1.444 0.036  

 

 

Figure 4.38: Individual reflectors created for travel time picks saved at each shot record.  

Phase E23 

Phase E23 travel time were picked on 15 shot gathers between shots 1158 and 1174. 

Observed travel time uncertainties were set to 30 ms. Individual floating reflectors were created 

for picks from each shot gather. Reflectors were defined by two nodes extending 2.5 km 

between 2.00 and 4.50 km. During modelling, z and x-coordinates of these nodes were modified 

to create the best fitting model with the lowest χ2 value. Numerous parameters were tested, but 

only parameters that led to a better fit are presented (see Appendix C5.3, tables C5.3.1 – 

C5.3.15, and figures C5.3.1 – C5.3.15). 

Summary of modelling phase E23 

Specialised floating reflectors were created to trace travel time picks from each shot 

gather to model the source of phase E23. Table 4.53 summarises the result of the modelling. 
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Table 4.53: Summary of modelling phase E23 using specialised floating reflectors for each shot gather. 

Shot number 
Total number of 

observed picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 RMS 

Dipping 

Angle (°) 

1058 63 63 2.177 0.044 35.8 

1059 111 111 4.149 0.061 44.9 

1060 119 119 9.120 0.090 43.7 

1061 123 123 6.763 0.078 40.6 

1062 122 122 3.639 0.057 43.8 

1063 119 119 3.663 0.057 32.6 

1064 98 98 3.368 0.055 44.9 

1065 104 104 6.410 0.076 26.4 

1066 88 88 5.603 0.071 26.4 

1067 146 146 4.892 0.066 27.5 

1069 79 79 1.005 0.030 17.9 

1070 103 103 4.876 0.066 15.6 

1072 27 27 2.168 0.043 17.1 

1073 62 62 7.958 0.084 25.3 

1074 81 81 4.177 0.061 32.6 

All 1445 1417 5.029 0.067  

 

The goodness of fit varies between 1.005 and 9.120, and the observed travel time picks 

fit the modelled reflector better on the SE end of the profile. Unfortunately, χ2 did not decrease 

significantly on some modelled shot gathers (e.g., 1060); therefore, the position of some of 

these reflectors is assumed to be unacceptable. All models were able to trace the maximum 

number of observed travel time picks. Modelled floating reflectors are presented in Figure 4.39. 

 

Figure 4.39: Dipping reflectors used to trace phase E23 travel time picks. Reflectors were determined separately 
for each shot record. 

Phase E24 

Phase E24 can be seen on 14 shot gathers between 1095 and 1114 with a strong 

asymmetric reflection pattern. Observed travel time uncertainties were set to 30 ms. Phase E24 

signals were modelled on individual floating reflectors for each shot gather. Each reflector was 

defined by two nodes extending 4 km between 2.00 and 6.00 km. During the investigation, the 
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z- and x-coordinates of the nodes were modified to create a best fit model with the lowest χ2 

value. All potential parameters were tested; however parameters producing better fits than 

previous steps are presented in Appendix C5.4, tables C5.4.1 – C5.4.13 and figures C5.4.1 – 

C5.4.13. 

Summary of modelling phase E24 

Individual floating reflectors were created to trace travel time picks from each shot gather 

to model the source of phase E24. The goodness of fit for all models and the dipping angles are 

presented in Table 4.54. 

Table 4.54: Summary of modelling of phase E24 using specialised floating reflectors for each shot gather. 

Shot number 
Total number of 

observed picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 RMS 

Dipping 

Angle (°) 

1095 70 70 1.639 0.038 45.5 

1096 47 47 2.610 0.048 45.8 

1097 49 49 1.792 0.040 46.9 

1098 53 53 1.727 0.039 34.4 

1099 58 58 1.199 0.033 27.7 

1100 65 65 1.074 0.031 34.8 

1101 31 31 0.268 0.015 0 

1102 63 63 0.897 0.028 0 

1108 31 31 1.471 0.036 1.6 

1110 48 48 0.869 0.028 0 

1111 42 42 0.779 0.26 0 

1112 69 69 0.415 0.019 19.3 

1113 34 34 0.650 0.024 5.7 

All 660 659 1.187 0.033  

 

 
Figure 4.40: All floating reflectors modelled for phase E24. Reflectors were determined separately from each shot 
record.  

Final χ2 values varied between 0.268 and 2.610. Modelling phase E24 provided an 

acceptable result, meaning that there is high possibility that the signals are arriving from a 

dipping surface. The model over fits to the observed travel time picks in six shot gathers, where 

the signals are not strong; in these cases the picking process was hard, and fewer observed travel 
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time picks were available for modelling. All models were able to trace the maximum number 

of observed travel time picks. All modelled floating reflectors and traced travel time picks 

reflecting from dipping interface is presented in Figure 4.40. 

Phase E25 

Phase E25 is a weak signal arriving at ~1.7-1.8 s on six shot gathers between 1112 and 

1117 with an asymmetric reflection pattern. Observed travel time uncertainties were set to 30 

ms. The source of the signals was modelled for each shot gather. Each reflector was defined by 

two nodes extending 4 km between 2.00 and 6.00 km in the model. During the investigation, z- 

and x-coordinates for each node were modified manually to create the best fit model with the 

lowest χ2 value. The most appropriate parameters that improved the goodness of fit are 

presented in Appendix C5.5, tables C5.5.1 – C5.5.6, and figures C5.5.1 – C5.5.6. 

Summary of modelling phase E25 

Table 4.55 summarizes the misfit between the observed and modelled travel time picks 

and the dipping angle of the modelled floating reflectors. Reflectors were created separately for 

each shot gather. 

Table 4.55: Summary of modelling phase E25 using specialised floating reflectors. 

Shot number Total number of observed picks Number of traceable picks χ2 RMS Dipping Angle (°) 

1112 50 50 1.117 0.021 15.3 

1113 40 40 0.892 0.019 1.3 

1114 24 24 2.038 0.028 0.6 

1115 22 22 2.614 0.032 1.7 

1116 19 19 5.235 0.045 2.9 

1117 33 33 4.839 0.043 3.3 

All 188 187 2.386 0.031  

 

 

Figure 4.41: Six floating reflectors were modelled for phase E25 reflecting from dipping surfaces. Reflectors were 
determined separately for each shot record. 
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The final χ2 value varies between 0.892 and 5.235. However, it still indicates that a 

dipping surface is present at a greater depth (about 3.3 km). The highest number of observed 

travel time picks was 50 on shot 1112, but in most cases the signal was not strong enough to 

pick more than 20 picks confidently. All models were able to trace the maximum number of 

observed travel time picks. All modelled floating reflectors and travel time picks reflecting from 

dipping interfaces are presented in Figure 4.41. 

Summary of modelling dipping reflectors 

Modelling individual reflectors for each shot gather was successful technique. All models 

traced the maximum number of travel times that picked in shot records. This indicates that the 

models are reliable. The goodness of fit shows great variety in the models (some over fit, some 

have high χ2 value). The statistical results suggest that dipping reflectors probably positioned 

oblique to the seismic profile and therefore it is not possible to model the reflective bodies in 

2D. 

4.8 Summary of observations from ray-theoretical travel time inverse 

modelling 

25 distinct phases defined by 88909 travel time picks have been made on the 99 shot 

gathers from the WhataDUSIE survey (Table 4.56). Later arrivals (e.g., E8, E9 or E10) are 

assumed to be deeper sourced than earlier arrivals (e.g., E2 or E3). All shot gathers with 

interpreted phases are presented in Appendix C1. Some of the identified phases are likely to 

have arrived from the same geological interface, therefore they were organised into groups and 

tested together. A layer-stripping “across-and-down” approach was applied during modelling 

whereby each layer was systematically added into the model to test a new event or group of 

events. Originally, six reflectors were recognised in the interpretation, but only a few of the 

events satisfactorily fitted the interpreted interfaces (e.g., E2, E3 and E4). Most phases required 

additional investigations of their source (Table 4.57).  
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Table 4.56: Final summary of the best fits found during ray-theoretical travel time inversion. 25 distinct phases were 
recognised on 99 shot gathers from the WhataDUSIE survey. Shot gathers with interpreted horizons are presented 
in Appendix C1. 

Phase 

Total 

number of 

picks 

Number of 

traceable pick 

% of 

picks 

traced 

χ2 RMS 
RAYINVR 

code 

Travel 

time 

uncertainty 

(ms) 

Wave type 

E1 13900 12582 90.5 2.160 0.015 1.1 10 Turning 

E2 19246 17858 92.8 3.977 0.030 1.2 15 Reflected 

E3 7138 7138 100 1.668 0.019 1.3 15 Headwaves 

E4 942 942 100 2.144 0.059 1.3 40 Headwaves 

E5 10691 10416 97.4 1.327 0.035 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E6 3170 3054 96.3 1.121 0.032 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E7 3611 3610 99.97 1.152 0.032 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E8 9103 9103 100 1.153 0.032 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E9 4962 4956 99.9 1.928 0.042 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E10 2073 2071 99.9 1.205 0.055 1.2 50 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E11 1097 1097 100 3.016 0.026 1.3 45 Headwaves 

E12 915 850 92.9 5.923 0.061 1.1 20 Turning 

E13 260 260 100 2.395 0.046 1.3 35 Headwaves 

E14 753 747 99.2 5.007 0.067 1.1 30 Turning 

E15 3830 3830 100 1.184 0.027 1.2 25 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E16 556 556 100 1.474 0.049 1.2 40 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E17 1031 706 68.5 2.637 0.049 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

E18 754 665 88.2 1.408 0.036 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E19 977 977 100 1.613 0.038 1.2 30 Reflected/ out-of-plane 

E20 130 130 100 1.026 0.030 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

E21 678 620 91.5 3.360 0.055 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

E22 657 592 90.1 1.444 0.036 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

E23 1511 1417 93.8 5.029 0.067 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

E24 661 659 99.7 1.187 0.033 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

E25 188 197 99.9 2.386 0.031 2.2 30 Reflected/ floating reflector 

  

Table 4.57: Initial interpretation of all phases compared to the final interpretation taken after ray-theoretical travel 
time inversion investigated their possible source area. 

Phase Initial interpretation Final interpretation after modelling 

E1 Layer 1 – turning waves Layer 1 – turning waves 

E2 Layer 1 – reflected waves Layer 1 – reflected waves 

E3 Layer 1 – headwaves Layer 1 – headwaves 

E4 Layer 1 – headwaves Layer 1 – headwaves 

E5 Layer 2 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E6 Layer 3 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E7 Layer 3 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E8 Layer 3 or 4 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E9 Layer 5 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E10 Layer 4 or 5 or 6 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E11 Layer 1 – headwaves Layer 1 – headwaves 

E12 Layer 2 – headwaves Layer 1 – turning waves 

E13 Layer 1 – headwaves Layer 1 – headwaves 

E14 Layer 2 or 3 - headwaves Layer 1 – turning waves 

E15 Layer 2 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E16 Layer 2 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E17 Layer 6 – reflected waves Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E18 Layer 3 – reflected waves Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E19 Layer 3 – reflected waves Out-of-plane – reflected waves 

E20 Layer 2 – reflected waves Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E21 Dipping reflector (floating reflector) Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E22 Dipping reflector (floating reflector) Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E23 Dipping reflector (floating reflector) Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E24 Dipping reflector (floating reflector) Floating reflector – reflected waves 

E25 Dipping reflector (floating reflector) Floating reflector – reflected waves 
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The initial interpretation indicated that six different phases may arrive from the first layer 

of the velocity model (e.g., shots 1027, 1096 presented in Appendix B7). Event E1 is a direct 

arrival turning at the top layer 1, E2 reflects from the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2, 

while E3, E4, E11 and E13 travel along the layer boundary as headwaves. Phases with a high 

number of travel time picks, such as E1, E2, and E3 were traced during inverse modelling 

initially and E4, E11 and E13 were added later to the process. Velocities at the top of layer 1 

were established by using direct arrivals (E1) during inverse modelling, while E2, E3, E4, E11 

and E13 were more appropriate for velocities at the bottom of layer 1 and the geometry of the 

layer boundary. Headwaves (E3, E4, E11 and E13) provided a “direct” observation of the 

velocity field at the top of layer 2 and became a useful tool during inverse modelling. More 

precisely, when out-of-plane surfaces were modelled, only headwaves could possibly provide 

any information of velocities at the top of the basement rocks. A detailed investigation was 

required for phases E12 and E14 because in contrast the initial interpretation, the model was 

not able to trace most or any travel time picks in layers 2 or 3. Several test models were run and 

independent inverse modelling focused on these events. The investigation revealed that their 

most possible source is at the top layer travelling through as turning waves within a low velocity 

medium typical of sediments. The velocities in layers 1 and 2 calculated by inverse modelling, 

can be further supported by previous geophysical modelling work, such as the Whataroa98 

model (Davey, 2010). The WhataDUSIE model is able to trace more than 90% of all eight 

events’ travel time picks with a small misfit between the observed and calculated data, thus 

these eight phases provided satisfactorily results that can be used for the top layer for further 

modelling (details can be found in Table 4.56).  

Four events were grouped together in the initial interpretation that probably reflect from 

the bottom of layer 2 (E5, E15, E16 and E20 – e.g., shots 1086, 1091, 1102, 1183 presented in 

Appendix C1). Velocities at the top of layer 2 were already modelled by headwaves summarised 

in the previous paragraph, thus velocities only at the bottom of layer 2 and the geometry of the 

layer boundary required investigation by inverse modelling. The most appropriate depth for the 

layer boundary was determined to be 1 km below sea level by test models. Velocities at the 

bottom of layer 2 were tested between 4.50 and 5.00 km/s. The highest number of travel time 

picks and the lowest misfit between the observed and modelled data was observed when the 

bottom velocities were set to 4.50 km/s (low vertical velocity gradient in layer 2). Velocities at 

the bottom of layer 2 were decreasing during inverse modelling, and values at the top and the 

bottom of the layer needed to be “coupled” in the middle of the profile to maintain a vertical 

velocity gradient of at least 0.01 km/s/km within the layer. Later, velocities at these nodes were 

turned off from inverse modelling to avoid a significant velocity decrease. When iterations were 
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stopped, phases with a high number of travel time picks (E5 and E15) were not fitting 

satisfactorily to the model (details presented in Table 4.58). This issue may be caused by an 

incorrect initial interpretation due these events not arriving from the same reflector. However, 

a low vertical velocity gradient was set as the most appropriate starting condition before 

inversion, and further modelling decreased velocities within layer 2 with an almost zero velocity 

gradient (and velocity values most probably would decrease with further iterations). Out of this 

observation a rose the most crucial discovery, the high likelihood that out-of-plane signals are 

present. If such an event were picked on shot gathers, the seismic waves would be reflecting 

from the top of the basement rocks or travelling along the boundary of the sediments and the 

metamorphic Haast Schist. Consequently, they are travelling through a lower velocity medium 

(velocities at the top of the basement rocks were modelled between ~4.10 and 4.30 km/s), the 

misfit between the observed and modelled travel time picks can be explained. 

Table 4.58: Final statistics of the inverse modelling completed in layer 2. Initially four events were assumed to arrive 
from the same reflective surface. 

Phase 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable 

pick 

% of 

picks 

traced 

χ2 RMS 
RAYINVR 

code 

Travel time 

uncertainty 

(ms) 

Wave type 

E5 10691 10291 96.3 8.968 0.085 2.2 30 Reflected 

E15 3830 3124 81.6 6.228 0.057 2.2 25 Reflected 

E16 556 556 100 3.815 0.078 2.2 40 Reflected 

E20 130 130 100 1.334 0.035 2.2 30 Reflected 

 

At this point in the modelling, most observed events had not yet been investigated. 

Therefore inverse modelling was focused on a 2D layer-based velocity modelling method. Any 

signals which showed evidence of not fitting to a layer or a reflector would be investigated as 

out-of-plane interfaces later.  

Similar or same sources were initially interpreted for seven phases (E6, E7, E8, E9, E18, 

E19 and E20 – e.g., shot 1066, 1076, 1086, 1096, 1112, 1122 and 1150 presented in Appendix 

C1). These phases were traced together as a group of events for testing the most appropriate 

depth of the reflective surface and the velocity field in layer 3. Of these, only phase E20 was 

not added to the inverse modelling, because the goodness of fit was satisfactorily and supported 

reflections from the boundary between layers 2 and 3. The remaining six event were interpreted 

as reflected waves arriving from the bottom of layer 3. Unfortunately, there were no direct 

velocity data available from the top of the layer, therefore velocities at the top of layer 3 were 

set to be equal to the velocities at the bottom of layer 2. The most suitable depth of the target 

phases were 1300 m below sea level, while velocities at the bottom of the layer were tested 

between 4.50 and 5.00 km/s. The highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value 

was given by a low vertical velocity gradient (similar to layer 2), parameterized by 4.50 km/s 

at the bottom of layer 3.  
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Initial inverse modelling indicated that these six phases likely arrive from different 

sources due to large differences in their misfit to the model and the recurring “segmentation 

fault” messages, which can be caused by a large variation of horizontal velocity gradient 

produced by the calculations. Such that signals cannot be traced. However, significant 

modifications of velocity within layer 3 did not take place. Later, each of the six phases were 

investigated individually. Minor modifications were required in the starting velocity field for 

each phase before inverse modelling was applied. The technique allows the modeller to 

compare models with each other as part of the modelling process. Velocities were decreasing 

in each version of layer 3 when phases E6, E7, E8 and E9 were traced individually, and 

velocities at the top and the bottom of the layer needed to be “coupled” along some nodes 

(middle of the profile, where most of the travel time picks were observed). Sometimes, to avoid 

having velocities in layer 3 that are lower than layer 2, these nodes need to be turned off during 

inverse modelling. Different interfaces were modelled for events E6, E7 and E18, although only 

slight differences occurred among models for E8, E9 and E19. Therefore, the latter phases were 

modelled together assuming a common source. 77.7% of the travel time picks remained 

traceable, and the misfit between the observed and calculated data was not satisfactorily (details 

are presented in Table 4.59). However, χ2 values were similar for E8, E9 and E19 as they were 

for E5 and E15 in layer 2.  

Table 4.59: Statistics of inverse modelling completed in layer 3. Phases E8, E9 and E19 may arrive from the same 
reflector, but E6, E7 and E18 probably sourced from different depth. 

Phase 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable 

pick 

% of 

picks 

traced 

χ2 RMS 
RAYINVR 

code 

Travel time 

uncertainty 

(ms) 

Wave type 

E6 3170 2908 91.7 27.127 0.156 3.3 30 Reflected 

E7 3611 3540 98 122.901 0.333 3.3 30 Reflected 

E8 9103 7075 77.7 8.728 0.089 3.3 30 Reflected 

E9 4962 3854 77.7 7.028 0.133 3.3 30 Reflected 

E18 754 551 73.1 53.392 0.219 3.3 30 Reflected 

E19 977 924 94.6 12.635 0.107 3.3 30 Reflected 

 

Because velocities were similar in all models, only the geometry of the reflective surfaces 

showed significant variety. Therefore, in many cases only interfaces may need to be modelled. 

Crooked (defined by 10 nodes) and linear (defined by 2 nodes) floating reflectors were tested 

for all six phases. Two main approaches were applied to investigate possible source reflectors. 

(1) Assuming that inverse modelling (tracing phases E8, E9 and E19) created an acceptable 

layer boundary between layers 3 and 4, floating reflectors were individually created for E6, E7 

and E18 in “Solution A” for a four-layer velocity model. (2) “Solution B” does not accept the 

four-layer velocity model, but rather assumes that there is no layer boundary present deeper 

than the bottom of layer 2. Therefore, all six phases can be tested as individual floating 

reflectors in a three-layer velocity model. Best fitting reflective surfaces were modelled within 
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layer 2, when phases E7 and E18 were traced, therefore further modelling was not necessary in 

“Solution B”. The velocity field differs among the four target phases. Velocities at the top of 

layer 3 were set to 4.50 km/s and 5.00 km/s at the bottom for phases E8 and E9 (Solution Ba), 

while a zero velocity gradient at 4.50 km/s in layer 3 was suitable for events E6 and E19 

(Solution Bb).  

Several interfaces and velocity fields were tested for all six target phases. The goodness 

of fit was not acceptable for five phases and travel time picks could only be fit to a linear 

floating reflector for one event E20 (summarised in Table 4.60 and Table 4.61). This is not an 

ideal result and questioned the direction of further 2D investigations into these phases. The 

depth (or radial distance) of seismic waves of all six phases may vary between shallow and 

deeper areas, but similar velocities were modelled in layers 2 and 3. All six phases need to be 

investigated as out-of-plane signals. Also, if most of the later arrivals travel out-of-plane, the 

remaining two phases (E10 and E17) should not fit satisfactorily to a 2D layer-based velocity 

model either when new layers are added.  

Table 4.60: Summary of detailed investigations of the source reflector for phases E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19. 
Labels for each process are used in Table 4.61. 

Process Label of the process Process was applied 

Testing event as layer boundary in a four-layer velocity model LB E6, E7, E8, E9, E19 

Testing floating reflector in a four-layer velocity model 

(solution A) 
A E6, E7, E18 

Testing floating reflectors in a three-layer velocity model 

(solution B) with a progressively increasing vertical velocity 

gradient in layer 3 

Ba E8, E9, E6, E19 

Testing floating reflectors in a three-layer velocity model 

(solution B) with zero vertical velocity gradient in layer 3 
Bb E6, E19 

  

Table 4.61: Statistics of detailed investigation of events E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19. 

Process Phase 
Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 

LB E6 3170 2910 6.304 0.075 

A E6 3170 3011 10.699 0.098 

Bb E6 3170 3114 12.060 0.104 

Ba E6 3170 2952 7.662 0.083 

LB E7 3611 2307 8.091 0.082 

A E7 3611 2825 3.850 0.059 

LB E8 9103 7075 8.728 0.089 

Ba E8 9103 8580 11.057 0.100 

LB E9 4962 3854 7.028 0.133 

Ba E9 4962 4369 6.573 0.128 

LB E18 754 408 16.985 0.123 

A E18 754 754 1.616 0.038 

LB E19 977 924 12.635 0.107 

Bb E19 977 736 13.203 0.109 

Ba E19 977 771 10.024 0.095 

 

Travel time picks of phases E10 and E17 were not observed on the same shot gathers 

(e.g., shot 1032 for phase E10 and shot 1117 for E17), therefore a clear correlation was not 

possible in the initial interpretation. However, both events occurred as strong signals arriving 
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latest among all recognised phases, and thus they may arrive from the same or similarly located 

interface. Assuming that there is a layer boundary between layers 3 and 4, as modelled by 

phases E8, E9 and E19, a new layer boundary was systematically added to the model separating 

layer 4 from layer 5. Then, phases E10 and E17 were traced testing the most acceptable depth 

of the layer boundary and the most appropriate velocities within layer 4. The investigation 

reveals, that these phases do not arrive from a common reflector, thus they were investigated 

separately. The source of E17 was modelled by tracing travel time picks in a five-layer velocity 

model reflecting from the bottom of layer 4 and reflecting from a common floating reflector in 

four- and three-layer models. The misfit between the observed and calculated travel time picks 

was lowest when individual floating reflectors were created for each shot gather in a three-layer 

velocity model. However, such statistics still do not constitute a satisfactorily result, because 

the χ2 value is too high (Table 4.62). Floating reflectors in these models dip SE between 1.9° 

and 20.1°.  

Table 4.62: Four different modelling approaches were applied to investigate the source of phase E17. The table 
summarised the statistics of the inverse modelling. 

Model 
Number of traceable 

picks out of 1031 
χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between layers 4 and 5 990 24.281 0.148 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a four-layer model 777 19.053 0.131 

Reflecting from a floating reflector in a three-layer model 982 21.593 0.139 

Reflecting from floating reflector in a three-layer model; reflectors were 

modelled individually for each shot gather 
885 6.921 0.079 

 

The source of event E10 is located at a great depth (2.9 km below sea level), close to the 

bottom of the model as parameterised. The shape of the layer boundary did not change 

significantly over the course of inverse modelling; however, velocities decreased after each 

iteration and iterations needed to be stopped avoid to lower velocities than in 4 layers above 

(statistics of the modelling are presented in Table 4.63). The goodness of fit is acceptable, 

although the model could trace only 66.8% of the total number of travel time picks, which is 

not adequate for a robust model.  

Table 4.63: Final statistics of modelling a layer boundary between layers 4 and 5 tracing phase E10. 

Model Number of traceable picks out of 2073 χ2 RMS 

Reflecting from the layer boundary between 

layers 4 and 5 
1385 2.021 0.071 

 

In summary of the layered velocity model that highlights the most acceptable velocity 

model contains two layers. The top layer has lower velocities, typical for sediments, while layer 

2 represents the basement rocks with higher velocities. Velocities vary between 1.70 and 2.12 

km/s at the top of layer 1, and between 2.26 and 2.45 km/s at the bottom. Velocities were 

modelled only at the top of layer 2 between 4.20 and 4.44 km/s. Eight phases were used to 
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model the distribution of velocities and the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2 (E1, E2, E3, 

E4, E11, E12, E13 and E14 – Table 4.56). Phases, which were initially interpreted as arriving 

from the bottom of the layers 2, 3 and 4 did not provide strong evidence for constraining 

velocity zones within the basement rocks. These signals were tested as out-of-plane signals. 

Investigating the sources of arrivals in a layer-based model also indicated that phases E17 and 

E20 may arrive from a dipping reflector. 

17 phases were investigated as out-of-plane signals (Table 4.56). Travel time picks were 

traced in a two-layer velocity model (basement rocks overlain by the sediment infill); however, 

the layer boundary represents the radial distance between the receiver and the reflective 

interface. All 17 phases were tested as reflected waves, headwaves and turning waves. Inverse 

modelling modified only the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2, assuming that velocities 

previously modelled in layer 1 and the top of layer 2 must be representative of the whole valley. 

The number of traceable picks with a small misfit provided strong evidence for the likelihood 

that 10 phases are reflections from out-of-plane (see Table 4.56). The exact location of the 

source of the out-of-plane signals cannot be reconstructed, because only the receiver location 

the distance between the receiver and the reflective surface is known. The out-of-plane inverse 

modelling did not provide acceptable statistics for phase E17 and E20 and none of the phases 

interpreted initially as reflections from dipping surfaces (E21 – E25) fit satistactorily. The 

layered based modelling has already indicated, that two additional phases, E17 and E20 may 

arrive from a dipping reflector.  

The layer-based velocity model and the out-of-plane modelling approaches provide 

strong evidence for the most suitable starting model for the dipping (or floating) reflector 

investigations. Seven phases were traced during inverse modelling (Table 4.56) in a two-layer 

velocity model. Shots 1042, 1067, 1081, 1108 1112 presented in Appendix C1 are examples of 

phases E21 – E25 that probably arrive from a dipping reflector. Individual floating reflectors 

were created for travel time picks collected for each shot gathers (Figure 4.42). All travel time 

picks in each event were traced together, reflecting from all modelled individual dipping 

reflectors for the final statistics. The models were reliable because the number of traceable 

travel time picks exceeded 90% for all events (excluding E17 with only 68.5%). The misfit 

between the observed and modelled picks was the lowest of all investigations taken (layer-

based modelling and out-of-plane modelling). However, the dipping angle of the floating 

reflectors shows great variety over the length of the WhataDUSIE model (Table 4.64). A shot 

gather with the final interpretation of phases is presented in Figure 4.43. 
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Table 4.64: Dipping angle of the floating reflectors modelled individually by tracing travel time picks for each shot 
gather. 

Phase Dipping angle 

E17 1.9°- 57.1° 

E20 16.5° 

E21 0°- 55.8° 

E22 0°- 45.3° 

E23 15.6°- 44.9° 

E24 0°- 46.9° 

E25 0.6°- 15.3° 

 

 
Figure 4.42: Dipping reflectors in a two-layer velocity model. Velocities at the bottom of layer 2 are set to 5.00 km/s; 
however, colour does not indicate velocity where no rays were traced. The length of each reflector has been reduced 
to the section where travel time picks were actually traced from.   
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Figure 4.43: An example of a shot gather with the interpreted phases. Arrivals from the first layer are labelled: TW (Turning Waves), RW (Reflected Waves arriving from the basement 
rocks-sedimentary unit boundary), HW (Head Waves travelling along the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2). Later arrivals: OP (signals reflecting Out-of-plane), FR (signals arriving 
from a Floating Reflector).  
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Chapter 5  

Interpretation and discussion 

5.1 Overview of the WhataDUSIE seismic profile interpretation 

 

Figure 5.1: Geological map of the Whataroa Valley. Coordinates of shots and receivers calculated for Zplot and 
RAYINVR modelling are plotted with the CDP locations as comparison.  

Initial interpretations of the WhataDUISE seismic profile highlighted a number of main 

features, including the irregular and undulating depth of the contact between basement rocks 

and infilling sedimentary units, and strong reflection patterns from depth of ~1-2 km, and the 
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presence of possible out-of-plane signals. These interpretations were based on observations 

made the seismic stack and the depth converted migration. Ray-theoretical travel time inversion 

makes use of direct observations on shot gathers (rather than stacked or migrated sections) and 

ray tracing. Therefore, the final model created by inverse modelling using the RAYINVR 

routine can complement interpretations of features identified in a seismic stack.  

CDP coordinates for the seismic stack and the shot-receiver locations that were projected 

along a straight line for the Zplot and RAYINV routines overlap on the major section of the 

seismic profile (Figure 5.1) and differ by a maximum of ~100 m at the SE end.  

GLOBE Claritas software is able to read and plot the .zelt file format, which was initially 

used as input (v.in) for the RAYINVR models. Then, the Static module can be used to present 

a coloured velocity (Figure 5.2).  

 

Figure 5.2: Final velocity model created by inverse modelling (RAYINVR) and plotted by the Claritas Static module. 
Velocity at the bottom of layer 2 is set to 4.90 km/s. RAYINVR uses linear interpolation between the top and bottom 
velocities within a layer; however, the colour code in the Static module uses discrete colours for certain velocity 
intervals (see colour bar). Thus, velocities in layer 2 may artificially appear to be layered.  

Note that the Static module prints velocity model against depth, whereas the velocity 

model applied for normal move out (NMO) before CMP stacking is in the time domain. 

Therefore, correlation of the velocity models needs to take these differences into consideration. 

The x-coordinates of the RAYINVR model (and also in the Static module) are set by the 

receiver location, in contrast with the CDP coordinates used for both the seismic stack and 

velocity model created for NMO. The exact locations of CDPs, shots and receivers (as presented 

in Figure 5.1) allow for the spatial correlation of these profiles. The RAYINVR model extends 

to 7.2 km in length; the first shot is located at 2 km in the model, while the last one can be found 

at 7.143 km. CDPs overlap with the WhataDUSIE RAYINVR model between 2 km where the 

first CDP is set, and at 6.870 km, where the last CDP is located.  

Stacking velocities were determined using tools available in the Claritas velocity analysis 

(CVA) package. Due to the lack of strong reflective signals on CDP gathers, velocity contrasts 

corresponding to the sedimentary-basement rock contact cannot be picked confidently. 

However, the NMO and RAYINVR velocity models (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3) are seen to be 
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consistent because: (1) the velocity values at the top are dominantly ~2.3 – 2.7 km/s in the NMO 

model and ~2.3 km/s in the RAYINVR model, and (2) the velocities at the bottom of both 

models are similar, ~4.0 km/s.  

 
Figure 5.3: Final velocity model created for NMO before CMP stacking of the seismic data. 

The depth converted migration is suitable for comparing the physical location of certain 

features (e.g., surface of basement rocks) also seen in the RAYINVR velocity model (Figure 

5.4), where velocities are calculated at the appropriate depth as opposed to being plotted in the 

time domain.  

 
Figure 5.4: Depth converted migration stack projected on the top of the RAYINVR velocity. The same colour scheme 
is used as in Figure 5.2. Blue line indicates the strong velocity contrast in the model. 

Several horizons in the upper part of the stack were initially interpreted as reflections 

from sedimentary units, while chaotic reflection patterns are likely more typical for 

metamorphic rocks. The interface between the sediments and the basement rocks could not be 

interpreted with high confidence in the stack data, because strong reflections appear even at a 

depth of ~1 km (Figure 5.4) interrupting the chaotic patterns. These strong reflections may 

arrive from the bottom of a deep sourced basin or simply arrive from out-of-plane (details of 

the initial interpretation is presented in Chapter 4). Combining ray-theoretical inverse 

modelling with the depth converted migration should lead to a more informed geological 

interpretation and also help to identify reflection patterns on the unmigrated stack. 

Unfortunately, the depth converted migration is affected by strong migration artefacts, 

particularly where the profile contains gaps due to crossing the river and creeks. Thus, the 

unmigrated stack generally provides a clearer image of the near surface geology.  
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Basement rocks – sedimentary unit contact 

Strong, continuous reflections on the depth converted stack align with the layer boundary 

modelled by RAYINVR, providing corroborating evidence for the location of the interface 

between the sedimentary overburden and the underlying basement rocks (Figure 5.4 and Figure 

5.5). The basement rocks exhibits local maximum heights at ~ CDP 250, 650 and 975. The 

horizon was adjusted by following reflections on the migrated section, thus the interpreted 

basement rock-sedimentary unit contact may show minor differences between the stack and the 

RAYINVR velocity model. These reflection patterns can be easily recognised on the 

unmigrated stack (Figure 5.6).  

 

Figure 5.5: Depth-converted migration of the WhataDUSIE seismic profile. Interpretation of the interface between 
the sedimentary and basement rocks is based on the RAYINVR model presented. Combined image of the profiles 
is presented in Figure 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.6: unmigrated stack of the WhataDUSIE seismic profile with the glaciated surface of the basement rocks 
interpreted as shown by the solid like. Reflections were identified using both the depth converted migration and the 
RAYINVR model presented in Figure 5.4.  

Reflection patterns within the basement  

Combining the two analysis methods leads to the identification of several features in the 

basement. Possible out-of-plane signals presented in the seismic stacks were noted in the initial 

seismic interpretation. Evidence of fault offset or dipping reflectors was not convincing on 

stacks. However, dipping reflectors and out-of-plane signals were modelled by ray-theoretical 

travel time inverse modelling. The location of these features is projected on the depth converted 

migration in Figure 5.7.  
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Phases E21 – E25 are determined from a ~400 – 600 m wide zone, where the strongest 

migration effect can be seen on the stack at CDP 100 – 800 from depths of ca. 600 – 2500 m 

below sea level. Dipping angles vary for each floating reflector, although reflectors dip steeply 

SE at shallow depths, and are almost horizontal at greater depth (the steepest dipping angles are 

summarised in Table 5.1). Phase E17 has several reflectors distributed over an 800 – 1000 m 

wide area at CDP 500 – 900 and depths of about 600 – 2000 km. Reflectors at depths of ~1800 

– 2000 m dip almost horizontal, but dip steeply nearer to the surface. Reflection patterns cannot 

be recognised on the depth converted migration. This can be explained by the limited number 

of shot gathers where these phases can be confidently picked; consequently they will not be 

visible on CDP gathers.  

Out-of-plane signals overlap with strong continuous reflections in the depth converted 

migration (Figure 5.7). The length of each out-of-plane reflector is truncated to the zone where 

RAYINVR was able to trace travel time picks. Combining these profiles provides strong 

evidence of how dominant out-of-plane signals are in seismic stacks. Only some of the out-of-

plane signals were picked on shot-gathers and modelled by RAYINVR, but more horizons can 

be interpreted as out-of-plane reflections on the migrated section. These signals can appear 

anywhere in the basement. E.g., phase E10 appears at a depth of 1.5 km on the depth migration.  

Table 5.1: The steepest dipping angles of the floating reflectors. Phase E25 is not listed here, due to the shallow 
dipping angle. 

Phase Dipping angle of the steepest reflectors 

 Minimum Maximum 

E17 13.5° 20.1° 

E20 16.5° 16.5° 

E21 37.4° 55.8° 

E22 38.9° 45.3° 

E23 32.6° 44.9° 

E24 34.4° 46.9° 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Combined image of the ray-theoretical travel time inverse model and the depth converted migration. 
Floating reflectors are plotted by their modelled geometry. Black lines indicate the location of interfaces where 
seismic signals probably arrive out-of-plane. The lengths of the out-of-plane surfaces are truncated to the section 
where RAYINVR was able to trace travel time picks. The same colour scheme is used as discussed in Figure 5.2 
Blue line indicates the strong velocity contrast in the velocity model, whereas yellow represent the sediment-
basement contact interpreted in the depth migration. 
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Combining the RAYNVR velocity model with the depth converted migration strongly 

supports the presence of out-of-plane signals in the seismic data. In Figure 5.7, floating 

reflectors, which may represent dipping reflectors related to tectonic processes, do not fit any 

of the reflection patterns in the basement rocks zone, although, this is a zone where strong 

migration effects appear in the seismic data. A summary interpretation of reflection patterns 

observed within the basement rocks, based on the interpretations detailed above, is presented 

in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. Reflection patterns recognised on the depth-converted migration 

(Figure 5.8) can be compared with and identified in the unmigrated stack (Figure 5.9). 

 
Figure 5.8: Depth-converted migration. Contact between the basement rocks and the overlying sedimentary units 
is highlighted with yellow. Strong reflection patterns can be seen below this contact. These signals (orange) are 
likely to be arriving from out-of-plane. Dipping reflectors are not identifiable on the stack; however, the zones of the 
reflectors modelled by RAYINVR are highlighted and circled by blue dashed line (labelling: E21 – E25 and E17). 
The top of the seismic stack is at 0 m in the image; however, the datum of the profile is located 100 m above sea 
level.  

 
Figure 5.9: Unmigrated stack. Interface between the basement rocks and sedimentary units is highlighted by yellow. 
There are numerous reflection patterns visible below this contact (strong signals are marked by orange). Based on 
ray-theoretical travel time inversion, these signals likely arrive from out-of-plane.  

Reflection patterns within the sedimentary unit 

Using the interface located between the basement rocks and the overlying sedimentary 

units as a lower boundary, a robust interpretation of the sedimentary processes that filled this 

basin can be made. Strong migration effects interrupt the reflection patterns arriving from the 

sediments, therefore, a more reliable interpretation of sediment facies can be made on the 

unmigrated stack.  
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Identifying and distinguishing external terminations and internal reflection configurations 

of sedimentary units can help interpret depositional sequences, that can be used to understand 

the sedimentary and paleo-enviromental history of the Whataroa Valley. Several small creeks 

and the Whataroa River itself cross the seismic line from ~CDP 950 to the SE end, so reflective 

data quality in the sedimentary units is not sufficient in this zone. However, the NW side of the 

profile contains numerous distinguishable reflection patterns (Figure 5.10). Five seismic 

sequences have been recognised overlying the basement rock surface. Potentially, more 

sequences may present in the valley, but they cannot be recognised due to the quality of the 

seismic data. Thus, a detailed seismic stratigraphic analysis is not possible. However, several 

key features can be recognised in the seismic data to assist in our understanding of post-glacial 

sedimentary processes here. The dipping angles of strata and the internal configuration patterns 

of each sequence suggest that the source of the sediments is from both NW (plausibly from the 

coastal plain area) and SE (from the Southern Alps). The shape of the basement rocks exhibits 

the geometry of a typical glaciated erosional surface. The deepest part of the valley may be an 

isolated small basin developing independently after glacial retreat. Descriptions of each of the 

sequences interpreted in the seismic data are detailed in the following paragraphs, summarised 

in Table 5.2 and presented in Figure 5.10.  

M1: The lower boundary of the sequence is onlaps on the basement rock surface. The 

internal configuration shows subparallel reflections, which suggest a uniform rate of deposition 

in a low-energy environment (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977b, Vail et al., 1977, Mitchum Jr et al., 

1977a). Horizons are continuous dipping to the NW. 

M2: Onlaps the M1 sequence. A local maximum (“peak”) of the basement rock 

topography is present at ~CDP 250, where M2 downlaps the basement surface between CDP 

250 and 450. The internal configuration of the sequence exhibits parallel – subparallel 

reflections with continuous horizons. The internal structure of the sequence suggests a low-

energy deposition environment (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a, Sangree and Widmier, 1977).  

T1: Deposited at the deepest part of the surveyed area and can be seen at ~ CDP 680 – 

850. Similar patterns can be seen at CDP 1200 – 1300 (dashed purple lines in Figure 5.10) 

deposited on the basement rocks; however there is no strong evidence of a clear correlation. 

The sequence onlaps the basement rocks and terminates concordant at the top (Mitchum Jr et 

al., 1977b). Some of the horizons exhibit a downlap base. The internal reflection configuration 

is a subparallel to gently diverging pattern with some continuous horizons (Mitchum Jr et al., 

1977a). The reflection pattern indicates that the sequence was deposited in a predominantly 

low-energy environment (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a, Sangree and Widmier, 1977).  
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T2: Onlaps T1, M2 and partly the basement rocks. The upper termination of the sequence 

in concordant (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977b). The internal configuration of the sequence shows 

irregular subparallel reflections with gently divergent patterns (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a). 

Horizons are discontinuous, gently dipping to the NW. The onlapping nature and the greater 

thickness in the topographically lower regions (e.g. CDP ~450 – 600) suggest gravity controlled 

deposition (Sangree and Widmier, 1977) in a high-energy environment.  

The upper boundary of T2 dominantly shows chaotic reflection patterns extending 

between CDP 400 and 700. The chaotic internal structure is occasionally interrupted by a 

contorted reflection pattern (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a). This configuration is typical for a 

variable energy depositional environment (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a, Sangree and Widmier, 

1977). Correlation to the T2 or T3 sequences is not clear. 

T3: Onlaps against T2 and M2 (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977b). The sequence is recognised at 

the very top in the WhataDUSIE seismic data, extending over the major section of the profile 

(CDP 113 ~ 1000). The internal structure of the sequence shows wavy, mainly hummocky 

reflections that are occasionally interrupted by subparallel and lenticular (CDP 690 – 750) 

patterns (Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a). The interpreted horizons are mostly discontinuous. The 

deposition environment is likely to be high energy based on the varying reflection patterns 

(Mitchum Jr et al., 1977a, Sangree and Widmier, 1977). 

 
Figure 5.10: Unmigrated stack of the WhataDUSIE seismic profile with the interpreted basement rock surface 
(yellow), likely out-of-plane signals (orange) and five interpreted deposition sequences (M1, M2, T1, T2, T3).  

Significant differences can be seen between the two main groups of sequences. M1 and 

M2 exhibit continuous reflections patterns, while T1 – T3 may represent a complex infill or 

mounded onlap fill system, which are more typical in high-energy environments.  

The deepest part of the glaciated valley is located at ~CDP 800 at a depth of about ~300 

m below sea level. A local maximum topographic relief can be seen at ~CDP 250 and at ~CDP 

980 about 100 - 150 m below present day sea level. It is plausible that the “peak” on the 

erosional surface may have separated the valley, creating an isolated small basin (Figure 5.8). 

The depositional environment and the source of the sediments in such an isolated basin may 

have differed.  
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Table 5.2: Summary of the stratigraphic interpretation of the seismic data at Whataroa. 

Sequence Reflection Patterns Inferred Environment 

M1 Subparallel Low energy, uniform deposition 

rate Plausible shallow marine or lake 

deposition environment M2 Subparallel Low energy, uniform deposition 

rate 

T1 Subparallel, gently divergent Complex infill, low energy 

environment 

Plausible terrestrial deposition 

environment 

T2 Subparallel, divergent, chaotic 

interrupted by contorted pattern 

High energy, mainly gravity 

controlled deposition environment 

T3 Subparallel, hummocky 

occasionally lenticular 

High energy 

 

The source of sequences M1 and M2 cannot be determined with high confidence. The 

change of the dipping angle from M1 and M2 probably indicates a rapid water level change 

with higher deposition rates. The water level may have reached the local maximum of the 

topographic relief at CDP 200, thus the water gradually flooded the back basins SE from CDP 

~ 300.  

Rapid deposition was present in the basins to the SE. The source of the sediments is likely 

to be the Southern Alps to the SE. It is possible that intense deposition resulted from rapid 

glacial retreat, so the small back basins were probably a lacustrine. Sequences such as T1 – T3 

have been interpreted to be high-energy environments with mainly gravity controlled 

deposition. The internal reflection patterns exhibits complex infill and mounded onlap fill 

seismic facies.  

The boundary of T2 and M2 sequences probably represents the time and the location of 

merging two depositional environment with constraining source areas. Sequences M1 and M2 

were probably being deposited in the front basins at the same time that the back basins were 

being filled by post-glacial sediments (T1 and T2) arriving from the Southern Alps. The 

sediment influx is probably dominated by Southern Alps sources, as the thickness of the M2 

decreases towards SE, where T2 and T3 dominate the upper section of the seismic profile.  

T1 and T2 are likely to be post-glacial sediments deposited in a lacustrine environment. 

These sequences have continuous to semi-continuous subparallel internal reflections. Thick, 

dominantly chaotic patterns are observed above T2, although the correlation of the zone to T2 

and T3 is not clear. However, lens shaped chaotic patterns may indicate landslide debris 

(Hjelstuen et al., 2005) or river channels. The most recently deposited sequence is T3, which 

extends from the NW end of the profile all the way to the SE end (although large gaps in the 

shallow part of the profile do not allow a clear correlation to the SE). The sequence may 

represent a fluvial environment dominated by the meandering river. Hummocky reflection 

patterns indicate high-energy sections of the river, while more subparallel horizons were 

probably deposited in floodplains.  
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The depositional environments of M1 and M2 are not clear. Increasing water level was 

posited by the change in dipping angle in the horizons at M2, which were probably be caused 

by sea level rise after the LGM. This also suggests that the front basins and the present coastal 

plain may have been connected at the time to the Tasman Sea or perhaps they were isolated 

basins for a short period of time that were flooded by rising sea level. At this time, the glaciated 

valley would have contained isolated lakes or basins that filled up rapidly with post glacial 

sediments arriving from the mountains.  

5.2 Discussion of the WhataDUSIE seismic data 

Discussion of the seismic stratigraphy 

The Otira glacial sequence contains three major advancing periods (Suggate, 1990), 

although the timing of greatest extent of ice the last Glacial Maximum (LGM), is commonly 

accepted to be ~20 ka (Barrell, 2011). During the LGM, the Whataroa Valley glacier extended 

across the adjacent coastal plain and terminated near the present-day Tasman Sea shoreline 

(Barrell, 2011, Suggate, 1990). Till deposits found near Whataroa, Franz Josef and the Waiho 

River are dated at 16450 ±200 ka by Suggate and Moar (1970), 13950 ±450 and 15300 ±120 

by Suggate (1985). These glacial sediments have been correlated to the latest advance of Otira 

glaciation that likely took place between 16 and 14 ka (Kumara-3 part of MIS Stage 2) (Suggate, 

1990, Barrell, 2011). Significant and rapid glacial retreat started at the end of Otira glaciation 

signalling the beginning of the Aranui Interglacial Period. Global sea level was the lowest 

between 27 and 20 ka, as reported by Lamback (Lambeck et al., 2003) which correlated to the 

maximum cold period from 26 until 18 ka as interpreted from Vostok (Antarctica) ice cores 

(Petit et al., 1999). Global sea level gradually increased from ~18 ka, when the sea level was 

about 125 m lower than present day. However, sea level went through rapid rise during the 

period from 9500 to ~8000 ka and reached the present day sea at ca. 6500 ka. (Pickrill et al., 

1992, Siddall et al., 2003). Till deposits in the Whataroa coastal plain suggest that the Whataroa 

Glacier was likely present in the valley at the end of the Otira glaciation. Thus, the sedimentary 

sequences interpreted in the WhataDUSIE seismic data probably accumulated during the 

warmer part of the Aranui Interglacial Period from about 14 ka (Suggate, 1990, Barrell, 2011). 

The dipping angle and the internal reflection configuration of sequence M2 may 

correspond to the rapid sea level rise that occurred during the ~9500 – 8000 ka. However, the 

back basins in the valley were simultaneously filled by post-glacial sediments when the Aranui 

Interglacial started. This interpretation suggest that the coastal area of the West Coast at 

Whataroa region was likely exposed to the Tasman Sea, while at least part of the valley itself 

was an isolated basin. 
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Quaternary sedimentary interpretation of the DFDP-2 cores and cuttings indicated 

alluvial, deltaic and lake silt sediments overlying bedrock in the Whataroa Valley (Upton et al., 

2015 and Toy et al., 2017). The bedrock was reached at ~240 m depth in the DFDP boreholes 

whereas in the WhataDUSIE seismic profile it was interpreted at 300-320 m. The boreholes 

were located about 90 m from the seismic profile, closer to the valley wall, which explains why 

the bedrock is deeper in the WhataDUSIE data. This also indicates that each sedimentary unit 

interpreted in the boreholes is likely thicker in the WhataDUSE profile. The top 58 m of 

sediments were described as alluvium containing gravel and inter-bedded sand lenses with an 

increasing proportion of the schist clasts downward in the DFDP-2A borehole. This unit is 

likely related to the T3 sequence in the WhataDUSIE seismic interpretation (Figure 5.10). A 

~20 m of thick deltaic sediments were described to be underlying the alluvium, containing silty 

sand and fine grained sandy silt in the boreholes. This unit may still be related to the T3 

sequence; however, the provisional interpretation of the borehole data suggests a deltaic, inflow 

lacustrine or fjord environment, which may related to the T2 sequence in the seismic profile 

(Figure 5.10). Between 77 and 206 m, the sedimentary sequence is interpreted as lake mud and 

silt underlain by ~35 m thick basal unit containing coarse cobbles and boulders. Sequence M2 

is described as a low energy environment in the WhataDUSE seismic interpretation, which 

could possibly be associated to the lake sediments recovered from the boreholes. The DFDP-2 

cores and cuttings show no evidence of a marine influence in the lowermost sediments, thus the 

frontal basin interpreted on the seismic profile probably represents a lacustrine environment 

which not would be directly connected to the Tasman Sea.  

Considering an uplift rate of 8 – 12 mm/yr at the central section of the Alpine Fault (Norris 

and Cooper, 2001) averaging 10 mm/yr, the Whataroa Valley has been uplifted ca. 140 m since 

~14 ka when the Whataroa Glacier retreated. Therefore, the lowest topographic relief in the 

valley model was likely ~540 m, while the “peaks” were ~ 240 – 290 m below present-day sea 

level. These regions were therefore below sea level even at the beginning of the Aranui 

Interglacial Period, thus it is likely that the shape of the glaciated basement rocks may exhibit 

higher topographic regions near the front of the Whataroa Valley. Rapid deposition, uplift of 

the Alpine Fault, hanging wall, and sea level rise likely occurred contemporaneously as the 

Aranui Interglacial Period started, whereas deposition and uplift have been dominated the 

environment since 6500 ka when sea level reached its present-day sea level. The thickness and 

the extent of the top sequence (T3) therefore corresponds to only recent deposits. 

Unfortunately, data quality is not sufficient to observe individual tectonic displacements 

along horizons or sequences. Therefore, time-averaged Alpine Fault related movements can be 

interpreted only by ray-theoretical inverse modelling undertaken for the basement rocks.  
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Discussion of the velocity model and the tectonic setting 

RAYINVR modelling shows a large contrast between layers 1 and 2. Seismic waves 

travel at 1.99 – 2.12 km/s at the top, and 2.26 – 2.44 km/s at the bottom of layer 1, then at the 

top of layer 2 increase to 4.20 – 4.44 km/s. the bottom of layer 2 was set at an arbitrary depth 

with no traceable phases arriving from this depth. Velocities remained unchanged at 4.90 km/s, 

as set for the starting model. The maximum depth of the undulating layer 1-2 boundary was 

modelled between 200 and 400 m, with a minimum depth of about 180 m below sea level.  

Christensen and Okaya (2007) measured mean velocities of 4000 – 5000 m/s on garnet 

schist rock samples subjected to pressures of 20 MPa (corresponding to a depth of roughly 1.5 

km). South from Whataroa, the DFDP-1 boreholes at Gaunt Creek revealed a velocity of 3300 

m/s in cataclasite samples above the principal slip zone (Carpenter et al., 2014), and 3500 – 

4500 m/s P-wave velocities in geophysical logging of the borehole (Townend et al., 2013). A 

large scale (top 20 km of the crust) P-wave and S-wave velocity model was generated by 

Bourguignon (Bourguignon et al., 2015) using microearthquake tomography north from 

Whataroa. The model shows a distinguishable layer at 3 – 5 km deep with P-wave velocities of 

6000 m/s.  

The first velocity model using controlled source seismic data was created by Garrick and 

Hatherton (1974) (Figure 5.11) overlapping the first ~1000 m on the NW end of the 

WhataDUSIE profile. In this model, the erosional surface of the basement rocks varies between 

~100 and ~250 m below the ground surface. They modelled a velocity of 2.3 km/s in the 

sedimentary unit, and, 4.7 km/s at the top of the basement, showing close similarity to the 

WhataDUSIE velocity model.  

 

Figure 5.11: Digitised version of the velocity model created by Garrick and Hatherton (1974). 

The SIGHT Transect 1 survey revealed 5.9 – 6.3 km/s velocities in the upper part of the 

crust (van Avendonk et al., 2004). However, the large scale model was not able to image the 

top 3 km of the crust in detail, so it cannot be compared directly to the WhataDUSIE velocity 

model, but rather provides a regional context for the higher resolution model 

A low-resolution velocity model (Figure 5.12) was generated by Davey (2010) by ray 

tracing of first break refractions from the Whataroa98 dataset. The ~25 km long profile extends 
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from the central part of the Whataroa Valley to the coastal plain of the Tasman Sea. The 

overlapping section of the WhataDUSIE and Whataroa98 velocity models is highlighted in red 

in Figure 5.12. The depth of the basement rocks vary between ~ 0 and 800 m below sea level 

at the overlapping section of the models. Seismic velocities of the top layer range between 2.2 

and 2.7 km/s, while at the top of the basement rocks they are of 4.7 km/s. The model also 

contains a thin layer of higher velocity (3.5 km/s) sedimentary unit, however, Davey notes that 

base of the deepest sedimentary layer and the velocities in the basement rocks are poorly 

constrained.  

Two phases (E12 and E14) were interpreted on shot gathers in the WhataDUSIE data as 

turning waves travelling within layer 1 with resulting χ2 values of 5.923 and 5.007. Although 

the misfit between the measured and the calculated arrivals is arguably high, tracing these 

phases in the top layer provided the most acceptable result based on the number of traceable 

picks and the normalised chi squared value. The misfit may be indicative of oversimplifying 

the source of the phases. This could be explained by the presence of a thin, higher velocity 

sedimentary unit as proposed by Davey (2010). An additional sedimentary layer was not 

investigated in the WhataDUSIE RAYINVR model due to the small number of travel time picks 

observed for these phases.  

A 3D first arrival travel time tomography model was independently created by our 

research team and reported separately (Lay et al., 2016). This model combined the Whataroa98 

and WhataDUSIE datasets (Figure 5.13). The velocity model presented in Figure 5.13 overlaps 

with the WhataDUSIE RAYINVR model. Velocities at the subsurface show ~2300 – 2500 m/s. 

They interpreted a low velocity zone between depths of 800 and 2000 m, where seismic 

velocities are 4.2 – 4.5 km/s. Ray-theoretical travel time inverse modelling (RAYINVR) 

presented this thesis confirms these velocities in the overlapping area at the appropriate depth; 

however, the RAYINVR modelling could not reveal the higher velocity zone at the top part of 

the basement rocks as presented by Lay et al., (2016). The surface of the basement rocks 

modelled by Lay et al., (2016) is projected onto the RAYINVR model in Figure 5.14. The first 

shot and receiver of the WhataDUSIE data are located at 2 km in the model, thus the first break 

tomography model combining the Whataroa98 and WhataDUSIE datasets provides reliable 

information on the depth of the basement rocks over the first 2 km of the velocity model on the 

NW side. Thus, the RAYINVR model is possible, less accurate than the first break tomography 

model in this region. A significant difference in the depth of the basement rocks can be seen at 

~3 km distance in the models. The shape of the interface created by RAYINVR modelling was 

adjusted by ~50 m using strong reflections on the depth converted migration (indicated in 

yellow in Figure 5.14), but the difference between the two models is still significant. None of 
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the travel times of the reflected waves (E2) and headwaves (e.g., E3) or the inverse modelling 

point to error in the RAYINVR model, therefore an explanation for the difference is not well 

constrained. Only minor differences can be seen between the two models at the SE end of the 

profile.  

 
Figure 5.12: Whataroa 98 velocity model created by Davey (2010) using first break refraction ray tracing.  

Travel time picks of phases E21 – E25 were traced arriving from dipping reflectors 

extending in a ~ 600 m wide zone at depths of 600 – 2500 m (Figure 5.14), while E17 and E20 

differ from these phases by being distributed over a ~1000 m wide zone (E17) or accumulated 

into one single reflector (E20). Phase E21 – E24 reflectors are dipping SE at an average of ~40 

– 42°, while phases E17 and E20 correspond to more shallow dipping reflectors at around 16° 

SE. The modelling did not provide strong evidence for a single reflector that can be interpreted 

to be the Alpine Fault. Strong signals from the Alpine Fault may not be visible due to contrast 

between basement rocks on either side of the fault having similar velocities. However, the fault 

zone has the potential to generate reflections as discussed in the next paragraphs.  

Seismic velocities were reduced by 0.2 – 0.3 km/s in the Pacific Plate near to the Alpine 

Fault in the SIGHT Transect velocity model (van Avendonk et al., 2004) possibly generated by 

the high strain and fluids. The fault zone should experience high attenuation (Smith, 1999, Stern 

et al., 2001, Eberhart-Phillips and Bannister, 2002, Davey et al., 2007, Stern et al., 2007) and 

high electrical conductivity (Wannamaker et al., 2002). The presence of a 1 – 12 m thick, 

impermeable and frictionally weak fault core has been suggested by Norris and Toy (2014) 

within a ~100 – 240 m wide damage zone with varying physical chemical and hydrological 

properties (Barth et al., 2013). The DFDP-1 boreholes revealed a roughly. 50 m wide alternation 

zone of cataclasite and mylonite near the fault (Sutherland at al., 2012). Observations of the 

borehole data also suggested that fluid migration effects are strongly related to the fault. A 20 

– 30 m thick fault core has been described by Toy (Toy, 2015) containing a < 50 cm thick 

principal slip zone. Wireline logging of the DFDP-1 boreholes (Townend et al., 2013) revealed 

that the P-wave velocities can be reduced by 1000 m/s. Such velocity decrease has been 

confirmed by sample analyses reported by Carpenter(Carpenter et al., 2014). Their 
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measurements indicate a 2500 m/s P-wave velocity in the principal slip zone, compared to 3300 

m/s in the cataclasite. Low S-wave velocities connected to the fault zone have been observed 

by Eccles (Eccles et al., 2015). In Whataroa, the DFDP-2 borehole temperature measurements, 

gas chemistry, fracture orientation, density data and the known hot springs at the neighbouring 

area indicate that the damage zone of the Alpine Fault likely extends several hundred metres 

from the principal slip zone (Townend et al., 2017). Observations from the DFDP-2 borehole 

also suggest that the hydrogeologically active zone of the Alpine Fault is possibly wider that 

most models indicate.  

 
Figure 5.13: Velocity model created by first break travel time tomography combining Whataroa98 and the 
WhataDUSIE datasets based on Lay et al., (2016). The trajectory of the DFDP-2 borehole is indicated at x=3 km. 
The location of the WhataDUSIE receivers are marked in by grey at the surface.  

 
Figure 5.14: Velocity model developed using ray theoretical travel time inversion on the WhataDUSIE dataset. Large 
velocity contrasts indicate the interface between the sedimentary units and the basement rocks. The surface of the 
basement rocks modelled by Lay et al., (2016) is indicated in black. The re-justification of the basement rocks 
surface combining the depth converted migration stack with the RAYINVR velocity model is marked in yellow. The 
true trajectory of DFDP-2 is marked at x=3.3 km. The estimated surface location of the Alpine Fault based on 
geological mapping (Cox and Barrel, 2007) is indicated by a star marker at x=2.5 km.  
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The model also proposes that the damage zone contains an inner damage zone, which has 

been predominantly affected by rupture processes and an outer damage zone constrained by 

fractures where shaking induced slips occurred.  

Direct observations of the gamma ray and deep resistivity measurements in the DFDP-

2B borehole indicate a systematic downward increase, which suggest that the hanging-wall 

rocks at the borehole are petrophysically and lithologically homogeneous. A significant change 

in the geothermal gradient was observed at a depth of ~733 m and near to this depth the principal 

component analysis (correlation matrix was formed of gamma ray, deep resistivity, 

deep/shallow resistivity and shear-wave velocity measurements) also shows abrupt changes. 

All dipping reflectors modelled in the WhataDUSE dataset resulted in a depth greater than 

733 m, thus direct correlation between dipping reflectors and the wire line log data is not 

possible at this stage. Only in the upper part of the bedrock (200-400 m depth) were modelled 

by RAYINVR; thus the model (Figure 5.14) cannot be directly correlated to any anomalies 

observed in the DFDP-2B borehole logging at 733 m.  

Lay et al., (2016) applied Kirchhoff pre-stack depth migration and Fresnel volume 

migration technique on every single shot gather in the WhataDUSIE dataset to investigate the 

high and low reflectivity regions in the study area. Several reflectors have been imaged; 

however, the most reflective area and thus the main Alpine Fault reflector (referred as MAFR 

from this point) was interpreted at a depth ~1500 – 2200 m deep, dipping SE at ~48°. Floating 

reflectors modelled by ray theoretical travel time inversion technique are presented in Figure 

5.14 which also projects reflectors modelled by Lay et al., (2016). The deepest section of the 

phase E23 reflectors overlap with the MAFR. Steeply dipping reflectors corresponding to 

phases E21 – E24 are parallel – subparallel to the MAFR located in the same part of the velocity 

model. The damage zone described by Lay et al., (2016) contains several parallel to subparallel 

reflectors that overlap with floating reflectors modelled by RAYINVR. These reflectors can be 

seen e.g., a shallow dipping reflector overlapping with E22 reflectors, a less reflective zone 

overlapping with phase E24 reflectors, a horizontal-conjugate reflector that runs near E25 

reflectors, some E17 reflectors that run parallel to a less reflective zone.  The RAYINVR 

modelling allows the modeller to investigate reflectors on individual shot gathers; however, 

neighbouring shot gathers were stacked together to create stronger signals for the reflective 

areas in Lay et al., (2016). Thus, some of the reflector and probably the MAFR can be correlated 

to E22 – E25 reflectors.  

The horizontal or near-horizontal floating reflectors modelled by RAINVR possibly 

suffer from migration effects. Thus, corresponding travel time picks may be arriving from a 

deeper and likely much steeper reflector. Previous geophysical investigations of the boreholes 

from DFDP-1 and-2 (Townend et al., 2013, Carpenter et al., 2014., Townend et al., 2017), and 
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geological analysis (Toy et al., 2015, Sutherland et al., 2012) detailed in the previous paragraph, 

indicate a zone of changing physical properties and P-wave velocities (Carpenter et al., 2014), 

which can potentially generate weak reflections in the seismic data. Weak reflection data has 

been modelled by RAYINVR to reveal a roughly 600 m wide zone of reflective surfaces 

(Phases E21 – 25).  

Distinctive reflections can be observed on shot gathers for phases E17 and E20. These 

events were initially interpreted to arrive from a layer boundary or out of plane. However, 

inverse modelling revealed that the sources of these signals are probably dipping reflectors. Lay 

at al., (2016) described a conjugated fault dipping opposite to the MAFR that correlates with 

phase E17 reflections. The surface where these strong signals originated is probably located in 

the upper section of the Whataroa Valley (to the SE) likely dipping and/or striking oblique to 

the WhataDUSIE profile. Therefore, 2D imaging techniques are simply not able to produce one 

single reflector corresponding to this phase. Reflection patterns of phase E17 gradually change 

shot by shot, even though the identification and correlation of the phase was clear during travel 

time picking. Both phases E17 and E20 have stronger signals than E21-E25 on shot gathers. 

This phenomenon suggests that the reflective surface must be a geologically and/or 

geophysically significant feature. These observations also applied to phase E20, excluding the 

strike of the reflective surface. The fact that travel time picks were traced on one single reflector 

indicate that the surface is likely positioned parallel or oblique to the WhataDUSIE seismic 

profile. Reflectors for phases E17 and E20 may have been related to the outer damage zone 

described by Townend (Townend et al., 2017). The outer damage zone likely has fractures, 

which may drive the slips occurring during Alpine Fault ruptures. They also suggest that slips 

probably occur on pre-existing topographically and tectonically stressed fractures. However, 

fractures in the outer damage zone may not accumulate a series of strongly distinguishable 

geophysical features, and therefore they may not be able to generate strong, continuous seismic 

signals like E17 and E20.  

The concept of serial partitioning was introduced by Norris and Cooper (1995) in the 

central section of the Alpine Fault. According to geological mapping (e.g., Cox and Barrell, 

2007) a strike-slip segment of the Alpine Fault is located on the true left side of the Whataroa 

Valley, while a thrust segment can be seen on the right. Serial partitioning with multiple parallel 

fault strike-slip fault strands have been interpreted using LiDAR data by Barth et al., (2012) 

based on the observations of a series of fault segments, each a few hundred metres long, in the 

neighbouring hills and mountains. Thus, several dipping reflectors appearing in seismic data 

could indicate not only a wide damage zone, but may represent a zone of complex 3D structure 

where a strike-slip segment is transitioning into the a thrust segment of the fault or very complex 
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parallel partitioning at the basement rocks, which is not possible to accurately image in a 2D 

seismic profile.  
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions 

Seismic and gravity profile of the Haast and Turnbull valleys 

The interpretations made of the Haast and Turnbull seismic reflection lines have 

improved our understanding of the Holocene rupture history of the Alpine Fault where it cuts 

across the post-glacial sedimentary units of the Haast coastal plain. In particular, the data show 

that the rupture patterns at depth are more complex than might be imagined by the well-mapped 

surface scarp from the most recent Alpine Fault earthquakes.  

The seismic images, supported by gravity models, constrain the depth of the glacially 

scoured basement rocks in the area to be as much as 700 m below sea level. Assuming that this 

basin was last filled by ice at the LGM, the sedimentary units here will have accumulated since 

ca. 17 ka. At least seven regionally identifiable sequences can be interpreted. The lowermost 

units would have been deposited in either a submarine or a lacustrine environment, dependant 

on whether sedimentation occurred in a fjord or glacial lake. Shallower units would have been 

deposited either as shallow marine units or, above sea level, as fluvio-glacial gravels, similar to 

the deposits found in the present-day coastal plain. 

Assuming uplift rates on the Alpine Fault of 2-3 mm/yr, the expected vertical throw on 

the Alpine Fault since 17 ka should be 34-51 m. Such an offset cannot be identified on any 

single fault imaged by the seismic lines. Instead, multiple strands of the fault have been 

identified to cut through the Holocene sedimentary units, dipping between 53° and 74° SE, and 

extending over a zone that is about 1.1 km wide. The total offset measured on the faults (39 m 

on the Haast profile and 33 m on the Turnbull profile) is consistent with the expected throw. 

The vertical extent of the four identified strands, suggests local migration of the active strand 

of the fault through the Holocene. 

WhataDUSIE seismic profiling of the Whataroa Valley 

High-resolution seismic data in the Whataroa Valley provided detailed information of the 

velocity field in the top 3 km of the crust and characterise the surface of the basement rocks 

eroded by glacial processes, which has been filled up by post-glacial sediments. Combining the 

RAYINVR technique with conventional CMP stacking produced better constrained 

interpretation of the sediment-basement contact and the presence of possible out-of-plane 

reflections. 

The Whataroa Valley was filled and excavated by ice during the last glacial period. Five 

sedimentary sequences have been interpreted within the ~200-400 m deep glaciated valley 
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floor. Seismic stratigraphy reveals that the frontal part of the valley (within the coastal region) 

was likely opened to the Tasman Sea following glacial retreat, while the back part of the valley 

(to the SE) was possibly a separated basin, with deposits deriving from the mountains to the 

SE. Dip and the internal structure of the sequences suggest that the rising sea level may have 

partly flooded the back basins, however, rapid deposition of glacial – post-glacial sediments led 

to the accumulation of thick sedimentary units to the SE. When sea level stabilised at the 

present-day level, fluvial sediments became dominant and filled the valley to sea level (and 

above) as observed today. Offsets created by tectonic processes have not been observed in 

seismically imaged sedimentary sequences due to the quality and extent of the data.  

RAYINVR provided evidence of the large number of out-of-plane reflections (and 

possibly refractions) in shot gathers, which also appear in the CMP stacks. Inverse modelling 

helped to identify these features in both unmigrated and depth-converted migrated stacks. Weak 

asymmetric reflections were traced on shot gathers and then modelled to reflect from interfaces 

dipping ~40 – 42° SE. These reflectors were modelled for five different phases, extending 

through a ~600-m-wide zone, and likely arriving from the damage zone associated with the 

Alpine Fault, where strong hydrothermal processes (accompanied by high fluid pressures) 

accompany a region of mineral and rock alternation at and near the fault zone. Two additional 

phases were modelled against dipping reflectors distributed in a ~1000-m-wide area at the SE 

end of the transect. These reflectors dip close to horizontal or with a shallow angle that is 

generally to the SE. These reflectors may represent an outer damage zone; further investigation 

is needed to determine a more constrained interpretation of the phases. The wide zone of 

dipping reflectors and their variability from shot to shot suggests that most of the interfaces dip 

obliquely to the seismic profile, thus imaging their exact location in 2D is not possible. The 

observations and interpretations made here are consistent with a complex interpretation of the 

3D tectonic setting, where a strike-slip segment of the Alpine Fault transitions into an oblique 

thrust. The modelled reflectors also support a wider damage zone as has been described in 

recent geological and geophysical research in the area.  

Logistical and technical aspects of controlled-source seismic investigations and 

recommendations for future surveys 

The topographic settings of the areas surveyed in South Westland (Haast and Turnbull) differ 

from those found in Central Westland (Whataroa Valley). Seismic profiles were collected on 

the coastal plain adjacent to the Southern Alps at Haast and Turnbull, whereas the WhataDUSIE 

seismic profile was recorded within the glacially carved Whataroa Valley. Many of the 

difference visible in the seismic images may possibly be caused by the different tectonic settings 
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at the southern and central sections of the Alpine Fault (Figure 6.1). The fault exhibits mainly 

strike-slip motions in the vicinity of the Haast and Turnbull rivers, while the fault alternated 

between strike-slip and thrust segments in the Whataroa Valley region resulting in a more 

complex structural evolution. This transition in type of displacement also creates challenges for 

2D seismic imaging. The position of the 1717 surface scarp of the Alpine Fault is known for 

both the Haast and Turnbull profiles, which provided a surface control point to guide the seismic 

interpretation. The fault does not have surface scarp at the Whataroa Valley.  

  
Figure 6.1: Location of the high-resolution seismic profiles presented in the thesis.  

150 g Pentex charges were used as the source for the Haast and the Turnbull seismic 

profiles deployed in ~50 cm deep holes drilled by a mechanical spiral drill, whereas 200 g 

Pentex charges were placed in 140 – 200 cm deep holes in Whataroa. The flat topographic relief 

and regularly maintained farm conditions allowed the use of regular shot and geophone 

spacings for the Haast and Turnbull profiles. In contrast, the WhataDUSIE line contains several 

gaps of up to ~300 m due to the crossing State Highway 6, an access road, the Whataroa River 

and several small creeks. Despite the challenging environment, the general orientation of the 

WhataDUSIE profile runs along a straight line from NW to SE with only a minor deviation for 

a forest block where the shots and receivers were deployed at a distance from each other 

(referred as the “loop”) to avoiding damaging native forest. 

The technical and the topographic differences affected the data quality and seismic 

processing. These differences and their positive and negative effects can be used to helping the 

design of future geophysical investigations along the West Coast of New Zealand. The regular 

shot-receiver spacing enabled the establishment of constant CMP fold in the middle of the 

seismic profiles along the Haast and Turnbull rivers, resulting in a reliable NMO model for 
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stacking the seismic data. CMP fold varied along the WhataDUSIE seismic profile, which made 

velocity picking difficult in places along the profile, and consequently influenced the quality of 

the stacks. The larger seismic source (stronger explosives in deeper holes) resulted in stronger 

arrivals on shot gathers along the WhataDUSIE profile; however, using large sources may not 

be ideal in a narrow valley due to out-of-plane signals. There may have been more “blow outs” 

on the WhataDUSIE survey due to charge size and ground conditions. That could have had an 

effect on source-energy- and noise (airwave and ground roll).  

The quality of the seismic stack could possibly be improved by using larger shot sources 

(deploying shots in deeper hole and/or using more explosives) on the coastal plain area, which 

could lead more accurate imaging of the sedimentary basin. Closely spaced shots and receivers 

provided high-resolution data at Haast and Turnbull. Extending such a survey to a larger area 

could significantly improve our understanding of the glacial-post glacial sedimentary and 

tectonic history, along with the interaction of tectonic, glacial and sedimentary forces that have 

shaped the environment here.  

The WhataDUSIE seismic survey was a unique, pioneering work, which successfully 

imaged a complex tectonic setting with a dynamic sedimentation history. Recording reflections 

that arrive from the top ~3 km of the Earth’s crust can be only achieved with high-energy shot 

sources. Despite the logistical challenges that the WhataDUSIE project had to face, a less 

logistically intense approach in other areas could still produce efficient results. That said, 

regular shot and receiver spacings were not possible at the valley in the scale of the 

WhataDUSIE survey (5 - 6 km in length). Additional seismic surveys with a similar scale to 

WhataDUSIE profile could help to constrain the 3D geometry and tectonic setting of the valley. 

With additional data, the strikes and dips of dipping reflectors could be better constrained than 

what is possible with a single 2D profile. Source design may play a role in the strength of 

recorded strong out-of-plane signals in shot records, so the characteristics of the ideal source 

for such investigations need to be considered in any future work. Ultimately, future seismic 

surveying may lead to the generation of 3D surface models of the basement rocks. Combining 

RAYINVR modelling with conventional CMP reflection images is a complement any approach 

that should be continued in the future.  

Smaller sources such as hammers or a weight drop provide an appropriate and useful 

mechanism to investigate the sedimentary history of post-glacial strata and create a detailed 

sub-surface model of the basement rock surface.  

High-resolution seismic investigations are lacking along the Alpine Fault. Prior to the 

study presented in this thesis, only the northern section of the Alpine Fault had been surveyed 

by such a technique. Three new high-resolution seismic profiles therefore have pioneered the 
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method along the central and southern sections of the fault. As presented here, this method has 

huge potential to image the tectonic settings of the Alpine Fault at depth, the relations between 

the basement rocks and the overlying sedimentary units and investigations of the paleo-

environment. Future seismic investigations must carefully consider the positioning of data 

transects as results will depend on the chosen data collection sites. Based on the interpretation 

of all high-resolution seismic profiles recorded along the Alpine Fault the following seven 

points may aid in the outcomes of future investigations. (1) Deep (>500 m) sedimentary basins 

are more likely at the southern section where the fault is running on the coastal plain 

accumulating marine and terrestrial sediments, while (2) much shallower basins are probably 

more typical at the central and the northern sections containing mainly terrestrial deposits. (3) 

High-resolution profiles will likely image the fault related displacement via discontinuity in the 

bedrock surface and sedimentary units at the southern and northern (as seismic surveys briefly 

summarised at Calf Paddock and Inchbonnie in Chapter 1.4) sections of the Alpine Fault. (4) 

In the central section, the Alpine Fault will probably not produce strong signals on the seismic 

data, and possibly will not be present even in the sedimentary units (it may depend on the 

location). (5) 2D seismic surveys will probably provide new insight into the Alpine Fault 

architecture at the southern section, where strike-slip motion dominates. However, previous 

seismic experiments at Calf Paddock and Inchbonnie suggest that 3D surveys or several 2D 

profiles near to each other can lead to a better constrained interpretation of the paleo-

environment and fault architecture. (6) 3D seismic investigations are likely to produce better 

results at the central section due to the complex 3D structure of the fault. (7) Imaging pure 

strike-slip or pure thrust segments of the Alpine Fault could possibly produce a better 

understanding of fault architecture, thus it should be considered in any future Alpine Fault 

research.  
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Appendix A  

Supplementary documents for Chapter 2. 

Appendix A1 Supplementary document for seismic data processing at 

Haast  

Part A 

Series of time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening filters were tested during post-stack 

processing. During these tests different frequencies were filtered in a particular time window. 

Table A1.1: summarises parameters of the time windows including frequencies of the band pass 

filters (BP). 

Table A1.1: Parameters of the time window and the BP frequencies for time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening 
applied on shot gathers. 

Start of time window (ms) End of time window (ms) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

0 100 5 15 100 140 

150 250 5 15 90 130 

500 1000 5 15 80 110 

1500 4000 5 15 70 100 

0 100 10 20 160 180 

150 250 10 20 140 160 

500 1000 10 20 120 140 

1500 4000 10 20 100 120 

0 100 15 30 160 180 

150 250 15 30 140 160 

500 1000 15 30 120 140 

1500 4000 15 30 100 120 

0 100 30 60 160 180 

150 250 30 60 140 160 

500 1000 18 35 120 140 

1500 4000 18 35 100 120 

0 100 20 40 160 180 

150 250 20 40 140 160 

500 1000 20 40 120 140 

1500 4000 20 40 100 120 

 

F1, F2, F3, F4 columns correspond to the “corners” of the BP filter. Shot records were 

filtered by different frequency bands in four different time window. Double lines in the table 

represent a new set of test with different frequencies in the same time window. The most 

acceptable result was given by the tests circled with a red frame.  

Part B 

A simple BP filter with different frequency values were tested for each selected shot 

gathers. Some frequency bands filtered a particular part of the shot records effectively. The time 

window and the corresponding BP frequencies were noted and summarised in a text file used 
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for time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening. Table A1.2 summarises the tested frequencies, 

and the time window with the most appropriate frequency bands specified for the selected 

records can be found in Table A1.3. 

Table A1.2: BP frequencies tested on selected 20 shot gathers along Haast profile. 

Filter type F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) Time window (ms) 

BP 5 10 110 120 2000 

BP 10 15 110 120 2000 

BP 15 20 110 120 2000 

BP 20 25 110 120 2000 

BP 25 30 110 120 2000 

BP 30 35 110 120 2000 

BP 35 40 110 120 2000 

BP 40 45 110 120 2000 

BP 45 50 110 120 2000 

BP 50 55 110 120 2000 

BP 55 60 110 120 2000 

BP 60 65 110 120 2000 

BP 65 70 110 120 2000 

 

Table A1.3: Time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening applied on selected shot gathers. Time window and BP 
frequencies are listed for each records.  

Shot Number Start of time window (ms) End of time window (ms) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

896 

0 250 50 55 110 120 

250 1500 30 35 110 120 

1500 2000 25 30 110 120 

2000 4000 20 25 110 120 

912 

0 200 40 45 110 120 

200 1000 35 40 110 120 

1000 4000 25 30 110 120 

928 

0 600 40 45 110 120 

600 1000 35 40 110 120 

1000 4000 30 35 110 120 

944 

0 200 50 55 110 120 

200 600 45 50 110 120 

600 1500 35 40 110 120 

1500 4000 30 35 110 120 

960 

0 200 60 65 110 120 

200 800 45 50 110 120 

800 1500 35 40 110 120 

1500 4000 30 35 110 120 

976 

0 200 50 55 110 120 

200 800 40 45 110 120 

800 1500 30 35 110 120 

1500 4000 25 30 110 120 

992 

0 300 35 40 110 120 

300 1500 30 35 110 120 

1500 4000 25 30 110 120 

1008 

0 300 40 45 110 120 

300 1300 35 40 110 120 

1300 2700 30 35 110 120 

2700 4000 25 30 110 120 

1026 

0 500 40 45 110 120 

500 1500 35 40 110 120 

1500 4000 30 35 110 120 

1038 
0 500 30 35 110 120 

500 1300 25 30 110 120 
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Shot Number Start of time window (ms) End of time window (ms) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

1300 2700 20 25 110 120 

2700 4000 15 20 110 120 

1054 

0 500 35 40 110 120 

500 1500 30 35 110 120 

1500 4000 25 30 110 120 

1070 

0 750 35 40 110 120 

750 1200 25 30 110 120 

1200 1500 60 65 110 120 

1500 4000 20 25 110 120 

1090 

0 500 40 45 110 120 

500 1500 20 25 110 120 

1500 4000 15 20 110 120 

1102 

0 270 35 40 110 120 

270 550 30 35 110 120 

550 1500 20 25 110 120 

1500 4000 15 20 110 120 

1120 

0 200 40 45 110 120 

200 700 25 30 110 120 

700 2100 20 25 110 120 

2100 4000 15 20 110 120 

1136 

0 250 45 50 110 120 

250 1500 35 40 110 120 

1500 4000 30 35 110 120 

1152 

0 250 40 45 110 120 

250 600 35 40 110 120 

600 1500 30 35 110 120 

1500 4000 25 30 110 120 

1168 

0 350 35 40 110 120 

350 1500 30 35 110 120 

1500 4000 25 30 110 120 

1184 

0 400 35 40 110 120 

400 2000 30 35 110 120 

2000 4000 25 30 110 120 

1200 

0 2000 30 35 110 120 

2000 2500 25 30 110 120 

2500 4000 20 25 110 120 

1212 

0 1000 25 30 110 120 

1000 2000 20 25 110 120 

2000 4000 15 20 110 120 

 

Figure A1.1 and Figure A1.2 present the same shot record before and after the “custom 

made” time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening filter was applied on the seismic data. 
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Figure A1.1: Shot 912 before the application of the specified time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening. 

 

Figure A1.2: Shot 912 with a specified time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening filter.  
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Appendix A2 Supplementary document for seismic data processing at 

Turnbull  

Part A 

Series of time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening filters were tested during post-stack 

processing. Different BP frequencies were filtered in different time window of a shot record. 

These parameters were applied to the seismic data by interpolating parameter values between 

shots. Table A2.1 summarises the frequencies and the time window of the filter.  

Table A2.1: Parameters of time window and BP frequencies for time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening applied 
on shot gathers. 

Start of time window (ms) End of time window (ms) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

0 100 10 15 100 140 

150 250 10 15 90 130 

500 1000 10 15 80 110 

1500 4000 10 15 70 100 

0 200 69 65 100 110 

250 750 30 35 100 110 

750 2500 20 25 100 110 

2500 4000 15 20 100 110 

0 500 55 60 100 110 

750 2500 30 35 100 110 

 

F1, F2, F3, F4 columns correspond to the “corners” of BP filter. Shot records were filtered 

by different frequency bands in four different time window. Double lines in the table represent 

a new test with different frequencies in the same time window. The most acceptable result was 

produced by the second tests circled with a red frame.  

Part B 

A simple BP filter with different frequency values were tested for each selected shot 

gathers. Some frequency bands filtered a particular part of the shot records effectively. The time 

window with the corresponding filtered frequencies were noted and summarised in a txt file 

used for time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening. Table A2.2 summarises the tested 

frequencies, and the time window with the most appropriate frequency bands specialised for 

shots can be found in  

Table A2.3.  

Table A2.2: BP frequencies tested on 21 shot gathers along Turnbull profile. 

Filter type F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) Time window (ms) 

BP 5 10 110 120 2000 

BP 10 15 110 120 2000 

BP 15 20 110 120 2000 

BP 20 25 110 120 2000 

BP 25 30 110 120 2000 

BP 30 35 110 120 2000 

BP 35 40 110 120 2000 

BP 40 45 110 120 2000 

BP 45 50 110 120 2000 

BP 50 55 110 120 2000 

BP 55 60 110 120 2000 

BP 60 65 110 120 2000 
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Table A2.3: Time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening applied on selected shot gathers. Time window and BP 
frequencies are listed for each records. 

Shot Number Start of time window (ms) End of time window (ms) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

147 
0 1500 20 25 100 110 

1500 4000 15 20 100 110 

150 

0 600 40 45 100 110 

600 1500 30 35 100 110 

1500 2700 20 25 100 110 

2700 4000 15 20 100 110 

159 

0 600 25 30 100 110 

600 1500 20 25 100 110 

1500 2700 15 20 100 110 

174 

0 300 30 35 100 110 

600 1300 25 20 100 110 

2300 2700 20 25 100 110 

2700 4000 15 20 100 110 

188 

0 600 45 50 100 110 

600 1500 35 40 100 110 

1500 2700 25 30 100 110 

2700 4000 20 25 100 110 

196 
0 2000 30 35 100 110 

2000 4000 20 25 100 110 

205 
0 1800 35 40 100 110 

1800 4000 25 30 100 110 

213 

0 250 45 50 100 110 

250 500 40 45 100 110 

500 1000 25 30 100 110 

1000 4000 20 25 100 110 

218 

0 1000 30 35 100 110 

1000 2700 25 30 100 110 

2700 4000 20 25 100 110 

225 

0 500 40 45 100 110 

500 1500 35 40 100 110 

1500 2500 30 35 100 110 

2500 4000 25 30 100 110 

239 

0 600 50 55 100 110 

600 1500 35 40 100 110 

1500 2500 30 35 100 110 

2500 4000 25 30 100 110 

246 
0 750 30 35 100 110 

750 4000 25 30 100 110 

250 

0 350 40 45 100 110 

350 1500 30 35 100 110 

1500 4000 25 30 100 110 

255 

0 300 50 55 100 110 

300 900 30 35 100 110 

900 2500 25 30 100 110 

2500 4000 20 25 100 110 

262 

0 250 35 40 100 110 

250 900 25 30 100 110 

900 4000 20 25 100 110 

270 
0 1100 25 30 100 110 

1100 4000 20 25 100 110 

276 

0 350 25 30 100 110 

350 1000 20 25 100 110 

1000 4000 15 20 100 110 
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Shot Number Start of time window (ms) End of time window (ms) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

286 

0 350 30 35 100 110 

350 1000 20 25 100 110 

1000 4000 15 20 100 110 

288 

0 350 20 25 100 110 

350 1000 15 20 100 110 

1000 4000 10 15 100 110 

297 
0 1000 15 20 100 110 

1000 4000 10 15 100 110 

306 
0 800 15 20 100 110 

800 4000 10 15 100 110 

 

Appendix A3 Supplementary documentary of gravity modelling at 

Haast and Turnbull River 

Part A: Haast gravity modelling 

Simple, two-layer models have been created. The maximum depth of the contact surface 

is set to 700 m, while the density contrast between the two different geological units vary 

between -0.40 and -1.1 g/cm3. Each model is presented in Figure A3.1. The density contrast is 

indicated in the bottom right corner of the graphs. Measure data is marked by blue circles, 

whereas the calculated values are indicated with red.  
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Figure A3.1: Gravity models of the Haast profile using different density contrast.  
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Part B: Turnbull gravity modelling 

Gravity models created for Turnbull profile is presented in Figure A3.2. A simple two-

layer model was created with varying density contrast between the two geological units. The 

depth of the contact surface is set to 700 m for each model, density contrasts vary between -

0.40 and -1.1 g/cm3. In Figure A3.2 blue circles indicate the measured data, whereas the 

calculated values are marked with red. Density contrast is labelled at the top right corner of 

each graph.  
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Figure A3.2: Gravity models created for Turnbull profile.  
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Appendix A4 Supplementary document of geological models based 

on gravity modelling at Haast and Turnbull rivers 

Part A: Geological models at Haast 

In Figure A4.1 a simple two-layer geological models are presented. The maximum depth 

of each starting model was set to 300 m below sea level. Density contrast of the two geological 

different unit varies between -0.40 and -1.1 g/cm3. The density contrast is highlighted on each 

geology model at the bottom right corner. 
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Figure A4.1: Surface model of the Haast profile. 

Part B: Geological models at Turnbull 

Geological models were created by gravity modelling process and presented in Figure 

A4.2. Each model contains two layers, the maximum depth of the contact surface is set to 300 

m below sea level for each starting model. The density contrast varies between -0.40 and -

1.1 g/cm3. Density contrasts are indicated on each model at the top right corner.  
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Figure A4.2: Surface model of the Turnbull profile. 
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Appendix B  

Supplementary documents for Chapter 3 

Appendix B1 Field work summary of the WhataDUSIE project 

Location and experiments of WhataDUSIE project 

 
Figure B1.1: Geological map of the central part of West Coast of New Zealand. During the WhataDUSIE geophysical 
data was collected at Gaunt Creek and in the Whataroa Valley. 
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The Whataroa Detailed University Seismic Imaging Experiment (WhataDUSIE) applied 

four different geophysical surveying techniques aimed at shallow crustal depth (upper 1-3 km 

of the Earth’s crust) to characterize the geometry the Alpine Fault, New Zealand. A small 3D, 

a 2D seismic and a gravity surveys were carried out in the Whataroa Valley and two 2D seismic 

acquisition along Gaunt Creek, a tributary of the Waitangi-taona River, both in the central, 

high-uplift portion of the Alpine Fault (Figure B1.1).  

Although the topography and lush rainforest vegetation sometimes limited the capability 

for seismic and gravity data collecting, the weather is another major parameter for any kind of 

field work on the West Coast of New Zealand. During 23 days of acquisition in January – 

February, 2011, there was remarkably sunny and calm weather with only a few rainy days 

(mainly at the very end of the WhataDUSIE project). The weather conditions were acceptable 

for the seismic and gravity surveying. 

Gaunt Creek 2D seismic surveying  

The Alpine Fault outcrops in the cliff to the south of Gaunt Creek in a well-studied 

exposure. Here mylonitic units of the hanging wall, exhumed from depths of up to 35 km, 

overlie young gravel sequences at the surface. Clay rich fault rocks, cataclasite and fault gouge, 

occur at the fault zone. During the WhataDUSIE project, the Deep Fault Drilling Project was 

performing the first phase of drilling (DFDP-1), completing two shallow boreholes, 101 m and 

152 m in depth, across the Alpine Fault through the river terraces in the floor of the Gaunt Creek 

valley. High quality cores were obtained for further geophysical and geological studies. 

Fractured mylonites and the formation of fault rock indicate a long period of strain localisation 

with earthquakes as large as Mw = 8 occurring on this fault. The DFDP-1 boreholes have been 

instrumented and will be incorporated into New Zealand’s national monitoring network, 

GeoNet, enhancing the ability to record small earthquakes in the region.  

Two 2D seismic profiles were created across the DFDP-1 boreholes imaging the 

structures and sediments at shallow depth (upper 500 m) on the hanging wall (Figure B1.2). 

Surveys were commenced out after the road into the drill sites was built, but before the arrival 

of the drilling rig. WhataDUSIE Gaunt Creek 1 profile (referred as GC1 in the followings) was 

largely along the newly made road and crossed the pad where DFDP-1A would later be drilled 

while WhataDUSIE Gaunt Creek 2 profile (referred as GC2 later) ran parallel to the river and 

crossed the DFDP-1B drilling pad. GC2 profile is largely co-incident with a GPR transect 

collected by Greg de Pascale from the University of Canterbury the previous year. Some noise 

was present on site during this survey from a digger clearing a terrace edge on the northern side 
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of the Gaunt Creek valley to expose the Alpine Fault trace for a paleoseismic study by Rob 

Langridge, GNS Science. The noise lead to the repetition of the data collection for GC1.  

 

 

Figure B1.2: Geological map of Gaunt Creek area. Two seismic profile (GC1 and GC2) crossed the DFDP-1A and 
DFDP-1B boreholes. Location of the receivers is indicated with green circles.  

Freiberg University seismic gear were used during the seismic data collection, with four 

24 channel Geode systems (a total of 96 channels), using 10 Hz geophones, deployed on each 

profile and. The 96 geophones were deployed every 4 m and both seismic lines extended 380 

m long. Data were collected with a sampling rate of 1 ms (i.e. 1000 Hz) giving a Nyquist 

frequency of 500 Hz. The shot points were every 2 m. A sledge hammer was used as the seismic 

source but a steel plate was in a later shipment from Dunedin so boulders were struck to generate 

the seismic energy. Sufficient energy was observed across the array but the source signature 
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would be expected to be less consistent for this survey than for those done later with the steel 

plate. Five blows were made at every shot location and stacked in the field to give a higher 

signal-to-noise ratio for the later seismic processing. This surveying provides very high-

resolution seismic data; however the source is unlikely to be strong enough to penetrate into 

great depth. Beneath the river terrace, with gravels <100 m thickness (8 and 20 m at DFDP-1A 

and 1B respectively) the hanging wall mylonites are expected to be juxtaposed first against 

older gravels and deeper against the continental basement rocks of the Australian Plate  

Whataroa 3D seismic surveying  

 

Figure B1.3: Geological map of the Whataroa Valley and the location of the receivers for the 3D seismic survey. 

The second survey of WhataDUSIE project performed a small 3D hammer seismic 

experiment made up of four parallel seismic profiles, in the area where the Whataroa River 

emerges out onto the broad coastal plain from its steep-sided valley in the Southern Alps (Figure 
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B1.3). The profiles extend as far as possible on the Whataroa River meander crossed by State 

Highway 6. The data acquisition was undertaken by using Freiberg University 24 channel 

Geode systems (total of 768 channel) with 10 Hz geophones which were deployed every 4 m 

along all four of the profiles. Data were collected with a sampling rate of 1 ms. 3D survey 

contains two inner seismic profiles 16 m apart, flanked by two outer lines 32 m further out. A 

sledge hammer seismic source (with steel plate) was used every 8 m (next to every second 

geophone) along the inner lines. Around 50% of the ground in this survey area was wet or 

swampy. These soft ground conditions would be expected to have led to seismic attenuation in 

some areas and shot repeatability suffered as the plate was driven into the ground with the 

hammer blows. The survey was completed within three days due to slow data collection as 

recording needed to stay on hold while traffic on SH6 to pass to avoid vehicle noise. Milk 

tankers and campervans were a particular problem as they crossed the Whataroa River bridge 

(unfortunately, the spectacular view up the Whataroa Valley towards the mountains from the 

bridge led to tourist traffic slowing/stopping and increased waiting time to shoot).  

Gravity surveying  

The seismic and gravity surveying methods together can help to create a more accurate 

image the geological setting. Gravity data were collected with the University of Otago’s 

Worden Geodetic Master Gravimeter at 74 stations, every 50 m along the profile (at every 

second single shot point for the first 2.5 km section of the valley). Keeping the even 

arrangement of the gravity stations was a challenge as geophone and shot arrangement varied 

along the seismic 2D profile. Due to the topography, river meander, etc., the gravity profile has 

also a few gaps, up to 300 m wide. The surveying took one week to collect (between 27 January 

and 4 February).  

Whataroa 2D seismic surveying  

A ~5.1 km long high resolution 2D seismic data acquisition was the main focus and had 

the highest priority of the WhataDUSIE experiment. Details of the experiment, data processing 

and interpretation is presented in Chapter 3.  

GPS surveying 

The University of Otago, Geology Department’s Trimble GeoExplorer Handheld GPS 

unit was used during the WhataDUSIE project. The surveying itself was a constant part of the 

field work and took almost the entire time of the experiment due to the long distances and the 

number of the coordinates that needed to be surveyed. As part of the preparation for the 

experiment, shot point coordinates and gravity stations were determined before the holes were 
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dug. Shot and gravity station locations were established using the GPS surveying. Geophone 

coordinates for all three seismic experiments were also collected by GPS. 

During the field work, an unexpected GPS satellite configuration was observed. In every 

single day of the experiment the GPS unit was able to connect to 4-5 satellites between 9:50 

and 10:40 am, however their geometry was not acceptable for correct measurement, i.e., they 

were clustered. No GPS surveying was performed during this “blind” period. 

Schedule of WhataDUSIE project 

17 January 2011 (Monday) 

A one day workshop was held at the University of Canterbury’s Hari Hari Field Station 

involving all senior and junior proponents, who participated in WhataDUSIE and DFDP-1 

drilling projects during the term of 16 January and 8 February. Details of the seismic 

experiments’ schedule were discussed with people from DFDP-1 team. In the afternoon we 

visited the Gaunt Creek site to plan the Gaunt Creek 2D seismic experiment. The access road 

to the drilling site and the two small 2D seismic surveys was still under construction and the 

borehole locations were just flagged. 

18 January 2011 (Tuesday) 

Due to heavy rain in the morning and early afternoon all crew of WhataDUSIE project 

needed to stay at the Hari Hari Field Station. In the late afternoon after the heavy rain cleared 

out, one shot location of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile was flagged and dug for to testing 

soil conditions and digging tools. The shipment of Freiberg University seismic equipment 

arrived at Hari Hari late evening. 

19 January 2011 (Wednesday) 

Shot locations of the WhataDUSIE 2D profile were flagged between 1108 and 1135 and 

four of single holes were dug. Volunteers in the digging crew were working in two teams. 

Beginning of seismic data acquisition of WhataDUSIE Gaunt Creek 1 profile. Geophones 

were deployed along the completed access road through the site of DFDP-1A borehole. 

20 January 2011 (Thursday) 

Two digging crew completed six single holes for explosives in the Whataroa Valley. 

Data quality of the seismic experiment in Gaunt Creek was checked the previous night. 

The noise generated by the digger at the drill site was found to be too detrimental to data quality, 

thus the seismic survey needed to repeat. GPS surveying of the geophone locations for GC1 

profile was performed.  

21 January 2011 (Friday) 
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Shot locations of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile were flagged between 1146 and 

1197. Digging crew was working in two teams and completed holes for three single and three 

pattern shots. 

WhataDUSIE Gaunt Creek 2 seismic profile was recorded crossing DFDP-1B borehole. 

The profile runs parallel to the creek. 

22 January 2011 (Saturday) 

Shot locations of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile were flagged between 1020 and 

1048. These pegs were used as one of the inner profile for the WhataDUSIE 3D seismic survey. 

All digging crew joined to deploy geophones, batteries, geodes, cables for the 3D data 

acquisition. Coordinates of geophones for the 3D profiles were GPS surveyed. Shot holes for 

the WhataDUSIE 2D were not dug during the day. 

23 January 2011 (Sunday) 

Two digging teams dug holes for one pattern shot along the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic 

profile. Due to the remote location and difficult access of shot 1166 and 1170 on the right side 

of the Whataroa River meander (SE end of the profile) only these shot locations were flagged.  

WhataDUSIE 3D seismic data acquisition continued on the meander plain close to the 

Whataroa River Bridge at the NW end of the Valley. 

The entire WhataDUSIE team was reworded to a half day-off in the afternoon. Five new 

volunteers arrived to join to the WhataDUSIE crew in the evening. 

24 January 2011 (Monday) 

The five new volunteers formed a third digging team and holes for three pattern shot and 

three single shots were dug. Flagging shot locations for WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile was 

carried out from shot 1058 to shot 1102.  

The rest of the WhataDUSIE team continued collecting data for WhataDUSE 3D seismic 

survey.  

25 January 2011 (Tuesday) 

Holes for four pattern shots were dug by three digging team. 

WhataDUSIE 3D seismic survey was completed and all geophone locations were 

surveyed. 

26 January 2011 (Wednesday) 

There was heavy rain during the night and a few showers in the morning. No GPS 

surveying, hand digging or seismic experiments were undertaken. In the afternoon few shot 

holes at the NW end of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile were dug by an excavator operated 

by a local company.  
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University of Alberta seismic gear arrived at the Hari Hari Field Station. WhataDUSIE 

team started synchronizing seismic recording systems from Freiberg University, University of 

Alberta and University of Otago, all cables, geophones computers and Geodes were carefully 

checked and tested, and gear arrangement for WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile were discussed 

and planned.  

27 January 2011 (Thursday) 

All holes for shots located at the NW end of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile were 

deepened and completed by the excavator. Holes for the final two patterns shots were dug by 

the digging crew at the remote right side of the Whataroa River meander. Due to the difficult 

access to the sight, explosives were loaded by licensed personnel immediately after these 

pattern shot holes were dug and buried appropriately. The wire for electric chargers was 

protected in tubes. The firing line location on the surface was secured under a rock until needed. 

WhataDUSIE gravity data collection started at the NW end of the WhataDUSIE 2D 

seismic profile along its shot locations. During the day relative gravity value was measured 

along 19 stations (19 shot locations). 

28 January 2011 (Friday) 

Shot holes of the WhataDUSIE 2D profile were loaded in four groups. One person at each 

group held an explosive handling license. After the holes were loaded by the Pentex charger, 

the holes were carefully buried. Wire of the electric charges was protected in tubes. The firing 

line location on the surface was secured under a rock. 65 single and 5 pattern shots were loaded, 

giving a total number of 91 loaded shot holes (between shot 1020 and 1102). Shot hole 1078 

was filled up by ground water, however the hole were still loaded.  

The gravity surveying along the shot locations of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile 

was continued and data were collected at 11 stations. 

All field work was halted in the afternoon due to the poor weather. 

29 January 2011 (Saturday) 

Pentex charges were loaded all day in four groups in the same arrangement than in the 

previous day. 13 single shots and 9 pattern shots were loaded, securely buried giving a total 

number of 62 shot holes between 1108 and 1156.  

Gravity data surveying was continued along 26 further stations.  

30 January 2011 (Sunday) 

Shot holes (1183 – 1197) for the most SE end of the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile 

were loaded with explosives. Enormous boulders along the Whataroa River, the crossing the 

large and very fast running Alpine creeks while carrying heavy shovels, tubes, wires and 

explosives made the access extremely difficult. The technique of loading explosives followed 
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the approach as for previous days; the wire for the Pentex charge was protected by tubes and 

the firing line was covered by a rock on the surface. Preparation began for collecting the 

WhataDUSIE 2D seismic data by deploying seismic gear. A recording camp was set up where 

geophones of Station 2 and Station 3 overlapped.  

WhataDUSIE gravity data collecting continued at 11 stations 

31 January 2011 (Monday) 

Holes at one final pattern shot location (1091) were loaded with explosives. Geophones 

were deployed and connected to the appropriate cables for one third of the entire WhataDUSIE 

2D seismic profile at NW.  

Data for only 4 gravity stations were measured during the gravity survey due to a technical 

difficulties with the gravimeter light source. The gravimeter was repaired that night.  

1 February 2011 (Tuesday) 

Geophones, Geodes deployed and cables were connected to receivers along another third 

of the 2D seismic line at the central section of the profile. GPS surveying of the geophones 

started at the NW end of the profile. 

Gravity data collection was continued along 8 stations towards to the SE end of the 2D 

seismic profile. 

2 February, 2011 (Wednesday) 

The whole crew of the WhataDUSIE project was deploying geophones, Geodes and 

cables for the rest of the seismic profile and completed all preparation for recording. One person 

was surveying geophone coordinates.  

3 February 2011 (Thursday) 

Final preparations for the WhataDUSIE 2D seismic project were completed during the 

day. Surveying geophone location continued all day by one person. The first two pattern holes 

(1160 and 1170) were shot and recorded. Unfortunately, the radio triggering of the shots were 

not operating satisfactory. Reftek units were deployed along Station 1 next to channel 145, 

along Station 3 next to channel 331 and next to the very first receiver along Station 5 (channel 

592). WhataDUSIE team was not able to record more shots during that day due to heavy rain 

in the afternoon and evening.  

4 February 2011 (Friday) 

Seismic acquisition was continued all day. Two licensed personnel were firing shots and 

seven pattern shots between shot location 1146 and 1197 were recorded during the day giving 

a total amount of 36 records. During explosions, a few boulders moved ~1.5 m; there were two 

extreme ‘fly’ events, one, when the turf flew 4-5 m high and another one, when only sand came 

up and the blast left a crater behind. There were a few misfires at shots 1146 and 1156. Attempts 
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were made to recover the explosives but the charge ended up remaining in the hole. At 6.20 pm 

a small earthquake was recorded, the quake was later linked to a Mw = 4.5 aftershock in 

Christchurch.  

Gravity data collection was continued along the very last 7 stations at the SE end of the 

profile. 

5 February 2011 (Saturday) 

In the early morning, geophone coordinates along the Station 5 (right hand side of the 

Whataroa River) were collected by GPS unit before shot recording started. This day was the 

most productive day during the entire WhataDUSIE 2D seismic experiment. 95 shots were 

recorded between shot 1076 and 1135, 12 of these locations were pattern and 34 were single 

shots. Disturbance caused by explosions was minor all day. Turf, soil and rocks flew mainly 

less than half a metre after most of the detonation. Only a few shots caused relatively large 

surface effects with rocks flying up to 2 m high. Radio triggering of the shots was fixed with 

the use of a replacement radio.  

6 February 2011 (Sunday) 

The final day of the seismic experiment was delayed by the heavy rain. The WhataDUSIE 

team had to stay at Hari Hari field station all day. 

7 February 2011 (Monday) 

Very final day of seismic acquisition of WhataDUSIE 2D seismic profile. 44 single shots 

were recorded between 1020 and 1075. The shot firing battery shorted out at shot 1038 and 

needed to replace. Detonations did not produce damage on the surface, turf and bit of soil flew 

maximum 50 cm after each explosion. Very good quality shot-gathers were recorded. The 2D 

seismic profile acquisition was completed and half of the geophones and cables were recovered 

from the SE end of the profile. 

8 February 2011 (Tuesday) 

From the early morning to late afternoon rest of gear (cables, geophones, tents) were 

collected and transported to Hari Hari Field Station. During the explosions the turf and the 

boulders had sometimes flown a few metres away; this damage to the ground had to be 

remediated and everybody in the team worked to refill the craters. Residual material from the 

explosives – the cable from the electric detonators and protective tubes were removed. 
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Appendix B  

Appendix B2 Pattern shot gathers 
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Figure B2.1: Shot 1076 
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Figure B2.2: Shot 1081 
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Figure B2.3: Shot 1086 
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Figure B2.4: Shot 1091 
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Figure B2.5: Shot 1096 
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Figure B2.6: Shot 1102 
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Figure B2.7: Shot 1112 
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Figure B2.8: Shot 1117 
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Figure B2.9: Short 1122  
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Figure B2.10: Shot 1128 
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Figure B2.11: Shot 1132  
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Figure B2.12: Shot 1135 
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Figure B2.13: Shot 1146  
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Figure B2.14: Shot 1150 
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Figure B2.15: Shot 1156 
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Figure B2.16: Shot 1166 
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Figure B2.17: Shot 1170 
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Figure B2.18: Shot 1183 
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Figure B2.19: Shot 1188 
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Figure B2.20: Shot 1193 
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Figure B2.21: Shot 1197 
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Appendix B  

Appendix B3 Additional trace editing 

1. Hole for explosives at shot location 1109 was not dug. The hole was pegged; however the 

digging crew did not find the marker in the tall grass. The missing hole was discovered 

when loading explosives. Unfortunately, the tight field schedule did not allow us to dig the 

hole before data acquisition.  

2. During data acquisition, System 1 receivers were connected to the recording system with 

opposite order. Therefore, this system was merged into a shot gather, channels from System 

1 were re-sorted and re-numbered. Thus the last channel from System 1 in the field 

represents the first channel in the merged gather.  

3. System 5 was located at the SE end of the WhataDUSIE profile separated by the Whataroa 

River from the rest of the Systems. No Obvious data were recorded for shots between 1020 

and 1075. Due to the great distance between the System and shots located at the NW end 

of the profile, signals were not strong enough to appear visible above the strong noise 

generated by the fast river. Thus the merged shot gathers for shots 1020 – 1075 contain 

only 591 channels (Systems 1 - 4) and only about two-third of shots (between 1076 – 1197) 

have 639 channels. When all shot gathers were saved into a single SEGY file, the variable 

fold (the maximum number of channels) generated problems in further processing steps. 

Airwave mute and FK mute modules could not be completed with variable fold number, 

therefore 48 empty channels (dead traces) were added to shots 1020 – 1075 to create shot 

records with 639 channels. This additional trace editing required the creation of a new 

geometry file and a completion of all merging processes. 

4. A technical error (details are not mentioned in the field notes) occurred during data 

acquisition with System 1 when two of the Geodes did not record data. The field crew were 

able to fix the problem, however some of the shots were recorded with 24 or 48 channels 

less than the original total number of 187. The issue arose during recording pattern shot 

1135 so four of the shots were recorded with only 139 channels from System 1. The 

ongoing efforts of the crew reduced the problem to 24 channels for the next shots so pattern 

shot 1132 and two shots from pattern shot 1128 were recorded by 163 channels on System 

1. The rest of the shots at pattern hole 1128 were recorded with the full 187 channels. The 

problem did not re-occurred. Shots 1135, 1132 and 1128 are pattern shots with four (due 

to a misfire at 1135) and five records at each location. Keeping the same number of 

receivers for each shot complicated the process of stacking records, therefore empty 

channels were added to these shots before merging.  

5. A battery error occurred on System 3 during the recording of shot 1111 and no SEG-Y file 

was saved for the shot. Therefore, no relative timing could be determined by the usual 
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cross-correlation procedure between Systems 2 and 4. Near-surface velocities were 

estimated ( 1800 m/s) using the first breaks of the nearby shot records and the arrival times 

of the first breaks on System 2 and 4 were calculated. These systems could be shifted by 

an appropriate time to synchronise their start times. Empty channels were added for System 

3 before merging the full gather.  

6. The first 24 channels in System 1 were unintentionally connected to the recording system 

with reverse polarity. Unfortunately, the issue was not mentioned in the field notes and 

observed only during picking first breaks. All shot records were checked and it was 

confirmed that the error was systematic. The polarity of these channels was switched to 

normal and the merging process was re-completed. 

7. Surprisingly, human error occurred during manual triggering on only two shot records: 

1075 on System 3 and the fourth shot of pattern shot 1091 on System4. In both cases, the 

operator triggered the recording system late and part of the records is missing. The issues 

were mentioned in the field notes. Cross-correlations between System 3 and 4 were still 

correct, although these records needed to be shifted separately. When the recording system 

was triggered “in time”, records were shifted by the appropriate time to cut off the 

beginning of the records. When the system was triggered late, the records needed to be 

shifted in the opposite direction by adding the appropriate time to the record.  

8. Channel 207 was initially considered to be a noisy channel and was turned off on shot 

records in the early stage of the data processing. However, first-break picking indicated 

that the channel might have data. Presumably, the geophone at channel 207 was connected 

at the cable with a reverse polarity. When the channel was switched to the opposite polarity, 

the signals followed the slope of the peaks and troughs of the wavelet on neighbouring 

channels. Receiver 207 was checked on every gather. In the final version of the shot 

records, the channel was turned back on and the polarity was switched to normal. The issue 

was never mentioned in field notes.  

9. Due to a technical error on System 2, two shot records (the fourth shot of pattern shot 1091 

and the first shot of pattern shot 1102) mistriggered. The issue was mentioned in field notes, 

but the details of the error were not recorded. Empty channels were added to System 2 

records prior to merging the full gathers.  

10. The Pentex booster sources at two shot locations did not fire, possibly because of a 

connection error after the explosives were buried in the holes. The fifth shot at pattern shots 

1135 and 1146 were recorded by all systems at the correct time, but contained no data. 

Therefore only four shot records were stacked for these two gathers.  
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Appendix B4 Frequency ranges for time-variant BP filter 

BP (BP) filters with different frequency ranges were tested in six shot gathers that were 

evenly distributed along the seismic profile. Table B4.1 summarises the tested frequency 

ranges. 

Table B4.1: Frequency bands of the BP filters. 

Filter type F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) Time window 

ends at (ms) 

BP 5 10 90 100 2000 

BP 10 15 90 100 2000 

BP 15 20 90 100 2000 

BP 20 25 90 100 2000 

BP 25 30 90 100 2000 

BP 30 35 90 100 2000 

BP 35 40 90 100 2000 

BP 40 45 90 100 2000 

BP 45 50 100 110 2000 

BP 50 55 100 110 2000 

BP 55 60 100 110 2000 

BP 60 65 100 110 2000 

 

Appendix B5 Parameters of time-variant BP filter specified for six shot 

records 

The most suitable BP filters in a particular time window were noted for each shot gather 

(range of frequencies are presented in Appendix B4). Table B5.1 details parameters of the time-

variant zero-phase spectral whitening filter on six selected shot gathers distributed evenly along 

the seismic profile.  

Table B5.1: Parameters of the time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening applied on six selected shot gathers.  

Shot number Start of time 

window (ms) 

End of time 

window (ms) 

F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

1028 0 310 15 20 90 100 

 315 510 25 30 90 100 

 530 1200 40 45 90 100 

1046 0 220 15 20 90 100 

 250 600 30 35 90 100 

 610 1200 35 40 90 100 

1067 0 250 15 20 90 100 

 260 400 20 25 90 100 

 410 1200 25 30 90 100 

1091 0 250 15 20 90 100 

 260 540 20 25 90 100 

 550 1200 25 30 90 100 

1117 0 490 10 15 90 100 

 500 990 20 25 90 100 

 1000 1600 25 30 90 100 

1156 0 290 10 15 90 100 

 300 550 20 25 90 100 

 560 1500 30 35 90 100 
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Appendix B6 Parameters of time-variant BP filter specified for 24 shot 

records 

Table B6.1 summarises the time window and parameters of the BP filter specified for 24 

selected shot gathers.  

Table B6.1: Parameters of time-variant zero-phase spectral whitening filter applied for 24 selected shot gathers.  

Shot Number 

Start of the 

time window 

(ms) 

End of the 

time window 

(ms) 

F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

1020 0 1600 20 25 90 100 

 1605 2000 30 35 90 100 

 3300 4500 85 90 120 150 

1024 0 500 20 25 90 100 

 505 2300 30 35 90 100 

 3300 4500 85 90 120 150 

1029 0 1500 30 35 90 100 

 2205 3000 80 85 120 150 

 3000 3800 85 90 120 150 

1033 0 800 60 65 100 110 

 805 1200 35 40 90 100 

 1200 2200 15 20 90 100 

1038 0 260 12 20 90 100 

 265 1250 30 35 90 100 

 1255 2800 35 40 12 150 

1043 0 400 15 20 90 100 

 405 1500 25 30 90 100 

 1505 1900 30 35 90 100 

1048 0 500 15 20 90 100 

 505 1500 20 25 90 100 

 1600 2400 80 85 90 100 

1058 0 600 15 20 90 100 

 605 1600 25 30 90 100 

 2500 4000 90 95 120 150 

1062 0 800 15 20 90 100 

 805 2000 25 30 90 100 

 2000 3000 85 90 120 150 

10671 0 500 15 20 90 100 

 505 1800 20 25 90 100 

 1800 3000 85 90 120 150 

10721 0 250 10 15 90 100 

 255 650 15 20 90 100 

 655 2200 20 25 90 100 

10761 0 150 10 15 90 100 

 155 300 15 20 90 100 

 305 2000 20 25 90 100 

10811 0 220 10 15 90 100 

 225 1200 15 20 90 100 

 1205 1700 20 25 90 100 

10911 0 400 10 15 90 100 

 405 1000 15 20 90 100 

 1005 2700 20 25 90 100 

10961 0 150 5 10 90 100 

 155 2000 20 25 90 100 

 2000 2500 25 30 90 100 

11021 0 120 10 15 90 100 

 125 2000 20 25 90 100 

 2000 2800 25 30 90 100 
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Shot Number 

Start of the 

time window 

(ms) 

End of the 

time window 

(ms) 

F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) 

11081 0 150 5 10 90 100 

 155 1400 15 20 90 100 

 1400 2500 20 25 90 100 

11121 0 170 10 15 90 100 

 175 1500 15 20 90 100 

 1500 2500 20 25 90 100 

11171 0 170 10 15 90 100 

 175 1000 15 20 90 100 

 1005 2700 20 25 90 100 

11221 0 180 10 15 90 100 

 185 1500 15 20 90 100 

 1505 3000 20 25 90 100 

11281 0 220 10 15 90 100 

 225 500 15 20 90 100 

 500 2500 25 30 90 100 

11461 0 1000 15 20 90 100 

 1000 1500 20 25 90 100 

 1500 2500 30 35 90 100 

11501 0 320 10 15 90 100 

 325 1600 15 20 90 100 

 1605 2800 20 25 90 100 

11561 0 290 10 15 90 100 

 300 550 20 25 90 100 

 1000 1500 30 35 90 100 

 

Appendix B7 Parameters of FK filter specified for selected shot 

records  

Table B7.1 summarises the angle of the dip filter that muted strong ground rolls on shot 

gathers. 46 shot records were selected (every third single shots and all pattern shots) for testing 

the appropriate parameters for muting near-offset, low-frequency noise. Then, FK MUTE 

process module interpolated parameters for records between the selected gathers.  

Table B7.1: Parameters of FK filter specified for 46 selected shot gathers.  

Shot 

number 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

10201 0.02 18.67 0.51 36.67     

 0.05 18.33 -0.21 36.83     

 0.06 17.58 0.48 36.83     

 0.06 17.33 -0.46 37     

 0.03 18 0.41 36.41     

 0.01 18.75 0.35 36.92     

10231 -0.02 10.8 0.73 36.67     

 -0.04 10.8 -0.8 36.83     

 -0.06 11.47 0.54 36.83     

 -0.09 12.64 0.45 36.83     

 -0.11 13.39 0.32 37     

10261 0.06 19.17 0.52 36.83     

 0.03 18 -0.66 36.67     

 -0.07 0       
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Shot 

number 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

10291 -0.08 11.22 0.62 37     

 -0.16 11.97 -0.7 36.92     

 -0.09 13.9 -0.52 37     

10321 0.03 12.05 0.69 36.08     

 0.01 11.05 -0.04 10.05     

 0 9.79 -0.67 36.67     

 0.01 12.31 0.54 36.5     

 -0.01 10.8 -0.56 36.83     

10361 0 10.21 0.67 36.83     

 -0.01 6.61 -0.54 37     

 -0.06 9.63 0.47 36.5     

 -0.06 10.05 0.38 37     

 -0.02 10.63 -0.42 37     

10391 -0.01 8.04 -0.71 36.83     

 0.01 9.46 1 33.9     

 -0.04 9.71 0.59 20.93     

 0.01 10.63 0.5 36.58     

 -0.01 10.21 -0.66 36.67     

 -0.01 10.63 0.45 36.58     

10421 0.02 13.3 0.62 37     

 -0.01 11.85 -0.63 36.82     

 -0.01 12.18 0.45 36.71     

 -0.01 11.85 -0.52 36.82     

 -0.01 12.03 0.42 37     

 -0.01 12.36 -0.48 36.89     

 0 12.54 -0.43 37     

10451 0.02 15.4 0.68 36.5     

 0 13.73 -0.6 37     

 0 14.15 0.41 36.33     

 0 12.89 0.65 36.83     

 -0.01 9.38 -0.59 36.33     

10481 0.02 13.98 0.81 35.74     

 -0.01 12.64 -0.87 35.74     

 0 12.89 -0.83 37     

 0 13.48 -0.74 37     

 0 13.56 0.75 36.41     

 0 13.39 -0.67 36.67     

 0 13.39 -0.62 36.75     

10581 0.02 11.89 0.67 36.75     

 -0.02 10.05 -0.79 37     

 0 15.82 0.54 36.67     

 -0.03 14.4 -0.7 0     

 -0.02 14.06 -0.65 36.67     

 -0.03 14.82 0.47 36.67     

10621 0.02 11.89 0.67 36.75     

 -0.02 10.05 -0.79 37     

 0 15.82 0.54 36.67     

 -0.03 14.4 -0.7 0     

 -0.02 14.06 -0.65 36.67     

 -0.03 14.82 0.47 36.67     
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Shot 

number 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

10641 0.01 13.23 0.75 36.75     

 0.01 12.47 -0.71 37     

 0.01 14.98 0.67 36.83     

 0 14.98 -0.64 36.92     

 0 15.65 0.61 36.83     

 0 15.65 0.51 36.33     

 0 17.41 0.5 36.83     

 -0.02 18.5 -0.58 35.83     

 0.01 18.5 0.45 36.33     

 0.02 15.57 0.6 36.41     

 0 14.48 -0.63 37     

10671 -0.04 13.14 0.66 37     

 -0.01 16.07 -0.61 36.83     

 -0.04 17.5 0.45 36.67     

 0 14.57 0.67 36.92     

 0 13.06 -0.7 36.41     

 0 15.15 -0.64 36.67     

10701 0.05 13.9 0.69 36.75     

 0.03 12.72 -0.81 37     

 0.03 14.73 0.63 36.83     

 0.01 14.23 -0.73 36.83     

 0.01 14.82 -0.65 36.5     

10731 -0.03 13.48 0.79 35.41     

 -0.09 11.22 -0.77 36.16     

 -0.09 12.31 0.67 36.58     

 -0.09 12.47 -0.72 36.67     

 -0.07 12.98 -0.66 36.5     

10761 -0.01 14.57 0.74 36.58     

 -0.06 12.47 -0.8 35.49     

 -0.05 16.57 0.63 36.33     

 -0.09 15.15 -0.71 36.75     

10791 -0.01 10.21 0.64 36     

 -0.04 9.21 -0.67 36.83     

 -0.02 11.89 0.57 36     

 -0.05 10.71 -0.56 37     

 -0.03 12.64 0.5 36.58     

10811 0.01 10.8 0.71 35.83     

 -0.06 7.87 -0.75 35.83     

 -0.03 9.79 -0.6 37     

 0.01 11.89 0.62 36.16     

10841 0 2.76 0.98 35.66     

 0 2.01 -1 33.15     

 0 3.93 0.73 35.83     

 0 4.35 -0.81 36.08     

 0.02 6.11 0.61 35.74     

 -0.01 5.44 -0.53 37     

 0 6.45 0.45 32.65     

10861 0.04 4.94 0.7 33.57     

 0 2.68 -0.58 31.89     

 0.01 4.52 -0.55 37     

 0.02 5.36 0.5 28.63     

 -0.01 3.68 0.64 28.21     

 0 3.6 -0.38 21.35     

 0.01 5.02 -0.47 27.21     

10891 0.01 3.68 0.37 19.92     

 0.01 3.43 -0.2 13.23     
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Shot 

number 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

10911 0.01 3.1 0.45 16.74     

 0 3.1 -0.16 9.46     

 0.01 4.35 0.18 11.38     

 0 4.94 0.19 12.98     

 -0.03 5.02 -0.18 11.89     

10941 0.01 4.52 0.75 36     

 0 3.77 -0.29 14.98     

 0 4.35 -0.37 19.76     

10961 0 3.85 0.22 14.73     

 -0.01 2.6 -0.11 9.04     

 0 3.43 0.38 13.56     

 -0.01 2.51 -0.17 9.79     

 0 3.18 0.29 15.07     

10991 -0.01 3.18 0.24 9.12     

 0 2.93 -0.23 12.56     

 0 3.6 0.22 11.13     

 -0.01 4.35 -0.09 10.55     

 0.01 4.94 0.11 10.97     

11021 0 3.1 0.13 10.97     

 -0.01 2.76 -0.18 10.38     

 -0.01 4.19 -0.18 11.47     

 0.01 4.94 0.12 11.3     

11081 0 3.93 0.26 13.14     

 -0.01 3.6 -0.27 13.14     

 0 4.19 0.25 15.32     

 0 4.69 0.16 14.65     

 0 4.6 -0.21 12.98     

 0 5.27 -0.12 11.97     

11121 0 3.43 -0.65 17.08     

 0.01 5.11 0.33 11.55     

 -0.03 5.69 -0.21 9.46     

 0.04 6.11 0.23 9.46     

 0 5.94 0.21 10.46     

 -0.01 5.52 -0.26 12.47     

 -0.01 5.86 0.11 11.64     

 -0.01 6.11 -0.21 12.14     

 -0.01 5.61 -0.2 12.98     

 -0.01 5.61 -0.11 11.22     

 -0.01 5.61 0.15 14.23     

11151 0 4.86 0.34 19.17     

 -0.01 4.35 -0.25 15.15     

 -0.01 6.45 -0.2 19.25     

 0.01 5.36 0.26 19.25     

11171 -0.01 5.69 0.21 12.22     

 -0.01 5.52 -0.61 28.04     

 -0.01 6.78 -0.23 17.08     

 0 6.61 0.23 15.32     

 0.01 7.2 -0.26 20.51     

11201 0 6.36 0.12 13.56     

 -0.02 4.94 -0.23 13.73     

 0 6.36 -0.18 14.31     

 0 7.28 -0.32 23.19     

11221 0.03 15.24 0.38 28.04     

 -0.01 12.64 -0.19 21.18     

11241 0 11.05 0.31 23.02     

 -0.01 10.38 -0.27 21.76     
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Shot 

number 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

Offset 

(km) 

Time 

window 

(ms) 

11281 0.01 14.23 0.17 16.57 0.29 22.6   

 -0.02 12.81 -0.16 16.74 -0.26 21.43   

 0 13.39 -0.33 22.52     

 -0.01 13.06 0.17 19.25     

11322 0.01 14.31 0.24 20.51     

 -0.01 12.98 -0.21 20.17     

 0.01 10.8 0.42 19.84     

 0 9.54 -0.38 20.76     

 0 14.31 -0.12 15.65 -0.37 28.55   

 -0.02 14.9 -0.15 17.16 -0.28 22.52 -0.59 35.66 

 -0.01 14.31 0.31 16.57     

 -0.09 15.82 -0.65 37     

 0.09 14.57 0.64 36.33     

11351 0 10.21 0.33 20.34     

 -0.01 9.88 -0.33 24.53     

 0.01 12.81 0.26 22.1     

11461 -0.05 14.48 0.21 28.71     

 -0.09 12.89 -0.41 31.31     

11501 0.02 11.8 0.31 25.28     

 -0.04 10.05 -0.34 27.54     

10561 0.01 8.37 0.35 20.43 0.59 33.9   

 -0.04 6.61 -0.24 12.05 -0.57 29.3   

 -0.01 8.37 -0.53 34.24     

 0 9.79 0.23 19.25     

11661 -0.04 6.36 0.71 26.87     

 0 8.29 -0.84 36.16     

 -0.01 12.39 0.35 23.1     

 -0.03 11.55 -0.39 25.28     

11701 -0.01 11.72 0.58 34.07     

 -0.07 11.22 -0.35 30.22     

11831 0 9.04 0.38 24.78     

 -0.04 7.2 -0.52 34.82     

 -0.01 10.88 0.44 29.88     

11881 -0.04 12.47 0.29 23.77     

 -0.07 11.22 -0.62 26.45     

 -0.06 12.39 -0.56 28.55     

 -0.04 13.98 0.23 23.44     

 -0.06 13.14 -0.28 21.51     

11931 0.03 15.82 0.4 29.05     

 -0.11 10.21 -0.52 24.69     

 -0.07 13.98 0.14 21.43     

 -0.09 12.05 -0.4 27.46     

11971 -0.04 15.49 0.16 24.19     

 -0.21 15.07 -0.62 29.21     

 -0.15 15.74 -0.45 30.47     

 -0.06 18 0.21 27.62     
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Appendix C  

Supplementary documents for Chapter 4 

Appendix C1 Phase identification on WhataDUSIE shot records 
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Figure C1.1 Phase identification on WhataDUSIE shot records 
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Appendix C.2 Phase identification on shot gathers. 

Table C.2.1: Phases identified on the WhataDUSIE seismic data. 

Event 

Colour 

used on 

shot 

gathers 

Event 

visible on 

these shot 

gathers 

Total 

number of 

shot 

gathers 

where 

event is 

visible 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Description 

E1 Red 1020-1197 99 13900 

First arrivals are distinguished and easy to follow on 

every shot gather, although the offset varies between 

200 and 700 m. 

E2 Blue 1020-1197 99 19329 

The phase can be confidently identified. This strong 

secondary arrival appears in every shot gather. 

Signals arrive usually between ~300 and 450 ms at 

both near and far offset varying from 200 to 1200 m. 

The hyperbolic shape of the signals indicates that the 

phase represents a reflection event. 

E3 Green 

1022-1040 

1043-1047 

1058-1132 

1146-1156 

1170-1188 

90 

 
7138 

Arrivals can be observed mainly in far offsets on the 

shot gathers, usually between ~800 m – 1600 m. At 

very far offsets (~1400 m) they can be seen as first 

arrivals. Signals arrive between 450 ms and 850 ms. 

Phase E3 occasionally intersects with events E1 and 

E2 forming a triplication. The nature of the event, 

(e.g. appearing at very far offsets and shallow 

dipping, intersect into a triplication point with E1 

and E2) indicates that phase E3 refracts along the 

same surface that phase E2 reflects from. E4, 

recorded ~30 ms earlier and coded as a separated 

phase, due to its similar features (far offsets, same 

dip, appearing parallel to E3), suggests these signals 

represent the same phase. 

E4 Purple 

1025-1033 

1043-1045 

1047 

 

13 942 

This event arrives ~30 ms earlier than E3 on a few 

shot-gather. The signals can be seen on some of the 

very good quality shot records and appears parallel 

to the latter arriving E3. Due to its similar features 

(far offsets, same dip), both E3 and E4 are assumed 

to refract along the same reflector. 

E5 Yellow 
1020-1048 

1060-1132 
87 10691 

This is a very strong signal which can be clearly 

identified on most shot-gathers (87 out of 99 shots). 

At near-offset (410 m) travel times arrive ~800 ms. 

The event remains clearly visible in far offsets 

(~2000 m) arriving at ~1300 ms in shot records. 

Gentle hyperbolic shape of the patterns indicates that 

event E5 presumably reflects from a reflector, which 

is likely located at greater depth than the source of 

the E2 and E3 events. 

E6 
Light 

green 
1029-1069 29 3170 

The event can be confidently identified only at the 

SE side of the seismic profiles. Arrival times were 

picked in far offset (1300-3000 m) at approximately 

from 900 to 1500 ms. Signals gradually fade towards 

to SE and cannot be picked after shot 1069; however 

phase E7 parallel to E6 gradually appears on shot 

gathers, typically arriving 30-60 ms later than E6. 

Gentle hyperbolic shape of the patterns presumably 

indicates a reflection event. 
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Event 

Colour 

used on 

shot 

gathers 

Event 

visible on 

these shot 

gathers 

Total 

number of 

shot 

gathers 

where 

event is 

visible 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Description 

E7 Red 1066-1124 52 3611 

These signals were picked on the SE of shot 

locations. Arrival times were picked at far offset 

(~1300-3000 m) arriving at ~900 and 1500 ms. E7 

appears parallel to phase E6 on three shot records 

arriving ~30-60 ms later. E6 gradually fades on these 

shot-gathers and E7 becomes dominant towards to 

SE. These two events may not represent the same 

phase, therefore they were coded separately and will 

be modelled accordingly. Presumably E6 and E7 

represents reflected waves as the gentle hyperbolic 

shape indicates. 

E8 Orange 

1060-1061 

1063 

1066-1069 

1071 

1073-1074 

1076-1096 

1098-1124 

51 9103 

Phase E8 is clearly visible on 57 shot-gathers 

especially when shots were located in the middle of 

the profile. Travel times were picked at the NW end 

of the seismic profile. Signals appear at near offset 

around 270 m at 650 ms and remain strong even in 

far offset such as 1800 m, where arrival times were 

picked at 1100 ms. Unfortunately, the phase cannot 

be correlated to other events before inverse 

modelling investigates the source of the phase, thus 

coded separately. E8 is likely to contain reflected 

signals as the gentle hyperbolic shape indicates it, 

however, in far offset they may appear as a refraction 

event. 

E9 Olive 1058-1124 60 4962 

It can be easily identified on most shot records 

arriving around ~700 – 1400 ms in both near and far 

offsets (~310 – 2400 m), Travel-times were picked 

mainly at the middle and at the SE end of the seismic 

profile as the correlation to signals in the NW is not 

clear due to a large gap in the profile formed by the 

Whataroa River. Signals show mainly horizontal 

patterns. The phase likely indicates reflected waves 

as travel times can be picked near-surface. Refracted 

waves presumably occur at very far offsets, when the 

signal is deeply sourced. 

E10 Red 

1027-1039 

1041 

1043-1048 

18 2073 

Phase E10 can be identified at the SE side of shot-

gathers only when the shots were located at the NW 

end of the profile (between 1020 and 1048). 

Unfortunately, when shots were located at the SE 

side of the Whataroa River (from shot 1058), the 

correlation cannot be taken confidently. Arrival 

times were picked mainly at far offset between 

~1650 and 3000 m from 1.5 to 2 s. The signal may 

represent a deep sourced reflector. Signal patterns of 

the phase appear close to horizontal or gentle 

hyperbolic shape, thus presumably it represents 

reflected waves. 

E11 Rose 

1076-1081 

1092-1096 

1098-1102 

16 1097 

Signals of phase E11 appear as strong first arrival 

only on 16 shot-gathers. The event can be identified 

at the NW side of the seismic profile in far offsets 

(~2000 m) at ~600-800 ms. This phase is assumed to 

be wide angle refraction as it is visible in far offsets 

in a low angle dipping pattern. 

E12 Pink 

1030-1032 

1043-1048 

1091-1094 

1096-1101 

19 915 

This phase can be observed only on a few very good 

quality shot-gathers. Strong arrivals were picked 

only in far offset (~2000 m) at ~870 ms. The phase 

likely represents refracted waves. 
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Event 

Colour 

used on 

shot 

gathers 

Event 

visible on 

these shot 

gathers 

Total 

number of 

shot 

gathers 

where 

event is 

visible 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Description 

E13 Pink 1092-1100 9 260 

The signal can be detected confidently only on 8 shot 

gathers on the last 48 channels (separated by the 

Whataroa River) at the SE end of the profile. 

Correlation to other phases is not possible before 

inverse modelling due to the large gap in the seismic 

profile. They are typical in at very far offsets 

between 1900 m and 2400 m with a range of 800-

960 ms arrival time. The event presumably 

represents refracted waves. 

E14 Green 1090-1108 14 753 

Travel times can be picked confidently only on 14 

shot-gathers at the SE end of the seismic profile. 

Strong arrivals can be seen in far offsets between 

1500 m and 2340 m. Despite of the large offset, 

travel time picks appear almost in a horizontal 

pattern showing only minor variety of the arriving 

time between 850 ms and 1100 ms. The event likely 

refracted along a deep sourced reflector boundary. 

The final interpretation can be made only after 

inverse modelling. 

E15 Purple 1092-1135 30 3830 

Phase E15 is clearly visible only on 31 shot-gathers. 

Travel times were picked at near offset (640 ms) and 

also at far offset at 1440 m (930 ms). Correlation to 

other phases cannot be taken confidently due to 

strong surface waves, therefore arrivals were picked 

dominantly at the middle of the profile at the NW 

side of the shot on shot records. The patterns of the 

signals show hyperbolic shape, thus it is likely that 

the phase contain reflected waves. 

E16 Turquoise 1082-1092 11 556 

Phase E16 can be seen as a clear signal only on 11 

shot-gather. Arrivals occasionally appear parallel to 

E15; however the correlation to other phases cannot 

be taken confidently. Travel times were picked only 

at near offset at ~650-800 ms. On most shot records, 

the phase appear in a hyperbolic shape pattern, 

therefore it is interpreted as a reflection phase. 

E17 Yellow 1114-1135 14 1031 

E17 is a very easily distinguishable phase appearing 

on the SE end of the seismic profile. Arrival times 

can be confidently picked only on 14 shot records, 

when the shots were located at the middle-SE section 

of the profile. Travel times were picked over a large 

range of offset between 530 and 1850 m at around 1-

1.5 s. The phase may arrive from a deep sourced 

reflector; however correlation to other phases is not 

clear before inverse modelling. 

E18 Light blue 1110-1156 21 754 

Travel times of the event were picked only on 48 

channels at the SE end of the seismic profile. The 

correlation to other events is not possible due to the 

large gap formed by the Whataroa River. Strong 

arrivals can be seen on 21 shot records, when shots 

were located at the SE section of the profile. Arrivals 

can be picked only on the SE of the shot location on 

each record, and correlation to other events is not 

possible, when shots were detonated at the very far 

SE (shot 1183 – 1197). Signals can be seen from 

near- to far-offsets appearing at 500 – 900 ms. 

Source of the phase is not clear at the preliminary 

interpretation. It is likely to represent reflected 

waves. 
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Event 

Colour 

used on 

shot 

gathers 

Event 

visible on 

these shot 

gathers 

Total 

number of 

shot 

gathers 

where 

event is 

visible 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Description 

E19 Purple 1146-1193 8 977 

Spacing between shot locations varied between 100 

and 300 m at the SE end of the profile. Due to these 

gaps, correlation between phases could not be 

undertaken confidently. Using different coding for 

travel times picks such as E19 can allow the user to 

investigate the source reflector individually for the 

event. Arrival times of E19 were picked only on a 

few shot records, signals typically appear in up to 

~3000 m offset between 650 and 1300 ms. Signals 

show hyperbolic shape pattern, which strongly 

suggest that E19 represents reflected waves. 

E20 
Light 

green 
1183-1193 3 130 

Due to large gaps between shot records (described at 

E19) arrival times for phase E20 cannot be 

correlated to other events confidently and coded 

differently for further investigation. Travel times 

were picked only on Station 5 geophones Signals 

appear typically at near offset as strong reflections 

arriving at ~600 – 700 ms. 

E21 Orange 1037-1048 12 678 

Arrivals coded as phase E21 can be seen only on 

limited number of shot-gathers, mainly at the NW 

end of the profile. Usually it appears in an 

asymmetric hyperbolic shape, where the signals are 

sometimes almost horizontal, sometimes gently 

dipping at the left side of the shot source, and deeply 

dipping on the right side. It can be seen from zero 

offset at 600 ms, until near offset at 1000 ms. The 

nature of the shape of this phase on shot-gathers is 

typical for reflected waves. The asymmetric 

hyperbolic shape likely indicate reflection from a 

dipping interface, which can be confirmed by 

velocity modelling. 

E22 Olive 1075-1084 10 657 

Arrivals of event E22 can be seen from zero to near 

offset (0 - 420 m). Arrival times of the phase showed 

significant variety between 700 ms and 1300 ms. 

This phase has a typical asymmetric hyperbolic 

shape. At zero offset it exhibits an almost horizontal 

signal; however on the SE side of the shot location, 

signals appear with a steeply dipping pattern, which 

is typical for reflections arriving from a dipping 

structure. 

E23 Grey 
1058-1071 

1073-1074 
15 1511 

Arrivals of this phase can be seen between zero and 

near offset (0 – 900 ms) on 15 shot records. The 

arrival times were picked between 820 ms and 1600 

ms. Similar to the E20, E21 and E22, this signal has 

an asymmetric hyperbolic shape, although the phase 

is gently dipping to the SE on the NW side of the 

shot and steeply dipping on the “right side” of the 

shots. Presumably, the asymmetric pattern represent 

reflection from a dipping reflector. 

E24 Turquise 1095-1113 13 653 

Arrival times were picked from zero to near offset (0 

– 420 m) at between ~840ms and 1150 ms. In 

generally signals appear in an asymmetric 

hyperbolic shape pattern, which indicate the 

likelihood of a reflection arriving from a dipping 

interface. 
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Event 

Colour 

used on 

shot 

gathers 

Event 

visible on 

these shot 

gathers 

Total 

number of 

shot 

gathers 

where 

event is 

visible 

Total 

number 

of picks 

Description 

E25 Blue 1113-1117 5 188 

Only on a few shot-gathers, a very late arriving 

phase can be seen between zero and near offset (0 – 

470 m) dominantly later than 1600 ms. The shape of 

the signals appear asymmetric parabola shape, 

although exhibits rather irregular pattern. E25 

arrived parallel to and later than E24 on shot-gathers. 

The location and the asymmetric nature of the 

pattern indicate that the phase may reflect from a 

dipping structure. 
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Appendix C.3 Inverse modelling of travel time picks in a layer based 

velocity model 

Appendix C3.1 Modelling velocities at the top of layer 1 tracing phase E1 

Settings for inversion: 

- Number of nodes (both velocities and geometry): 20 

- Event: E1 

- Total number of picks: 13900 

- Inversion will focus on the velocities at the top of the layer (V1t) 

Table C3.1.1: Inversion process of layer 1 using event E1. INV = inversion, SMT = smoothing, V1t = inversion or 
smoothing process was applied to velocities at the top of the layer, x2, x3 = inversion or smoothing process was 
run twice or three times. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 13900 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 13485 13.053 0.036 Figure C3.1.1 

INV V1t 13476 9.166 0.030  

SMT V1t 13472 9.403 0.031  

INV V1t 13479 7.659 0.028  

SMT V1t 13481 7.933 0.028  

INV V1t 13476 6.209 0.025  

SMT V1t 13474 6.530 0.026  

INV V1t 13483 5.643 0.024  

SMT V1t 13475 5.834 0.024  

Number of nodes were increased from 20 to 30 due to the large variety of velocity values. Higher number of 

nodes may more suitable for “gentle” changes in the velocity field 

Start 13481 5.889 0.024  

INV V1t, x2 13479 4.630 0.022  

SMT V1t 13480 4.778 0.022  

INV V1t 13485 4.356 0.021  

SMT V1t 13485 4.491 0.021  

INV V1t 13486 4.049 0.020  

SMT V1t 13479 4.212 0.021  

INV V1t 13438 3.835 0.020  

SMT V1t, x2 13437 4.061 0.020  

INV V1t 13436 3.738 0.019  

SMT V1t 13437 3.912 0.020  

INV V1, x3 13440 3.392 0.018  

SMT V1t 13440 3.536 0.019  

INV V1t, x2 13379 3.116 0.018  

SMT V1t 13381 3.244 0.018  

INV V1t 13378 3.134 0.018  

SMT V1t 13369 3.227 0.018  

INV V1t, x2 13382 3.051 0.017  

SMT V1t 13375 3.148 0.018  

INV V1t 13376 3.048 0.017  

SMT V1t 13370 3.141 0.018  

INV V1, x2 13381 2.938 0.017  

SMT V1t 13368 3.010 0.017  

INV V1t, x2 13375 2.832 0.017  

SMT V1t 13371 2.961 0.017 Figure C3.1.2 
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Figure C3.1.1: Starting velocity model of phase E1 rays, at the top. At the bottom, observed (red) and the calculated 
(black) travel time picks can be seen, while phase E1 rays are traced at the top part of the image. The model was 
created by several testing process summarised above 

 
Figure C3.1.2: Velocity model during inverse modelling. Velocities at the top of layer 1 was modified by inversion. 
At the top part of the figure: first breaks are traced in layer 1, at the bottom part of the figure: calculated (black) and 
observed (red) travel times.  

Appendix C3.2  Modelling velocities and layer boundary in layer 1 using 

phases E2, E3 and E4 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input: the latest version of the model presented on Figure C3.1.1, inversion 

process detailed in Table C3.1.1 

- Events: E2, E3, E4 (phases are likely to arrive from layer 1; other signals will 

investigate later) 

- Total number of observed travel time picks: 27326 
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- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 1 (V1b) and the z-coordinate of the 

layer boundary (L1) 

Table C3.2.1: Inversion process of layer 1 using event E2, E10, E11. INV = inversion, SMT = smoothing, V1b = 
inversion or smoothing applied to velocity at the bottom of the layer, L1 = inversion or smoothing applied to z-
coordinates of the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2, x2 = inversion or smoothing process was run twice. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 27326 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 26027 24.499 0.075 Figure C3.2.1 

INV L1, V1b 25464 5.828 0.037  

SMT L1, V1b 25838 6.275 0.038  

INV L1, V1b 25213 3.853 0.030  

SMT L1, V1b 25565 4.448 0.033  

INV L1, V1b, x2 25230 3.299 0.028  

SMT L1, V1b 25830 3.946 0.031  

INV L1, V1b 25065 3.201 0.028  

SMT L1, V1b 25593 3.831 0.031  

INV L1, V1b, x2 25224 2.936 0.027  

SMT L1, V1b 25694 3.557 0.030  

INV L1, V1b, x2 25244 2.858 0.027  

SMT L1, V1b 25705 3.320 0.029  

INV L1, V1b 24893 2.570 0.025  

SMT L1, V1b 25744 3.323 0.029 Figure C3.2.2 

 

 

Figure C3.2.1: Velocity model during inverse modelling tracing phases E2 (blue), E10 (green) and E11 (purple) at 
the top part of the figure. Observed (coloured) and the calculated (black) travel times are presented at the bottom. 
Velocity model was created by inversion detailed in Table C3.1.1 and presented in Figure C3.1.2. 
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Figure C3.2.2: Velocity model tracing phases E2 (blue), E10 (green) and E11 (purple). Rays are presented at the 
top of the image and the corresponding observed (coloured) and calculated (black) travel time picks are plotted at 
the bottom. The shape of the layer boundary and the velocities at the bottom of layer 1 was modified by an inversion 
process summarised in Table C3.2.1. 

Appendix C3.3 Additional inverse modelling in layer 1 tracing phase E1 

Settings for the inversion: 

- Input file: latest version of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.2.2 and 

inverse modelling detailed in Table C3.2.1. 

- Phase: E1 

- Total number of picks: 13900 

- Inversion: velocities at the top of layer 1 (V1t) 

Table C3.3.1: Inversion process of layer 1 using event E1. INV = inversion, SMT = smoothing, V1t = inversion or 
smoothing applied to velocity at the top of the layer, x2, x3 = inversion or smoothing process was run twice or three 
times. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 13900 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 12712 2.582 0.016  

INV V1t 12726 2.442 0.016  

SMT V1t 12733 2.547 0.016  

INV V1t, x2 12590 2.434 0.016  

SMT V1t 12576 2.490 0.016  

INV V1t, x2 12609 2.341 0.015  

SMT V1t 12588 2.375 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12579 2.226 0.015  

SMT V1t 12599 2.266 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12571 2.159 0.015  

SMT V1t 12629 2.288 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12547 2.141 0.015  

SMT V1t 12521 2.187 0.015  

INV V1t 12546 2.151 0.015  

SMT V1t 12544 2.204 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12547 2.120 0.05  

SMT V1t 12554 2.159 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12551 2.098 0.014  

SMT V1t 12522 2.130 0.015  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 13900 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV V1t, x3 12517 2.002 0.014  

SMT V1t 12534 2.117 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12546 2.083 0.014  

SMT V1t 12519 2.127 0.015 Figure C3.3.1 

 

 

Figure C3.3.1: First break (E1) can be traced in the velocity model plotted at the top with red, observed (red) and 
calculated (black) travel times are presented at the bottom. 

 

Figure C3.3.2: Velocity model during inversion tracing phase E3 travel time picks on shot 1108. During inverse 
modelling E1, E2, E3 and E4 were traced. The model can trace most of the travel time picks (plotted at the top) and 
they fit well to the calculated values (at the bottom) except at last 48 channels, between 6 and 7 km at the SE end. 
This is the only shot gather where E3 could be picked with high confidence at the last 48 channels (no any other 
shot gathers where E3 was presented with high confidence). 
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Figure C3.3.3: Tracing phase E2 travel time picks at shot 1117 in the velocity model during inversion. Model was 
created by tracing phase E1, E2, E3 and E4. The model can trace most of the travel time picks (plotted at the top) 
and fits well to the calculated values (at the bottom) except at last 48 channels, between 6 and 7 km at the SE end.  

 

Figure C3.3.4: The velocity model was created by an inversion using events E1, E2, E3 and E4. The image shows 
traced travel time picks of phase E4. Phase E4 appeared ~30 ms earlier that phase E3 on some of the good quality 
shot gathers and interpreted as a headwaves travelling along the same reflector than phase E3. The developing 
model shows high possibility that the signal is refracted along the layer boundary, therefore E4 will be used during 
inversion.  
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Figure C3.3.5: The velocity model was created by an inversion process using events E1, E2, E3 and E4. Interpreting 
phase E11 was not possible with high confidence on shot gathers. The model suggests that the signal is refracted 
along the layer boundary, therefore E11 will be used during inversion.  

 
Figure C3.3.6: The velocity model was created by inversion using events E1, E2, E3 and E4. Interpreting phase 
E13 was not possible with high confidence on shot gathers. There is a misfit between the observed and calculated 
travel times at the SE end of the profile when phase E2 and E3 were traced on Figure C3.3.2 and Figure C3.3.3.  

Appendix C3.4 Additional inverse modelling of layer 1 tracing phase E1, E2, 

E3, E4, E11 and E13 

Settings for inversion: 

- Using velocity model which was developed by a process summarised in Appendix 

C3.3 

- Phases: E2. E3, E4, E11, E13 

- Total number of observed travel time picks: 29365 
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- Inversion: z coordinate of the layer boundary (L1) and velocities at the bottom of 

layer 1 (V1b) 

Table C3.4.1: Inversion process of layer 1 using events E2, E3, E4, E11 and E13. INV = inversion, SMT = 
smoothing, V1b = inversion or smoothing applied to velocities at the bottom of the layer, L1 = inversion or smoothing 
applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2, x2, x3 = inversion or smoothing process was 
run twice or three times. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 29365 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 26727 3.816 0.031 Figure C3.4.1 

INV L1, V1b, x3 26752 2.943 0.028  

SMT L1, V1b 26829 3.370 0.030  

INV L1, V1b, x3 26546 2.643 0.027  

SMT L1, V1b 26668 2.817 0.028  

INV L1, V1b, x3 26468 2.374 0.025  

SMT L1, V1b 26626 2.753 0.027  

INV L1, V1b, x3 26254 2.285 0.025  

SMT L1, V1b 26827 2.891 0.028  

INV L1, V1b, x3 26180 2.263 0.025  

SMT L1, V1b 26598 2.646 0.027 Figure C3.4.2 

 

 

Figure C3.4.1.A: Velocity model tracing phases E2 (blue), E10 (green), E11 (purple), E12 (rose) and E14 (pink) 
before the inversion process. 
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Figure C3.4.1.B: Velocity model tracing phases E2 (blue), E10 (green), E11 (purple), E12 (rose) and E14 (pink) 
before the inversion process. Over 90% of the total number of picks (29365) can be traced (presented at the top), 
the modelled (black) and observed (coloured) travel times are plotted at the bottom.  

 

Figure C3.4.2 A: Velocity model created by inverse modelling tracing phases E2 (blue), E3 (green), E4 (purple), 
E11 (rose) and E13 (pink) after the inversion ended. 
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Figure C3.4.2.B: Velocity model with phases E2 (blue), E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 (rose) and E13 (pink) after the 
inversion ended. Over 90% of the picks can be traced by the model (presented at the top), the modelled and 
observed travel times are plotted at the bottom.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: latest version of the model presented in Figure C3.4.2 and detailed in 

Table C3.4.1 

- Phase E1 (first breaks) 

- Total number of observed travel time picks: 13900 

- Inversion: only velocities at the top of layer 1 (V1t) 

Table C3.4.2: Inversion process of layer 1 using event E1. INV = inversion, SMT = smoothing, V1t = inversion or 
smoothing applied to velocities at the top of the layer, x2, x3 = inversion or smoothing process was run twice or 
three times. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 13900 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 12465 2.127 0.015  

INV V1t, x2 12455 2.061 0.014  

SMT V1t 12484 2.102 0.014  

 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model created by inverse modelling detailed in Table C3.4.1 

and Table C3.4.2 

- Phases: E2, E3, E13 

- Total number of picks: 26664 

- Inversion: z-coordinates of the layer boundary (L1) and velocities at the bottom o 

flayer 1 (V1b) 
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Table C3.4.3: Inversion of layer 1 using event E2, E3, and E13. INV = inversion, SMT = smoothing; V1b = inversion 
or smoothing applied to velocities at the bottom of the layer; L1 = inversion or smoothing of z-coordinates of the 
layer boundary between layer 1 and 2; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations of inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

of 26664 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 24558 2.559 0.025  

INV L1, V1b, x4 24494 2.407 0.024  

SMT L1, V1b 24808 2.980 0.027  

INV L1, V1b, x2 24.328 2.235 0.023 Figure C3.4.3. 

 

 

Figure C3.4.3: Velocity model created by inverse modelling tracing phases E2 (blue), E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 
(rose) and E13 (pink). 

 

Figure C3.4.4: Velocity model using phases E2 (blue), E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 (rose) and E13 (pink). Over 
90% of the picks can be traced by the model (presented at the top), the modelled (black) and observed (coloured) 
travel time picks are plotted at the bottom. Summary of the inverse modelling is presented in Table C3.4.3. 
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Appendix C3.5 Tracing headwaves during inverse modelling of the top of 

layer 2 

Settings for inversion 

- Input file: latest version of the velocity model presented in Appendix C3.4. 

- 40 nodes were added to velocities at the top of layer 2 

- Phases: E3, E4, E11, E13 

- Total number of picks: 9437 

- Inversion: velocities at top of layer 2 (V2t) 

Table C3.5.1: Inversion process of layer 2 using event E3, E4, E11 and E13. INV = inversion, SMT = smoothing, 
V2t = inversion or smoothing of the velocity at the top of layer 2, x2, x3 = number of iterations of inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9437 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 9165 3.395 0.035 Figure C3.5.1 

INV V2t, x4 9165 3.229 0.034  

SMT V2t 9165 3.237 0.034  

INV V2t, x3 9165 3.120 0.034  

SMT V2t 9165 3.125 0.034  

INV V2t, x4 9165 2.982 0.033  

SMT V2t 9165 2.987 0.033  

INV V2t, x5 9165 2.849 0.032  

SMT V2t 9165 2.864 0.033  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.746 0.032  

SMT V2t 9165 2.750 0.032  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.690 0.032  

SMT V2t 9165 2.706 0.032  

INV V2t, x2 9165 2.666 0.032  

SMT V2t 9165 2.678 0.032  

INV V2t, x2 9165 2.648 0.032  

SMT V2t 9165 2.663 0.032  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.630 0.032  

SMT V2t 9165 2.650 0.032 Figure C3.5.2 

 

 
Figure C3.5.1: Velocity model before the inversion started targeting velocities at the top of layer 2. Only headwaves 
have been used such as E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 (rose) and E13 (pink). Most of the picks are traceable in the 
model and plotted at the top of the figure, while the fit between the observed (coloured) and calculated (black) travel 
time picks are presented at the bottom.  
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Figure C3.5.2: Velocity model after the inversion process of velocities ended at the top of layer 2 detailed in Table 
17. Only headwaves have been used, such as E10 (green), E11 (purple), E12 (rose) and E14 (pink). Most of the 
picks can be traced in the model and plotted at the top, and the fit between the observed (coloured) and calculated 
(black) travel time picks are presented at the bottom.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: latest version of the model presented in Figure C3.5.2 and detailed in 

Table C3.5.1. 

- Phases: E2, E3, E4, E11, E13 

- Total number of picks: 28683 

- Inversion: V1b and L1 

Table C3.5.2: Inversion process of layer 1 using events E2, E3, E4, E11, and E13. INV = inversion; V1b = inversion 
process applied to velocities to the bottom of the layer; L1 = inversion process of z-coordinates of the layer boundary 
between layer 1 and 2; x2 = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 28683 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 26367 2.108 0.025  

INV L1, V1b, x2 26492 2.101 0.025 Figure C3.5.3 
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Figure C3.5.3: the final version of the velocity model based on the inversion presented above. At the top part of the 
figure, most of the picks of phases E1 (red), E2 (blue), E10 (green), E11 (purple), E12 (rose), E14 (pink) can be 
traced, at the bottom of the figure the modelled (black) and the observed (coloured) travel time picks are plotted.  

Appendix C3.6 Inverse modelling o flayer 2 tracing phase E5 and E15 

Settings for inversion 

- Input file: final version of velocity model created by the process detailed for layer 

1 earlier. The file has been modified by adding 40 nodes for the velocities at the 

bottom of the layer (V2b) and at the layer boundary (L2) 

- Depth of the layer boundary is 1000 m below sea level 

- Phases: E5, E15 

- Total number of picks: 14521 

- Inversion: z-coordinates of the layer boundary (L2) and velocities at the bottom 

of the layer (V2b). Velocities should be checked regularly. It is likely that the 

velocities will decrease at the bottom of the layer, thus “coupling” may need to 

apply keeping 0.01 km/s/km difference between values at the top and at the 

bottom of the layer. When V2t and V2b “coupled”, both velocity values will 

change by the same magnitude keeping the velocity gradient the same. 

Table C3.6.1: Inversion process of layer 2 using event E5, E15. INV = inversion; V2b = inversion applied to velocities 
at the bottom of the layer; L2 = inversion process of the z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 2 and 
3; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. Red colour indicates the new parameter added to the inversion process. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 14521 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 13481 19.269 0.132 Figure C3.6.1. 

INV L2, x2 13518 16.445 0.122  

SMT L2 13597 16.770 0.123  

INV L2, x3 13451 13.962 0.112  

SMT L2 13466 14.085 0.113  

INV L2, x2 13469 13.027 0.108  

SMT L2 13475 13.096 0.109  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 14521 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV L2, V2b, x3 13372 11.699 0.103  

SMT L2, V2b 13380 11.779 0.103 Figure C3.6.2. 

 

 

Figure C3.6.1: Starting model of layer 2 using reflected waves, such as E5 (yellow) and E15 (purple). Most of the 
picks can be traced by the model (see at the top), observed (coloured) and calculated (black) travel times are plotted 
at the bottom.  

 

Figure C3.6.2: Velocity model modified by inversion of layer 2 using phases E5 (yellow) and E15 (purple). Most 
picks can be traced in the model and plotted at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, both modelled (black) and 
observed (coloured) travel time picks are presented. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: using the latest version of the model presented in Figure C3.6.2 and 

detailed in Table C3.6.1. 

- Phases: E5, E15, E3, E4, E11, E13 

- Total number of picks: 24052 
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- Inversion: layer boundary (L2), velocities at the bottom of the layer (V2b) and the 

top of the layer (V2t) if coupling is necessary. 

Table C3.6.2: Inversion process of layer 2 tracing events E5, E15, E3, E4, E11 and E13. INV = inversion; V2b = 
inversion applied to velocities at the bottom of the layer; V2t = inversion process of the top of layer 2; L2 = inversion 
applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 2 and 3; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process Number of traceable picks χ2 

RMS 

traveltime 

residual 

Figure 

Start 22545 7.956 0.082 Figure C3.6.3 

V2t and V2b were coupled at 3.88 km 

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x2 
22490 7.593 0.080  

V2t and V2b were coupled at 4.06 km 

SMT L2, V2b, V2b 22533 7.672 0.080  

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
22494 7.307 0.078  

SMT L2, V2b, V2t 22539 7.435 0.079  

V2t and V2b were coupled at 3.69 km 

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
22463 7,184 0.077  

SMT L2, V2b, V2b 22524 7.287 0.078  

V2t and V2b were coupled at 4.25 km 

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
22518 7.246 0.078  

SMT L2, V2b, V2t 22499 7.189 0.077  

V2t and V2b were coupled at 3.51 km 

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
22359 7.074 0.076  

SMT L2, V2b, V2b 22461 7.154 0.077  

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
22310 7.073 0.076  

SMT L2, V2b, V2t 22415 7.111 0.077  

V2t and V2b were coupled at 3.38 km 

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
22214 7.033 0.076  

V2t and V2b were coupled at 3.28 km 

SMT L2, V2b, V2t 22353 7.077 0.076 Figure C3.6.4 

 

 

Figure C3.6.3: Velocity model using phases E5 (yellow) and E15 (purple) in layer 2. Tracing headwaves such as 
E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 (rose) and E13 (pink) is necessary when velocities are coupled at the top and at the 
bottom of layer 2. The model can trace most of the picks and rays are presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom, observed (coloured) and the modelled (black) travel times are plotted.  
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Figure C3.6.4: Velocity model using phases E5 (yellow) and E15 (purple) of layer 2. Tracing headwaves such as 
E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 (rose) and E13 (pink) is necessary when velocities are coupled at the top and at the 
bottom of layer 2. The model is able to trace most of the picks and the ray are presented at the top part of the figure. 
At the bottom, observed (coloured) and the modelled (black) travel times are plotted.  

Inverse modelling tracing all reflected (E5, E15, E16 and E20) and refracted (E12 and 

E14) phases 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: latest velocity model presented in Figure C3.6.4, the process is detailed 

in Table C3.6.2. 

- Phases: E5, E15 E16, E20, E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 16875 

- Inversion: z-coordinates of the layer boundary between the second and layer 3 

(L2), velocities at the bottom of layer 2 (V2b) and at the top of the layer if 

“coupling” is applied 

Table C3.6.3: Inversion process of layer 2 using events E5, E15, E16, E20, E12 and E14. INV = inversion; V2b = 
inversion of the velocity at the bottom of the layer; V2t = inversion applied to velocities at the top of layer 2; L2 = 
inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 2 and 3; x3 = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 16875 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 13696 10.044 0.096  

INV L2, V2b, V2t, 

x3 
13650 10.034 0.096  

SMT L2, V2b, V2b 13726 10.042 0.096 Figure C3.6.5. 
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Figure C3.6.5: Velocity model after inversion of velocities and the geometry of layers 1 and 2 boundary. The model 
is able to trace most of the signals (see at the top) e.g., phases E3 (green), E4 (purple), E11 (rose), E13 (pink), E5 
(yellow), E15 (purple) and E17 (turquoise). There is only a few traceable picks for E12 (pink) in the top part of layer 
2, but there is no traceable data for E14. Difference between modelled (black) and observed (coloured) travel time 
picks are presented at the bottom part of the figure.  

Appendix C3.7 Investigating phase E12 and E14 in layer 1 

Assuming that E12 and E14 refract within layer 1, they were used in the final version of 

layer 1 velocity model (inversion process is detailed in Appendix C3.1. – C3.5). If they are 

turning waves in layer 1, they should already indicate the likelihood of their source by a high 

number of traceable picks and a low χ2, even without inverting them. Testing phases E12 and 

E14 in the final velocity model of layer 1 are presented in Table C3.7.1. 

Table C3.7.1: Testing E12 and E14 in the final version of layer 1 velocity model. The table highlights the numbers 
of pick and the goodness of fit when phases E12 and E14 are traced as turning waves (RAYINVR code: 1.1) or 
headwaves (RAYINVR code 1.3). The observed travel time picks fit to the model better, when these phases are 
traced as turning waves in layer 1.  

Phase 
RAYINVR 

code 

Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 

% of total 

number of 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

E1 1.1 13900 12486 89.8 2.109 0.015 

E12 1.1 915 865 94.5 12.152 0.087 

E14 1.1 753 502 66.7 8.164 0.086 

E12 1.3 915 915 100 89.120 0.236 

E14 1.3 753 753 100 49.425 0.211 

 

Settings for Inversion 

- Input file: final version of layer 1 inversion process detailed in Appendix C3.1 – 

C3.5  

- Phases: E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 1668 

- Inversion: velocities at the top of layer 1 (V1t) 
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Table C3.7.2: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phase E12 and E14. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
V1t = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the top of layer 1, x2, x3 = number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1668 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1367 15.004 0.087 Figure C3.7.1 

INV V1t, x2 1283 14.341 0.085  

SMT V1t 1267 14.604 0.086  

INV V1t, x3 1129 14.268 0.084  

SMT V1t 1215 14.016 0.083  

INV V1t 1100 14.050 0.084  

SMT V1t 1169 14.345 0.084  

INV V1t 1045 14.113 0.084  

SMT V1t 1076 14.073 0.084  

 

Tracing phase E12 and E14 in the model for modifying velocities at the top of layer 1 did 

not produced better fit between the model and the observed travel time picks after inversion 

applied. After a few iteration, significant number of picks were not be traced by the model, 

while χ2 stayed at similar value. It is likely that using E12 and E14 may have better influence 

on the model if bottom velocities are modified by the inversion process. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: final version of layer 1 inversion process detailed in Appendix C3.1 – 

C3.5  

- Phases: E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 1668 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 1 (V1b) 

Table C3.7.3: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phase E12 and E14. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
V1b = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the bottom of layer 1; x2, x3 = number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1668 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1367 15.004 0.087 Figure C3.7.1 

INV V1b, x2 1435 13.088 0.082  

SMT V1b 1413 13.148 0.082  

INV V1b, x2 1493 9.621 0.072  

SMT V1b 1443 9.890 0.073  

INV V1b, x2 1462 8.264 0.068  

SMT V1b 1445 8.364 0.069 Figure C3.7.2 
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Figure C3.7.1: At the top of the figure phases E12 (pink) and E14 (green) are traced in the final velocity model of 
layer 1 (process is detailed in Appendix C3.1 – C3.5). At the bottom part of the figure observed (coloured) and 
modelled (black) travel times picks are plotted. Without additional inversion process, both phases indicate high 
possibility that they are refracting in layer 1.  

 

Figure C3.7.2: Velocity model of layer 1 after initial inversion process was undertaken in the velocities at the bottom 
of the layer using phases E12 (pink) and E14 (green). Most picks can be traced in the model (presented at the top) 
and the goodness of fit has been improved as well (comparison to Figure C3.7.1) after few iteration (see the bottom 
part of the figures).  

The additional inversion process improved the goodness of fit for phase E12 and E14 (see 

Figure C3.7.1 and C3.7.2) after few iterations. The number of traceable picks progressively 

increased during the process, while the χ2 value decreased. The model indicated that these 

refracted waves arrive from layer 1. However, the velocity model provided a better fit for E12 

and E14, other phases (E1, E2, E3, E4, E11 and E13) should be traced and fitted to the model 

as they were before the additional inversion process. Test statistical results of each phase is 

presented in Table C3.7.4. 
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Table C3.7.4: Testing each phase in layer 1 before and after the additional inversion process. 

Phase 

Total 

number of 

picks 

Final velocity model of layer 1 

(Appendix C3.1 – C3.5) 

Additional inversion process using 

only E12 and E14 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 

RMS 

travel time 

residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 

RMS 

travel time 

residual 

E1 13900 12486 2.109 0.015 12549 2.183 0.015 

E2 19246 17202 1.972 0.021 17387 2.966 0.026 

E3 7138 6866 2.363 0.023 6866 2.533 0.024 

E4 942 942 1.438 0.048 942 1.181 0.043 

E11 1097 1097 7.431 0.041 1097 9.722 0.047 

E13 260 260 16.299 0.081 260 18.248 0.085 

E12 915 865 18.987 0.087 822 9.855 0.063 

E14 753 502 8.164 0.086 623 6.409 0.076 

 

The model is able to trace the same or more observed travel time picks after the additional 

inversion process (except E12 where minor decrease can be seen). χ2 values significantly 

decreased for phases E12 and E14 after few iterations and slight decrease occurred for E4. 

Goodness of fit decreased for most phases. Although, E12 and E14 were used only during the 

inversion. Adding all headwaves and reflected waves into the procedure may positively 

influence the goodness of fit. The velocity at the top of layer 2 also affect the path of headwaves. 

Thus, they must be tested and inverse modelling has to apply after additional inversion is 

completed in layer 1.  

Setting for inversion: 

- Input file: latest version of the additional inversion process presented in Figure 

C3.7.2 

- Phases: E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 30351 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 1 first, then along the layer boundary 

between the first and layer 2.  

Table C3.7.5: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phases E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing; V1b = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the bottom of layer 1, L1 = 
inversion or smoothing process applied to the z coordinates of the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2; x2, x3 = 
number of iteration. Red indicates, when a new parameter was added or changed during inverse modelling. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 30351 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 27997 3.484 0.032  

INV V1b, x2 28017 3.197 0.031  

SMT V1b 27918 3.187 0.031  

INV V1b, x2 27816 3.030 0.031  

SMT V1b 27912 3.112 0.031  

INV L1, V1b, x3 28067 3.043 0.031  

SMT L2, V1b 28164 3.278 0.032  

INV L1, x2 27880 2.838 0.030  

SMT L1 28166 3.277 0.032  

INV L1 28192 3.088 0.031  

SMT L1 28064 3.104 0.032  

INV L1 28157 3.005 0.031  

SMT L1 28107 2.900 0.031  

INV L1 28058 2.883 0.031  

SMT L1 28087 3.129 0.031  

INV V1b, x3 28043 3.054 0.031  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 30351 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

SMT V1b 28043 3.075 0.031  

INV V1b, x3 28041 3.043 0.031  

SMT V1b 28021 3.074 0.031  

INV L1, V1b, x3 28049 2.877 0.031  

SMT L1, V1b 28022 3.083 0.032  

INV L1, V1b 28248 3.183 0.032  

SMT L1, V1b 28333 3.280 0.032  

INV L1, V1b, x2 28139 3.053 0.031  

SMT L1, V1b 27865 3.155 0.032  

INV L1, V1b, x2 28141 3.075 0.031 Figure C3.7.3 

 

 

Figure C3.7.3: Velocity model after several additional inversion. Reflected waves (E2), headwaves (E3, E4, E11 
and E13) and refracted waves (E12 and E14) were used during the inversion. The model can trace most of the 
picks of E12 (pink) and E14 (green), presented at the top. Observed (coloured) and calculated (black) travel time 
picks are presented at the bottom part of the figure.  

Table C3.7.6: Testing each phase in layer 1 before and after the additional inversion. 

Phase 

Total 

number of 

picks 

Additional inversion process tracing 

only E12 and E14 

Additional inversion process using E2, 

E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 

RMS 

travel time 

residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 

RMS 

travel time 

residual 

E1 13900 12549 2.183 0.015 12501 2.182 0.015 

E2 19246 17387 2.966 0.026 17616 2.145 0.022 

E3 7138 6866 2.533 0.024 6866 3.091 0.026 

E4 942 942 1.181 0.043 942 2.802 0.067 

E11 1097 1097 9.722 0.047 1097 2.406 0.023 

E13 260 260 18.248 0.085 260 4.105 0.040 

E12 915 822 9.855 0.063 865 18.220 0.085 

E14 753 623 6.409 0.076 495 8.189 0.086 

  

When velocities at the bottom of layer 1 were the targets of the inversion, the total number 

of traceable picks remained the same or slowly increased including χ2 value. But, using z-

coordinates of the layer boundary in the modelling did not produce acceptable results; the 

goodness of fit remained the same, or even increased. Testing each phase in the new version of 

the velocity model shows (Table C3.7.6) significant improvement on phases E1, E2, E11 and 

E13. These phases can be traced with higher number of picks while the χ2 value decreased. 
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Unfortunately, other phases (E3, E4, E12 and E14) did not change positive. These phases can 

be traced by fewer data point and the goodness of fit slightly worse (values are presented in 

Table C3.7.6). In the followings, only velocities at the bottom of layer 1 will be modified by 

the inversion. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: latest version of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.7.3. 

- Phases: E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 30351 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 1 

Table C3.7.7: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phases E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing; V1b = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the bottom of layer 1; x2, x3 = 
number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 30351 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 28141 3.075 0.031 Figure C3.7.2 

INV V1b, x3 28329 2.992 0.032  

SMT V1b 28256 2.940 0.031  

INV V1b, x2 28314 2.973 0.031  

SMT V1b 28303 2.983 0.031  

INV V1b, x2 28291 2.953 0.031  

SMT V1b 28312 2.967 0.031  

INV V1b, x2 28312 2.945 0.031  

SMT V1b 28300 2.958 0.031  

 

Velocities at the top of layer 2 have high influence on the passing headwaves traveling 

along the boundary. Thus the number of traceable picks and the goodness of fit have been 

modified, the additional inversion process must focus on layer 2 velocities for few iterations. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model, which was created by a process detailed in Table C3.7.7 

- Phases: E3, E4, E11 and E13 

- Total number of picks: 9437 

- Inversion: velocities at the top of layer 2 (V2b) 

Table C3.7.8: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phase E3, E4, E11 and E13, INV = inversion; SMT = 
smoothing; V2t = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the top of layer 2; x2, x3 = number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9437 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 9165 2.643 0.031  

INV V2t, x2 9165 2.607 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.619 0.031  

INV V2t, x2 9165 2.584 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.594 0.031  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.566 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.575 0.031  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.548 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.559 0.031  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.532 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.544 0.031  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.518 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.526 0.031  

INV V2t, x3 9165 2.509 0.031  

SMT V2t 9165 2.519 0.031  
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The velocity model was modified by the inversion, the goodness of fit improved 

progressively after each iteration, therefore further investigation will focus to the bottom 

velocities in layer 1. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model, created by an inversion modelling method, presented 

in Table C3.7.8 

- Phases: E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 

- Total number of observed travel time picks: 30351 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 1 (V1b) 

Table C3.7.9: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phases E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing; V1b = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the bottom of layer 1; x2, x3 = 
number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 30351 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 27358 2.932 0.029  

INV V1b, x2 27330 2.915 0.029  

SMT V1b 27352 2.926 0.029  

INV V1b, x4 27275 2.903 0.029  

SMT V1b 27269 2.891 0.029  

INV V1b, x3 27258 2.872 0.029  

SMT V1b 27269 2.884 0.029 Figure C3.7.4 

 

 

Figure C3.7.4: Velocity model created by inversion detailed in Table C3.7.8. During the additional inverse modelling 
phases E2, E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 was added. The model can trace some of the observed travel time pick 
for E12 (pink) and E14 (green) at the bottom part of the figure. Observed (coloured) and calculated (black) travel 
time picks still do not fit well.  
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Table C3.7.10: Statistical result of each phase in layer 1. 

Phase 

Total 

number of 

picks 

Additional inversion process using E2, 

E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 

targeting V1b and L1 (see Table C3.7.5 

and Figure C3.7.3) 

Additional inversion process using E2, 

E3, E4, E11, E13, E12 and E14 

targeting V1b(see Table C3.7.8 and 

Figure C3.7.4) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 

RMS 

travel time 

residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 

RMS 

travel time 

residual 

E1 13900 12501 2.182 0.015 12443 2.098 0.014 

E2 19246 17616 2.145 0.022 17743 2.177 0.022 

E3 7138 6866 3.091 0.026 6866 2.465 0.024 

E4 942 942 2.802 0.067 942 2.539 0.064 

E11 1097 1097 2.406 0.023 1097 2.406 0.023 

E13 260 260 4.105 0.040 260 5.081 0.045 

E12 915 865 18.220 0.085 865 17.108 0.083 

E14 753 495 8.189 0.086 438 9.955 0.095 

 

Velocities at the bottom of the layer and the z-coordinates of the layer boundary were 

modified by the inversion presented in Table C3.7.5 and Figure C3.7.3. Later, only velocities 

at the bottom of layer 1 and the top of layer 2 were modified (Table C3.7.8 and Figure C3.7.4). 

The number of traceable travel time picks for all phases and the χ2 values are presented in Table 

C3.7.9. Most phases indicate higher number of data points and lower χ2 value. Unfortunately, 

the target phases such as E12 and E14 did not show similar results, in both cases the χ2 value is 

greater than in the previous velocity models, and the number of traceable picks is significantly 

lower for E14. However, using these two phases only during the invers modelling of the bottom 

velocities in layer 1 has not been investigated.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model created by invers modelling (Table C3.7.9 and Figure 

C3.7.4) 

- Phases: E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 1668 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 1 (V1b) 

Table C3.7.11: Additional inversion process of layer 1 using phase E12 and E14. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
V1b = inversion or smoothing applied to the velocity at the bottom of layer 1, x2, x3 = number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1668 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1303 14.694 0.087 Figure C3.7.4 

INV V1b, x3 1366 13.146 0.083  

SMT V1b 1366 13.134 0.083  

INV V1b, x3 1364 11.001 0.077  

SMT V1b 1351 11.098 0.078  

INV V1b, x2 1349 9.880 0.074  

SMT V1b 1336 9.977 0.075  

INV V1b, x3 1347 9.446 0.073  

SMT V1b 1328 9.531 0.073  

INV V1b, x2 1347 9.352 0.073  

SMT V1b 1331 9.489 0.073  

INV V1b, x2 1351 9.305 0.072  

SMT V1b 1333 9.446 0.073  

INV V1b, x3 1355 9.260 0.072  

SMT V1b 1335 9.434 0.073  

INV V1b, x4 1360 9.202 0.072  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1668 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

SMT V1b 1361 9.239 0.072  

INV V1b, x3 1364 9.166 0.072  

SMT V1b 1378 9.115 0.072  

INV V1b, x3 1367 9.130 0.072  

SMT V1b 1431 8.768 0.070  

INV V1b, x2 1389 8.978 0.071  

SMT V1b 1437 8.723 0.070  

INV V1b, x3 1442 8.643 0.070  

SMT V1b 1443 8.671 0.070  

INV V1b, x3 1448 8.592 0.069  

SMT V1b 1451 8.608 0.069  

INV V1b, x3 1453 8.554 0.069  

SMT V1b 1452 8.600 0.069  

INV V1b 1452 8.552 0.069  

SMT V1b 1454 8.588 0.069  

INV V1b, x3 1568 8.110 0.067  

SMT V1b 1497 8.113 0.067  

INV V1b 1503 8.026 0.067  

SMT V1b 1503 8.038 0.067  

INV V1b 1509 7.955 0.067  

SMT V1b 1510 7.955 0.067  

INV V1b 1540 7.770 0.066  

SMT V1b 1544 7.763 0.066  

INV V1b 1552 7.692 0.067  

SMT V1b 1554 7.692 0.066  

INV V1b 1561 7.636 0.065  

SMT V1b 1561 7.646 0.065  

INV V1b 1586 7.501 0.065  

SMT V1b 1586 7.518 0.065  

INV V1b 1591 7.469 0.065  

SMT V1b 1590 7.492 0.065  

INV V1b 1592 7.461 0.065  

SMT V1b 1592 7.478 0.065  

INV V1b, x2 1596 7.408 0.064  

SMT V1b 1594 7.440 0.064  

INV V1b, x2 1599 7.371 0.064  

SMT V1b 1597 7.398 0.064  

INV V1b, x2 1598 7.305 0.064  

SMT V1b 1598 7.329 0.064  

INV V1b, x2 1596 7.279 0.064  

SMT V1b 1599 7.314 0.064  

INV V1b, x2 1599 7.264 0.064  

SMT V1b 1602 7.296 0.064  

INV V1b, x2 1601 7.254 0.064  

SMT V1b 1601 7.292 0.064  

INV V1b, x3 1599 7.244 0.064  

SMT V1b 1599 7.277 0.064  

INV V1b, x3 1597 7.165 0.064  

SMT V1b 1597 7.263 0.064 Figure C3.7.5 
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Figure C3.7.5: Velocity model of layer 1. The additional inverse modelling used phases E12 (pink) and E14 (green). 
At the bottom part of the figure observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel times are presented.  

Summary of the investigation 

Phases E12 and E14 were used for additional inverse modelling of layer 1 (details are in 

tables C3.7.2-C3.7.11). The model was able to trace most of the travel time picks even before 

the additional inversion process was completed, indicating the high probability of phases 

refracting in layer 1. During the investigation, several model parameters were tested including 

velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer, and z-coordinates of the layer boundary. 

Numerous tests assessed the most appropriate phases for the process, thus all headwaves, and 

reflected waves, were involved in the inversion in addition to the target phases. The final test 

results summarising the number of traceable picks and the goodness of fit is presented in Table 

C3.7.11. First breaks (E1), reflected waves (E2) and headwaves (E3, E4, E11 and E13) are 

traced with the target phases (E12 and E14) in the velocity model and presented in Figure 

C3.7.6. The final velocity and ray density models are presented in figures C3.7.7 and C3.7.8. 

Modifying velocities at the top of the layer and the geometry of the layer boundary during 

inversion did not produce acceptable results; significant number of observed travel time picks 

were lost after each iteration. When the modelling was focused on the velocities at the bottom 

of layer 1, all phases were traced by the same or more picks than in the final velocity model of 

layer 1 (before the additional inversion process). When all phases were used during the 

inversion, the number of traceable picks of target events (E12 and E14) dropped and the χ2 

value increased significantly. In these cases, the total number of picks exceed 30000 while E12 

and E14 contained only 1668 together. Presumably, due to the high number of picks, other 

phases have larger control on the inversion process. Thus, using only E13 and E16, a 

satisfactory model can be generated that produces a better goodness of fit. Comparing each 
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phase before and after the additional inverse modelling, all phases were traced using at least the 

same number of picks. The χ2 value was slightly higher for E1, E2, E4, but lower for E3, E11, 

E12, E13 and E14. Considering the inversion process and the final result of the additional 

inversion process, it is likely that E12 and E14 are refracted in layer 1. However, the final 

conclusion should wait until after the investigation is completed in layers 1 and 2.  

Table C3.7.12: Result of each phase based on the investigation summarised above. Red colour indicates better 
results. 
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E1 1.1 13900 12618 90.8 2.125 0.015 12582 90.5 2.160 0.015 

E2 1.2 19246 17364 90.2 2.020 0.021 17858 92.8 3.977 0.030 

E3 1.3 7138 7138 100 2.455 0.023 7138 100 1.668 0.019 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 1.438 0.048 942 100 2.144 0.059 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 7.431 0.041 1097 100 3.016 0.026 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 7.244 0.081 260 100 2.395 0.046 

E12 1.1 915 865 94.5 12.152 0.087 850 92.9 5.923 0.061 

E14 1.1 753 502 66.7 8.164 0.086 747 99.2 5.007 0.067 

 

 

Figure C3.7.6: Velocities were modified by additional inverse modelling of layer 1 by using phases E12 and E14. 
Events such as first breaks (E1), reflected waves (E2) and all headwaves (E3, E4, E11 and E13) are traced in the 
new model with the target phases (E12 and E14).  
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Figure C3.7.7: Velocity model of layer 1 after additional inverse modelling was applied tracing phases E12 and E14. 
These signals are likely arrive from layer 1.  

 

Figure C3.7.8: Ray density model of layer 1 with all turning waves (E1, E12 and E14), reflected waves (E2) and 
headwaves (E3, E4, E11 and E13) were traced in layer 1.  

Appendix C3.8 Investigating phase E12 and E14 in layer 2 

A three-layer velocity model was created earlier (detailed in Appendix C3.6). The top 

layer represents sediment infill and layer 2 is modelled as basement rocks. The shape of the 

boundary between these layers was established inverse modelling of tracing waves reflected 

(E2) from the interface, and several headwaves (E3, E4, E11 and E13) travelling along the 

surface of the basement rocks. Velocities at the top of layer 1 were modelled by tracing first 

arrivals (E1) and velocities at the bottom were defined by inversion of reflected and headwaves. 

Headwaves are also used to create an appropriate velocity model for the top of layer 2, whereas 
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later arrivals, which are presumably reflected from a deeper reflector (E5, E15, E16 and E20) 

were traced arriving from the bottom of layer 2 and also modelling velocities at the bottom part 

of the layer and the geometry of the interface between the second and layer 3. Assuming phases 

E12 and E14 are turning waves in layer 2, a high number of traceable picks and low χ2 value 

should be observed, even if additional inversion process has not been undertaken yet (Table 

C3.8.1). 

Table C3.8.1: Tracing phases E12 and E14 in layer 2 of the velocity model. 

Phase 
Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 

E12 915 72 38.468 0.123 

E14 753 - - - 

  

The model is able to trace < 10% of the total number of E12 picks, and there are no 

traceable picks for E14 (Figure C3.8.1). Inversion was unable to make any modifications to the 

model when velocities at the bottom of the layer were applied. New velocities at the top of the 

layer could improve the model; however, an appropriate starting model must be established 

first, where the target phases can be traced. Assuming that layer 1 phases created a suitable 

velocity field for layer 1 and for the top of layer 2, different velocity values were then tested at 

the bottom of layer 2 (Table C3.8.2). To simplify the testing process, the number of nodes was 

decreased to 2, which also affected the number of traceable picks for E12 and E14 compared to 

picks presented in Table C3.8.1. 

 

Figure C3.8.1: Final velocity model of layer 2. Phase E14 (green) is not traced by the model and < 10% of the E12 
(pink) picks can be seen. 
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Table C3.8.2: Testing phases E12 and E14 using different velocities at the bottom of layer 2. Best results are 
highlighted by red. 

Velocity at 

the bottom of 

layer 2 (km/s) 

E12 (total number of picks: 915) E14 (total number of picks: 753) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.50 35 83.682 0.180 - - - 

4.60 289 91.768 0.191 - - - 

4.70 207 81.040 0.180 - - - 

4.80 346 91.666 0.191 - - - 

4.90 513 96.065 0.196 16 61.244 0.227 

5.00 645 99.358 0.199 481 27.090 0.156 

5.10 751 102.733 0.203 509 28.669 0.160 

5.20 821 108.139 0.208 525 32.836 0.172 

5.30 888 112.686 0.212 500 36.863 0.182 

5.40 902 113.758 0.213 398 40.485 0.191 

5.50 907 114.237 0.214 327 45.218 0.201 

 

The model was only able to trace the target phases with high velocities at the bottom of 

the layer. The highest number of traceable E12 picks was produced when the velocities were 

set to 5.50 km/s, and 5.20 km/s for E14. The model is not able to trace any E14 travel time picks 

between seismic velocities of 4.50 and 4.80 km/s. The number of traceable picks progressively 

increases with higher velocities. The best tests results are different for E12 and E14; therefore 

these phases were modelled independently. Details of modelling are presented in tables C3.8.3-

C3.8.7. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: modified version of the final velocity model of layer 2 

- Velocities at the bottom of the layer is set 5.50 km/s 

- Phase: E12 

- Total number of picks: 915 

- Inversion: velocities at the top of the layer (V2t) 

Table C3.8.3: Additional inverse modelling of layer 2 using Phase E12. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V2t = 
inversion or smoothing was applied at the top of layer 2; x2, x2 = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 915 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 907 114.237 0.214 Figure C3.8.2 

INV V2t, x3 908 112.112 0.212  

SMT V2t 909 112.145 0.212  

INV V2t, x3 908 109.919 0.210  

SMT V2t 910 110.097 0.210  

INV V2t, x3 910 107.854 0.208  

SMT V2t 911 107.975 0.208  

INV V2t, x3 910 105.752 0.206  

SMT V2t 910 105.762 0.206  

INV V2t, x3 913 103.751 0.204  

SMT V2t 911 103.819 0.204  

INV V2t, x3 913 101.726 0.202  

SMT V2t 913 101.761 0.202  

INV V2t, x3 914 99.617 0.200  

SMT V2t 914 99.729 0.200  

INV V2t, x3 914 97.596 0.197  

SMT V2t 914 97.799 0.198  

INV V2t, x2 915 92.386 0.192  

SMT V2t 915 92.529 0.192  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 915 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV V2t, x2 915 87.198 0.187  

SMT V2t 915 87.436 0.187  

INV V2t, x2 915 82.139 0.181  

SMT V2t 915 82.421 0.181  

INV V2t, x2 915 77.166 0.176  

SMT V2t 915 77.550 0.176  

INV V2t, x2 915 72.345 0.170  

SMT V2t 915 72.740 0.170  

INV V2t, x2 915 67.645 0.164  

SMT V2t 915 68.067 0.165  

INV V2t, x2 915 63.089 0.159  

SMT V2t 915 63.534 0.159  

INV V2t, x2 915 58.633 0.153  

SMT V2t 915 59.173 0.154  

INV V2t, x2 915 54.362 0.147  

SMT V2t 915 54.961 0.148  

INV V2t, x2 915 50.326 0.142  

SMT V2t 915 50.997 0.143  

INV V2t, x2 915 46.742 0.137  

SMT V2t 915 47.351 0.138  

INV V2t 915 45.357 0.135  

SMT V2t 915 45.906 0.135  

INV V2t, x2 915 41.980 0.130  

SMT V2t 915 42.571 0.130  

INV V2t, x2 915 39.085 0.125  

SMT V2t 915 37.701 0.126  

INV V2t, x2 915 36.417 0.121  

SMT V2t 915 37.076 0.122  

INV V2t, x2 915 33.925 0.116  

SMT V2t 915 34.579 0.118  

INV V2t, x5 915 29.114 0.108  

SMT V2t 915 29.706 0.109  

INV V2t, x2 915 26.833 0.104  

SMT V2t 915 27.433 0.105  

INV V2t, x2 915 24.661 0.099  

SMT V2t 915 25.266 0.100  

INV V2t, x2 915 22.697 0.096  

SMT V2t 915 23.241 0.096  

INV V2t, x3 915 19.974 0.089  

SMT V2t 915 20.650 0.091  

INV V2t 915 19.688 0.089  

SMT V2t 915 20.235 0.090  

INV V2t, x2 915 18.528 0.086  

SMT V2t 915 19.083 0.087 Figure C3.8.3 

INV V2t, x2 915 17.503 0.084  

SMT V2t 915 18.095 0.085  

INV V2t, x2 915 16.560 0..081  

SMT V2t 915 17.084 0.083  

INV V2t, x3 915 14.903 0.077  

SMT V2t 915 15.392 0.078  

INV V2t, x3 915 13.381 0.073  

SMT V2t 915 13.830 0.074  

INV V2t, x3 915 12.005 0.069  

SMT V2t 915 12.492 0.071  

INV V2t, x3 915 10.788 0.066  

SMT V2t 915 11.188 0.067  

INV V2t, x3 915 9.670 0.062  

SMT V2t 915 10.121 0.064  

INV V2t, x3 915 8.870 0.060  

SMT V2t 915 9.274 0.061  

INV V2t, x3 915 8.270 0.057  

SMT V2t 915 8.669 0.059  

INV V2t, x3 915 7.799 0.056  

SMT V2t 915 8.160 0.057  

INV V2t, x3 915 7.423 0.054  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 915 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

SMT V2t 915 7.785 0.056  

INV V2t, x4 915 6.904 0.053  

SMT V2t 915 7.230 0.054  

INV V2t, x3 915 6.612 0.051  

SMT V2t 915 6.918 0.053  

INV V2t, x3 915 6.320 0.050  

SMT V2t 915 6.632 0.051  

INV V2t, x3 915 6.073 0.049  

SMT V2t 915 6.369 0.050  

INV V2t, x3 915 5.837 0.048  

SMT V2t 915 6.130 0.049  

INV V2t, x3 915 5.625 0.047  

SMT V2t 915 5.910 0.049  

INV V2t, x3 915 5.431 0.047  

SMT V2t 914 5.704 0.048  

INV V2t, x3 915 5.247 0.046  

SMT V2t 915 5.491 0.047  

INV V2t, x3 915 5.066 0.045  

SMT V2t 915 5.302 0.046  

INV V2t, x3 915 4.996 0.045  

SMT V2t 915 5.217 0.046  

INV V2t, x3 915 4.721 0.043  

SMT V2t 915 4.906 0.044  

INV V2t, x3 914 4.582 0.043  

SMT V2t 914 4.751 0.044  

INV V2t, x3 915 4.474 0.042  

SMT V2t 914 4.638 0.043  

INV V2t, x3 915 4.406 0.042  

SMT V2t 914 4.552 0.043  

INV V2t, x4 915 4.344 0.042  

SMT V2t 915 4.472 0.042  

INV V2t, x4 015 4.316 0.042  

SMT V2t, x2 915 4.597 0.042  

INV V2t, x3 915 4.363 0.042  

SMT V2t 915 4.499 0.042  

INV V2t, x4 915 4.285 0.041  

SMT V2t 915 4.409 0.042 Figure C3.8.4 

 

 

Figure C3.8.2: Modified starting model of layer 2 before the additional inverse modelling was applied. Phase E12 
can be traced (at the top) by the model using 5.50 km/s velocity at the bottom of layer 2. The observed (pink) and 
calculated (black) travel times are not fitted satisfactory.  
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Figure C3.8.3: Velocity model during the additional inversion process using phase E12. Ray are plotted at the top 
part of the figure. Observed (pink) and modelled (black) travel time picks are presented at the bottom part. 

 
Figure C3.8.4: Velocity model during the additional inversion using phase E12 (pink). Most rays of both phases can 
be traced by the model: E12 (pink) and E14 (green). Observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time picks 
are presented at the bottom part. 

The model is able to trace 100% of the total number of E12 picks, the goodness of fit is 

acceptable at this stage of the investigation. Phase E14 must be tested Using the latest version 

of the velocity model. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: the latest version of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.8.4. 

Modelling process is detailed in Table C3.8.3. 

- Phase: E14 

- Total number of picks: 753 

- Inversion: velocities at the top of the layer (V2t) 
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Table C3.8.4: Additional inverse modelling of layer 2 using phase E16. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V2t = 
inversion or smoothing was applied at the top of layer 2; x2, x3 = number of iterations. 

Process Number of traceable picks χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 379 37.772 0.184 Figure C3.8.4 

INV V2t, x3 396 36.880 0.182  

SMT V2t 399 36.742 0.182  

INV V2t, x3 420 35.563 0.179  

SMT V2t 425 35.398 0.178  

INV V2t, x3 450 34.004 0.175  

SMT V2t 463 33.964 0.175  

INV V2t, x3 480 32.428 0.171  

SMT V2t 494 32.255 0.170  

INV V2t, x3 504 31.315 0.168  

SMT V2t 511 31.156 0.167  

INV V2t, x3 542 29.979 0.164  

SMT V2t 557 29.033 0.162  

INV V2t, x3 582 28.173 0.159  

SMT V2t 583 28.143 0.159  

INV V2t, x3 611 26.520 0.154  

SMT V2t 615 26.447 0.154  

INV V2t, x3 638 25.036 0.150  

SMT V2t 639 25.003 0.150  

INV V2t, x3 676 23.127 0.144  

SMT V2t 678 23.127 0.144  

INV V2t, x3 699 21.451 0.139  

SMT V2t 704 21.424 0.139  

INV V2t, x3 713 20.117 0.134  

SMT V2t 717 20.108 0.134  

INV V2t, x3 732 18.757 0.130  

SMT V2t 735 18.780 0.130  

INV V2t, x3 738 17.449 0.125  

SMT V2t 740 17.521 0.125  

INV V2t, x3 743 16.332 0.121  

SMT V2t 742 16.386 0.121  

INV V2t, x3 741 15.269 0.117  

SMT V2t 741 15.347 0.117  

INV V2t, x3 737 14.285 0.113  

SMT V2t 738 14.371 0.114  

INV V2t, x3 749 13.270 0.109  

SMT V2t 749 13.344 0.110  

INV V2t, x3 752 12.348 0.105  

SMT V2t 752 12.443 0.106 Figure C3.8.5 

INV V2t, x3 743 11.545 0.102  

SMT V2t 743 11.742 0.103  

INV V2t, x3 750 10.853 0.099  

SMT V2t 745 10.978 0.099  

INV V2t, x3 746 10.300 0.096  

SMT V2t 753 10.350 0.096  

INV V2t, x3 751 9.703 0.093  

SMT V2t 748 9.793 0.094  

INV V2t, x3 747 9.259 0.091  

SMT V2t 747 9.325 0.092  

INV V2t, x3 748 8.863 0.089  

SMT V2t 748 8.960 0.090  

INV V2t, x3 743 8.583 0.088  

SMT V2t 746 8.668 0.088  

INV V2t, x3 744 8.262 0.086  

SMT V2t 747 8.339 0.087  

INV V2t, x3 743 7.951 0.085  

SMT V2t 745 8.009 0.085  

INV V2t, x3 743 7.649 0.083  

SMT V2t 739 7.730 0.083  

INV V2t, x3 738 7.409 0.082  

SMT V2t 738 7.482 0.081  

INV V2t, x3 735 7.174 0.080  
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Process Number of traceable picks χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

SMT V2t 735 7.225 0.081  

INV V2t, x2 735 7.022 0.079  

SMT V2t 732 7.093 0.080  

INV V2t, x3 726 6.814 0.078  

SMT V2t 726 6.887 0.079  

INV V2t, x2 715 6.758 0.078  

SMT V2t 718 6.801 0.078  

INV V2t, x2 714 6.625 0.077  

SMT V2t 718 6.707 0.078  

INV V2t, x3 698 6.500 0.076  

SMT V2t 704 6.552 0.077  

INV V2t, x2 694 6.417 0.076  

SMT V2t 707 6.440 0.076  

INV V2t, x2 702 6.289 0.075  

SMT V2t 695 6.368 0.076  

INV V2t, x2 691 6.207 0.075  

SMT V2t 704 6.224 0.075 Figure C3.8.6 
 

 
Figure C3.8.5: Velocity model during the additional inversion process using phase E14. Rays are plotted at the top 
part of the figure. Observed (green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are presented at the bottom part. 

 
Figure C3.8.6: Velocity model during the additional inversion using phase E12. Most rays can be traced for both 
phases: E12 (pink) and E14 (green), plotted at the top part of the figure. Observed (coloured) and modelled (black) 
travel time picks are presented at the bottom part. 
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Velocities at the top of the layer progressively decreased during the inversion process 

using phases E12 and E14. The additional investigation used these signals separately, 

consequently modified the goodness of fit for E12 (Table C3.8.5). Now both phases will be 

traced together during the inversion.  

Table C3.8.5: Statistical results of phases E12 and E14 tracing the in the latest version of the additional invers 
modelling (presented in in Figure C3.8.6). 

Phase 
Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 

E12 915 915 8.623 0.059 

E14 753 704 6.224 0.075 

 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model created by an inversion process detailed in Table C3.8.4. 

The model is presented in Figure C3.8.6 

- Phases: E12 and E14 

- Total number of picks: 1668 

- Inversion: velocities at the top of layer 2 (V2t) 

Table C3.8.6: Additional inverse modelling in layer 2 using phase E12 and E14. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
V2t = inversion or smoothing was applied at the top of layer 2; x2, x3 = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1668 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1619 7.575 0.066 Figure C3.8.6 

INV V2t, x2 1600 7.063 0.064  

SMT V2t 1604 7.120 0.065  

INV V2t, x2 1590 6.695 0.064  

SMT V2t 1593 6.760 0.063  

INV V2t, x2 1590 6.443 0.063  

SMT V2t 1597 6.504 0.062  

INV V2t, x2 1578 6.262 0.061  

SMT V2t 1585 6.313 0.062  

INV V2t, x2 1577 6.089 0.061  

SMT V2t 1589 6.145 0.061  

INV V2t, x2 1575 5.972 0.060  

SMT V2t 1576 6.034 0.060  

INV V2t, x2 1564 5.891 0.060  

SMT V2t 1575 5.941 0.060  

INV V2t, x2 1570 5.806 0.059  

SMT V2t 1569 5.866 0.060  

INV V2t, x2 1565 5.755 0.059  

SMT V2t 1562 5.806 0.059  

INV V2t, x2 1553 5.708 0.059  

SMT V2t 1566 5.747 0.059  

INV V2t, x2 1558 5.663 0.059  

SMT V2t 1555 5.717 0.059  

INV V2t, x2 1547 5.653 0.059  

SMT V2t 1549 5.703 0.059  

INV V2t, x2 1539 5.638 0.058  

SMT V2t 1549 5.684 0.059  

INV V2t, x2 1540 5.621 0.058  

SMT V2t 1547 5.669 0.059 Figure C3.8.7 
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Figure C3.8.7: Velocity model after series of additional inverse modelling of layer 2 tracing phases E12 (pink) and 
E14 (green). The model can trace most of the travel time picks as presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom part, observed (coloured) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented.  

Table C3.8.7: Statistical results of phases E12 and E14 tracing the in the latest version of the additional inverse 
modelling (presented in in Figure C3.8.7). 

Phase 
Total number 

of picks 

Number of 

traceable picks 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 

E12 915 915 5.672 0.048 

E14 753 632 5.723 0.072 

 

The statistical results of each phase presented in Table C3.8.7. The number of traceable 

picks gradually increased after each iteration for both phases (E12 and E14), and reached 100% 

for E12. Goodness of fit improved using both events during the inversion. Velocities at the top 

of layer 2 significantly decreased, some location it approached velocities at the bottom of layer 

1. The modified velocity model has significant influence on the number of traceable picks and 

the goodness of fit for all headwaves and reflected waves in layer 2.  

Summary of the additional inverse modelling in layer 2 

The target phases have not been traced in the final velocity model of layer 2 and further 

velocity tests needed to be undertaken. Inversion did not modify velocities at the bottom of the 

layer, therefore only the upper velocities could be investigated. Phases E12 and E14 were used 

individually and together during the process. Goodness of fit gradually improved with a lower 

χ2 value and higher number of traceable picks after each iteration. Velocities at the top of layer 

2 significantly decreased, which has an enormous influence on tracing headwave phases such 

as E3, E4, E11 and E13. Following testing of each phase before and after the additional inverse 

modelling in layer 2 (Table C3.8.8), only E12 and E14 produced more traceable picks with a 

lower χ2 value (Figure C3.8.8). Considering the data presented in Table C3.8.8, it is unlikely 
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that E12 and E14 are turning waves in layer 2. Velocity and ray density models are presented 

in Figure C3.8.9 and C3.8.10. Final conclusion can be made after testing layer 3. 

Table C3.8.8: All phases before and after the additional inverse modelling. Red indicates better results. 
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E2 1.2 19246 17327 90 1.956 0.021 17211 89.4 1.898 0.021 

E3 1.3 7138 7138 100 2.359 0.023 4143 58 123.198 0.166 

E4 1.3 942 942 100 2.569 0.064 942 100 32.933 0.229 

E11 1.3 1097 1097 100 2.621 0.024 1097 100 187.443 0.205 

E13 1.3 260 260 100 2.305 0.045 259 99.6 12.186 0.105 

E12 2.1 915 72 8.2 38.468 0.123 915 100 5.672 0.049 

E14 2.1 753 - - - - 634 84.2 5.757 0.072 

E5 2.2 10691 10180 95.2 9.924 0.095 10601 99.2 13.580 0.111 

E15 2.2 3830 3124 81.6 8.375 0.072 3560 93 29.537 0.136 

E16 2.2 556 524 94.2 5.359 0.093 556 100 23.283 0.193 

E20 2.2 130 130 100 1.914 0.041 130 100 2.299 0.045 

  

 

Figure C3.8.8: Velocity model was modified by additional inverse modelling of phases E12 and E14 as turning 
waves in layer 2. All phases presumed to arrive from the first (E1, E2, E3, E4, E11, E13) and second (E5, E15, E16, 
E20) layers are traced in the model along with the target phases (E12 and E14).  
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Figure C3.8.9: Velocity model created by additional inverse modelling of phases E12 and E14 as turning waves 
arriving from layer 2.  

 

Figure C3.8.10: Ray density model for the velocity model, created following the additional inverse modelling of 
phases E12 and E14 as turning waves in layer 2. The image shows rays travelling through the layer 1 and 2 as first 
breaks, reflected and refracted waves in the first two layers of the velocity model.  

Appendix C3.9 Investigating phase E12 and E14 in layer 3 

Considering previous investigation of layers 1 and 2, no strong evidence supports that the 

source of events E12 and E14 is in layer 3. However, the velocity field should be checked in 

layer 3 to trace the target events and thereby make final conclusions concerning their origin. 

Layer 3 is still under investigation and several phases such as E6, E7 etc., have already been 

tested; modelling will be discussed later. The starting model for layer 3 was used to test phases 

E12 and E14 as turning waves, but, no traceable travel time picks were found. Velocities at the 
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top of layer 3 were then set to be equal to the velocities at the bottom of layer 2. Different 

velocity values at the bottom of layer 3 will be tested to investigate possible velocity fields for 

E12 and E14 (Table C3.9.1). 

Table C3.9.1: Phase E12 and E14 test using different velocity values at the bottom of layer 3. Velocities at the top 
of the layer were set to be equal to velocities at the bottom of layer 2. The highest number of traceable picks is 
highlighted by red. 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

layer 3 (km/s) 

Phase E12 (total number of picks: 912) Phase E14 (total number of picks: 753) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.50 - - - - - - 

4.60 - - - - - - 

4.70 - - - - - - 

4.80 - - - - - - 

4.90 - - - - - - 

5.00 - - - - - - 

5.10 - - - - - - 

5.20 - - - - - - 

5.30 - - - - - - 

5.40 - - - - - - 

5.50 - - - - - - 

5.60 - - - - - - 

5.70 - - - - - - 

5.80 - - - - - - 

5.90 - - - - - - 

6.00 - - - - - - 

6.10 - - - - - - 

6.20 - - - - - - 

6.30 - - - - - - 

6.40 - - - - - - 

6.50 11 36.609 0.115 - - - 

6.60 23 33.964 0.114 - - - 

6.70 32 33.776 0.114 - - - 

6.80 41 35.051 0.117 - - - 

6.90 60 35.516 0.118 - - - 

7.00 85 32.687 0.114 - - - 

7.10 110 28.092 0.106 - - - 

7.20 129 26.914 0.103 - - - 

7.30 148 27.443 0.104 - - - 

7.40 179 26.028 0.102 - - - 

7.50 233 22.007 0.094 - - - 

7.60 283 19.655 0.089 - - - 

7.70 342 17.767 0.084 - - - 

7.80 398 16.534 0.081 - - - 

7.90 450 16.017 0.080 - - - 

8.00 503 15.286 0.078 - - - 

 

Summary of event E12 and E14 tests in layer 3 

Velocities at the top of layer 3 were initially set to the same value as the bottom of layer 

2. Velocities at the bottom of layer 3 were progressively increased by 10 km/s. The model was 

able to trace some of the E12 travel time picks when the velocities were higher than 6.40 km/s. 

The model was not able to trace any travel time picks for event E14 in the velocity range 

between 4.50 and 8.00 km/s. During these tests the depth of the layer boundary between layers 

3 and 4 was modified and tested in several occasions. The location of the layer boundary did 

not have a positive influence on the number of traceable picks. The most suitable starting model 
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for E12 was given by 8.00 km/s, which is the highest velocity tested during the process. Such 

high velocities would be more likely in this region at 40 km deep (Stern et al, 2007), It is quite 

unlikely that velocity can be 8.00 km/s at depth of only 1.4 km. According to the observations 

above, phases E12 and E14 do not arriving from layer 3 or from a reflector located at a depth 

as great as 1.4 km.  

Appendix C3.10 Additional inverse modelling of layer 2 

Settings for Inversion: 

- Input file: combined velocity model 

- Phase E20 (travel time uncertainty is decreased from 40 ms to 10 ms) 

- Total number of observed travel time picks: 130 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of the layer (V2b), later z-coordinates of the 

layer boundary (L2) will be added.  

Table C3.10.1: Inversion process of layer 2 using event E21. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V2b = inversion 
or smoothing is applied on the velocity at the bottom of layer 2; L2 = inversion or smoothing applied on the z-
coordinates of layer 2; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Red colour indicates a parameter change before the next 
iteration of the inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 130 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 125 17.212 0.041 Figure C3.10.1 

INV V2b, x4 129 16.828 0.041  

SMT V2b 126 16.902 0.041  

INV V2b, x4 130 16.592 0.041  

SMT V2b 128 16.740 0.041  

INV V2b, x3 130 16.472 0.040  

SMT V2b 129 16.627 0.041  

INV V2b, x3 130 16.355 0.040  

SMT V2b 129 16.573 0.041  

INV V2b, x3 130 16.305 0.040  

SMT V2b 129 16.536 0.041  

INV V2b, x3 130 16.268 0.040  

SMT V2b 130 16.424 0.040  

INV L2, V2b, x3 130 18.969 0.030  

SMT L2, V2b 130 12.322 0.035  

INV L2, V2b, x2 130 9.908 0.031  

SMT L2, V2b 130 12.379 0.035  

INV L2, V2b, x3 130 9.342 0.030  

SMT L2, V2b 130 12.430 0.035  

INV V2b, x3 130 12.268 0.035  

SMT V2b 130 12.370 0.035  

INV V2b, x4 130 12.173 0.035  

SMT V2b 130 12.339 0.035  

INV V2b, x5 130 12.104 0.035  

SMT V2b 130 12.266 0.035  

INV V2b, x5 130 12.058 0.035  

SMT V2b 130 12.238 0.035  

INV L2, V2b, x2 130 10.907 0.033  

SMT L2, V2b 130 13.255 0.036  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 9.951 0.031  

SMT L2, V2b 130 12.355 0.035  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 9.420 0.031  

SMT L2, V2b 130 12.355 0.035  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 9.145 0.030  

SMT L2, V2b 130 12.194 0.035  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 130 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV L2, V2b, x6 130 10.556 0.032  

SMT L2, V2b 130 11.444 0.034  

INV L2, V2b, x4 130 9.883 0.031  

SMT L2, V2b 130 10.753 0.033  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 8.059 0.028  

SMT L2, V2b 130 10.302 0.032  

INV L2, V2b, x4 130 8.101 0.028  

SMT L2, V2b 130 10.531 0.032  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 7.280 0.027  

SMT L2, V2b 130 9.866 0.031  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 6.761 0.026  

SMT L2, V2b 130 9.824 0.031  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 6.717 0.026  

SMT L2, V2b 130 9.768 0.031  

INV L2, V2b, x5 130 6.424 0.025  

SMT L2, V2b 130 9.444 0.031 Figure C3.10.2 

 

 

Figure C3.10.1: Velocity model after the additional inverse modelling of phases E12 and E14. Most of the travel 
time picks of event E5 (yellow), E15 (purple), E16 (turquoise) and E20 (light green) can be traced and presented at 
the top part of the figure. Observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part 
of the image.  
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Figure C3.10.2: Velocity model after the inversion process (Table C3.10.1). Most of the travel time picks of events 
E5 (yellow), E15 (purple), E16 (turquoise) and E20 (light green) can be traced and presented at the top part of the 
figure. Observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

Inversion process was able to modify the model at the SE part of the profile using phase 

E20. The newly created model must be tested for other phases e.g., E15, E16 and E5.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Latest version of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.10.2 

- Phases: E5, E15  

- Total number of picks: 14521 

- Inversion: layer boundary (L2) and velocity at the bottom of the layer (V2b) may 

be added later 

Table C3.10.2: Inversion of layer 2 using phases E5, E15 and E16. INV = inversion; SMT = Smoothing; L2 = 
inversion or smoothing process was applied on the z-coordinates of the layer boundary between layer 2 and 3; V2b 
= inversion or smoothing was applied at the bottom of layer 2; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration applied. Changing 
parameter in the inversion is highlighted by red colour. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 14521 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Model is not able to trace all picks at the SE end of the profile, thus picks of the first 20 shot gathers at the NW 

will not be used during inversion, but will added later 

Start 13424 10.138 0.096 Figure C3.10.2 

INV L2, x2 13393 9.982 0.095  

SMT L2 13434 10.051 0.095  

INV L2, x2 13396 9.928 0.095  

SMT L2 13469 10.001 0.095  

INV L2, x2 13442 9.947 0.095  

SMT L2 13454 9.993 0.095  

INV L2, x2 13402 9.950 0.095  

SMT L2 13432 9.932 0.095  

INV L2 13428 9.951 0.095  

SMT L2 13446 9.973 0.095  

INV L2, x2 13455 9.913 0.094  

SMT L2 13485 10.005 0.095  

INV L2, x2 13428 9.942 0.095  

SMT L2 13467 10.021 0.095  

INV L2, x2 13430 9.940 0.095  

SMT L2 13451 10.024 0.095  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 14521 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Picks of the first 20 shot gather at the NW end of the profile added to the inversion process 

Start 11333 13.797 0.111 Figure C3.10.3 

INV L2, x2 11210 13.543 0.110  

SMT L2 11276 13.550 0.110  

INV L2, x3 11202 13.427 0.110  

SMT L2 11252 13.426 0.110  

INV L2, x2 11148 13.358 0.110  

SMT L2 11277 13.378 0.110  

INV L2, x2 11157 13.335 0.110  

SMT L2 11276 13.327 0.110  

INV L2, x2 11065 13.301 0.109  

SMT L2 11214 13.312 0.109  

INV L2 11072 13.362 0.110  

SMT L2 11209 13.305 0.109  

Testing the model not using picks of the first 20 shot gathers at the NW end of the profile 

Start 13469 10.000 0.095  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of layer 2 are coupled at 3.67, 3.82 and 3.97 km 

INV V2b, x2 13459 9.960 0.095  

SMT V2 13461 9.964 0.095  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of layer 2 are coupled at 4.11, 3.53, 3.38 and 3.25 km 

INV V2, x2 13455 9.919 0.094  

SMT V2 13453 9.918 0.094  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of layer 2 are coupled at 3.09 km 

INV V2, x2 13441 9.860 0.094  

SMT V2 13439 9.860 0.094  

INV V2, x2 13443 9.815 0.094  

SMT V2 13443 9.820 0.094  

Travel time picks of the first 20 shot gathers at the NW end of the profile are added to the inversion process 

Start 11307 13.509 0.110  

INV V2, x2 11284 13.362 0.110  

SMT V2 11306 13.334 0.110 Figure C3.10.4 

 

 

Figure C3.10.3: velocity model during inversion using phases E5 (yellow) and E15 (purple). The model can trace 
most of the travel time picks (at the top). At the bottom part of the figure: observed (coloured) and modelled (black) 
travel time picks are presented.  
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Figure C3.10.4: Velocity model of layer 2 after the additional inversion procedure using phases E5 (yellow) and E15 
(purple). Other phases such as phase E16 (turquoise) and E20 (light green) can be traced by the model and 
presented at the top part of the figure. Observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted at the 
bottom part of the image. 

Appendix C3.11 Inverse modelling of layer 3 tracing phases E6, E7, E8, E9, 

E18 and E19 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: final version of the velocity model modified by adding a new layer at 

depth of 1.4 km, velocities at the top of the layer are equal to the bottom of layer 

2, velocities at the bottom are set to 4.50 km/s, velocities and the layer boundary 

are defined by 50 nodes.  

- Phases: E6, E7, E8, E18, E19 

- Total number of traceable picks: 19128 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) and the geometry of the layer 

boundary (L3) between layers 3 and 4. 

Table C3.11.1: Inversion of layer 3 using events E5, E7, E8, E18 and E19. INV = inversion; V3b = inversion of the 
velocity at the bottom of the layer; V3t = inversion of the top of layer 2; L3 = inversion of the z-coordinates at the 
layer boundary between layers 3 and 4; x2, x3 etc., = number of iterations. Red indicates, when a new parameter 
was added to the inversion process. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 19128 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 16874 38.183 0.185 Figure C3.11.1 

INV L3, x3 16709 32.301 0.170  

SMT L3 16726 32.443 0.171  

INV L3, x3 16449 29.257 0.162  

SMT L3 16458 29.500 0.163  

The model is not able to trace any of the picks of event E19. This phase was picked on a few shot gathers at 

the SE end of the profile. The model can trace the event if the picks at the first 30 shots at the NW end are not 

used. In the followings, inversion process will be detailed without the first 30 shots 

Start 16049 33.605 0.174  

INVE L3, x2 15449 31.009 0.167  

SMT L3 15608 31.491 0.168  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 19128 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV L3, x2 14742 29.973 0.164  

SMT L3 15060 30.059 0.164  

Adding the first 30 shots to the inversion process 

Start 15562 26.949 0.156  

INV L3, V3b, x2 15564 26.977 0.156  

SMT L3, V3b 15442 26.687 0.155  

A segmentation fault occur, therefore smoothing is applied again 

SMT L3, V3b 15209 26.613 0.155  

INV L3, V3b, x2 14706 26.619 0.155  

SMT L3, V3b, x4 15132 26.625 0.155 Figure C3.11.2 

The model was smoothed 4 times, because segmentation fault occurred 

 

 

Figure C3.11.1: Starting model of layer 3. Phases E6 (cyan) E7 (red), E8 (orange), E18 (light blue) and E19 (purple) 
are traced at the top part of the figure. Modelled (black) and observed (coloured) travel times are plotted at the 
bottom. 

 

Figure C3.11.2: Inversion process of the velocity model in layer 3 (detail are presented in Table C3.11.1). Phases 
E6 (cyan) E7 (red), E8 (orange), E18 (light blue) and E19 (purple) are traced at the top part of the figure. Modelled 
(black) and observed (coloured) travel times are plotted at the bottom. 
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After numerous iterations, significant number of picks were not traced in the model, and 

the χ2 value slightly decreased. At the beginning of the inversion the layer boundary was 

modified only, and velocities at the bottom of the layer were altered later during modelling. 

Comparing velocities before and after the inversions, the model shows different values along a 

few nodes only, but remained the same. It is likely that modifying z-coordinates of the layer 

boundary during the modelling may have created artefacts deepened the layer boundary over 

its realistic depth, thus the velocity values could not change by inversion. Modifying bottom 

velocities only at the beginning of the inversion and adding z-coordinates of the layer boundary 

into the modelling later possible can help to avoid this problem. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: the same starting model, which has been already used in modelling 

presented in Table C3.11.1. 

- Phases: E6, E7, E8, E18, E19 

- Total number of picks: 19128 

- Inversion: Velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) 

Table C3.11.2: Inversion process of layer 3 using events E6, E7, E8, E18 and E19. INV = inversion, V3b = inversion 
of the velocity at the bottom of the layer, V3t = inversion of the top of layer 2; x2, x3 etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 19128 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 16874 38.183 0.185 Figure C3.11.1 

Inversion process is focusing the SE part of the model firs, therefore picks from the first 30 shot gathers at the 

NW end of the line will be not used yet 

Start 16329 41.608 0.185  

INV V3b, x2 16336 41.495 0.193  

Values are decreasing only at 4 node location by 0.01 km/s, therefore several iteration must be applied 

SMT V3b 16337 51.501 0.193  

INV V3b, x2 16342 41.404 0.193  

SMT V3b 16344 41.414 0.193  

INV V3b, x2 16332 41.305 0.193  

SMT V3b 16335 41.313 0.193  

INV V3b, x2 16338 41.207 0.193  

SMT V3b 16342 41.219 0.193  

INV V3b, x2 16344 41.182 0.193  

SMT V3b 16338 41.187 0.193  

INV V3b, x2 16311 41.049 0.193  

SMT V3b 16352 41.174 0.193  

INV V3b, x2 16324 41.037 0.193  

SMT V3b 16354 41.155 0.193  

Picks from the first 30 shot gathers at the NW end of the line will be used in the following 

Start 16906 37.761 0.184  

INV V3b, x3 16902 37.749 0.184  

SMT V3b 16904 37.755 0.184  

INV V3b, x2 16908 37.735 0.184  

SMT V3b 16907 37.746 0.184  

INV V3b, x3 16909 37.731 0.184  

SMT V3b 16910 37.740 0.184  

In the followings, inversion procedure will be focusing to the SE part of the profile and 30 shot gathers will 

not be used from the NW end. 

Start 16330 41.041 0.192  

INV V3b, x2 16330 40.981 0.192  

SMT V3b 16332 41.000 0.192  

INV V3b, x2 16335 40.967 0.192  

SMT V3b 16335 40.975 0.192  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 19128 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV V3b, x2 16343 40.939 0.192  

SMT V3b 16344 40.948 0.192  

INV V3b, x2 16349 40.907 0.192  

SMT V3b 16354 40.911 0.192  

INV V3b, x2 16358 40.879 0.192  

SMT V3b 16357 40.891 0.192  

INV V3b 16358 40.873 0.192  

SMT V3b 16362 40.876 0.192  

INV V3b, x2 16365 40.846 0.192  

SMT V3b 16367 40.849 0.192  

 

The model was modified by the inversion slowly and the χ2 value slightly decreased 

during iterations. The number of traceable picks increased. Velocities were checked regularly, 

and minor modification can be seen towards to the SE. However, most values at the very last 2 

km did not change. Next, phases E7, E18 and E19 that dominate at the SE end of the profile 

will be used for few iterations. 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: the latest version of the velocity model, which was created by an 

inversion process detailed in Table C3.11.2 

- Phases: E7, E18 and E19 

- Total number of picks: 5341 

- Inversion: Velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) 

Table C3.11.3: Inversion process in layer 3 using events E6, E7, E8, E18 and E19. INV = inversion, V3b = inversion 
applied to velocities at the bottom of the layer, V3t = inversion of the top of layer 2; x2 = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 5341 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 5182 39.785 0.189  

INV V3b, x2 51.84 39.703 0.189  

SMT V3b 5183 38.647 0.189  

INV V3b, x2 5184 39.521 0.189  

SMT V3b 5185 39.587 0.189  

INV V3b, x2 5187 39.473 0.189  

SMT V3b 5190 39.489 0.189  

INV V3b 5191 39.432 0.189  

SMT V3b 5194 39.429 0.188  

INV V3b 5195 39.372 0.188  

SMT V3b 5196 39.399 0.188  

INV V3b, x2 5197 39.286 0.188  

SMT V3b 5196 39.324 0.188  

 

Similar results can be seen on Table C3.11.2 than in Table C3.11.3: number of traceable 

picks slightly increased, while the χ2 decreased. Velocities did not change significantly during 

the inverse modelling. Unfortunately, the target area (the last few km at the SE) did not undergo 

any further improvement, thus continuing process with three phases only will probably not 

develop the model. In further processes, all phases will be used.  

Setting for inversion: 
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- Input file: latest version of the model, inverse modelling is presented in Table 

C3.11.3 

- Phases: E6, E7, E8, E18 and E19 

- Total number of phases 19128 

- Inversion Velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b), later z-coordinates of the 

layer boundary (L3) between layer 3 and 4 will be added to the procedure. 

Table C3.11.4: Inversion of layer 3 using events E6, E7, E8, E18 and E19. INV = inversion; V3b = inversion of the 
velocity at the bottom of the layer; V3t = inversion of the top of layer 2; L3 = inversion of the z-coordinates at the 
layer boundary between layer 3 and 4; x2, x3 etc., = number of iterations. Red indicates, when a new parameter 
was added or parameter changed during inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 19128 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 16381 40.725 0.191  

INV V3b, x3 16375 40.648 0.191  

SMT V3b 16374 40.668 0.191  

INV V3b, x2 16374 40.636 0.191  

SMT V3b, x2 16377 40.660 0.191  

INV V3b, x3 16378 40.611 0.191  

SMT V3b 16381 40.637 0.191  

INV V3b 16381 40.618 0.191  

SMT V3b 16380 40.641 0.191  

INV V3b, x2 16382 40.609 0.191  

SMT V3b 16382 40.627 0.191  

INV V3b, x2 16382 40.595 0.191  

SMT V3b 16383 40.603 0.191  

Picks from the first 30 shot gathers at the NW part of the profile will be used 

Start 16965 37.440 0.184  

INV V3b, x2 16967 37.404 0.183  

SMT V3b 16968 37.425 0.184  

INV V3b, x2 16972 37.393 0.184  

SMT V3b 16969 37.408 0.184  

INV L3, V3b 16795 32.475 0.171  

SMT L3, V3b 16720 32.545 0.171  

INV L3, V3b 16625 30.341 0.165  

SMT L3, V3b 16444 30.178 0.165  

INV L3, V3b, x2 15700 27.270 0.157  

Pick from 30 shot gathers at the NW side of the profile will be not used for a few iteration 

Start 15617 31.837 0.169  

INV L3, V3b 14827 30.726 0.166  

SMT L3, V3b 15164 30.926 0.167  

INV L3, V3b 14536 30.333 0.165  

SMT L3, V3b, x3 14782 30.087 0.165  

In the followings picks from shot gathers at the NW end of the profile will be used 

Start 15301 26.958 0.156  

INV L3, V3b Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3b 15344 26.676 0.155  

INV L3, V3b 14981 26.379 0.154  

SMT L3, V3b 15168 26.608 0.155  

INV L3, V3b,2 14702 26.409 0.154  

SMT L3, V3b, x5 

(segmentation fault, 

only 5 iteration 

helped to make it 

able to run) 

15888 27.023 0.156  

Picks from the first 30 shot gathers were not used in the following procedures 

Start 15299 29.921 0.164  

INV L3, V3b Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3b 14985 29.554 0.163  

INV L3, V3b Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3b 14549 28.825 0.161  

INV L3, V3b Segmentation fault 
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 19128 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

SMT L3, V3b, x2 14489 28.758 0.161  

INV L3, V3b 14031 28.580 0.160  

SMT L3, V3b, x2 14546 28.603 0.160  

INV L3, V3b 13998 28.718 0.161  

Picks from 30 shot gathers at the NW end of the profile is added to further procedure. Velocities at the bottom 

of the layer will be modified during inversion, only z-coordinates of the layer boundary (L3) will be used. 

Start 15286 25.909 0.153  

INV L3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3 15191 26.058 0.153  

INV L3, x2 14491 25.719 0.152  

SMT L3 14864 25.608 0.152  

INV L3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3 14754 25.537 0.152  

INV L3, x2 14003 25.826 0.152  

SMT L3 14564 25.785 0.153  

INV L3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, x2 14684 25.301 0.151  

Picks from the first 30 shot gathers were not used in the following procedures 

Start 14175 28.173 0.159  

INV L3 13954 29.041 0.162  

SMT L3, x2 14402 28.549 0.160 Figure C3.11.3 

 

 

Figure C3.11.3: Velocity model after inversion (Table C3.11.4). Travel time picks of events E6 (cyan), E7 (red), E8 
(orange), E18 (light blue), E19 (purple) are traced at the top of the figure. At the bottom, observed (coloured) and 
modelled (black) travel time picks are presented. 
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Appendix C3.12 Investigate arrivals of layer 3 – testing starting models 

Table C3.12.1: Tracing phases interpreted as reflected waves in layer 3 using different velocity models, when velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) are gradually increasing by 0.1 
km/s in each model (4.60 – 5.50 km/s), while velocities at the top are constant (4.60 km/s). Layer boundary is set to 1.4 km below sea level. # of P represents the number of traceable 
travel time picks, RMS = travel time residual. Green font = highest number of traceable picks, red font = highest number of p icks with the lowest χ2 value, red font with red borders = 
highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value among all tested depth and velocities, which also represents the most suitable parameters of the starting model for a certain 
phase. 

V3b 

(km/s) 

E6 (3170) E7 (3611) E8 (9103) E9 (4962) E18 (754) E19 (977) 

# of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS 
# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

4.60 3169 16.681 0.123 3610 46.520 0.205 9103 51.036 0.214 4429 25.875 0.254 432 32.565 0.171 977 18.534 0.129 

4.70 3168 16.780 0.123 3609 45.971 0.203 9103 51.354 0.215 4384 26.200 0.256 408 32.161 0.170 977 18.924 0.130 

4.80 3165 16.842 0.123 3611 45.459 0.202 9103 51.670 0.216 4332 26.551 0.258 375 31.543 0.168 977 19.319 0.132 

4.90 3163 16.708 0.123 3609 44.936 0.201 9010 52.422 0.217 4277 26.914 0.259 341 31.692 0.169 977 19.719 0.133 

5.00 3164 16.909 0.123 3611 44.453 0.200 9103 52.290 0.217 4255 27.144 0.260 330 31.005 0.167 977 20.123 0.135 

5.10 3170 17.303 0.125 3611 43.984 0.199 9103 52.597 0.218 4240 27.306 0.261 359 29.295 0.162 977 20.531 0.136 

5.20 3142 17.566 0.126 3563 43.953 0.199 9103 52.904 0.218 4160 27.612 0.263 358 30.952 0.167 977 20.942 0.137 

5.30 3146 17.668 0.126 3560 43.471 0.198 9103 53.209 0.219 4267 28.550 0.267 353 30.794 0.166 977 21.355 0.139 

5.40 3170 17.669 0.126 3560 42.992 0.197 9103 53.514 0.219 4322 28.751 0.268 357 29.858 0.164 977 21.771 0.140 

5.50 3170 17.793 0.127 3567 42.525 0.196 9014 54.156 0.221 4417 29.347 0.271 369 27.863 0.158 977 22.190 0.141 

 
Table C3.12.2: Tracing phases interpreted as reflected waves in layer 3 using different velocity models, when velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) are gradually increasing by 0.1 
km/s in each model (4.60 – 5.50 km/s), while velocities at the top are constant (4.60 km/s). Layer boundary is set to 1.5 km below sea level. # of P represents the number of traceable 
travel time picks, RMS = travel time residual. Green font = highest number of traceable picks, red font = highest number of picks with the lowest χ2 value, red font with red borders = 
highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value among all tested depth and velocities, which also represents the most suitable parameters of the starting model for a certain 
phase. 

V3b 

(km/s) 

E6 (3170) E7 (3611) E8 (9103) E9 (4962) E18 (754) E19 (977) 

# of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS 
# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

4.60 3170 13.340 0.110 3609 65.196 0.242 9103 38.506 0.186 4577 20.218 0.225 441 43.911 0.199 977 15.790 0.119 

4.70 3170 13.454 0.110 3608 64.337 0.241 9103 38.956 0.187 4577 20.495 0.226 409 42.997 0.196 977 16.032 0.120 

4.80 3170 13.570 0.110 3608 63.475 0.239 9103 39.403 0.188 4477 20.768 0.228 378 42.267 0.195 977 16.285 0.121 

4.90 3170 13.689 0.111 3552 62.099 0.236 9102 39.833 0.189 4402 21.147 0.230 352 42.179 0.195 977 16.551 0.122 

5.00 3170 13.810 0.111 3610 61.860 0.236 9102 4.271 0.190 4351 21.433 0.231 362 42.546 0.195 977 16.829 0.123 

5.10 3169 13.915 0.112 3610 61.081 0.234 9102 40.707 0.191 4289 21.785 0.233 322 41.487 0.193 977 17.117 0.124 

5.20 3123 14.202 0.113 3554 60.977 0.234 9103 41.156 0.192 4190 22.087 0.235 281 41.455 0.193 977 17.415 0.125 

5.30 3128 14.372 0.114 3555 60.093 0.233 9084 41.374 0.193 4201 22.402 0.237 319 38.744 0.186 977 17.721 0.126 

5.40 3170 14.318 0.113 3555 59.385 0.231 9091 41.917 0.194 41.87 22.622 0.238 347 42.802 0.196 977 18.036 0.127 

5.50 3170 14.451 0.114 3561 58.675 0.230 9103 42.450 0.195 4181 22.773 0.239 343 41.164 0.192 977 18.357 0.128 
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Table C3.12.3: Tracing phases interpreted as reflected waves in layer 3 using different velocity models, when velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) are gradually increasing by 0.1 
km/s in each model (4.60 – 5.50 km/s), while velocities at the top are constant (4.60 km/s). Layer boundary is set to 1.6 km below sea level. # of P represents the number of traceable 
travel time picks, RMS = travel time residual. Green font = highest number of traceable picks, red font = highest number of p icks with the lowest χ2 value, red font with red borders = 
highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value among all tested depth and velocities, which also represents the most suitable parameters of the starting model for a certain 
phase. 

V3b 

(km/s) 

E6 (3170) E7 (3611) E8 (9103) E9 (4962) E18 (754) E19 (977) 

# of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS 
# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

4.60 3170 12.924 0.108 3611 87.873 0.281 9013 27.741 0.158 4665 16.043 0.200 453 59.130 0.230 977 16.050 0.120 

4.70 3170 12.939 0.108 3611 86.565 0.279 9103 29.098 0.162 4633 16.232 0.201 438 57.479 0.227 977 16.055 0.120 

4.80 3170 12.962 0.108 3609 85.191 0.277 9103 29.580 0.163 4618 16.335 0.202 414 56.294 0.225 977 16.083 0.120 

4.90 3170 12.994 0.108 3611 84.066 0.275 9103 30.062 0.164 4559 16.591 0.204 385 55.320 0.223 977 16.134 0.120 

5.00 3170 13.033 0.108 3611 82.885 0.273 9103 30.542 0.166 4490 16.863 0.205 349 54.817 0.222 977 16.208 0.121 

5.10 3170 13.079 0.108 3542 82.629 0.273 9103 31.020 0.167 4378 17.065 0.207 321 53.896 0.220 977 16.302 0.121 

5.20 3104 13.386 0.110 3545 81.482 0.271 9103 31.496 0.168 4311 17.363 0.208 291 52.978 0.218 977 16.415 0.121 

5.30 3109 13.428 0.110 3552 80.152 0.269 9082 31.669 0.169 4284 17.752 0.211 293 53.876 0.220 977 16.545 0.122 

5.40 3170 13.255 0.109 3556 79.076 0.267 9086 32.244 0.170 42.18 18.106 0.213 255 53.319 0.219 977 16.691 0.123 

5.50 3170 13.327 0.109 3557 73.066 0.265 9087 32.172 0.172 4191 18.334 0.214 244 52.102 0.216 977 16.851 0.123 

 
Table C3.12.4: Tracing phases interpreted as reflected waves in layer 3 using different velocity models, when velocities at the top of the layer (V3t) are gradually increasing by 0.1 km/s 
in each model (4.60 – 5.50 km/s), while velocities at the bottom are constant (5.50 km/s). Layer boundary is set to 1.4 km below sea level. # of P represents the number of traceable 
travel time picks, RMS = travel time residual. Green font = highest number of traceable picks, red font = highest number of p icks with the lowest χ2 value. 

V3t 

(km/s) 

E6 (3170) E7 (3611) E8 (9103) E9 (4962) E18 (754) E19 (977) 

# of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS 
# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

4.60 3170 17.793 0.127 3567 42.525 0.196 9014 54.156 0.221 4417 29.347 0.271 369 27.863 0.158 977 22.190 0.141 

4.70 3170 17.926 0.127 3568 42.079 0.195 9101 54.121 0.221 43.75 29.484 0.271 369 27.080 0.156 977 22.636 0.143 

4.80 3170 18.060 0.127 3567 41.642 0.194 9090 54.339 0.221 4336 29.584 0.272 372 27.021 0.156 977 23.083 0.144 

4.90 3170 18.195 0.128 3566 41.218 0.193 9093 54.680 0.220 4335 29.781 0.273 323 26.875 0.155 977 23.531 0.145 

5.00 3170 18.331 0.128 3566 40.799 0.192 9093 55.007 0.222 4265 29.826 0.273 319 26.233 0.153 977 23.978 0.147 

5.10 3145 18.601 0.129 3565 40.400 0.191 9092 55.330 0.223 4245 29.982 0.274 353 29.548 0.163 977 24.425 0.148 

5.20 3134 18.753 0.130 3525 39.558 0.189 8991 55.625 0.224 4110 29.500 0.272 348 28.899 0.161 977 24.875 0.150 

5.30 3072 16.809 0.123 3565 39.625 0.189 8997 55.975 0.224 4118 29.418 0.271 345 29.086 0.162 977 25.321 0.151 

5.40 3053 15.837 0.119 3565 39.253 0.188 8645 53.453 0.220 4108 29.705 0.272 331 27.697 0.158 977 25.770 0.152 

5.50 3112 16.903 0.123 3566 38.883 0.187 8459 51.038 0.214 4133 29.729 0.273 356 25.026 0.150 977 26.218 0.154 
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Table C3.12.5: Tracing phases interpreted as reflected waves in layer 3 using different velocity models, when velocities at the top of the layer (V3t) are gradually increasing by 0.1 km/s 
in each model (4.60 – 5.50 km/s), while velocities at the bottom are constant (5.50 km/s). Layer boundary is set to 1.5 km below sea level. # of P represents the number of traceable 
travel time picks, RMS = travel time residual. Green font = highest number of traceable picks, red font = highest number of p icks with the lowest χ2 value. 

V3t 

(km/s) 

E6 (3170) E7 (3611) E8 (9103) E9 (4962) E18 (754) E19 (977) 

# of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS 
# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

4.60 3170 14.451 0.114 3561 58.675 0.230 9103 42.450 0.195 4181 22.773 0.230 343 41.164 0.192 977 18.357 0.128 

4.70 3170 14.595 0.115 3530 57.439 0.227 9101 42.910 0.197 4163 23.092 0.240 336 39.033 0.187 977 18.704 0.130 

4.80 3170 14.751 0.115 3530 56.725 0.226 9089 43.171 0.197 4158 23.338 0.242 336 39.828 0.189 077 19.058 0.131 

4.90 3170 14.905 0.116 3520 55.967 0.224 9066 43.540 0.198 4139 23.661 0.243 321 37.000 0.182 977 19.416 0.132 

5.00 3170 15.062 0.116 3559 55.859 0.224 9077 44.122 0.199 4163 23.729 0.244 313 36.186 0.180 977 19.779 0.133 

5.10 3163 15.091 0.117 3559 55.205 0.223 9095 44.767 0.201 4152 23.990 0.245 303 35.447 0.178 977 20.147 0.135 

5.20 3117 15.501 0.118 3559 54.571 0.222 8964 44.404 0.200 4143 24.238 0.246 333 39.714 0.189 977 20.520 0.136 

5.30 3120 15.751 0.119 3560 53.953 0.220 8589 43.477 0.198 4131 24.502 0.247 324 39.263 0.188 977 20.898 0.137 

5.40 3119 15.951 0.120 3517 52.677 0.218 8481 42.763 0.196 4094 24.916 0.250 315 38.785 0.187 977 21.279 0.138 

5.50 3118 16.131 0.120 3561 51.769 0.218 8263 39.623 0.189 4150 24.797 0.249 336 37.124 0.183 977 21.663 0.140 

 

Table C3.12.6: Tracing phases interpreted as reflected waves in layer 3 using different velocity models, when velocities at the top of the layer (V3t) are gradually increasing by 0.1 km/s 
in each model (4.60 – 5.50 km/s), while velocities at the bottom are constant (5.50 km/s). Layer boundary is set to 1.6 km below sea level. # of P represents the number of traceable 
travel time picks, RMS = travel time residual. Green font = highest number of traceable picks, red font = highest number of picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

V3t 

(km/s) 

E6 (3170) E7 (3611) E8 (9103) E9 (4962) E18 (754) E19 (977) 

# of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS # of P χ2 RMS 
# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

# of 

P 
χ2 RMS 

4.60 3170 13.327 0.109 3557 78.066 0.265 9087 32.797 0.172 4194 18.334 0.214 244 52.102 0.216 977 16.851 0.123 

4.70 3170 13.413 0.110 3556 76.958 0.263 9101 33.451 0.173 4182 18.582 0.216 277 55.716 0.224 977 17.030 0.124 

4.80 3170 13.506 0.110 3557 75.908 0.261 9103 34.010 0.175 4168 18.852 0.217 263 54.548 0.221 977 17.223 0.124 

4.90 3170 13.606 0.111 3555 74.864 0.260 9103 34.555 0.176 4148 19.136 0.219 251 53.651 0.219 977 17.429 0.125 

5.00 3170 13.713 0.111 3555 73.837 0.258 9091 35.012 0.178 4173 19.237 0.219 262 52.486 0.217 977 17.648 0.126 

5.10 3170 13.826 0.112 3514 72.103 0.255 9093 35.571 0.179 4128 19.623 0.221 246 51.851 0.216 977 17.879 0.127 

5.20 3100 14.226 0.113 3557 72.001 0.255 8678 33.244 0.173 4180 19.593 0.221 352 53.839 0.220 977 18.121 0.128 

5.30 3100 14.355 0.114 3557 71.106 0.253 8061 29.259 0.162 4165 19.860 0.223 340 53.224 0.219 977 18.375 0.129 

5.40 3098 14.495 0.114 3557 70.233 0.251 7762 26.905 0.156 4144 20.144 0.224 329 52.591 0.217 977 18.636 0.129 

5.50 3098 14.638 0.115 3557 69.383 0.250 7861 27.082 0.156 4127 20.424 0.226 316 52.145 0.216 977 18.905 0.130 
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Appendix C3.13 Investigate arrivals of layer 3 – individual inverse modelling 

of each phase 

Creating a velocity model by tracing phase E8 

The number of velocity and z-coordinate nodes was increased from 2 to 50. Velocities at 

the top and at the bottom were set to 4.60 km/s. Layer boundary can be seen at 1.60 km below 

sea level. Details of inverse modelling can be found in Table C3.13.1. 

Settings for inversion 

- Input file: starting model presented in Appendix C3.12 

- Phase: E8 

- Total number of picks: 9103 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of the layer (V3b) and z-coordinates of the 

layer boundary (L3). If it is necessary, V3b values must be coupled to velocities 

at the top of the layer. 

Table C3.13.1: Inversion of velocity model in layer 3 using phase E8. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V3b = 
inversion or smoothing is applied to the velocities at the bottom of layer 3; L3 = inversion or smoothing is applied to 
the z-coordinates of the layer boundary between the third and layer 4; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration applied. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 9103 29.098 0.162 Figure C3.13.1 

INV V3b, x3 9103 28.948 0.161  

SMT V3b 9103 28.947 0.161  

INV V3b, x3 9103 28.827 0.161  

SMT V3b 9103 28.822 0.161  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer were coupled at 3.23, 3.38 and 3.58 km of the model 

INV V3b, x3 9103 28.659 0.161  

SMT V3b 9103 28.684 0.161  

INV V3b, x2 9103 28.426 0.160  

SMT V3b 9103 28.443 0.160  

INV V3b, x2 9103 28.117 0.159  

SMT V3b 9103 28.151 0.159  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer were coupled at 2.94, 3.09 and 3.67 km of the model 

INV V3b, x2 9103 27.897 0.158  

SMT V3b 9103 27.918 0.159  

INV V3b, x2 9103 27.641 0.158  

SMT V3b 9103 27.679 0.158  

INV L3, V3b, x2 9099 23.286 0.146  

SMT L3, V3b 9097 23.171 0.144  

INV L3, V3b, x2 9087 20.288 0.135  

SMT L3, V3b 9101 20.196 0.135  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8986 17.969 0.127  

SMT L3, V3b 9044 18.175 0.128  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8799 16.173 0.121  

SMT L3, V3b 8988 16.640 0.122  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8973 16.486 0.122  

SMT L3, V3b 8973 16.513 0.122  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8957 16.354 0.121  

SMT L3, V3b 8952 16.371 0.121  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8928 16.179 0.121  

SMT L3, V3b 8936 16.232 0.121  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer were coupled at 3.81, 3.97 and 4.11 km of the model 

INV L3, V3b, x2 8911 16.038 0.120  

SMT L3, V3b 8923 16.109 0.120  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV L3, V3b, x2 8895 15.889 0.120  

SMT L3, V3b 8903 15.957 0.120 Figure C3.13.2 

INV V3b, x2 8879 15.714 0.119  

SMT V3b 8882 15.714 0.119  

INV V3b, x2 8843 15.471 0.118  

SMT V3b 8858 15.571 0.118  

INV V3b 8835 15.414 0.118  

SMT V3b, x2 8860 15.608 0.119  

INV V3b, x2 8837 15.363 0.118  

SMT V3b 8841 15.412 0.118  

Velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer were coupled at 4.26 km of the model 

INV V3b, x2 8713 15.313 0.117  

SMT V3b 8830 15.366 0.118  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8392 13.437 0.110  

SMT L3, V3b 8597 13.752 0.111  

INV L3, V3b, x2 8262 12.539 0.106  

SMT L3, V3b 8341 12.519 0.106  

INV L3, V3b 8199 11.793 0.103  

SMT L3, V3b, x3 8165 11.736 0.103  

INV V3b, x2 8220 11.434 0.101  

SMT V3b 8231 11.488 0.102  

INV V3b, x2 8197 11.279 0.101  

SMT V3b 8214 11.409 0.101  

INV V3b, x2 8180 11.198 0.100  

SMT V3b 8124 11.601 0.102  

INV L3 7949 10.754 0.098  

SMT L3 8245 11.529 0.102  

INV L3 7888 10.937 0.099  

SMT L3 8118 11.014 0.100  

INV L3 7712 10.208 0.96  

SMT L3 7916 10.604 0.098  

INV L3 7650 9.885 0.094  

SMT L3 7858 10.124 0.095  

INV L3 7658 9.943 0.095  

SMT L3 7849 10.089 0.095  

INV V3b, x3 7856 10.066 0.095  

SMT V3b 7862 10.096 0.095  

INV V3b, x2 7856 10.062 0.095  

SMT V3b 7861 10.102 0.095  

INV L3, x2 7372 9.409 0.092  

SMT L3 7738 9.838 0.094  

INV L3 7440 9.169 0.091  

SMT L3 7658 9.456 0.092  

INV L3, x2 7142 9.021 0.090  

SMT L3 7482 9.608 0.093  

INV L3 7177 8.986 0.090  

SMT L3 7441 9.364 0.092  

INV L3, x3 6952 8.419 0.087  

SMT L3 7301 9.028 0.090  

INV L3 7027 8.657 0.088  

SMT L3 7293 8.915 0.090  

INV V3b, x2 7261 8.844 0.089  

SMT V3b, x2 7449 8.929 0.090  

INV V3b, x4 7446 8.933 0.090  

SMT V3b 7454 8.939 0.090  

INV V3b 7454 8.939 0.090  

SMT V3b 7454 8.939 0.090 Figure C3.13.3 
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Figure C3.13.1: The new starting model of layer 3 for phase E8, velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer 
are set to 4.60 km/s, layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 is at 1.6 km below sea level (test results are presented 
in Appendix C3.12). The starting model is able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks presented at the top 
part of the figure. Observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part of the 
image.  

 

Figure C3.13.2: Velocity model during inversion using phase E8 in layer 3. The model is able to trace most of the 
observed travel time picks and presented at the top of the figure. At the bottom part of the image observed (orange) 
and modelled (black) travel time picks can be seen.  
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Figure C3.13.3: Velocity model after inverse modelling was completed using only phase E8. The model is able to 
trace most of the picks and presented at the top. Observed (orange) and modelled (black) travel time pick are 
plotted at the bottom of the figure. 

Summary of the inversion process in layer 3 tracing only phase E8 

The base of layer 3 deepened by 200-300 m during the process. Travel time picks can be 

seen only on a certain number of shot gathers, where the shot was located at the middle of the 

profile. Thus, during inversion, only one-third of the total length of the model was modified. 

Velocities at the bottom of the layer decreased and values needed to be coupled to velocities at 

the top of the layer to keep a constant vertical velocity gradient. Velocities in layer 3 reached 

values at the bottom of layer 2 in the middle of the model. Velocities are lower in general at 

these location in layer 2, and the vertical velocity gradient is 0.01 km/s/km in layer 3.  

At the beginning of the inverse modelling, the maximum number of travel time picks 

were traced with a 29.098 ms mismatch between the observed and modelled travel times. After 

each iteration, the goodness of fit slowly and gradually improved. After every two or three 

iterations, the model was smoothed depending on the parameter altered by inverse modelling 

(velocities at the bottom of the layer or z-coordinates of the layer 3-4 boundary). The number 

of traceable picks was gradually decreased over the inverse modelling, and the model was able 

to trace ~1600 picks fewer when the inversion was stopped than at the beginning of the process. 

Modelling ended, when the goodness of fit did not improve significantly, to avoid the loss of 

more traceable travel time picks. The χ2 value was 8.939 at the final iteration (Figure C3.13.3). 

The goodness of fit is not satisfactory between the observed and calculated travel times; 

however, further iteration may lead to create a model, which is not able to trace most of the 

picks. A model can be only reliable if it is able to trace most of the travel time picks with a low 

misfit. The number of traceable picks dropped for all phases (see Table C3.13.2), when they 

were checked in the model just created by tracing travel time picks from only phase E8. The 
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mismatch between the observed and modelled travel time picks became worse, except for phase 

E8 (the one was used during modelling) and E9. Overall, the number of traceable picks and the 

goodness of fit is not acceptable for any of the reflected phases, which were initially interpreted 

to arrive from the bottom of layer 3. Velocity and ray density model is presented in figures 

C3.13.4 and C3.13.5. 

Table C3.13.2: Number of traceable picks and goodness of fit in the starting model of layer 3 and in the velocity 
model created by the inversion process, when only phase E8 was traced (highlighted by bold). 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 12.924 0.108 2854 90 22.818 0.143 

E7 3.3 3611 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 3590 99.4 112.402 0.318 

E8 3.3 9103 9103 100 29.098 0.162 7454 81.9 8.939 0.090 

E9 3.3 4962 4665 94 16.043 0.200 4461 89.9 9.930 0.158 

E18 3.3 754 676 89.7 61.050 0.234 437 58 57.469 0.227 

E19 3.3 977 964 98.7 15.212 0.117 438 44.8 53.702 0.220 

 

 

Figure C3.13.4: Velocity model; velocities at the bottom of layer 3 and at the layer 3-4 boundary were determined 
by inverse modelling of phase E8 only.  
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Figure C3.13.5: Ray density in the velocity model presented in Figure C3.13.4. Turning waves, headwaves and 
reflected waves are traced in layer 1, only reflected waves are traced in layers 2 and 3.  

Creating a velocity model by tracing phase E9 

Velocities at the top and bottom of the layer are 4.60 km/s, while the depth of layer 2-3 

boundary is at 1.6 km below sea level. The number of nodes was increased from 2 to 50 for all 

velocities and z-coordinates of the layer boundary.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: starting model detailed in Appendix C3.12. 

- Phase: E9 

- Total number of picks: 4962 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom and at the top of the layer (V3) are coupled, 

later z-coordinates of the layer boundary (L3) will be added.  

Table C3.13.3: Inversion process of layer 3 tracing only phase E9. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V3b = 
inversion or smoothing was applied to velocities at the bottom of the layer; L3 = inversion or smoothing was applied 
to z-coordinates of the layer boundary between the third and layer 4; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Colour red 
indicates, when a new parameter is added or modified during the inversion process. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 4665 16.043 0.200 Figure C3.13.6 

INV V3, x3 4630 15.919 0.200  

SMT V3 4636 15.877 0.199  

INV V3, x3 4601 15.709 0.198  

SMT V3 4607 15.718 0.198  

INV V3, x3 4575 15.554 0.197  

SMT V3 4580 15.569 0.197  

INV V3, x2 4555 15.452 0.197  

SMT V3 4570 14.468 0.197  

INV V3, x2 4542 15.369 0.196  

SMT V3 4550 15.379 0.196  

INV V3, x2 4508 15.338 0.196  

SMT V3 4518 15.356 0.196  

INV L3, V3, x2 4569 13.272 0.182  

SMT L3, V3 4551 13.224 0.182  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Velocities at the top of layer 3 are only 0.01 km/s/km higher than at the bottom of layer 2 at 4.56, 4.70 and 

4.85 km in the model. Keeping a minimum vertical velocity gradient between the third and layer 2, these 

velocities will not be used during further inversion process. 

INV L3, V3, x2 4407 11.457 0.169  

SMT L3, V3 4476 11.841 0.172  

INV L3, V3, x2 4161 9.918 0.157  

SMT L3, V3 4249 10.367 0.161  

INV L3, V3, x2 3928 8.987 0.150  

SMT L3, V3 3994 9.140 0.151  

Velocities at the top of layer 3 are only 0.01 km/s/km higher than at the bottom of layer 2 at 4.41 km in the 

model. Keeping a minimum vertical velocity gradient these velocities will not be used during further inversion 

process. 

INV L3, V3, x2 3563 7.988 0.141  

SMT L3, V3 3719 8.054 0.142  

Velocities at the top of layer 3 are only 0.01 km/s/km higher than at the bottom of layer 2 at 4.26 km in the 

model. Keeping a minimum vertical velocity gradient these velocities will not be used during further inversion 

process. 

INV L3, V3, x2 3320 7.135 0.134  

SMT L3, V3 3560 7.251 0.135 Figure C3.13.7 

INV L3, V3, x2 3207 6.637 0.129  

SMT L3, V3 3336 6.664 0.129  

INV L3, V3, x2 2943 6.373 0.126  

SMT L3, V3, x2 3293 6.213 0.125  

INV L3, V3, x2 2664 6.240 0.125  

SMT L3, V3, x3 3496 6.216 0.124  

INV L3, V3, x2 2976 5.748 0.120  

SMT L3, V3, x2 3279 5.807 0.120  

INV L3, V3, x2 2679 5.679 0.119  

SMT L3, V3, x2 3266 5.544 0.118  

INV L3, V3 2964 5.227 0.114  

SMT L3, V3 3178 5.376 0.116  

INV L3, V3, x2 2671 5.297 0.115  

SMT L3, V3, x2 3180 5.239 0.114  

INV L3, V3 3016 4.960 0.111  

SMT L3, V3 3186 5.201 0.114 Figure C3.13.8 

 

 

Figure C3.13.6: Starting model of layer 3 tracing phase E9 only. Velocities at the top and at the bottom of layer 3 
are set to 4.60 km/s, according to test results summarised Appendix C3.12. The starting model is able to trace most 
of the travel time picks and presented at the top. Observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are 
plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C3.13.7: Velocity model during inverse modelling using phase E9 only. The model is able to trace most of 
the travel time picks, which are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, observed (green) and modelled 
(black) travel time picks are presented.  

 

Figure C3.13.8: Velocity model after several iterations of inverse modelling using phase E9 only. The number of 
traceable picks progressively decreased after each iteration, but the model is still able to trace most of the picks, 
presented at the top part of the figure. Observed (green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are presented at 
the bottom part of the figure. 

Summary of the inversion process in layer 3 tracing only phase E9 

In the starting model, 94% of the travel time picks were traced. During inverse modelling, 

the number of traceable picks gradually decreased and the model traced about 1500 fewer picks 

during the last few iterations than in the starting model. To avoid losing more picks, inversion 

must stop. At the beginning of the inversion, the χ2 mismatch between the observed and 

modelled travel time picks was 16.043, which gradually improved after every iteration and 

became 5.201 at the end of the process. Velocities in layer 3 and at the layer 3-4 boundary were 
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regularly smoothed after every two or three iterations. Velocities continuously decreased in 

layer 3 and reached values the same as at the bottom of layer 2 at several nodes. Thus, keeping 

at least a 0.01 km/s/km vertical velocity gradient between layers 2 and 3, the appropriate 

velocity nodes were turned off from inverse modelling. All phases were tested in the resulting 

model and the number of traceable picks, along with the mismatch of the observed and modelled 

travel time picks, are presented in Table C3.13.4.  

Table C3.13.4: number of traceable picks and goodness of fit in the E9 velocity model created by the inversion 
process detailed in Table C3.13.3. 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 12.924 0.108 2967 93.6 22.578 0.143 

E7 3.3 3611 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 3242 89.8 132.612 0.345 

E8 3.3 9103 9103 100 29.098 0.162 9038 99.3 20.156 0.135 

E9 3.3 4962 4665 94 16.043 0.200 3186 64.2 5.201 0.114 

E18 3.3 754 676 89.7 61.050 0.234 576 76.4 51.696 0.216 

E19 3.3 977 964 98.7 15.212 0.117 887 90.8 16.341 0.121 

 

The model was able to trace most of the picks for all events. The χ2 was very high for E7 

and E18, which indicates that these events come from a different reflector than E8 or E9. During 

the inversion χ2 for phase E9 dropped, while it remained high for other events such as E8 or 

E18; however, they may reflect from the same boundary. Further investigation is needed to 

discuss this fully. It is not clear if phase E6 arrives from the same interface as E8 or E9. Later 

processes will enable comparison to other events. The velocity and ray density model is 

presented in Figure C3.13.9 and C3.13.10. 
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Figure C3.13.9: Velocity model; velocities in layer 3 and at the layer 3-4 boundary were modified by inverse 
modelling of phase E9 only. 

 

Figure C3.13.10: Ray density of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.13.9. Turning waves, headwaves and 
reflected waves were traced in layer 1, and only reflected waves were traced in layers 2 and 3.  

Creating a velocity model using phase E19 

According to the velocity and z-coordinates of the layer boundary tests (Appendix C3.12), 

the most suitable starting model for phase E19 is 4.60 km/s with a constant in zero vertical 

velocity gradient, while the layer boundary is set to 1.6 km below sea level. The number of 

nodes was increased from 2 to 50 for velocities and layer boundary.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: starting model presented in Appendix C3.12. 

- Phase E19 
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- Total number of picks: 977 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of layer 3(V3b), if velocities are increasing 

during inversion, values must be coupled to the top, z-coordinates of the layer 

boundary (L3) will be added later to the inversion process 

Table C3.13.5: Inverse modelling in layer 3 using phase E19. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V3b = inversion 
or smoothing was applied to velocities at the bottom of the layer; L3 = inversion or smoothing was applied to z-
coordinates of the layer boundary between layer 3 and 4; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Colour red indicates a 
new or modified parameter added to inversion. 

Process 
Traceable number of 

picks out of 977 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 964 15.212 0.117 Figure C3.13.11 

INV V3b, x3 963 15.125 0.117  

SMT V3b 963 15.125 0.117  

INV V3b, x3 961 14.981 0.116  

SMT V3b 962 15.049 0.116  

INV V3b, x3 961 14.966 0.116  

SMT V3b 961 14.981 0.116  

INV V3b, x3 960 14.897 0.116  

SMT V3b 960 14.904 0.116  

INV V3b, x3 959 14.820 0.115  

SMT V3b 960 14.897 0.115  

INV V3b, x3 959 14.812 0.115  

SMT V3b 959 14.817 0.115  

INV V3b, x3 958 14.741 0.115  

SMT V3b 959 14.820 0.115  

INV V3b, x3 958 14.733 0.115  

SMT V3b 958 15.751 0.115  

INV V3b, x3 958 14.662 0.115  

SMT V3b 958 14.680 0.115  

INV V3b, x3 957 14.676 0.115  

SMT V3b 957 14.669 0.115  

INV V3b, x4 956 14.588 0.115  

SMT V3b 957 14.665 0.115  

INV L3, x3 952 13.902 0.112  

SMT L3 949 13.755 0.111  

INV L3, x3 948 13.369 0.110  

SMT L3 949 13.754 0.111  

INV L3, x3 947 13.147 0.109  

SMT L3, x2 946 13.484 0.110  

INV L3, x4 864 13.384 0.110  

SMT L3 870 13.820 0.111  

INV L3, x4 858 12.615 0.106  

SMT L3 857 13.087 0.108  

INV L3, x4 851 12.277 0.105  

SMT L3 845 12.623 0.0107 Figure C3.13.12 

INV L3, x4 835 11.872 0.103  

SMT L3, x2 836 12.352 0.105  

INV L3, x3 829 11.820 0.103  

SMT L3 832 12.330 0.105  

INV L3, x4 825 11.674 0.102  

SMT L3 826 12.115 0.104  

INV L3, x4 818 11.357 0.101  

SMT L3 819 11.905 0.103  

INV L3, x4 808 11.511 0.102  

SMT L3 814 11.900 0.103  

INV L3, x4 803 11.116 0.100  

SMT L3 806 11.661 0.102  

INV L3, x4 802 11.102 0.100  

SMT L3 798 11.436 0.101  

INV L3, x3 797 10.985 0.099  

SMT L3 797 11.436 0.101  

INV L3, x4 792 10.702 0.098  

SMT L3 795 11.230 0.100  
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Process 
Traceable number of 

picks out of 977 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV L3, x3 644 11.626 0.102  

SMT L3 795 11.244 0.100  

INV L3, x2 792 10.955 0.099  

SMT L3 796 11.374 0.101  

INV L3, x5 642 11.390 0.101  

SMT L3 787 11.043 0.100  

INV L3, x3 643 11.492 0.102  

SMT L3 793 11.081 0.100 Figure C3.13.13 

 

 

Figure C3.13.11: Starting model of layer 3 using phase E19. The model can trace most of the picks and presented 
at the top part of the figure. Observed (purple) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom.  

 

Figure C3.13.12: Velocity model of layer 3 during inverse modelling using phase E19 (Table C3.13.5). The model 
is able to trace most of the picks and presented at the top of the figure. Observed (purple) and calculated (black) 
travel times are plotted at the bottom.  
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Figure C3.13.13: Final velocity model created by inversion (Table C3.13.5). The model is able to trace most of the 
picks of phase E19 and presented at the top. At the bottom part of the figure observed (purple) and modelled (black) 
travel time picks are plotted.  

Summary of the inversion process in layer 3 tracing only phase E19 

During the inversion process tracing travel time picks of only phase E19, velocities at the 

bottom of layer 3 increased at the SE section of the model and only minor modifications can be 

observed along the layer boundary. Over 98% of the maximum number of travel time picks 

were traced in the starting model, which dropped to 81.2%, when the inversion was stopped. 

The goodness of fit gradually improved from 15.212 (in the starting model) to 11.081. Inverse 

modelling modified both layer boundary nodes and velocities in layer 3. After every three to 

five iterations, the velocities or z-coordinates of the layer boundary were smoothed. Inversion 

was stopped when the χ2 value stopped decreasing over the last few iterations. The final velocity 

model is not acceptable for phase E19. Each of the reflection phases were also traced in the 

latest version of the velocity model (Table C3.13.6); χ2 values stayed low for phases E8 and E9. 

The goodness of fit for other events (e.g., E6, E7 and E18) was much higher, which indicates 

that these signals are arriving from a different reflector. The velocity model created by the 

process summarised above is presented in Figure C3.13.14 and the ray density model can be 

seen in Figure C3.13.15. It is possible that phases E8, E9 and E19 may be reflecting from the 

same surface, which is likely to be the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4, however, these 

signals must be tested together to make final conclusions.  
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Table C3.13.6: Statistics of phases in the velocity model created by the inversion tracing phase E19 only (Table 
C3.13.5). 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 12.924 0.108 2623 82.7 23.727 0.146 

E7 3.3 3611 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 2931 81.3 102.310 0.303 

E8 3.3 9103 9103 100 29.098 0.162 7731 84.9 9.800 0.094 

E9 3.3 4962 4665 94 16.043 0.200 3032 61.1 6.776 0.130 

E18 3.3 754 676 89.7 61.050 0.234 520 69 47.193 0.206 

E19 3.3 977 964 98.7 15.212 0.117 793 81.2 11.081 0.100 

 

 
Figure C3.13.14: Velocities in layer 3 of this velocity model were created by inverting only the travel time picks of 
phase E19. 

 
Figure C3.13.15: Ray density model for the velocity model presented in Figure C3.13.14. All turning waves, 
headwaves and reflected waves are traced in layer 1, only reflected waves were traced in layers 2 and 3.  
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Creating a velocity model using phase E6 

Previous test result using phases E8, E9 and E19 have already indicated that phase E6 

may not be reflecting from the same boundary. The most suitable starting model for all of these 

phases was the same. The most acceptable starting model shows a zero vertical velocity gradient 

for phase E6, with a constant velocity of 4.60 km/s and the layer boundary a depth of 1.6 km. 

Before further inversion was undertaken, the number of nodes for velocities and layer geometry 

were increased from 2 to 50.  

Settings for Inversion: 

- Input file: starting model test result can be found in Appendix C3.12. 

- Phase: E6 

- Number of nodes are set to 50 

- Total number of picks: 3170 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of the layer, and at the top of the layer if it is 

necessary using a coupling technique. Z-coordinates of the layer boundary will be 

added later to the inversion. 

Table C3.13.7: Inversion process of layer 3 tracing phase E6 only. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V3 = inversion 
or smoothing was applied to velocities at top and the bottom of layer 3. Values were coupled, thus during inversion 
process they will keep the same vertical velocity gradient; L3 = inversion or smoothing was applied to z-coordinates 
of the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Colour red indicates, when parameters are changed or 
added during inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 3170 12.924 0.108 Figure C3.13.16 

After the first iteration of inversion, velocities at the bottom of layer 1 started decreasing, therefore the starting 

model was re-set and velocities were coupled for further inverse procedure. 

INV V3, x2 3170 12.858 0.108  

SMT V3 3170 12.865 0.108  

INV V3, x2 3170 12.805 0.107  

SMT V3 3170 12.827 0.107  

INV V3, x2 3170 12.772 0.107  

SMT V3 3170 12.798 0.107  

INV V3, x2 3170 12.742 0.107  

SMT V3 3170 12.779 0.107  

INV V3, x3 3170 12.694 0.107  

SMT V3 3170 12.734 0.107  

INV L3, x4 3170 12.135 0.104  

SMT L3 3170 12.357 0.105  

INV L3, x2 3167 12.095 0.104  

SMT L3 3169 12.309 0.105  

INV L3, x3 3166 12.041 0.104  

SMT L3 3169 12.228 0.105  

INV L3, x3 3163 11.834 0.103  

SMT L3 3168 12.060 0.104  

INV V3, x4 3167 12.029 0.104  

SMT V3 3168 12.043 0.104  

INV V3, x4 3166 12.014 0.104  

SMT V3 3168 12.028 0.104  

INV V3, x4 3168 12.011 0.104  

SMT V3 3168 12.024 0.104  

INV L3, x2 3170 11.114 0.100  

SMT L3 3170 11.953 0.104  

INV L3, x2 3164 11.493 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.706 0.103  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV L3, x2 3089 10.678 0.098  

SMT L3 3066 11.458 0.102  

INV L3, x2 3098 11.391 0.101  

SMT L3 3057 11.429 0.101  

INV L3, x2 3010 10.422 0.097  

SMT L3 2972 10.983 0.099  

INV L3, x2 3042 10.240 0.096  

SMT L3 2981 10.526 0.097  

INV L3, x2 3076 10.039 0.095  

SMT L3 2960 8.699 0.088 Figure C3.13.17 

Unfortunately, velocities are lower at some locations in layer 3 than in the second one. Smoothing process will 

be applied several times until the horizontal velocity gradient will be minimised, thus velocities will be higher 

in layer 3. 

SMT V3, x3 3068 9.722 0.094  

SMT L3 3039 9.769 0.094  

INV L3 3031 8.992 0.090  

SMT L3 3046 9.699 0.093  

INV L3 3032 8.726 0.090  

SMT L3 3045 9.477 0.092  

INV L3 3018 8.598 0.088  

SMT L3 3061 9.664 0.093  

INV L3 3068 9.339 0.092  

SMT L3 3029 10.206 0.096  

INV L3, x2 3085 9.481 0.092  

SMT L3 3118 10.542 0.097  

INV L3 3134 10.822 0.099  

SMT L3 3128 10.807 0.099  

INV L3, x2 3144 11.019 0.100  

SMT L3 3132 10.759 0.098  

INV L3 3145 11.070 0.100  

SMT L3 3132 10.761 0.098  

INV L3, x2 3162 11.573 0.102  

SMT L3 3156 11.419 0.101  

INV L3 3165 11.719 0.103  

SMT L3 3156 11.421 0.101  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.667 0.102  

SMT L3 3168 11.762 0.103  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.664 0.102  

SMT L3 3168 11.724 0.103  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.641 0.102  

SMT L3 3169 11.710 0.103  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.617 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.704 0.103  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.575 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.677 0.103  

INV L3 3170 11.568 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.683 0.103  

INV L3 3170 11.550 0.102  

SMT L3 3166 11.654 0.102  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.586 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.629 0.102  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.541 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.639 0.102  

INV L3, x3 3170 11.502 0.102  

SMT L3 3170 11.635 0.102  

INV L3, x2 3170 11.525 0.102  

SMT L3 3169 11.629 0.102 Figure C3.13.18 
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Figure C3.13.16: Starting model of layer 3, where the layer boundary is located at depth of 1.6 km, there is zero 
velocity gradient in the layer set to 4.60 km/s. During inversion process only phase E6 will be traced. The starting 
model is able to trace all travel time picks and rays are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, 
observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time pick are plotted.  

 

Figure C3.13.17: Velocity model of layer 3 during inverse modelling using phase E6 only. Model can trace most 
picks and rays are presented at the top. Observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C3.13.18: Final velocity model created by an inverse modelling tracing phase E6 only. All travel time picks 
are presented at the bottom part of the figure: observed (light green) and modelled (black).  

Summary of the inversion process in layer 3 tracing only phase E6 

Inverse modelling of phase E6 only decreased velocities in layer 3 reaching values 

corresponding to those at the bottom of layer 2. A minimum vertical velocity gradient (0.01 

km/s/km) was maintained between the layers 2 and 3 by turning velocity nodes off from inverse 

modelling where appropriate; thus velocities remained higher in layer 3. The depth of the layer 

boundary decreased by 100-200 m in the middle of the profile. The geometry of the layer 

boundary does not indicate any similarities to previous versions of the velocity model, which 

provides a proof that phase E6 is either arriving from out of plane or reflecting from a different 

interface such as floating reflector.  

All travel time picks were traceable in the starting model, which dropped in the middle 

of the inverse modelling. However, over the second half of modelling, the number of traceable 

picks increased again until the model was able to trace 100% of the original picks. The misfit 

between the observed and modelled picks was 12.924 in the starting model. During the inverse 

modelling, the value decreased only slightly and remained high (11.629) even when the 

inversion stopped. Both velocities in layer 3 and the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 

were altered by inverse modelling. After every three iterations, the appropriate values were 

smoothed. The final version of the velocity model did not fit satisfactorily to the data. The 

velocity model and the ray density model are presented in Figure C3.13.19 and C3.13.20. All 

phases, which were interpreted initially as reflected waves arriving from the bottom of layer 3 

were traced in the final model and the number of traceable picks with the misfit is presented in 

Table C3.13.8. The model is able to trace much higher number of travel time picks compared 
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to other versions of the velocity model. However, the goodness of fit is not acceptable for the 

target phase (E6) and other phases.  

Table C3.13.8: Number of traceable picks and goodness of fit in the E6 velocity model created by the inversion 
process detailed in Table C3.13.7. 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 12.924 0.108 3169 99.9 11.629 0.102 

E7 3.3 3611 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 

E8 3.3 9103 9103 100 29.098 0.162 6867 75.4 32.156 0.170 

E9 3.3 4962 4665 94 16.043 0.200 4660 93.9 17.125 0.207 

E18 3.3 754 676 89.7 61.050 0.234 453 60.1 59.130 0.230 

E19 3.3 977 964 98.7 15.212 0.117 974 99.7 16.056 0.120 

 

 

Figure C3.13.19: Velocity model; velocities and the layer boundary of layer 3 were created by inverse modelling of 
travel time picks for phase E6 only.  
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Figure C3.13.20: Ray density in the velocity model presented in Figure C3.13.19. In layer 1, first breaks, turning 
waves, headwaves and reflected waves were traced, while only reflected waves were traced in layers 2 and 3.  

Creating a velocity model using phase E7 

Testing different velocity fields and corresponding layer boundaries (Tables in Appendix 

C3.12) indicated that E7 possibly reflects from a different surface than any other phases. The 

most appropriate starting model for assessing the phase contains a significant velocity gradient. 

Velocity at the top of layer 3 is set to 4.60 km/s and at the bottom is 5.10 km/s, while the upper 

boundary is located at a depth of 1.4 km. Note that E6 and E7 are interpreted as phases arriving 

from the same surface on shot gathers. Testing phase E7 in the final version of the model created 

by event E6 may enable the modification of the layer boundary at the SE end of the profile. 

Testing both E6 and E7 on the newly created layer boundary can improve understanding of the 

origin of these arrivals.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: Final version of the velocity model created by an inversion process 

using only phase E6 (Table C3.13.4 and Figure C3.13.12) 

- Phase: E7 

- Total number of picks: 3611 

- Inversion: velocities in layer 3 (V3), values at the top and at the bottom are 

coupled, thus inversion process will keep the vertical velocity gradient. Later z-

coordinates of the layer boundary (L3) will be added to the modelling process 
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Table C3.13.9: Inversion process applied to layer 3 tracing phase E7. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V3 = 
inversion or smoothing applied to velocities at top and bottom of layer 3. These values are coupled, thus inversion 
or smoothing procedure will keep the vertical velocity gradient; L3 = inversion or smoothing was applied to the z-
coordinates of layer 3 boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Red indicates the changing or new parameters 
during inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 3606 83.078 0.273 Figure C3.13.21 

INV V3, x2 3607 80.513 0.269  

SMT V3 3608 80.672 0.269  

INV V3, x2 3565 78.443 0.266  

SMT V3, x2 3611 78.769 0.266  

INV V3, x2 3515 77.276 0.264  

SMT V3 3580 77.142 0.263  

INV L3, V3 3264 51.418 0.215  

SMT L3, V3 3426 56.311 0.225  

INV L3 3118 34.911 0.177  

SMT L3 3145 45.683 0.203  

INV L3 3195 38.940 0.187  

SMT L3 3212 42.121 0.195  

INV L3 3256 36.792 0.182  

SMT L3 3285 40.751 0.191  

INV L3 3232 36.689 0.182  

SMT L3 3238 38.718 0.187  

INV L3 3182 34.672 0.177  

SMT L3 3252 37.631 0.184  

INV L3 3066 34.738 0.177  

SMT L3 3263 36.260 0.181  

INV L3 2981 35.403 0.178  

SMT L3 3217 36.026 0.180 Figure C3.13.22 

INV V3, x2 3207 35.976 0.180  

SMT V3 3215 35.978 0.180  

INV V3, x3 3211 35.955 0.180  

SMT V3, x2 3238 36.422 0.181  

INV V3, x3 3224 36.161 0.180  

SMT V3, x2 3240 36.445 0.181  

INV V3, x3 3222 36.117 0.180  

SMT V3, x2 3212 36.570 0.181  

INV L3, V3 3123 32.325 0.171  

SMT L3, V3 3066 35.063 0.178  

INV L3 2859 26.000 0.153  

SMT L3 2952 32.601 0.171  

INV L3 2641 19.349 0.132  

SMT L3 2686 25.846 0.152  

INV L3 2391 16.187 0.121  

SMT L3, x2 2564 23.241 0.145  

INV L3 2285 16.451 0.122  

SMT L3 2424 20.392 0.135  

INV L3 2252 16.697 0.123  

SMT L3 2325 18.627 0.129  

INV L3, V3 2183 15.513 0.118  

SMT L3, V3 2311 18.497 0.129  

INV L3, V3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3 2306 18.467 0.129  

INV L3, V3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3 2309 18.445 0.129  

INV L3, V3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3, x2 2057 18.483 0.110 Figure C3.13.23 
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Figure C3.13.21: Starting model for phase E7. The model was created by an inversion procedure, when only phase 
E6 was traced (details in Table C3.13.7). The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of picks, rays 
are plotted at the top part of the figure. Observed (red) and modelled (black) travel time picks are presented at the 
bottom.  

 

Figure C3.13.22: Velocity model during inverse modelling using phase E7. Rays traced in the model can be seen 
at the top part of the figure. Observed (red) and observed (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom.  
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Figure C3.13.23: Final velocity model of layer 3 after inverse modelling using phase E7. Rays are traced at the top 
part of the figure. Observed (red) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part.  

Summary of the inversion process in layer 3 tracing only phase E7 

Velocities were decreased over the modelling procedure, and reached velocities 

corresponding to those at the bottom of layer 2. Keeping 0.01 km/s/km vertical velocity gradient 

between layers 2 and 3, the appropriate nodes were turned off from inverse modelling. Thus 

velocities in layer 2 remained lower than in layer 3. The geometry of the layer boundary 

between layer 3 and 4 was dramatically modified. The original depth of the layer decreased by 

a few hundred metres. The layer boundary presumably would reach that at the top of layer 2 if 

the inversion procedure were continued. The starting model differs in geometry and velocity 

gradient from the model originally tested as the most suitable starting model for phase E7. At 

the beginning of inverse modelling, the χ2 value was 83.078 for the target phase. This value 

continuously decreased after every iteration, ultimately reaching 18.483. The model was able 

to trace gradually fewer travel time picks after each iteration; only ~57% of the total number of 

original picks could be traced in the final version. The inverse modelling needed to be stopped 

as the layer boundary reached and in some cases crossed the upper boundary of layer 2 in 

addition to having a significant decrease in traceable travel time picks. The final velocity model 

is presented in Figure C3.13.24 and the ray density model can be found in Figure C3.13.25.  

The number of traceable picks was significantly decreased for all phases (see Table 

C3.13.10). Due to χ2 remaining high and the significant loss of travel time picks, the inverse 

modelling did not provide an acceptable velocity model for event E7. All reflected phases, 

which were initially interpreted as reflected waves arriving from the same reflector were traced 

in the model. The χ2 increased for all phases, which also indicates, that the model is not 
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appropriate for other events. Thus E7 very likely does not arrive from a reflector related to other 

events, not even E6 as t was previously interpreted. 

Table C3.13.10: Number of traceable picks and goodness of fit in the velocity model created by the inversion 
process (detailed in Table C3.13.9.) tracing phase E7 only. 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 12.924 0.108 2213 69.8 21.801 0.140 

E7 3.3 3611 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 2057 57 18.483 0.110 

E8 3.3 9103 9103 100 29.098 0.162 5468 60.1 34.390 0.176 

E9 3.3 4962 4665 94 16.043 0.200 1633 32.9 45.148 0.336 

E18 3.3 754 676 89.7 61.050 0.234 173 22.9 57.794 0.227 

E19 3.3 977 964 98.7 15.212 0.117 393 40.2 5.723 0.072 
 

 
Figure C3.13.24: Velocity model; parameters of layer 3 were modified by inverse modelling of phase E7 only. 
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Figure C3.13.25: Ray density model of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.13.24. First arrivals, turning 
waves, reflected waves and headwaves were traced in layer1, while only reflected phases were traced in layers 2 
and 3.  

Inverse modelling in layer 3 tracing phases E8, E9 and E19 together 

During the investigation of phase E6, E7, E8, E9, E18 and E19 became clear that three of 

these events (E6, E7 and E18) arrive from different surfaces and may not be related or connected 

to main geological layers in the area. It is likely that these phases represent out-of-plane 

reflections or refractions. Considering the number of traceable picks and their χ2 values, phases 

E8, E9 and E19 are probably reflecting from the same boundary, probably from a layer 

boundary. Testing these phases together by inverse modelling may help to constrain their 

source. If these signals are reflecting from the same surface, using them together during the 

inversion process should produce a lower normalised χ2.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: using a velocity model, which was created by an inversion process 

tracing phase E9 (Table C3.13.4 and Figure C3.13.8) 

- Phases : E8, E9 and E19 

- Total number of picks: 15042 

- Inversion: velocities at the top and at the bottom of the layer (V3) using a coupling 

technique, when values at the top and at the bottom are connected and the 

inversion process modify their value by keeping the vertical velocity gradient at 

the same level. Z-coordinates of the layer boundary (L3) will be applied at the 

same time 
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Table C3.13.11: Inverse modelling in layer 3 tracing phases E8, E9 and E19. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
V3= inversion or smoothing was applied to the top and bottom of the layer boundary, while values are coupled and 
the inversion keeps the vertical velocity gradient at the same value; L3 = inversion or smoothing was applied to the 
z-coordinates of the layer boundary between layer 3 and 4; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Red represents 
parameter change or a new parameter that has been added to the inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 15042 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 13244 16.188 0.129 Figure C3.13.26 

INV L3, V3 Segmentation fault 

SMT L3, V3, x2 13417 14.186 0.123  

INV L3, V3 13166 12.628 0.117  

SMT L3, V3 13481 13.257 0.120  

INV L3, V3, x2 12670 10.494 0.111  

SMT L3, V3 13192 11.485 0.115  

INV L3, V3 12491 9.608 0.108  

SMT L3, V3 12950 10.480 0.112  

INV L3, V3 12617 9.784 0.110  

SMT L3, V3 13076 10.558 0.113  

INV L3, V3, x2 12069 8.721 0.107  

SMT L3, V3 12703 9.477 0.110  

INV L3, V3, x2 11944 8.613 0.107  

SMT L3, V3 12502 9.181 0.109  

INV L3, V3, x2 11711 8.547 0.107  

SMT L3, V3 12217 8.843 0.108  

INV L3, V3 12034 8.703 0.107  

SMT L3, V3 12462 9.158 0.108  

INV L3, V3, x2 11415 8.304 0.106  

SMT L3, V3 11911 8.567 0.107 Figure C3.13.27 

INV L3, V3, x2 11399 8.257 0.106  

SMT L3, V3 11971 8.545 0.107  

INV L3, V3, x2 11525 8.298 0.106  

SMT L3, V3 12043 8.605 0.107  

INV V3, x4 11890 8.494 0.106  

SMT V3 11937 8.523 0.107  

INV V3, x2 11860 8.478 0.106  

SMT V3 11937 8.523 0.107  

INV V3, x4 11798 8.442 0.106  

SMT V3, x3 11893 8.495 0.106  

INV V3 11858 8.451 0.106  

SMT V3 11858 8.471 0.106  

INV V3, x3 11695 8.378 0.106  

SMT V3 11760 8.408 0.106  

INV V3, x3 11593 8.397 0.106  

SMT V3, x2 11853 8.478 0.106  

INV V3, x2 11688 8.449 0.106  

SMT V3 11853 8.478 0.106 Figure C3.13.28 
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Figure C3.13.26: Velocity model before an investigation of the source for phases E8 (orange), E9 (green) and E19 
(purple). The model can trace most of the observed travel time picks, rays are presented at the top part of the 
image. Observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom.  

 

Figure C3.13.27: Velocity model during inverse modelling using phases E8 (orange), E9 (green) and E19 (purple). 
Rays of the phases can be seen at the top, while observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time pick are 
plotted at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C3.13.28: Velocity model after an inversion process using phases E8 (orange), E9 (green) and E19 (purple). 
Model can trace most of the picks, rays are presented at the top. At the bottom part of the image observed (coloured) 
and modelled (black) travel time picks can be seen.  

Summary of the inversion process in layer tracing phases E8, E9 and E19 together 

The starting model for this investigation used the output from the inverse modelling of 

phase E9 only. Velocities were observed decrease in layer 3 during the inversion process. The 

upper boundary deepened to nearly 2 km. 13244 travel time picks (~88%) out of 15042 were 

traced by the starting model. About 2000 fewer traceable picks remained when the inverse 

modelling ended. The χ2 value dropped from 16.188 (in the starting model) to 8.478. Inversion 

modified both the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4, and the velocities at the top and 

bottom of the layer. After every two or three iterations, velocities or z-coordinates of the 

interface were smoothed. The model, created using the three phases together was able to trace 

more travel time picks for phase E9 and E19, and but fewer for E8 compared to the number of 

picks, when these phases were modelled individually. In contrast, travel time picks for events 

E8 and E19 fit better to the model, than in the individual modelling, whereas the opposite was 

observed for phase E9; χ2 became higher in the velocity model when all three phases were 

traced together compared to the models created by tracing the phases alone. It is possible that 

E8 and E19 may arrive from the upper boundary of layer 3, whereas E7 arrives from a different 

reflector (e.g., floating reflector) or represents an out-of-plane arrivals. The velocity model 

created by the procedure summarised above is presented in Figure C3.13.29. Ray density model 

tracing all phases can be found in Figure C3.13.30 

Testing the number of traceable picks and the χ2 value for each phase (details are 

presented in Table C3.13.12) gave high χ2 values for events E6, E7 and E18.  
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Table C3.13.12: Testing each phase in a model created by an inversion procedure tracing phases E7, E8 and E20. 
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E6 3.3 3170 3170 100 12.924 0.108 2908 91.7 27.127 0.156 

E7 3.3 3611 3606 99.9 83.078 0.273 3540 98 122.901 0.333 

E8 3.3 9103 9103 100 29.098 0.162 7075 77.7 8.728 0.089 

E9 3.3 4962 4665 94 16.043 0.200 3854 77.7 7.028 0.133 

E18 3.3 754 676 89.7 61.050 0.234 551 73.1 53.392 0.219 

E19 3.3 977 964 98.7 15.212 0.117 924 94.6 12.635 0.107 

 

 
Figure C3.13.29: Velocity model; inverse modelling modified velocities in layer 3 and the boundary between layers 
3 and 4. During inversion, phases E8, E9 and E19 were traced together.  

 
Figure C3.13.30: Ray density model of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.13.29. Refracted phases such as 
first breaks, turning waves, headwaves and one phase of reflected waves were traced in layer 1. Only reflected 
waves were traced in layers 2 and 3.  
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Appendix C3.14 Solution A - Investigation of floating reflectors tracing phase 

E6, E7 and E18 

Phase E6 

1, Testing reflector depth: 

To initiate the floating reflector tests, a horizontal surface is added into the model by 

defining two nodes. The length of the reflector extends from 2.00 to 5.00 km in the 

WhataDUSIE model. Results of the test are presented in Table C3.14.1. 

Table C3.14.1: Testing the most suitable depth of a reflector for phase E6 in a four-layer velocity model (Solution 
A). Green = highest number of traceable picks, red = highest number of traceable picks with the lower χ2 value. 

Depth (km) 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.2 3167 32.758 0.172  

1.3 2649 24.132 0.147  

1.4 3169 16.132 0.120  

1.5 3170 12.834 0.107 Figure C3.14.1 

1.6 3170 12.907 0.108  

1.7 2907 17.106 0.124  

1.8 1947 27.371 0.157  

1.9 - - -  

2.00 - - -  

 

 

Figure C3.14.1: Floating reflector test for phase E6 in a four-layer velocity model (Solution A). The model is able to 
trace 100% of the total pick number with the lowest χ2 value setting reflector at 1.5 km below sea level. Rays 
travelling in layer 3 are presented at top part of the figure, observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time 
picks are plotted at the bottom.  

The most suitable depth of floating reflector is 1.5 km below sea level, where the model 

is able to trace all observed travel time picks with the lowest χ2 value (Figure C3.14.1). The 

number of traceable picks gradually decreased with depth and no picks could be traced below 

1.9 km. 
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2, Testing the dip of the floating reflector – SE dipping 

The dipping angle of the floating reflector was tested in two ways: sub-parallel to the SE 

dipping Alpine Fault and opposite to it. The NE end of the floating reflector was set to 1.5 km 

and the SE end was gradually decreased. 

Table C3.14.2: Testing the most appropriate dip of the floating reflector using phase E6. The NW end of the reflector 
is at 1.5 km below sea level, while the SE end is gradually deepening. Green = the highest number of traceable 
picks, red font = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the SE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.5 3170 12.834 0.107 Figure C3.14.1 

1.6 3170 12.500 0.106 Figure C3.14.2 

1.7 3093 13.281 0.109  

1.8 3056 14.717 0.115  

1.9 2992 16.785 0.123  

2.00 2666 18.983 0.131  

 

 
Figure C3.14.2: Testing the most suitable dip of floating reflector for phase E6, located sub-parallel to the Alpine 
Fault dip. The model is able to trace 100% of the total number of picks and presented at the top. Observed (light 
green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

Table C3.14.3: Testing different angle of floating reflector using phase E6. The SE end is set to 1.6 km base on the 
test result presented in Table C3.14.2 and Figure C3.14.2. Green = highest number of traceable picks, red font = 
highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the NW 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.5 3170 12.500 0.105 Figure C3.14.2 

1.4 3170 13.079 0.108  

1.3 3170 14.697 0.115  

1.2 3170 17.401 0.125  

1.1 3170 23.221 0.138  

1.0 3145 25.501 0.151  

 

The highest number of traceable picks occurred with a horizontal or low SE dip (Figure 

C3.14.2). The number of traceable travel time picks gradually decreased with larger angles. 

Steeper dips were tested by modifying the depth of the NW end of the floating reflector. Neither 
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lowering the position of the SE end nor raising the NW end improved the fit between the 

modelled and the observed data. Details are presented in Table C3.14.2 and C3.14.3.  

3, Testing lateral position of SE dipping reflector.  

The floating reflector initially extended from 2.00 to 5.00 km, dipping SE; z-coordinates 

were set to 1.5 km at the NW end, and 1.6 km at the SE end. X-position of the reflector tested 

by moving it along the line in 100 m steps. 

Table C3.14.4: Testing the x-position of the floating reflector for phase E6. Green = highest number of traceable 
picks; red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

x-coordinate 

couplet (NW – SE 

location in km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.10 – 4.10 2593 8.167 0.086  

1.20 – 4.20 2609 8.012 0.085  

1.30 – 4.30 2932 13.368 0.110  

1.40 – 4.40 2931 13.353 0.110  

1.50 – 4.50 2928 13.346 0.110  

1.60 – 4.60 2925 13.345 0.110  

1.70 – 4.70 3097 12.764 0.107  

1.80 – 4.80 3170 12.511 0.106  

1.90 – 4.90 3170 12.503 0.106  

2.00 – 5.00 3170 12.500 0.106 Figure C3.14.2 

2.10 – 5.10 3170 12.500 0.106  

2.20 – 5.20 3170 12.504 0.106  

2.30 – 5.30 3170 12.512 0.106  

2.40 – 5.40 3170 12.525 0.106  

2.50 – 5.50 3170 12.539 0.106  

2.60 – 5.60 3170 12.559 0.106  

2.70 – 5.70 2249 14.617 0.115  

2.80 – 5.80 2099 15.379 0.118  

2.90 – 5.90 1751 17.864 0.127  

3.00 – 6.00 1601 19.507 0.132  

 

The maximum number of travel time picks were traced where the floating reflector was 

positioned between either 1.80 and 4.80 km or 2.60 and 5.60 km. The lowest χ2 value was seen 

only at 2.00 – 5.00 km and 2.10 – 5.10 km couplets.  

4, Testing the dip of the floating reflector – NW dipping 

Testing an opposite dip for the floating reflector was undertaken by keeping the SE end 

of the reflector at the same z-coordinate (1.5 km below sea level), while the NW end was 

modified and tested. 

Table C3.14.5: Testing floating reflector, dipping NW. SE end of the reflector is set to 1.5 km, while the NW end is 
progressively deepened. Green = highest number of traceable picks, red = highest number of traceable picks with 
the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the NE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.5 3170 12.834 0.107 Figure C3.14.1 

1.6 3170 12.467 0.106 Figure C3.14.3 

1.7 3168 12.908 0.108  

1.8 3163 14.132 0.113  

1.9 2609 15.933 0.120  

2.0 2355 15.761 0.119  
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Figure C3.14.3: Testing floating reflector dipping NW. The model is able to trace 100% of the total number of picks 
of phase E6 and rays are plotted at the top part of the figure, while observed (light green) and calculated (black) 
travel time picks are plotted at the bottom.  

Table C3.14.6: Testing different dipping angle of the floating reflector for phase E6. The NW end of the reflector is 
set to 1.6 km below sea level. Red = the highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2. 

 

 

Increasing the depth of the NW end of the floating reflector (progressively increasing the 

dip angle), resulted in fewer traced travel time picks. The maximum number of traceable travel 

time picks, with the lowest χ2, was given by shallow angle dipping reflector, where the NW end 

of the reflector is located at a depth of 1.60 km, while the SE corner is set to z=1.5 km (Table 

C3.14.6 and Figure C3.14.3)  

 

5, Testing lateral position of NW dipping reflector  

Table C3.14.7: Testing different position of the shallow dipping floating reflector using phase E6. Green = the heist 
number of traceable pick, red = the highest number of traceable pick with the lowest χ2 value. 

x-coordinate 

couplet (NW – SE 

location in km) 

Number of traceable picks χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.00 – 4.00 1833 4.252 0.062  

1.10 – 4.10 1983 4.474 0.063  

1.20 – 4.20 2633 14.696 0.115  

1.30 – 4.30 2663 14.540 0.114  

1.40 – 4.40 2690 14.403 0.114  

1.50- 4.50 2690 14.363 0.114  

1.60 – 4.70 2932 13.337 0.110  

1.70 – 4.70 3170 12.468 0.106  

Depth of the SE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.5 3170 12.467 0.106 Figure C3.14.3 

1.4 3148 12.459 0.106  

1.3 3137 14.846 0.116  

1.2 3069 18.006 0.127  

1.1 3133 22.078 0.141  

1.0 3169 27.608 0.158  
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x-coordinate 

couplet (NW – SE 

location in km) 

Number of traceable picks χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

1.80 – 4.80 3170 12.459 0.106  

1.90 – 4.90 3170 12.453 0.106 Figure C3.14.4 

2.00 – 5.00 3170 12.467 0.106 Figure C3.14.3 

2.10 – 5.10 3170 12.454 0.106  

2.20 – 5.20 3170 12.460 0.106  

2.30 – 5.30 3170 12.470 0.106  

2.40 – 5.40 3168 12.448 0.106  

2.50 – 5.50 3170 12.501 0.106  

2.60 – 5.60 3170 12.523 0.106  

2.70 – 5.70 2372 15.072 0.116  

2.80 – 5.80 2271 15.327 0.117  

2.90 – 5.90 2030 16.485 0.122  

3.00 – 6.00 1862 17.588 0.126  

 

 
Figure C3.14.4: The most suitable starting model before an inversion process of floating reflector using phase E6. 
The reflector is gently dipping to NW. The model is able to trace all observed travel time pick and rays are presented 
at the top part of the image. At the bottom observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The maximum number of picks was traced by the model when the gently dipping floating 

reflector is positioned in a certain zone between 1.70 – 4.70 km and 2.50 – 5.50 km (details are 

presented in Table C3.14.7 and Figure C3.14.3 and C3.14.4). The worst fit is given by a 

reflector dipping to the NW, with z=1.60 and 1.5 km at x=1.90 and 4.90 km.  

6. Adding multiple nodes to the floating reflector 

Setting for inversion: 

- Input file: the velocity model is set according to previous investigation presented 

in Table C3.14.1 and Figure C3.14.1. Number of nodes were increased from two 

to 10. 

- Phase: E6 

- Total number of picks: 3170 
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- Inversion: Geometry of the floating reflector (F6A, where F = floating reflector, 

6 = phase E6, A = solution A) 

Table C3.14.8: Inversion process of a floating reflector geometry using phase E5. INV = inversion; SMT = 
smoothing; F5A = smoothing of inversion is applied to the geometry of the floating reflector, x2, x4 = number of 
iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable pick 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 3170 12.481 0.106  

INV F6A, x2 2856 12.329 0.105 Figure C3.14.5 

SMT F6A 3143 11.215 0.100  

INV F6A, x4 3011 10.699 0.098 Figure C3.14.6 

 

 
Figure C3.14.5: A four-layer velocity model and a floating reflector during inversion process tracing phase E6 
arriving from the floating reflector. Most of the rays are traced and presented at the top part of the image, while 
observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom.  

 
Figure C3.14.6: A four-layer velocity model with the floating reflector. The geometry of the reflector was modified 
by inverse modelling. The image presents the model at the end of the inversion tracing phase E6 arriving from the 
reflector. Most of the rays can be traced and presented at the top part of the image. Observed (light green) and 
calculated (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part of the image.  
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During the inverse modelling of the floating reflector geometry, the χ2 did not decrease 

significantly, and the number of traced picks progressively dropped. At the final stage of the 

inversion process the χ2 is still high (10.699); presumably it could decrease by further iterations, 

but the number of traceable picks would decrease. When phase E6 was modelled as a layer 

boundary, the goodness of fit was still 11.629. Using a floating reflector to model the potential 

reflective surface for phase E6 may be an alternative solution for the origin of the signal. 

However further investigation using solution B (a three-layer velocity model, where the bottom 

of the layer boundary is at the bottom of the model) still need to be undertaken. 

Phase E7 

1, Testing reflector depth: 

A horizontal reflector defined by two nodes located between 3.30 and 5.70 km of the 

model was set before the most appropriate depth for phase E7 was tested. 

Table C3.14.9: Testing the most suitable depth of a floating reflector using phase E7. The reflector is defined by 
two nodes and located at 3.30 km at the NW and 5.70 km at the SE. Green = highest number of traceable picks, 
red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the 

floating reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.70 3611 21.632 0.140  

0.80 3611 14.421 0.114  

0.90 3611 10.457 0.097 Figure C3.14.7 

1.00 3342 9.507 0.092  

1.10 3611 13.457 0.110  

1.20 3610 20.809 0.137  

1.30 3567 32.626 0.171  

1.40 3611 47.893 0.208  

1.50 3610 67.772 0.247  

1.60 2664 70.509 0.252  

 

 
Figure C3.14.7: The most suitable depth of a horizontal floating reflector for phase E7. The model is able to trace 
100% of the total number of picks and rays are presented at the top, while the observed (red) and calculated (black) 
travel times are plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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The number of traceable picks varied with the depth of the reflector, possible caused by 

the velocity field at each location. The lowest value of the tested depth was located in layer 2. 

When the reflector was located at z=1.00 km, positioned partly in layer 2 and partly in layer 3, 

and the number of traceable pick decreased significantly. The most suitable depth of the 

reflector can be seen in layer 2 at z= 0.9 km (Table C3.14.9 and Figure C3.14.7). 

2, Testing the dip of the floating reflector – SE dipping 

Table C3.14.10: Testing different dipping angles sub-parallel to the Alpine Fault. Red = the highest number of 
traceable picks with the lower χ2 value. 

Depth of the NE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.90 3611 10.457 0.097 Figure C3.14.7 

1.00 3609 11.184 0.100  

1.10 3610 12.725 0.107  

1.20 3602 15.070 0.116  

1.30 3609 18.092 0.128  

1.40 3603 21.726 0.140  

1.50 Segmentation fault 

1.60 3364 31.852 0.169  

1.70 3162 39.314 0.188  

 
Table C3.14.11: Testing different angle of the floating reflector for phase E7. The highest number of traceable picks 
are marked by green font. Red font represents the highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the NW 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.90 3611 10.457 0.097 Figure C3.14.7 

0.80 3609 13.592 0.111  

0.70 3609 17.981 0.127  

0.60 3611 23.559 0.146  

0.50 3610 30.192 0.165  

 

NW end of the reflector was modified by a test modelling process to investigate the most 

appropriate dipping angle, while the depth of the SE corner of the reflector remains z=0.90 km. 

The highest number of traceable picks occurred, when the floating reflector positioned 

horizontal. Keeping the sub-parallel orientation, the z-coordinate of the NW corner was 

gradually decreased, while the SE end of the reflector remained at z=0.90 km deep. The number 

of traceable picks did not vary significantly and remained close to 100% during the test process 

(details are in Table C3.14.10 and C3.14.11). However, the highest number of traceable picks 

with the lowest χ2 value were given by a horizontally positioned floating reflector (Figure 

C3.14.7).  
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3, Testing the dip of the floating reflector – NW dipping 

Table C3.14.12: Testing different angle of the floating reflector dipping opposite to the Alpine Fault. The model is 
able to trace ~100% of the total number of picks of phase E6 and Green = highest number of traceable picks, red 
= highest number of picks with the lowest number of χ2. 

Depth of the NW 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable pick 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.90 3611 10.457 0.097 Figure C3.14.7 

1.00 3611 8.586 0.088  

1.10 3611 7.924 0.084 Figure C3.14.8 

1.20 3611 8.384 0.087  

1.30 3610 9.851 0.094  

1.40 3610 12.182 0.105  

1.50 3609 15.239 0.117  

1.60 3611 18.859 0.130  

1.70 3611 22.921 0.144  

 

 

Figure C3.14.8: The most appropriate position of the floating reflector for phase E7 is a low angle, dipping opposite 
to the Alpine Fault. The model is able to trace 100% of the picks and rays are presented at the top part of the figure. 
At the bottom, observed (red) and calculated (black) travel times are plotted.  

Table C3.14.13: Testing shallow depth of the SE end of the reflector for testing phase E7. Green = highest number 
of traceable picks, red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the SE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.90 3611 10.457 0.097 Figure C3.14.7 

0.80 3611 10.638 0.098  

0.70 3611 11.761 0.103  

0.60 3611 13.840 0.112  

0.50 3519 16.127 0.120  

 

The SE end of the reflector was set to z=0.90 km, while z-coordinates progressively 

increased over the modelling experiment. The highest number of traceable picks and the lowest 

χ2 value occurred when the reflector positioned with z=1.1 km at NW and z=0.90 km at the SE. 

However, shallower depth of the SE was also tested by decreasing its z-coordinates while the 

NW corner is at 0.90 km deep. The most suitable starting position of the floating reflector this 
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stage is dipping opposite to the Alpine Fault, NW end of the reflector is at 1.1 km and 0.90 km 

at the SE. 

4. Adding multiple nodes to the floating reflector 

Testing only the dip of the reflective surface may not give the most acceptable model for 

phase E7, therefore using inverse modelling, the geometry of the reflector was investigated. 

The number of nodes defined the floating reflector was increased from 2 to 10. The horizontal 

reflector was located at z=0.9 km extending between x=3.30 and x=5.70 km. 

Setting for inversion 

- Input file: reflector is located at 0.9 km below sea level in a four-layer velocity 

model extending between 3.30 and 5.70 km of the WhataDUSIE model. Before 

the inversion process, the number of nodes were increased from two to 10. 

- Phase: E7 

- Total number of picks: 3611 

- Inversion: z-coordinates of the floating reflector (F7A – F = floating reflector, 7 

= phase E7 and A = solution A) 

Table C3.14.14: Inverse modelling of the most appropriate floating reflector for phase E7. INV = inversion; SMT = 
smoothing; F7A = inversion or smoothing was applied on the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using phase E6, 
the velocity model is layer based and the process is called “solution A”; x2 = number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 3600 7.897 0.084 Figure C3.14.7 

INV F7A, x2 2737 5.513 0.070  

SMT F7A 2898 4.935 0.067  

INV F7A, x2 2626 4.349 0.063  

SMT F7A 2911 5.238 0.069 Figure C3.14.9 

INV F7A, x2 2266 3.309 0.055  

SMT F7A, x2 3199 4.533 0.064  

INV F7A, x2 2952 5.915 0.073  

SMT F7A 2903 3.426 0.056 Figure C3.14.10 
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Figure C3.14.9: Model during inverse modelling of the most appropriate reflective surface for phase E7. The model 
is able to trace more than half of the total number of picks and rays are presented at the top part of the image. At 
the bottom, observed (red) and modelled (black) travel times are plotted. 

 

Figure C3.14.10: Final version of the floating reflector after inverse modelling. Most of the total number of picks of 
phase E6 can be traced and plotted at the top, while observed (red) and modelled (black) travel times are presented 
at the bottom part of the image. 

After several iterations, the shape of the floating reflector became parallel to the layer 2-

3 boundary separated by only ~100 m (Figure C3.14.9). When the inverse modelling was 

stopped, the model was able to trace 80.4% of the total number of travel time picks with 3.246 

misfit. Phase E7 will not be tested in a three layer model (Solution B) as the current result 

indicate that the origin of the signal is likely to be within layer 2.  
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Phase E18 

1, Testing reflector depth 

The initial x-coordinates for the floating reflector test used E18 define a two-node 

segment, 1.8 km long from x= km 4.90 to 6.70 km of the WhataDUSIE model. 

Table C3.14.15: Testing the most suitable depth of the floating reflector using phase E18. Red = the highest number 
of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the 

floating reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.40 16 35.460 0.173  

0.50 73 15.311 0.117  

0.60 228 14.123 0.112  

0.70 569 8.680 0.088  

0.80 754 4.207 0.061 Figure C3.14.11 

0.90 692 1.749 0.040  

1.00 262 2.703 0.049  

1.10 654 4.233 0.062  

1.20 692 10.123 0.095  

 

 

Figure C3.14.11: The goodness of fit was the best at 0.80 km below sea level using phase E18 during testing depth 
(Table C3.14.15). The model traces 100% of the total number of picks and rays are presented at the top. Observed 
(light blue) and calculates (black) travel times are plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

Depth, dip and orientation were tested in a similar fashion to previous modelling of phases 

E6 and E7 (Table C3.14.15). The number of traceable picks significantly decreased, when 

z<0.80 km, at greater depths, only small proportion of the total number of picks can be traced 

at 1.00 km, where the floating reflector crosses the layer 2-3 boundary. The χ2 values are in 

generally higher when E18 was traced arriving from a reflector located at shallower rather, than 

greater depths. The maximum number of picks were traced, when z= 0.80 km (Table C3.14.15 

and Figure C3.14.11). 
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2, Testing dip of the floating reflector – SE dipping 

Testing the reflector parallel/sub-parallel to the Alpine Fault was undertaken by 

modifying depth of the SE end of the reflector. The NW corner is set to z=0.80 km. 

Table C3.14.16: Testing the dip of the floating reflector parallel to the Alpine Fault. Green = the highest number of 
traceable picks; red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the SE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.80 754 4.207 0.061 Figure C3.14.11 

0.90 754 3.063 0.052 Figure C3.14.12 

1.00 682 2.359 0.046  

1.10 624 2.875 0.051  

1.20 305 6.499 0.076  

1.30 458 6.024 0.074  

1.40 230 9.723 0.093  

 

 

Figure C3.14.12: The model is able to trace all picks, when the floating reflector is dipping SE by low angle. Rays 
are presented at the top, while the observed (light blue) and calculated (black) travel times are plotted at the bottom 
part of the image.  

Table C3.14.17: Testing the dip of the floating reflector parallel to the Alpine Fault. The SE end of the floating 
reflector is set to 0.8 km below sea level. Red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the NW 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.80 754 4.207 0.061 
Figure 

C3.14.11 

0.70 754 6.238 0.075  

0.60 754 8.952 0.090  

0.50 719 12.616 0.106  

 

The model is able to trace the maximum number of the original travel time picks with a 

low misfit (3.063) when the reflector is dipping to SE with a low angle. Unfortunately, when 

the SE corner of the reflector was deepened, the model traced only a portion of the, while the 

χ2 increased (Table C3.14.16 and Figure C3.14.12). The model was tested against three 

additional reflector settings when the NW end of the interface was set to shallower z<0.8 km 
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(Table C3.14.17). The misfit did not improve with any of the tested values, therefore the most 

appropriate parameters of the floating reflector is given by the followings: z=0.8 km below sea 

level at the NW end and z=0.9 km at the SE end.  

3, Testing dip of the floating reflector – NW dipping 

The SE corner of the reflective surface is set to 0.80 km, while the NW end was 

progressively deepened. 

Table C3.14.18: Testing floating reflector dipping NW. Green font = the highest number of traceable picks; red font 
= highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the NW 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.80 754 4.207 0.061 Figure C3.14.11 

0.90 754 2.825 0.050  

1.00 754 1.910 0.041 Figure C3.14.13 

1.10 753 1.577 0.038  

1.20 742 1.796 0.040  

1.30 753 2.689 0.049  

1.40 734 3.809 0.059  

 
Table C3.14.19: Testing floating reflector dipping SE. Red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 
value. 

Depth of the SE 

end of the reflector 

(km) 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

0.80 754 4.207 0.061 Figure C3.14.11 

0.70 611 5.914 0.073  

0.60 288 7.381 0.081  

0.50 85 9.289 0.091  

 

 

Figure C3.14.13: The most suitable depth of the floating reflector, where the NW end is set at 1 km below sea level, 
while the SE end is at 0.80 km. The model is able to trace 100% of the total number of picks and rays are plotted 
at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, observed (coloured) and modelled (black) travel time pick are presented. 

The goodness of fit of phase E18 gave the best result, when the two-node floating reflector 

is set in layer 2, dipping NW (opposite to the Alpine Fault), with z=1.00 km and 0.80 km. The 
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model is able to trace 100% of the original travel time picks, while the χ2 dropped to 1.910, 

which is a significantly better fit compare to the SE dipping orientation with 3.063 misfit 

(Appendix C3.14, Figure C3.14.13).  

4, Testing lateral position of NW dipping reflector  

Table C3.14.20: Testing the lateral position (x-coordinates) of the floating reflect using phase E18. Green = highest 
number of traceable picks, red = highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

x-coordinates of 

the floating 

reflector (NW – 

SE) in km 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

4.05 – 6.75 746 2.442 0.047  

4.15 – 6.85 753 2.225 0.045  

4.25 – 6.95 754 2.049 0.043  

4.35 – 7.05 754 1.904 0.041  

4.45 – 7.15 754 1.788 0.040  

4.55 – 7.25 754 1.702 0.039  

4.65 – 7.35 754 1.646 0.038  

4.75 – 7.45 754 1.621 0.038  

4.85 – 7.55 754 1.626 0.038  

4.95 – 7.65 754 1.663 0.039  

5.05 – 7.75 754 1.731 0.039  

 
Table C3.14.21: testing the most suitable location of the floating reflector reflecting phase E18. The model is able 
to trace 100% of the total number of picks at every x-coordinates. Red font = the lowest χ2 value. Red double frame 
highlight the most suitable value, which is considered as the final result. 

x-coordinates of 

the floating 

reflector (NW – 

SE) in km 

Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

4.75 – 7.45 754 1.621 0.038  

4.76 – 7.46 754 1.620 0.038  

4.77 – 7.47 754 1.619 0.038  

4.78 – 7.48 754 1.619 0.038  

4.79 – 7.49 754 1.619 0.038  

4.80 – 7.50 754 1.619 0.038  

4.81 – 7.51 754 1.620 0.038  

4.82 – 7.52 754 1.621 0.038  

4.83 – 7.53 754 1.622 0.038  

4.84 – 7.54 754 1.624 0.038  

4.85 – 7.55 754 1.626 0.038  

 

The length of the reflective surface must extended to avoid decreasing the number of 

traceable picks, if the reflector is located few hundred metres further from its current location. 

During the x-coordinate analysis tests, the χ2 value remained similar. The most acceptable result 

was given in a zone between x=4.77 – 7.47 km and 4.80 – 7.50 km. The maximum number of 

travel time picks are traced with a 1.619 misfit.  

The investigation highlights the possibility that the source of phase E18 is a dipping 

reflector located within layer 2, which may not connected to any geological boundary dipping 

opposite to the anticipated Alpine Fault dip. As the location of the reflector is set in layer 2, the 

phase will not be modelled in the three layer system described in Solution B.  
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Appendix C3.15 Testing velocities in layer 3 (in a three-layer velocity model) 

tracing phases E6, E8, E9 and E19 

Table C3.15.1: Testing phase E6 on horizontal floating reflectors. Layer 3 represents the bottom of the model. 
Velocities at the top of layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s, while at the bottom of the model, different values were tested 
by using different floating reflector depths. Green = highest number of traceable picks, red = highest number of 
traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.4 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.5 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

3170 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

3170 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 3170 15.827 0.119 3170 12.547 0.106 

4.70 3170 15.836 0.119 3170 12.559 0.106 

4.80 3170 15.845 0.119 3170 12.570 0.106 

4.90 3170 15.854 0.119 3170 12.582 0.106 

5.00 3170 15.862 0.119 3170 12.594 0.106 

5.10 3170 15.871 0.119 3170 12.606 0.106 

5.20 3170 15.880 0.120 3170 12.618 0.107 

5.30 3170 15.889 0.120 3170 12.630 0.107 

5.40 3170 15.898 0.120 3170 12.642 0.107 

5.50 3170 15.907 0.120 3170 12.655 0.107 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.6 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.7 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

3170 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

3170 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 3170 12.911 0.108 3170 16.969 0.124 

4.70 3170 12.888 0.108 3170 16.88 0.123 

4.80 3170 12.877 0.108 3170 16.808 0.123 

4.90 3170 12.866 0.108 3170 16.730 0.123 

5.00 3170 12.856 0.108 3170 16.654 0.122 

5.10 3170 12.846 0.108 3170 16.579 0.122 

5.20 3170 12.836 0.107 3170 16.506 0.122 

5.30 3170 12.827 0.107 3170 16.434 0.122 

5.40 3170 12.810 0.107 3170 16.364 0.121 

5.50 3170 12.811 0.107 3170 16.33 0.121 

 
Table C3.15.2: Testing phase E8 on horizontal floating reflectors. Layer 3 represents the bottom of the model. 
Velocities at the top of layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s, while at the bottom of the model, different values were tested 
by using different floating reflector depths. Green = highest number of traceable picks, red = highest number of 
traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.4 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.5 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

9103 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

9103 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 9090 48.730 0.209 9094 35.328 0.178 

4.70 9098 48.778 0.210 9091 35.407 0.179 

4.80 9103 48.729 0.209 9096 35.454 0.179 

4.90 9103 48.755 0.209 9100 35.505 0.179 

5.00 9103 48.782 0.210 9096 35.454 0.179 

5.10 9103 48.809 0.210 9100 35.505 0.179 

5.20 9103 48.835 0.210 9102 35.563 0.179 

5.30 9103 48.862 0.210 9103 35.625 0.179 

5.40 9103 48.889 0.210 9103 35.689 0.179 

5.50 9103 48.916 0.210 9103 35.754 0.179 
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Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.6 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.7 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

9103 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

9103 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 9040 25.330 0.151 9018 18.663 0.130 

4.70 9042 25.328 0.151 9028 18.724 0.130 

4.80 9085 25.309 0.151 9077 18.743 0.130 

4.90 9070 25.445 0.151 9051 18.874 0.130 

5.00 9076 25.528 0.152 9057 18.966 0.131 

5.10 9082 25.611 0.152 9062 19.061 0.131 

5.20 9088 25.693 0.152 9068 19.158 0.131 

5.30 9090 25.787 0.152 9072 19.257 0.132 

5.40 9096 25.869 0.153 9078 19.335 0.132 

5.50 9100 25.959 0.153 9091 19.445 0.132 

 
Table C3.15.3: Testing phase E9 on horizontal floating reflectors. Layer 3 represents the bottom of the model. 
Velocities at the top of layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s, while at the bottom of the model, different values were tested 
by using different floating reflector depths. Green = highest number of traceable picks, red = highest number of 
traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.4 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.5 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

4962 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

4962 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 4962 25.073 0.250 4962 19.406 0.220 

4.70 4962 25.106 0.251 4962 19.454 0.221 

4.80 4962 25.139 0.251 4962 19.501 0.221 

4.90 4962 25.172 0.251 4962 19.548 0.221 

5.00 4962 25.205 0.251 4962 19.596 0.221 

5.10 4962 25.230 0.251 4962 19.643 0.222 

5.20 4960 25.249 0.251 4962 19.691 0.222 

5.30 4952 25.205 0.251 4961 19.734 0.222 

5.40 4932 25.144 0.251 4962 19.786 0.222 

5.50 4910 25.040 0.251 4962 19.834 0.223 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.6 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.7 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

4962 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

4962 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 4962 14.984 0.194 4955 11.868 0.172 

4.70 4962 15.039 0.194 4962 11.902 0.172 

4.80 4962 15.093 0.194 4962 11.951 0.173 

4.90 4962 15.148 0.195 4962 12.001 0.173 

5.00 4962 15.203 0.195 4962 12.052 0.174 

5.10 4962 15.259 0.105 4962 12.103 0.174 

5.20 4962 15.314 0.196 4962 12.155 0.174 

5.30 4962 15.370 0.196 4962 12.207 0.175 

5.40 4962 15.426 0.196 4962 12.260 0.175 

5.50 4962 15.482 0.197 4962 12.314 0.175 
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Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.8 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.9 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

4962 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

4962 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 4921 10.124 0.159 4454 10.078 0.159 

4.70 4930 10.139 0.159 4477 10.044 0.158 

4.80 4916 10.193 0.160 4521 9.980 0.158 

4.90 4922 10.207 0.160 4725 9.921 0.157 

5.00 4913 10.254 0.160 4845 9.727 0.156 

5.10 4925 10.259 0.160 4879 9.657 0.155 

5.20 4927 10.246 0.160 4898 9.616 0.155 

5.30 4957 10.261 0.160 4899 9.606 0.155 

5.40 4962 10.286 0.160 4886 9.624 0.155 

5.50 4962 10.322 0.161 4902 9.592 0.155 

 
Table C3.15.4: Testing phase E20 on horizontal floating reflectors. Layer 3 represents the bottom of the model. 
Velocities at the top of layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s, while at the bottom of the model, different values were tested 
by using different floating reflector depths. Green = highest number of traceable picks, red = highest number of 
traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.4 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.5 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

977 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

977 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 977 17.912 0.127 977 15.467 0.118 

4.70 977 17.993 0.127 977 15.524 0.118 

4.80 977 18.074 0.127 977 15.582 0.118 

4.90 977 18.155 0.128 977 15.641 0.119 

5.00 977 18.237 0.128 977 15.701 0.119 

5.10 977 18.318 0.128 977 15.762 0.119 

5.20 976 18.351 0.128 977 15.824 0.119 

5.30 977 18.483 0.129 977 15.887 0.120 

5.40 977 18.565 0.129 976 15.881 0.119 

5.50 977 18.648 0.129 977 16.016 0.120 

Velocities at 

the bottom of 

the model 

(km/s) 

Floating reflector located 1.6 km below sea 

level 

Floating reflector located 1.7 km below sea 

level 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

977 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

977 

χ2 
RMS travel 

time residual 

4.60 977 16.154 0.121 977 20.131 0.135 

4.70 977 16.141 0.120 977 19.987 0.134 

4.80 977 16.130 0.120 977 19.850 0.134 

4.90 977 16.122 0.120 977 19.718 0.133 

5.00 977 16.117 0.120 977 19.591 0.133 

5.10 977 16.114 0.120 977 19.470 0.132 

5.20 977 16.114 0.120 977 19.355 0.132 

5.30 976 16.035 0.120 977 19.245 0.132 

5.40 977 16.121 0.120 977 19.141 0.131 

5.50 977 16.129 0.120 977 19.041 0.131 
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Appendix C3.16 Solution B - Investigation of floating reflectors tracing phase 

E8, E9, E6 and E19 

Phase E8 

Prior to the investigation of the origin of phase E8, a starting model was created. The 

velocity model contains three layers, the bottom of layer 3 is the bottom of the model at 3 km 

below sea level. A horizontal floating reflector is set at 1.50 km below sea level, and the number 

of nodes defining the reflector was increased from 2 to 10. The velocity at top of layer 3 is 4.60 

km/s, while at the bottom it is 5.30 km/s. The inverse modelling will modify the geometry of 

the reflector (details can be found in Table C3.16.1). 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model has two layers created by inverse modelling, while layer 

3 extend to the bottom of the whole model. Velocities at the top (V3t) are set to 

4.60 km/s, and 5.30 km/s at the bottom. 

- Phase : E8 

- Total number of traceable picks: 9103 

- Floating reflector depth: 1.5 km 

- Floating reflector is defined by 10 nodes 

- Inversion: geometry of the floating reflector (F8B) 

Table C3.16.1: Inverse modelling of floating reflector using phase E8. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; F8B = 
inversion or smoothing are applied to the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using solution Ba; x2, x3, etc., = 
number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 9103 35.625 0.179 Figure C3.16.1 

INV F8B, x2 7445 23.072 0.144  

SMT F8B, x4 8562 23.574 0.146  

INV F8B, x4 7571 15.681 0.119  

SMT F8B 8689 18.961 0.131  

INV F8B, x3 7396 15.473 0.118  

SMT F8B 8449 15.340 0.117  

INV F8B, x6 8925 12.476 0.106  

SMT F8B, x4 8088 12.602 0.106  

INV F8B, x3 8120 12.394 0.106  

SMT F8B 8804 12.403 0.106 Figure C3.16.2 

INV F8B 8645 12.168 0.105  

SMT F8B, x2 9022 12.191 0.105  

INV F8B, x2 8934 11.894 0.103  

SMT F8B 7886 15.732 0.119  

INV F8B, x6 7610 12.068 0.104  

SMT F8B, x2 8834 11.984 0.104  

INV F8B 8580 11.057 0.100 Figure C3.16.3 
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Figure C3.16.1: Starting model of the three-layer velocity model using a floating reflector for phase E8. The model 
is able to trace 100% of the total number of picks and rays are traced at the top part of the image. At the bottom, 
observed (orange) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted. 

 

Figure C3.16.2: Inverse modelling of the geometry of the floating reflector using phase E8. The model is able to 
trace most of the travel time pick and presented at the top. At the bottom part of the image observed (orange) and 
calculated (black) travel time pick can be seen.  
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Figure C3.16.3: Final model of the floating reflector using phase E8 during inverse modelling process. The model 
can trace most picks and rays are presented at the top. Observed (orange) and modelled (black) travel time picks 
are plotted at the bottom.  

The model was able to trace 100% of the travel time picks in the starting model. After 

each iteration, the number of traceable picks decreased; however, 94.3% remained when the 

inversion was stopped. The χ2 value was over 35 at the beginning of the inverse modelling and 

gradually dropped as the inversion proceeded, although it still remained high (11.057) at the 

end of the modelling.  

The shape of the floating reflector became parallel-subparallel to the layer 3-4 boundary 

(Figure C3.16.4), which was modelled earlier by tracing phases E8, E9 and E19.  

 

Figure C3.16.4: Final model of the reflective surfaces for phase E8. The layer boundary (black) between layers 3 
and 4was created by inverse modelling using phases E8, E9 and E19. The floating reflector (red) was created by 
inversion using only phase E8, but the layer boundary was set at the bottom of the model. Velocities were 
established by several tests process and set to 5.30 km/s at the bottom.  

Velocities at the bottom of the three-layer model are set to 5.30 km/s. Therefore, the local 

values where the floating reflector is positioned are slightly higher than at the bottom of layer 

3 in the four-layer velocity model. The difference produces a reflector that is a few tens of 

metres deeper during inversion. The velocity and ray density models are presented in Figure 

C3.16.5 and Figure C3.16.6. 
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Figure C3.16.5: Three-layer velocity model with a floating reflector located within layer 3. The geometry of the 
floating reflector was modelled during inversion by tracing phase E8 arriving from the reflector.  

 

Figure C3.16.6: Ray density of the velocity model presented in Figure C3.16.5.  

Phase E9 

The starting velocity model contains three layers. The bottom of layer 3 defines the 

bottom of the model. Travel time picks of phase E9 were traced arriving from a floating reflector 

located at 1.8 km below sea level. Velocities in layer 3 are set to 4.60 km/s at the top of the 

layer and 5.30 km/s at the bottom of the model. The number of nodes defining a horizontal 

floating reflector is increased from 2 to 10. The geometry of the reflector was investigated by 

inverse modelling (Table C3.16.2), while the target phase was traced in the model. 

Settings for inversion: 
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- Input file: velocity model has two layers created by inverse modelling, while layer 

3 extends to the bottom of the whole model. Velocities at the top (V3t) are set to 

4.60 km/s, and 5.30 km/s at the bottom. 

- Phase : E9 

- Total number of traceable picks: 4962 

- Floating reflector depth: 1.8 km 

- Floating reflector is defined by 10 nodes 

- Inversion: geometry of the floating reflector (F9B) 

Table C3.16.2: Inverse modelling of floating reflector using phase E9. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; F9B = 
inversion or smoothing are applied to the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using solution B; x2, x3, etc., = 
number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 4962 12.207 0.175 Figure C3.16.7 

INV F9B, x3 4883 10.936 0.165  

SMT F9B 4925 10.955 0.165  

INV F9B, x2 4879 10.455 0.162  

SMT F9B 4951 10.424 0.161  

INV F9B, x2 4823 10.075 0.159  

SMT F9B 4923 10.048 0.158  

INV F9B, x2 4880 9.621 0.155  

SMT F9B 4905 9.686 0.156  

INV F9B, x2 4816 9.203 0.152  

SMT F9B 4911 9.230 0.152  

INV F9B, x2 4717 8.887 0.149  

SMT F9B 4807 8.927 0.149  

INV F9B, x3 4557 8.429 0.145  

SMT F9B 4761 8.470 0.146  

INV F9B, x3 4520 8.004 0.141  

SMT F9B 4759 8.136 0.143  

INV F9B 4685 7.870 0.140  

SMT F9B 4909 8.032 0.142 Figure C3.16.8 

INV F9B, x3 4795 7.847 0.140  

SMT F9B 4937 8.050 0.142  

INV F9B, x3 4602 7.534 0.137  

SMT F9B 4601 7.570 0.138  

INV F9B, x3 4577 7.267 0.135  

SMT F9B 4621 7.380 0.136  

INV F9B, x4 4571 7.153 0.134  

SMT F9B 4795 7.674 0.138  

INV F9B, x2 4089 6.467 0.127  

SMT F9B, x3 4154 6.503 0.127  

INV F9B, x2 3949 6.019 0.123  

SMT F9B 4233 5.950 0.122  

INV F9B, x2 3106 4.820 0.110  

SMT F9B 4369 6.573 0.128 Figure C3.16.9 
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Figure C3.16.7: Starting model for the inversion process investigating the most suitable reflective surface in a three-
layer model for phase E9. The velocities at the bottom of the model are set 5.30 km/s. The model is able to trace 
100% of the total number of picks and presented at the top, while observed (green) and modelled (black) travel time 
picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C3.16.8: Developing velocity model, the z-coordinates of the floating reflector is modified by inverse 
modelling using phase E9. The model is able to trace most of the picks and rays are presented at the top part of 
the figure. At the bottom, observed (green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  
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Figure C3.16.9: Final velocity model tracing phase E9 picks (at the top) using a floating reflector, which was modified 
by an inverse modelling. At the bottom part of the figure, observed (green) and modelled (black) travel time picks 
are presented.  

The inverse modelling of the floating reflectors is detailed in Table C3.16.2. The model 

was able to trace 100% of the original travel time picks at the beginning of the inversion. After 

every two or three iterations the floating reflector was smoothed. The number of traceable picks 

gradually decreased over the process, but at the end the model still traced 88% of the total 

number of picks. The misfit between the observed and calculated travel times dropped from 

12.207 to 6.573, when the inverse modelling was stopped to avoid additional pick loss.  

The shape of the floating reflector created in a three-layer velocity model runs parallel to 

F8B (see Table C3.16.1) as presented in Figure C3.16.10. The reflective surface is also parallel 

– subparallel to the layer boundary created earlier, when phases E8, E9 and E19 were traced 

during inversion. Reflectors overlap or run near to each other in the NW, but their shape alters 

in the SE. The difference between these reflectors may indicate that event E9 could potentially 

represent a localised geological anomaly such as anomalous velocity or density distributions.  

 

Figure C3.16.10: Four-layer model, the layer boundary between layers 3 and 4 was created by inverse modelling 
of phases E8, E9 and E19. Layer boundaries are plotted in black. Floating reflectors running parallel/sub-parallel to 
the layer boundary are marked in red. The geometry of the reflectors was created by inversion process using phases 
E8 and E9 individually.  
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Phase E19 

The starting model for phase E19 is different from that of events E8 and E9. The three-

layer model was modified so that layer 3 contained a zero vertical velocity gradient with 4.60 

km/s. Solution Bb assumes that the travel time picks correspond to a floating reflector that is 

located at a depth of 1.5 km. The reflector is horizontal in the starting model and defined by 10 

nodes. The geometry of the floating reflector was modified by inverse modelling, which Table 

C3.16.3.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model has two layers created by inverse modelling, while layer 

3 extends to the bottom of the whole model. Velocities at the top and at the bottom 

are set to 4.60 km/s. 

- Phase : E19 

- Total number of traceable picks: 977 

- Floating reflector depth: 1.5 km 

- Floating reflector is defined by 10 nodes 

- Inversion: geometry of the floating reflector (F19Bb) 

Table C3.16.3: Inverse modelling of floating reflector using phase E19. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; F19Bb 
= inversion or smoothing are applied to the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using solution B; x2, x3, etc., = 
number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 977 14.942 0.116 Figure C3.16.11 

INV F19Bb, x4 809 12.493 0.106  

SMT F19Bb, x2 611 16.005 0.120  

INV F19Bb, x4 736 13.203 0.109 Figure C3.16.12 

 

 
Figure C3.16.11: Starting settings of the three-layer velocity model before investigation the most suitable floating 
reflector for phase E19. The model is able to trace 100% of the total number of picks and rays are presented at the 
top part of the image. Observed (purple) and modelled (black) travel times picks are plotted at the bottom.  
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Figure C3.16.12: Final location of the floating reflector for phase E19. The shape and the position of the reflective 
surface is different from E8B and F9B. The model is able to trace most of the picks and presented at the top part of 
the image. At the bottom, observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model has two layers created by inverse modelling, while layer 

3 extend to the bottom of the whole model. Velocities at the top of the layer are 

4.60 km/s, while velocities at the bottom are set to 5.30 km/s (Solution Bb). 

- Phase : E19 

- Total number of traceable picks: 977 

- Floating reflector depth: 1.5 km 

- Floating reflector is defined by 10 nodes 

- Inversion: geometry of the floating reflector (F19Ba) 

Table C3.16.4: Inverse modelling of floating reflector using phase E19. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; F19Ba 
= inversion or smoothing are applied to the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using solution B; x2, x3, etc., = 
number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 977 15.252 0.117 Figure C3.16.11 

INV F19Ba, x2 748 16.194 0.121  

SMT F19Ba 852 15.574 0.118  

INV F19Ba, x2 771 10.024 0.108 Figure C3.16.13 
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Figure C3.16.13: Final location of the floating reflector for phase E19. The shape and the position of the reflective 
surface is different from E8B and F9B. The model is able to trace most of the picks and presented at the top part of 
the image. At the bottom, observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen.  

The inversion of a suitable floating reflector for phase E19 did not produced acceptable 

results. The starting model traced 100% of the travel time picks; however, after several 

iterations and smoothing, the number of traceable picks decreased, to only 75.3%. During 

inversion, the misfit between the observed and modelled picks did not improve significantly. 

The χ2 value was 13.203 when the inversion was stopped. Floating reflectors (F8B, F9B and 

F19B) created by inverting phases E8, E9 and E19 are presented in Fiure C3.16.14. There are 

significant differences between floating reflectors, which indicates that these phases probably 

have different sources. 

 

Figure C3.16.14: Final location of the floating reflector for phase E19. The shape and the position of the reflective 
surface contrasts with those of E8B and F9B. The model is able to trace most of the picks as presented in the top 
part of the image. At the bottom, observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen.  
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Phase E19 was also tested with a different starting model parameterised with a different 

velocity field in layer 3. Velocities at the top and bottom of layer 3 were set to 4.60 and 5.30 

km/s respectively. Inverse modelling was run in a similar fashion to before, modifying the 

geometry of the floating reflector placed at 1.50 km below sea level. Details of inverse 

modelling is presented in Table C3.16.4 and Figure C3.16.15.  

 

Figure C3.16.15: Final location of the floating reflector for phase E19. The shape and position of the reflective 
surface is different from those of E7B and F8B. Most of the picks were traced, as presented in the top part of the 
image. At the bottom, observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen.  

The model was able to trace similar number of travel time picks as were picked in the 

previous model, when velocity in layer 3 was set to be constant. The goodness of fit resulted in 

a lower χ2 value (10.024), than the model presented in Figure C3.16.14, with zero vertical 

velocity gradient in layer 3. The shape of the floating reflector during inverse modelling became 

the same in both cases. However, the goodness of fit does not support the source of phase E19 

being an interface located 1.2-1.5 km below sea level; it does not appear to correspond to a 

reflector associated with any in-plane geological features.  

Phase E6 

The starting model for phase E6 was parameterized as for E19. It contains three layers, 

with velocities at the bottom layer having zero vertical velocity gradient (4.60 km/s). A floating 

reflector is included at 1.5 km below sea level. The geometry of the reflector was modified by 

inverse modelling of phase E6. The number of nodes defining the floating reflector were 

increased from 2 to 10. Details of inverse modelling is presented in Table C3.16.5.  

Settings for inversion: 
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- Input file: velocity model has two layers created by inverse modelling, while layer 

3 extend to the bottom of the whole model. Velocities at the top and at the bottom 

are set to 4.60 km/s. 

- Phase : E6 

- Total number of traceable picks: 3170 

- Floating reflector depth: 1.5 km 

- Floating reflector is defined by 10 nodes 

- Inversion: geometry of the floating reflector (F6Bb) 

Table C3.16.5: Inverse modelling process of floating reflector using phase E6. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
F6Bb = inversion or smoothing are applied to the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using solution B; x2, x3, etc., 
= number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 3170 12.547 0.106 Figure C3.16.16 

INV F6Bb, x3 2813 12.977 0.108  

SMT F6Bb 3137 12.044 0.104  

INV F6Bb, x3 3083 11.836 0.103  

SMT F6Bb 3114 12.060 0.104  

INV F6Bb, x3 3081 12.667 0.107  

SMT F6Bb 3111 12.694 0.107  

INV F6Bb, x5 2975 12.311 0.105  

SMT F6Bb 3025 12.148 0.105 Figure C3.16.17 

 

 

Figure C3.16.16: Starting position of the floating reflector using phase E6. Vertical velocity gradient is zero in layer 
3 and set to 4.60 km/s. The modal can trace 100% of the total number of picks and rays can be seen at the top. 
Observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time mick are presented at the bottom.  
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Figure C3.16.17: Reflective surface of E6 using zero vertical velocity gradient in layer 3. After several iterations, the 
shape of the reflector remained close to horizontal. The model can trace most of the picks and rays are presented 
at the top part of the image. At the bottom part, observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are 
plotted.  

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: velocity model has two layers created by inverse modelling, while layer 

3 extend to the bottom of the whole model. Velocities at the top of the model are 

set to 4.60 km/s, while they are set to 5.30 km/s at the bottom. 

- Phase : E6 

- Total number of traceable picks: 3170 

- Floating reflector depth: 1.5 km 

- Floating reflector is defined by 10 nodes 

- Inversion: geometry of the floating reflector (F6Ba) 

Table C3.16.6: Inverse modelling process of floating reflector using phase E6. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
F6Ba = inversion or smoothing are applied to the z-coordinates of the floating reflector using solution B; x2, x3, etc., 
= number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 3170 12.630 0.107 Figure C3.16.16 

INV F6Ba, x3 2698 13.275 0.109  

SMT F6Ba 3066 12.116 0.104  

INV F6Ba, x3 3116 11.720 0.103  

SMT F6Ba 3165 11.969 0.104  

INV F6Ba, x2 2952 7.662 0.083 Figure C3.16.18 
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Figure C3.16.18: Final geometry of the reflective surface after several iterations using phase E6. Velocities at the 
top of layer 2 are 4.60 km/s and 5.30 km/s at the bottom. The model can trace most of the original picks and 
traceable rays are plotted at the top part of the image. Observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time 
picks are presented at the bottom.  

During the last few iterations of inverse modelling, the shape of the reflective surface for 

E6 did not change. The number of traceable picks progressively decreased from 100% to 95.4%. 

The χ2 value remained close to the same value for all inversion iterations. Phase E6 was traced 

and inverse modelling was undertaken in a different velocity model, where the vertical velocity 

gradient in layer 3 was set to be the same as it was for phases E8 and E9. Details of the inverse 

modelling can be found in Table C3.16.6. 

During inverse modelling, the misfit improved between the observed and the modelled 

travel time picks; however, it still remained too high (7.662) to provide strong evidence for the 

source of phase E6.  

Appendix C3.17 Modelling source of phase E17  

Phase E17 – reflected at the bottom layer 3 

Settings for Inversion: 

- Input file: four-layer model created by inverse modelling tracing phase E8 

presented in Appendix C3.13, Table C3.13.1 and Figure C3.13.3 

- Phase: E17 

- Total number of picks: 1031 

- Inversion: velocities at the bottom of the layer, if it is necessary using a coupling 

technique to keep a minimum 0.01 km/s/km vertical velocity gradient. Z-

coordinates of the layer boundary will be added later to the inversion. 
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Table C3.17.1: Inversion process of phase E17 in a four-layer velocity model. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; 
x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations, V3b: inversion or smoothing process is applied at the bottom of layer 3. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1004 24.928 0.148  

INV V3b, x2 1006 24.181 0.148  

SMT V3b 1003 24.782 0.148  

INV V3b, x2 1004 24.241 0.148  

SMT V3b 1002 24.593 0.148  

INV V3b, x2 1004 24.974 0.148  

SMT V3b 1002 24.467 0.148  

INV V3b, x2 1005 23.642 0.147  

SMT V3b 999 24.483 0.148  

INV V3b, x2 995 24.517 0.148  

SMT V3b 994 24.730 0.148  

INV V3b, x3 988 24.382 0.148  

SMT V3b 993 24.209 0.148  

INV V3b, x3 983 25.038 0.148  

SMT V3b 990 24.281 0.148 Figure C3.17.1 

 

 

Figure C3.17.1: Velocity model after several iterations using phase E17 only. The number of traceable picks 
progressively decreased after each iteration, but the model is still able to trace most of the picks, presented at the 
top part of the figure. Observed (yellow) and modelled (black) travel time picks are presented at the bottom part of 
the figure. 

Phase E17 – reflected from a floating reflector in a four-layer model 

Table C3.17.2: Testing different depth of a reflector for phase E17. Green represents the highest number of 
traceable picks during test, while red indicates the highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth (km) 
Number of traceable pick 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS 

1.1 1031 70.535 0.252 

1.2 1031 54.321 0.221 

1.3 953 33.083 0.172 

1.4 896 22.241 0.141 

1.5 923 23.254 0.145 

1.6 36 16.344 0.120 
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Table C3.17.3: Testing different depth of the SE end of a reflector for phase E17. The NW corner of the interface is 
located at 1.2 km below sea level. Green represents the highest number of traceable picks during test, while red 
indicates the high number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 value. 

Depth of the SE 

end of the 

reflector(km) 

Number of traceable pick 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS 

1.2 1031 54.321 0.221 

1.3 865 32.503 0.171 

1.4 892 35.540 0.179 

1.5 961 30.469 0.188 

1.6 1012 35.380 0.178 

1.7 1027 31.839 0.169 

1.8 819 17.649 0.126 

 
Table C3.17.4: Testing lateral position (x-coordinates) of a reflector for phase E17. Green represents the highest 
number of traceable picks during test, while red indicates the highest number of traceable picks with the lowest χ2 
value. 

x-coordinate of the 

reflector(km) 

Number of traceable pick 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS Figure 

3.80 – 6.80 875 21.992 0.141  

3.90 – 6.90 988 28.277 0.159  

4.00 – 7.00 1027 31.839 0.169  

4.10 – 7.10 1031 33.119 0.173 Figure C3.17.2 

4.20 – 7.20 1031 34.618 0.176  

4.30 – 7.30 983 36.518 0.181  

 

 

Figure C3.17.2: Testing phase E17 arriving from a dipping reflector in a four-layer velocity model. The model is able 
to trace 100% of the total number of picks and can be seen at the top part of the figure, while the observed (yellow) 
and the calculated (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom.  

Table C3.17.5: Inverse modelling of a floating reflector defined by 10 nodes using phase E17 in a four-layer velocity 
model. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations, F17: inversion or smoothing applied 
on the reflector z-coordinates. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1002 36.704 0.182 Figure C3.17.3 

INV F18, x3 954 34.600 0.176  

SMT F18 954 34.516 0.176  

INV F18, x3 812 26.280 0.154  

SMT F18 809 26.316 0.154  

INV F18, x3 802 24.306 0.148  

SMT F18 802 24.168 0.147  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

INV F18,x3 782 20.527 0.136  

SMT F18 782 20.526 0.136  

INV F18,x3 777 19.054 0.131  

SMT F18 777 19.053 0.131 Figure C3.17.4 

 

 

Figure C3.17.3: Starting geometry of a floating reflector test in a four-layer velocity model using phase E17. The 
reflector is defined by 10 nodes, dipping angle was tested previously and presented in Figure C3.17.2. The model 
is able to trace 97.2% of the total number of picks and presented at the top part of the figure. Observed (yellow) 
and calculated (black) travel time picks are plotted at the bottom part.  

 

Figure C3.17.4: The final product of inverse modelling of a floating reflector defined by 10 nodes, using phase E17. 
More than 75% of the total number of picks can be traced (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and 
calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Testing phase E17 - reflected from a floating reflector in a three-layer model 

Table C3.17.6: Inverse modelling of a floating reflector defined by 10 nodes tracing phase E17 in a three-layer 
velocity model. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations, F17: inversion or smoothing 
process is applied on the reflector z-coordinates. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 1031 23.565 0.146 Figure C3.17.5 

INV F18, x3 656 26.470 0.154  

SMT F18 895 21.770 0.140  

INV F18, x3 984 22.767 0.143  

SMT F18 763 22.698 0.143  

INV F18, x3 984 22.979 0.144  

SMT F18 1031 23.204 0.144  

INV F18,x3 964 22.104 0.141  

SMT F18 1005 22.795 0.143  

INV F18,x2 982 21.593 0.139 Figure C3.17.6 

 

 

Figure C3.17.5: Starting setting for an inverse modelling of a floating reflector in a three-layer velocity model. Layer 
3 has zero velocity gradient with a value of 4.60 km/s. The model is able to trace all observed picks and presented 
at the top part of the figure, while the picked (yellow) and the calculated (black) travel time pick are plotted at the 
bottom part.  
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Figure C3.17.6: Final product of the inverse modelling process a floating reflector defined by 10 nodes in a three-
layer velocity model. Most of the picks can be traces as it presented at top; the observed (yellow) and calculated 
(black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom of the figure.  

Testing phase E17 –separate floating reflectors created for each shot gather 

Shot 1113 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 52.  

Table C3.17.7: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 on 
shot 1113. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 52 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.9 1.9 52 4.555 0.063  

4.00 7.00 1.7 2.4 52 3.772 0.058  

4.00 7.00 1.7 2.5 52 3.721 0.057  

4.10 7.10 1.7 2.5 52 3.698 0.057 Figure C3.17.7 
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Figure C3.17.7: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1113. The maximum number of picks are 
traced (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the 
lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1114 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 97.  

Table C3.17.8: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 on 
shot 1114. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 97 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 2.0 2.0 97 13.061 0.108  

4.00 7.00 1.9 2.0 97 12.516 0.106  

3.50 6.50 1.9 2.0 97 12.459 0.105 Figure C3.17.8 
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Figure C3.17.8: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1114. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1115 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 87.  

Table C3.17.9: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 on 
shot 1115. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 87 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.9 1.9 87 11.711 0.102  

4.00 7.00 1.9 2.1 87 10.787 0.098  

4.00 7.00 1.8 2.1 97 9.896 0.094  

3.80 6.80 1.8 2.1 87 9.818 0.094 Figure C3.17.9 
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Figure C3.17.9: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1115. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1116 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 88.  

Table C3.17.10: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1116. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 88 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.9 1.9 88 12.332 0.104  

4.00 7.00 1.8 1.9 88 11.062 0.100  

3.30 6.30 1.8 1.9 88 11.256 0.100  

3.30 6.30 1.7 1.9 88 10.900 0.098  

2.70 5.70 1.7 1.9 88 10.598 0.097  

2.70 5.70 1.5 1.9 88 9.792 0.093  

2.70 5.70 1.5 2.0 88 9.052 0.090  

2.90 5.90 1.5 2.0 88 8.878 0.089  

2.90 5.90 1.4 2.00 88 8.637 0.088  

2.90 5.90 1.4 2.1 88 8.066 0.085  

3.00 6.00 1.4 2.1 88 7.925 0.084  

3.00 6.00 1.3 2.1 88 7.737 0.083  

2.90 5.90 1.3 2.1 88 7.508 0.082 Figure C3.17.10 
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Figure C3.17.10: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1116. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1117 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 78.  

Table C3.17.11: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1117. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 78 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.8 1.8 78 11.105 0.099  

4.00 7.00 1.8 1.9 78 10.926 0.099  

4.00 7.00 1.7 1.9 78 9.693 0.093  

3.90 6.90 1.7 1.9 78 9.686 0.093  

3.90 6.90 1.7 2.0 78 9.425 0.092  

3.90 6.90 1.6 2.0 78 8.718 0.088  

3.70 6.70 1.6 2.0 78 8.606 0.087  

3.70 6.70 1.5 2.1 78 7.713 0.083  

3.60 6.60 1.5 2.1 78 7.665 0.083  

3.60 6.60 1.5 2.2 78 7.627 0.082  

3.60 6.60 1.4 2.2 78 6.894 0.078  

3.50 6.50 1.4 2.2 78 6.874 0.078 Figure C3.17.11 
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Figure C3.17.11: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1117. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1118 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 54.  

Table C3.17.12: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1118. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 54 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.6 1.6 54 3.007 0.052  

4.00 7.00 1.3 2.4 54 2.201 0.044 Figure C3.17.12 

 

 

Figure C3.17.12: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1118. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  
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Shot 1119 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 87.  

Table C3.17.13: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1119. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 87 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.7 1.7 87 9.550 0.092  

4.00 7.00 1.6 1.7 87 8.857 0.089  

4.00 7.00 1.6 1.9 87 8.108 0.085  

4.50 7.50 1.6 1.9 87 7.609 0.082  

4.50 7.50 1.6 2.1 87 6.903 0.078  

4.70 7.70 1.6 2.1 87 6.642 0.077 Figure C3.17.13 

 

 
Figure C3.17.13: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1119. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1120 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 78.  

Table C3.17.14: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1120. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 78 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.6 1.6 78 12.427 0.105  

4.00 7.00 1.6 1.7 78 12.202 0.104  

4.00 7.00 1.5 1.7 78 11.086 0.099  

3.80 6.80 1.5 1.7 78 11.059 0.099  

3.80 6.80 1.5 1.8 78 10.835 0.098  

3.80 6.80 1.4 1.8 78 9.900 0.094  

3.80 6.80 1.4 1.9 78 9.455 0.092  

4.00 7.00 1.4 1.9 78 9.328 0.091  

4.00 7.00 1.4 2.1 78 8.901 0.089  

4.00 7.00 1.3 2.1 78 7.923 0.084  

3.90 6.90 1.3 2.1 78 7.892 0.084  

3.90 6.90 1.3 2.2 78 7.756 0.083  

3.90 6.90 1.2 2.2 78 7.226 0.080 Figure C3.17.14 
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Figure C3.17.14: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1120. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1121 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 54.  

Table C3.17.15: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1121. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 54 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.5 1.5 54 12.355 0.104  

4.00 7.00 1.4 1.5 54 11.779 0.102  

4.00 7.00 1.4 1.7 54 10.555 0.097  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.7 54 9.811 0.093  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.8 54 9.135 0.090 Figure C3.17.15 
 

 
Figure C3.17.15: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1121. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  
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Shot 1122 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 35.  

Table C3.17.16: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1122. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 35 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.4 1.4 35 7.218 0.079  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.4 35 6.798 0.077  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.5 35 6.123 0.073 Figure C3.17.16 

 

 
Figure C3.17.16: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1122. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1123 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 45.  

Table C3.17.17: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1123. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 45 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.2 1.2 45 1.859 0.034  

4.00 7.00 1.2 1.3 45 1.267 0.028  

3.90 6.90 1.2 1.3 45 1.265 0.028 Figure C3.17.17 
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Figure C3.17.17: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1123. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1128 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 72.  

Table C3.17.18: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E18 
on shot 1128. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 72 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.3 72 14.952 0.115  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.4 72 14.384 0.113  

4.00 7.00 1.2 1.4 72 13.594 0.110  

4.00 7.00 1.2 1.6 72 12.759 0.105  

4.00 7.00 1.1 1.6 72 11.541 0.101  

4.00 7.00 1.1 1.7 72 11.157 0.100  

4.00 7.00 1.0 1.7 72 10.631 0.097  

4.00 7.00 1.0 1.8 72 9.932 0.094 Figure C3.17.18 
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Figure C3.17.18: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1128. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1132 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 85.  

Table C3.17.19: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1132. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 85 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.4 1.4 85 12.088 0.104  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.4 85 11.651 0.102  

4.00 7.00 1.3 1.5 85 10.766 0.098  

4.00 7.00 1.2 1.5 85 10.468 0.096  

4.00 7.00 1.2 1.7 85 9.458 0.092  

4.00 7.00 1.1 1.7 85 8.519 0.087  

4.00 7.00 1.1 1.8 85 8.224 0.086  

4.00 7.00 1.0 1.8 85 7.207 0.080 Figure C3.17.19 
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Figure C3.17.19: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1132. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Shot 1135 

Total number of picks of phase E17 in this shot gather are 62.  

Table C3.17.20: Investigating the most appropriate parameter of the floating reflector for the best fit of phase E17 
on shot 1135. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 62 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 1.1 1.1 62 5.791 0.072  

4.00 7.00 1.1 1.15 62 5.697 0.071  

4.00 7.00 1.00 1.15 62 5.265 0.068  

4.00 7.00 1.00 1.25 62 4.903 0.066  

4.00 7.00 0.90 1.25 62 4.521 0.063  

4.00 7.00 0.90 1.34 62 4.159 0.061  

4.00 7.00 0.84 1.34 62 3.939 0.059  

4.00 7.00 0.84 1.41 62 3.751 0.058  

4.00 7.00 0.78 1.41 62 3.551 0.056  

4.00 7.00 0.78 1.50 62 3.385 0.055 Figure C3.17.20 
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Figure C3.17.20: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1135. The model can trace the maximum 
number of picks (top part of the figure). The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented 
at the lower part of the figure.  

Appendix C3.18 Modelling source of phase E10 in five-layer velocity model 

Settings for inversion: 

- Input file: five-layer velocity model, layer 4 has zero velocity gradient and set to 

4.70 km/s 

- Phase : E10 

- Total number of traceable picks: 2073 

- Inversion: velocities in layer 4 where velocity values were “coupled” at the top 

and at the bottom of the layer to keep zero velocity gradient in the layer during 

inversion procedure (V4), and the layer boundary between layers 4 and 5 (L4). 

Table C3.18.1: Inverse modelling process in layer 4 using phase E10. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing; V4= 
inversion or smoothing was applied to the top and bottom of the layer boundary, while values are coupled and the 
inversion process keeps the vertical velocity gradient at the same value; L4 = inversion or smoothing was applied 
to the z-coordinates of the layer 4-5 boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. Red represents parameter change 
or a new parameter was added to inversion. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

Start 2073 5.928 0.122 Figure C3.18.1 

INV V4, x2 2073 5.759 0.120  

SMT V4 2073 5.707 0.119  

INV V4, x3 2073 5.599 0.118  

SMT V4 2073 5.601 0.118  

INV V4, x3 2070 5.421 0.116  

SMT V4 2070 5.423 0.116  

INV V4 2067 5.349 0.116  

SMT V4 2067 5.355 0.116  

INV V4, x2 2062 5.229 0.114  

SMT V4 2063 5.235 0.114  

INV L4, x4 1909 4.365 0.104  

SMT L4 1909 4.383 0.105  

INV L4, x2 1718 3.544 0.094  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 

RMS travel 

time residual 
Figure 

SMT L4 1825 3.982 0.100  

INV L4, x3 1784 3.763 0.097  

SMT L4 1784 3.778 0.097  

INV V4, x2 1724 3.507 0.094  

SMT V4 1727 3.549 0.094  

INV V4, x2 1672 3.254 0.090  

SMT V4 1672 3.255 0.090  

INV V4, x2 1634 3.068 0.088  

SMT V4 1613 2.990 0.086  

INV V4, x2 1584 2.811 0.084  

SMT V4 1608 2.974 0.086  

INV V4, x3 1600 2.897 0.085  

SMT V4 1608 2.951 0.086  

INV L4, x2 1495 2.408 0.078  

SMT L4 1496 2.408 0.078  

INV L4, x2 1494 2.383 0.077  

SMT L4 1494 2.383 0.077  

INV V3, L4, x3 1430 2.173 0.074  

SMT V3, L4 1526 2.535 0.080  

INV V4, L4, x2 1415 2.043 0.071  

SMT V4, L4 1415 2.060 0.072  

INV V4, L4, x3 1388 2.013 0.071  

SMT V4, L4 1385 2.021 0.071 Figure C3.18.2 

 

 

Figure C3.18.1: Starting settings for an inverse modelling using phase E10. Layer 4 has zero velocity gradient with 
a value of 4.70 km/s. The model is able to trace all observed picks and presented at the top part of the figure, while 
the picked (turquoise) and the calculated (black) travel time pick are plotted at the bottom part.  
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Figure C3.18.2: Velocity model after inverse modelling using phase E10. The model is able to trace all observed 
picks and presented at the top part of the figure, while the picked (turquoise) and the calculated (black) travel time 
pick are plotted at the bottom part.  
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Appendix C  

Appendix C4 Inverse modelling of out-of-plane signals 

Appendix C4.1 Phase E5 

In the initial interpretation of the shot gathers, phase E5 was presumably arriving from 

the bottom layer 2, where the top layer represents the sediment infill, while layers 2 and 3 are 

in the basement rocks. Phases E15, E16 and E20 were traced additionally, along with phase E5, 

during the inverse modelling. Several starting models were tested and the most appropriate 

velocity field for phase E5 contained three-layers, the layer boundary between layers 2 and 3 

was set to 1 km below sea level, while velocities were set to 4.2 km/s at the top of layer 2 and 

4.5 km/s at the bottom. After each iteration, velocity values were observed to decrease at the 

bottom of layer 2 and a “coupling” technique was needed keep a 0.01 km/s/km velocity gradient 

between the top and bottom of the layer. It has already been indicated that these phases travel 

in a lower velocity field typical of the very top of the basement. The goodness of fit was 

χ2=9.922 when the inverse modelling was stopped, with the model tracing 94.6% of the original 

travel time picks. Unfortunately, the χ2 value is too high and does not give strong evidence that 

phase E5 is reflecting from the bottom of layer 2.  

Option 1: phase E5 reflection from the basement rocks 

The inverse modelling is summarised in Table C4.1.1. The layer boundary between the 

sedimentary unit and the basement rocks are set to 150 m below sea level in the starting model. 

The layer boundary and the velocities are defined by 40 nodes using a regular grid interval. 

Table C4.1.1: Inverse modelling of phase E5 as out-of-plane signal reflecting from the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 10691 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 8741 68.328 0.248 Figure C4.1.1 

INV, L1 7873 51.385 0.215  

SMT, L1 8084 51.812 0.216  

INV, L1 8116 35.635 0.179  

SMT, L1 7945 36.503 0.181  

INV, L1 8032 25.242 0.151  

SMT, L1 8241 25.840 0.152  

INV, L1 8277 18.103 0.128  

SMT, L1 8298 18.740 0.130  

INV, L1 8449 13.878 0.112  

SMT, L1 8313 14.414 0.114  

INV, L1 8565 10.655 0.098  

SMT, L1 8357 11.136 0.100  

INV, L1 8561 8.275 0.086  

SMT, L1 8496 8.411 0.087  

INV, L1 8704 6.366 0.076  

SMT, L1 8512 6.231 0.075  

INV, L1 8659 4.935 0.067  

SMT, L1 8588 5.100 0.068  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 10691 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1 8494 3.975 0.060  

SMT, L1 8591 4.068 0.061  

INV, L1 8680 3.481 0.056  

SMT, L1 8916 3.771 0.058  

INV, L1 8814 3.098 0.053  

SMT, L1 9110 3.526 0.056  

INV, L1 9150 2.828 0.050  

SMT, L1 9095 2.945 0.051  

INV, L1 9268 2.624 0.049  

SMT, L1 9627 2.888 0.051  

INV, L1 9786 2.596 0.048  

SMT, L1 9687 2.776 0.050  

INV, L1 9802 2.433 0.047  

SMT, L1 9702 2.554 0.048  

INV, L1 9896 2.314 0.046  

SMT, L1 9831 2.435 0.047 Figure C4.1.2 

INV, L1 10028 2.378 0.046  

SMT, L1 10071 2.368 0.046  

INV, L1 9864 2.400 0.046  

SMT, L1 9885 2.516 0.048  

INV, L1 9743 2.032 0.043  

SMT, L1 10282 2.422 0.047  

INV, L1 9694 1.877 0.041  

SMT, L1, x2 10212 2.551 0.048  

INV, L1 9978 2.166 0.044  

SMT, L1 9996 2.111 0.044  

INV, L1 9823 1.897 0.041  

SMT, L1 9841 2.053 0.043  

INV, L1, x2 10176 1.993 0.042  

SMT, L1 10095 1.958 0.042  

INV, L1, x2 9576 1.227 0.033  

SMT, L1 10171 1.881 0.041  

INV, L1, x2 9867 1.197 0.033  

SMT, L1 10216 1.724 0.039  

INV, L1, x2 9930 1.221 0.033  

SMT, L1 10295 1.637 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 10000 1.137 0.032  

SMT, L1 10271 1.430 0.036  

INV, L1, x3 10148 1.153 0.032  

SMT, L1 10370 1.365 0.035  

INV, L1, x3 10419 1.255 0.034  

SMT, L1 10416 1.327 0.035 Figure C4.1.3 
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Figure C4.1.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be modified 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at 
the top part of the figure. The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.1.2: Modelling of phase E5 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary was modified 
during inversion process. The number of traceable picks are gradually increasing after each iteration and plotted at 
the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  
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Figure C4.1.3: Final result of the out-of-plane signal modelling of phase E5. The model is able to trace almost 100% 
of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, the observed 
and modelled travel time picks are plotted.  

The model traced only 81.8% of the travel time picks at the start of the modelling. After 

every iteration, the layer boundary was smoothed. The number of traceable travel time picks 

gradually increased over the process and reached 97.4% when the inversion stopped. The misfit 

rapidly improved from 68.328 for the starting model to 1.327 at the end of the modelling. 

Option 2: phase E5 critical refractions along basement rock contact 

Using the same starting model, phase E5 was traced travelling along the layer boundary 

between the sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. Table C4.1.2 details the inverse 

modelling. 

Table C4.1.2: Inverse modelling of phase E5 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iteration. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 10691 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 10669 151.766 0.370 Figure C4.1.4 

INV, L1 10002 86.587 0.279  

SMT, L1 9989 86.626 0.279  

INV, L1 9279 54.577 0.222  

SMT, L1 9311 55.617 0.224  

INV, L1 8768 38.075 0.185  

SMT, L1 8811 39.270 0.188  

INV, L1, x3 8077 20.085 0.134  

SMT, L1 8112 21.271 0.138  

INV, L1, x2 7748 14.676 0.115  

SMT, L1 7777 15.833 0.119  

INV, L1, x2 7562 12.064 0.104  

SMT, L1 7596 13.043 0.108  

INV, L1, x2 7477 10.417 0.097  

SMT, L1 7532 11.077 0.100  

INV, L1 7423 9.125 0.091  

SMT, L1 7425 9.966 0.095  

INV, L1, x2 7348 8.223 0.086  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 10691 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 7386 8.807 0.089  

INV, L1, x2 7366 7.535 0.082  

SMT, L1 7405 8.031 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 7337 6.478 0.076  

SMT, L1 7438 7.087 0.080  

INV, L1, x2 7478 6.122 0.074  

SMT, L1 7497 6.654 0.077  

INV, L1, x2 7511 5.757 0.072  

SMT, L1 7539 6.351 0.076  

INV, L1, x2 7524 5.508 0.070  

SMT, L1 7534 5.975 0.073  

INV, L1, x2 7541 5.076 0.068  

SMT, L1 7538 5.595 0.071  

INV, L1, x2 7571 4.713 0.065  

SMT, L1 7612 5.116 0.068  

INV, L1, x2 7641 4.342 0.063  

SMT, L1 7662 4.770 0.060 Figure C4.1.5 

INV, L1, x2 7731 4.076 0.061  

SMT, L1 7730 4.555 0.064  

INV, L1, x2 7750 3.851 0.059  

SMT, L1 7732 4.306 0.062  

INV, L1, x2 7791 3.730 0.058  

SMT, L1 7757 4.179 0.061  

INV, L1, x2 7804 3.590 0.057  

SMT, L1 7741 4.021 0.060  

INV, L1, x2 7820 3.495 0.056  

SMT, L1 7791 3.872 0.059  

INV, L1, x2 7847 3.364 0.055  

SMT, L1 7812 3.683 0.058  

INV, L1, x2 7865 3.189 0.054  

SMT, L1 7812 3.499 0.056  

INV, L1, x2 7872 3.112 0.053  

SMT, L1 7834 3.492 0.056  

INV, L1, x2 7862 2.987 0.052  

SMT, L1 7812 3.288 0.054  

INV, L1, x2 7872 2.904 0.051  

SMT, L1 7834 3.248 0.054  

INV, L1, x3 7903 2.688 0.049  

SMT, L1 7867 3.061 0.052  

INV, L1, x3 7950 2.560 0.048  

SMT, L1 7903 2.984 0.052  

INV, L1, x3 7954 2.543 0.048  

SMT, L1 7903 2.903 0.051  

INV, L1, x3 7992 2.444 0.047  

SMT, L1 7907 2.818 0.050  

INV, L1, x3 7953 2.432 0.047  

SMT, L1 7896 2.736 0.050  

INV, L1, x3 8001 2.362 0.046  

SMT, L1 7917 2.766 0.050  

INV, L1, x4 8000 2.312 0.046  

SMT, L1 7917 2.712 0.049  

INV, L1, x3 8000 2.386 0.046  

SMT, L1 7917 2.739 0.050 Figure C4.1.6 
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Figure C4.1.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be modified 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and 
plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as 
they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.1.5: Modelling of out-of-plane signal using phase E5 as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 
between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the total number 
of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed 
(yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.1.6: Final result of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E5 as headwaves travelling along the 
layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most of the 
observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed (yellow) 
and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

Inverse modelling modified the layer boundary while phase E5 was traced as headwaves. 

After each iteration, the layer boundary was smoothed. 99.98% of the total number of travel 

time picks were traced in the starting model, but, the number of picks gradually decreased to 

74.1% and the inverse modelling needed to be stopped to avoid significant data loss. The misfit 

between the modelled and the observed travel time picks improved over the modelling. The χ2 

value were 151.766 in the starting model and dropped to 2.739 at the end. 

Option 3: phase E5 turning waves through the basement rocks 

The starting model that previously used was set again to investigate phase E5 as turning 

waves travelling at the top of the basement rocks. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of 

the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2. Details of the inversion can be found in Table C4.1.3.  

Table C4.1.3: Inverse modelling of phase E5 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 10691 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 10079 146.626 0.363 Figure C4.1.7 

INV, L1 873 102.206 0.303  

SMT, L1 1011 122.654 0.332  

INV, L1 347 98.625 0.298  

SMT, L1 604 92.762 0.289 Figure C4.1.8 
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Figure C4.1.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E5 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the top 
of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick and 
can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (yellow) and modelled (black) travel time 
picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.1.8: Final model of the inverse processing using phase E5 as turning waves travelling through the top of 
the basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks (at the top part of the figure). The 
goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Inverse modelling was stopped after two iteration as the number of traceable picks 

dropped from 94.3 to 5.7%!  

Summary of the investigation 

The velocity model and the ray density model is presented in Figure C4.1.9 and C4.1.10. 
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Figure C4.1.9: A two-layer velocity model. Phase E5 traced during inverse modelling as a reflection from the layer 
1-2 boundary. 

 

Figure C4.1.10: Ray density model of the velocity model presented in Figure C4.1.9. First arrivals (E1), headwaves 
(E3, E4, E11 and E13), turning waves (E12 and E14) and reflected waves (E2) were previously investigated in the 
first layer. During the out-of-plane inverse modelling, phase E5 was traced as a reflected wave arriving from layer 
1-2 boundary. 

Appendix C4.2 Phase E15 

Phase E15 was interpreted as reflected waves on shot-gathers, presumably arriving from 

the same boundary as Phase E5. Both signals were used together to establish the most 

appropriate velocity field and geometry of the layer boundary in a layer-based velocity model, 

when these signals arrived from a boundary located within the basement rocks (bottom of the 

layer 2 in the model). However, geophysical studies do not indicate the presence of such a 

boundary, therefore phase E15 was carefully investigated and considered for an alternative 
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solution of its origin. The goodness of fit of phase E15 after numerous iterations of the three-

layer model gave 6.315, which does not provide strong evidence for the location of layer 

boundary. The model was able to trace only 81.6% of the original picks.  

Option 1: phase E15 reflections from the basement rocks 

The starting model contained the same parameters as the starting model of phase E5. The 

boundary between the sedimentary unit and the basement rocks were set to 150 m below sea 

level in. The geometry of the layer and the velocities were defined by 40 nodes by using a 

regular grid interval. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the boundary. Details of the 

inverse modelling can be found in Table C4.2.1 and Figure C4.2.1 – C4.2.3. 

Table C4.2.1: Inverse modelling of phase E15 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3830 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3357 132.295 0.288 Figure C4.2.1 

INV, L1 2900 116.295 0.270  

SMT, L1 3394 108.776 0.261  

INV, L1 3019 95.817 0.245  

SMT, L1 3625 89.637 0.237  

INV, L1 3613 73.178 0.214  

SMT, L1 3713 72.687 0.213  

INV, L1 3742 58.311 0.191  

SMT, L1 3802 59.313 0.193  

INV, L1 3786 47.067 0.171  

SMT, L1 3784 48.570 0.174  

INV, L1 3825 38.706 0.156  

SMT, L1 3828 39.052 0.156  

INV, L1 3830 31.091 0.139  

SMT, L1 3830 31.869 0.141  

INV, L1 3830 26.141 0.128  

SMT, L1 3830 26.978 0.130  

INV, L1, x2 3830 18.398 0.107  

SMT, L1 3830 18.830 0.108  

INV, L1, x2 3830 13.730 0.093  

SMT, L1 3830 14.254 0.094  

INV, L1, x2 3830 10.916 0.083  

SMT, L1 3830 11.631 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 3830 8.874 0.074  

SMT, L1 3830 9.312 0.076  

INV, L1, x2 3830 7.638 0.069  

SMT, L1 3830 7.826 0.070  

INV, L1, x2 3830 6.592 0.064  

SMT, L1 3830 6.666 0.065 Figure C4.2.2 

INV, L1, x2 3830 5.701 0.060  

SMT, L1 3830 5.920 0.061  

INV, L1, x2 3830 5.096 0.056  

SMT, L1 3830 5.337 0.058  

INV, L1, x2 3830 4.569 0.053  

SMT, L1 3830 4.792 0.055  

INV, L1, x2 3830 4.127 0.051  

SMT, L1 3830 4.309 0.052  

INV, L1, x2 3830 3.772 0.048  

SMT, L1 3830 3.989 0.050  

INV, L1, x2 3830 3.478 0.047  

SMT, L1 3830 3.752 0.048  

INV, L1, x2 3830 3.300 0.045  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3830 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1, x2 3830 3.643 0.048  

INV, L1, x3 3830 3.170 0.045  

SMT, L1 3830 3.405 0.046  

INV, L1, x3 3830 2.960 0.043  

SMT, L1 3830 3.224 0.045  

INV, L1, x2 3830 2.944 0.043  

SMT, L1 3830 3.181 0.045  

INV, L1, x3 3830 2.431 0.039  

SMT, L1 3830 2.550 0.040  

INV, L1, x3 3830 2.150 0.037  

SMT, L1 3830 2.325 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 3830 2.105 0.036  

SMT, L1 3830 2.273 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 3830 2.082 0.036  

SMT, L1 3830 2.231 0.037  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.765 0.033  

SMT, L1 3830 1.909 0.035  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.585 0.031  

SMT, L1 3830 1.728 0.033  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.535 0.031  

SMT, L1 3830 1.667 0.032  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.499 0.031  

SMT, L1 3830 1.634 0.032  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.444 0.030  

SMT, L1 3830 1.559 0.031  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.397 0.030  

SMT, L1 3830 1.536 0.031  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.228 0.028  

SMT, L1 3830 1.308 0.029  

INV, L1, x3 3830 1.089 0.026  

SMT, L1 3830 1.181 0.027 Figure C4.2.3 

 

 

Figure C4.2.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary was altered by 
the inverse modelling. The starting model can trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the 
bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.2.2: Modelling of phase E15 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary was modified 
during inversion. The number of traceable picks are gradually increasing after each iteration and plotted at the top 
part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  

 

Figure C4.2.3: The result of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E15 as reflected waves. The model is 
able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At 
the bottom, the observed and modelled travel time picks are plotted.  

At the beginning of the inverse modelling 87.7% of the total number of travel time picks 

were traced. The traceable picks rapidly increased after each iteration and became 100% during 

the modelling. The misfit between the observed and the modelled travel time picks decreased 

from 132.295 to 1.181. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary were smooth after every three 

iterations.  
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Option 2: phase E15 critical refractions along the basement rock contact 

Phase E15 was traced during inverse modelling travelling along the layer boundary 

between the sedimentary infill and the basement rock. The starting model was set up by the 

same parameters than it was for the reflections analysis (see Option 1) Details of the modelling 

can be found in Table C4.2. 2. 

Table C4.2.2: Inverse modelling of phase E15 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary between; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3830 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3830 227.689 0.377 Figure C4.2.4 

INV, L1 3823 146.679 0.303  

SMT, L1 3825 148.257 0.304  

INV, L1 3743 96.550 0.246  

SMT, L1 3737 98.912 0.249  

INV, L1 3584 67.908 0.206  

SMT, L1 3600 69.704 0.209  

INV, L1 3445 49.348 0.176  

SMT, L1 3469 50.548 0.178  

INV, L1 3328 37.506 0.153  

SMT, L1 3364 38.811 0.156  

INV, L1 3252 29.025 0.135  

SMT, L1 3271 30.713 0.139  

INV, L1 3194 23.507 0.121  

SMT, L1 3206 24.775 0.124  

INV, L1 3119 19.702 0.111  

SMT, L1 3146 20.605 0.113  

INV, L1 3076 16.509 0.102  

SMT, L1 3078 16.953 0.103  

INV, L1 3024 14.087 0.094  

SMT, L1 3049 14.872 0.096  

INV, L1 2995 12.662 0.089  

SMT, L1 3015 13.218 0.091  

INV, L1 2977 11.310 0.084  

SMT, L1 2999 11.804 0.086  

INV, L1 2951 10.263 0.080  

SMT, L1 2980 10.792 0.082  

INV, L1 2939 9.508 0.077  

SMT, L1 2954 9.967 0.079  

INV, L1 2923 8.736 0.074  

SMT, L1 2939 9.058 0.075  

INV, L1 2924 8.013 0.071  

SMT, L1 2940 8.077 0.072  

INV, L1 2922 7.372 0.068  

SMT, L1 2932 7.728 0.069  

INV, L1 2926 6.838 0.065  

SMT, L1 2919 7.309 0.068  

INV, L1 2904 6.461 0.064  

SMT, L1 2920 6.980 0.066 Figure C4.2.5 

INV, L1, x2 2908 5.570 0.059  

SMT, L1 2920 6.031 0.061  

INV, L1, x2 2904 4.977 0.056  

SMT, L1 2896 5.448 0.058  

INV, L1, x2 2903 4.584 0.054  

SMT, L1 2898 5.023 0.056  

INV, L1, x2 2898 4.340 0.052  

SMT, L1 2898 4.769 0.055  

INV, L1, x2 2899 4.001 0.050  

SMT, L1 2896 4.490 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 2891 3.489 0.047  

SMT, L1 2899 3.975 0.050  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3830 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 2887 3.465 0.047  

SMT, L1 2889 3.874 0.049  

INV, L1, x4 2870 2.895 0.043  

SMT, L1 2877 3.194 0.045  

INV, L1, x3 2874 2.685 0.041  

SMT, L1 2870 2.928 0.043  

INV, L1, x3 2847 2.289 0.038  

SMT, L1 2840 2.541 0.040  

INV, L1, x3 2864 2.076 0.036  

SMT, L1 2855 2.352 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 2854 1.964 0.035  

SMT, L1 2850 2.270 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 2849 1.961 0.035  

SMT, L1 2841 2.121 0.036  

INV, L1, x4 2850 1.853 0.034  

SMT, L1 2843 2.047 0.036  

INV, L1, x4 2839 1.599 0.032  

SMT, L1 2828 1.807 0.034  

INV, L1, x3 2833 1.371 0.029  

SMT, L1 2827 1.614 0.032  

INV, L1, x3 2821 1.269 0.028  

SMT, L1 2821 1.497 0.031  

INV, L1, x3 2833 1.237 0.028  

SMT, L1 2830 1.474 0.030 Figure C4.2.6 

 

 

Figure C4.2.4 : Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E15 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be modified by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the 
bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.2.5: Modelling process of out-of-plane signal using phase E15 as headwaves travelling along the layer 
boundary. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the total number of observed travel time picks and presented 
at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.2.6 : The result of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E15 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(purple) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The starting model traced 100% of the travel time picks with 227.689 misfit. Layer 

boundary was smoothed after every iteration. When the modelling stopped, the model was able 

to trace only 73.9% of the total number of picks, while χ2 = 1.474.  

Option 3: phase E15 turning waves through the basement rocks 

The same starting model that has been used for the previous two modelling, was set up 

before inversion initiated. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary between were modified 
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during the inverse modelling. Phase E15 was traced as turning waves travelling within the 

basement rock. Inverse modelling is detailed in Table C4.2.3.  

Table C4.2.3: Inverse modelling of phase E15 travelling through the upper part of the basement rock. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3839 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3467 228.465 0.378 Figure C4.2.7 

INV, L1 45 133.979 0.286  

SMT, L1 22 150.247 0.299 Figure C4.2.8 

 

 

Figure C4.2.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E15 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick 
and can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (purple) and modelled (black) travel time 
picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.2.8: Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E15 as turning waves travelling through the top 
of the basement rocks. The model can hardly traces any observed travel time picks as it is presented at the top part 
of the figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations. The observed (purple), calculated (black) 
travel time picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Inverse modelling was stopped after the first iteration, due to the significant travel time 

picks decrease. 90.5% of the total amount of the original picks were traced in the starting model, 

and only 1.2% of the picks can be traced after the first iteration. Due to the data loss, inverse 

modelling needed to be stopped. The result of inversion did not provide acceptable result.  

The velocity model of the out-of-plane inverse modelling with the ray density model are 

presented in Figure C4.2.9 and C4.2.10.  

 

Figure C4.2.9 : A two-layer velocity model created for phase E15 tracing as out-of-plane signal reflecting from the 
modelled basement rocks surface. 
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Figure C4.2.10: Ray density in the velocity model presented in Figure C2.4.9. 

Appendix C4.3 Phase E6 

Previously phase E6 was interpreted as a reflected wave arriving from a deeper part of 

the crust. Modelling focused on creating a reflective surface in a layer based velocity model, 

then alternative solutions needed to be applied to investigate the origin of the signal. Phase E6 

was therefore modelled as a reflected wave arriving from a layer boundary located in the 

basement rocks between the third and the fourth layer, as a fault related reflector defined by 

two nodes in the same velocity model, and as a “floating boundary” defined by 10 nodes. In the 

final case, previous starting model testing indicated slight changes depending on the vertical 

velocity gradient, thus zero and increasing gradient settings were tested as well. In all four 

cases, the χ2 remained high while the model was able to trace most of the observed travel time 

picks. None of the result provided acceptable evidence for the source of the signal, therefore 

the target phase must be investigated as out-of-plane signal.  

Option 1: phase E6 reflections from basement rocks  

The starting model contains two-layers, the layer boundary between the sedimentary unit 

and the basement rocks were set to 150 m below sea level. The number of nodes for velocities 

and geometry was set to 40. Inverse modelling modified the layer boundary, while phase E6 

was traced as reflected wave. Details of inverse modelling can be found in Table C4.3.1.  
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Table C4.3.1: Inverse modelling of phase E6 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rock. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates 
at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 2223 95.777 0.294 Figure C4.3.1 

INV, L1 1807 90.797 0.286  

SMT, L1 2246 85.784 0.278  

INV, L1, x2 2208 72.650 0.256  

SMT, L1 2365 72.399 0.255  

INV, L1, x2 2271 58.922 0.230  

SMT, L1 2320 59.584 0.232  

INV, L1, x2 2279 46.967 0.206  

SMT, L1 2358 47.383 0.206  

INV, L1, x2 2332 36.296 0.181  

SMT, L1 2408 36.600 0.182  

INV, L1, x2 2397 27.542 0.157  

SMT, L1 2504 28.158 0.159  

INV, L1, x2 2487 20.473 0.136  

SMT, L1 2556 21.211 0.138  

INV, L1, x2 2536 15.157 0.117  

SMT, L1 2614 15.630 0.119  

INV, L1, x2 2616 11.431 0.101  

SMT, L1 2677 11.864 0.103  

INV, L1, x2 2657 8.756 0.089  

SMT, L1 2711 9.256 0.091 Figure C4.3.2 

INV, L1, x2 2706 6.696 0.078  

SMT, L1 2766 7.092 0.080  

INV, L1, x2 2767 5.074 0.068  

SMT, L1 2797 5.450 0.070  

INV, L1, x2 2824 4.040 0.060  

SMT, L1 2859 4.299 0.062  

INV, L1, x2 2866 3.314 0.055  

SMT, L1 2892 3.586 0.057  

INV, L1, x2 2884 2.694 0.049  

SMT, L1 2916 2.958 0.052  

INV, L1, x2 2910 2.329 0.046  

SMT, L1 2954 2.532 0.048  

INV, L1, x2 2950 2.017 0.043  

SMT, L1 2974 2.213 0.045  

INV, L1, x2 2971 1.855 0.041  

SMT, L1 2990 1.994 0.042  

INV, L1, x2 2985 1.785 0.040  

SMT, L1 2996 1.900 0.041  

INV, L1, x2 2997 1.737 0.040  

SMT, L1 3001 1.830 0.041  

INV, L1, x3 2998 1.689 0.039  

SMT, L1 3001 1.805 0.040  

INV, L1, x2 3009 1.275 0.034  

SMT, L1 3013 1.397 0.035  

INV, L1, x2 3022 1.116 0.032  

SMT, L1 3037 1.188 0.033  

INV, L1, x2 3034 1.055 0.031  

SMT, L1 3054 1.121 0.032 Figure C4.3.3 
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Figure C4.3.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary was modified by 
the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the 
top part of the figure. The observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they 
plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.3.2: Modelling of phase E6 as out-of-plane signal. Only z-coordinates of the layer boundary is modified 
during inversion. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and plotted at the top part 
of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  
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Figure C4.3.3: The result of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E6 as reflected waves. The model can 
trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom, the observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

70.2% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model. During inverse 

modelling, the number of traceable picks gradually increased and reached 96.3% when the 

modelling was stopped. The goodness of fit rapidly improved over the inversion, started at 

95.777 and became 1.121 at the end. The z-coordinate of the layer boundary was regularly 

smoothed after every second iterations.  

Option 2: phase E6 critical refractions along the basement rock contact 

The same starting model used for reflection analysis (Option 1) was set up before the 

investigation started. Signals were traveling along the boundary between the basement rocks 

and the sedimentary unit (RAYINVR code is 1.3). Details of the modelling is presented in Table 

C4.3.2. 

Table C4.3.2: Inverse modelling of phase E6 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3170 240.832 0.465 Figure C4.3.4 

INV, L1 3170 163.183 0.383  

SMT, L1 3170 172.403 0.394  

INV, L1 3170 116.662 0.324  

SMT, L1 3170 127.972 0.339  

INV, L1 3170 87.585 0.281  

SMT, L1 3170 95.962 0.294  

INV, L1 3170 68.471 0.248  

SMT, L1 3170 72.448 0.255  

INV, L1 3170 53.377 0.219  

SMT, L1 3170 55.887 0.224  

INV, L1 3170 41.944 0.194  

SMT, L1 3170 43.030 0.197  

INV, L1 3167 32.842 0.172  

SMT, L1 3169 34.245 0.176  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1 3159 26.744 0.155  

SMT, L1 3158 27.821 0.158  

INV, L1, x2 3117 18.207 0.130  

SMT, L1 3122 19.778 0.133  

INV, L1 3087 16.675 0.122  

SMT, L1 3103 17.129 0.126  

INV, L1 3070 15.292 0.117  

SMT, L1 3087 16.190 0.121  

INV, L1, x2 3051 12.748 0.107  

SMT, L1 3053 13.235 0.109  

INV, L1, x2 3029 10.847 0.099  

SMT, L1 3033 11.181 0.100 Figure C4.3.5 

INV, L1, x2 3019 9.427 0.092  

SMT, L1 3022 9.855 0.094  

INV, L1, x2 3018 8.513 0.088  

SMT, L1 3011 8.879 0.089  

INV, L1,x2 3004 7.783 0.084  

SMT, L1 2998 8.049 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 2985 7.106 0.080  

SMT, L1 2994 7.142 0.082  

INV, L1, x2 2994 6.695 0.078  

SMT, L1 2995 6.982 0.079  

INV, L1, x3 2980 6.094 0.074  

SMT, L1 2993 6.381 0.076  

INV, L1, x3 3003 5.598 0.071  

SMT, L1 2991 6.004 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 2992 5.392 0.070  

SMT, L1 2981 5.784 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 2985 5.200 0.068  

SMT, L1 2983 5.611 0.071  

INV, L1, x3 2989 5.118 0.068  

SMT, L1 2984 5.516 0.070  

INV, L1, x3 2980 4.981 0.067  

SMT, L1 2981 5.408 0.070  

INV, L1, x3 2991 4.863 0.066  

SMT, L1 2982 5.298 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 2989 4.847 0.066  

SMT, L1 2991 5.223 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 2988 4.682 0.065  

SMT, L1 2979 5.187 0.068  

INV, L1, x3 2986 4.697 0.065  

SMT, L1 2984 5.067 0.067  

INV, L1, x3 2991 4.628 0.065  

SMT, L1 2984 5.064 0.067  

INV, L1, x2 2997 4.124 0.061  

SMT, L1 2998 4.535 0.064  

INV, L1, x2 3007 3.818 0.059  

SMT, L1 2991 4.154 0.061  

INV, L1, x2 3004 3.557 0.057  

SMT, L1 3005 4.011 0.060  

INV, L1, x2 3006 3.409 0.055  

SMT, L1 3006 3.837 0.059  

INV, L1, x2 3005 3.329 0.055  

SMT, L1 3000 3.750 0.058  

INV, L1, x2 3007 3.207 0.054  

SMT, L1 3000 3.614 0.057  

INV, L1, x3 3008 2.983 0.052  

SMT, L1 3005 3.467 0.056  

INV, L1, x3 3008 2.897 0.051  

SMT, L1 3004 3.359 0.055  

INV, L1, x3 3006 2.845 0.051  

SMT, L 3004 3.326 0.055  

INV, L1, x3 3017 2.676 0.049  

SMT, L1 3000 3.118 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 3020 2.579 0.048  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 2993 3.070 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 3014 2.556 0.048  

SMT, L1 2993 3.059 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 3017 2.484 0.047  

SMT, L1 2993 3.001 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 3009 2.507 0.047  

SMT, L1 2993 2.965 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 3010 2.481 0.047  

SMT, L1 2995 2.955 0.052 Figure C4.3.6 

 

 

Figure C4.3.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E6 is travelling along the boundary of the 
basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.3.5: Modelling process of out-of-plane signal using phase E6 as headwaves travelling along the layer 
boundary between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the 
total number of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the 
observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.3.6 : The result of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E6 as headwaves travelling along the 
layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most of the 
observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed (light 
green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

During inverse modelling, the layer boundary was smoothed after every single iteration. 

The model was able to trace 100% of the total number of travel time picks and remained 100% 

after the first few iterations. Slightly decreased to 94.5% when the inverse modelling was 

stopped. The χ2 value rapidly improved from 240.832 to 2.995.  

Option 3: phase E6 turning waves through the basement rocks 

A starting model as previously discussed was set up prior to inverse modelling. During 

the procedure, the z-coordinates of the layer boundary between the sedimentary infill and the 

basement rocks were modified by tracing event E6 arrivals as turning waves arriving within the 

basement rocks. Details of inverse modelling is presented in Table C4.3.3. 

Table C4.3.3: Inverse modelling of phase E6 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3170 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3157 241.023 0.466 Figure C4.3.7 

INV, L1 220 131.666 0.343  

SMT, L1 428 136.841 0.351 Figure C4.3.8 
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Figure C4.3.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E6 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the top 
of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick and 
can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time 
picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.3.8: The final model of the inverse processing using Phase E6 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks as it can be seen at the top part of the 
figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations. The observed (light green), calculated (black) travel 
time picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Velocity and ray density models of the analysis can be found in Figure C4.3.9 and 

C4.3.10. 
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Figure C4.3.9 : A two-layer velocity model. This is the final and the most acceptable model for phase E6. Signals 
of the target phase were traced as out-of-plane signals reflecting from the layer boundary 

 

Figure C4.3.10: Density of rays travelling in the two-layer velocity model presented in Figure C4.3.10.  

Appendix C4.4 Phase E7 

Phase E7 was originally interpreted on shot gathers as a reflected waves arriving from a 

boundary located in the basement. The target phase was tested as a layer boundary in a four-

layer velocity model, where layers 2, 3 and 4 represent layers within the schist. The inverse 

modelling process has already indicated that phase E7 is likely to arrive from an alternative 

surface, e.g., floating reflector, or even out-of-plane. Later modelling created a model with a 

floating reflector located in layer 2 near the boundary between layers 2 and 3, therefore further 

investigations were not undertaken on the target, e.g., in a three-layer velocity model. 
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Unfortunately, the investigations listed here did not provided acceptable fit between the model 

and the observed data and necessitated out-of-plane modelling.  

Option 1: phase E7 reflections from the basement rocks 

The starting model contains two-layers representing the sediment infill and the basement 

rocks. The boundary between these layers were set to 150 m below sea level. Phase E7 was 

traced reflecting from the top of the basement rocks, while the geometry of the layer boundary 

was modified by inverse modelling. Geometry of the layer boundary and velocities in both 

layers were defined by 40 nodes. Details of modelling is presented in Table C4.4.1. 

Table C4.4.1: Inverse modelling of phase E7 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3582 78.406 0.266 Figure C4.4.1 

INV, L1 3609 59.165 0.231  

SMT, L1 3609 59.123 0.231  

INV, L1, x2 3609 43.345 0.197  

SMT, L1 3609 44.189 0.199  

INV, L1, x2 3609 31.789 0.169  

SMT, L1 3611 32.415 0.171  

INV, L1, x2 3611 23.091 0.144  

SMT, L1 3610 23.703 0.146  

INV, L1, x2 3610 16.653 0.122  

SMT, L1 3610 17.040 0.124  

INV, L1, x2 3610 12.192 0.105  

SMT, L1 3611 12.721 0.107 Figure C4.4.2 

INV, L1, x2 3611 9.314 0.092  

SMT, L1 3611 9.703 0.093  

INV, L1, x2 3608 7.080 0.080  

SMT, L1 3611 7.498 0.082  

INV, L1, x2 3609 5.374 0.070  

SMT, L1 3611 5.614 0.071  

INV, L1, x2 3606 4.191 0.061  

SMT, L1 3611 4.551 0.064  

INV, L1, x2 3604 3.547 0.056  

SMT, L1 3611 3.847 0.059  

INV, L1, x2 3601 3.087 0.053  

SMT, L1 3611 3.354 0.055  

INV, L1, x2 3604 2.912 0.051  

SMT, L1 3611 3.162 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 3611 2.630 0.049  

SMT, L1 3609 2.813 0.050  

INV, L1, x3 3611 2.338 0.046  

SMT, L1 3611 2.523 0.048  

INV, L1, x3 3611 2.173 0.044  

SMT, L1 3611 2.345 0.046  

INV, L1, x3 3611 2.041 0.043  

SMT, L1 3611 2.192 0.044  

INV, L1, x3 3601 1.545 0.037  

SMT, L1 3610 1.662 0.039  

INV, L1, x3 3601 1.467 0.036  

SMT, L1 3611 1.617 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 3602 1.159 0.032  

SMT, L1 3610 1.278 0.034  

INV, L1, x2 3606 1.061 0.031  

SMT, L1 3610 1.152 0.032 Figure C4.4.3 
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Figure C4.4.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E7. The geometry of the layer boundary 
will be modified by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks 
and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well 
as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.4.2: Modelling of phase E7 as out-of-plane signal. Only z-coordinates of the layer boundary was modified 
during inversion. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and plotted at the top part 
of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  
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Figure C4.4.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E7 as reflected waves. The model is 
able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At 
the bottom, the observed (red) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The z-coordinates of the layer boundary were smoothed after every second iterations 

during modelling. 99.2% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model. After a few 

iterations, the model was able to trace 100% of the picks. The goodness of fit rapidly improved 

from 78.406 1.152. The number of traceable picks indicate the reliability of the model, and the 

small misfit between the modelled and the observed travel time picks provide strong evidence 

of an acceptable model.  

Option 2: phase E7 critical refractions along the basement rock contact 

The starting model was parameterized by the same way as it was earlier, when the target 

phase was traced as reflected waves. Inverse modelling altered the z-coordinates of the layer 

boundary between the basement rocks and the sediments, while phase E7 was traced as 

headwaves travelling along the boundary. Inverse modelling is detailed in Table C4.4.2.  

Table C4.4.2: Inverse modelling of phase E7 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3552 113.731 0.320 Figure C4.4.4 

INV, L1, x2 3344 70.187 0.251  

SMT, L1 3355 71.940 0.253  

INV, L1 3244 56.054 0.225  

SMT, L1 3246 56.860 0.226  

INV, L1 3136 46.166 0.204  

SMT, L1 3143 46.824 0.205  

INV, L1 3031 38.134 0.185  

SMT, L1 3039 38.661 0.187  

INV, L1 2963 31.842 0.169  

SMT, L1 2969 32.591 0.171  

INV, L1 2895 27.684 0.158  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 2902 28.637 0.161  

INV, L1 2827 24.189 0.148  

SMT, L1 2830 24.298 0.148  

INV, L1 2758 20.640 0.136  

SMT, L1 2764 20.982 0.137  

INV, L1 2698 17.666 0.126  

SMT, L1 2708 18.638 0.129  

INV, L1 2659 16.106 0.120  

SMT, L1 2668 16.584 0.122  

INV, L1 2617 14.253 0.113  

SMT, L1 2618 14.665 0.115  

INV, L1 2624 14.930 0.116  

SMT, L1 2634 15.404 0.118  

INV, L1, x2 2532 11.511 0.102  

SMT, L1 2549 11.920 0.104  

INV, L1, x2 2461 9.194 0.091  

SMT, L1 2462 9.368 0.092  

INV, L1, x2 2374 7.214 0.081  

SMT, L1 2377 7.529 0.082 Figure C4.4.5 

INV, L1,x2 2331 6.123 0.074  

SMT, L1 2350 6.502 0.076  

INV, L1, x2 2296 5.248 0.069  

SMT, L1 2309 5.552 0.071  

INV, L1, x2 2285 4.809 0.066  

SMT, L1 2301 5.195 0.068  

INV, L1, x2 2272 4.701 0.065  

SMT, L1 2284 4.903 0.066  

INV, L1, x2 2258 4.451 0.063  

SMT, L1 2266 4.541 0.064  

INV, L1, x2 2219 3.812 0.059  

SMT, L1 2230 4.041 0.060  

INV, L1, x2 2199 3.313 0.055  

SMT, L1 2211 3.719 0.058  

INV, L1, x3 2156 3.161 0.053  

SMT, L1 2212 3.428 0.056  

INV, L1, x2 2179 3.032 0.052  

SMT, L1 2204 3.374 0.055  

INV, L1, x2 2187 3.105 0.053  

SMT, L1 2204 3.374 0.055  

INV, L1, x2 2125 2.253 0.045  

SMT, L1 2134 2.432 0.047  

INV, L1, x2 2103 2.036 0.043  

SMT, L1 2113 2.159 0.044  

INV, L1, x2 2111 1.957 0.042  

SMT, L1 2115 2.163 0.044  

INV, L1, x2 2108 1.948 0.042  

SMT, L1 2115 2.162 0.044  

INV, L1, x3 2105 1.913 0.041  

SMT, L1 2110 2.109 0.044  

INV, L1, x4 2048 1.503 0.037  

SMT, L1 2058 1.625 0.038  

INV, L1, x3 2002 1.097 0.031  

SMT, L1 2003 1.215 0.033 Figure C4.4.6 
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Figure C4.4.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E7 is travelling along the boundary of the 
basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the 
bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.4.5: Modelling of out-of-plane signal using phase E7 as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 
between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the total number 
of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed (red) 
and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.4.6: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E7 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(red) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

98.4% of the total travel time picks were traced at the beginning of inverse modelling. 

The number of traceable picks gradually decreased during modelling and the process needed to 

be stopped to avoid more data loss. 55.5% of the original travel time picks were traced after the 

last iteration, while the χ2 value rapidly improved after each iteration from 113.731 to 1.215. 

The model was smoothed regularly.  

Option 3: phase E7 turning waves through the basement rock 

Phase E7 was traced as turning waves travelling within the basement rocks. The inverse 

modelling modified the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. 

The starting model was set up by the same parameters used in the previous two modelling 

approaches. Details of the inversion can be found in Table C4.4.3.  

Table C4.4.3: Inverse modelling of phase E7 travelling through basement. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = 
inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 3611 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3015 1113.593 0.320 Figure C4.4.7 

INV, L1 232 83.608 0.274  

SMT, L1 95 46.133 0.203 Figure C4.4.8 
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Figure C4.4.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E7 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick and can 
be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (red) and modelled (black) travel time picks is 
plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.4.8: Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E7 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of the figure. 
The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations. The observed (red), calculated travel time picks and their 
fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Modelling the layer boundary, while the target phase was traced as turning waves did not 

create an acceptable model. After the first iteration, the number of traceable picks dropped 

significantly creating an unreliable model, while the misfit between the observed and modelled 

travel time picks remained great.  

The interface modelled as out-of-plane with the appropriate velocity field is presented in 

Figure C4.4.9 with ray density in Figure C4.4.10. 
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Figure C4.4.9 : The most satisfactory velocity model for tracing phase E7. The layer boundary represents an out-
of-plane surface. 

 
Figure C4.4.10: Ray density in a velocity model presented in Figure C4.4.10. 

Appendix C4.5 Phase E16 

Phase E16 can be seen only on the 11 shot gathers located at the middle of the seismic 

profile and contains a total of 556 picks. Initially, these arrivals were interpreted as reflected 

waves presumably arriving from the same reflector as phase E5 and E15. In the layer-based 

velocity modelling phases E5, E15 and E16 were traced as reflecting waves arriving from the 

bottom of layer 2, where layers 2 and 3 were both located in the basement rocks. A velocity of 

4.50 km/s at the bottom of layer 2 was set as the starting parameter before the inverse modelling, 

where the model was able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks for phase E16, and 

the goodness of fit was 3.193. During the modelling process, velocities in layer 2 gradually 
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decreased. Keeping a 0.01 km/s/km vertical velocity gradient, values were “locked” and 

“coupled” at nodes located in the middle of the seismic profile. The goodness of fit of phases 

E5 and E15 improved by the inverse modelling; however, an opposite result was observed 

within phase E16 which had a slight decrease of the number of observed travel time picks and 

an increasing χ2 value. As the final version of the model did not support the initial interpretation 

(in which phase E16 arrives from the same reflector as E5 and E15) further investigation must 

be applied.  

Option 1: phase E16 reflection from the basement rocks 

Velocity model initially was parameterized by 40 nodes in layers 1 and 2, each nodes 

defined velocities and z-coordinates in both layers. The top layer is interpreted as sedimentary 

units, and basement rocks are located at the bottom. Depth of the layer boundary was set to 150 

m below sea level. Inverse modelling modified the layer boundary, while phase E16 was traced 

in the model reflecting from the top of the basement rocks. Details of modelling can be found 

in Table C4.5.1.  

Table C4.5.1: Inverse modelling of phase E16 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 556 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 556 90.937 0.381 Figure C4.5.1 

INV, L1, x2 556 70.873 0.350  

SMT, L1 556 79.334 0.356  

INV, L1 556 72.763 0.341  

SMT, L1 556 76.286 0.349  

INV, L1 556 69.869 0.334  

SMT, L1 556 73.261 0.342  

INV, L1, x2 556 61.897 0.314  

SMT, L1 556 63.691 0.319  

INV, L1, x2 556 55.227 0.297  

SMT, L1 556 58.049 0.304  

INV, L1, x2 556 50.205 0.283  

SMT, L1 556 52.598 0.290  

INV, L1, x2 556 45.200 0.269  

SMT, L1 556 47.690 0.276  

INV, L1, x2 556 41.153 0.256  

SMT, L1 556 43.274 0.263  

INV, L1, x2 556 37.926 0.246  

SMT, L1 556 35.948 0.240  

INV, L1, x2 556 37.681 0.245  

SMT, L1 556 35.574 0.238  

INV, L1, x3 556 30.899 0.222  

SMT, L1 556 33.171 0.230  

INV, L1, x3 556 26.969 0.208  

SMT, L1 556 29.116 0.216  

INV, L1, x3 556 23.697 0.195  

SMT, L1 556 25.265 0.201  

INV, L1, x3 556 20.218 0.180  

SMT, L1 556 21.614 0.186 Figure C4.5.2 

INV, L1, x4 556 17.004 0.165  

SMT, L1 556 18.526 0.172  

INV, L1, x4 556 14.998 0.155  

SMT, L1 556 16.243 0.161  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 556 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x4 556 11.716 0.137  

SMT, L1 556 13.242 0.145  

INV, L1, x3 556 10.026 0.127  

SMT, L1 556 11.114 0.133  

INV, L1, x3 556 8.315 0.115  

SMT, L1 556 9.488 0.123  

INV, L1, x3 556 7.151 0.107  

SMT, L1 556 8.237 0.115  

INV, L1, x3 556 6.192 0.099  

SMT, L1 556 7.186 0.107  

INV, L1, x3 556 5.481 0.094  

SMT, L1 556 6.333 0.101  

INV, L1, x3 556 4.836 0.088  

SMT, L1 556 5.695 0.095  

INV, L1, x3 556 4.487 0.085  

SMT, L1 556 5.147 0.091  

INV, L1, x3 556 4.077 0.081  

SMT, L1 556 4.522 0.085  

INV, L1, x3 556 3.901 0.079  

SMT, L1 556 4.316 0.083  

INV, L1, x3 556 2.574 0.064  

SMT, L1 556 3.060 0.070  

INV, L1, x3 556 1.954 0.056  

SMT, L1 556 2.366 0.061  

INV, L1, x4 555 1.423 0.048  

SMT, L1 556 1.804 0.054  

INV, L1, x3 556 1.378 0.047  

SMT, L1 556 1.713 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 556 1.421 0.048  

SMT, L1 556 1.711 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 556 1.237 0.044  

SMT, L1 556 1.533 0.049  

INV, L1, x3 556 1.281 0.045  

SMT, L1 556 1.572 0.050  

INV, L1, x4 556 1.198 0.044  

SMT, L1 556 1.403 0.047  

INV, L1, x3 556 1.245 0.045  

SMT, L1 556 1.474 0.049 Figure C4.5.3 

 

 
Figure C4.5.1: A starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E16. The geometry of the layer 
boundary will be modified by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel 
time picks and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
do not fit well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.5.2: Modelling of phase E16 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary were 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
are showed.  

 

Figure C4.5.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E16 as reflected waves. The model 
traced almost the maximum of the travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, the 
observed (turquoise) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The maximum number of travel time picks were traced during the inverse modelling. The 

goodness of fit gradually improved from 90.937 to 1.474. The geometry of the layer boundary 

was changing slowly due to the low number of travel time picks, therefore the coordinates were 

smoothed after every third iterations.  
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Option 2: phase E16 critical refraction along the basement rock contact 

Event E16 was investigated as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary. The 

starting model before inverse modelling started was parameterized the same fashion than it 

presented in the reflection modelling earlier. Inverse process modified the geometry of the layer 

boundary. Details of modelling is presented in C4.5.2.  

Table C4.5.2: Inverse modelling of phase E16 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 556 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 553 101.912 0.403 Figure C4.5.4 

INV, L1, x3 525 83.747 0.366  

SMT, L1 533 85.591 0.370  

INV, L1, x3 482 70.543 0.336  

SMT, L1 489 71.908 0.339  

INV, L1, x3 429 61.683 0.314  

SMT, L1 447 63.336 0.318  

INV, L1, x3 349 49.360 0.281  

SMT, L1 376 51.914 0.288  

INV, L1, x3 298 42.200 0.260  

SMT, L1 328 43.668 0.264 Figure C4.5.5 

INV, L1, x3 263 37.372 0.244  

SMT, L1 288 39.477 0.251  

INV, L1 212 28.979 0.215  

SMT, L1 244 30.948 0.222  

INV, L1, x4 182 21.474 0.185  

SMT, L1 199 23.362 0.193  

INV, L1, x3 158 18.179 0.170  

SMT, L1 172 20.355 0.180  

INV, L1, x3 143 15.877 0.159  

SMT, L1 160 17.373 0.166  

INV, L1 117 14.320 0.151  

SMT, L1 142 15.441 0.157 Figure C4.5.6 

 

 
Figure C4.5.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E16 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary was by the inverse modelling. 
The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top part of the 
figure. The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the bottom 
part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.5.5: Modelling of out-of-plane signal using phase E16 as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 
between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the total number 
of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed 
(turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  

 
Figure C4.5.6: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E16 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(turquoise) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

During the inverse modelling, the number of traceable picks rapidly decreased from 

~100% to 25.5%. The misfit between the observed and modelled travel time picks gradually 

improved from 101.912, however did not reached an acceptable fit and remained 15.441. 

Option 3: phase E16 turning waves through the basement rocks 

Phase E16 was traced as turning waves travelling within the basement in the final out-of-

plane modelling approach. Starting model contained two-layers, the layer boundary was set to 

150 m below sea level. Velocities and geometry nodes were defined by 40 noes. Inverse 
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modelling targeted the layer boundary to create a subsurface as a potential source of phase E16. 

Details of inverse modelling is presented in Table C4.5.3.  

Table C4.5.3: Inverse modelling of phase E16 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layer 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 556 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 340 100.828 0.401 Figure C4.5.7 

INV, L1 11 68.471 0.316  

SMT, L1 9 105.009 0.386 Figure C4.5.8 

 

 
Figure C4.5.7 : A two-layer starting model for phase E16 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick 
and can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (turquoise) and modelled (black) travel 
time picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.5.8: The final model of inverse processing using Phase E16 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of the 
figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (turquoise) and calculated travel time 
picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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The starting model traced 61.2% of the original travel time picks, which significantly 

decreased after the first iteration producing an unreliable model.  

The most satisfactory model created for phase E16 is representing an out-of-plane surface 

(Figure C4.5.9), where the target phase reflecting from the boundary. The ray density supports 

the reliability of the model (Figure C4.5.10).  

 

Figure C4.5.9: A two-layer velocity model created by inverse modelling. The investigation focused on modelling a 
subsurface as a source for phase E16.  

 

Figure C4.5.10 : Ray density in the velocity model presented in Figure C4.5.9.  

Appendix C4.6 Phase E18 

Phase 18 can be seen on 21 shot gathers, from the middle of the seismic profile. The target 

phase appears T far offsets on the southeast ends of the records, containing in total of 754 picks. 
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The phase was initially interpreted to be reflected waves arriving from the same reflector as 

phases E6, E7, E8, E9, and E19. Their source was originally modelled to be located in the 

basement rocks (layer 3, discussed in Chapter 4.5). Later inverse modelling proved that these 

phases are not reflecting from the same reflector and they may not be related to each other. 

Phase E18 was investigated as arriving not only from a layer boundary but also from a floating 

reflector in a four-layer velocity model with the reflector located close to the bottom of layer 2. 

This model was able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks with a very low and 

acceptable χ2 (1.616). However, further investigation may give more evidence of the origin of 

the source surface and the possibility of an out-of-plane signal must be modelled. 

Option 1: phase E18 reflections from the basement rocks 

Before each investigation, the same starting model was set up. The layer boundary 

between layers is located at 150 m below sea level. Velocities and the layer boundary are 

defined by 40 nodes, which are regularly spaced.  

Table C4.6.1: Inverse modelling of phase E18 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 742 26.845 0.155 Figure C4.6.1 

INV, L1, x2 502 33.937 0.175  

SMT, L1 502 33.937 0.175 Figure C4.6.2 

 

Figure C4.6.1 : Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E18. The geometry of the layer 
boundary will be altered by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel 
time picks and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (light blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
do not fit well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.6.2: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E18 as reflected waves. The model is 
able to trace almost 66.6% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At 
the bottom, the observed (light blue) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The number of travel time picks significantly decreased after two iterations, therefore 

inverse modelling needed to be stopped. The misfit between the observed and modelled travel 

times increased, thus tracing the target phase as reflected waves did not provide acceptable 

result during modelling.  

Option 2: phase E18 critical refraction along the basement rock contact 

The interface between the basement rocks and the sediments was modelled by tracing 

phase E18 as headwaves travelling along the boundary. Details of modelling is presented in 

Table C4.6.2.  

Table C4.6.2: Inverse modelling of phase E18 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 754 79.036 0.267 Figure C4.6.3 

INV, L1 751 58.049 0.228  

SMT, L1 754 60.206 0.233  

INV, L1 744 45.178 0.202  

SMT, L1 746 46.918 0.205  

INV, L1 733 36.331 0.181  

SMT, L1 736 38.976 0.187  

INV, L1 726 30.277 0.165  

SMT, L1 728 32.528 0.171  

INV, L1 719 25.460 0.151  

SMT, L1 723 27.502 0.157  

INV, L1 711 21.898 0.140  

SMT, L1 714 23.613 0.146  

INV, L1 707 18.862 0.130  

SMT, L1 711 20.806 0.137  

INV, L1 702 16.492 0.122  

SMT, L1 703 17.630 0.126 Figure C4.6.4 

INV, L1 699 14.035 0.112  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 701 15.240 0.117  

INV, L1, x2 688 9.744 0.094  

SMT, L1 691 10.944 0.099  

INV, L1, x2 679 7.284 0.081  

SMT, L1 685 8.166 0.086  

INV, L1, x2 679 5.729 0.072  

SMT, L1 681 6.606 0.077  

INV, L1, x2 674 4.470 0.063  

SMT, L1 678 5.293 0.069  

INV, L1, x2 672 3.481 0.056  

SMT, L1 675 3.891 0.059  

INV, L1, x2 669 2.471 0.047  

SMT, L1 671 3.126 0.053  

INV, L1, x2 666 2.025 0.043  

SMT, L1 669 2.468 0.047  

INV, L1, x2 663 1.753 0.040  

SMT, L1 667 2.220 0.045  

INV, L1, x3 665 1.641 0.038  

SMT, L1 666 1.975 0.042  

INV, L1, x2 663 1.489 0.037  

SMT, L1 664 1.711 0.039  

INV, L1, x3 658 1.157 0.032  

SMT, L1 664 1.520 0.037  

INV, L1, x2 663 1.058 0.031  

SMT, L1 664 1.417 0.036  

INV, L1, x2 663 1.147 0.032  

SMT, L1 664 1.416 0.036  

INV, L1, x3 662 1.080 0.031  

SMT, L1 665 1.408 0.036 Figure C4.6.5 

 

 

Figure C4.6.3: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E18 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (light blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at 
the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.6.4: Modelling process of out-of-plane signal using phase E18 as headwaves travelling along the layer 
boundary between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the 
total number of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the 
observed (light blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.6.5: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E18 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(light blue) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The starting model was able to trace all travel time picks with 79.036 misfit. The layer 

boundary was smoothed after one or two iterations. When the inverse modelling was stopped, 

the χ2 value decreased to 1.408, while 88.2% of the travel time picks were traced in the model.  
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Option 3 - phase E18 turning waves through the basement rocks 

After the starting model was set up, the inverse modelling focused on modifying the layer 

boundary, while the target phase was traced as a turning wave travelling within the basement. 

Inverse modelling is detailed in Table C4.6.3. 

Table C4.6.3: Inverse modelling of phase E18 travelling through the upper part of the basement. INV = inversion; 
SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 754 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 753 79.086 0.267 Figure C4.6.6 

INV, L1 218 71.482 0.253  

SMT, L1 183 74.384 0.258 Figure C4.6.7 

 

 

Figure C4.6.6: A two-layer starting model for phase E18 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick and can 
be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (light blue) and modelled (black) travel time picks 
is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.6.7: Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E18 as turning waves travelling through the top 
of the basement rocks. The model is hardly traces any observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of 
the figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (light blue) and calculated travel 
time picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Inverse modelling was not able to create a model acceptable for tracing phase E18 as 

turning waves. The model traced only 28.9% of the travel time picks after the first iteration, 

while the misfit between the observed and calculated travel times remained very high (71.482), 

therefore inverse modelling was stopped.  

Appendix C4.7 Phase E20 

Phase E20 can be seen on three shot gathers from the SE end of the seismic profile. The 

130 observed travel time picks constitute the lowest number of picks for any phase in the 

WhataDUSIE data. It was interpreted to likely be a reflection as they are visible in near offsets 

only. The initial interpretation also assumed that they are reflecting from the same surface as 

phases E5, E15 and E16; therefore, the phase was tested and added to the inverse modelling 

process of layer 2 located in the basement rocks. The model was able to trace the maximum 

number of picks, while χ2 = 1.906. The result was acceptable, although the final conclusions of 

the reflective surface for E20 can be taken after all possibilities are investigated. This signal 

must be tested as out-of-plane signal. The necessary further modelling procedure is supported 

by the modelling result for phases E5, E15 and E16 which were originally presumed to arrive 

from the same reflective surface.  

The same starting model was set up for all three approaches. The velocity in the layers 

and the layer boundary were defined by 40 nodes using regular grid interval. The boundary 

between two-layers was located at 150 m below sea level.  
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Option 1: phase E20 reflection from the basement rocks 

Phase E20 was traced as reflection arriving from the basement rocks. Inverse modelling 

is detailed Table C4.7.1. 

Table C4.7.1: Inverse modelling of phase E20 as out-of-plane signal reflecting from the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks out 

of 130 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 130 128.842 0.339 Figure C4.7.1 

INV, L1, x2 130 105.561 0.307  

SMT, L1 130 107.595 0.310  

INV, L1, x2 130 91.483 0.286  

SMT, L1 130 94.527 0.291  

INV, L1, x2 130 80.506 0.268  

SMT, L1 130 82.275 0.271  

INV, L1, x2 130 71.594 0.253  

SMT, L1 130 73.984 0.257  

INV, L1, x2 130 64.152 0.289  

SMT, L1 130 66.043 0.243  

INV, L1, x2 130 58.164 0.228  

SMT, L1 130 62.077 0.235  

INV, L1, x2 130 54.467 0.221  

SMT, L1 130 58.234 0.228  

INV, L1, x2 130 50.914 0.213  

SMT, L1 130 54.478 0.221  

INV, L1, x3 130 44.979 0.200  

SMT, L1 130 47.630 0.206  

INV, L1, x3 130 39.100 0.187  

SMT, L1 130 41.126 0.192  

INV, L1, x3 130 33.554 0.173  

SMT, L1 130 36.011 0.179  

INV, L1, x3 130 29.493 0.162  

SMT, L1 130 32.039 0.169  

INV, L1, x3 130 26.145 0.153  

SMT, L1 130 28.433 0.159  

INV, L1, x3 130 23.015 0.143  

SMT, L1 130 25.773 0.152  

INV, L1, x3 130 20.695 0.136  

SMT, L1 130 23.252 0.144 Figure C4.7.2 

INV, L1, x3 130 18.807 0.130  

SMT, L1 130 20.876 0.137  

INV, L1, x3 130 17.010 0.123  

SMT, L1 130 18.950 0.130  

INV, L1, x3 130 15.026 0.116  

SMT, L1 130 16.779 0.122  

INV, L1, x3 130 13.442 0.110  

SMT, L1 130 15.045 0.116  

INV, L1, x3 130 12.005 0.104  

SMT, L1 130 13.131 0.108  

INV, L1, x3 130 10.727 0.098  

SMT, L1 130 12.099 0.104  

INV, L1, x3 130 9.961 0.094  

SMT, L1 130 11.214 0.100  

INV, L1, x3 130 8.918 0.092  

SMT, L1 130 10.265 0.096  

INV, L1, x3 130 8.550 0.087  

SMT, L1 130 10.187 0.095  

INV, L1, x3 130 7.822 0.084  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks out 

of 130 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 130 8.960 0.089  

INV, L1, x3 130 7.046 0.076  

SMT, L1 130 8.343 0.086  

INV, L1, x3 130 6.456 0.076  

SMT, L1 130 7.471 0.082  

INV, L1, x3 130 5.490 0.070  

SMT, L1 130 6.585 0.077  

INV, L1, x4 130 4.975 0.067  

SMT, L1 130 5.806 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 130 5.031 0.067  

SMT, L1 130 5.791 0.072  

INV, L1, x2 130 5.010 0.067  

SMT, L1 130 5.787 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 130 3.709 0.058  

SMT, L1 130 4.420 0.063  

INV, L1, x2 130 3.363 0.055  

SMT, L1 130 4.236 0.062  

INV, L1, x3 130 3.163 0.053  

SMT, L1 130 3.995 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 130 3.244 0.054  

SMT, L1 130 3.817 0.058  

INV, L1, x2 130 2.994 0.052  

SMT, L1 130 3.809 0.058  

INV, L1, x4 130 2.669 0.049  

SMT, L1 130 3.047 0.053  

INV, L1, x2 130 2.666 0.049  

SMT, L1 130 3.039 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 130 2.361 0.046  

SMT, L1 130 3.037 0.052  

INV, L1, x3 130 2.353 0.046  

SMT, L1 130 3.037 0.052 Figure C4.7.3 

 

 

Figure C4.7.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane inversion, phase E20 traced as reflection. The geometry of the 
layer boundary will be altered by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed 
travel time picks and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel 
time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.7.2: Modelling process using phase E20 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary 
was modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (light green) and calculated (black) travel time 
picks are showed.  

 
Figure C4.7.3 : The final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E20 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. 
At the bottom, the observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The model could trace the maximum number of travel time picks during the inverse 

modelling. The goodness of fit rapidly improved from 128.842 (starting model) to 3.037. 

During the last iterations, the χ2 value did not improve significantly, therefore further inverse 

modelling was not applied. The layer boundary was smoothed after every three of four 

iterations.  
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Option 2: phase E20 critical refraction along the basement rock contact 

Phase E20 was traced as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary. Details of 

inverse modelling can be found in Table C4.7.2. 

Table C4.7.2: Inverse modelling of phase E20 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 130 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 119 137.934 0.351 Figure C4.7.4 

INV, L1, x2 109 117.315 0.323  

SMT, L1 111 119.275 0.326  

INV, L1, x3 96 94.576 0.290  

SMT, L1 98 96.762 0.294  

INV, L1, x3 90 82.970 0.272  

SMT, L1 91 86.069 0.277  

INV, L1, x3 82 73.692 0.256  

SMT, L1 87 76.851 0.261  

INV, L1, x3 76 66.347 0.243  

SMT, L1 79 69.089 0.248  

INV, L1, x4 71 57.142 0.225  

SMT, L1 73 59.790 0.230  

INV, L1, x4 63 48.295 0.207  

SMT, L1 67 54.135 0.219  

INV, L1, x3 60 44.125 0.198  

SMT, L1 65 50.562 0.212  

INV, L1, x3 54 40.784 0.190  

SMT, L1 62 46.384 0.203 Figure C4.7.5 

 

Figure C4.7.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E20 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at 
the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.7.5: The final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E20 as headwaves 
travelling along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to 
trace most of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, 
observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The number of traceable picks rapidly decreased from the starting model to the last 

iteration when the modelling was stopped to avoid losing more travel time picks. The goodness 

of fit did not develop significantly during the modelling process and remained unsatisfactorily 

high (46.384).  

Option 3: phase E20 turning waves through the basement rocks 

In the last part of the out-of-plane signal investigation for phase E20, arrivals were traced 

as turning waves travelling within the basement rocks. Details of inverse modelling is presented 

in Table C4.7.3.  

Table C4.7.3: Inverse modelling of phase E20 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 130 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 112 137.264 0.350 Figure C4.7.6 

INV, L1 39 120.842 0.326  

SMT, L1 4 153.574 0.332 Figure C4.7.7 
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Figure C4.7.6 : A two-layer starting model for phase E20 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick 
and can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (light green) and modelled (black) travel 
time picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 
Figure C4.7.7 : Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E20 as turning waves travelling through the top 
of the basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of 
the figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (light green) and calculated travel 
time picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Significant decrease in the observed travel time picks can be seen after the first iteration, 

therefore inverse process was stopped. The goodness of fit did not improved over the only 

iteration.  

Option 4: testing E20 on a floating reflector in a two-layer velocity model 

The previous out-of-plane tests on E21 were not successful based on the number of 

traceable picks and the poor goodness of fit, but before taking the final conclusions of the 

source, other alternative solutions needed to be investigated. These signals were the only 
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arrivals of the SE end of the profile when the arrivals were modelled in a three-layer velocity 

model reflecting back from the boundary between layers 2 and 3. The model can trace 100% of 

the total number of observed travel time picks, while χ2=1.334. This result can be accepted, 

although number of shot gathers and the strength of the signal can provide important 

information. The shape of the layer boundary where phase E20 more likely to reflect from, 

exhibits as a dipping reflector. If these signals arrive from a dipping reflector, they can be seen 

only on a limited number of shot gathers depending on the shot location. These criteria 

applicable to phase E20, thus modelling the signals for a dipping reflector in a two-layer model 

must be undertaken for the final geological interpretation. Details of investigation can be found 

in Table C4.7.4. 

Thus, phase E20 will be modelled for a floating reflector in a two-layer velocity model. 

The position of the reflector extends horizontally for 3 km positioned between 4 and 7 km of 

profile defined by two nodes. Each nodes contains the x, y and z coordinates. The velocity 

model was created by an inverse modelling using first arrivals, turning waves in the sedimentary 

unit and headwaves travelling along the boundary between the basement rocks and the 

sediments. The most suitable depth for the reflector is modelled at the beginning of the process, 

later different dipping angles were added to modifying the z-coordinate of the node.  

Table C4.7.4: Investigating the most appropriate parameters for the floating reflector tracing phase E20 in a two-
layer velocity model. Red indicates the best overall result. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 130 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

4.00 7.00 0.90 0.90 130 2.108 0.043  

  0.90 0.95 130 1.628 0.038  

  0.82 0.95 130 1.600 0.038  

  0.82 0.97 130 1.544 0.037  

  0.72 0.97 130 1.495 0.037  

  0.72 1.00 130 1.466 0.036  

  0.60 1.00 130 1.359 0.035  

  0.60 1.01 130 1.334 0.035  

  0.55 1.01 130 1.319 0.034  

  0.55 1.03 130 1.291 0.034  

  0.47 1.03 130 1.245 0.033  

  0.47 1.04 130 1.220 0.033  

  0.44 1.04 130 1.211 0.033  

  0.44 1.05 130 1.193 0.033  

  0.40 1.05 130 1.179 0.032  

  0.40 1.06 130 1.161 0.032  

  0.36 1.06 130 1.149 0.032  

  0.36 1.07 130 1.129 0.032  

  0.33 1.07 130 1.120 0.032  

  0.33 1.08 130 1.105 0.031  

  0.29 1.08 130 1.093 0.031  

  0.29 1.09 130 1.076 0.031  

  0.26 1.09 130 1.066 0.031  

  0.26 1.10 130 1.054 0.031  

  0.22 1.10 130 1.042 0.031  

  0.22 1.11 130 1.026 0.030 Figure C4.7.8 
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Figure C4.7.8: Final product of modelling: the most suitable floating reflector for phase E20 in a two-layer velocity 
model. Maximum number of traceable picks were traced, and plotted at the top part of the figure. The fit between 
the modelled (light green) and the observed (black) picks are displayed at the bottom.  

The number of traceable travel time picks remained 100% during the investigation, while 

the goodness of fit gradually improved. In most acceptable model suggests a SE dipping 

reflector, and the observed travel time picks fit almost perfectly to the modelled picks (1.026). 

The velocity model is presented in Figure C4.7.9 with the ray density model in Figure C4.7.10. 

 

Figure C4.7.9: A two-layer velocity model created by previous inverse modelling.  
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Figure C4.7.10 : Ray density model of the velocity model presented in Figure C4.7.9.  

Appendix C4.8 Phase E8 

Phase E8 is a strong signal visible on most shot gathers and can be confidently picked on 

57 shot records. The phase was initially interpreted as reflections arriving from the bottom of 

layer3 in a four-layer velocity model that contains a sedimentary unit at the top underlying by 

three-layers within the basement. The inverse modelling provided strong evidences that phase 

E8 does not reflecting from the same surface than E6, E7, etc., as it was assumed provisionally 

based on the initial interpretation. E8 was also modelled as reflection arriving from a floating 

reflector in a three-layer velocity model, where the reflector was defined by 10 nodes located 

in layer 3 (within the basement rocks). Inverse modelling was applied to create the best fitting 

surface geometry for the signal. These investigations did not produced strong proof for the 

source location of phase E8, therefore the target phase must be modelled for alternative solution.  

Before each investigation, the same starting model was set up. Velocity values and the 

location of the layer boundary were defined by 40 nodes. Layer boundary can be found at 150 

m below sea level.  

Option 1: phase E8 reflection from the basement rocks 

During investigation, phase E8 was traced in the modelling as reflected waves arriving 

from the boundary between the sedimentary and the basement rocks. The z-coordinates of the 

layer boundary was modified only during the inverse modelling. Details of the process can be 

found in Table C4.8.1. 
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Table C4.8.1: Inverse modelling of phase E8 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 6270 185.182 0.408 Figure C4.8.1 

INV, L1 5676 173.593 0.395  

SMT, L1 5657 173.095 0.395  

INV, L1 6142 155.127 0.374  

SMT, L1 6594 153.196 0.371  

INV, L1 6954 133.956 0.347  

SMT, L1 7384 131.869 0.344  

INV, L1 7852 110.071 0.315  

SMT, L1 8244 108.977 0.313  

INV, L1 7866 90.657 0.289  

SMT, L1 8669 87.527 0.281  

INV, L1, x2 8888 57.039 0.227  

SMT, L1 8937 57.484 0.227  

INV, L1 9098 44.558 0.200  

SMT, L1 9090 45.436 0.202 Figure C4.8.2 

INV, L1 9064 34.600 0.177  

SMT, L1 9103 34.842 0.177  

INV, L1 9103 26.908 0.156  

SMT, L1 9103 27.636 0.158  

INV, L1 9103 21.111 0.138  

SMT, L1 9103 21.478 0.132  

INV, L1, x3 9103 16.436 0.122  

SMT, L1 9103 17.019 0.124  

INV, L1 9103 13.113 0.109  

SMT, L1 9103 13.625 0.111  

INV, L1 9103 10.355 0.097  

SMT, L1 9103 10.553 0.097  

INV, L1 9050 7.861 0.084  

SMT, L1 9060 8.077 0.085  

INV, L1 9103 6.420 0.076  

SMT, L1 9103 6.601 0.077  

INV, L1 9103 5.316 0.069  

SMT, L1 9103 5.555 0.071  

INV, L1 9100 4.539 0.064  

SMT, L1 9103 4.742 0.065  

INV, L1 9103 3.888 0.059  

SMT, L1 9103 4.062 0.060  

INV, L1 9096 3.277 0.054  

SMT, L1 9103 3.500 0.056  

INV, L1 9102 2.905 0.051  

SMT, L1 9103 3.118 0.053  

INV, L1 9095 2.633 0.049  

SMT, L1 9103 2.802 0.050  

INV, L1 9103 2.410 0.047  

SMT, L1 9101 2.576 0.048  

INV, L1 9096 2.233 0.045  

SMT, L1 9103 2.423 0.047  

INV, L1 9013 2.186 0.044  

SMT, L1 9102 2.298 0.045  

INV, L1 9103 2.106 0.044  

SMT, L1 9103 2.232 0.045  

INV, L1, x2 9103 1.897 0.041  

SMT, L1 9103 2.002 0.042  

INV, L1, x2 9103 1.732 0.039  

SMT, L1 9103 1.835 0.041  

INV, L1, x3 9103 1.614 0.038  

SMT, L1 9103 1.680 0.039  

INV, L1, x3 9103 1.468 0.036  

SMT, L1 9101 1.545 0.037  

INV, L1, x3 9103 1.393 0.035  

SMT, L1 9096 1.476 0.036  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 9103 1.357 0.035  

SMT, L1 9103 1.427 0.036  

INV, L1, x3 9103 1.251 0.034  

SMT, L1 9103 1.307 0.034  

INV, L1, x4 9103 1.214 0.033  

SMT, L1 9103 1.265 0.034  

INV, L1, x3 9102 1.119 0.032  

SMT, L1 9103 1.153 0.032 Figure C4.8.3 

 

 

Figure C4.8.1 : Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E8. The geometry of the layer boundary 
will be modified by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks 
and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit 
well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.8.2: Modelling of phase E8 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary was modified 
during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and plotted at the 
top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  
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Figure C4.8.3 :: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E8 as reflected waves. The model is 
able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At 
the bottom, the observed (orange) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

Only 68.9% of the original travel time picks were traced in the starting model, however, 

the number of traceable picks rapidly increased after each iteration and remained 100% until 

the modelling was stopped. Misfit between the observed and calculated data gradually 

improved, although significant change did not occur during the last iteration, therefore inverse 

modelling was stopped. The final version of the model gave strong evidence that the target 

phase likely arrive out-of-plane reflecting rom the layer boundary. 

Option 2: phase E8 critical refraction along the basement rocks 

Inverse modelling was modifying the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the 

sedimentary rocks while phase E8 was traces as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary. 

Inverse modelling is detailed Table C4.8.2.  

Table C4.8.2: Inverse modelling phase E8 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 9103 372.033 0.579 Figure C4.8.4 

INV, L1 9103 230.258 0.455  

SMT, L1 9103 234.490 0459  

INV, L1 9004 142.690 0.358  

SMT, L1 8995 151.600 0.369  

INV, L1 8809 91.575 0.287  

SMT, L1 8801 99.402 0.299  

INV, L1 8507 64.775 0.241  

SMT, L1 8551 67.921 0.247  

INV, L1 8294 44.067 0.199  

SMT, L1 8314 47.492 0.207  

INV, L1 8127 34.024 0.175  

SMT, L1 8134 34.721 0.177  

INV, L1 7999 25.863 0.153  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 8012 26.631 0.155  

INV, L1 7865 20.129 0.135  

SMT, L1 7879 21.142 0.138 Figure C4.8.5 

INV, L1 7744 16.406 0.122  

SMT, L1 7655 12.946 0.108  

INV, L1 7529 10.694 0.098  

SMT, L1 7515 11.574 0.102  

INV, L1 7419 9.955 0.095  

SMT, L1 7481 10.478 0.097  

INV, L1 7358 9.164 0.091  

SMT, L1 7372 9.536 0.093  

INV, L1 7297 8.392 0.087  

SMT, L1 7321 8.693 0.088  

INV, L1 7244 7.685 0.083  

SMT, L1 7261 7.944 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 7173 6.520 0.077  

SMT, L1 7123 6.986 0.079  

INV, L1 7170 6.345 0.076  

SMT, L1 7184 6.696 0.078  

INV, L1 7187 6.297 0.075  

SMT, L1 7190 6.468 0.076  

INV, L1, x2 7219 5.859 0.073  

SMT, L1 7219 6.040 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 7227 5.266 0.069  

SMT, L1 7199 5.353 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 7272 5.035 0.067  

SMT, L1 7250 5.152 0.068  

INV, L1, x3 7258 4.833 0.066  

SMT, L1 7282 4.902 0.066  

INV, L1, x4 7273 4.553 0.064  

SMT, L1 7250 4.836 0.066  

INV, L1, x3 7276 4.467 0.063  

SMT, L1 7237 4.879 0.066  

INV, L1, x3 7308 4.295 0.062  

SMT, L1 7244 4.728 0.065  

INV, L1, x4 7310 4.148 0.061  

SMT, L1 7256 4.418 0.063  

INV, L1, x4 7348 4.129 0.061  

SMT, L1 7270 4.619 0.064  

INV, L1, x4 7359 4.027 0.060  

SMT, L1 7298 4.311 0.062  

INV, L1, x4 7364 4.068 0.061  

SMT, L1 7298 4.276 0.062  

INV, L1, x4 7390 3.996 0.060  

SMT, L1 7311 4.217 0.062  

INV, L1, x5 7428 3.960 0.060  

SMT, L1 7370 4.532 0.064 Figure C4.8.6 
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Figure C4.8.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E8 is travelling along the boundary of the 
basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at 
the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.8.5: Modelling process of out-of-plane signal using phase E8 as headwaves travelling along the layer 
boundary between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace most of the total number 
of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed 
(orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image. 
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Figure C4.8.6 : Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E8 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(orange) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The starting model was able to trace 100% of the original travel time picks, when the 

phase was traced as headwaves; however, the number of traceable picks rapidly decreased 

during inverse modelling. 81% of the travel time picks were traced when the inversion was 

stopped avoiding more data loss. The goodness of fit gradually improved, although it remained 

unaffected over the last few iteration. The modelling was stopped with 4.532 misfit between 

the observed and calculated picks.  

Option 3: phase E8 turning waves through the basement rocks 

Phase E8 was traced in the two-layer velocity model as turning waves arriving from the 

top of layer 2, which represents the basement rocks. Layer boundary was modelled by inverse 

modelling technique, details of the process is presented in Table C4.8.3.  

Table C4.8.3: Inverse modelling of phase E8 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 9103 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 9055 372.145 0.579 Figure C4.8.7 

INV, L1 786 266.593 0.490  

SMT, L1 652 277.849 0.500 Figure C4.8.8 
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Figure C4.8.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E8 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick and can 
be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (orange) and modelled (black) travel time picks 
is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.8.8:: Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E8 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model can hardly trace observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of the figure. 
The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (orange) and calculated travel time picks and 
their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

The starting model was able to trace 99.4% of the total number of travel time picks, 

however, it decreased to 8.6% after the first iteration, therefore inverse modelling was stopped. 

The misfit between the observed and modelled travel times remained too great to be acceptable 

model for phase E8.  

The final velocity model for phase E8 is presented in Figure C4.8.9. Ray density model 

in Figure C4.8.10 demonstrates passing rays. 
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Figure C4.8.9: A two-layer velocity model created by out-of-plane modelling approach. The layer boundary between 
the sedimentary unit (top) and the basement rocks (bottom) were modified by inverse modelling, while phase E8 
was traced reflecting from the bottom of the top layer.  

 

Figure C4.8.10: Ray density model of the velocity model presented in Figure C4.8.9. 

Appendix C4.9 Phase E19 

Phase E19 was picked on eight shot gathers. Initially, E19 was interpreted as a reflected 

waves on shot gathers arriving from the bottom of layer 3 in a four-layer velocity model, where 

layers 2, 3 and 4 positioned within the basement rocks. Inverse modelling indicated that E19 

did not arrive from the same surface as E6, E7, E8 and E9. Further investigations focused on 

modelling geometry of an alternative reflector in layer 3 in a three-layer model. Testing 

different velocities for the starting models showed that phase E19 could travel in a zero and 

also in an increasing vertical velocity gradient layer (solution Ba and Bb). In these models χ2 
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value remained very high thus further modelling procedure must apply to investigate the source 

location of phase E19. 

The starting models for all modelling approaches were parameterized by the same 

fashion. Velocities in both layers and the geometry of the layer boundary were defined by 40 

nodes distributed by regular grid interval. Layer boundary was located at 150 m below sea level. 

The inverse modelling modified the geometry of the layer boundary between the basement 

rocks and the sedimentary unit. 

Option 1: phase E19 reflection from the basement rocks 

Phase E19 was traced in a model as reflected waves arriving from the boundary between 

the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. Inverse modelling modified the layer boundary, 

which is detailed in Table C4.9.1. 

Table C4.9.1: Inverse modelling of phase E19 as out-of-plane signal reflecting from the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates of the boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 678 108.133 0.312 Figure C4.9.1 

INV, L1 688 106.358 0.309  

SMT, L1 615 105.926 0.309  

INV, L1 , x2 636 93.314 0.290  

SMT, L1 639 93.078 0.289  

INV, L1, x2 599 88.450 0.282  

SMT, L1 629 84.420 0.275  

INV, L1, x2 704 78.730 0.266  

SMT, L1 691 70.845 0.252  

INV, L1, x2 791 60.329 0.233  

SMT, L1 701 65.929 0.243  

INV, L1, x3 937 50.631 0.213  

SMT, L1 814 52.074 0.216  

INV, L1, x3 738 37.460 0.183  

SMT, L1 809 44.056 0.199 Figure C4.9.2 

INV, L1, x2 837 33.693 0.174  

SMT, L1 926 36.328 0.182  

INV, L1, x2 861 31.019 0.167  

SMT, L1 925 32.631 0.171  

INV, L1, x2 949 27.907 0.158  

SMT, L1 937 28.356 0.160  

INV, L1, x2 977 23.377 0.145  

SMT, L1 977 23.765 0.146  

INV, L1, x2 977 20.577 0.136  

SMT, L1 977 20.649 0.136  

INV, L1 977 17.427 0.125  

SMT, L1 977 17.361 0.125  

INV, L1, x2 977 14.605 0.115  

SMT, L1 977 14.776 0.115  

INV, L1, x2 977 12.239 0.105  

SMT, L1 977 12.227 0.105  

INV, L1, x2 977 10.224 0.096  

SMT, L1 977 10.416 0.097  

INV, L1, x3 977 8.121 0.085  

SMT, L1 977 8.202 0.086  

INV, L1, x3 977 6.788 0.078  

SMT, L1 977 6.998 0.079  

INV, L1, x3 977 6.074 0.074  

SMT, L1 977 6.277 0.075  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 977 5.497 0.070  

SMT, L1 976 5.656 0.071  

INV, L1, x3 977 4.505 0.064  

SMT, L1 977 4.800 0.066  

INV, L1, x3 977 4.084 0.061  

SMT, L1 977 4.210 0.062  

INV, L1, x4 977 3.658 0.057  

SMT, L1 977 3.822 0.059  

INV, L1, x4 977 3.466 0.056  

SMT, L1 977 3.644 0.057  

INV, L1, 4 977 3.392 0.055  

SMT, L1 977 3.509 0.056  

INV, L1, x3 977 2.690 0.049  

SMT, L1 977 2.814 0.050  

INV, L1, x3 977 2.582 0.048  

SMT, L1 977 2.639 0.049  

INV, L1, x4 977 2.452 0.047  

SMT, L1 977 2.526 0.048  

INV, L1, x4 977 2.368 0.046  

SMT, L1 977 2.401 0.046  

INV, L1, x4 977 2.288 0.045  

SMT, L1 977 2.337 0.,046  

INV, L1, x3 977 2.079 0.043  

SMT, L1 977 2.157 0.044  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.913 0.041  

SMT, L1 977 1.971 0.042  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.859 0.041  

SMT, L1 977 1.935 0.042  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.716 0.039  

SMT, L1 977 1.779 0.040  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.672 0.039  

SMT, L1 977 1.730 0.039  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.532 0.037  

SMT, L1 977 1.652 0.039  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.478 0.036  

SMT, L1 977 1.622 0.038  

INV, L1, x4 977 1.452 0.036  

SMT, L1 977 1.613 0.038 Figure C4.9.3 

 
Figure C4.9.1  Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E19. The geometry of the layer boundary 
will be altered by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks 
and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well 
as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.9.2: Modelling of phase E19 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary was modified 
during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and plotted at the 
top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  

 

Figure C4.9.3: Final result of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E19 as reflected waves. The model is 
able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At 
the bottom, the observed (purple) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

Only 69.4% of the total amount of travel time picks were traced in the starting model. 

However, the number of traceable picks gradually increased after every iterations and reached 

the maximum. Misfit between the observed and the modelled travel times was 10.8.133 at the 

beginning of the inverse modelling and dropped to 1.613 at the end of the process. The geometry 

of the layer boundary was smoothed after every 3 or 4 iterations. 
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Option 2: phase E19 critical refraction along the top of the basement rock contact 

Inverse modelling modified the layer boundary while phase E19 was traced as headwaves 

travelling along the layer boundary. Modelling process is detailed in Table C4.9.2. 

Table C4.9.2: Inverse modelling of phase E19 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 977 224.928 0.450 Figure C4.9.4 

INV, L1 977 202.001 0.426  

SMT, L1 977 203.190 0.427  

INV, L1 977 182.325 0.405  

SMT, L1 977 183.731 0.406  

INV, L1 977 163.999 0.384  

SMT, L1 977 166.965 0.387  

INV, L1 977 149.985 0.367  

SMT, L1 977 151.753 0.369  

INV, L1, x2 969 122.666 0.332  

SMT, L1 968 125.769 0.336  

INV, L1, x2 958 102.673 0.304  

SMT, L1 959 106.952 0.310  

INV, L1 954 96.875 0.295  

SMT, L1 954 98.147 0.297  

INV, L1 945 88.884 0.283  

SMT, L1 946 91.027 0.286  

INV, L1, x2 936 74.881 0.259  

SMT, L1 937 77.915 0.265  

INV, L1 931 70.657 0.252  

SMT, L1 933 73.228 0.257  

INV, L1, x2 919 61.516 0.235  

SMT, L1 921 64.143 0.240  

INV, L1, x2 909 54.197 0.221  

SMT, L1 910 56.118 0.225 Figure C4.9.5 

INV, L1, x2 903 47.886 0.207  

SMT, L1 904 49.560 0.211  

INV, L1, x2 897 42.218 0.195  

SMT, L1 896 43.419 0.198  

INV, L1, x2 889 36.693 0.182  

SMT, L1 889 37.928 0.185  

INV, L1, x2 884 31.628 0.169  

SMT, L1 884 32.903 0.172  

INV, L1 880 27.130 0.156  

SMT, L1 880 28.790 0.161  

INV, L1, x2 867 22.055 0.141  

SMT, L1 867 23.366 0.145  

INV, L1, x2 852 18.325 0.128  

SMT, L1 855 19.396 0.132  

INV, L1, x2 841 15.282 0.117  

SMT, L1 841 16.024 0.120  

INV, L1, x2 832 12.688 0.107  

SMT, L1 834 13.295 0.109  

INV, L1, x3 828 9.789 0.094  

SMT, L1 831 10.924 0.099  

INV, L1, x3 826 8.658 0.088  

SMT, L1 830 9.399 0.092  

INV, L1, x3 827 7.628 0.083  

SMT, L1 829 8.437 0.087  

INV, L1, x3 826 7.231 0.081  

SMT, L1 826 7.948 0.085  

INV, L1, x3 828 6.903 0.079  

SMT, L1 828 7.374 0.081  

INV, L1, x3 826 6.307 0.075  

SMT, L1 826 6.923 0.079  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 825 6.269 0.075  

SMT, L1 829 6.688 0.078  

INV, L1, x3 829 6.097 0.074  

SMT, L1 827 6.530 0.077  

INV, L1, x3 6.136 0.074 0.074  

SMT, L1 827 6.353 0.076  

INV, L1, x3 826 5.715 0.072  

SMT, L1 828 6.125 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 827 5.845 0.072  

SMT, L1 827 5.910 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 828 5.262 0.069  

SMT, L1 824 5.507 0.070  

INV, L1, x3 829 4.812 0.066  

SMT, L1 826 5.125 0.068  

INV, L1, x3 829 4.299 0.062  

SMT, L1 823 4.992 0.067  

INV, L1, x3 823 4.180 0.061  

SMT, L1 824 4.712 0.065  

INV, L1, x4 824 4.561 0.064  

SMT, L1 823 4.587 0.064  

INV, L1, x3 823 4.201 0.061  

SMT, L1 823 4.660 0.065  

INV, L1, x2 819 3.877 0.059  

SMT, L1 821 4.301 0.062  

INV, L1, x3 823 4.085 0.061  

SMT, L1 819 4.074 0.061  

INV, L1, x3 821 3.888 0.059  

SMT, L1 815 4.101 0.061  

INV, L1, x3 819 3.433 0.056  

SMT, L1 819 3.823 0.059  

INV, L1, x3 824 3.469 0.056  

SMT, L1 820 3.764 0.058  

INV, L1, x3 820 3.497 0.056  

SMT, L1 819 4.029 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 814 2.981 0.052  

SMT, L1 815 3.536 0.056  

INV, L1, x3 818 2.656 0.049  

SMT, L1 812 3.152 0.053  

INV, L1, x4 815 2.376 0.046  

SMT, L1 816 3.177 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 814 2.468 0.047  

SMT, L1 816 2.866 0.051  

INV, L1, x3 820 2.317 0.046  

SMT, L1 810 2.785 0.050  

INV, L1, x3 814 2.756 0.050  

SMT, L1 816 2.700 0.049  

INV, L1, x3 820 2.250 0.045  

SMT, L1 812 2.704 0.049  

INV, L1, x3 820 1.868 0.041  

SMT, L1 815 2.516 0.048  

INV, L1, x3 826 1.397 0.035  

SMT, L1 816 2.210 0.045  

INV, L1, x3 822 1.236 0.033  

SMT, L1 817 2.118 0.044  

INV, L1, x3 818 1.284 0.034  

SMT, L1 816 2.524 0.048  

INV, L1, x3 817 1.251 0.034  

SMT, L1 813 2.134 0.044 Figure C4.9.6 
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Figure C4.9.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E19 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be modified by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (purple) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the 
bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.9.5: Modelling of out-of-plane signal using phase E19 as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 
between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace most of the maximum number of 
travel time picks as presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed (purple) and 
calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.9.6 : Final result of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E19 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(purple) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

All travel time picks were traced in the starting model. Number of picks remained 100% 

at the beginning of the inverse modelling, but later gradually decreased and the modelling 

needed to be stopped (83.2%) to avoid more data loss The χ2 = 224.928 in the starting model. 

The goodness of fit gradually improved after each iteration and became 2.134 at the end. Layer 

boundary was smoothed regularly.  

Option 3: phase E19 turning waves through the basement rocks 

Modelling a potential out-of-plane surface, phase E19 was traced in the two-layer model 

as turning waves arriving from the top of layer 2. Details of the inverse modelling is presented 

in Table C4.9.3. 

Table C4.9.3: Inverse modelling of phase E19 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 977 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 976 224.983 0.450 Figure C4.9.7 

INV, L1 169 166.922 0.386  

SMT, L1 281 167.279 0.387 Figure C4.9.8 
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Figure C4.9.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E19 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick 
and can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (orange) and modelled (purple) travel 
time picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.9.8: Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E19 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any travel time picks as it presented at the top part of the figure. The 
goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (purple) and calculated travel time picks and their 
fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Although the almost 100% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model, the 

number of traceable picks significantly dropped to 17.3% after the first iteration, thus further 

modelling was not undertaken. The goodness of fit remained high.  

The most suitable velocity model tracing phase E19 is presented in Figure C4.9.9, while 

the passing ray density can be seen in Figure C4.9.10. 
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Figure C4.9.9: A two-layer velocity model created by inverse modelling. This is the most suitable model tracing 
phase E19 with the lowest χ2 value. 

 

Figure C4.9.10: Density of passing rays in the velocity model presented in Figure C4.9.9.  

Appendix C4.10 Phase E9 

Phase E9 is visible on most of the shot gathers (it was confidently picked on 60 records) 

typically arriving late. During the initial phase interpretation, E9 assumed to be reflecting from 

the bottom of layer 3 in the layer-based velocity model arriving from the same reflector as E6, 

E7, E8, E18 and E19. In the layer-based velocity model, the sedimentary unit is overlying 

several layers of basement rocks. Inversion process suggested that these signals are not arriving 

from a common interface, and probably arrive from a floating reflector not attached to any 

continuous layer boundary. Phase E9 was modelled separately reflecting from a floating 
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reflector in a gradually increasing vertical velocity gradient layer. Unfortunately, signals of 

phase E9 did not fit to a reflective surface, thus the source location of the signals remained 

uncertain. Further investigation considers that the phase arrives out-of-plane, and thus, must be 

investigated. 

Before inverse modelling was applied, a common starting model was created and 

parameterized by the same fashion than models for previously presented phases. Velocities in 

both layers and the geometry of the layer boundary were defined by 40 nodes. The top of the 

basement rocks are set to 150 m below sea level.  

Option 1: phase E9 reflection from the basement rocks 

Phase E19 was traced as reflected waves arriving from the top of the basement rocks. The 

inverse modelling modified the layer boundary. Details of the modelling is presented in Table 

C4.10.1. 

Table C4.10.1: Inverse modelling of phase E9 as out-of-plane signal reflecting from the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 3995 303.117 0.522 
Figure 

C4.10.1 

INV, L1, x2 3680 281.972 0.504  

SMT, L1 4121 281.008 0.503  

INV, L1 4263 253.378 0.477  

SMT, L1 4360 254.317 0.478  

INV, L1 4246 234.087 0.459  

SMT, L1 4333 233.495 0.458  

INV, L1, x2 4372 187.696 0.411  

SMT, L1 4347 189.762 0.413  

INV, L1 4365 168.505 0.389  

SMT, L1 4389 169.269 0.390  

INV, L1 4357 150.530 0.368  

SMT, L1 4340 152.170 0.370  

INV, L1 4318 134.555 0.348  

SMT, L1 4348 135.371 0.349  

INV, L1 4368 118.355 0.326  

SMT, L1 4373 119.246 0.328  

INV, L1 4405 104.024 0.306  

SMT, L1 4388 105.648 0.308  

INV, L1, x2 4460 80.554 0.269  

SMT, L1 4478 81.365 0.271  

INV, L1, x2 4527 62.540 0.237  

SMT, L1 4515 63.782 0.240  

INV, L1, x2 4564 49.895 0.212  

SMT, L1 4581 51.037 0.214  

INV, L1, x2 4550 39.979 0.190  

SMT, L1 4606 41.233 0.193 
Figure 

C4.10.2 

INV, L1, x2 4687 32.108 0.170  

SMT, L1 4719 33.313 0.173  

INV, L1, x2 4707 26.431 0.154  

SMT, L1 4735 27.686 0.158  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x2 4732 22.313 0.142  

SMT, L1 4789 23.491 0.145  

INV, L1, x2 4760 18.912 0.130  

SMT, L1 4837 20.026 0.134  

INV, L1, x2 4799 16.184 0.121  

SMT, L1 4860 17.070 0.124  

INV, L1, x2 4795 13.517 0.110  

SMT, L1 4870 14.403 0.114  

INV, L1, x2 4780 11.229 0.101  

SMT, L1 4897 12.317 0.105  

INV, L1, x2 4749 8.690 0.088  

SMT, L1 4881 10.051 0.095  

INV, L1, x2 4712 7.054 0.080  

SMT, L1 4900 8.561 0.088  

INV, L1, x2 4732 6.097 0.074  

SMT, L1 4915 7.669 0.083  

INV, L1 4840 6.153 0.077  

SMT, L1 4923 7.459 0.082  

INV, L1,x2 4816 5.754 0.072  

SMT, L1 4903 6.521 0.077  

INV, L1, x2 4768 5.036 0.067  

SMT, L1 4892 5.867 0.073  

INV, L1, x2 4810 4.843 0.066  

SMT, L1 4918 5.714 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 4817 4.447 0.063  

SMT, L1 4931 5.343 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 4798 4.018 0.060  

SMT, L1 4894 4.683 0.065  

INV, L1, x3 4825 3.963 0.060  

SMT, L1 4921 4.553 0.064  

INV, L1, x3 4861 3.637 0.057  

SMT, L1 4911 4.130 0.061  

INV, L1, x3 4861 3.591 0.057  

SMT, L1 4939 4.108 0.061  

INV, L1, x3 4849 3.015 0.052  

SMT, L1 4929 3.502 0.056  

INV, L1, x2 4864 2.956 0.052  

SMT, L1 4936 3.401 0.055  

INV, L1, x3 4880 2.769 0.050  

SMT, L1 4930 3.116 0.053  

INV, L1, x4 4850 2.607 0.048  

SMT, L1 4939 2.997 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 4868 2.549 0.048  

SMT, L1 4947 2.967 0.052  

INV, L1, x4 4862 2.490 0.047  

SMT, L1 4942 2.843 0.050  

INV, L1, x3 4868 2.223 0.045  

SMT, L1 4907 2.447 0.047  

INV, L1, x3 4878 2.147 0.044  

SMT, L1 4933 2.315 0.046  

INV, L1, x3 4882 2.093 0.043  

SMT, L1 4919 2.218 0.045  

INV, L1, x3 4903 2.098 0.043  

SMT, L1 4943 2.243 0.045  

INV, L1, x4 4942 2.120 0.044  

SMT, L1 4962 2.257 0.045  

INV, L1, x4 4925 2.037 0.043  

SMT, L1 4954 2.147 0.044  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x4 4929 2.025 0.043  

SMT, L1, x2 4961 2.252 0.045  

INV, L1, x4 4946 2.021 0.043  

SMT, L1 4962 2.115 0.044  

INV, L1, x4 4940 1.971 0.042  

SMT, L1 4960 2.023 0.043  

INV, L1, x4 4940 1.960 0.042  

SMT, L1 4954 2.001 0.042  

INV, L1, x4 4879 1.898 0.041  

SMT, L1 4932 1.958 0.042  

INV, L1, x5 4924 1.901 0.041  

SMT, L1 4951 1.940 0.042  

INV, L1, x3 4925 1.897 0.041  

SMT, L1 4946 1.933 0.042  

INV, L1, x3 4942 1.893 0.041  

SMT, L1 4956 1.928 0.042 
Figure 

C4.10.3 

 

 

Figure C4.10.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E9. The geometry of the layer boundary 
will be altered by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks 
and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (olive) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well 
as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.10.2: Modelling of phase E9 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary was modified 
during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and plotted at the 
top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (olive) and calculated (black) travel time picks are showed.  

 

Figure C4.10.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E9 as reflected waves. The model is 
able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At 
the bottom, the observed (olive) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

Only 80.5% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model, however the 

number of traceable picks rapidly increased after each iteration and reached 100%. The 

goodness of fit also improved promptly from 303.117 to 1.928. The layer boundary was 

regularly smoothed during modelling.  
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Option 2: phase E19 critical refraction along the basement rocks 

Inverse modelling modified the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the 

sedimentary unit, while the target phase was traced as headwaves travelling along the boundary. 

Modelling is detailed in Table C4.10.2.  

Table C4.10.2: Inverse modelling of phase E9 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 4962 448.640 0.635 Figure C4.10.4 

INV, L1 4905 351.351 0.562  

SMT, L1 4907 355.722 0.563  

INV, L1 4796 282.142 0.504  

SMT, L1 4799 284.395 0.506  

INV, L1 4653 227.675 0.453  

SMT, L1 4661 231.893 0.457  

INV, L1 4591 188.139 0.411  

SMT, L1 4527 191.664 0.415  

INV, L1 4374 157.544 0.377  

SMT, L1 4384 160.657 0.380  

INV, L1, x2 4097 110.565 0.315  

SMT, L1 4103 113.581 0.320  

INV, L1, x2 3835 81.574 0.271  

SMT, L1 3866 85.589 0.278  

INV, L1 3625 62.427 0.237  

SMT, L1 3643 65.798 0.243  

INV, L1, x2 3441 50.166 0.212  

SMT, L1 3468 53.405 0.219  

INV, L1, x3 3240 37.652 0.184  

SMT, L1 3281 40.134 0.190  

INV, L1, x3 3090 29.372 0.163  

SMT, L1 3107 31.395 0.168  

INV, L1, x2 3014 25.906 0.153  

SMT, L1 3021 27.170 0.156  

INV, L1, x2 2936 21.584 0.139  

SMT, L1 2996 22.739 0.143 Figure C4.10.5 

INV, L1, x2 2846 18.139 0.128  

SMT, L1 2843 19.123 0.131  

INV, L1, x2 2710 11.595 0.102  

SMT, L1 2712 12.595 0.106  

INV, L1, x2 2632 8.361 0.087  

SMT, L1 2587 8.784 0.089  

INV, L1, x2 2535 6.606 0.077  

SMT, L1 2516 6.925 0.079  

INV, L1, x2 2467 5.504 0.070  

SMT, L1 2472 5.808 0.072  

INV, L1, x2 2463 4.749 0.065  

SMT, L1 2447 5.091 0.068  

INV, L1, x3 2435 4.030 0.060  

SMT, L1 2446 4.335 0.062  

INV, L1, x2 2463 3.636 0.057  

SMT, L1 2453 3.849 0.059  

INV, L1, x3 2493 3.319 0.055  

SMT, L1 2471 3.623 0.057  

INV, L1, x3 2501 3.112 0.053  

SMT, L1 2499 3.398 0.055  

INV, L1, x3 2472 2.830 0.050  

SMT, L1 2483 3.166 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 2492 2.799 0.050  

SMT, L1 2485 3.086 0.053  

INV, L1, x3 2483 2.590 0.048  

SMT, L1 2470 2.785 0.050  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 2485 2.474 0.047  

SMT, L1 2484 2.653 0.049  

INV, L1, x3 2472 2.322 0.046  

SMT, L1 2494 2.581 0.048  

INV, L1, x3 2471 1.941 0.042  

SMT, L1 2463 2.309 0.046  

INV, L1, x3 2451 1.856 0.041  

SMT, L1 2448 2.193 0.044  

INV, L1, x3 2417 1.767 0.040  

SMT, L1 2429 2.066 0.043  

INV, L1, x3 2401 1.698 0.039  

SMT, L1 2427 2.012 0.043  

INV, L1, x4 2423 1.626 0.038  

SMT, L1 2416 1.963 0.042  

INV, L1, x3 2431 1.607 0.038  

SMT, L1 2422 1.934 0.042  

INV, L1, x5 2439 1.579 0.038  

SMT, L1 2432 1.877 0.041  

INV, L1, x4 2446 1.554 0.037  

SMT, L1 2433 1.854 0.041  

INV, L1, x4 2432 1.524 0.037  

SMT, L1 2441 1.828 0.041  

INV, L1, x3 2391 1.318 0.034  

SMT, L1 2387 1.648 0.039  

INV, L1, x3 2380 1.154 0.032  

SMT, L1 2371 1.706 0.039  

INV, L1, x3 2398 1.148 0.032  

SMT, L1 2368 1.710 0.039 Figure C4.10.6 

 

 

Figure C4.10.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E9 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (olive) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the 
bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.10.5 : Modelling of out-of-plane signal using phase E9 as headwaves travelling along the layer boundary 
between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace most of the total number of observed 
travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the observed (olive) and 
calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.10.6 : Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E9 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(olive) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The starting model can traced the maximum number of the travel time picks, but after 

each iteration, the number of traceable picks gradually decreased. When the inverse modelling 

was stopped, the model traced 42.7% of the total amount of travel time picks. The goodness of 

fit improved significantly from 448.640 to 1.710. The layer boundary was smoothed regularly. 
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Option 3: phase E19 Turning waves through the basement rocks 

At the final stage of the out-of-plane signal modelling, phase E9 was traced as turning 

waves travelling within the basement rocks. Details of inverse modelling can be found in Table 

C4.10.3.  

Table C4.10.3: Inverse modelling of phase E9 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 4962 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 4801 448.975 0.636 Figure C4.10.7 

INV, L1 706 288.874 0.510  

SMT, L1 397 361.564 0.570 Figure C4.10.8 

 

 

Figure C4.10.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E9 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick 
and can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (orange) and modelled (olive) travel time 
picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.10.8 Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E9 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of the 
figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (purple) and calculated travel time 
picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Unfortunately, only 14.2% of the travel time picks were traced after the first iteration, 

while the misfit between the observed and calculated arrival times remained high.  

This velocity model is presented in Figure C4.10.8 with the passing ray densities in Figure 

C4.10.10.  

 

Figure C4.10.9: A two-layer velocity model created by inverse modelling. Phase E9 is traced as reflected waves 
arriving out-of-plane. 
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Figure C4.10.10: Density of passing rays in the velocity model presented in Figure C4.10.9.  

Appendix C4.11 Phase E17 

Travel times of phase E17 were picked confidently on 15 shot gathers. Initially, E17 was 

interpreted as reflected waves, presumably arriving from a reflector located likely deeper than 

1 km. Therefore, in the initial phase interpretation described the target phase arriving from the 

bottom of layer 4 in a five-layer velocity model. Layer 1 represents the sedimentary unit 

underlying by the basement rocks which contains four distinguishable velocity zone. However, 

inverse modelling strongly suggested that phase E17 does not arrive from such a surface and 

additional modelling took place. Phase E17 was modelled on floating reflectors in a four- and 

also in a three-layer velocity model. The number of traceable travel time picks were well 

reserved in all three models, but fitting all picks on one single reflector became challenging. 

The goodness of fit was carefully checked on each shot gather in all three models and their 

results indicated that E17 signals probably arrive from a 3D structure or reflecting from out-of-

plane. If the seismic profile does not cross a structure perpendicular, signals will arrive in 

different time on shot record depending on the shot location. Projecting a 3D structure into a 

single 2D surface cannot provide a satisfactory model in this case. The goodness of fit improved 

significantly when floating reflectors were modelled for each individual shot gather, although 

the χ2=6.921 is still too high to be confidently accepted, thus further investigation must be 

undertaken. 

Velocities and geometry of the layer boundary were defined by 40 nodes. The layer 

boundary is located at 150 m below sea level in the starting model. All three modelling 

approaches used the same starting model during the out-of-plane investigations.  
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Option 1: phase E17 reflection from the basement rocks 

First, the target phase was traced in the two-layer model reflecting from the bottom of the 

sedimentary unit. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the layer boundary, details can 

be found in Table C4.11.1.  

Table C4.11.1: Inverse modelling of phase E17 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 1031 306.772 0.525 Figure C4.11.1 

INV, L1, x2 944 280.333 0.502  

SMT, L1 970 283.132 0.505  

INV, L1 1012 265.337 0.448  

SMT, L1 1004 267.114 0.490  

INV, L1, x2 1011 233.395 0.458  

SMT, L1 1015 234.584 0.459  

INV, L1, x2 1017 205.154 0.429  

SMT, L1 1011 208.289 0.433  

INV, L1, x2 1016 189.487 0.413  

SMT, L1 1019 192.075 0.416  

INV, L1 1021 180.050 0.402  

SMT, L1 1024 172.495 0.394  

INV, L1, x2 1019 152.208 0.370  

SMT, L1 1020 155.445 0.374  

INV, L1 1019 146.772 0.363  

SMT, L1 1023 143.167 0.359  

INV, L1 1030 128.879 0.340  

SMT, L1 1031 131.249 0.344  

INV, L1, x2 1031 116.460 0.324  

SMT, L1 131 120.252 0.329  

INV, L1, x2 1031 107.950 0.312  

SMT, L1 1031 110.120 0.315  

INV, L1, x2 1031 100.387 0.360  

SMT, L1 1031 102.347 0.303  

INV, L1, x2 1031 92.410 0.288  

SMT, L1 1031 94.581 0.292  

INV, L1, x2 1031 86.687 0.279  

SMT, L1 1031 88.991 0.283  

INV, L1, x2 1031 81.815 0.271  

SMT, L1 1031 84.521 0.276  

INV, L1, x2 1031 70.178 0.251  

SMT, L1 1031 72.114 0.255  

INV, L1, x2 1029 60.824 0.234  

SMT, L1 1031 62.062 0.236  

INV, L1, x2 1025 53.281 0.219  

SMT, L1 1030 56.764 0.226  

INV, L1, x2 1031 48.109 0.208  

SMT, L1 1031 49.338 0.211  

INV, L1, x2 1031 43.438 0.198  

SMT, L1 1031 44.136 0.199  

INV, L1, x2 1026 38.848 0.187  

SMT, L1 1020 39.331 0.188 Figure C4.11.2 

INV, L1, x2 1022 35.258 0.178  

SMT, L1 1031 37.486 0.184  

INV, L1, x2 1002 29.891 0.164  

SMT, L1 1030 30.863 0.167  

INV, L1, x2 987 25.883 0.153  

SMT, L1 1030 26.636 0.155  

INV, L1,x2 997 22.471 0.142  

SMT, L1 1031 23.807 0.146  

INV, L1, x3 975 20.010 0.134  

SMT, L1 1026 20.644 0.136  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 100 18.341 0.128  

SMT, L1 1031 20.028 0.134  

INV, L1, x4 965 15.879 0.119  

SMT, L1 1022 16.141 0.120  

INV, L1, x3 988 14.355 0.114  

SMT, L1, x2 1021 15.663 0.119  

INV, L1, x3 1006 13.900 0.112  

SMT, L1 1031 14.508 0.114  

INV, L1, x4 1023 13.824 0.111  

SMT, L1 1031 14.147 0.113  

INV, L1, x3 1028 14.029 0.112  

SMT, L1 1027 14.209 0.113  

INV, L1, x3 1031 13.987 0.112  

SMT, L1 1031 14.042 0.112  

INV, L1, x3 1013 14.330 0.114  

SMT, L1 1031 13.955 0.112  

INV, L1, x2 1025 13.885 0.112  

SMT, L1 1031 13.824 0.111  

INV, L1, x3 1028 13.732 0.111  

SMT, L1 1031 14.254 0.113  

INV, L1, x2 1031 13.756 0.111  

SMT, L1 1024 13.939 0.112 Figure C4.11.3 

 

 

Figure C4.11.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be modified 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at 
the top part of the figure. The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.11.2: Modelling of phase E17 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary was 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
are showed.  

 

Figure C4.11.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E17 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. 
At the bottom, the observed (yellow) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The maximum number of travel time picks were traced in the starting model. However, 

during the inverse modelling, the number of traceable picks changed after each iteration. 99.3% 

of the travel time picks were traced when the modelling stopped. The misfit between the 

observed and the calculated picks is 306.772 in the starting model, and gradually improved, 

however remained high during the last few iteration, therefore inverse modelling was stopped. 

The χ2 value is 13.939 in the final model. 
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Option 2: phase E17 critical refraction along the basement rock contact 

Phase E17 was traced as headwaves travelling along the top of the basement rocks, while 

inverse modelling modified the geometry of the boundary. Details of modelling is presented in 

Table C4.11.2. 

Table C4.11.2: Inverse modelling of phase E17 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 963 394.368 0.595 Figure C4.11.4 

INV, L1, x2 871 328.093 0.543  

SMT, L1 876 324.420 0.548  

INV, L1, x2 772 290.001 0.511  

SMT, L1 778 295.688 0.516  

INV, L1, x2 690 264.487 0.488  

SMT, L1 707 272.761 0.495  

INV, L1, x2 644 247.888 0.472  

SMT, L1 659 253.353 0.477  

INV, L1 566 212.574 0.437  

SMT, L1 573 221.961 0.447  

INV, L1, x2 506 189.747 0.413  

SMT, L1 515 198.800 0.423  

INV, L1, x2 470 173.788 0.395  

SMT, L1 470 182.281 0.405  

INV, L1, x3 442 153.456 0.371  

SMT, L1 445 161.299 0.381  

INV, L1, x2 425 141.851 0.357  

SMT, L1 411 149.538 0.366  

INV, L1, x3 391 125.057 0.335  

SMT, L1 380 132.486 0.345  

INV, L1, x3 359 110.298 0.315  

SMT, L1 366 119.741 0.328 Figure C4.11.5 

 

 

Figure C4.11.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests when phase E17 is travelling along the boundary of 
the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered by the inverse 
modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and plotted at the top 
part of the figure. The observed (yellow) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted at the 
bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.11.5: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E17 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(yellow) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

Although 93.4% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model, the number of 

traceable picks rapidly decreased during inverse modelling, and thus, the process needed to be 

stopped. The misfit between the observed and the calculated travel times remained high.  

Option 3: phase E17 Turning waves through the basement rocks 

Travel time picks of phase E17 were traced as turning waves travelling within the top of 

the basement rocks, while inverse modelling modified the geometry of the layer boundary 

between the sedimentary unit and the underlying basement rocks. Details of the modelling is 

presented in C4.11.3. 

Table C4.11.3: Inverse modelling of phase E17 travelling through the upper part of the basement rocks. INV = 
inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1031 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 856 408.802 0.606 Figure C4.11.6 

INV, L1 85 229.078 0.451  

SMT, L1 45 215.340 0.435 Figure C4.11.7 
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Figure C4.11.6: A two-layer starting model for phase E17 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model can trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick and 
can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (yellow) and modelled (black) travel time 
picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.11.7 Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E17 as turning waves travelling through the top 
of the basement rocks. The model could not trace most of the observed travel time picks as it presented at the top 
part of the figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (yellow) and calculated 
(black) travel time picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

The starting model tracee 83% of the travel time picks, but the number of traceable picks 

decreased significantly after the first iteration and the modelling was not continued. The χ2 

value remained high.  
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Modelling floating reflectors for E17 signals  

Shot 1113 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1113 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the original observed travel time picks (52), χ2=3.698, RMS residual = 0.057.  

Table C4.11.4: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1113 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number 

of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 52 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.10 7.10 1.70 2.50 52 3.496 0.056 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.8 

4.10 7.10 1.67 2.50 52 3.329 0.054  

4.10 7.10 1.67 2.95 52 3.193 0.053  

4.10 7.10 1.66 2.95 52 3.064 0.052  

4.12 7.12 1.66 2.95 52 2.985 0.051 Figure C4.11.9 

 

 

Figure C4.11.8: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1113 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, the two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks.  
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Figure C4.11.9: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1113. The velocity model contains two layers, and 
it is able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks.  

Shot 1114 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1114 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the observed travel time picks (97), χ2=13.284, RMS residual = 0.109.  

Table C4.11.5: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1114 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW end 

of the floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE end 

of the floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of the 

reflector (km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of the 

reflector (km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

97 

χ2 RMS Figure/ comments 

3.50 6.50 1.90 2.00 97 14.863 0.115 

Floating reflector 

created in a three-

layer model, tested 

in the two-layer 

model 

Modifying the coordinates of the reflector did not improve the goodness of fit, therefore it need to create for this shot gather 

in a two-layer model with a horizontal starting settings 

3.00 7.00 1.9 1.9 97 12.589 0.106  

3.00 7.00 1.88 1.90 97 12.593 0.106  

3.00 7.00 1.88 2.20 97 16.914 0.123  

3.00 7.00 1.50 2.20 97 7.897 0.084  

3.00 7.00 1.50 2.21 97 7.784 0.083  

2.90 6.90 1.50 2.21 97 7.426 0.081 Figure C4.11.10 
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Figure C4.11.10: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1114. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the original observed travel time picks. 

Shot 1115 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1115 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the observed travel time picks (87), χ2=9.818, RMS residual = 0.094.  

Table C4.11.6: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1115 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW end 

of the floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE end 

of the floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of the 

reflector (km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of the 

reflector (km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out of 

87 

χ2 RMS Figure/ comments 

3.80 6.80 1.80 2.10 87 9.666 0.093 

Floating reflector 

created in a three-

layer model, tested 

in the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.11 

3.80 6.80 1.80 2.60 87 16.052 0.120  

  1.50 2.60 87 5.395 0.069  

  1.50 2.90 87 4.966 0.066  

  1.40 2.90 87 4.433 0.075  

  1.40 3.10 87 3.816 0.058  

3.79 6.79 1.40 3.10 87 3.812 0.058 Figure C4.11.12 
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Figure C4.11.11: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1115 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the travel 
time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.12: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1115. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks.  

Shot 1116 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1116 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the original observed travel time picks (88), χ2=7.508, RMS residual = 0.082.  
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Table C4.11.7: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1116 using phase E18 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 88 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

2.90 5.90 1.30 2.10 88 6.616 0.077 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.13 

2.90 5.90 1.15 2.10 88 5.833 0.072  

2.90 5.90 1.15 2.18 88 5.487 0.070  

2.90 5.90 1.06 2.18 88 5.171 0.068  

2.90 5.90 1.06 2.25 88 4.908 0.066  

2.90 5.90 0.99 2.25 88 4.685 0.065  

2.90 5.90 0.99 2.32 88 4.485 0.063  

2.90 5.90 0.92 2.32 88 4.267 0.062  

2.90 5.90 0.92 2.39 88 4.087 0.060  

2.90 5.90 0.86 2.39 88 3.907 0.059  

2.90 5.90 0.81 2.39 88 3.634 0.057  

2.90 5.90 0.81 2.51 88 3.512 0.056  

2.90 5.90 0.76 2.51 88 3.390 0.055  

2.90 5.90 0.76 2.57 88 3.274 0.054  

2.90 5.90 0.71 2.57 88 3.176 0.053  

2.90 5.90 0.71 2.64 88 3.055 0.052  

2.90 5.90 0.67 2.64 88 2.958 0.051  

2.90 5.90 0.67 2.69 88 2.803 0.051  

2.90 5.90 0.63 2.69 88 2.821 0.050  

2.90 5.90 0.63 2.75 88 2.744 0.049  

2.90 5.90 0.59 2.75 88 2.675 0.049  

2.90 5.90 0.59 2.81 88 2.605 0.048  

2.90 5.90 0.56 2.81 88 2.545 0.048  

2.90 5.90 0.56 2.86 88 2.507 0.047  

2.90 5.90 0.52 2.86 88 2.448 0.047  

2.90 5.90 0.52 2.92 88 2.385 0.046  

2.90 5.90 0.49 2.92 88 2.341 0.046  

2.90 5.90 0.49 2.95 88 2.307 0.045  

2.90 5.90 0.47 2.95 88 2.293 0.045  

2.90 5.90 0.47 3.01 88 2.248 0.045  

2.90 5.90 0.44 3.01 88 2.208 0.044  

2.90 5.90 0.44 3.06 88 2.172 0.044  

2.90 5.90 0.39 3.06 88 2.162 0.044  

2.90 5.90 0.39 3.15 88 2.054 0.043  

2.90 5.90 0.37 3.15 88 2.026 0.042  

2.90 5.90 0.37 3.19 88 2.011 0.042  

2.90 5.90 0.35 3.19 88 1.982 0.042  

2.90 5.90 0.35 3.22 88 1.968 0.042  

2.90 5.90 0.33 3.22 88 1.950 0.042  

2.90 5.90 0.33 3.27 88 1.928 0.041  

2.90 5.90 0.31 3.27 88 1.902 0.041  

2.90 5.90 0.31 3.30 88 1.889 0.041  

2.90 5.90 0.29 3.30 88 1.873 0.041  

2.90 5.90 0.29 3.35 88 1.852 0.041  

2.90 5.90 0.27 3.35 88 1.830 0.040  

2.90 5.90 0.27 3.39 88 1.817 0.040  

2.90 5.90 0.25 3.39 88 1.796 0.040 Figure C4.11.14 
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Figure C4.11.13: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1116 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the observed 
travel time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.14: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1116. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the travel time picks.  

Shot 1117 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1117 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the travel time picks (78), χ2=6.874, RMS residual = 0.078.  
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Table C4.11.8: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1117 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 78 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

3.50 6.50 1.40 2.20 78 6.462 0.076 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.15 

3.50 6.50 1.28 2.20 78 5.458 0.070  

3.50 6.50 1.28 2.31 78 5.111 0.067  

3.50 6.50 1.22 2.31 78 4.859 0.066  

3.50 6.50 1.22 2.42 78 4.578 0.064  

3.50 6.50 1.16 2.42 78 4.369 0.061  

3.50 6.50 1.16 2.55 78 4.077 0.060  

3.50 6.50 1.11 2.55 78 3.875 0.059  

3.50 6.50 1.11 2.67 78 3.676 0.057  

3.50 6.50 1.06 2.67 78 3.494 0.056  

3.50 6.50 1.06 2.80 78 3.292 0.054  

3.50 6.50 1.02 2.80 78 3.142 0.053  

3.50 6.50 1.02 2.93 78 3.004 0.052  

3.50 6.50 0.98 2.93 78 2.849 0.050  

3.50 6.50 0.98 3.05 78 2.734 0.049  

3.50 6.50 0.94 3.05 78 2.621 0.048  

3.50 6.50 0.94 3.20 78 2.488 0.047  

3.50 6.50 0.91 3.20 78 2.387 0.046  

3.50 6.50 0.91 3.32 78 2.322 0.045  

3.50 6.50 0.88 3.32 78 2.234 0.045  

3.50 6.50 0.88 3.45 78 2.172 0.044  

3.50 6.50 0.85 3.45 78 2.097 0.043  

3.50 6.50 0.85 3.60 78 2.036 0.043  

3.50 6.50 0.82 3.60 78 1.966 0.042  

3.50 6.50 0.82 3.60 78 1.911 0.041  

3.50 6.50 0.78 3.60 78 1.851 0.041  

3.50 6.50 0.78 3.92 78 1.797 0.040  

3.50 6.50 0.77 3.92 78 1.755 0.039  

3.50 6.50 0.77 4.05 78 1.727 0.039  

3.50 6.50 0.75 4.05 78 1.688 0.039  

3.50 6.50 0.75 4.12 78 1.667 0.038 Figure C4.11.16 
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Figure C4.11.15: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1117 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the observed 
travel time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.16: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1117. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks.  

Shot 1118 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1118 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the original observed travel time picks (54), χ2=2.201, RMS residual = 0.044.  
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Table C4.11.9: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1118 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 54 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 1.30 2.40 54 2.40 0.044 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.17 

4.00 7.00 1.25 2.40 54 1.968 0.042  

4.00 7.00 1.25 2.50 54 1.929 0.041  

4.00 7.00 1.24 2.50 54 1.904 0.041  

4.00 7.00 1.24 2.55 54 1.895 0.041  

4.00 7.00 1.23 2.55 54 1.872 0.041  

4.00 7.00 1.23 2.60 54 1.861 0.040  

4.00 7.00 1.22 2.60 54 1.842 0.040  

4.00 7.00 1.22 2.69 54 1.825 0.040  

4.00 7.00 1.20 2.69 54 1.795 0.040  

4.00 7.00 1.20 2.84 54 1.750 0.039  

4.00 7.00 1.18 2.84 54 1.721 0.039  

4.00 7.00 1.18 3.05 54 1.670 0.038  

4.00 7.00 1.16 3.05 54 1.632 0.038  

4.00 7.00 1.16 3.64 54 1.556 0.037  

4.00 7.00 1.13 3.64 54 1.450 0.036  

4.00 7.00 1.13 3.80 54 1.420 0.036 Figure C4.11.18 

 

 

Figure C4.11.17: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1118 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the observed 
travel time picks.  
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Figure C4.11.18: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1118. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the travel time picks.  

Shot 1119 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1119 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the observed travel time picks (87), χ2=6.642, RMS residual = 0.077.  

Table C4.11.10: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1119 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 87 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.70 7.70 1.60 2.10 85 6.133 0.074 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.19 

The reflector created in a three-layer velocity model does not extend for enough length to modify the angle, therefore it 

must be redone 

3.00 7.00 1.6 1.6 87 8.739 0.088  

3.00 7.00 1.6 2.10 87 19.597 0.132  

3.00 7.00 1.08 2.10 87 4.869 0.066  

3.00 7.00 1.08 2.18 87 4.626 0.064  

3.00 7.00 1.03 2.18 87 4.463 0.063  

3.00 7.00 1.03 2.24 87 4.331 0.062  

3.00 7.00 0.98 2.24 87 4.196 0.061  

3.00 7.00 0.98 2.32 87 4.001 0.060  

3.00 7.00 0.93 2.32 87 3.879 0.059  

3.00 7.00 0.93 2.37 87 3.794 0.058  

3.00 7.00 0.89 2.37 87 3.698 0.057  

3.00 7.00 0.89 2.43 87 3.597 0.057  

3.00 7.00 0.85 2.43 87 3.497 0.056  

3.00 7.00 0.85 2.48 87 3.409 0.055  

3.00 7.00 0.82 2.48 87 3.344 0.055  

3.00 7.00 0.82 2.53 87 3.275 0.054  

3.00 7.00 0.79 2.53 87 3.201 0.054  

3.00 7.00 0.79 2.58 87 3.146 0.053  

3.00 7.00 0.75 2.58 87 3.068 0.052  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 87 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

3.00 7.00 0.75 2.64 87 2.980 0.051  

3.00 7.00 0.72 2.64 87 2.916 0.051  

3.00 7.00 0.72 2.69 87 2.861 0.050  

3.00 7.00 0.69 2.69 87 2.799 0.050  

3.00 7.00 0.69 2.74 87 2.747 0.049  

3.00 7.00 0.66 2.74 87 2.690 0.049  

3.00 7.00 0.66 2.79 87 2.637 0.048  

3.00 7.00 0.63 2.79 87 2.587 0.048  

3.00 7.00 0.63 2.84 87 2.532 0.047  

3.00 7.00 0.60 2.84 87 2.492 0.047  

3.00 7.00 0.60 2.90 87 2.431 0.047  

3.00 7.00 0.57 2.90 87 2.382 0.046  

3.00 7.00 0.57 2.95 87 2.333 0.046  

3.00 7.00 0.55 2.95 87 2.297 0.045  

3.00 7.00 0.55 3.00 87 2.273 0.045  

3.00 7.00 0.52 3.00 87 2.216 0.044  

3.00 7.00 0.52 3.05 87 2.180 0.044  

3.00 7.00 0.49 3.05 87 2.142 0.044  

3.00 7.00 0.49 3.10 87 2.093 0.043  

3.00 7.00 0.47 3.10 87 2.069 0.043  

3.00 7.00 0.47 3.14 87 2.037 0.043  

3.00 7.00 0.45 3.14 87 2.014 0.042  

3.00 7.00 0.45 3.19 87 1.983 0.042  

3.00 7.00 0.43 3.19 87 1.950 0.042  

3.00 7.00 0.43 3.23 87 1.930 0.041  

3.00 7.00 0.40 3.23 87 1.905 0.041  

3.00 7.00 0.40 3.29 87 1.854 0.041  

3.00 7.00 0.38 3.29 87 1.829 0.040  

3.00 7.00 0.38 3.34 87 1.806 0.040  

3.00 7.00 0.36 3.34 87 1.775 0.040  

3.00 7.00 0.36 3.39 87 1.760 0.040  

3.00 7.00 0.34 3.39 87 1.730 0.039  

3.00 7.00 0.34 3.44 87 1.717 0.039  

3.00 7.00 0.31 3.44 87 1.673 0.039  

3.00 7.00 0.31 3.49 87 1.646 0.038  

3.00 7.00 0.28 3.49 87 1.634 0.038  

3.00 7.00 0.28 3.55 87 1.584 0.038  

3.00 7.00 0.26 3.55 87 1.575 0.037  

3.00 7.00 0.26 3.61 87 1.545 0.037  

3.00 7.00 0.24 3.61 87 1.523 0.037  

3.00 7.00 0.24 3.65 87 1.505 0.037  

3.00 7.00 0.22 3.65 87 1.492 0.036  

3.00 7.00 0.22 3.70 87 1.467 0.036 Figure C4.11.20 
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Figure C4.11.19 : Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1119 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the observed 
travel time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.20: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1119. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the original observed travel time picks.  

Shot 1120 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1120 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the original observed travel time picks (78), χ2=7.226, RMS residual = 0.080.  
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Table C4.11.11: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1120 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 78 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

3.90 6.90 1.20 2.20 78 6.011 0.073 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.21 

3.90 6.90 1.20 2.33 78 5.803 0.072  

3.90 6.90 1.13 2.33 78 5.332 0.069  

3.90 6.90 1.13 2.56 78 4.872 0.066  

3.90 6.90 1.07 2.56 78 4.511 0.063  

3.90 6.90 1.07 2.82 78 4.140 0.061  

3.90 6.90 1.02 2.82 78 3.832 0.058  

3.90 6.90 1.02 3.12 78 3.570 0.056  

3.90 6.90 0.97 3.12 78 3.268 0.054  

3.90 6.90 0.97 3.52 78 3.024 0.052  

3.90 6.90 0.92 3.52 78 2.745 0.049  

3.90 6.90 0.92 3.97 78 2.521 0.047  

3.90 6.90 0.91 3.97 78 2.453 0.047  

3.91 6.91 0.91 3.97 78 2.408 0.046  

3.91 6.91 0.90 3.97 78 2.380 0.046  

3.92 6.92 0.90 3.97 78 3.377 0.046 Figure C4.11.22 

 

 

Figure C4.11.21: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1120 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks.  
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Figure C4.11.22: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1120. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks.  

Shot 1121 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1121 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the original observed travel time picks (54), χ2=9.135, RMS residual = 0.090.  

Table C4.11.12: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1121 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 54 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 1.30 1.80 54 8.718 0.088 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.23 

4.00 7.00 1.21 1.80 54 7.850 0.083  

4.00 7.00 1.21 2.01 54 7.126 0.079  

4.00 7.00 1.13 2.01 54 6.457 0.076  

4.00 7.00 1.13 2.26 54 5.785 0.071  

4.00 7.00 1.06 2.26 54 5.216 0.068  

4.00 7.00 1.06 2.52 54 4.724 0.065  

4.00 7.00 1.00 2.52 54 4.308 0.062  

4.00 7.00 1.00 2.85 54 3.908 0.059  

4.00 7.00 0.94 2.85 54 3.515 0.056  

4.00 7.00 0.94 3.11 54 3.198 0.053  

4.03 7.03 0.94 3.11 54 3.111 0.052  

4.03 7.03 0.93 3.11 54 3.102 0.052 Figure C4.11.24 
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Figure C4.11.23 : Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1121 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.24: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1121. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the travel time picks.  

Shot 1122 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1122 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the original observed travel time picks (35), χ2=6.123, RMS residual = 0.073.  
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Table C4.11.13: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1122 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 35 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 1.30 1.50 34 5.934 0.068 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.25 

  1.22 1.50 35 5.286 0.068  

  1.22 1.62 35 4.945 0.066  

  1.16 1.62 35 4.604 0.063  

  1.16 1.75 35 4.251 0.061  

  1.11 1.75 35 3.966 0.059  

  1.11 1.88 35 3.693 0.057  

  1.06 1.88 35 3.425 0.055  

  1.06 2.02 35 3.165 0.053  

  1.02 2.02 35 2.941 0.051  

  1.02 2.15 35 2.765 0.049  

  0.98 2.15 35 2.559 0.047  

  0.98 2.30 35 2.385 0.046  

  0.94 2.30 35 2.192 0.044  

  0.94 2.45 35 2.031 0.042  

  0.91 2.45 35 1.894 0.041  

  0.91 2.60 35 1.792 0.040  

  0.88 2.60 35 1.654 0.038  

  0.88 2.75 35 1.569 0.037  

  0.85 2.75 35 1.454 0.036  

  0.85 2.82 35 1.392 0.035 Figure C4.11.26 

 

 

Figure C4.11.25: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1122 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the observed 
travel time picks.  
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Figure C4.11.26: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1122. The velocity model contains two-layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the travel time picks.  

Shot 1123 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1123 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the observed travel time picks (45), χ2=1.265, RMS residual = 0.073.  

Table C4.11.14: Individual floating reflector for shot 1123 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector located in 
layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 45 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 1.00 1.80 45 1.039 0.030 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.27 
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Figure C4.11.27: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1123 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks. Further investigation was not necessary as the χ2=1.039. 

Shot 1128 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1128 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the travel time picks (72), χ2=9.932, RMS residual = 0.094.  

Table C4.11.15: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1128 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 72 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 1.00 1.80 72 9.524 0.092 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.28 

4.00 7.00 0.91 1.80 72 8.841 0.089  

4.00 7.00 0.91 1.97 72 8.232 0.085  

4.00 7.00 0.84 1.97 72 7.754 0.083  

4.00 7.00 0.84 2.14 72 7.295 0.080  

4.00 7.00 0.77 2.14 72 6.860 0.078  

4.00 7.00 0.77 2.25 72 6.474 0.076  

4.00 7.00 0.73 2.25 72 6.352 0.075  

4.00 7.00 0.73 2.47 72 5.881 0.072  

4.00 7.00 0.67 2.47 72 5.474 0.070  

4.00 7.00 0.67 2.67 72 5.164 0.068  

4.00 7.00 0.61 2.67 72 4.840 0.066  

4.00 7.00 0.61 2.90 72 4.524 0.063  

4.00 7.00 0.56 2.90 72 4.262 0.062  

4.00 7.00 0.56 3.12 72 4.057 0.060  

4.00 7.00 0.51 3.12 72 3.829 0.058  

4.00 7.00 0.51 3.32 72 3.672 0.057  

4.00 7.00 0.47 3.32 72 3.541 0.056  

4.00 7.00 0.47 3.32 72 3.362 0.055  

4.00 7.00 0.42 3.32 72 3.242 0.054  

4.00 7.00 0.42 3.83 72 3.143 0.053  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 72 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 0.38 3.83 72 3.046 0.052  

4.00 7.00 0.38 4.09 72 2.949 0.051  

4.00 7.00 0.34 4.09 72 2.865 0.050  

4.00 7.00 0.34 4.35 72 2.778 0.050  

4.00 7.00 0.31 4.35 72 2.714 0.049  

4.00 7.00 0.31 4.58 72 2.664 0.049  

4.00 7.00 0.28 4.58 72 2.603 0.048  

4.00 7.00 0.28 4.81 72 2.561 0.048  

4.00 7.00 0.25 4.81 72 2.508 0.047  

4.00 7.00 0.25 4.88 72 2.487 0.047  

4.00 7.00 0.24 4.88 72 2.482 0.047 Figure C4.11.29 

 

 
Figure C4.11.28: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1128 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks.  

 
Figure C4.11.29: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1128. Velocity model contains two-layers, and 
able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks.  
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Shot 1132 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1132 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the travel time picks (85), χ2=7.207, RMS residual = 0.080.  

Table C4.11.16: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1132 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model.  

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 85 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 1.00 1.90 85 7.252 0.080 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.30 

4.00 7.00 0.89 1.90 85 6.329 0.075  

4.00 7.00 0.89 2.01 85 5.996 0.073  

4.00 7.00 0.83 2.01 85 5.746 0.071  

4.00 7.00 0.83 2.13 85 5.439 0.070  

4.00 7.00 0.78 2.13 85 5.198 0.068  

4.00 7.00 0.78 2.24 85 4.999 0.067  

4.00 7.00 0.73 2.24 85 4.761 0.065  

4.00 7.00 0.73 2.35 85 4.578 0.064  

4.00 7.00 0.68 2.35 85 4.373 0.062  

4.00 7.00 0.68 2.47 85 4.182 0.061  

4.00 7.00 0.63 2.47 85 4.007 0.060  

4.00 7.00 0.63 2.60 85 3.817 0.058  

4.00 7.00 0.59 2.60 85 3.664 0.057  

4.00 7.00 0.59 2.71 85 3.548 0.056  

4.00 7.00 0.55 2.71 85 3.416 0.055  

4.00 7.00 0.55 2.83 85 3.299 0.054  

4.00 7.00 0.51 2.83 85 3.180 0.053  

4.00 7.00 0.51 2.95 85 3.070 0.052  

4.00 7.00 0.48 2.95 85 2.977 0.051  

4.00 7.00 0.48 3.05 85 2.912 0.051  

4.00 7.00 0.45 3.05 85 2.826 0.050  

4.00 7.00 0.45 3.16 85 2.765 0.050  

4.00 7.00 0.42 3.16 85 2.679 0.049  

4.00 7.00 0.42 3.26 85 2.628 0.048  

4.00 7.00 0.39 3.26 85 2.559 0.048  

4.00 7.00 0.39 3.37 85 2.500 0.047  

4.00 7.00 0.36 3.37 85 2.442 0.047  

4.00 7.00 0.36 3.49 85 2.382 0.046  

4.00 7.00 0.33 3.49 85 2.328 0.046  

4.00 7.00 0.33 3.61 85 2.273 0.045  

4.00 7.00 0.30 3.61 85 2.227 0.045  

4.00 7.00 0.30 3.69 85 2.178 0.045  

4.01 7.01 0.30 3.69 85 2.173 0.044 Figure C4.11.31 
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Figure C4.11.30: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1132 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.31: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1132. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the travel time picks.  

Shot 1135 

Best fitting floating reflector for shot 1135 in a three-layer velocity model is able to trace 

100% of the observed travel time picks (62), χ2=3.385, RMS residual = 0.055.  
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Table C4.11.17: Modelling individual floating reflector for shot 1135 using phase E17 arriving from the reflector 
located in layer 2 in a two-layer velocity model. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 85 

χ2 RMS 
Figure/ 

comments 

4.00 7.00 0.78 1.50 62 3.604 0.056 

Floating reflector 

created in a 

three-layer 

model, tested in 

the two-layer 

model/ Figure 

C4.11.32 

4.00 7.00 0.67 1.50 62 2.767 0.049  

4.00 7.00 0.67 1.55 62 2.661 0.049  

4.00 7.00 0.63 1.55 62 2.570 0.048  

4.00 7.00 0.63 1.61 62 2.451 0.047  

4.00 7.00 0.59 1.61 62 2.355 0.046  

4.00 7.00 0.59 1.68 62 2.256 0.045  

4.00 7.00 0.55 1.68 62 2.133 0.045  

4.00 7.00 0.55 1.72 62 2.072 0.043  

4.00 7.00 0.52 1.72 62 2.018 0.042  

4.00 7.00 0.52 1.77 62 1.943 0.041  

4.00 7.00 0.49 1.77 62 1.885 0.041  

4.00 7.00 0.49 1.82 62 1.821 0.040  

4.00 7.00 0.46 1.82 62 1.764 0.040  

4.00 7.00 0.46 1.86 62 1.696 0.039  

4.00 7.00 0.44 1.86 62 1.655 0.038  

4.00 7.00 0.44 1.86 62 1.632 0.038  

4.00 7.00 0.42 1.86 62 1.591 0.038  

4.00 7.00 0.42 1.94 62 1.562 0.037  

4.00 7.00 0.39 1.94 62 1.513 0.037  

4.00 7.00 0.39 1.99 62 1.461 0.036  

4.00 7.00 0.36 1.99 62 1.425 0.036  

4.00 7.00 0.36 2.04 62 1.367 0.035  

4.00 7.00 0.33 2.04 62 1.347 0.035  

4.00 7.00 0.33 2.10 62 1.278 0.034  

4.00 7.00 0.30 2.10 62 1.255 0.033  

4.00 7.00 0.30 2.16 62 1.197 0.033  

4.00 7.00 0.28 2.16 62 1.166 0.032  

4.00 7.00 0.28 2.20 62 1.145 0.032  

4.00 7.00 0.26 2.20 62 1.116 0.031  

4.00 7.00 0.26 2.24 62 1.095 0.031  

4.00 7.00 0.24 2.24 62 1.069 0.031  

4.00 7.00 0.24 2.28 62 1.048 0.031 Figure C4.11.33 
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Figure C4.11.32: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1135 in a velocity model containing three layers. 
Using the same coordinates of the floating reflector, a two-layer velocity model is able to trace 100% of the original 
observed travel time picks.  

 

Figure C4.11.33: Floating reflector created for E17 signal on shot 1135. The velocity model contains two layers, 
and able to trace 100% of the original observed travel time picks.  

Appendix C4.12 Phase E10 

Event E10 arrives the latest among all phases recognised on the WhataDUSIE shot 

gathers. The phase was confidently picked when the shots were located at NW. The signals 

usually appear from near to far offsets, showing gentle parabolic shape. Unfortunately, when 

shots were located at the SE, signals cannot be identified confidently after the first big gap 

caused by the Whataroa River, although it is highly possible that E10 is still present on most 

shot gathers (e.g., see difference between shot 1048 and 1058 in Appendix C1). The target 
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phase arrives very late mainly between ~1.5 – 2 s, therefore it was interpreted initially as a 

reflected wave arriving from the deepest boundary in a layer based velocity model. Modelling 

phase E10 was the very last signal added to the inverse modelling process. Creating the most 

appropriate starting model for the inverse modelling indicated that phase E10 is travelling in a 

lower velocity zone, which zone is more typical in the top part of the basement rocks. Further 

inverse modelling decreased the velocity in layer 4. The number of traceable picks gradually 

decreased after each iteration, but, the final model was acceptable, with a low χ2 value. It is 

possible that phase E9 arrives from a layer located at ~3 km deep, however, modelling process 

for other phases showed the likelihood that late arrival signals are arriving out-of-plane, thus, 

E10 must undergo additional investigation as well.  

Velocities and the geometry of the layer boundary were defined by 40 nodes in the starting 

model of the out-of-plane investigation. The layer boundary was located at 450 m below sea 

level in the starting model. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the basement rocks’ 

surface, while phase E9 was traced as reflected (1.2), refracted (1.3) and turning waves (2.1).  

Option 1: phase E10 reflections from the basement rocks 

Travel time picks were traced in the two-layer model reflecting from the layer boundary. 

Inverse modelling can be found in Table C4.12.1.  

Table C4.12.1: Inverse modelling of phase E10 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 2073 119.149 0.546 Figure C4.12.1 

INV, L1 2069 115.094 0.536  

SMT, L1 1991 115.952 0.538  

INV, L1, x2 1806 11.677 0.528  

SMT, L1 2073 107.331 0.518  

INV, L1 2059 104.071 0.510  

SMT, L1 1987 104.840 0.512  

INV, L1 2058 100.572 0.501  

SMT, L1 2073 100.348 0.501  

INV, L1 2072 96.618 0.491  

SMT, L1 2073 96.761 0.492  

INV, L1 2048 93.734 0.484  

SMT, L1 2053 93.496 0.483  

INV, L1 2013 90.556 0.476  

SMT, L1 2031 90.407 0.475  

INV, L1, x2 2004 83.922 0.458  

SMT, L1 2022 84.277 0.459  

INV, L1, x2 1997 78.221 0.442  

SMT, L1 2027 78.416 0.443  

INV, L1 2004 75.378 0.434  

SMT, L1 2025 75.220 0.434  

INV, L1 2009 72.348 0.425  

SMT, L1 2029 72.172 0.425  

INV, L1, x2 2004 67.041 0.409  

SMT, L1 2025 67.025 0.409  

INV, L1 2011 64.594 0.402  

SMT, L1 2037 64.535 0.402  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x2 2014 59.936 0.387  

SMT, L1 2029 59.841 0.387  

INV, L1, x2 2026 55.472 0.372  

SMT, L1 2042 55.411 0.372  

INV, L1, x2 2035 51.302 0.358  

SMT, L1 2042 51.790 0.360 Figure C4.12.2 

INV, L1 2041 47.837 0.346  

SMT, L1 2054 47.666 0.345  

INV, L1, x2 2049 40.371 0.318  

SMT, L1 2068 40.422 0.318  

INV, L1 2057 37.350 0.305  

SMT, L1 2068 37.509 0.306  

INV, L1, x2 2068 32.137 0.283  

SMT, L1 2073 32.236 0.284  

INV, L1, x2 2072 27.252 0.261  

SMT, L1 2073 27.308 0.261  

INV, L1, x2 2073 23.038 0.240  

SMT, L1 2073 23.375 0.242  

INV, L1, x2 2073 20.074 0.224  

SMT, L1 2073 20.313 0.225  

INV, L1, x2 2073 17.395 0.208  

SMT, L1 2073 17.666 0.210  

INV, L1, x3 2073 14.199 0.188  

SMT, L1 2073 14.336 0.189  

INV, L1, x3 2073 11.626 0.170  

SMT, L1 2073 11.585 0.170  

INV, L1, x2 2073 9.995 0.158  

SMT, L1 2073 9.980 0.158  

INV, L1, x2 2073 8.495 0.146  

SMT, L1 2073 8.597 0.147  

INV, L1, x2 2073 7.286 0.135  

SMT, L1 2073 7.336 0.135  

INV, L1, x2 2073 6.166 0.124  

SMT, L1 2073 6.287 0.125  

INV, L1, x2 2073 5.195 0.114  

SMT, L1 2073 5.284 0.115  

INV, L1, x2 2073 4.535 0.106  

SMT, L1 2073 4.626 0.108  

INV, L1, x2 2073 4.074 0.101  

SMT, L1 2073 4.140 0.102  

INV, L1, x3 2073 3.473 0.093  

SMT, L1 2073 3.506 0.094  

INV, L1, x3 2073 3.140 0.089  

SMT, L1 2073 3.225 0.090  

INV, L1, x3 2073 2.969 0.086  

SMT, L1 2073 3.084 0.088  

INV, L1, x2 2073 2.638 0.081  

SMT, L1 2073 2.715 0.082  

INV, L1, x3 2073 2.329 0.076  

SMT, L1 2073 2.385 0.077  

INV, L1, x3 2073 2.141 0.073  

SMT, L1 2073 2.231 0.075  

INV, L1, x3 2073 2.034 0.071  

SMT, L1 2073 2.106 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 2073 1.949 0.070  

SMT, L1 2073 2.009 0.071  

INV, L1, x3 2073 1.814 0.067  

SMT, L1 2073 1.888 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 2073 1.780 0.067  

SMT, L1 2073 1.864 0.068  

INV, L1, x2 2073 1.495 0.061  

SMT, L1 2073 1.578 0.063  

INV, L1, x2 2073 1.351 0.058  

SMT, L1 2073 1.409 0.059  

INV, L1, 2073 1.344 0.058  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 2073 1.408 0.059  

INV, L1, x3 2073 1.266 0.056  

SMT, L1 2073 1.316 0.057  

INV, L1, x3 2073 1.180 0.054  

SMT, L1 2073 1.247 0.056  

INV, L1, x3 2073 1.141 0.053  

SMT, L1 2073 1.205 0.055 Figure C4.12.3 

 

 

Figure C4.12.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E10. The geometry of the layer 
boundary will be modified by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel 
time picks and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
do not fit well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.12.2: Modelling process using phase E10 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary 
was modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
are showed.  
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Figure C4.12.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E10 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom, the observed (turquoise) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The starting model was able to trace 100% of the travel time picks. The number of 

traceable picks dropped after the few iteration, although later it increased again and remained 

at maximum until the modelling was stopped. The goodness of fit gradually improved from 

119.149 to 1.205. The layer boundary was smoothed regularly  

Option 2: phase E10 critical refractions along the basement rock contact 

Table C4.12.2: Inverse modelling of phase E10 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 2062 113.983 0.535 Figure C4.12.4 

INV, L1 2050 102.356 0.506  

SMT, L1 2050 102.984 0.507  

INV, L1 2047 93.399 0.483  

SMT, L1 2042 93.856 0.484  

INV, L1, x2 2030 78.957 0.444  

SMT, L1 2032 80.266 0.448  

INV, L1, x2 2023 68.657 0.414  

SMT, L1 2023 69.136 0.416  

INV, L1 2023 64.217 0.401  

SMT, L1 2023 64.774 0.402  

INV, L1, x2 2023 55.314 0.372  

SMT, L1 2023 56.233 0.375  

INV, L1 2021 52.015 0.361  

SMT, L1 2021 52.889 0.364  

INV, L1 2019 48.692 0.349  

SMT, L1 2019 49.102 0.350  

INV, L1 2019 45.730 0.338  

SMT, L1 2019 46.167 0.340  

INV, L1 2019 46.517 0.341  

SMT, L1 2019 46.517 0.341  

INV, L1, x3 2012 37.003 0.304  

SMT, L1 2010 37.725 0.307  

INV, L1 2011 35.130 0.296  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 2007 35.668 0.299  

INV, L1, x2 2003 31.029 0.278  

SMT, L1 2001 31.781 0.282 Figure C4.12.5 

INV, L1, x2 1988 24.144 0.246  

SMT, L1 1984 24.770 0.249  

INV, L1 1984 21.690 0.233  

SMT, L1 1984 22.002 0.234  

INV, L1, x2 1966 17.041 0.206  

SMT, L1, x2 1958 17.780 0.211  

INV, L1, x2 1950 13.915 0.186  

SMT, L1 1947 14.221 0.189  

INV, L1, x2 1944 12.688 0.178  

SMT, L1 1942 13.113 0.181  

INV, L1, x2 1943 10.689 0.163  

SMT, L1, x2 1923 11.171 0.167  

INV, L1, x2 1918 9.026 0.150  

SMT, L1 1913 9.156 0.151  

INV, L1, x2 1922 7.297 0.135  

SMT, L1 1907 7.478 0.137  

INV, L1 1909 6.591 0.128  

SMT, L1 1899 6.069 0.123  

INV, L1, x2 1898 5.350 0.116  

SMT, L1 1885 5.483 0.117  

INV, L1, x2 1879 4.473 0.106  

SMT, L1 1879 4.611 0.107  

INV, L1, x2 1888 3.897 0.099  

SMT, L1 1894 4.048 0.101  

INV, L1, x2 1890 3.380 0.092  

SMT, L1 1886 3.602 0.095  

INV, L1, x3 1891 3.207 0.090  

SMT, L1 1875 3.385 0.092  

INV, L1, x3 1881 3.063 0.087  

SMT, L1 1877 3.155 0.089  

INV, L1, x3 1865 2.757 0.083  

SMT, L1 1865 2.907 0.085  

INV, L1, x3 1865 2.757 0.083  

SMT, L1 1866 2.883 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 1857 2.755 0.083  

SMT, L1 1866 2.911 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 1861 2.493 0.079  

SMT, L1 1866 2.654 0.081  

INV, L1, x3 1871 2.228 0.075  

SMT, L1 1864 2.419 0.078  

INV, L1, x3 1876 2.164 0.074  

SMT, L1 1864 2.383 0.077  

INV, L1, x3 1866 2.150 0.073  

SMT, L1 1861 2.338 0.076  

INV, L1, x3 1870 2.126 0.073  

SMT, L1 1860 2.273 0.075  

INV, L1, x4 1876 2.105 0.073  

SMT, L1 1870 2.166 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 1865 2.000 0.071  

SMT, L1 1873 2.116 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 1871 1.953 0.070  

SMT, L1 1872 2.077 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 1858 1.873 0.068  

SMT, L1 1874 1.985 0.070  

INV, L1, x3 1855 1.900 0.069  

SMT, L1 1857 1.945 0.070  

INV, L1, x4 1855 1.859 0.068  

SMT, L1 1866 1.911 0.069  

INV, L1, x2 1851 1.590 0.063  

SMT, L1 1868 1.680 0.065  

INV, L1, x3 1855 1.406 0.059  

SMT, L1 1853 1.527 0.062  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x4 1855 1.341 0.058  

SMT, L1 1847 1.482 0.061  

INV, L1, x3 1848 1.346 0.058  

SMT, L1 1843 1.432 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 1843 1.322 0.057  

SMT, L1 1840 1.419 0.060 Figure C4.12.6 

 

 

Figure C4.12.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace almost 100% of the observed travel time picks and 
plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well 
as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.12.5: Modelling process of out-of-plane signal using phase E10 as headwaves travelling along the layer 
boundary between the sediment infill and the basement rocks. The model is able to trace more than 50% of the 
total number of observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. The goodness of fit with the 
observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks can be seen at the bottom part of the image.  
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Figure C4.12.6: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling process using phase E10 as headwaves travelling 
along the layer boundary between the basement rocks and the sedimentary unit. The model is able to trace most 
of the observed travel time picks and they are presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom part, observed 
(turquoise) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

99.5% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model and the number of 

traceable picks gradually decreased after each iteration. 88.8% of the picks were still traced, 

when the modelling was stopped. The misfit between the observed and the modelled travel time 

picks rapidly decreased from 113.983 to 1.419. 

Option 3: phase E10 turning waves through the basement rocks 

Table C4.12.3: Inverse modelling of phase E10 travelling through the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = 
smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-coordinates at the layer boundary between layers 1 and 2. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 2073 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 2050 113.760 0.533 Figure C4.12.7 

INV, L1 315 95.282 0.487  

SMT, L1 481 92.882 0.481 Figure C4.12.8 
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Figure C4.12.7: A two-layer starting model for phase E10 using the signal as turning waves travelling through the 
top of the basement rocks. The model is able to trace almost 100% of the total number of observed travel time pick 
and can be seen at the top part of the figure. The fit between the observed (turquoise) and modelled (black) travel 
time picks is plotted at the bottom part of the image.  

 

Figure C4.12.8: Final model of the inverse processing using Phase E10 as turning waves travelling through the 
basement rocks. The model can hardly trace any observed travel time picks as it presented at the top part of the 
figure. The goodness of fit remained high after a few iterations, the observed (turquoise) and calculated travel time 
picks and their fit is plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Inverse modelling had to stop after the first iteration due to the significant decrease of 

traceable travel time picks after the first iteration. The misfit between the observed and the 

modelled travel times remained high.  

A two-layer velocity model with the out-of-plane boundary is presented in Figure 

C4.12.9. The density of the passing rays are in Figure C4.12.10. 
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Figure C4.12.9: A two-layer velocity model created by an inverse modelling technique tracing phase E10 reflecting 
from the boundary. The geometry of the boundary were modified by inverse modelling. 

 
Figure C4.12.10: Ray density of the velocity model presented in Figure C4.12.9. 

Appendix C4.13 Phase E21 

In each of the modelling, the same starting model was set up. Velocities and the geometry 

of the layer boundary are defined by 40 nodes. The layer boundary is horizontal in the starting 

model, located at 400 m below sea level. Inverse modelling modified the geometry of the layer 

boundary. 

Option 1: phase E21 reflections from the basement rocks 

Phase E21 was traced in the starting model reflected from the layer boundary. Inverse 

modelling modified the interface, which represents the out-of-plane surface. Details of the 

modelling can be found in Table C4.13.1. 
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Table C4.13.1: Inverse modelling of phase E21 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 678 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 678 93.331 0.269 Figure C4.13.1 
INV, L1 678 64.237 0.240  
SMT, L1 678 65.829 0.243  

INV, L1, x2 678 40.911 0.192  
SMT, L1, x2 678 43.401 0.197  

INV, L1 678 34.414 0.176  
SMT, L1 678 35.400 0.178  
INV, L1 678 28.638 0.160  
SMT, L1 678 30.961 0.167  
INV, L1 678 25.318 0.151  
SMT, L1 678 27.263 0.157  
INV, L1 678 21.913 0.140  
SMT, L1 678 23.689 0.146  
INV, L1 678 19.998 0.134  
SMT, L1 678 21.534 0.139 Figure C4.13.2 

INV, L1, x2 678 15.905 0.120  
SMT, L1 678 16.982 0.124  

INV, L1, x2 678 12.792 0.107  
SMT, L1 678 13.799 0.107  

INV, L1, x2 678 11.214 0.100  
SMT, L1 678 12.513 0.106  

INV, L1, x2 678 10.543 0.097  
SMT, L1 678 11.151 0.100  

INV, L1, x2 678 9.522 0.093  
SMT, L1 678 10.619 0.098  
INV, L1 678 7.899 0.084  
SMT, L1 678 8.833 0.089  

INV, L1, x2 678 7.151 0.080  
SMT, L1 678 7.843 0.084  

INV, L1, x2 678 6.691 0.078  
SMT, L1 678 6.982 0.079  

INV, L1, x2 678 6.438 0.076  
SMT, L1 678 6.584 0.077  

INV, L1, 3 678 5.957 0.073  
SMT, L1 678 6.199 0.075  

INV, L1, x3 678 5.748 0.072  
SMT, L1 678 5.844 0.072  

INV, L, x3 678 5.243 0.069  
SMT, L1 678 5.695 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 678 5.031 0.067  
SMT, L1 678 5.637 0.071  

INV, L1, x2 678 5.149 0.068  
SMT, L1 678 5.613 0.071  

INV, L1, x3 678 4.909 0.066  
SMT, L1 678 5.363 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 678 4.816 0.066  
SMT, L1 678 5.574 0.071  

INV, L1, x2 678 4.910 0.066  
SMT, L1 678 5.328 0.069  

INV, L1, x2 677 4.698 0.065  
SMT, L1 678 5.336 0.069  

INV, L1, x2 678 4.573 0.064  
SMT, L1 678 5.406 0.070  

INV, L1, x3 678 4.329 0.062  
SMT, L1 678 5.097 0.068  

INV, L1, x3 678 4.096 0.061  
SMT, L1 678 5.307 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 678 3.994 0.060  
SMT, L1 678 5.638 0.071  
INV, L1 678 4.454 0.063  
SMT, L1 678 5.689 0.072  

INV, L1, x2 678 4.191 0.061  
SMT, L1 678 5.149 0.068 Figure C4.13.3 
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Figure C4.13.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing event E21. The geometry of the layer 
boundary will be altered by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel 
time picks and plotted at the top part of the figure. The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
do not fit well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.13.2: Modelling of phase E21 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary was 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
are showed.  
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Figure C4.13.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E21 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace almost 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. 
At the bottom, the observed (orange) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

100% of the travel time picks were traced in the starting model and remained 100% over 

inverse modelling. The misfit between the observed and the modelled travel times were 93.331 

before the first iteration and gradually improved and reached 5.149. Must be noted that the χ2 

value did not decreased over the last few iterations, therefore inverse modelling was stopped.  

Option 2: phase E21 critical refractions along the basement rocks 

Phase E21 was traced in the same starting model as refracted waves travelling along the 

layer boundary (Table C4.13.2). 

Table C4.13.2: Starting settings for modelling phase E21 as out-of-plane signal refracting along the layer boundary 
between sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. The model is not able to trace only 2 out of 678 observed travel 
time picks. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 678 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 2 552.278 0.499 Figure C4.13.4 
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Figure C4.13.4: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests tracing phase E21. The layer boundary is set to 
400 m below sea level, the top layer represents the sediment infill, while the bottom layer indicates the basement 
rocks. Velocity values for the sedimentary unit and the top of the basement rocks were previously modelled by 
phases E1, E2, E3, E4, E11, E12, E13 and E14. The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks do 
not fit well as they plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

Unfortunately only two of the original travel time picks were traced in the starting model 

and zero after the first iteration, thus the modelling was not completed. 

Option 3: phase E21 turning through the basement rocks 

When phase E21 was set as turning wave to travel within the top of the basement rocks, 

the model was not able to trace any of the travel time picks. 

Appendix C4.14 Phase E22 

For each modelling approaches, the same starting model was set up. Velocities and 

geometry of the boundary were defined by 40 nodes. The layer boundary is located at 700 m 

below sea level. Inverse modelling will target the shape of the layer boundary  

Option 1: phase E22 reflections from the basement rocks 

Event E22 was traced first as reflected waves arriving from the top of the basement rocks. 

Inverse modelling is detailed Table C4.14.1. 

Table C4.14.1: Inverse modelling of phase E22 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 657 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 653 96.452 0.294 Figure C4.14.1 

INV, L1 657 70.796 0.252  

SMT, L1 657 69.385 0.250  

INV, L1 656 63.221 0.238  

SMT, L1 657 63.350 0.239  

INV, L1 655 50.119 0.212  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 657 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1, x2 657 51.484 0.215  

INV, L1 657 40.639 0.191  

SMT, L1 655 53.203 0.219  

INV, L1 657 48.519 0.209  

SMT, L1, x2 657 38.873 0.168  

INV, L1 651 31.283 0.168  

SMT, L1 654 32.648 0.171  

INV, L1, x2 657 23.348 0.145  

SMT, L1 657 24.259 0.148  

INV, L1, x2 657 17.908 0.127  

SMT, L1 657 19.051 0.131 Figure C4.14.2 

INV, L1, x2 657 14.243 0.113  

SMT, L1 657 15.432 0.118  

INV, L1, x2 657 12.034 0.104  

SMT, L1 657 12.710 0.107  

INV, L1, x2 657 10.184 0.096  

SMT, L1 657 10.799 0.099  

INV, L1, x3 657 8.558 0.088  

SMT, L1 657 9.190 0.091  

INV, L1, x2 657 8.181 0.086  

SMT, L1 657 8.887 0.089  

INV, L1, x2 657 8.038 0.085  

SMT, L1 657 8.300 0.086  

INV, L1, x2 657 7.540 0.082  

SMT, L1 657 7.894 0.084  

INV, L1, x2 657 7.061657 0.080  

SMT, L1 657 7.676 0.083  

INV, L1, 2 657 6.644 0.077  

SMT, L1 655 7.179 0.080  

INV, L1, x3 657 6.412 0.076  

SMT, L1 657 6.809 0.078  

INV, L, x3 657 5.862 0.073  

SMT, L1 657 6.106 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 657 16.430 0.122  

SMT, L1 657 6.095 0.074  

INV, L1, x2 657 5.445 0.070  

SMT, L1 657 5.765 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 657 5.149 0.068  

SMT, L1 657 5.310 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 656 4.843 0.066  

SMT, L1 656 4.888 0.066  

INV, L1, x3 657 4.673 0.065  

SMT, L1 657 4.877 0.066  

INV, L1, x3 652 4.647 0.065  

SMT, L1 657 4.834 0.066  

INV, L1, x3 656 4.507 0.064  

SMT, L1 654 4.679 0.065  

INV, L1, x3 657 4.389 0.063  

SMT, L1 657 4.556 0.064  

INV, L1, x3 657 4.228 0.062  

SMT, L1 657 4.361 0.063  

INV, L1, x3 657 4.223 0.062  

SMT, L1 653 4.374 0.063  

INV, L1, x4 657 4.247 0.062  

SMT, L1 657 4.250 0.061  

INV, L1, x3 657 4.020 0.060  

SMT, L1 651 3.996 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 657 3.883 0.059  

SMT, L1 657 3.982 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 657 3.892 0.059  

SMT, L1 657 3.982 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 657 3.894 0.059  

SMT, L1 657 3.981 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 657 3.887 0.059  

SMT, L1 657 3.959 0.060  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 657 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x3 657 3.884 0.059  

SMT, L1 656 3.959 0.060  

INV, L1, x3 657 3.769 0.058  

SMT, L1 657 3.820 0.059  

INV, L1, x4 657 3.698 0.058  

SMT, L1 657 3.755 0.058  

INV, L1, x3 657 3.698 0.058  

SMT, L1 657 3.754 0.058  

INV, L1, x2 657 3.707 0.058  

SMT, L1 657 3.754 0.058 Figure C4.14.3 

 

 

Figure C4.14.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at 
the top part of the figure. The observed (olive) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.14.2: Modelling of phase E22 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary was 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (olive) and calculated (black) travel time picks are 
showed.  

 

Figure C4.14.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E22 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace 100% of the observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the bottom, 
the observed (olive) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The number of traceable picks remained at the maximum over the modelling process, 

except at the beginning of inversion. The goodness of fit rapidly improved from 96.452 to 

3.754, however did not change significantly over the last few iterations. The layer boundary 

was regularly smoothed after 2 or 3 iterations.  
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Option 2: phase E22 critical refractions along the basement rock contact 

Inverse modelling of the interface for phase E22 tracing signals as headwaves arriving 

from the layer boundary was not possible, due to the total lack of traceable travel time picks in 

the starting model.  

Option 3: phase E22 turning through the basement rocks 

When event E22 was traced in the model travelling within the basement rocks, the starting 

model was not able to trace any picks, therefore inverse modelling was not possible to complete 

for the target phase. 

Appendix C4.15 Phase E23 

During inversion, the same starting model was set up parameterized by 40 velocity nodes 

in both layers and 40 layer boundary nodes. Velocities in the top layer is typical for sedimentary 

rocks, while at the bottom represents the metamorphic basement rocks. The layer boundary 

between these two rocks units are horizontal located at 700 m below sea level. Inverse 

modelling modified only the layer boundary. 

Option 1: phase E23 reflections from the basement rocks 

Phase E23 was traced in the two-layer velocity model reflecting from the layer boundary 

between the basement rocks and the sediments. Details of the inverse modelling is presented in 

Table C4.15.1.  

Table C4.15.1: Inverse modelling of phase E23 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1511 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 1511 41.699 0.194 Figure C4.15.1 

INV, L1 1507 31.072 0.167  

SMT, L1 1498 29.995 0.164  

INV, L1 1506 23.739 0.146  

SMT, L1 1504 27.011 0.156  

INV, L1 1509 19.979 0.134  

SMT, L1 1508 19.881 0.134  

INV, L1 1511 18.410 0.129  

SMT, L1 1510 17.786 0.126 Figure C4.15.2 

INV, L1 1510 14.948 0.116  

SMT, L1 1511 14.951 0.116  

INV, L1 1506 13.017 0.108  

SMT, L1 1507 13.333 0.110  

INV, L1 1511 11.952 0.104  

SMT, L1 1511 12.330 0.105  

INV, L1, x2 1510 10.266 0.096  

SMT, L1 1511 10.497 0.097  

INV, L1, x2 1508 8.636 0.088  

SMT, L1 1511 9.295 0.091  

INV, L1, x2 1509 7.925 0.084  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 1511 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 1511 10.354 0.094  

INV, L1, x2 1511 7.905 0.084  

SMT, L1 1511 8.060 0.085  

INV, L1, x2 1511 6.617 0.077  

SMT, L1 1510 6.635 0.077  

INV, L1, x3 1511 6.217 0.075  

SMT, L1 1510 6.293 0.075  

INV, L1, x2 1511 5.735 0.072  

SMT, L1 1510 5.898 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 1511 5.840 0.072  

SMT, L1 1510 5.996 0.073  

INV, L1, x2 1511 5.246 0.069  

SMT, L1 1510 5.342 0.069  

INV, L1, x3 1509 5.281 0.069  

SMT, L1 1511 5.421 0.070  

INV, L1, x2 1511 5.325 0.069  

SMT, L1 1509 5.462 0.070  

INV, L, x3 1511 4.937 0.067  

SMT, L1 1511 5.035 0.067 Figure C4.15.3 

 

 

Figure C4.15.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be modified 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at 
the top part of the figure. The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  
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Figure C4.15.2: Modelling of phase E23 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary was 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are 
showed.  

 

Figure C4.15.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E23 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom, the observed (red) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The number of traceable picks changed over the inverse modelling, although became 

100% for the last few iterations. The goodness of fit rapidly improved from 41.699 to 5.035, 

however, the χ2 value did not change significantly at the end of the modelling.  

Appendix C4.16 Phase E24 

Before all three modelling approaches were applied, a common starting model was set up 

with the same physical parameters. The velocity and layer boundary nodes are defined by 40 
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nodes, while the horizontal layer boundary is set to 700 m below sea level. The inverse 

modelling modified the layer boundary only between the sediments and the underlying 

basement rock. 

Option 1: phase E24 reflections from the basement rocks 

After the starting model was set up, arrival were traced reflecting from the layer boundary. 

Inverse modelling is presented in Table C4.16.1. 

Table C4.16.1: Inverse modelling of phase E24 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer boundary; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 661 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 661 135.036 0.348 Figure C4.16.1 

INV, L1 661 104.489 0.306  

SMT, L1 661 100.139 0.300  

INV, L1 661 83.913 0.275  

SMT, L1 661 83.241 0.274  

INV, L1 661 68.571 0.248  

SMT, L1 661 69.417 0.250  

INV, L1 660 58.180 0.229  

SMT, L1 660 60.013 0.232  

INV, L1 660 51.037 0.214  

SMT, L1 660 52.977 0.218  

INV, L1 660 44.914 0.201  

SMT, L1 660 47.667 0.207  

INV, L1 660 40.871 0.192  

SMT, L1 660 42.328 0.195  

INV, L1 660 37.334 0.183  

SMT, L1 660 38.835 0.187 Figure C4.16.2 

INV, L1 660 33.750 0.174  

SMT, L1 660 34.866 0.177  

INV, L1 660 31.520 0.168  

SMT, L1 660 32.599 0.171  

INV, L1 660 28.964 0.161  

SMT, L1 660 29.974 0.164  

INV, L1, x2 660 24.288 0.148  

SMT, L1 660 25.363 0.151  

INV, L1, x2 659 20.977 0.137  

SMT, L1 660 22.302 0.142  

INV, L1, x2 659 18.565 0.129  

SMT, L1 660 19.352 0.132  

INV, L1, x2 660 16.718 0.123  

SMT, L1 660 17.641 0.126  

INV, L1, x2 660 13.816 0.111  

SMT, L1 660 14.241 0.113  

INV, L1, x2 660 11.846 0.103  

SMT, L1 660 12.555 0.106  

INV, L1, x2 659 10.748 0.098  

SMT, L1 660 11.411 0.101  

INV, L, x2 660 9.753 0.094  

SMT, L1 660 10.278 0.096  

INV, L1, x2 660 9.310 0.091  

SMT, L1 660 9.647 0.093  

INV, L1, x2 660 8.648 0.088  

SMT, L1 660 9.201 0.091  

INV, L1, x3 660 7.918 0.084  

SMT, L1 660 8.537 0.088  

INV, L1, x3 660 7.450 0.082  

SMT, L1 660 8.060 0.085  

INV, L1, x3 660 7.219 0.081  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 661 
χ2 RMS Figure 

SMT, L1 660 7.748 0.083  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.780 0.078  

SMT, L1 660 7.375 0.081  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.656 0.077  

SMT, L1 660 7.010 0.079  

INV, L, x3 660 6.433 0.076  

SMT, L1 660 7.060 0.080  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.489 0.076  

SMT, L1 660 6.930 0.079  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.359 0.076  

SMT, L1 660 6.827 0.078  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.404 0.076  

SMT, L1 660 6.800 0.078  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.482 0.076  

SMT, L1 660 6.881 0.079  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.089 0.074  

SMT, L1 659 6.599 0.077  

INV, L1, x3 660 6.021 0.074  

SMT, L1 660 6.479 0.076  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.921 0.073  

SMT, L1 660 6.372 0.076  

INV, L, x3 660 5.939 0.073  

SMT, L1 659 6.317 0.075  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.858 0.073  

SMT, L1 660 6.175 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.855 0.073  

SMT, L1 660 6.174 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.853 0.073  

SMT, L1 660 6.172 0.074  

INV, L1, x4 660 5.851 0.072  

SMT, L1 660 6.003 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.677 0.071  

SMT, L1 660 5.908 0.073  

INV, L, x3 660 5.690 0.072  

SMT, L1 660 5.996 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.852 0.073  

SMT, L1 660 6.173 0.074  

INV, L1, x3 659 5.567 0.071  

SMT, L1 660 5.900 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.543 0.071  

SMT, L1 660 5.891 0.073  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.414 0.070  

SMT, L1 660 5.775 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.406 0.070  

SMT, L1 660 5.728 0.072  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.314 0.069  

SMT, L1 660 5.673 0.071  

INV, L1, x3 660 5.260 0.069  

SMT, L1 660 5.643 0.071  

INV, L, x3 660 5.242 0.069  

SMT, L1 660 5.639 0.071  

INV, L1, x4 659 5.162 0.068  

SMT, L1 660 5.637 0.071 Figure C4.16.3 
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Figure C4.16.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at 
the top part of the figure. The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they 
plotted at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.16.2: Modelling of phase E24 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the layer boundary was 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually increased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks 
are showed.  
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Figure C4.16.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E24 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom, the observed (turquoise) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

The starting model was able to trace all travel time picks and remained 100% over the 

inversion. The goodness of fit rapidly improved from 135.036 to 5.637, however significant 

changes did not occur over the last few iterations. The layer boundary was regularly smoothed.  

Appendix C4.17 Phase E25 

The starting model parameterised by the same fashion for all modelling approaches. The 

layer boundary is horizontal located at 1.5 km, while velocities and geometry is described by 

40 nodes. 

Option 1: phase E25 reflection from the basement rocks 

At the first out-of-plane modelling, the target phase was traced as reflected waves arriving 

from the layer boundary. Inverse modelling is detailed in Table C4.17.1. 

Table C4.17.1: Inverse modelling of phase E25 as out-of-plane signal reflecting at the layer boundary between 
sedimentary unit and the basement rocks. INV = inversion; SMT = smoothing, L1 = inversion applied to z-
coordinates at the layer; x2, x3, etc., = number of iterations. 

Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 188 
χ2 RMS Figure 

Start 186 181.619 0.269 Figure C4.17.1 

INV, L1 183 155.576 0.249  

SMT, L1 178 201.345 0.283  

INV, L1 188 134.595 0.231  

SMT, L1 177 128.854 0.226  

INV, L1 187 118.680 0.217  

SMT, L1 188 119.603 0.218  

INV, L1 186 115.206 0.214  

SMT, L1 187 114.355 0.213  

INV, L1 186 98.696 0.198  

SMT, L1 168 194.344 0.278  
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Process 
Number of traceable picks 

out of 188 
χ2 RMS Figure 

INV, L1, x2 181 133.775 0.231  

SMT, L1 186 77.487 0.176  

INV, L1 182 104.521 0.204  

SMT, L1 187 74.124 0.172  

INV, L1 180 63.949 0.159  

SMT, L1, x2 185 104.040 0.203  

INV, L1, x2 180 49.158 0.140  

SMT, L1 183 52.651 0.145  

INV, L1 185 93.093 0.192  

SMT, L1 186 89.918 0.189  

INV, L1, x2 177 38.691 0.124  

SMT, L1 185 43.724 0.132  

INV, L1, x2 175 30.969 0.111  

SMT, L1 184 36.869 0.121  

INV, L1, x2 179 28.647 0.107  

SMT, L1 184 32.211 0.113 Figure C4.17.2 

INV, L1, x2 178 24.112 0.098  

SMT, L1 180 26.243 0.102  

INV, L1, x2 174 54.326 0.151  

SMT, L1 179 24.368 0.098  

INV, L1, x2 170 18.137 0.085  

SMT, L1 180 22.530 0.095  

INV, L1, x2 171 17.393 0.083  

SMT, L1 179 20.792 0.091  

INV, L1, x2 157 9.530 0.062  

SMT, L1 171 15.425 0.078  

INV, L, x2 164 10.604 0.065  

SMT, L1 169 13.754 0.074  

INV, L1, x2 160 45.615 0.135  

SMT, L1 164 10.549 0.069  

INV, L1, x2 145 5.412 0.046  

SMT, L1 162 9.408 0.061  

INV, L1, x2 148 5.851 0.048  

SMT, L1 163 8.759 0.059  

INV, L1, x2 146 4.177 0.041  

SMT, L1 163 7.744 0.055  

INV, L1, x2 152 4.762 0.044  

SMT, L1 165 7.201 0.054  

INV, L1, x3 158 5.616 0.047  

SMT, L1 166 6.915 0.052  

INV, L1, x3 160 4.862 0.044  

SMT, L1 167 7.130 0.053  

INV, L, x2 152 3.755 0.039  

SMT, L1 155 4.674 0.043  

INV, L1, x3 145 2.989 0.034  

SMT, L1 155 4.674 0.043 Figure C4.17.3 
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Figure C4.17.1: Starting model of the out-of-plane signal tests. The geometry of the layer boundary will be altered 
by the inverse modelling. The starting model is able to trace most of the observed travel time picks and plotted at 
the top part of the figure. The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks do not fit well as they plotted 
at the bottom part of the figure.  

 

Figure C4.17.2: Modelling of phase E25 as out-of-plane signal. The z-coordinates of the later boundary was 
modified during inversion process. The number of traceable picks gradually decreased after each iteration and 
plotted at the top part of the fire. At the bottom part, the observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are 
showed.  
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Figure C4.17.3: Final model of the out-of-plane signal modelling using phase E25 as reflected waves. The model 
is able to trace 100% of the original observed travel time picks and presented at the top part of the figure. At the 
bottom, the observed (blue) and modelled (black) travel time picks are plotted.  

98.9% of the total number of travel time picks were traced in the starting model. The 

number of traceable picks gradually decreased after every iteration and the final model can trace 

82.5% of the maximum picks. The χ2 value dropped from 181.619 to 4.674, but significant 

improvement did not occurred over the last few iterations, therefore inverse modelling was 

stopped.  
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Appendix C  

Appendix C5  Modelling dipping reflectors 

Appendix C5.1 Phase E21 

Shot 1037 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 32 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.1.1 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1037 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 32 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.3 1.3 32 2.361 0.045  

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.3 32 1.811 0.040  

1.50 3.50 1.0 1.6 32 1.784 0.039  

1.60 3.60 1.0 1.6 32 1.625 0.038 Figure C5.1.1 

 

 

Figure C5.1.1: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1037. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure.  

Shot 1038 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 21 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.2 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1038 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 21 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.2 21 0.846 0.027 Figure C5.1.2 
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Figure C5.1.2: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1038. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure.  

Shot 1039 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 26 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.3 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1039 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 26 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.1 26 1.320 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.2 26 0.883 0.028  

1.85 3.85 1.1 1.2 26 0.811 0.028 Figure C5.1.3 

 

 
Figure C5.1.3: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1039. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 
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Shot 1040 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 58 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.4 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1040 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 58 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.4 1.4 58 14.740 0.114  

1.50 3.50 1.4 1.8 58 11.493 0.101  

1.50 3.50 1.0 1.8 58 11.084 0.099  

1.50 3.50 1.0 2.0 58 10.503 0.096  

1.50 3.50 0.90 2.0 58 10.057 0.094  

1.50 3.50 0.90 2.1 58 9.609 0.092  

1.50 3.50 0.90 2.2 58 9.455 0.092  

1.54 3.54 0.90 2.2 58 9.346 0.091  

1.54 3.54 0.90 2.4 58 9.168 0.090  

1.54 3.54 0.80 2.4 58 8.901 0.089  

1.49 3.49 0.80 2.4 58 8.686 0.088  

1.49 3.49 0.80 2.57 58 8.549 0.088  

1.49 3.49 0.75 2.57 58 8.310 0.086  

1.49 3.49 0.75 2.85 58 8.094 0.085  

1.49 3.49 0.70 2.85 58 7.865 0.083  

1.49 3.49 0.70 3.30 58 7.656 0.082  

1.49 3.49 0.64 3.30 58 7.388 0.081  

1.49 3.49 0.64 3.57 58 7.233 0.080  

1.49 3.49 0.63 3.57 58 7.206 0.080  

1.50 3.50 0.63 3.57 58 7.199 0.080 Figure C5.1.4 

 

 

Figure C5.1.4: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1040. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1041 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 69 in this shot gather.  
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Table C5.1.5 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1041 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 69 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.3 1.3 69 10.406 0.096  

1.50 3.50 1.3 1.4 69 10.200 0.095  

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.4 69 9.380 0.091  

1.50 3.50 0.9 1.7 69 7.340 0.081  

1.50 3.50 0.9 1.8 69 6.882 0.078  

1.52 3.52 0.9 1.8 69 6.867 0.078  

1.52 3.52 0.9 1.9 69 6.791 0.079  

1.52 3.52 0.8 1.9 69 6.572 0.076  

1.52 3.52 0.8 2.1 69 5.945 0.073  

1.55 3.55 0.8 2.1 69 5.877 0.072  

1.55 3.55 0.8 2.2 69 5.779 0.072  

1.58 3.58 0.8 2.2 69 5.684 0.071  

1.58 3.58 0.8 2.4 69 5.625 0.071  

1.63 3.63 0.8 2.4 69 5.349 0.069  

1.63 3.63 0.8 2.53 69 5.235 0.068  

1.65 3.65 0.8 2.53 69 5.167 0.068 Figure C5.1.5 

 

 

Figure C5.1.5: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1041. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1042 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 88 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.6 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1042 tracing E21 travel 
time. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 88 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.2 88 13.817 0.111  

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.3 88 12.939 0.107  

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.3 88 12.446 0.105  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 88 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.4 88 11.949 0.103  

1.50 3.50 1.0 1.4 88 11.370 0.101  

1.50 3.50 1.0 1.5 88 10.912 0.099  

1.50 3.50 0.9 1.5 88 10.532 0.097  

1.50 3.50 0.9 1.6 88 9.949 0.094  

1.53 3.53 0.9 1.6 88 9.920 0.094  

1.53 3.53 0.9 1.7 88 9.880 0.094  

1.53 3.53 0.8 1.7 88 9.354 0.091  

1.53 3.53 0.8 1.8 88 8.957 0.089  

1.55 3.55 0.8 1.8 88 8.938 0.089  

1.55 3.55 0.8 1.9 88 8.826 0.089  

1.55 3.55 0.7 1.9 88 8.650 0.088  

1.55 3.55 0.7 2.2 88 7.873 0.084  

1.60 3.60 0.7 2.2 88 7.652 0.083  

1.60 3.60 0.7 2.23 88 7.598 0.082 Figure C5.1.6 

 

 

Figure C5.1.6: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1042. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1043 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 70 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.7 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1042 tracing E21 travel 
time. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.3 1.3 70 15.111 0.116  

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.3 70 14.878 0.115  

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.4 70 13.996 0.111  

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.4 70 13.526 0.110  

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.5 70 12.970 0.107  

1.50 3.50 1.0 1.5 70 12.468 0.105  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.0 1.6 70 11.928 0.103  

1.50 3.50 0.9 1.6 70 11.662 0.102  

1.50 3.50 0.9 1.8 70 10.937 0.099  

1.50 3.50 0.8 1.8 70 10.288 0.096  

1.50 3.50 0.8 1.9 70 9.894 0.094  

1.52 3.52 0.8 1.9 70 9.865 0.094  

1.52 3.52 0.8 2.0 70 9.739 0.093  

1.52 3.52 0.7 2.0 70 9.541 0.092  

1.52 3.52 0.7 2.2 70 8.890 0.089  

1.54 3.54 0.7 2.2 70 8.857 0.089  

1.54 3.54 0.7 2.34 70 8.742 0.088  

1.54 3.54 0.65 2.34 70 8.507 0.087  

1.54 3.54 0.65 2.39 70 8.408 0.086 Figure C5.1.7 

 

 

Figure C5.1.7: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1043. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1044 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 50 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.8 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1044 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 50 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.1 50 0.497 0.021 Figure C5.1.8 
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Figure C5.1.8: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1044. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1045 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 61 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.9 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1045 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 61 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.1 61 1.016 0.030  

1.50 3.50 1.15 1.1 61 0.949 0.029  

1.50 3.50 1.15 1.09 61 0.937 0.029 Figure C5.1.9 

 

 
Figure C5.1.9: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1045. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 
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Shot 1046 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 60 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.10 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1046 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 60 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.1 1.1 60 0.363 0.018 Figure C5.1.10 

 

 

Figure C5.1.10: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1046. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1047 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 79 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.11 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1047 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 79 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.2 79 3.125 0.053  

1.50 3.50 1.24 1.2 79 3.063 0.052  

1.50 3.50 1.24 1.18 79 3.035 0.052  

1.50 3.50 1.27 1.18 79 3.002 0.052  

1.50 3.50 1.27 1.16 79 2.976 0.052  

1.50 3.50 1.30 1.16 79 2.941 0.051  

1.50 3.50 1.30 1.15 79 2.922 0.051  

1.50 3.50 1.32 1.15 79 2.910 0.051  

1.50 3.50 1.32 1.13 79 2.885 0.051  

1.50 3.50 1.35 1.13 79 2.849 0.050  

1.50 3.50 1.35 1.12 79 2.833 0.050  

1.50 3.50 1.37 1.12 79 2.818 0.050  

1.50 3.50 1.37 1.11 79 2.801 0.050  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 79 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.39 1.11 79 2.787 0.050  

1.50 3.50 1.39 1.10 79 2.770 0.050  

1.50 3.50 1.41 1.10 79 2.756 0.049  

1.50 3.50 1.41 1.09 79 2.739 0.049  

1.50 3.50 1.43 1.09 79 2.725 0.049  

1.48 3.48 1.43 1.09 79 2.718 0.049 Figure C5.1.11 

 

 

Figure C5.1.11: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1047. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1048 

The total number of picks of phase E21 is 64 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.1.12 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1048 tracing E21 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 64 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.2 64 1.396 0.035  

1.50 3.50 1.2 1.17 64 1.333 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.22 1.17 64 1.323 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.22 1.16 64 1.315 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.23 1.16 64 1.309 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.23 1.15 64 1.308 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.25 1.15 64 1.295 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.25 1.14 64 1.291 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.27 1.14 64 1.284 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.27 1.13 64 1.275 0.034  

1.50 3.50 1.28 1.13 64 1.269 0.034 Figure C5.1.12 
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Figure C5.1.12: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1048. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (orange) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Appendix C5.2 Phase E22 

Shot 1075 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 87 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.1 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1075 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 87 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.50 5.50 1.6 1.6 87 7.535 0.082  

2.50 5.50 1.6 1.8 87 6.774 0.078  

2.50 5.50 1.5 1.8 87 6.715 0.077  

2.50 5.50 1.5 2.0 87 5.831 0.072  

2.60 5.60 1.5 2.0 87 5.775 0.072  

2.60 5.60 1.5 2.1 87 5.618 0.071  

2.70 5.70 1.5 2.1 87 5.517 0.070  

2.70 5.70 1.5 2.3 87 5.289 0.069  

2.80 5.80 1.5 2.3 87 5.050 0.067  

2.80 5.80 1.5 2.3 87 4.778 0.065  

2.88 5.88 1.5 2.5 87 4.630 0.064  

2.88 5.88 1.5 2.52 87 4.593 0.064 Figure C5.2.1 
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Figure C5.2.1: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1075. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure.  

Shot 1076 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 79 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.2 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1076 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 79 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.8 1.8 79 9.399 0.091  

2.00 5.50 1.8 1.9 79 8.982 0.089  

2.00 5.50 1.7 1.8 79 8.901 0.089  

2.00 5.50 1.7 2.0 79 8.211 0.085  

2.00 5.50 1.4 2.6 79 5.514 0.070  

2.02 5.52 1.4 2.6 79 5.500 0.070  

2.02 5.52 1.4 2.7 79 5.430 0.069  

2.10 5.60 1.4 2.7 79 5.268 0.068  

2.10 5.60 1.4 2.8 79 5.143 0.068  

2.20 5.70 1.4 2.8 79 5.118 0.067  

2.20 5.70 1.4 3.1 79 4.720 0.065  

2.27 5.77 1.4 3.1 79 4.484 0.063  

2.27 5.77 1.4 3.2 79 4.365 0.062  

2.27 5.77 1.37 3.2 79 4.298 0.062  

2.27 5.77 1.37 3.5 79 3.955 0.059  

2.27 5.77 1.34 3.5 79 3.822 0.058  

2.27 5.77 1.34 4.1 79 3.465 0.055  

2.27 5.77 1.29 4.1 79 3.162 0.053  

2.26 5.76 1.29 4.1 79 3.160 0.053  

2.26 5.76 1.29 4.11 79 3.152 0.054 Figure C5.2.2 
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Figure C5.2.2: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1076. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1077 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 86 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.3 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1077 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 86 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.8 1.8 86 3.652 0.057  

2.00 5.50 1.6 2.0 86 3.074 0.052  

1.95 5.45 1.6 2.0 86 3.070 0.052  

1.95 5.45 1.6 2.01 86 3.065 0.052  

1.95 5.45 1.58 2.01 86 3.039 0.052  

1.95 5.45 1.58 2.04 86 3.003 0.052  

1.95 5.45 1.56 2.04 86 2.973 0.051  

1.95 5.45 1.56 2.07 86 2.942 0.051  

1.95 5.45 1.54 2.07 86 2.909 0.051  

1.95 5.45 1.54 2.10 86 2.881 0.051  

1.95 5.45 1.52 2.10 86 2.847 0.050  

1.95 5.45 1.52 2.13 86 2.820 0.050  

1.95 5.45 1.50 2.13 86 2.788 0.050  

1.95 5.45 1.50 2.16 86 2.759 0.050  

1.95 5.45 1.48 2.16 86 2.731 0.049  

1.95 5.45 1.48 2.19 86 2.700 0.049  

1.95 5.45 1.46 2.19 86 2.677 0.049  

1.95 5.45 1.46 2.23 86 2.641 0.048  

1.95 5.45 1.44 2.23 86 2.606 0.048  

1.95 5.45 1.44 2.26 86 2.581 0.048  

1.95 5.45 1.42 2.26 86 2.556 0.048  

1.95 5.45 1.42 2.30 86 2.523 0.047  

1.95 5.45 1.40 2.30 86 2.491 0.047  

1.95 5.45 1.40 2.33 86 2.464 0.047  

1.95 5.45 1.38 2.33 86 2.446 0.047  

1.95 5.45 1.38 2.37 86 2.407 0.046  

1.95 5.45 1.36 2.37 86 2.386 0.046  

1.95 5.45 1.36 2.41 86 2.350 0.046  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 86 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.95 5.45 1.34 2.41 86 2.329 0.046  

1.95 5.45 1.34 2.45 86 2.294 0.045  

1.95 5.45 1.33 2.45 86 2.275 0.045  

1.95 5.45 1.33 2.47 86 2.266 0.045  

1.95 5.45 1.32 2.48 86 2.248 0.045  

1.95 5.45 1.32 2.49 86 2.238 0.045  

1.95 5.45 1.31 2.51 86 2.212 0.044  

1.95 5.45 1.30 2.51 86 2.197 0.044  

1.95 5.45 1.30 2.54 86 2.185 0.044  

1.95 5.45 1.28 2.54 86 2.163 0.044  

1.95 5.45 1.28 2.58 86 2.132 0.044  

1.95 5.45 1.27 2.58 86 2.116 0.043 Figure C5.2.3 

 

 

Figure C5.2.3: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1077. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure.  

Shot 1078 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 70 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.4 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1078 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.9 1.9 70 6.836 0.078  

2.00 5.50 1.6 2.3 70 5.036 0.067  

2.01 5.51 1.6 2.3 70 5.035 0.067  

2.01 5.51 1.6 2.34 70 4.986 0.067  

2.01 5.51 1.56 2.34 70 4.871 0.066  

2.01 5.51 1.56 2.41 70 4.727 0.065  

2.01 5.51 1.53 2.41 70 4.627 0.065  

2.01 5.51 1.53 2.47 70 4.535 0.063  

2.01 5.51 1.50 2.47 70 4.434 0.063  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.01 5.51 1.50 2.53 70 4.347 0.062  

2.01 5.51 1.47 2.53 70 4.254 0.061  

2.01 5.51 1.47 2.60 70 4.161 0.061  

2.01 5.51 1.44 2.60 70 4.060 0.060  

2.01 5.51 1.44 2.67 70 3.978 0.059  

2.01 5.51 1.41 2.67 70 3.880 0.059  

2.01 5.51 1.41 2.74 70 3.799 0.058  

2.01 5.51 1.38 2.74 70 3.716 0.057  

2.01 5.51 1.38 2.82 70 3.623 0.057  

2.01 5.51 1.35 2.82 70 3.543 0.056  

2.01 5.51 1.35 2.91 70 3.451 0.055  

2.01 5.51 1.30 2.91 70 3.416 0.055  

2.01 5.51 1.30 3.10 70 3.188 0.053  

2.01 5.51 1.26 3.10 70 3.040 0.052  

2.01 5.51 1.26 3.20 70 2.955 0.051  

2.01 5.51 1.24 3.20 70 2.892 0.051  

2.01 5.51 1.24 3.30 70 2.855 0.050  

2.01 5.51 1.20 3.30 70 2.767 0.050  

2.01 5.51 1.20 3.45 70 2.646 0.048  

2.01 5.51 1.17 3.45 70 2.579 0.048  

2.01 5.51 1.17 3.60 70 2.498 0.047  

2.01 5.51 1.14 3.60 70 2.421 0.046  

2.01 5.51 1.14 3.75 70 2.350 0.046  

2.01 5.51 1.10 3.75 70 2.303 0.045  

2.01 5.51 1.10 3.96 70 2.157 0.044  

2.01 5.51 1.08 3.96 70 2.110 0.043  

2.01 5.51 1.08 4.10 70 2.062 0.043  

2.01 5.51 1.06 4.10 70 2.011 0.042  

2.01 5.51 1.06 4.25 70 1.968 0.042  

2.01 5.51 1.04 4.25 70 1.915 0.041  

2.01 5.51 1.04 4.40 70 1.876 0.041  

2.01 5.51 1.02 4.40 70 1.830 0.040  

2.01 5.51 1.02 4.55 70 1.790 0.040  

2.01 5.51 1.01 4.55 70 1.764 0.040  

2.02 5.52 1.01 4.55 70 1.762 0.040 Figure C5.2.4 
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Figure C5.2.4: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1078. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1079 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 16 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.5 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1079 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 16 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.9 1.9 16 0.114 0.010 Figure C5.2.5 

 

 

Figure C5.2.5: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1079. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 
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Shot 1080 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 49 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.6 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1080 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 49 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.9 1.9 49 0.513 0.021 Figure C5.2.6 

 

 

Figure C5.2.6: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1080. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1081 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 106 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.7 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1081 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 106 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.9 1.9 106 1.434 0.036  

2.00 5.50 1.9 2.0 106 1.349 0.035  

2.00 5.50 1.85 2.0 106 1.215 0.033  

2.00 5.50 1.85 2.01 106 1.207 0.033  

2.00 5.50 1.84 2.01 106 1.206 0.033 Figure C5.2.7 
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Figure C5.2.7: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1081. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure.  

Shot 1082 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 52 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.8 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1082 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 52 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 1.9 1.9 52 0.212 0.014 Figure C5.2.8 

 

 

Figure C5.2.8: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1082. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 
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Shot 1083 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 60 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.9 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1083 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 60 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 2.0 2.0 60 0.177 0.013 Figure C5.2.9 

 

 

Figure C5.2.9: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1083. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1084 

The total number of picks of phase E22 is 46 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.2.10 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1084 tracing E22 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 46 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.50 2.1 2.1 46 0.586 0.023 Figure C5.2.10 
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Figure C5.2.10: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1084. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (green) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Appendix C5.3 Phase E23 

Shot 1058 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 63 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.1 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1058 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 63 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.5 63 4.131 0.060  

2.00 4.50 1.2 2.0 63 3.033 0.052  

2.03 4.53 1.2 2.0 63 3.014 0.052  

2.03 4.53 1.0 2.8 63 2.177 0.044 Figure C5.3.1 
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Figure C5.3.1: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1058. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1059 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 111 in this shot gather. 

 Table C5.3.2 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1059 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 111 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.4 111 12.423 0.105  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.7 111 7.551 0.082  

2.00 4.50 1.2 2.1 111 6.080 0.074  

2.00 4.50 1.0 3.05 111 4.612 0.064  

2.00 4.50 0.96 3.05 111 4.454 0.063  

2.00 4.50 0.96 3.45 111 4.271 0.062  

2.03 4.53 0.96 3.45 111 4.149 0.061 Figure C5.3.2 
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Figure C5.3.2: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1059. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1060 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 119 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.3 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1060 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 119 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.7 1.7 119 15.522 0.118  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.7 119 14.402 0.113  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.8 119 14.273 0.114  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.8 119 13.547 0.110  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.9 119 13.111 0.108  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.9 119 13.041 0.108  

2.00 4.50 1.3 2.1 119 11.934 0.103  

2.07 4.57 1.3 2.1 119 11.836 0.103  

2.07 4.57 1.3 2.23 119 11.623 0.102  

2.07 4.57 1.2 2.23 119 11.417 0.101  

2.07 4.57 1.2 2.66 119 10.251 0.096  

2.07 4.57 1.14 2.66 119 9.808 0.094  

2.07 4.57 1.14 3.53 119 9.120 0.090 Figure C5.3.3 
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Figure C5.3.3: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1060. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1061 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 123 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.4 Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1061 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 123 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.5 123 12.736 0.107  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.55 123 12.614 0.106  

2.00 4.50 1.41 1.55 123 12.142 0.104  

2.00 4.50 1.41 1.65 123 11.684 0.102  

2.00 4.50 1.33 1.65 123 11.268 0.100  

2.00 4.50 1.33 1.75 123 10.848 0.098  

2.00 4.50 1.27 1.75 123 10.540 0.097  

2.00 4.50 1.27 1.85 123 10.246 0.096  

2.00 4.50 1.21 1.85 123 9.947 0.094  

2.00 4.50 1.21 1.96 123 9.665 0.093  

2.00 4.50 1.16 1.96 123 9.397 0.092  

2.00 4.50 1.16 2.06 123 9.180 0.091  

2.00 4.50 1.11 2.06 123 8.965 0.089  

2.00 4.50 1.11 2.19 123 8.706 0.088  

2.00 4.50 1.06 2.19 123 8.489 0.087  

2.00 4.50 1.06 2.34 123 8.238 0.086  

2.00 4.50 1.02 2.34 123 8.030 0.085  

2.00 4.50 1.02 2.48 123 7.867 0.084  

2.00 4.50 0.98 2.48 123 7.668 0.083  

2.00 4.50 0.98 2.65 123 7.496 0.082  

2.00 4.50 0.94 2.65 123 7.297 0.081  

2.00 4.50 0.94 2.86 123 7.120 0.080  

2.00 4.50 0.90 2.86 123 6.921 0.079  

2.00 4.50 0.90 3.04 123 6.763 0.078 Figure C5.3.4 
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Figure C5.3.4: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1061. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1062 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 122 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.5 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1062 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 122 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.5 122 8.273 0.086  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.5 122 7.590 0.082  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.6 122 7.571 0.082  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.6 122 7.008 0.079  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.7 122 6.822 0.078  

2.00 4.50 1.2 1.7 122 6.628 0.077  

2.00 4.50 1.2 1.8 122 6.136 0.074  

2.03 4.53 1.2 1.8 122 6.127 0.074  

2.03 4.53 1.2 1.85 122 6.060 0.074  

2.03 4.53 1.16 1.85 122 5.912 0.073  

2.03 4.53 1.16 1.93 122 5.764 0.072  

2.03 4.53 1.12 1.93 122 5.618 0.071  

2.03 4.53 1.12 2.01 122 5.475 0.070  

2.03 4.53 1.09 2.01 122 5.367 0.069  

2.03 4.53 1.09 2.08 122 5.276 0.069  

2.03 4.53 1.06 2.08 122 5.182 0.068  

2.03 4.53 1.06 2.16 122 5.085 0.067  

2.03 4.53 1.03 2.16 122 4.995 0.067  

2.03 4.53 1.03 2.25 122 4.896 0.066  

2.03 4.53 1.00 2.25 122 4.806 0.066  

2.03 4.53 1.00 2.35 122 4.710 0.065  

2.03 4.53 0.97 2.35 122 4.621 0.064  

2.03 4.53 0.97 2.46 122 4.527 0.064  

2.03 4.53 0.94 2.46 122 4.441 0.063  

2.03 4.53 0.94 2.59 122 4.345 0.062  

2.03 4.53 0.91 2.59 122 4.255 0.062  

2.03 4.53 0.91 2.74 122 4.164 0.061  

2.03 4.53 0.88 2.74 122 4.069 0.060  

2.03 4.53 0.88 2.91 122 3.984 0.060  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 122 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.03 4.53 0.85 2.91 122 3.890 0.059  

2.03 4.53 0.85 3.04 122 3.813 0.058  

2.03 4.53 0.83 3.04 122 3.773 0.058  

2.03 4.53 0.83 3.21 122 3.690 0.057  

2.03 4.53 0.81 3.21 122 3.639 0.057 Figure C5.3.5 

 

 

Figure C5.3.5: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1062. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1063 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 119 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.6 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1063 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 119 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.5 119 6.852 0.078  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.7 119 6.200 0.074  

2.00 4.50 1.0 2.4 119 3.927 0.059  

2.04 4.54 1.0 2.4 119 3.847 0.059  

2.04 4.54 1.0 2.5 119 3.082 0.059  

2.07 4.57 1.0 2.5 119 3.729 0.058  

2.07 4.57 1.0 2.6 119 3.703 0.057  

2.08 4.58 1.0 2.6 119 3.663 0.057 Figure C5.3.6 
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Figure C5.3.6: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1063. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1064 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 98 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.7 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1064 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 98 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.5 98 9.240 0.091  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.6 98 8.668 0.088  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.6 98 8.336 0.086  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.7 98 7.832 0.084  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.7 98 7.653 0.083  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.8 98 7.030 0.079  

2.04 4.54 1.3 1.8 98 7.015 0.079  

2.04 4.54 1.3 1.85 98 6.937 0.079  

2.04 4.54 1.25 1.85 98 6.714 0.077  

2.04 4.54 1.25 1.93 98 6.531 0.076  

2.04 4.54 1.2 1.93 98 6.336 0.075  

2.04 4.54 1.2 2.02 98 6.123 0.074  

2.04 4.54 1.16 2.02 98 5.057 0.073  

2.04 4.54 1.16 2.11 98 5.799 0.072  

2.04 4.54 1.12 2.11 98 5.623 0.071  

2.04 4.54 1.12 2.20 98 5.477 0.070  

2.04 4.54 1.08 2.20 98 5.327 0.069  

2.04 4.54 1.08 2.31 98 5.162 0.068  

2.04 4.54 1.04 2.31 98 5.014 0.067  

2.04 4.54 1.04 2.43 98 4.855 0.066  

2.04 4.54 1.0 2.43 98 4.722 0.065  

2.04 4.54 1.0 2.59 98 4.541 0.064  

2.04 4.54 0.96 2.59 98 4.374 0.062  

2.04 4.54 0.96 2.78 98 4.209 0.061  

2.04 4.54 0.92 2.78 98 2.021 0.060  

2.04 4.54 0.92 2.99 98 3.873 0.059  

2.04 4.54 0.88 2.99 98 3.708 0.057  

2.04 4.54 0.88 3.27 98 3.572 0.057  

2.04 4.54 0.84 3.27 98 3.416 0.055  

2.04 4.54 0.84 3.33 98 3.368 0.055 Figure C5.3.7 
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Figure C5.3.7: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1064. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1065 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 104 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.8 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1065 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 104 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.3 104 32.565 0.170  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.6 104 14.578 0.114  

2.00 4.50 1.3 2.0 104 8.212 0.086  

2.00 4.50 1.2 2.0 104 7.894 0.084  

2.00 4.50 1.2 2.1 104 7.335 0.081  

2.00 4.50 1.18 2.1 104 7.307 0.081  

2.00 4.50 1.18 2.2 104 7.111 0.080  

2.00 4.50 1.1 2.2 104 6.945 0.079  

2.00 4.50 1.1 2.3 104 6.508 0.076  

2.00 4.50 1.09 2.3 104 6.492 0.076  

2.00 4.50 1.09 2.33 104 6.410 0.076 Figure C5.3.8 
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Figure C5.3.8: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1065. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1066 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 88 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.9 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1066 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 88 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.6 1.6 88 8.709 0.088  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.6 88 8.644 0.088  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.7 88 8.126 0.085  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.7 88 7.986 0.084  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.8 88 7.535 0.082  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.8 88 7.531 0.082  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.9 88 6.957 0.079  

2.02 4.52 1.3 1.9 88 6.952 0.079  

2.02 4.52 1.3 1.93 88 6.915 0.078  

2.02 4.52 1.27 1.93 88 6.820 0.078  

2.02 4.52 1.27 2.0 88 6.761 0.078  

2.02 4.52 1.2 2.0 88 6.618 0.077  

2.02 4.52 1.2 2.10 88 6.363 0.075  

2.06 4.56 1.2 2.10 88 6.315 0.075  

2.06 4.56 1.2 2.15 88 6.268 0.075  

2.10 4.60 1.2 2.15 88 6.220 0.074  

2.10 4.60 1.19 2.15 88 6.211 0.074  

2.10 4.60 1.19 2.2 88 6.123 0.074  

2.10 4.60 1.17 2.2 88 6.082 0.074  

2.10 4.60 1.17 2.3 88 5.999 0.073  

2.10 4.60 1.13 2.3 88 5.850 0.072  

2.10 4.60 1.13 2.4 88 5.750 0.072  

2.10 4.60 1.1 2.4 88 5.648 0.071  

2.10 4.60 1.1 2.34 88 5.603 0.071 Figure C5.3.9 
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Figure C5.3.9: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1066. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1067 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 146 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.10 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1067 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 146 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.6 1.6 146 8.998 0.090  

2.00 4.50 1.6 1.7 146 8.675 0.088  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.7 146 8.118 0.085  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.8 146 8.008 0.084  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.8 146 7.392 0.081  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.9 146 7.136 0.080  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.9 146 6.787 0.078  

2.00 4.50 1.3 2.0 146 6.376 0.075  

2.00 4.50 1.26 2.0 146 6.220 0.075  

2.00 4.50 1.26 2.1 146 6.110 0.074  

2.00 4.50 1.20 2.1 146 5.782 0.072  

2.00 4.50 1.2 2.2 146 5.663 0.071  

2.00 4.50 1.1 2.2 146 5.614 0.071  

2.00 4.50 1.1 2.3 146 5.099 0.068  

1.98 4.48 1.1 2.3 146 5.082 0.067  

1.98 4.48 1.1 2.36 146 5.027 0.067  

1.98 4.48 1.06 2.36 146 4.906 0.066  

1.97 4.47 1.06 2.36 146 4.892 0.066 Figure C5.3.10 
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Figure C5.3.10: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1067. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1069 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 79 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.11 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1069 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 79 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.5 79 1.828 0.040  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.5 79 1.746 0.039  

2.00 4.50 1.4 1.6 79 1.689 0.039  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.6 79 1.513 0.037  

2.00 4.50 1.3 1.7 79 1.462 0.036  

2.00 4.50 1.2 1.7 79 1.411 0.035  

2.00 4.50 1.2 1.8 79 1.187 0.032  

2.00 4.50 1.17 1.8 79 1.122 0.032  

2.00 4.50 1.17 1.82 79 1.111 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.16 1.82 79 1.094 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.16 1.83 79 1.094 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.15 1.83 79 1.086 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.15 1.85 79 1.077 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.14 1.85 79 1.065 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.14 1.86 79 1.060 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.13 1.86 79 1.053 0.031  

2.00 4.50 1.13 1.88 79 1.045 0.030  

2.00 4.50 1.12 1.88 79 1.034 0.030  

2.00 4.50 1.12 1.89 79 1.029 0.030  

2.00 4.50 1.11 1.89 79 1.024 0.030  

2.00 4.50 1.11 1.91 79 1.014 0.030  

2.00 4.50 1.10 1.91 79 1.005 0.030 Figure C5.3.11 
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Figure C5.3.11: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1069. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure.  

Shot 1070 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 103 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.12 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1070 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 103 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 1.6 1.6 103 7.984 0.084  

2.00 4.50 1.6 1.7 103 7.933 0.084  

2.00 4.50 1.5 1.7 103 7.206 0.080  

1.90 4.40 1.5 1.7 103 7.202 0.080  

1.90 4.40 1.5 1.72 103 7.174 0.080  

1.90 4.40 1.4 1.72 103 7.005 0.079  

1.90 4.40 1.4 1.8 103 6.560 0.076  

1.90 4.40 1.3 1.8 103 6.559 0.076  

1.90 4.40 1.1 1.8 103 4.876 0.066 Figure C5.3.12 
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Figure C5.3.12: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1070. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1072 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 27 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.13 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1072 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 27 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 4.50 2.0 2.0 27 3.060 0.051  

2.00 4.50 2.0 2.1 27 2.737 0.049  

2.00 4.50 1.9 2.1 27 2.559 0.047  

1.90 4.40 1.9 2.1 27 2.535 0.047  

1.90 4.40 1.9 2.11 27 2.531 0.047  

1.90 4.40 1.88 2.11 27 2.515 0.047  

1.90 4.40 1.88 2.12 27 2.510 0.047  

1.90 4.40 1.86 2.12 27 2.495 0.047  

1.90 4.40 1.86 2.13 27 2.489 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.84 2.13 27 2.478 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.84 2.14 27 2.470 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.82 2.14 27 2.462 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.82 2.15 27 2.450 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.81 2.15 27 2.445 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.8 2.16 27 2.440 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.79 2.16 27 2.429 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.79 2.17 27 2.420 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.78 2.17 27 2.413 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.78 2.18 27 2.410 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.76 2.18 27 2.397 0.046  

1.90 4.40 1.76 2.19 27 2.387 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.75 2.19 27 2.381 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.75 2.20 27 2.375 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.73 2.20 27 2.364 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.73 2.21 27 2.352 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.72 2.21 27 2.347 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.72 2.22 27 2.339 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.71 2.22 27 2.332 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.71 2.23 27 2.327 0.045  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 27 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.90 4.40 1.70 2.23 27 2.318 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.70 2.24 27 2.316 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.68 2.24 27 2.303 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.68 2.26 27 2.294 0.045  

1.90 4.40 1.66 2.26 27 2.274 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.66 2.27 27 2.267 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.65 2.27 27 2.261 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.65 2.28 27 2.255 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.64 2.28 27 2.248 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.64 2.29 27 2.243 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.63 2.29 27 2.234 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.63 2.30 27 2.230 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.62 2.30 27 2.221 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.62 2.31 27 2.218 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.61 2.31 27 2.209 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.61 2.32 27 2.205 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.60 2.32 27 2.196 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.60 2.33 27 2.193 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.59 2.33 27 2.184 0.044  

1.90 4.40 1.59 2.34 27 2.180 0.043  

1.90 4.40 1.58 2.34 27 2.172 0.043  

1.90 4.40 1.58 2.35 27 2.168 0.043 Figure C5.3.13 

 

 
Figure C5.3.13: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1072. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 
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Shot 1073 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 62 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.14 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1073 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 62 

χ 2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.00 1.8 1.8 62 11.560 0.101  

2.00 5.00 1.4 2.3 62 9.073 0.090  

2.03 5.00 1.4 2.3 62 9.049 0.090  

2.03 5.03 1.4 2.34 62 9.006 0.089  

2.03 5.03 1.36 2.34 62 8.881 0.089  

2.03 5.03 1.36 2.41 62 8.738 0.088  

2.03 5.03 1.33 2.41 62 8.644 0.087  

2.03 5.03 1.33 2.48 62 8.537 0.087  

2.03 5.03 1.30 2.48 62 8.429 0.086  

2.03 5.03 1.30 2.55 62 8.336 0.086  

2.03 5.03 1.27 2.55 62 8.228 0.085  

2.03 5.03 1.27 2.62 62 8.136 0.085  

2.03 5.03 1.24 2.62 62 8.039 0.084  

2.03 5.03 1.24 2.65 62 7.978 0.084  

2.03 5.03 1.23 2.65 62 7.963 0.084  

2.02 5.02 1.23 2.65 62 7.958 0.084 Figure C5.3.14 

 

 

Figure C5.3.14: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1073. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 
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Shot 1074 

The total number of picks of phase E23 is 81 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.3.15 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1074 tracing E23 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 81 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 5.00 1.6 1.6 81 9.035 0.090  

2.00 5.00 1.6 1.7 81 8.647 0.088  

2.00 5.00 1.5 1.7 81 8.309 0.086  

2.00 5.00 1.5 1.8 81 7.915 0.084  

2.00 5.00 1.4 1.8 81 7.687 0.083  

2.00 5.00 1.4 1.9 81 7.187 0.080  

2.10 5.10 1.4 1.9 81 7.153 0.080  

2.10 5.10 1.4 2.0 81 7.131 0.080  

2.10 5.10 1.3 2.0 81 6.729 0.077  

2.10 5.10 1.3 2.1 81 6.305 0.075  

2.13 5.13 1.3 2.1 81 6.290 0.075  

2.13 5.13 1.3 2.3 81 6.684 0.077  

2.13 5.13 1.2 2.3 81 5.467 0.070  

2.13 5.13 1.16 2.3 81 5.275 0.068  

2.13 5.13 1.16 2.5 81 5.169 0.068  

2.13 5.13 1.10 2.5 81 4.794 0.065  

2.13 5.13 1.09 2.5 81 4.783 0.065  

2.13 5.13 1.09 2.67 81 4.681 0.065  

2.13 5.13 1.07 2.67 81 4.635 0.064  

2.13 5.13 1.07 2.80 81 4.531 0.063  

2.13 5.13 1.00 2.80 81 4.510 0.063  

2.08 5.08 1.00 2.80 81 4.335 0.063  

2.08 5.08 1.00 2.86 81 4.276 0.062  

2.08 5.08 0.98 2.86 81 4.231 0.061  

2.08 5.08 0.98 2.90 81 4.179 0.061  

2.09 5.09 0.98 2.90 81 4.177 0.061 Figure C5.3.15 

 

 

Figure C5.3.15: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1074. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (red) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 
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Appendix C5.4 Phase E24 

Shot 1095 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 70 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.4.1 Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1095 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.6 70 12.401 0.105  

2.00 6.00 1.6 2.0 70 5.199 0.068  

2.10 6.10 1.6 2.0 70 5.157 0.068  

2.10 6.10 1.6 2.01 70 5.154 0.068  

2.10 6.10 1.57 2.01 70 5.100 0.067  

2.10 6.10 1.57 2.04 70 5.049 0.067  

2.10 6.10 1.55 2.04 70 5.018 0.067  

2.10 6.10 1.55 2.07 70 4.980 0.066  

2.10 6.10 1.53 2.07 70 4.939 0.066  

2.10 6.10 1.53 2.09 70 4.912 0.066  

2.13 6.13 1.53 2.09 70 4.906 0.066  

2.13 6.13 1.52 2.09 70 4.895 0.66  

2.13 6.13 1.52 2.12 70 4.859 0.066  

2.13 6.13 1.50 2.12 70 4.817 0.065  

2.13 6.13 1.50 2.15 70 4.786 0.065  

2.13 6.13 1.47 2.15 70 4.737 0.065  

2.13 6.13 1.47 2.19 70 4.677 0.064  

2.13 6.13 1.44 2.19 70 4.637 0.064  

2.13 6.13 1.44 2.23 70 4.569 0.064  

2.13 6.13 1.42 2.23 70 4.535 0.063  

2.13 6.13 1.42 2.26 70 4.497 0.063  

2.13 6.13 1.40 2.26 70 4.462 0.063  

2.13 6.13 1.40 2.29 70 4.426 0.063  

2.13 6.13 1.38 2.29 70 4.391 0.062  

2.13 6.13 1.38 2.32 70 4.355 0.062  

2.13 6.13 1.36 2.32 70 4.321 0.062  

2.13 6.13 1.36 2.35 70 4.284 0.062  

2.13 6.13 1.34 2.35 70 4.253 0.061  

2.13 6.13 1.34 2.39 70 4.214 0.061  

2.13 6.13 1.32 2.39 70 4.166 0.061  

2.13 6.13 1.32 2.42 70 4.142 0.061  

2.13 6.13 1.30 2.42 70 4.099 0.060  

2.13 6.13 1.30 2.45 70 4.071 0.060  

2.13 6.13 1.28 2.45 70 4.033 0.060  

2.13 6.13 1.28 2.48 70 3.999 0.060  

2.13 6.13 1.26 2.48 70 3.968 0.059  

2.13 6.13 1.25 2.52 70 3.925 0.059  

2.13 6.13 1.24 2.52 70 3.883 0.059  

2.13 6.13 1.24 2.55 70 3.852 0.058  

2.13 6.13 1.22 2.55 70 3.819 0.058  

2.13 6.13 1.22 2.58 70 3.780 0.058  

2.13 6.13 1.20 2.58 70 3.757 0.057  

2.13 6.13 1.20 2.62 70 3.704 0.057  

2.13 6.13 1.18 2.62 70 3.674 0.057  

2.13 6.13 1.18 2.66 70 3.628 0.057  

2.13 6.13 1.16 2.66 70 3.593 0.056  

2.13 6.13 1.16 2.70 70 3.553 0.056  

2.13 6.13 1.14 2.70 70 3.514 0.056  

2.13 6.13 1.14 2.74 70 3.477 0.056  

2.13 6.13 1.12 2.74 70 3.436 0.056  

2.13 6.13 1.12 2.78 70 3.402 0.055  

2.13 6.13 1.10 2.78 70 3.360 0.055  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.13 6.13 1.10 2.82 70 3.327 0.054  

2.13 6.13 1.08 2.82 70 3.286 0.054  

2.13 6.13 1.08 2.86 70 3.253 0.054  

2.13 6.13 1.06 2.86 70 3.214 0.053  

2.13 6.13 1.06 2.90 70 3.179 0.053  

2.13 6.13 1.04 2.90 70 2.144 0.053  

2.13 6.13 1.04 2.94 70 3.106 0.052  

2.13 6.13 1.02 2.94 70 3.077 0.052  

2.13 6.13 1.02 2.99 70 3.032 0.052  

2.13 6.13 1.00 2.99 70 2.960 0.051  

2.13 6.13 0.98 2.99 70 2.931 0.051  

2.13 6.13 0.98 3.08 70 2.888 0.051  

2.13 6.13 0.96 3.08 70 2.853 0.050  

2.13 6.13 0.96 3.13 70 2.818 0.050  

2.13 6.13 0.94 3.13 70 2.780 0.050  

2.13 6.13 0.94 3.18 70 2.749 0.049  

2.13 6.13 0.92 3.18 70 2.709 0.049  

2.13 6.13 0.92 3.22 70 2.681 0.049  

2.13 6.13 0.90 3.22 70 2.655 0.049  

2.13 6.13 0.90 3.28 70 2.615 0.048  

2.13 6.13 0.88 3.28 70 2.577 0.048  

2.13 6.13 0.88 3.33 70 2.550 0.048  

2.13 6.13 0.86 3.33 70 2.515 0.047  

2.13 6.13 0.86 3.38 70 2.486 0.047  

2.13 6.13 0.84 3.38 70 2.456 0.047  

2.13 6.13 0.84 3.43 70 2.424 0.046  

2.13 6.13 0.82 3.43 70 2.400 0.046  

2.13 6.13 0.82 3.49 70 2.364 0.046  

2.13 6.13 0.80 3.49 70 2.335 0.046  

2.13 6.13 0.80 3.55 70 2.305 0.045  

2.13 6.13 0.78 3.55 70 2.274 0.045  

2.13 6.13 0.78 3.60 70 2.248 0.045  

2.13 6.13 0.76 3.60 70 2.227 0.044  

2.13 6.13 0.76 3.66 70 2.192 0.044  

2.13 6.13 0.74 3.66 70 2.172 0.044  

2.13 6.13 0.74 3.72 70 2.139 0.044  

2.13 6.13 0.72 3.72 70 2.120 0.043  

2.13 6.13 0.72 3.78 70 2.087 0.043  

2.13 6.13 0.71 3.78 70 2.071 0.043  

2.13 6.13 0.71 3.82 70 2.062 0.043  

2.13 6.13 0.69 3.82 70 2.039 0.043  

2.13 6.13 0.69 3.88 70 2.013 0.042  

2.13 6.13 0.67 3.88 70 1.996 0.042  

2.13 6.13 0.67 3.95 70 1.966 0.042  

2.13 6.13 0.65 3.95 70 1.946 0.042  

2.13 6.13 0.65 4.01 70 1.921 0.041  

2.13 6.13 0.64 4.01 70 1.907 0.041  

2.13 6.13 0.64 4.05 70 1.899 0.041  

2.13 6.13 0.62 4.05 70 1.883 0.041  

2.13 6.13 0.62 4.11 70 1.856 0.041  

2.13 6.13 0.61 4.11 70 1.845 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.61 4.15 70 1.836 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.60 4.15 70 1.823 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.60 4.19 70 1.816 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.59 4.19 70 1.802 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.59 4.23 70 1.797 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.58 4.23 70 1.781 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.58 4.25 70 1.777 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.57 4.25 70 1.769 0.040  

2.13 6.13 0.57 4.29 70 1.758 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.56 4.29 70 1.749 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.56 4.33 70 1.740 0.039  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 70 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.13 6.13 0.55 4.33 70 1.730 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.55 4.37 70 1.722 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.54 4.37 70 1.712 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.54 4.41 70 1.705 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.53 4.41 70 1.694 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.53 4.45 70 1.688 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.52 4.45 70 1.677 0.039  

2.13 6.13 0.52 4.49 70 1.671 0.038  

2.13 6.13 0.51 4.49 70 1.660 0.038  

2.13 6.13 0.51 4.53 70 1.654 0.038  

2.13 6.13 0.50 4.53 70 1.644 0.038  

2.13 6.13 0.50 4.57 70 1.639 0.038 Figure C5.4.1 

 

 

Figure C5.4.1: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1095. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure.  

Shot 1096 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 47 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.4.2 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1096 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 47 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.6 47 16.046 0.119  

2.00 6.00 1.6 2.1 47 6.339 0.075  

2.00 6.00 1.5 2.1 47 6.092 0.073  

1.97 5.97 1.5 2.1 47 6.087 0.073  

1.97 5.97 1.5 2.11 47 6.073 0.073  

1.97 5.97 1.2 2.50 47 5.202 0.068  

1.97 5.97 0.90 3.00 47 4.226 0.061  

1.97 5.97 0.87 3.00 47 4.136 0.060  

1.97 5.97 0.60 3.60 47 3.301 0.054  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 47 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.97 5.97 0.58 3.60 47 3.279 0.054  

1.96 5.96 0.58 3.60 47 3.275 0.054  

1.96 5.96 0.58 3.62 47 3.268 0.054  

1.96 5.96 0.30 4.40 47 2.648 0.048  

1.96 5.96 0.28 4.40 47 2.610 0.048 Figure C5.4.2 

 

 

Figure C5.4.2: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1096. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1097 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 49 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.3 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1097 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 49 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.6 49 12.617 0.105  

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.9 49 4.433 0.063  

2.00 6.00 1.4 2.2 49 3.688 0.057  

2.00 6.00 1.1 2.6 49 3.168 0.053  

2.00 6.00 0.9 3.0 49 2.837 0.050  

2.03 6.03 0.9 3.0 49 2.747 0.049  

2.03 6.03 0.9 3.01 49 2.745 0.049  

2.03 6.03 0.89 3.01 49 2.735 0.049  

2.03 6.03 0.70 3.4 49 2.393 0.046  

2.03 6.03 0.50 3.9 49 2.071 0.043  

2.03 6.03 0.50 3.9 49 2.066 0.043  

2.03 6.03 0.50 3.92 49 2.065 0.043  

2.03 6.03 0.49 3.92 49 2.055 0.043  

2.03 6.03 0.49 3.94 49 2.050 0.043  

2.03 6.03 0.48 3.94 49 2.043 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.48 3.97 49 2.036 0.042  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 49 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.03 6.03 0.47 3.97 49 2.028 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.47 3.99 49 2.022 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.46 3.99 49 2.018 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.46 4.02 49 2.010 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.45 4.02 49 2.003 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.45 4.05 49 1.995 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.44 4.05 49 1.989 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.44 4.08 49 1.981 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.43 4.08 49 1.975 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.43 4.11 49 1.968 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.42 4.11 49 1.961 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.42 4.14 49 1.955 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.41 4.14 49 1.948 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.41 4.16 49 1.942 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.40 4.16 49 1.940 0.042  

2.03 6.03 0.40 4.20 49 1.930 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.39 4.20 49 1.922 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.39 4.23 49 1.917 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.38 4.23 49 1.910 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.38 4.26 49 1.905 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.37 4.26 49 1.897 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.37 4.28 49 1.892 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.36 4.28 49 1.890 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.36 4.32 49 1.881 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.35 4.32 49 1.874 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.35 4.35 49 1.869 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.34 4.35 49 1.862 0.041  

2.03 6.03 0.34 4.38 49 1.857 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.33 4.38 49 1.851 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.33 4.41 49 1.845 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.32 4.41 49 1.840 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.32 4.44 49 1.834 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.31 4.44 49 1.929 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.31 4.48 49 1.823 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.30 4.48 49 1.815 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.30 4.51 49 1.812 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.29 4.51 49 1.805 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.29 4.54 49 1.801 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.28 4.54 49 1.792 0.040  

2.03 6.03 0.28 4.55 49 1.792 0.040 Figure C5.4.3 
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Figure C5.4.3: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1097. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1098 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 53 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.4 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1098 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 53 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.7 1.7 53 5.031 0.067  

2.00 6.00 1.7 1.9 53 3.039 0.052  

2.00 6.00 1.5 2.1 53 3.717 0.049  

2.00 6.00 1.4 2.2 53 2.574 0.048  

2.00 6.00 1.3 2.3 53 2.471 0.047  

2.00 6.00 1.2 2.5 53 2.414 0.046  

2.00 6.00 1.0 2.8 53 2.173 0.044  

2.00 6.00 0.8 3.1 53 1.876 0.041  

2.01 6.01 0.8 3.1 53 1.875 0.041  

2.01 6.01 0.8 3.12 53 1.870 0.041  

2.01 6.01 0.79 3.12 53 1.864 0.041  

2.01 6.01 0.79 3.14 53 1.859 0.041  

2.01 6.01 0.78 3.14 53 1.853 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.78 3.16 53 1.849 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.77 3.16 53 1.842 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.77 3.18 53 1.838 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.76 3.18 53 1.831 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.76 3.20 53 1.827 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.75 3.20 53 1.821 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.75 3.22 53 1.817 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.74 3.22 53 1.811 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.74 3.24 53 1.807 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.73 3.24 53 1.801 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.73 3.26 53 1.796 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.72 3.26 53 1.791 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.72 3.28 53 1.786 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.71 3.28 53 1.781 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.71 3.30 53 1.776 0.040  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 53 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.01 6.01 0.70 3.30 53 1.771 0.040  

2.01 6.01 0.70 3.32 53 1.766 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.69 3.32 53 1.762 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.69 3.34 53 1.758 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.68 3.34 53 1.753 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.68 3.36 53 1.746 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.67 3.36 53 1.745 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.67 3.38 53 1.737 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.66 3.38 53 1.736 0.039  

2.01 6.01 0.66 3.40 53 1.727 0.039 Figure C5.4.4 

 

 

Figure C5.4.4: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1098. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1099 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 58 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.4.5 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1099 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 58 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.6 58 10.688 0.097  

2.00 6.00 1.6 2.0 58 2.238 0.044  

2.00 6.00 1.3 2.3 58 1.726 0.039  

2.00 6.00 1.1 2.5 58 1.598 0.038  

1.90 5.90 1.1 2.5 58 1.557 0.037  

1.90 5.90 1.07 2.5 58 1.500 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.07 2.51 58 1.495 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.06 2.51 58 1.492 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.06 2.52 58 1.485 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.05 2.52 58 1.484 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.05 2.54 58 1.474 0.036  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 58 

χ2 RMS Figure 

1.90 5.90 1.04 2.54 58 1.466 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.04 2.55 58 1.462 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.03 2.55 58 1.458 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.03 2.56 58 1.452 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.02 2.56 58 1.450 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.02 2.58 58 1.441 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.01 2.58 58 1.433 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.01 2.59 58 1.429 0.036  

1.90 5.90 1.00 2.59 58 1.424 0.035  

1.90 5.90 1.00 2.60 58 1.418 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.99 2.60 58 1.417 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.99 2.62 58 1.407 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.98 2.62 58 1.400 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.98 2.63 58 1.396 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.97 2.63 58 1.392 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.97 2.65 58 1.385 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.96 2.65 58 1.376 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.96 2.66 58 1.373 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.95 2.66 58 1.367 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.95 2.67 58 1.362 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.94 2.67 58 1.360 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.94 2.69 58 1.351 0.035  

1.90 5.90 0.93 2.69 58 1.343 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.93 2.70 58 1.340 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.92 2.70 58 1.336 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.92 2.71 58 1.329 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.91 2.71 58 1.329 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.91 2.73 58 1.318 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.90 2.73 58 1.312 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.90 2.74 58 1.307 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.89 2.74 58 1.306 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.89 2.76 58 1.296 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.88 2.76 58 1.290 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.88 2.77 58 1.285 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.87 2.77 58 1.283 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.87 2.79 58 1.274 0.034  

1.90 5.90 0.86 2.79 58 1.268 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.86 2.80 58 1.263 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.85 2.80 58 1.261 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.85 2.82 58 1.252 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.84 2.82 58 1.246 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.84 2.83 58 1.242 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.83 2.83 58 1.240 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.83 2.85 58 1.231 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.82 2.85 58 1.225 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.82 2.86 58 1.220 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.81 2.86 58 1.219 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.81 2.88 58 1.209 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.80 2.88 58 1.204 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.80 2.89 58 1.199 0.033  

1.90 5.90 0.79 2.89 58 1.199 0.033 Figure C5.4.5 
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Figure C5.4.5: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1099. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1100 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 65 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.6 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1100 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 65 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.6 65 9.058 0.090  

2.00 6.00 1.6 1.9 65 2.379 0.046  

2.00 6.00 1.4 2.1 65 2.094 0.043  

2.00 6.00 1.2 2.4 65 1.792 0.040  

2.04 6.04 1.2 2.4 65 1.760 0.039  

2.04 6.04 1.1 2.55 65 1.640 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.09 2.55 65 1.632 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.09 2.56 65 1.627 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.08 2.56 65 1.624 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.08 2.58 65 1.616 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.07 2.58 65 1.608 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.07 2.59 65 1.603 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.06 2.59 65 1.600 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.06 2.61 65 1.592 0.038  

2.04 6.04 1.05 2.61 65 1.583 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.05 2.62 65 1.579 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.04 2.62 65 1.576 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.04 2.65 65 1.567 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.03 2.64 65 1.560 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.03 2.65 65 1.555 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.02 2.65 65 1.552 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.02 2.67 65 1.543 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.01 2.67 65 1.536 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.01 2.68 65 1.531 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.00 2.68 65 1.529 0.037  

2.04 6.04 1.00 2.70 65 1.518 0.037  

2.04 6.04 0.99 2.70 65 1.513 0.037  

2.04 6.04 0.99 2.72 65 1.507 0.037  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 65 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.04 6.04 0.98 2.72 65 1.497 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.98 2.73 65 1.494 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.97 2.73 65 1.490 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.97 2.75 65 1.482 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.96 2.75 65 1.475 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.96 2.77 65 1.471 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.95 2.77 65 1.460 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.95 2.78 65 1.457 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.94 2.78 65 1.453 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.94 2.80 65 1.446 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.93 2.80 65 1.438 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.93 2.81 65 1.433 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.92 2.81 65 1.431 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.92 2.83 65 1.421 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.91 2.83 65 1.416 0.036  

2.04 6.04 0.91 2.85 65 1.409 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.90 2.85 65 1.402 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.90 2.86 65 1.397 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.89 2.86 65 1.396 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.89 2.88 65 1.385 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.88 2.88 65 1.381 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.88 2.90 65 1.373 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.87 2.90 65 1.367 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.87 2.92 65 1.361 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.86 2.92 65 1.353 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.86 2.93 65 1.349 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.85 2.93 65 1.347 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.85 2.95 65 1.337 0.035  

2.04 6.04 0.84 2.95 65 1.333 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.84 2.97 65 1.325 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.83 2.97 65 1.320 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.83 2.99 65 1.313 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.82 2.99 65 1.306 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.82 3.01 65 1.301 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.81 3.01 65 1.293 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.81 3.02 65 1.289 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.80 3.02 65 1.288 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.80 3.04 65 1.277 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.79 3.04 65 1.275 0.034  

2.04 6.04 0.79 3.06 65 1.265 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.78 3.06 65 1.262 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.78 3.08 65 1.253 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.77 3.08 65 1.249 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.77 3.10 65 1.242 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.76 3.10 65 1.237 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.76 3.12 65 1.230 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.75 3.12 65 1.224 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.75 3.14 65 1.218 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.74 3.14 65 1.212 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.74 3.16 65 1.207 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.73 3.16 65 1.201 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.73 3.18 65 1.195 0.033  

2.04 6.04 0.72 3.18 65 1.189 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.72 3.20 65 1.184 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.71 3.20 65 1.177 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.71 3.22 65 1.173 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.70 3.22 65 1.166 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.70 3.24 65 1.161 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.69 3.24 65 1.155 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.69 3.26 65 1.150 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.68 3.26 65 1.144 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.68 3.28 65 1.139 0.032  
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x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 65 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.04 6.04 0.67 3.28 65 1.134 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.67 3.30 65 1.128 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.66 3.30 65 1.123 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.66 3.32 65 1.117 0.032  

2.04 6.04 0.65 3.32 65 1.113 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.65 3.34 65 1.106 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.64 3.34 65 1.103 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.64 3.36 65 1.095 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.63 3.36 65 1.093 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.63 3.38 65 1.085 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.62 3.38 65 1.083 0.031  

2.04 6.04 0.62 3.40 65 1.074 0.031 Figure C5.4.6 

 

 

Figure C5.4.6: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1100. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1101 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 31 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.7 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1101 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 31 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.7 1.7 31 0.268 0.015 Figure C5.4.7 
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Figure C5.4.7: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1101. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1102 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 63 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.4.8 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1102 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 63 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 1.8 1.8 63 0.897 0.028 Figure C5.4.8 

 

 
Figure C5.4.8: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1102. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 
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Shot 1108 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 31 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.9 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1108 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 31 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 2.1 2.1 31 1.833 0.040  

2.00 6.00 2.1 2.2 31 1.538 0.037  

2.00 6.00 2.1 2.17 31 1.486 0.036  

2.00 6.00 2.09 2.17 31 1.486 0.036  

2.00 6.00 2.09 2.18 31 1.479 0.036  

2.00 6.00 2.08 2.18 31 1.478 0.036  

2.00 6.00 2.08 2.19 31 1.472 0.036  

2.10 6.10 2.08 2.19 31 1.471 0.036 Figure C5.4.9 

 

 

Figure C5.4.9: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1108. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower 
part of the figure. 

Shot 1110 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 48 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.4.10 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1110 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 48 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 2.1 2.1 48 0.869 0.28 Figure C5.4.10 
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Figure C5.4.10: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1110. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the 
lower part of the figure. 

Shot 1111 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 42 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.11 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1111 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 42 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 2.2 2.2 42 0.779 0.026 Figure C5.4.11 

 

 
Figure C5.4.11: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1111. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the 
lower part of the figure. 
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Shot 1112 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 69 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.12 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1112 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 69 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 2.3 2.3 69 1.131 0.032  

2.00 6.00 2.1 2.4 69 0.620 0.023  

2.00 6.00 2.0 2.5 69 0.569 0.022  

2.00 6.00 1.9 2.6 69 0.522 0.022  

2.00 6.00 1.8 2.7 69 0.508 0.021  

2.00 6.00 1.6 3.0 69 0.415 0.019 Figure C5.4.12 

 

 

Figure C5.4.12: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1112. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the 
lower part of the figure. 

Shot 1113 

The total number of picks of phase E24 is 34 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.4.13 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1113 tracing E24 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 34 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 2.2 2.2 34 1.535 0.037  

2.00 6.00 2.2 2.3 34 0.692 0.025  

2.00 6.00 2.1 2.4 34 0.650 0.024  

2.00 6.00 2.0 2.4 34 0.650 0.024 Figure C5.4.13 
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Figure C5.4.13: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1113. All picks were traced (presented on 
the top part of the figure). The observed (turquoise) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the 
lower part of the figure. 

Appendix C5.5 Phase E25 

Shot 1112 

The total number of picks of phase E25 is 50 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.5.1 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1112 tracing E25 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 50 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 3.2 3.2 50 8.292 0.057  

2.00 6.00 3.2 3.4 50 1.540 0.025  

2.00 6.00 3.1 3.5 50 1.393 0.023  

2.00 6.00 3.0 3.6 50 1.379 0.023  

2.00 6.00 2.9 3.8 50 1.314 0.023  

2.00 6.00 2.8 3.9 50 1.120 0.021  

1.99 5.99 2.8 3.9 50 1.117 0.021 Figure C5.5.1 
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Figure C5.5.1: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1112. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1113 

The total number of picks of phase E25 is 40 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.5.2 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1113 tracing E25 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 40 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 3.3 3.3 40 1.881 0.027  

2.00 6.00 3.21 3.3 40 0.894 0.019  

2.14 6.14 3.21 3.3 40 0.892 0.019 Figure C5.5.2 

 

 
Figure C5.5.2: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1113 All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 
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Shot 1114 

The total number of picks of phase E25 is 24 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.5.3 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1114 tracing E25 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 24 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 3.3 3.3 24 2.111 0.028  

2.00 6.00 3.28 3.3 24 2.069 0.028  

2.00 6.00 3.28 3.31 24 2.057 0.028  

2.00 6.00 3.27 3.31 24 2.039 0.028  

1.80 5.80 3.27 3.31 24 2.038 0.028 Figure C5.5.3 

 

 
Figure C5.5.3: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1114. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1115 

The total number of picks of phase E25 is 22 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.5.4 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1115 tracing E25 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 22 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 3.4 3.4 22 3.325 0.036  

2.00 6.00 3.4 3.5 22 2.777 0.033  

1.99 5.99 3.4 3.5 22 2.753 0.032  

1.99 5.99 3.4 3.52 22 2.619 0.032  

2.01 6.01 3.4 3.52 22 2.614 0.032 Figure C5.5.4 
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Figure C5.5.4: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1115. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 

Shot 1116 

The total number of picks of phase E25 is 19 in this shot gather.  

Table C5.5.5 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1116 tracing E25 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 19 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 3.3 3.3 19 13.858 0.072  

2.00 6.00 3.3 3.5 19 5.235 0.045 Figure C5.5.5 

 

 
Figure C5.5.5: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1116. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 
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Shot 1117 

The total number of picks of phase E25 is 33 in this shot gather. 

Table C5.5.6 : Investigating the most appropriate parameter for a floating reflector in shot 1117 tracing E25 travel 
time picks. Red indicates the best results in overall testing process. 

x-coordinate 

of the NW 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

x-coordinate 

of the SE 

end of the 

floating 

reflector 

Depth of the 

NW end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Depth of the 

SE end of 

the reflector 

(km) 

Number of 

traceable 

picks out 

of 33 

χ2 RMS Figure 

2.00 6.00 3.4 3.4 33 6.067 0.049  

2.00 6.00 3.3 3.4 33 5.095 0.044  

2.00 6.00 3.3 3.41 33 5.081 0.044  

2.00 6.00 3.27 3.41 33 5.048 0.044  

2.00 6.00 3.27 3.44 33 4.958 0.044  

2.00 6.00 3.25 3.44 33 4.925 0.044  

1.90 5.90 3.25 3.44 33 4.936 0.044  

1.90 5.90 3.23 3.44 33 4.906 0.044  

1.90 5.90 3.23 3.46 33 4.839 0.043 Figure C5.5.6 

 

 

Figure C5.5.6: Final product of floating reflector position test on shot 1117. All picks were traced (presented on the 
top part of the figure). The observed (blue) and calculated (black) travel time picks are presented at the lower part 
of the figure. 
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Advanced seismic imaging techniques characterize
the Alpine Fault at Whataroa (New Zealand)
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1Institute of Geophysics and Geoinformatics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Freiberg, Germany, 2Department of Geology,
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Abstract The plate-bounding Alpine Fault in New Zealand is an 850 km long transpressive continental
fault zone that is late in its earthquake cycle. We have acquired and processed reflection seismic data to
image the subsurface around the main drill site of the Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP-2). The resulting
velocity models and seismic images of the upper 5 km show complex subsurface structures around the
Alpine Fault zone. The most prominent feature is a strong reflector at depths of 1.5–2.2 km with an apparent
dip of 48∘ to the southeast below the DFDP-2 borehole, which we assume to be the main trace of the Alpine
Fault. Above the main reflector, parallel reflectors suggest the presence of a ∼600 m wide damage zone.
Additionally, subparallel reflectors are imaged that we interpret as secondary branches of the main fault
zone. Conjugate faults imaged by the data show the complexity of the subsurface. The derived P wave
velocity model reveals a 300–600 m thick sedimentary layer with velocities of ∼2.3 km/s above a schist
basement with velocities of 4.5–5.5 km/s. A low-velocity layer can be observed within the basement at
0.8–2 km depth. A small-scale low-velocity anomaly appears at the top of the basement that can be
correlated to the fault zone. The results provide a reliable basis for a seismic characterization of the DFDP-2
drill site that can be used for further structural and geological investigations of the architecture of the Alpine
Fault in this area.

1. Introduction
1.1. Geological Setting
The Alpine Fault is a major transpressive continental fault zone between the Australian and Pacific plates on
the South Island of New Zealand. Along this 850 km long dextral-reverse fault, varying convergence rates have
caused a total offset of basement rocks of 470 km [e.g., Norris and Cooper, 2001; Sutherland et al., 2006]. Of
the total plate motion of 36 mm/yr [DeMets et al., 1994], the late Quaternary horizontal displacement is about
27±5 mm/yr [Norris and Cooper, 2001]. Within the Whataroa River valley on the West Coast of the South Island
of New Zealand, Davy et al. [2013] identify a dextral offset in the range of 450 m since the last glacial maximum
(∼19 ka).

Paleoseismic records suggest that the Alpine Fault fails in large (Mw ∼ 8) earthquakes with a recurrence inter-
val of approximately 330 years [Sutherland et al., 2007; 329±68 years Berryman et al., 2012; and 271±73 years
Howarth et al., 2014]. Low levels of microseismicity [Boese et al., 2012, 2013] and seismic tremor [Wech et al.,
2012] are consistent with the failure of the Alpine Fault in large earthquakes. Additionally, GPS ground motion
measurements have confirmed crustal deformation without aseismic slip [Beavan et al., 1999]. As the last
earthquake, which ruptured 375 km of the fault [Wells et al., 1999], was estimated to have occurred in 1717,
the fault is late in its earthquake cycle. This makes it a significant geological hazard and also a unique research
target with global significance [Townend et al., 2009].

From seismic reflection data, the Alpine Fault is shown to dip at an angle of 40–60∘ to the southeast at
15–30 km depth [e.g., Davey et al., 1995; Scherwath et al., 2003; Van Avendonk et al., 2004; Okaya et al., 2007;
Stern et al., 2007]. However, Cooper and Norris [1994] show by geological observations that there are wide
variations especially in the shallow subsurface. Norris and Toy [2014] suggest a model with one principal fault
zone, consisting of a single, steeply dipping 1–12 m thick fault core within a 100–240 m wide damage zone
[Barth et al., 2013] with varying physical, chemical, and hydrological properties. According to Barth et al. [2013]
the fault core is impermeable and frictionally weak. The greatest variations of physical properties are certainly
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caused by the thin principal slip zone (PSZ) where coseismic slip is also focused [Boulton et al., 2014]. Given
the width of the damage zone and the relatively thin PSZ, one could expect a sufficient contrast in acous-
tic impedance for the respective wavelength (∼200 m) of the seismic data. However, whether a reflection
originates from the wider damage zone or the thinner slip zone would not be easy to distinguish.

Although the Alpine Fault is expected to be a single oblique dip fault at depth, Norris and Cooper [1995] report
segmentation of the fault structure in the brittle part of the crust (upper 5–8 km). Nearly vertically dipping
strike-slip segments that strike mainly to the east (070–090∘) alternate with thrust segments striking more
north (020–030∘) and show moderate dips of ∼30∘SE. According to Norris and Cooper [1995], the segmenta-
tion occurs on a scale of 1–10 km and has en echelon strike-slip faults alternating with thrust fault segments.
Further dislocations of these segments occur due to rapid river erosion [Norris and Cooper, 1997]. This makes
the 3-D geometry of the Alpine Fault highly complex. Within the Whataroa valley, a change from strike-slip
faults in the west to oblique thrusts in the east is expected [Cox and Barrell, 2007; Norris et al., 2013].

1.2. Previous Seismic Investigations of the Alpine Fault
The changing surface character caused by rapid erosion and sedimentation in the Alpine Fault region makes
it difficult to study faults by geological mapping alone. Nevertheless, constraining the shallow subsurface
structures of the fault zone is crucial for understanding tectonic processes and improving seismic hazard and
risk assessments in the region. Geophysical, and in particular seismic, investigations have the potential to
provide detailed images of the Alpine Fault at depth which would complement geological investigations.

A large-scale active-source crustal seismic transect across the South Island, SIGHT (South Island GeopHysical
Transect), [Davey et al., 1998; Van Avendonk et al., 2004; Okaya et al., 2007] revealed that the large-scale Alpine
Fault zone is characterized by low seismic P wave velocities and high attenuation [Smith et al., 1995; Stern
et al., 2001; Eberhart-Phillips and Bannister, 2002; Stern et al., 2007]. In addition, a high electrical conductivity
anomaly [Wannamaker et al., 2002] occurs near the Alpine Fault, probably indicating interconnected fluids
under high pressure.

Several seismic experiments have aimed to image the Alpine Fault at shallow depths. At the northern section
of the Alpine Fault, Carpentier et al. [2013] observed disrupted seismic reflections down to a depth of 400 m,
which were inferred to be caused by the Alpine Fault dipping at an angle of 70–80∘ to the southeast. Further
north, Kaiser et al. [2009, 2011] obtained ultrahigh-resolution seismic images that clearly show a steeply
(75–80∘) dipping Alpine Fault in the upper 60 m of the sediments and also indicate a prolongation of this dip-
ping fault down into the upper basement at depths of 150 m. However, they could not obtain clear images of
the Alpine Fault within the basement itself.

In the Whataroa region (Figure 1), the Whataroa98 seismic reflection profile was acquired to image the Alpine
Fault at intermediate and greater depths [Davey, 2010], using a 40 m geophone spacing. The data set con-
tains a variety of reflections, but no clear image of the Alpine Fault was obtained. Previous to this, Garrick and
Hatherton [1974] acquired a seismic refraction profile near the Whataroa River but the Alpine Fault was not
clearly identified.

1.3. The Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP)
Within the International Continental Drilling Program initiative, the ongoing Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP)
[Townend et al., 2009], targeting the Alpine Fault, is providing insight into the geological structure and evolu-
tion of the fault zone by scientific drilling. DFDP aims to directly drill, sample, and monitor the Alpine Fault. Due
to its rapid uplift, the Alpine Fault exposes deep rocks at the surface and offers a shallow depth of mechanical
and chemical transitions. To date, it is the first time that a drilling experiment has targeted an active,
long-lived fault that is late in its earthquake cycle. The DFDP aims to sample through the seismogenic zone
to assess small-scale and large-scale structures of fault rocks and their implications. Thus, ductile and brittle
deformation mechanisms can be studied to understand the related deformation and earthquake processes.

During the first phase of the project (DFDP-1) two shallow (<150 m deep) boreholes were drilled in 2011 at
Gaunt Creek, south of Whataroa (see Figure 1). Both boreholes intersected the principal slip zone (PSZ) of the
Alpine Fault. Sutherland et al. [2012] found a >50 m thick alteration zone of cataclastic and mylonitic rocks
around the fault core. Observations of reduced permeability suggest that the fault has a major effect on fluid
migration. Fault rock lithology has subsequently been studied in detail by Toy et al. [2015]. They found a 20 to
30 m thick fault core (including a <0.5 m thick PSZ) that they inferred accommodates most of the brittle shear
displacement.
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Figure 1. Overview map showing the DFDP-1 and DFDP-2 drill sites (yellow circles). The Whataroa98 (blue) and the
newly acquired Whataroa Detailed University Seismic Imaging Experiment (WhataDUSIE) (red) seismic data sets are
shown in relation to the Alpine Fault trace. The Whataroa98 local coordinate system is indicated by the rectangle with
x positive to SE. See Figure 2 for more details of the WhataDUSIE survey. See upper right corner for the highlighted
location of the survey area on the South Island of New Zealand.

Decreased seismic velocities close to the principal slip zone were obtained by wireline logging within the
DFDP-1 boreholes [Townend et al., 2013]. P wave velocities near the PSZ drop about 1000 m/s in comparison to
the surrounding cataclasites. This has also been confirmed by sample analyses [Carpenter et al., 2014], which
found the minimum P wave velocity of the PSZ to be 2500 m/s compared with 3300 m/s for the cataclasites.
Low S wave velocities in connection to the fault zone observed by fault zone guided waves are also reported
by Eccles et al. [2015].

Subsequent to DFDP-1, the deeper DFDP-2 borehole was drilled in the Whataroa valley in late 2014 (Figures 1
and 2). Although it was planned for the borehole to cross the Alpine Fault at a depth of approximately 1 km,
technical difficulties lead to the termination of drilling at a depth of z=723 m (equivalent to 892 m along the
deviated borehole).

To link the borehole findings with regional studies and to provide necessary information on the fault structures
at depth, the 2-D seismic line WhataDUSIE had been acquired within the Whataroa valley.

In this paper, we describe the WhataDUSIE seismic data set and the applied seismic processing schemes.
A P wave velocity model derived by first-arrival travel time tomography and used for prestack depth migra-
tion of the seismic data set. We discuss the resulting seismic images in detail, together with the limitations
and implications of our results for the architecture of the Alpine Fault system.
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Figure 2. Field layout of the WhataDUSIE experiment. Coordinates are defined in the New Zealand Transverse Mercator projection (NZTM). The 2-D profile
consists of five separate acquisition segments where geophones were laid out independently (colored triangles). Source positions are denoted by stars.
Reftek-130 stations are included as black crosses. The local coordinate system is indicated by the violet rectangle (x positive to SE). The approximate position
of the expected surface trace of the Alpine Fault is highlighted in blue (mapped by Norris et al. [2013]).
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Table 1. Acquisition Parameters

Feature Parameters Segment No. No. of Channels Spacing Geophone Frequency

Source 400 g Pentex at 1.4–2.5 m depth

Source spacing nominal 30 m

Receiver maximum 643 vertical geophones

1 + 2 187 + 144 4 m 14 Hz

3 48 8 m 40 Hz

4 + 5 216 + 48 8 m 4.5 Hz

Line length 5 km

Recording time up to 8 s

Sampling rate 1 ms

2. Seismic Data Acquisition

The WhataDUSIE (Whataroa Detailed University Seismic Imaging Experiment) seismic profile was acquired
in 2011 by a group of researchers from the University of Otago (New Zealand), the Technical University
Bergakademie Freiberg (Germany), and the University of Alberta (Canada), with the aim of imaging the Alpine
Fault in the upper few kilometers of the crust in the Whataroa valley, in particular to provide seismic site
characterization for the DFDP-2 borehole.

The location of the approximately 5 km long profile is shown in Figure 1 and in more detail in Figure 2. The
profile was located in the Whataroa valley and oriented largely perpendicular to the main strike direction of
the Alpine Fault (Figure 2). Several branches of the Alpine Fault have been geologically mapped in that area
and classified as thrust segments, strike-slip segments, or lithological boundaries [Norris et al., 2013]. Within
the local coordinate system (violet rectangle in Figure 2) the surface outcrop of the fault is expected at around
x=2.25 km.

The WhataDUSIE survey parameters are summarized in Table 1. The survey profile was positioned to be as
straight and regular as possible in order to avoid processing problems, as the irregular crooked-line geometry
used in the previously acquired Whataroa98 data proved problematic to process.

Ninety-nine shot points were spread along the seismic profile, with a shot spacing of approximately 30 m. Shot
point distances increase to the southeast with increasing distance to the Alpine Fault. Additionally, pattern
shots with up to six (unstacked) shots at the same location were used for far offset shots. In total, 181 explosive
shots were fired (400 g Pentex each) at depths of 1.4–2.5 m.

All shots were recorded by up to 643 vertical component geophones. Due to difficult field conditions and
varying geophone characteristics, the geophone line consisted of five separate acquisition segments (from
segment 1 in the northwest to segment 5 in the southeast, see Figure 2). Each acquisition segment covered
a section of the whole profile and included a set of geophones with the same characteristics. Details of the
geophone acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 1. The geophone spacing varied between 4 m
(close to the Alpine Fault in the northwest) and 8 m (further southeast). Bigger gaps in the geophone line arose
where no geophones could be deployed, e.g., where the profile line crossed the river. The total recording time
was up to 8 s using a 1 ms sampling rate.

The seismic records from the five acquisition segments were recorded independently with no common trigger
time. Segment 2 served as the reference segment. It had the main trigger and recorded the correct starting
time of each shot. Between segments 2 and 3, and also between segments 3 and 4, overlapping geophones
were used to align the records. In addition, three continuously recording Reftek130 stations containing GPS
clocks were positioned close to single geophones within segments 1, 2/3, and 5. These records allowed for
timing adjustments to be made between all geophones in the array.

3. Seismic Data Processing
3.1. Data Preparation
Due to the complicated field layout, time-consuming preprocessing was necessary to create usable shot
gathers that include all profile acquisition segments. A two-step process was necessary to merge all records
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Table 2. Data Processing Parameters

Processing Step Parameters

Trace DC removal

Trace edit

Header statics Apply time shifts and start times (see text for details)

Air blast attenuation 335 m/s and 348 m/s

Minimum phase spiking deconvolution Operator length 28 ms

Butterworth band-pass filter Corner frequencies: 5–10–100–130 Hz

Notch filter At frequencies 50 Hz and 60 Hz

Trace equalization Scale to maximum

fk-filter Two different filters for profile parts with geophone spacing of 4 m and 8 m

Top mute Handpicked to remove first arrivals

AGC (automatic gain control) Window length 250 ms

Prestack depth migration Kirchhoff/Fresnel volume migration (see text for more details)

for a single shot. First, cross correlation of the overlapping geophones of segments 2 and 3, as well as 3 and 4,
was used to shift the start times with reference to segment 2. Then, the absolute time recorded by the Reftek
reference segment was used to adjust the start time for segments 1 and 5.

Absolute time differences were calculated using cross correlation between the signals of the Reftek reference
station and the closest geophone. These corrections were then applied to the recorded seismic events. Some
data were not used for further processing in cases when the data quality (particularly at far offset segments)
was not sufficient to permit reliable merging.

In some cases, the reference trigger on segment 2 did not work properly. Consequently, a delay of the
first arrivals of up to 50 ms occurred. For those shots, the starting time was calculated using an estimated
near-surface P wave velocity of 600 m/s and the distance between the shot and the closest geophone. This
approach was verified by analyzing shots for which the trigger worked correctly.

3.2. Reflection Processing
Despite the mentioned difficulties, the overall quality of the data set is good and further processing was
applied to emphasize the reflection signals. The applied processing steps are summarized in Table 2. The most
crucial processing steps are (1) the deconvolution, to sharpen the signal and to increase amplitude levels
in the high-frequency range and (2) the fk-filter, to attenuate surface wave energy. In addition, air wave
attenuation, band-pass- and notch-filtering, and a top mute were applied. Figure 3 shows a typical shot gather
before and after preprocessing, clearly demonstrating how the preprocessing suppressed surface waves and
first-arrival refractions and thereby improved the signal-to-noise ratio.

Several reflections are visible in the individual seismic shot gathers. However, in most cases it is not easy to
follow these reflections over a receiver spread of more than 500 m. Moreover, reflections can sometimes not
be identified unambiguously on different or even neighboring shot gathers, probably due to the strongly
varying near-surface conditions of the shot holes. Although there should be a distinct reflection caused by
the steeply dipping Alpine Fault, the identification of reflections from the Alpine Fault remains challenging.

The data merging and preprocessing procedure presented above has been used in this paper to provide shot
records that can be used for prestack depth migration methods. The same data are currently being analyzed
[Kovács et al., 2013] using common midpoint (CMP) stacking and travel time tomography approaches that will
be reported on separately. However, note that clearly identifying reflections from potentially steeply dipping
fault branches is challenging due to subsurface geometries, variable near-surface conditions, and rock types
that are not conducive to coherent reflection generation. For the WhataDUSIE data set, reflections from the
Alpine Fault and its associated structures are only interpretable in a few shot gathers. This makes it very diffi-
cult to successfully obtain a CMP stack that images such structures. Examples at end-glacial fault locations in
Sweden [Juhlin et al., 2010 and Ahmadi et al., 2015] show that even for a reflection data set containing coherent
reflections, a very carefully tuned CMP processing scheme is necessary to image both shallow and steeply
dipping reflectors simultaneously.
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Figure 3. Detail of a shot gather for (a) unprocessed and (b) processed data. Note that the reflection marked by the blue
ellipse is enhanced by the processing scheme.

3.3. Imaging Approach
Thus, to image the steeply dipping structures, the final processing step in this paper involves the applica-
tion of advanced seismic imaging techniques. Kirchhoff prestack depth migration (KPSDM) as well as Fresnel
volume migration (FVM) [Buske et al., 2009] were applied independently for each seismic shot gather, with
subsequent stacking of the migrated shot gathers. In particular, the application of FVM and its inherent focus-
ing of the seismic wavefield yielded images with improved signal-to-noise ratio and clear reflectors in the
resulting seismic images, as described in more detail below.

Fresnel volume migration is based on Kirchhoff prestack depth migration. While KPSDM involves smearing
the energy along the whole travel time isochrone, FVM restricts this smearing along the isochrone to the
physically contributing part of the reflection by using the concept of Fresnel volumes for the back-propagated
wavefield. For details see Buske et al. [2009] or Hloušek et al. [2015a].

Both imaging approaches need a reliable macrovelocity model, from which the corresponding Greens
functions are computed using a finite-difference eikonal solver [Podvin and Lecomte, 1991]. Migration was per-
formed from topography that took into account the actual source and receiver positions as well as the derived
tomographic velocity model. The following section describes the approach and results for the velocity model
building in more detail.

4. Velocity Model Building
4.1. First-Arrival Travel Time Tomography
Three-dimensional first-arrival travel time tomography [Zhang and Toksöz, 1998] was applied to the two
seismic reflection data sets, WhataDUSIE and Whataroa98.

The velocity model for the WhataDUSIE data set was calculated within the local coordinate block (see
rectangle in Figure 2). First arrivals were picked for all shots and, after quality control, approximately 37,800
picks were used for the tomographic inversion. In some cases, offsets of up to 2600 m were used, but gener-
ally the usable offsets did not exceed 590 m. This resulted in a near-surface (<0.5 km) P wave velocity model
(Figure 4c). Tests with various starting models proved the robustness of the result and only areas with sufficient
ray coverage are plotted.

A P wave velocity model was also derived independently from the older 25 km long seismic reflection data
set (Whataroa98, described in Davey [2010]; see profile location in Figure 1). Due to its larger usable offsets
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Figure 4. Velocity model building: (a) Ray coverage for the travel time tomography of the Whataroa98 data set projected to a 2-D slice. (b) Velocity model
derived from first-arrival travel time tomography of the Whataroa98 data set. Only areas with sufficient ray coverage are shown in this 2-D slice of the 3-D
volume. The positions of the estimated Alpine Fault surface trace as well as the WhataDUSIE data set (dashed rectangle) are indicated. (c) Velocity model derived
from first-arrival travel time tomography of the WhataDUSIE data set. Quality tests show a good fit between picked (red) and forward-modeled (blue) travel times
for (d–f ) Whataroa98 and (g) WhataDUSIE data sets. The source locations of the shown shots are marked as red stars in Figures 4b and 4c. In Figure 4e
characteristic feature of the southeastern shots of the Whataroa98 data set is caused by the high-velocity layer.

for the picked first arrivals (up to 18.6 km with a mean usable offset of 4.7 km), this data set allowed velocity
information to be derived down to depths of 4 km. About 20,600 reliable first-arrival picks were used for the
tomographic inversion, and the result for this data set is shown in Figure 4b.

The ray coverage for the Whataroa98 data set is shown in Figure 4a. Mostly, there is a high ray coverage
with more than 100 rays per cell, and in some locations it is as high as 6800 rays per cell. Although there is
some concentration of rays in the shallow subsurface, there is still a substantial amount of ray coverage in the
deeper part of the model. Note that the projection from a 3-D volume into a 2-D slice used in Figure 4a causes
artificially high coverage along single ray paths.

For the resulting blended 2-D velocity model in Figure 4b, only areas with sufficient ray coverage are plotted.
Several tests with different inversion parameters and starting models were performed, so we are confident
that the main features in the velocity models are reliable and not severely influenced by either the specific
geometry of the data set or the chosen parameters.

To confirm the reliability of both velocity models, forward modeling of the first-arrival travel times was per-
formed for each data set. The observed picked travel times (red line) and modeled travel times (blue line)
shown in Figures 4d–4f (Whataroa98) and Figure 4g (WhataDUSIE) fit very well, even for very large offsets,
e.g., 10 km in the Whataroa98 data where the misfit is less than 10 ms (see enlarged area in Figure 4f ).
Characteristic features in the data, e.g., the undulations in the first-arrival travel time curves due to the
crookedness of the Whataroa98 profile line, could easily be verified and reproduced by the 3-D approach used
for building the velocity model. Additionally, the detected high-velocity layer explains well the first-arrival
travel times in Figure 4f with a sudden increase to higher velocities visible as a bump.
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Figure 5. Final P wave velocity model derived by merging, interpolation, extrapolation, and smoothing of the models
derived from first-arrival travel time tomography of the Whataroa98 and WhataDUSIE data sets shown in Figure 4.
The location of the estimated Alpine Fault surface trace, the DFDP-2 drill site, and the well trajectory is marked.
An area of relatively low velocities along the top of the basement is marked by dashed lines.

4.2. WhataDUSIE P Wave Velocity Model
To derive a final velocity model for imaging the WhataDUSIE seismic data set, the two velocity models were
merged and interpolated as well as extrapolated at positions where no ray coverage was obtained. Figure 5
shows the final smoothed P wave velocity model down to a depth of 5 km.

Velocities increase from about 2300 m/s at the surface to nearly 6000 m/s at 4 km. Velocities of 3500
to 5500 m/s for depths greater than 500 m are realistic for the expected rock type of (cataclastic) schist.
Particularly interesting is the high-velocity layer (HVL) at a depth of approximately 500 m, with velocities more
than 1000 m/s higher than the surrounding rock units. This layer has been consistently inverted from both
data sets independently of the used starting model. For the Whataroa98 data set the northwestern end of this
HVL at x = 12 km is well constrained by the data, although it does not correspond to the surface trace of the
Alpine Fault (at x=17.6 km). The top of the HVL is relatively well constrained because the ray coverage is high
in that part of the subsurface (Figure 4a) and it is imaged in both the Whataroa98 data set (Figure 4b) and the
WhataDUSIE data set (Figure 4c).

The base of the HVL is only inferred from the Whataroa98 data set. Nevertheless, the ray coverage (Figure 4a)
shows that there is a substantial number of rays that constrain this area. Additionally, Figure 4e shows the
good fit of picked and calculated travel times responsible for the existence of the HVL.

According to previous studies [e.g., Garrick and Hatherton, 1974; Davey, 2010], a 100–500 m thick sediment
layer is expected above the basement in the Whataroa valley. Consequently, the sharp increase to higher
velocities at an approximate depth of 400 m could be interpreted as the change from sediment to basement.
Hence, the subsurface region below the HVL would imply an anomalous low-velocity layer within the
basement at 0.8–2.0 km.

5. Results and Interpretation
5.1. P Wave Velocity Model
Within the derived velocity model (see Figure 5), there are strong variations of P wave velocities in the very
shallow subsurface, derived in particular from the WhataDUSIE data set. In some areas of the model, P wave
velocities between 600 and 1300 m/s can be observed, so we presume the topmost sediments to be gravels
and unconsolidated sediments, which is consistent with the observed in situ rocks.

Overall, the velocity model constrains large-scale subsurface structures. A 2300 m/s sediment layer of
glaciofluvial gravels overlies the inferred Alpine Schist basement with velocities of 5000 ± 500 m/s. The top
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of basement varies in depth along the profile between 200 and 500 m below sea level (i.e., 300–600 m below
the surface). Within the basement, there is a major low-velocity zone at depths of 0.8–2.0 km.

Additionally, at the top of the basement, there are velocity variations with velocities that are about 500 m/s
lower at about x=3.0 km (marked by dashed lines in Figure 5). Carpenter et al. [2014] and Townend et al. [2013]
find lower seismic velocities for the fault zone, reduced by approximately 1000 m/s relative to the surrounding
areas. Thus, the observed basement variations might be caused by strongly disturbed rocks associated with
the Alpine Fault zone.

Possibly, there might be a correlation between the HVL at the top of the basement and aeromagnetic anoma-
lies detected by Rattenbury [2015]. The 2-D model of magnetic anomalies from the Whataroa valley indicates
buried igneous intrusions such as the Cretaceous Arnott Basalt. The thin layer of this highly magnetic intru-
sion modeled by Rattenbury [2015] might correspond to higher seismic P wave velocities. However, the Arnott
Basalt layer has only been modeled northwest of the Alpine Fault.

Although there is no straightforward geological or tectonic explanation for this HVL overlying a LVL, a
correlation and link to the regional fault structure or anisotropy cannot be excluded.

However, strong hints such as the good fit of forward-modeled and picked first-arrival travel times support the
velocity model. Thus, it provides a reliable basis for seismic imaging. For prestack seismic imaging applications,
the obtained final velocity model was smoothed to avoid the generation of head waves and strong artifacts
in the calculation of Greens functions [e.g., Buske et al., 2009].

5.2. Migrated Single-Shot Gathers
Migrated single-shot gathers were calculated for each shot using Kirchhoff prestack depth migration (KPSDM)
and Fresnel volume migration (FVM). Figure 6 shows examples of a shot gather following the application of
KPSDM (Figure 6a) and FVM (Figure 6b). Red and blue colors indicate high and low reflectivity, respectively.
Absolute amplitude values are plotted. The surface trace of the Alpine Fault, the DFDP-2 drill site, and
geophone positions are marked along the topography.

In Figure 6a (KPSDM) only a few minor reflectors are imaged. The arrows in Figure 6a point at structures that are
not directly visible in the KPSDM result but are clearly imaged in the FVM result (Figure 6b). Strong migration
smile artifacts resulting from smearing energy outside of the receiver aperture are visible especially in shallow
areas NW and SE of the geophone line. These smiles have not been suppressed because no a priori assumption
about possible maximum reflector dips have been made in order to allow any reflector dip to be imaged.
In general, the resolution within the top 800 m is very low. This is mainly a result of the preprocessing (top
mute to remove direct arrivals and shallow refractions) and the shallow layers with high seismic velocities
projecting energy to deeper parts of the subsurface.

In contrast to the KPSDM result, the FVM image in Figure 6b shows considerably more detail. The major arti-
facts are suppressed by the inherent focusing of the wavefield and some pronounced reflectors appear clearly.
We consider the most prominent reflector (marked by red arrows) to correspond to the main Alpine Fault
reflector. Additional reflectors, some subparallel at greater depths and some conjugate to the Alpine Fault,
can also be interpreted and are marked by black arrows.

Obviously, the FVM images are superior to KPSDM images for the WhataDUSIE data set. Therefore, the results
presented in the following have been obtained exclusively by FVM.

5.3. Stack of Migrated Shot Gathers
All migrated single-shot gathers were analyzed. Those with distinct reflectors imaged in a series of neighbor-
ing shots were selected for further investigation. Shots showing the same features were stacked to increase
the reflector quality.

Figure 7 shows a stack of nine migrated single-shot gathers containing the main Alpine Fault reflector. Three
examples of migrated single-shot gathers similar to the one shown in Figure 6b are also displayed in Figure 7
(bottom row). In each migrated shot gather, the main Alpine Fault reflector is clearly visible. Despite slightly
varying characteristics in each migrated single-shot gather, the visibility of the main Alpine Fault reflector in
the stacked image is clearly enhanced. The reflector dips to the southeast at an angle of about 48∘ and can
clearly be identified between 2700 and 3300 m in x direction in a depth range between z=1500 and 2200 m.
Below the DFDP-2 drill site at x=3287 m, the top of this reflector is located approximately at z=2100 m, but
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Figure 6. Migrated single-shot gathers obtained by (a) Kirchhoff prestack depth migration (KPSDM) and (b) Fresnel
volume migration (FVM). Red colors indicate high reflectivity. The surface trace of the Alpine Fault, the DFDP-2 drill site,
and geophone positions are marked along the topography. Arrows point at structures, with the main Alpine Fault
reflector indicated by red arrows. Note that the structures obtained by FVM in Figure 6b show an enhanced image in
comparison to KPSDM in Figure 6a.

from the deepest point of the borehole the prolongated reflector would be met at a distance of about 800 m
at z=1400 m.
5.3.1. Nature of Reflectivity
The seismic image of the main Alpine Fault reflector shows patches of high reflectivity alternating with less
reflective parts, both in the migrated single-shot gathers as well as in the stack. Therefore, the physical prop-
erties along the reflector are expected to vary. As no major alterations in rock types are expected, varying rock
physical properties influencing the impedance contrast (e.g., permeability, porosity, and fluid saturation) are
possibly the cause of this reflectivity pattern.

Additionally, the varying reflectivity pattern could also occur due to wavelength-dependent tuning effects,
which would suggest varying thickness of the damage zone related to the Alpine Fault. If the distance
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Figure 7. A stack of nine migrated shot gathers obtained by FVM showing the main Alpine Fault reflector (marked by red arrows). (bottom row) The detailed
view of the reflector in three different representative migrated single-shot gathers shows the slightly varying characteristics of the reflector.

between two reflecting interfaces such as the top and bottom of the damage zone is in the range of the
dominant wavelength, the resulting reflections from the top and bottom interfere either constructively or
destructively. Consequently, variations in observed reflection amplitudes occur. The Alpine Fault damage
zone is expected to be between 100 and 240 m [Barth et al., 2013] and possibly up to 1000 m wide [Sutherland
et al., 2012] and additionally contains (1) the physically different principal slip zone [Barth et al., 2013] and
(2) an alteration zone of at least 50 m width [Sutherland et al., 2012]. Thus, tuning effects are plausible with
wavelengths of 50–300 m given the velocities at a depth of 2 km. However, the variations in thickness or
petrophysical parameters cannot be further quantified because the signal-to-noise ratio of the fault reflection
in single-shot gathers is relatively low.
5.3.2. Correlation With the Surface Trace of the Alpine Fault
If the main Alpine Fault reflector is extrapolated linearly to the surface, it would be at x=1320 m, which does
not fit the mapped Alpine Fault surface trace that is expected at approximately x =2250 m. There are two
possible explanations for this.

First, the mapped position of the surface trace may not be correct. As mentioned previously, there is no fault
outcrop within the Whataroa valley, so that the inferred surface fault position is only approximate. Recent
investigations indicate that further additional fault traces exist to the northwest. However, a 900 m shift to the
northwest (out of the valley) would be required by this linear extrapolation.

Second, we have not imaged the shallow (<1 km) fault structure in the subsurface. For example, if the fault
surface has a listric geometry, the fault would steepen as it approached the surface. At other locations further
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Figure 8. Structural summary of reflections identified in FVM seismic images plotted on top of the smoothed velocity
model. Solid lines: main Alpine Fault reflector and strong reflectors identified in Figure 7; dashed lines: additional
reflectors obtained by analyzing other stacks of shots; bold lines: central main fault zone. Clustering of the reflectors
results in an up to 600 m wide central main fault zone and two subparallel reflectors about 1.0 km northwest and
1.5 km southeast of this zone. Additionally, conjugate faults show the complexity of the subsurface.

north, fault dips of 75–80∘ have been reported in very shallow (<100 m) depths [Kaiser et al., 2009]. If the fault
is steeper in the near surface, this would not only explain the misfit between the surface trace extrapolated
from the seismic image and the geologically mapped surface trace but would also coincide with a localized
area of lower velocities within the high-velocity layer (see area between dashed lines in Figure 5).

For depths of ∼1.5–2.2 km, the main Alpine Fault reflector appears straight in the final image. However, the
image does not show a steepening of the Alpine Fault near the surface nor a listric shape at greater depths. To
the best of our knowledge, a listric shape of the Alpine Fault is only reported in middle to lower crustal levels
[Stern et al., 2007; Townend et al., 2009, and references therein]. From studies of the shallow subsurface, linear
structures for the fault branches are preferred [Kaiser et al., 2009 and Carpentier et al., 2013].

Furthermore, a widening of the fault zone might also explain the lack of a clear reflector.

5.4. Structural Summary
Besides the main Alpine Fault reflector, additional reflectors can be seen, e.g., subparallel reflectors at depths
of 1500 and 2500 m (Figure 6b). A less steeply dipping reflector (15∘) can be observed at a depth of ∼3 km.
With opposite dip direction to the northwest and a dip angle of about 35∘, the reflectors at x = 4000 m and
z=1200 and x=4800 m and z=1800 m have a conjugate orientation to the main Alpine Fault reflector.

Amplitudes of the migrated single-shot gathers and the corresponding imaged reflectors are strongly vari-
able, such that a complete stack of all data would lead to destructive interference and the degradation of
some features. Therefore, we independently analyzed various stacks of migrated shot gathers showing the
same reflector. Apparently, the same part of a reflector is imaged by only a few shots. This is caused by com-
plex subsurface structures. Small variations of ray paths and shot location have a significant impact on the
reflector patterns.

A structural summary is shown in Figure 8. Features that can be identified clearly are plotted on top of
the smoothed velocity model. The main Alpine Fault reflector and additional strong reflectors identified in
Figure 7 are represented by continuous black lines. Other reflectors identified from the analysis of further
stacks of shot gathers are marked by dashed lines.
5.4.1. Subparallel Fault Branches of the Alpine Fault Reflector
There are several reflectors interpreted subparallel to the Alpine Fault reflector with dip angles of 45∘
(at x=2000 m) to 50∘ (at x=3500–4500 m and x=5000 m). We assume that the central reflectors belong to the
main Alpine Fault reflector (bold, continuous line) identified in Figure 7. Possibly, the parallel reflectors mark
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the maximum width of the damage zone around the complex fault zone (being about 600 m thick in total,
see bold lines in Figure 8). This also corresponds to the approximately 550 m thick low-velocity structure
within the upper basement in Figure 5 (marked by dashed lines). From the DFDP-1 drilling, an up to 1000 m
thick damage zone is assumed [Sutherland et al., 2012]. In addition, sequences of cataclasites, mylonites, and
protomylonites are expected in the hanging wall [Toy et al., 2015]. We image the strongest reflector, i.e., the
strongest contrast in physical rock parameters, at the bottom of the sequence which might thus correspond
to the change between hanging wall and foot wall.

Additionally, the two reflectors at about 1 km to the northwest and about 1.5 km to the southeast could be
interpreted as additional strands of the fault. Since the reflectivity of the main reflector in the middle is the
most pronounced, we assume that this reflector represents the active fault branch, whereas the other two
reflectors may be less active or inactive. Note that the two reflectors correlate to relatively low basement
velocities at x=1.0 km and x=5.0 km if linearly extrapolated to the surface.
5.4.2. Conjugate Fault Structures
Gently dipping reflectors such as those imaged in Figure 7 could be interpreted as being due to either
conjugate faults or to layering within the basement. Schists are expected to have a strong foliation.
Combined with variations in physical properties such as porosity and water content, this might cause signifi-
cant reflections. Conjugate faults occurring at major fault zones are also observed at other places in crystalline
rocks [e.g., Hloušek et al., 2015b], where they are explained by significant mineralization along preexisting fault
planes.

At the Alpine Fault, the conjugate faults could similarly be explained by hydrothermal rock interaction causing
mineralization with strong seismic impedance. In particular, these reflectors are only observed in the hanging
wall, where there is more hydrothermal activity expected because of the fault acting as a barrier [Sutherland
et al., 2012 and Menzies et al., 2016]. However, out-of-plane reflections could also introduce apparent dips for
secondary structures that are not perpendicular to the profile line.

Overall, the seismic images show a strong reflector that we interpret as the main Alpine Fault branch.
Nevertheless, the subsurface is more complex than originally expected. Additional structures might be related
to older, inactive, or secondary fault strands and conjugate fault structures.

6. Discussion
6.1. Velocity Model
6.1.1. Comparison With Previous Studies
Generally, the obtained velocities fit previous analyses. Seismic velocities were derived by Garrick and
Hatherton [1974] on a seismic refraction profile close to the Whataroa valley. They interpreted P wave veloci-
ties of 4800–5200 m/s to represent a basement consisting of schist that is overlain by a sediment layer with
velocities of 2100–2200 m/s. Additionally, rock samples from the garnet zone schist analyzed by Christensen
and Okaya [2007] at a confining pressure of 20 MPa have mean velocities of 4000–5000 m/s. In the DFDP-1
boreholes, Carpenter et al. [2014] measured P wave velocity values of 3300 m/s for cataclasite samples above
the principal slip zone. P wave velocities of 3500–4500 m/s were reported by Townend et al. [2013] from
geophysical logging results with individual values as high as 6000 m/s.

P wave and S wave velocity models north of Whataroa derived from tomography of microearthquakes by
Bourguignon et al. [2015] show a doming of a layer with P wave velocities of 6000 m/s up to a depth of 3–5 km.
Although these velocity models are derived on a larger scale down to a depth of 20 km, there is also a thin
high-velocity layer visible at a depth of ∼4 km. Thus, the general existence of high velocities in connection to
the Alpine Fault is not unrealistic.

Overall, the estimated velocities are observed to be principally in good agreement with various other studies.
6.1.2. P Wave Velocity Model of the Whataroa98 Data Set
The presented velocity model (Figures 4 and 5) shows a low-velocity layer within the basement. Due to the
lack of a straightforward geological explanation for this layer, we checked the velocity model carefully, in
particular for the Whataroa98 data set, to make sure that it does not contain significant artifacts.

In general, Figure 9 shows the good fit of picked and calculated travel times for all Whataroa98 shots. The
discussed feature with a sudden increase to higher velocities, visible as a bump shown in Figure 4e (lying at a
local x of about 13–14 km), is also visible for all shots with a consistently good fit of travel times.
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Figure 9. Comparison of picked (red) and modeled (blue) first-arrival travel times for the Whataroa98 data set showing
a good fit for all shots and offsets. An exemplary shot (204, also shown in Figure 4d) can be seen in more detail at
the top right.

A similar high-velocity layer was also derived independently in an accompanying study using the Whataroa98
data set and using different seismic inversion software.

Notably, a high-velocity layer overlying a lower velocity layer arises for all the starting models used, with only
minor variations in thickness. Looking at the southeastern shots of the Whataroa98 data set, there are indica-
tions that confirm the base of the HVL and the underlying low-velocity layer (LVL). In Figure 10 there are three
shot gathers showing the bump connected to the top of the HVL. Furthermore, this refractor slowly fades out,
which is typical for low-velocity layers. This effect is most evident in Figures 10b and 10c.
6.1.3. Comparison of the Whataroa98 P Wave Velocity Model With Davey [2010]
For the larger-scale Whataroa98 P wave model (Figure 4b) there have been previous analyses using ray trac-
ing of first break refraction arrivals by Davey [2010]. Comparing the final P wave velocity model derived
for the Whataroa98 data set in this study with the results obtained by Davey [2010], Figure 11 shows their
compatibility.

In both cases, the results support a deeper sedimentary basin in the northwest with a depth of 2–3 km.
At approximately x=12 km, there is an abrupt change with a thinner sedimentary layer on top of the basement

Figure 10. There are hints of a low-velocity layer within the Whataroa98 seismic single-shot gathers. For the
southeastern shots, a fade-out of refractions occurs (marked by a red line), which is typical for low-velocity layers.
The shots presented are (from northwest to southeast) (a) 206 at x=18.9 km, (b) 204 at x=19.6 km, and (c) 221
at x=24.6 km.
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Figure 11. The final velocity model obtained by interpolation and extrapolation of the Whataroa98 data set result
from Figure 4b is overlain by contour lines derived by Davey [2010]. In principal, the shown P wave velocity structures
coincide and reveal a deeper sedimentary basin in the northwest and a shallow basement in the southeast. Note also
that smaller-scale features, such as the bump at around x=18 km in model, correspond to a velocity anomaly (lower
velocity top basement) in our model.

in the southeast. In addition to the basement layer that Davey [2010] also found, this study shows the need
for a thin layer with higher velocities at the top of the basement. As discussed earlier, this HVL is evident for
all used starting models including a model that is structurally similar to that of Davey. Additionally, Davey
[2010] states that the base of the deepest sediment layer as well as the basement velocity is only poorly
confined. Thus, we assume that the travel time tomography presented here is sensitive enough to detect this
intrabasement feature and shows more detail than the previous model by Davey [2010].
6.1.4. Geometry of the Whataroa Valley
In addition to the travel time tomography process, the 3-D structure of the Whataroa valley could lead to arti-
facts on the 2-D profile. Obviously, the subsurface in the Whataroa valley is complex and 3-D with steeply
dipping valley flanks bordering the valley sediments. Thus, we cannot exclude 3-D ray paths influencing the
tomography inversion results. However, it is unlikely that they introduce the observed high-/low-velocity lay-
ering. Rays traveling through faster basement rocks in the valley sidewalls instead of the slow sediment layers
within the valley would only lead to a very shallow (∼200 m depth) high-velocity layer artifact. Furthermore,
this would then be restricted to the part of the profile that is located in the valley, which starts approximately
at the surface trace of the Alpine Fault. However, we observe this high-velocity layer at least 5 km northwest
of this location.
6.1.5. Effect on Migration Results
Furthermore, the velocity model has a strong influence on the migration result. If velocities were severely
wrong, the migration results would also be wrong, resulting in completely convex or concave shapes. How-
ever, the main Alpine Fault reflector is imaged as a straight feature (see Figures 6 and 7). Additionally, we
tested several velocity models with simpler structures that were not able to produce comparatively straight
reflectors. Hence, the velocity model can be assumed to be reliable and well suited for our seismic imaging
approach.
6.1.6. Anisotropy
Anisotropy might also play a major role in explaining the surprising high-velocity layer at the top of the base-
ment. Anisotropic seismic velocities are observed by Christensen and Okaya [2007] in the Alpine Schist. The
effect of rock anisotropy on the tomographic velocity model needs to be further investigated but is beyond
the scope of this contribution.

6.2. Imaging
The 3-D structure of the fault zone, in contrast to the 2-D seismic profile, introduces possible errors in the
seismic imaging results. Although it is likely that there are out-of-plane reflections, the main structures (i.e.,
the dipping Alpine Fault) are expected to be more or less perpendicular to the profile. Thus, incoming 3-D
reflections only play a minor role—primarily for the very shallow subsurface.

Our current preprocessing approach cannot be considered to be an amplitude-preserving process from which
quantitative reflection coefficients can be derived. During the preprocessing, certain steps (e.g., automatic
gain control) are applied. This is a widely used approach that compensates for attenuation and spreading loss;
however, the process is not reversible. Qualitative analyses of the reflection strength of the fault reflections
are possible, in principle, but are unlikely to be successful with this data set.

For prestack depth migration it is necessary to mute direct and refracted arrivals within the seismic shot
gathers. Thus, very shallow reflections within the refractive bands in the shot records are excluded from
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Figure 12. Acoustic modeling of the fault plane reflector: (a) The velocity model is derived from travel time tomography
(see Figure 5), and a fault zone of lower seismic P wave velocity is inserted where we imaged the Alpine Fault reflector
in the real data. The receiver positions were chosen regularly with 1 m spacing. The source position at x=4 km (red star)
corresponds to the shot gather in Figure 6 for which we obtained a good image of the fault reflector. (b) The modeled
wavefield is shown with the fault zone included. The signal of the fault is highlighted by the red line. (c) Real data
demonstrating the good fit of the modeled reflection (red line, same as in Figure 12b) and the real fault plane reflections
(marked by orange ellipses).

further processing. Consequently, we do not have seismic images of the uppermost (<800 m) layers. This
might be achieved by alternative processing schemes employing standard CMP-stacking techniques such as
those being applied in ongoing research by Kovács et al. [2013].

6.3. Alpine Fault Reflection
Fault plane reflections of the steeply dipping Alpine Fault are rare [Kaiser et al., 2009] and although preprocess-
ing improved the signal-to-noise ratio considerably, it was still difficult to identify single fault plane reflections
within single-shot gathers. With the help of the migrated single-shot gathers, it was possible to relate coherent
reflections to the assumed main Alpine Fault reflector (see orange ellipses in Figure 12c). By migrating only
this part of the shot gather, we can check the location in the subsurface where this reflection is imaged by
FVM. In fact, the marked orange ellipses clearly image the strong reflectors in Figure 6b.
6.3.1. Finite-Difference Forward Modeling
Additionally, we undertook 2-D acoustic finite-difference forward modeling of the wavefield for certain shot
positions. For the input velocity model (Figure 12a), we used the smoothed version of the velocity model
obtained by travel time tomography (Figure 5) and inserted a fault zone reflector at the interpreted position
of the main Alpine Fault reflector in the real data. The reflective body was constructed by slightly decreasing
the P wave velocity to 3500 m/s. Receiver positions were chosen with a 1 m spacing along the actual field
topography. A source position (red star in Figure 12a) at x=4 km corresponds to the shot gather in Figure 12c
for which we obtained a good image of the fault reflector (in Figure 6b).
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Figure 12b shows the wavefield for the velocity model with the fault zone reflector. Note that there are internal
multiples and boundary reflections occurring due to insufficient attenuation within the acoustic modeling
code. Nevertheless, the complex signal of the subsurface is illustrated. By subtracting the wavefield for the
same model without the fault zone reflector included, from the wavefield in Figure 12b, the residual signal of
the fault zone can easily be picked and is overlain in red in Figure 12b.

Using the picked fault zone reflection in Figure 12b, we can directly compare the modeled and real data.
Figure 12c demonstrates the good fit of the modeled reflection (red line) to the real fault plane reflection
(reflective patches marked by orange ellipses). Thus, there is strong evidence that the WhataDUSIE data set
shows fault plane reflections from the Alpine Fault for depth ranges of about 1–2 km. Furthermore, the
modeling result also demonstrates that the derived velocity model is appropriate.

6.4. Alpine Fault Geometry
6.4.1. Dip Range of the Main Alpine Fault Reflector
The imaged main Alpine Fault reflector is linearly dipping at approximately 48∘ to the southeast at a depth of
1.5–2.2 km. Variations in the used P wave velocity model affect the migrated images and thus also the dip and
location of the identified reflectors. Thus, we estimated the properties of the main Alpine Fault reflector for
a few velocity models, including models with a more pronounced low-velocity layer and those without any
low-velocity layer. In total, the depth range varied only slightly between 1.2 and 2.2 km, whereas the extent
along the x axis varied between the extremes of x=2.2–3.0 and 2.8–4.0 km. The minimum dip achieved was
40∘, and the maximum dip was 48∘. Adding a 1–2∘ uncertainty of dip due to picking the exact beginning and
end of the reflector, we can estimate a dip range. Thus, the main Alpine Fault reflector obtained by seismic
imaging has a dip of about 45 ± 5∘ at a depth of about 1.2–2.2 km.
6.4.2. Shallow Alpine Fault
From the WhataDUSIE data alone, it is difficult to infer whether or not the Alpine Fault is steepening at shal-
lower depths apart from the coincidence with the low-velocity basement in the velocity model. One reason
why there is no clear indication of a fault related reflector could be that the fault zone widens within the over-
lying sediments and does not produce any significant impedance contrast. Even after careful inspection of the
single-shot gathers, no indications for backward traveling refractions or reflections due to steep near-surface
reflectors can be observed.
6.4.3. Fault Branches of the Alpine Fault
In addition to the main Alpine Fault reflector, the presence of at least two reflective subparallel features, one
on each side of the main fault, is also supported by the data (Figure 8). The reflector on the southeastern side
of the main fault is more pronounced than the other on the northwestern side. The existence of these two
neighboring fault branches, each located about 1.0–1.5 km away from the main Alpine Fault reflector, is not
surprising and can be geologically interpreted.

First, consider that the fault zone is expected to migrate spatially over time in a systematic manner. Norris and
Cooper [1997] show that erosion controls the partitioning of the transpressional fault. Due to instabilities in the
hanging wall where it cuts through topographically low river valleys, the active fault plane within the sediment
layer tends to migrate to the southeast within river valleys. Consequently, we would expect the southeastern
reflectors to be more recent and more active. However, the seismic images show that the strongest reflector
is the central one.

Thus, an alternate interpretation of a splay fault with several more or less active fault strands seems to be more
likely. The most active strand in this case would be the central one, with minor fault branches represented
as reflectors on both sides of our image. Within our data, we do not have sufficient penetration to see where
the faults converge into a single fault plane, but, e.g., Carpentier et al. [2013] see several fault branches or
secondary faults that merge with the main fault at depth.

Furthermore, the presented data support a wider 500–600 m thick damage zone around the main fault zone
by the imaged reflectors and the low velocities within the shallow basement. Consequently, the deepest
point of the borehole trajectory (see Figure 5) would also be inside the damage zone which fits the observed
cataclastic and mylonitic rock units [Toy et al., 2015].

7. Summary and Conclusions

The WhataDUSIE data set shows a complex subsurface with heterogeneous structures at the DFDP-2 drill site.
With the help of advanced seismic imaging techniques we were able to clearly image the main Alpine Fault
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reflector at depth. It dips with an angle of about 48∘ to the southeast and can be identified over a depth range
of 1.5–2.2 km, within the error range of 45±5∘ at a depth of 1.2–2.2 km. In particular, parallel reflectors occur
close to the main Alpine Fault reflector, which we assume to belong to a 500–600 m thick damage zone within
the hanging wall. Although only the upper part of the damage zone was penetrated by the ∼720 m deep
DFDP-2 borehole, the results present a rare situation where structures associated with the Alpine Fault can be
studied at intermediate depths (between ∼0.5 and 5 km).

Applying advanced seismic imaging techniques was the key step to imaging the Alpine Fault. Fresnel volume
migration greatly improved the image quality in comparison to Kirchhoff prestack depth migration. Thus,
in general, we recommend the application of FVM, especially for highly complex areas with steeply dipping
structures that are difficult to image by standard CMP-based approaches.

Furthermore, we were able to detect fault plane reflections in single-shot gathers and supported these inter-
pretations with acoustic forward modeling. These fault plane reflections are only identified over specific offset
ranges in single-shot gathers. Also, images of the Alpine Fault reflector obtained by prestack depth migration
are not homogeneous but rather show variations in reflectivity. Although the signal-to-noise ratio is low, the
physical properties of the fault might be interpreted to vary along the fault surface, probably due to changes
in thickness or rock physical properties. Furthermore, closely spaced parallel reflectors directly above the main
Alpine Fault reflector could be interpreted as an approximately 600 m wide damage zone.

In addition to the main Alpine Fault, we also imaged subparallel (40–50∘ dipping) reflectors that we interpret
to be inactive or less active fault branches. Additional conjugate faults dipping 15–35∘ to the northwest occur
within the hanging wall and could be explained by zones of mineralization due to hydrothermal activity.

The derived P wave velocity model for the area is not only necessary to obtain reliable migration results but
also enables a structural interpretation. Above a basement of Alpine Schist with velocities between 4.5 and
5.5 km/s, a 300–600 m thick sedimentary layer with velocities of ∼2.3 km/s can be observed. Surprisingly,
we also find a low-velocity layer within the basement. Although we are confident that this is not an artifact,
we cannot explain this layer geologically. In addition, a small-scale variation with velocities that are up to
0.5 km/s lower occurs in the shallow basement. This anomaly might correspond to a localized zone of strongly
disturbed rocks related to the fault zone.

Until now, the shallow subsurface down to a depth of 1 km has not been well imaged. However, this is
necessary to directly correlate findings from the DFDP-2 borehole with the surrounding structures. Thus, new
combined borehole and surface based seismic investigations were conducted in early 2016. Since we now
know the fault structure at intermediate depths from the WhataDUSIE data set, we could optimize the field
geometry to image not only the shallow subsurface but also the Alpine Fault in more detail. This will facilitate
a more detailed understanding of the 3-D structure in the direct vicinity of the DFDP-2 borehole as well as the
geodynamic processes occurring at the Alpine Fault zone in general and thereby contribute to the principal
aims of the Deep Fault Drilling Project.
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Extreme hydrothermal conditions at an active 
plate-bounding fault
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Temperature and fluid pressure conditions control rock 
deformation and mineralization on geological faults, and hence the 
distribution of earthquakes1. Typical intraplate continental crust 
has hydrostatic fluid pressure and a near-surface thermal gradient 
of 31 ± 15 degrees Celsius per kilometre2,3. At temperatures above 
300–450 degrees Celsius, usually found at depths greater than 10–15 
kilometres, the intra-crystalline plasticity of quartz and feldspar 
relieves stress by aseismic creep and earthquakes are infrequent. 
Hydrothermal conditions control the stability of mineral phases 
and hence frictional–mechanical processes associated with 
earthquake rupture cycles, but there are few temperature and 
fluid pressure data from active plate-bounding faults. Here we 
report results from a borehole drilled into the upper part of the 
Alpine Fault, which is late in its cycle of stress accumulation and 
expected to rupture in a magnitude 8 earthquake in the coming 
decades4,5. The borehole (depth 893 metres) revealed a pore fluid 
pressure gradient exceeding 9 ± 1 per cent above hydrostatic levels 
and an average geothermal gradient of 125 ± 55 degrees Celsius 
per kilometre within the hanging wall of the fault. These extreme 
hydrothermal conditions result from rapid fault movement, which 
transports rock and heat from depth, and topographically driven 
fluid movement that concentrates heat into valleys. Shear heating 
may occur within the fault but is not required to explain our 
observations. Our data and models show that highly anomalous 
fluid pressure and temperature gradients in the upper part of the 
seismogenic zone can be created by positive feedbacks between 
processes of fault slip, rock fracturing and alteration, and landscape 
development at plate-bounding faults.

Borehole measurements from intraplate regions reveal near- 
hydrostatic fluid pressures and linear increases in effective stress with 
depth that are consistent with the crust being close to brittle failure and 
containing faults with friction coefficients of 0.6–1.0 and low cohesive 

strengths3. Laboratory measurements for many natural rocks have a 
similar (Byerlee) range of frictional strengths6. However, major active 
faults at plate boundaries appear anomalously weak. For example, 
the maximum horizontal stress adjacent to the San Andreas Fault in 
California is oriented at a high angle (65°–85°) to the fault and, despite 
ambient stress magnitudes similar to those in intra-plate regions,  
the geometry of the stress field yields a low shear stress resolved onto 
the fault, and hence a lower inferred frictional strength than that 
 predicted by Byerlee friction7. There is mounting evidence that this is 
true for many faults8.

The lack of noticeable heat flow anomalies adjacent to large plate 
boundary faults, most famously the San Andreas Fault9, also demon-
strates that less work is done on faults than predicted if Byerlee fric-
tional failure dissipated energy as heat. Drilling has revealed that heat 
generated by > 50 m of slip during the Tohoku-Oki 2011 earthquake 
(moment magnitude Mw =  9.0) produced only a small temperature 
anomaly, requiring an average friction coefficient during slip of < 0.1  
(ref. 10); similar results were found after the Wenchuan 2008 and  
Chi-Chi 1999 earthquakes11,12. Plate boundary faults must, therefore, 
be composed of materials that are mechanically weak on long time-
scales, even if weakness is a transient phenomenon during movement.

Brittle fault rocks form within the seismogenic zone via the physical 
comminution of rock and via temperature-sensitive chemical reactions 
with pore fluids. Experimental studies of dynamic friction confirm 
that slip weakening by up to one order of magnitude is common as 
the slip rate approaches values inferred for large earthquakes, though 
the mechanisms of weakening are debated13,14. The evolution of the 
coefficient of friction on a fault surface during and after an earth-
quake is time-dependent15. Of particular importance is the stability of 
phyllosilicate phases with low dynamic friction16, thermal expansion 
and the generation of physicochemical reaction products produced 
 during slip13, and the presence of low-permeability mineral cements 
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that enhance dynamic fluid pressurization mechanisms17. Temperature 
and fluids within fault zones are primary controls on material proper-
ties and slip-weakening mechanisms, and hence they strongly influence 
earthquake processes.

Scientific drilling is the only way to determine ambient conditions 
directly and to measure physical and chemical properties within active 
fault zones8. Drilling studies have taken place in response to earth-
quakes of Mw =  6.9–9.0 in Japan, Taiwan, China and the USA8,10–12,18–21, 
and the results do not reveal anomalous temperatures or fluid  pressures 
(Fig. 1). Borehole injection experiments, earthquake aftershock  studies, 
and laboratory experiments on fault zone materials reveal that the 

earthquake process perturbs the fault zone, which then heals during 
the post-seismic period22–26.

The Alpine Fault of southern New Zealand is a major plate  boundary 
fault (Fig. 1) that produces large earthquakes every 291 ±  23 years 
and last ruptured in ad 17174,5. It has a Quaternary oblique dextral- 
reverse slip rate27 of 26 ±  5 mm yr−1. The oblique dextral-reverse slip 
has exhumed a suite of fault rocks from depths of 30 km in the past few 
million years27. The primary motivation of the Deep Fault Drilling 
Project (DFDP) is to understand ambient conditions, rock properties 
and geophysical phenomena immediately before a large earthquake, 
because little is known about active geological faults before they slip, 
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and initial conditions are assumed to affect earthquake nucleation, 
 rupture and seismic radiation.

Drilling of the DFDP-2B borehole was completed on 8 December 
2014. We penetrated a sequence of Quaternary gravel and lake silt, 
schist, protomylonite and mylonite (Fig. 2). The base of the borehole 
is estimated to be within 200–400 m of the principal slip-zone gouge, 
on the basis of site surveys and measurement of quartz grain sizes 
and textures in drill cuttings that are similar to mylonitic fault rocks 
exposed nearby. Comprehensive rock, mud, wireline (that is, down-
hole geophysical), and seismological observations were collected, and 
a fibre-optic cable was installed after drilling to acquire repeated precise 
temperature measurements.

Post-drilling equilibrated temperatures in the borehole reveal a zone 
above 700 m of true vertical depth (740 m drilled depth)  characterized 
by a gradient of 100–200 °C km−1, and a deeper zone with a gradient 
of 30–50 °C km−1 (Fig. 2). The fluid pressure gradient in the bore-
hole below the sedimentary layers is 8%–10% above hydrostatic, but 
an aquifer at the base of the sediments (230–240 m) is only slightly 
over-pressured (< 5 m head), meaning that the silts do not constitute a 
total hydraulic seal (Fig. 2).

The geothermal gradient in the upper 700 m of the DFDP-2B bore-
hole is unusual by global standards: 99% of geothermal  gradients 
 measured in deep (> 500 m) boreholes elsewhere are less than 
80 °C km−1 (ref. 2; Fig. 1). Values exceeding 80 °C km−1 are typically 
associated with volcanic regions, but there is no evidence for Neogene 

volcanism near the DFDP-2B site. The regional value determined from 
petroleum boreholes west of DFDP-2B is about 30 °C km−1 (ref. 28).

We model the thermal state near DFDP sites by considering simulta-
neous heat transport via (1) conduction, (2) rock advection driven by 
fault slip, and (3) fluid advection driven by local topography (Fig. 3).  
We assume uniform high permeability to some fixed depth (3 km 
or 5 km) above the principal slip zone of the Alpine Fault and low 
 permeability beneath it. Adjustable parameters are the value of high 
permeability, and the rate of reverse dip-slip fault movement, which 
is constrained by geological observations of late Quaternary offsets 
to lie within the range 6–14 mm yr−1 near the drilling site27. Drilling-
related temperature anomalies are modelled separately and excluded 
from our analysis by selecting observations made more than six months 
after drilling (Extended Data Figs 1 and 2). There is little variability in 
thermal diffusivity within the borehole (Extended Data Fig. 3). The 
three-dimensional model domain (Extended Data Fig. 4) is much larger 
than the specific region of interest. See Methods for details.

We aim to fit temperature observations from DFDP-2B (Fig. 2) and 
the geothermal gradient of 62 ±  2 °C km−1 measured in the 150-m-deep 
DFDP-1B borehole (Fig. 3)29. Our models are intentionally simplified, 
because they are under-constrained by observations, and intended 
only to gain general insight into hydrothermal structure in and around 
the fault zone. The best fit to DFDP-2B temperature observations is 
obtained with a fault dip-slip rate of 14 mm yr−1 and low permeability, 
but this solution does not fit DFDP-1B observations (Extended Data 
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Fig. 5). The relatively low average curvature of the thermal profile, 
combined with the over-simplified hydrological structure, leads to an 
 inference that rock advection and thermal diffusion are the  primary 
heat transport mechanisms at 240–740 m depth in DFDP-2B; but 
the large difference in geothermal gradient between DFDP-1B and 
DFDP-2B requires that fluid advection is important in heat  transfer 
between sites and also requires a regional value of permeability  
> 5 ×  10−16 m2 (Extended Data Fig. 5). The DFDP-2B fluid pressure 
gradient indicates upward flow through the fractured rock mass near 
the borehole (Fig. 2a).

The models are broadly consistent with existing knowledge of fault 
slip rate and heterogeneous rock permeability in the hanging wall of 
the Alpine Fault. We expect permeability to be low within cataclasites 
near the principal slip zone and minor fault splays29, and that these 
cataclasites and splays will be barriers to fault-normal flow. We expect 
high permeability within the damage zone, producing an aquifer that 
enhances fault-parallel flow, and beneath mountains of the hanging 
wall where warm springs are common30. The region of relatively low  
geothermal gradient at the base of DFDP-2B (Fig. 2) is a discrete 
hydrological domain and interpreted as an aquifer associated with 
the damage zone, but we were unable to verify its properties owing 
to engineering difficulties. Fluid pressure equilibration experiments 
(‘slug tests’) conducted during drilling of DFDP-2B indicate bulk-rock 
permeability around the borehole of the order of 10−15 m2 (Extended 
Data Tables 1 and 2). In summary, we infer that fault slip moves rock 
and heat from depth, and topographically driven fluid flow through 
fractured rocks concentrates heat into valleys (Fig. 3).

Our results have broad implications for understanding earth-
quakes and fault zone geology, because temperature and fluid pressure 
 anomalies inferred close to the principal slip zone are large. Lateral 
changes in temperature and fluid pressure may exceed 50 °C and 4 MPa, 
respectively (Fig. 3d), and this must affect chemical, mineralogical and 
seismogenic processes. Our models predict considerable along-strike 
variations in the depth of smectite alteration (< 100–175 °C), which 
may influence dynamic fault strength at shallow depths during earth-
quakes. In some hanging-wall valley locations, our models predict 
that pore fluid temperatures could exceed 200 °C at only 1 km depth, 
and nearby future boreholes could sample the Alpine Fault principal 
slip zone at temperatures above the smectite–illite transition. Large 
along-strike temperature anomalies cause pore fluid density and 
 viscosity  variations that influence fluid–rock interactions and provide 
a  mechanism for deeper fluid convection, even though heat transport 
by fluids in low-permeability deeper rocks may be minor. Mineralogical 
evidence from near the Alpine Fault confirms that boiling occurs in the 
upper and mid-crust31 and that meteoric fluids circulate through the 
entire seismogenic zone32.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Temperature observations were made using wireline logging tools before bore-
hole completion, and an optic-fibre cable after completion. The optic-fibre cable 
was installed and cemented outside steel casing, and interrogated by distributed 
temperature sensing (DTS) analysis based on Raman scattering of laser light from 
a source at the surface33. A summary of temperature measurements is shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 1.

Details of drilling operations, scientific equipment and protocols are  published 
elsewhere34 and the borehole geometry is provided in the Source Data for  
Fig. 2. Drilling ended on 8 December 2014 and the steel casing was cemented on 
17 December 2014. Residual cement was drilled out from within the casing to a 
depth of 400 m depth on 8 January 2015 (< 4 h operations).

Temperatures measured by logging tools were influenced by the history of 
drilling fluid circulation in the borehole, but this drilling-related temperature 
anomaly diffused away and was small (about 1 °C) by January 2015. There is a 
high level of repeatability between later measurements (Extended Data Fig. 2), 
and the very small temperature variation of about 0.3 °C observed between March 
2015 and February 2016 is not converging exponentially on a single value with 
time. We interpret these changes to represent a non-drilling-related phenomenon. 
The Source Data for Fig. 2 contains an average value of the four latest profiles, 
which were measured between July 2015 and February 2016 and are not affected 
by borehole operations. Observed thermal equilibration times of several weeks are 
consistent with the bulk thermal diffusivity profile in the borehole that was inferred 
from mineralogical analysis of rock cuttings (Extended Data Fig. 3).

Pore fluid pressure values (Fig. 1) were derived from analyses of mud level 
equilibration during breaks in drilling. Equilibrium borehole hydraulic heads were 
estimated at a range of borehole lengths (Extended Data Tables 1 and 2). These 
observations were modelled with an exponential function (R2 >  0.93 for all tests) by 
adjusting three parameters: the initial mud level perturbation, the decay constant 
and the equilibrium mud level, M. Hydraulic head, H, was then calculated using 
the measured mud density, D, and the vertical length of the borehole at the time 
of the test, L, using the equation H =  D(L + M) − L.

Thermal and hydrological models were constructed and solved using FLAC3D 
(version 5.0, finite difference method, Itasca Consulting Group, http://www.
itascacg.com/software/flac3d) and FEFLOW (finite element method, MIKE 
Powered by DHI, https://www.mikepoweredbydhi.com/products/feflow). The 
numerical solution was computed in two steps. In the first step, a two-dimensional 
crustal exhumation model, similar to previous geodynamic models that predict 
 localization of slip on the Alpine Fault35, was simulated using FLAC3D to a depth of 
30 km for 10 million years. The rate of dip-slip movement was treated as a variable 
parameter. The two-dimensional result was then used to apply a basal temperature 
boundary condition to a three-dimensional model with topography (Extended 

Data Fig. 4; FLAC3D and FEFLOW solutions). No-flow boundary  conditions 
were applied for fluid and heat at the sides of the model. At the basal surface, 
a no-fluid-flow condition was imposed. An atmospheric temperature and pore 
pressure condition was applied at the top surface. A low permeability of 10−18 m2 
was imposed beneath the fault. The heat equation solved is:

κ∂ /∂ = / + ∇ ⋅∇ − / ⋅∇ − / ⋅∇ =u uT t H C T C C T C C T( ) ( ) 0b b f b f r b r

where H is internal heat productivity, κb is the bulk thermal diffusivity, T is 
 temperature, Cf, Cr and Cb are volumetric heat capacities of fluid, rock and the bulk 
mixture, respectively, uf and ur are the vector fluxes of fluid and rock respectively, 
and ∇  =  (∂ /∂ x, ∂ /∂ y, ∂ /∂ z) is the gradient operator.

Uniform permeability above the fault was treated as a variable parameter. In 
initial simulations using FLAC3D the permeability extended to 5 km below sea 
level. A hanging-wall permeability of (5.5 ±  2.0) ×  10−16 m2 and a fault dip-slip rate 
of 7.7 ±  2.7 mm yr−1 produced an adequate fit to DFDP-2 observations, but with 
a strong trade-off between the two parameters: faster dip-slip rates require lower 
permeabilities. Model runs were then completed using FEFLOW with uniform per-
meability to 3 km below sea level and temperature-dependent fluid density. Results 
are shown in Extended Data Figs 5, 6 and 7. Because density was temperature- 
dependent in FEFLOW model runs, we report hydraulic conductivity (factor of 
about 10−7 conversion at the near surface).

We did not limit fluid recharge rate or allow the piezometric surface to adjust. 
If we had, then even higher values of permeability could fit our data and may be 
more realistic: the piezometric surface and lateral fluid pressure gradients would  
be lowered. It is likely that permeability is both anisotropic and localized, for  example, 
within and near the damage zone, along lithologic layers, or within fractured 
zones. However, such models are under-constrained by observations, so were not  
constructed. Minor faults may also create local seals that compartmentalize flow.
Data availability. Data that support the findings of this study are available as 
Extended Data Tables 1 and 2 and Source Data for Fig. 1. Additional relevant data 
(for example, individual temperature logs shown in Extended Data Fig. 1) will be 
made available online35, in forthcoming publications, or data are available from 
the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Borehole temperature measurements taken on successive dates (year/month/day). Grey lines indicate measurements using 
logging tools; coloured lines those taken using DTS.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Enlargement of borehole temperature measurements, showing that the magnitude of DTS temperature changes with 
time. 
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Bulk mean thermal diffusivity profile for 
borehole DFDP-2B. Data inferred from quantitative X-ray diffraction 
analysis of rock cuttings (geometric mean of mineral-specific diffusivities).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Three-dimensional model mesh geometry with variable node spacing of 200 m, 500 m or 1,000 m.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Fit of FEFLOW models to observations at 
DFDP-2B by varying parameters. Variable parameters are the (uniform) 
hanging-wall permeability to 3 km below sea level, and the dip-slip rate on 
the Alpine Fault. White dots indicate the parameter combinations of specific 
models. RMS, root mean square.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Temperature profiles predicted by models 
(colour) compared to observations at DFDP-2B (black). (m asl, metres 
above sea level.)

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Shallow temperature gradient predicted by 
models at DFDP-1B. Note that the temperature gradient may be slightly 
over-estimated by the model, because local fault curvature is not accurately 
resolved by our model and the DFDP-1B location is placed slightly farther 
into the base of the hanging wall in the model than it is in reality.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Pore fluid pressure head, H, determined from borehole length, L, 
equilibrium mud level, M, and mud density, D

Estimated standard errors are labelled using the symbol S. Mud levels and hydraulic heads are relative to the local ground surface.

L
m

M
m

SM
m

D
kg m-3

SD+
kg m-3

SD-
kg m-3

Hi
m

SHi+
m

SHi-
m

274.87 -2.8 3.1 1020 5 5 2.7 3.4 3.4

286.87 -3.4 3.1 1071 5 5 16.6 3.6 3.6

396.14 -5.0 3.1 1068 21 23 21.6 8.9 9.7
-8.4 18.0
-7.8 18.6
-5.7 20.9
-4.1 22.5
-3.4 23.4
1.2 28.2
-2.6 24.2
-1.0 25.9
-0.6 26.3
-0.9 25.9

396.14 -0.7 0.4 1055 40 40 21.0 15.9 15.9
0.0 21.7
-0.1 21.7

396.14 -2.5 2.0 1062 8 12 21.8 3.9 5.1
-5.3 18.8

486.06 -3.0 3.3 1075 5 5 33.2 4.3 4.3
-6.6 29.4
-9.5 26.2

520.03 -10.2 3.1 1068 5 5 24.2 4.2 4.2

539.51 -7.3 6.1 1058 5 5 23.2 4.2 4.2

770.29 -18.6 5.5 1091 5 5 49.7 7.1 7.1
-10.3 58.7
-20.6 47.5

818.00 -16.3 3.1 1098 5 5 61.9 5.3 5.3

SL = 0.05 m.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Mean pore fluid pressure heads, H, and 
standard errors, SH, determined for each borehole length, L, and 
true vertical depth, TVD

See data in Extended Data Table 1. Hydraulic heads are relative to the local ground surface.

L
m

TVD
m

H
m

SH
m

274.87 274.74 2.7 3.4

286.87 286.74 16.6 3.6

396.14 395.30 22.5 0.7

486.06 482.30 29.6 2.0

520.03 514.46 24.2 4.2

539.51 532.57 23.2 4.2

770.29 726.38 52.0 3.4

818.00 762.77 61.9 5.3

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Alpine Fault’s Hanging-Wall Damage Zone
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Abstract Fault rock assemblages reflect interaction between deformation, stress, temperature, fluid,
and chemical regimes on distinct spatial and temporal scales at various positions in the crust. Here we
interpret measurements made in the hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault during the second stage of the
Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP-2). We present observational evidence for extensive fracturing and high
hanging-wall hydraulic conductivity (�1029 to 1027 m/s, corresponding to permeability of �10216 to
10214 m2) extending several hundred meters from the fault’s principal slip zone. Mud losses, gas chemis-
try anomalies, and petrophysical data indicate that a subset of fractures intersected by the borehole are
capable of transmitting fluid volumes of several cubic meters on time scales of hours. DFDP-2 observa-
tions and other data suggest that this hydrogeologically active portion of the fault zone in the hanging-
wall is several kilometers wide in the uppermost crust. This finding is consistent with numerical models of
earthquake rupture and off-fault damage. We conclude that the mechanically and hydrogeologically
active part of the Alpine Fault is a more dynamic and extensive feature than commonly described in mod-
els based on exhumed faults. We propose that the hydrogeologically active damage zone of the Alpine
Fault and other large active faults in areas of high topographic relief can be subdivided into an inner zone

Key Points:
� DFDP-2B data to 818 m true vertical

depth reveal extensive fracturing of
the Alpine Fault hanging-wall and
high hydraulic conductivity
� The effective hydrogeological width

of the damage zone exceeds the
width implied by fracture density by
at least an order of magnitude
� In areas of high relief and rapid slip,

damage is controlled by coseismic,
interseismic, and inherited
deformation modulated by
topography
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in which damage is controlled principally by earthquake rupture processes and an outer zone in which
damage reflects coseismic shaking, strain accumulation and release on interseismic timescales, and inher-
ited fracturing related to exhumation.

Plain Language Summary The Alpine Fault produces large (magnitude ~8) earthquakes approxi-
mately every 300 years and last ruptured 300 years ago in 1717 AD. Understanding the state of the fault —
the temperatures, pressures, stresses to which the fault is being subjected — ahead of an anticipated large
earthquake is an important scientific challenge and the focus of the Deep Fault Drilling Project. In this
paper, we report findings from scientific drilling in 2014 that reveal evidence for active fluid flow adjacent
to the Alpine Fault. The transport of heat and mass near the fault appears to be controlled or modulated by
earthquake shaking and rupture processes, and likely controls the build-up of pressure and stress in the
shallow portions of the crust during the ~300 year earthquake cycle.

1. Introduction

Active faults are geometrically and rheologically complex structures whose evolution and seismogenic
behavior are governed by processes acting on greatly varying spatial (<1026 to 106 m) and temporal scales
(<1023 to 1012 s) (e.g., Tullis et al., 2007). The characterization of most faults typically requires the reconcilia-
tion of observations representing large spatial scales and short temporal scales (e.g., seismic tomography,
earthquake seismology, and geodetic remote sensing; e.g., Bleibinhaus et al., 2007; Fialko et al., 2002; Zhang
& Thurber, 2003) or small spatial scales and long temporal scales (e.g., field and laboratory analysis; e.g.,
Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2010). Moreover, many phenomena thought to affect fault behavior are
macroscopically nonconservative (i.e., dissipative, such as friction) or nonlinear (e.g., shear localization and
earthquake nucleation), or occur far from mechanical, thermal, or chemical equilibrium (e.g., reactive fluid
transport; Barber & Griffith, 2017; Hacker, 1997; Hobbs & Ord, 2015; Rice & Cocco, 2007).

Describing the state of a fault at different points in its evolution or within a single earthquake cycle thus
remains a first-order scientific challenge posing complex questions. In particular, how do heat and mass
transport and fluid-rock interaction modify a fault zone during the earthquake cycle? Also, are the models
of fault zone architecture derived from geological observations of inactive faults and geophysical measure-
ments typically made of active faults compatible?

In this paper, we present and interpret scientific drilling observations that constrain the hydraulic and ther-
mal states of a major continental fault, the Alpine Fault, New Zealand, late in its typical interseismic phase.
We focus in particular on direct petrophysical, hydrological, and geochemical evidence for high hydraulic
conductivity in the hanging-wall, and discuss how this reflects the fault zone’s structure and mechanical
behavior at different points in the earthquake cycle.

The Alpine Fault in the western South Island of New Zealand (Figure 1) provides a globally rare opportunity
to examine the conditions prevailing late in the typical interseismic cycle of an active plate boundary (Suth-
erland et al., 2007; Townend et al., 2009). Paleoseismic evidence indicates that the central and southern por-
tions of the fault (Barth et al., 2013) have average recurrence intervals for MW71 earthquakes of less than
300 years, and that the most recent large earthquake was 300 years ago in 1717 AD (Berryman et al., 2012;
Cochran et al., 2017; Howarth et al., 2012, 2014, 2016). Scientific drilling has been conducted in two phases
since 2011 under the auspices of the International Continental Scientific Drilling Program’s Deep Fault Dril-
ling Project (DFDP). The drilling has yielded rock and fluid samples and in situ geophysical measurements
characterizing the geological, geophysical, and geochemical structure of the fault zone and allowing the
factors affecting the hydraulic and seismogenic behavior of the fault to be determined.

The first phase of DFDP drilling (DFDP-1) revealed a >6 order-of-magnitude decrease in permeability within
�30 m of the Alpine Fault’s principal slip zone and a shallow hanging-wall geothermal gradient approxi-
mately twice that of the footwall (Allen et al., 2017; Carpenter et al., 2014; Sutherland et al., 2012; Townend
et al., 2013; Toy et al., 2015). Subsequent pressure and temperature observations made in the Whataroa Val-
ley during the second phase of the project, DFDP-2, revealed that the hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault has
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an extremely high geothermal gradient (�1258C/km) and is over-pressured by �10% with respect to a
hydrostatic gradient (Sutherland et al., 2017).

1.1. Seismotectonics and Hydrogeology of the Alpine Fault
The Alpine Fault is the principal locus of motion between the Pacific and Australian plates in the central
South Island, and has long been the focus of research into the structure and mechanics of continental faults
(Little et al., 2002a; Norris & Cooper, 2007; Reid, 1964; Sibson et al., 1981). The fault has slipped during the
Late Quaternary at an average rate of 27 6 5 mm/yr horizontally and 6–9 mm/yr vertically (Little et al., 2005;
Norris & Cooper, 2001, 2007). Uplift occurs most rapidly along the central section of the Alpine Fault,
between the Wanganui and Karangarua rivers, resulting in a narrow, high-relief orogeny exposing amphibo-
lite facies schist (Koons, 1987; Little et al., 2005; Vry et al., 2010).

The extent to which the Alpine Fault ruptures along its entire length or in characteristic segments remains a
topic of active research (Berryman et al., 2012; Howarth et al., 2016). However, the 300 year interval that has
elapsed since the last known large (MW7.9) Alpine Fault earthquake in 1717 AD exceeds both the most
recent mean recurrence interval estimate of 291 6 23 years obtained for the southern on-land portion of
the Alpine Fault (Cochran et al., 2017) and the mean recurrence interval for the last four earthquakes
inferred to have affected the central section of the fault (Howarth et al., 2012, 2014). In either case, the fault
is now in the later stages of its inferred typical interseismic period, and the likelihood of a large (Mw7) or
great (Mw8) earthquake occurring on the Alpine Fault within the next 50 years has been estimated to be
�27–29% (Biasi et al., 2015; Cochran et al., 2017).

At present, the plate boundary zone in the central South Island exhibits low levels of seismicity (Boese et al.,
2012; Bourguignon et al., 2015; Chamberlain et al., 2017; Feenstra et al., 2016), subcrustal seismicity (Boese
et al., 2013), tremor (Wech et al., 2012, 2013), and low-frequency earthquakes (Chamberlain et al., 2014).

Figure 1. Location map showing the position of the DFDP-1 and DFDP-2 drill sites (white circles), mapped faults (red and dashed black lines), thermal springs
(red dots), and cover and basement lithostratigraphy (background colors). The inset shows the location of the main map and the distribution of the Alpine Schist
(purple) and thermal springs (red dots). The thermal springs shown are in some cases ephemeral (Reyes et al., 2010).
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Eccles et al. (2015) recently reported observations of fault-zone-guided waves produced by earthquakes
occurring close to or within the Alpine Fault, suggesting that the fault constitutes a single through-going
structure to �8 km depths. Using P and S wave earthquake tomography, Guo et al. (2017) showed that the
fault is discernible seismologically to depths of 5–10 km.

Fluid flow within the uppermost 2–3 km of the Southern Alps orogen is dominated by the forced circulation
of meteoric groundwater and produces hot springs in hanging-wall valleys (Cox et al., 2015; Reyes et al.,
2010). Menzies et al. (2014) analyzed the stable isotope compositions of quartz, chlorite, and adularia sam-
pled from veins in order to distinguish meteoric and metamorphic fluids and thereby determine the maxi-
mum depth of meteoric fluid circulation. Based on hydrogen isotopic ratios of dD 5 284& to 252&

Menzies et al. concluded that meteoric fluids circulate in the hanging-wall to depths exceeding �6 km,
near the base of the brittle-ductile transition zone, and suggested that these fluids are the principal mineral-
izing fluids throughout the seismogenic crust. Analyses of strontium and helium isotopes (Menzies et al.,
2016) further indicate that the meteoric fluid-dominated flow regime is confined to depths of �8 km in the
hanging-wall by an impermeable Alpine Fault but that the fault nevertheless acts as a deep-rooted conduit
for mantle-derived fluids.

1.2. The Deep Fault Drilling Project (DFDP)
Planning for a staged program of scientific drilling targeting the central Alpine Fault began in 2009 (Townend
et al., 2009) and the first phase of the Deep Fault Drilling Project (‘‘DFDP-1’’) commenced in 2011 at Gaunt
Creek. During DFDP-1, two shallow boreholes were drilled through the hanging-wall mylonites and catacla-
sites, across the principal slip zone (PSZ), and into footwall gravels (DFDP-1A) and cataclasites (DFDP-1B;
Sutherland et al., 2011). The fluid pressure measurements made in the DFDP-1B borehole show that the per-
meability of the hanging-wall decreases by approximately six orders of magnitude within approximately
30 m of the PSZ (Sutherland et al., 2012) as a consequence of progressive alteration and mineralization asso-
ciated with fluid flow along the fault (Boulton et al., 2017b, 2014; Schleicher et al., 2015; Townend et al.,
2013). X-ray computed tomography images of fractures in the DFDP-1A and DFDP-1B cores shows that most
detectable fractures are fully or partially filled by clay, quartz, or calcite (Toy et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2016).

A high temperature gradient of 628C/km was measured in DFDP-1B (Sutherland et al., 2012). This value
exceeds the regional footwall gradient by a factor of approximately 1.7 (Townend, 1999), and is consistent
with the modeled effects of rock advection associated with uplift of the Southern Alps (Allis & Shi, 1995;
Koons, 1987; Koons et al., 1998; Shi et al., 1996).

The second phase of the Deep Fault Drilling Project (‘‘DFDP-2’’) was undertaken in the Whataroa Valley,
approximately 7.5 km ENE from the DFDP-1 drill site, over a 3 month period in late 2014 (Figure 1). Two
boreholes were drilled: the first, DFDP-2A, terminated within the sedimentary sequence and the second,
DFDP-2B, reached a maximum measured depth (MD) of 893 m, corresponding to 818 m true vertical depth
(TVD) once deviation is taken into account (Sutherland et al., 2017, 2015; Toy et al., 2017).

2. Data Acquisition and Analysis

2.1. Borehole Siting and Technical Operations
The Whataroa valley was originally identified as the optimal site for drilling to depths greater than 1 km on
the basis of its location within the zone of most rapid hanging-wall uplift, the overall geometry of the Alpine
Fault, and because existing roads provide access to the fault’s hanging-wall (Townend et al., 2009). Subse-
quent active-source seismic studies suggested that the fault would be encountered at a depth of approxi-
mately 1,100 m, and the drilling plan included provision for 200–300 m of footwall drilling.

The DFDP-2A borehole was spudded on 29 August 2014 and a dual-rotary drilling method was used to
advance casing through the alluvial gravels and underlying Quaternary sequence. Due to the much greater
than anticipated thickness of Quaternary sediments, DFDP-2A was terminated at 212.6 m and a second
borehole (DFDP-2B) was spudded approximately 10 m away on 28 September 2014. This paper focuses
exclusively on DFDP-2B unless otherwise noted.

DFDP-2B was drilled in two main stages (Figure 2). The uppermost sedimentary sequence was drilled using
a combination of the dual-rotary method, which advances casing at the same time as the hole is drilled,
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Figure 2. DFDP-2B lithostratigraphy and drilling and completion schematic. The vertical scale shows measured depth.
ID—inner diameter. OD—outer diameter.
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and conventional open-hole drilling. The first casing string (1600) was advanced using the dual-rotary system
to 76.8 m, the open hole was drilled to 197 m, and the second (1400) casing string installed. The dual-rotary
system was then used again to advance 1200 casing to 236.6 m, and 1000 casing into bedrock at 243.0 m. A
9.500 open hole was then drilled to 274.9 m and confirmed that bedrock had been reached. The second
main stage of drilling, through the bedrock sequence, was undertaken using 8.500 bits to the final depth of
893.2 m (measured depth).

2.2. Cuttings Analysis and Lithologic Interpretation
Cuttings samples were described and analyzed in hand specimen and thin section on-site throughout the
drilling, providing near-real-time information about the composition and structure of the drilled sequence
(Toy et al., 2017). The sedimentary stratigraphy encountered in DFDP-2A consists (from top to bottom; Fig-
ure 2) of a young (<1–12 kyr) sequence of fluvio-glacial gravels (0–58 m sample depths) grading into sandy
lake delta sediments (58–77 m), a thick sequence of lacustrine muds and silts containing rare diamictite
(77–206 m; �19 kyr), and a coarser till diamictite (below 206 m).

DFDP-2B intersected amphibolite facies schistose basement at 243 m depth (Figure 2). This lithology, known
as the Alpine Schist, is part of the Aspiring Lithologic Association subdivision of the Torlesse Supergroup
(Cox & Barrell, 2007; Toy et al., 2017). The nonmylonitic Alpine Schist is an L-S tectonite with a centimeter-
spaced to decimeter-spaced planar or crenulated foliation of quartz-feldspar and mica layers, and distinct
quartz rod lineations pitching southwest and rarely containing both synthetic and antithetic shear bands
with a distinct quartz lineation pitching steeply southwest (Little et al., 2002a, 2002b; Toy et al., 2015).
Within the Alpine Fault zone, the schist fabric is progressively reworked. The smallest ductile shear strains
have generated protomylonites, which have millimeter-spaced to centimeter-spaced foliations that are
alternately rich in quartz-feldspar and mica 6 amphibole. These may retain isoclinal fold hinges formed dur-
ing deformation of the precursor Alpine Schist (Little et al., 2002b; Toy et al., 2012) and are distinctly trans-
ected by extensional shear bands spaced at 5–15 mm (Gillam et al., 2014), with synthetic sense to the
Alpine Fault. Progressively higher strains have resulted in mylonites with S-dominated fabrics of millimeter-
spaced quartz-feldspar and mica and <5 mm-spaced shear bands. Within a few hundred meters of the PSZ,
ultramylonites lack a spaced foliation and shear bands can only be observed microscopically.

The lithologies of DFDP-2B cuttings could not generally be differentiated based on macrostructural features,
due to the cuttings’ small sizes (Toy et al., 2017). However, certain microstructural features were found to be
useful indicators of mylonitic ductile deformation, allowing correlation to position within the ductile fault
rock sequence known from outcrops and described above. As drilling progressed, signs of increasing ductile
shear strain were observed, including a progressive reduction in the mean grainsize of quartz (>100 lm in
schists and protomylonite, and <100 lm in mylonites), an increase in the maximum grainsize of mica (from
10–100 lm in nonmylonitic Alpine Schist to a few millimeters in protomylonites and mylonites), the appear-
ance of asymmetric shear bands (indicative of protomylonite or mylonite in outcrop samples), and changes
in the microstructural arrangement of accessary phases (Toy et al., 2017).

The identification of the transition from protomylonite to mylonite at 830 m measured depth informed the
decision to case the borehole in preparation for the switch from rotary drilling to wireline coring. During
the casing operation, the casing string parted due to an idiopathic metallurgical failure that was not noticed
until after the casing had been cemented. The consequence of this was that the borehole was inaccessible
below 436 m, and the decision was made to recement the upper casing string and annulus, and drill out
the cement to 400 m. In other words, DFDP-2B is currently accessible to 400 m via 127 mm internal diame-
ter casing. An armored optical fiber cable installed during the casing procedure extends to the total drilled
depth of 893 m and has since been used to acquire temperature and optical seismic data (Figure 2) (Suther-
land et al., 2017).

2.3. Wireline Logging Measurements
Full details of the DFDP-2 wireline logging program were described by Sutherland et al. (2015). In total, 16
logging tools were deployed, many in a stacked configuration that enabled multiple tools to be run simulta-
neously. Due in part to technical problems that caused delays in drilling, it was possible to relog several
intervals of the borehole on multiple occasions and thus to acquire data at different points in the borehole’s
thermal and hydrologic equilibration. A total of 19 km of wireline data was collected from DFDP-2B during
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52 runs (separate insertions of logging tools) made over 18 logging sessions. Acoustic borehole televiewer
(BHTV) data spanning 4.8 km were collected, providing rare acoustic imagery of metamorphic fault rock
structures.

Following the completion of drilling, the wireline logs were depth-matched and aligned to a common
datum using cross-correlation of the natural gamma and resistivity logs and a linear depth-dependent
adjustment to compensate for wireline stretching (Remaud, 2015). The logs are presented here with respect
to measured depth, although reference is made where appropriate to true vertical depth, which takes into
consideration the borehole’s deviation (supporting information Figure S1).

In this paper, we examine variations in natural gamma, deep and shallow resistivity, sonic velocity and the
BHTV imagery. Natural gamma, a measure of the natural radioactivity of the rock mass, was recorded in
DFDP-2B on both total gamma and spectral gamma tools (Ellis & Singer, 2007), but the spectral measure-
ments (which enable the contributions of the key radioactive elements 40K, 232Th, and 235,238U to be distin-
guished) yielded very low counts and are not presented in this paper. We measured resistivity using dual
laterolog tools that yield measurements obtained with different sensor spacings: the shallow resistivity
measurements are sensitive to interaction of conductive drilling mud with fractures, whereas the deep resis-
tivity measurements are diagnostic of the rock mass itself. The ratio of deep to shallow resistivity is sensitive
to both fluid invasion and formation anisotropy (Ellis & Singer, 2007; Pezard & Anderson, 1990).

2.4. Mud Property Measurements and Hydraulic Tests
Fluid levels were maintained within the borehole during drilling by pumping and circulating mud, and this
process perturbed fluid pressures in the surrounding rock mass. When drilling and mud circulation ceases,
fluid flows into or out of the borehole as fluid pressures equilibrate: this process can be used to measure
the bulk permeability of the rock mass and the equilibrium fluid pressures. We performed 33 such tests at
eight depths by measuring mud levels in the open borehole after circulation had stopped for intervals of
�0.5–167 h, using a measuring tape and water level sensor (Sutherland et al., 2017, 2015).

We refer to repeated mud level measurements during breaks in circulation as ‘‘slug tests’’ (e.g., Bouwer &
Rice, 1976; Papadopulos et al., 1973). This usage is not strictly appropriate as the induced changes in head
are not instantaneous and the durations of the measurements are short relative to the estimated equilibra-
tion times. We describe the slug test responses using a function of the form m tð Þ5a1b exp 2t=cð Þ, where
m(t) is the mud level at time t relative to a datum at the top of the borehole, c is a characteristic equilibra-
tion time related to the hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass adjacent to the borehole, and a and b are
constants related to the initial and fully equilibrated mud levels.

We obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate of hydraulic conductivity using the Hvorslev (1951) method,
whereby K � r2

e ln Re=rwð Þ=2Lc. Here re is the borehole radius in the open-hole section (8.500 borehole), rw is
the radius in the measurement interval (1000 casing), Re is the effective radius of fluid dissipation (assumed
to be 0.1–1 m on the basis of the deep resistivity measurements), L is the length of open-hole (of order
100 m), and c is the characteristic equilibration time.

In addition to the mud level data reported here, a combination of automated and manual measurement
techniques was used to record the physical properties of drilling mud entering and leaving the borehole
throughout the operational phase. The volume of mud entering and leaving the borehole was monitored
intermittently during circulation by measuring the height of mud in the suction (inflow), returns, and out-
flow pits, using a graduated scale. Continuous measurements of the mud level in the suction pit were made
using a vibrating wire piezometer connected to a data logger (Sutherland et al., 2015).

2.5. Geochemical Monitoring
A systematic real-time analysis of the composition of gases extracted from drilling mud was undertaken
while drilling DFDP-2B using the methodology described by Erzinger et al. (2006). A gas-water separator
was used to extract gas from mud flowing out of the borehole. Major and trace element concentrations
were determined in the field with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, light hydrocarbons with a gas chro-
matograph equipped with a flame ionization detector, and radon (Rn) with a Lucas cell. Measurements of
H2, He, N2, O2, CH4, CO2, and Ar were made at 1 min intervals with the mass spectrometer; measurements
of CH4, C2H4, C2H6, C3H6, C3H8, i-C4H10, and n-C4H10 were made at 10 min intervals with the gas chromato-
graph; and Rn was measured at 1 min intervals.
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Figure 3. (continued)
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3. Results

3.1. Borehole Geometry and Shape
At depths below �300 m, DFDP-2B was observed in successive BHTV runs to be deviating toward the north-
west as measured by the inclinometer and magnetometers on-board the televiewer (Figure 3). A maximum
deviation from vertical of 448 toward an azimuth of 3408 geographic (3188 magnetic) was reached. The
amount of deviation increases approximately linearly with depth below 300 m (at �0.18/m), despite the
use of seven different BHA configurations and drill bits that yielded markedly different rates of penetration
(Figure 3).

As described in further detail below, analysis of fractures and foliation planes identified in the BHTV logs
below 264 m (i.e., in the basement rocks) reveals that both sets of features predominantly dip 50–608

toward the southeast, consistent with regional mapping (Cox & Barrell, 2007). This indicates that the bore-
hole deviated toward the average up-dip direction, or slightly (10–308) northward (clockwise) of that direc-
tion. The slight difference in deviation direction from the foliation’s up-dip direction is likely a consequence
of the clockwise rotation of the drill bit.

The large deviation of the DFDP-2B borehole prevented the arms of the mechanical caliper from opening
correctly, resulting in the caliper measurements being systematically lower than the actual borehole radius.
To obtain more reliable estimates of the borehole radius along the borehole’s full length, we fitted a circle
to the acoustic returns from the borehole wall at each sampling depth and converted travel time to equiva-
lent radius using a temperature-dependent and pressure-dependent relationship (Massiot, 2017).

BHTV images show that the borehole retained an approximately circular cross section over its entire length,
despite the deviation. Above �480 m, the imagery shows asymmetric amplitudes inferred to indicate that
the tool was resting against one side of the borehole due to the mechanical effects of drilling and BHA
wear. No evidence for borehole breakouts or tensile cracks was observed.

3.2. Petrophysical Observations
The logs exhibit the following key petrophysical features (Figure 3), which are discussed in further detail
below:

1. Natural gamma logs display high-frequency oscillations, with values varying between approximately 100
and 180 API and increasing weakly but systematically with depth at a rate of �0.02 API/m. The character
of the gamma log changes at approximately 470 m MD, with an increase in the wavelength of oscilla-
tions, and an increase in the amplitude of short-wavelength (meter-scale) anomalies.

2. Shallow and deep resistivity also exhibit modest but systematic increases with depth, although there is a
zone of uniformly low values between 320 and 470 m. Below 400 m MD, both resistivity parameters
increase systematically with depth, reaching maximum values of 700 X m (deep) and 440 X m (shallow).

3. The sonic waveform data exhibit a systematic increase in amplitude with depth, which may reflect
increased fracture density and scattering. The derived Vs curve is centered on a mean value of
�2,300 m/s below approximately 550 m depth, and shows no particular trend with depth.

Despite the rather monotonous lithology revealed on-site by cuttings analysis, the geophysical logs can be
visually subdivided into several semiquantitative petrofacies that describe different depth intervals. Above
320 m, gamma, resistivity, and BHTV amplitude are high and sonic amplitude is low. Between 320 and
468 m, gamma, resistivity and BHTV amplitude are lower. There are pronounced changes in several of the
logs at �468 m depth, notably increases in gamma, sonic amplitude, and BHTV amplitude, and a decrease
in deep/shallow resistivity. These changes do not correspond to an identified lithologic change or to a

Figure 3. Composite wireline figure summarizing petrophysical, geochemical, and hydraulic measurements made in the
DFDP-2B borehole. The vertical scale on the left-hand side shows measured depth; the right-hand scale shows true verti-
cal depth (i.e., after correction for borehole deviation). From left to right: measured depth; borehole azimuth and tilt; rate
of progression (ROP) and mud loss during drilling; borehole diameter, bit sizes and bit changes; natural gamma; H2, CO2,
and CH4 concentrations in mud gas; He and Rn concentrations in mud gas; deep and shallow resistivity, and deep/shallow
(D/S) ratio; equilibrated temperature; temperature gradient; full-waveform sonic traces; Vp, Vs, and Vp/Vs ratio; normalized
BHTV amplitudes; numbers of fractures and foliations in 10 m intervals; true vertical depth; lithology.
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change in bit. Below this depth, the ratio of predominantly micaceous cuttings to predominantly quartz-
1 feldspar cuttings increased gradually, and mica fish and striations on generally micaceous surfaces were
both detected (Toy et al., 2017). Variations in mechanical wearing and winnowing associated with changes
in the rates of drilling and mud circulation, and sample washing, may have affected sampling of the mica-
ceous cuttings. However, the overall increase in gamma within increasing depth is consistent with a higher
proportion of potassium-bearing minerals, such as muscovite or biotite.

Between 508 and 706 m (along the borehole), an interval spanning three different bit and BHA configura-
tions, gamma and sonic amplitude are both high. Deep and shallow resistivity, the deep/shallow ratio, and
sonic amplitude all decrease abruptly at 706 m, marking the top of an approximately 30 m long interval.
Toy et al. (2017) recognized a compositional change in the cuttings at approximately 700–720 m but this is
less distinct than the changes seen in the wireline data. At approximately 736 m, the resistivity parameters
all increase abruptly: this depth coincides roughly with a pronounced reduction in geothermal gradient but
does not otherwise correspond to distinctive changes in the other logging parameters. At 794 m, gamma,
resistivity, and sonic amplitude all increase and remain high until 883 m, below which they are low until the
base of the borehole at 893 m.

Resistivity and gamma logs spanning the entire logged interval of DFDP-2B (Figure 4) demonstrate the con-
sistency of repeated logs and similarities between the two parameters that are most likely governed by var-
iations in lithology. The raw gamma data exhibit high-frequency variations typical of finely layered
formations. We apply a median filter spanning a 2.5 m-long (50 sample) running interval to emphasize
long-wavelength features likely associated with lithology rather than fracturing or other structural features.
After filtering, the downward increases in the composite gamma (Figure 4b) and resistivity logs (Figure 4c)
are evident, with gradients of 0.02 API/m and 0.35 X m/m, respectively. Both gradients are substantially
lower than the corresponding values measured in hanging-wall ultramylonites and xcataclasites within
70 m of the PSZ in the DFDP-1B borehole (�1.3 API/m and �3.6 X m/m, respectively), and the resistivity
gradient is of the opposite polarity (Townend et al., 2013). We discuss the implications of this in section 4.

Figure 4. Gamma and resistivity data showing (left) the repeatability of median-filtered gamma logs and (center, right) similarities in the composite gamma and
deep dual-laterolog resistivity curves acquired in successive logging runs 49 (gamma) and 50 (DLL). The black squares in the middle and right-hand plots mark the
732 m depth of the change in geothermal gradient (Figure 3). The gamma data were acquired in two downward passes (passes 1 and 2) at nominal logging
speeds of 4–18 m/min and one upward pass (pass 3) at 4 m/min. The DLL data were acquired at 20 m/min while logging upward.
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A 26 m long interval of the borehole is illustrated in Figure 5 to highlight several features of the data set
produced by planar structures intersecting the borehole and visible in the BHTV imagery as sinusoids. These
structures are in some cases associated with borehole enlargement, visible in the BHTV caliper log, distinc-
tive zones of low deep/shallow resistivity (due to the infiltration of low-resistivity mud), strong attenuation
and/or scattering of the sonic waveforms, and are presumed to be either foliation or fractures. Not all the
structural features are large enough or sufficiently well-imaged to have distinctive electrical or sonic mani-
festations. In this paper and as a first approximation, we treat as fractures only those features visible in both
the BHTV amplitude and travel time logs; in other words, those features that exhibit an impedance contrast
with the adjacent rock and are associated with borehole enlargement. Figure 5 also illustrates the very high
degree of repeatability of successive electrical logs, which exhibit wiggle-for-wiggle agreement at the scales
logged.

The structural observations made using BHTV logs are summarized in Figure 6. In total, 2,242 features were
identified and their geometries determined (Massiot, 2017). Of these, 1,566 (69.9%) are interpreted to repre-
sent fractures, based on the criterion described above, with the remaining 676 (30.1%) structures represent-
ing foliation not associated with borehole enlargement or other petrophysical signals. After correction for
sampling bias related to the borehole’s orientation, the average (Fisher) pole of the fractures has an orienta-
tion of 327/36 (trend/plunge) corresponding to an average plane striking 0578 and dipping southeastward
at 548, and the average pole of the foliation is 323/34, corresponding to a plane striking 0538 and dipping
southeastward at 568. In other words, the inferred fractures are subparallel to the foliation, and both are of

Figure 5. Wireline data detail and interpretation of structural features imaged with BHTV. From left to right: measured depth, borehole caliper and bit diameter;
repeated deep and shallow resistivity logs; ratio of deep to shallow resistivity (D/S); full-waveform seismic traces; normalized BHTV travel time; normalized BHTV
amplitude; 3-D representation of the borehole looking toward an azimuth of 0288; tadpole plot showing the dips and dip directions of foliation and fracture fea-
tures; foliation and fracture counts in 10 m depth intervals; DTS temperature and repeated temperature gradient measurements; true vertical depth. The depth
interval illustrated in this figure lies entirely within the protomylonite zone (see Figure 3).
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similar orientation to the foliation observed in outcrop. Similar
foliation-parallel fractures were observed in cores from the Amethyst
Tunnel (Williams et al., 2017b).

3.3. Temperature Measurements
Temperature measurements made in DFDP-2B during wireline log-
ging runs revealed substantially higher temperatures than anticipated
on the basis of the 62 6 28C/km geothermal gradient measured previ-
ously in the nearby DFDP-1B borehole (Figure 7). The maximum tem-
perature recorded in DFDP-2B during drilling operations was 83.78C at
817.95 m depth (TVD). Subsequent equilibration of the borehole mea-
sured by distributed temperature sensing (DTS) methods resulted in
an equilibrium temperature at the bottom of the borehole of 1108C,
and the drilled interval as a whole has a geotherm of 125 6 558C/km
(Sutherland et al., 2017).

The most distinctive change in geotherm occurs at 732 m (�698 m
true vertical depth), where the gradient decreases from >100 to
<508C/km. This transition corresponds to an increase over a 5 m inter-
val in both deep and shallow resistivity, a step-like increase in gamma,
and an interval of mud loss, but is not otherwise recognized in the
wireline data or fluid pressure data published by Sutherland et al.
(2017). The significance of this transition is discussed in the following
section.

As illustrated in the inset in Figure 7, extrapolations of the tempera-
ture measurements made in DFDP-2B would intersect the boiling
point for depth curve for pure water at depths of �4 km, depending
on the assumed gradient. The temperature also likely exceeds the
illite-smectite transition within �2 km of the surface.

3.4. Hydraulic Observations
Figure 8 illustrates the progression of drilling and the mud level meas-

urements recorded manually and automatically as indicators of borehole fluid loss or gain. The data used
for slug test analyses were collected during pauses in drilling while mud was not being circulated. Also
shown is the pressure measured at a fixed depth in the suction pit. Decreases in pressure correspond to the
loss of mud, which we presume indicates flow out of the borehole and into the wall rock via permeable
fractures. The mud pressure measurements in the suction pit revealed sporadic drops in pressure of several
kilopascals. For a representative measured mud density of 1,068 kg/m3, a pressure drop of 1 kPa corre-
sponds to a change in mud level of approximately 10 cm and, given the �80 m2 surface area of the suction
pit, equates to a mud loss of approximately 8 m3. On several occasions, pressure drops of 2–5 kPa or more
occurred over intervals of only a few hours, indicating mud losses from the borehole into the formation of
several tens of cubic meters or more.

Three representative slug test analyses from DFDP-2B are illustrated in Figure 9. The three tests illustrated
were all conducted when the borehole had reached a depth of 396 m in a 133.5 m-long interval of open
hole. The term c in the slug test analysis is the characteristic time over which the mud level varies. In the
three cases illustrated, c appears to increase with time but this is not representative of the results overall.
The 27 DFDP-2B slug tests yielding good fits to the simple decaying exponential model yield characteristic
times of �1–30 h, with an average (the mean of the log of each value) of approximately 8.9 h or 3.2 3 104

s. In other words, mud levels equilibrated rapidly implying the rock mass has a high hydraulic conductivity
as discussed further below.

3.5. Fluid Geochemistry
Mud gas monitoring revealed several zones of fluid influx, inferred from anomalies in Rn, CH4, and to a
lesser extent CO2, H2, and He (Figure 3). We interpret the discrete anomalies at 290 m (Rn), 400 m (CH4),
430 m (CH4, Rn), and 490 m (CH4, Rn, H2, He), and broader anomalies at 595–680 m (CH4, CO2, He, Rn?) and

Figure 6. Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereonet showing orientations of foli-
ation (mauve squares) and fractures (pink circles) identified in DFDP-2B BHTV
logs and other structural data sets. The large squares and corresponding great
circles indicate the mean orientations of the foliation (mauve) and fractures
(pink). TS—mean foliation of 053/63 measured in Tatare Stream outcrops
(Gillam et al., 2014); WF—mean foliation of 055/50 measured in Whataroa
Valley outcrops (Little et al., 2002a); AF—representative Alpine orientation of
055/50 (Norris & Cooper, 2007). All orientations are expressed as strike/dip,
using the convention that all dips are to the right when looking along strike.
The borehole trajectory is subvertical to �300 m, then deviates steadily toward
the NNW (diamonds, plotted at 100 m intervals from 300 m).
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Figure 7. Temperature logs and projections. (left) The colored lines represent successive temperature logs acquired dur-
ing drilling using wireline tools and the thick black line shows the equilibrated temperature profile measured several
times between January and September 2015 using the optical fiber installed in the borehole and a distributed tempera-
ture sensing (DTS) interrogator (Sutherland et al., 2017). The dashed lines indicate gradients of 50, 100, and 1508C/km for
comparison; the gradient measured in DFDP-1B was 628C/km (Sutherland et al., 2012). Note that this figure shows true
vertical depth (TVD). (right) Expanded view of the left-hand figure showing the DTS curve (black line), the boiling point
for depth curve calculated for pure water (dashed red line), and the indicative temperature range over which illite alters
to smectite (pink swath; Pytte & Reynolds, 1989).

Figure 8. Summary of (top to bottom) progression of drilling, manual mud level measurements made within the bore-
hole, and suction pit pressure measurements used to identify times of mud loss.
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760–820 m (CH4, CO2, Rn, H2) to mark gas-permeable fractures. These depths correspond to zones of strong
sonic attenuation, spikes in gamma and resistivity and, in the deepest case, to high BHTV reflectivity. There
is no particularly consistent correspondence between gas anomalies and either mud loss or distinctive frac-
turing, although both He and Rn are elevated below �590 m, where fracture densities are highest, and He
in particular shows some correlation with fracture density.

4. Discussion

4.1. Petrophysical and Structural Characteristics of the Hanging-Wall
The wireline logging data illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 exhibit only weak depth-related changes within the
bedrock sequence in DFDP-2B: moreover, the systematic downward increases in gamma and deep resistiv-
ity in the DFDP-2B borehole (Figure 4) are much smaller than observed in DFDP-1B closer to the PSZ (Town-
end et al., 2013). This petrophysical homogeneity is consistent with the overall lithological homogeneity
inferred from cuttings observations made with meter-scale resolution along the length of the borehole (Toy
et al., 2017). Systematic changes in electrical properties were observed in DFDP-1B within �30 m of the
PSZ, and interpreted to arise from progressive alteration and precipitation of clays and other phyllosilicates
(Townend et al., 2013). Since similar changes are not observed in the DFDP-2B logs, we infer this borehole
did not get close enough to the PSZ for features associated with the alteration zone to be detected. This is
again consistent with geological analyses of cuttings samples (Toy et al., 2017).

Principal component analysis enables a data set consisting of p measured parameters to be approximated
by r< p linear, orthogonal combinations of the original parameters, which are determined by eigenanalysis
of the data correlation matrix (e.g., Townend et al., 2013). Here we analyze the correlation matrix formed of

Figure 9. Three representative slug test measurements acquired after the DFDP-2B borehole had reached a depth of
396.8 m, and corresponding best-fitting exponential models. In each case, the length of open borehole during the test was
133.5 m. The vertical axis of each plot shows the height of the mud relative to a reference level at the top of the borehole.
The slug tests illustrated are ST05 (a 5 27.5 m, b 5 6.6 m, c 5 1.7 h, R2 5 0.96), ST07 (a 5 24.1 m, b 5 3.7 m, c 5 6.4 h,
R2 5 0.99), and ST11 (a 5 20.43 m, b 5 21.9 m, c 5 21 h, R2 5 0.99). The last of these represents flow into the borehole.
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gamma, deep resistivity, deep/shallow resistivity and shear-wave measurements (i.e., p 5 4) acquired in the
protomylonite interval at depths of 270–751 m (Figure 10).

The first principal component (PC1) is dominated by gamma and deep resistivity and accounts for �43% of
the total variance (Table 1 and supporting information Figure S2). We interpret PC1 to reflect changes in
bulk lithology as the two parameters on which it most depends characterize the formation beyond the
zone of drilling influence and on wavelengths of tens of centimeters that exceed the likely apertures of frac-
tures based on BHTV analysis.

The second principal component (PC2) is dominated by the ratio of deep to shallow resistivity and accounts
for 30% of the variance; and the third (PC3) is dominated by the shear-wave speed and accounts for a fur-
ther 17% of the variance. PC2 exhibits an approximately linear depth-dependence (Figure 10), and PC2 and
PC3 both reveal distinct transitions between �500 and �600 m (supporting information Figure S3). This lat-
ter change is particularly evident in PC3, and we hypothesize it relates to a change in the density of frac-
tures manifest in the Vs and deep/shallow resistivity ratio data. The BHTV data show a general increase in
fracture density below 600 m, although image quality was not sufficiently good between 550 and 600 m
(due to presumed spalling of the borehole wall; Massiot, 2017) for any fractures to be picked there. The
fourth principal component, PC4, accounts for the remaining 10% of the total variance, and like PC1 is dom-
inated by parameters indicative of the formation (deep resistivity and gamma). More detailed analysis of
the resistivity and sonic data sets has been undertaken, which will permit a more extensive analysis of the
principal components and their variations in due course.

As noted in the previous section, a pronounced change in geothermal gradient occurs at a depth of approx-
imately 732 m. The principal component analysis shows abrupt changes in all four principal components
near this depth, and in PC1 and PC2 particularly. A notable mud loss occurred at this depth too (Figure 3).
Toy et al. (2017) recognized compositional changes generally consistent with downwardly decreasing ratios
of (quartz 1 feldspar) to mica but the cuttings sampling intervals and averaging preclude a detailed
comparison with the logging data. Nevertheless, the coincidence of the change in gradient, mud loss, and
a nearby change in inferred mineralogy suggests that 732 m corresponds to both a lithological and a
hydraulic boundary. Sutherland et al. (2017) inferred it to be an aquitard, possibly a minor fault, separating
two hydrogeological domains of different lithologies.

4.2. Evidence for an Active Hydrological System in the Alpine Fault’s Hanging-Wall
Several lines of independent evidence suggest that the hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault is an active hydro-
geologic system. Hot springs are the most obvious manifestation of the upper crustal circulation of meteoric
fluids (Cox et al., 2015; Reyes et al., 2010), and the geochemistry of these fluids (Menzies et al., 2014, 2016)
and hydraulic measurements in the DFDP-1 boreholes (Sutherland et al., 2012) reveal that the hanging-
walls and footwalls of the Alpine Fault are hydrologically distinct.

DFDP-2B observations provide further evidence at <0.1–100 m scales that the rock mass has been subject
to significant off-fault damage:

1. Extensive fracturing inferred to represent both inherited (protolith) and fault-related processes;
2. Fluid infiltration marked by gas anomalies;
3. Abrupt mud losses of several cubic meters within hours; and
4. Rapid (several-hour) mud level equilibration times.

Table 1
Principal Component Analysis of the Wireline Logging Data From DFDP-2B in the Depth Interval 270–751 m

Parameter PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Gamma (API) 0.63 20.10 20.50 20.58
DLL (Deep, X m) 0.64 0.27 20.07 0.71
DLL (Deep/Shallow) 0.13 0.79 0.46 20.38
VS (m/s) 0.41 20.53 0.73 20.09
Eigenvalue 1.70 1.22 0.67 0.40
Cumulative percentage explained 42.5% 73.1% 90.0% 100.0%
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Collectively, these conditions result in high hydraulic conductivity and an advection-dominated tempera-
ture regime and constitute what we refer to below as a ‘‘hydrogeologically active’’ system.

In comparison with measurements from other deep boreholes worldwide, the geothermal gradient mea-
sured in DFDP-2B during and after drilling is very high (125 6 558C/km; Figure 7). Sutherland et al. (2017)
interpreted the high geothermal gradient to reflect the combined effects of two advective processes: rock
advection during uplift and exhumation and fluid advection produced by deep groundwater circulation
and upwelling beneath the Whataroa valley. Given the strong lateral variations in groundwater flow pat-
terns, the thermal regime is inferred to vary substantially in both the strike-parallel and strike-perpendicular
directions. Variations in the cutoff depths of microseismicity southeast of the Alpine Fault have been
hypothesized to reflect the thermal (and resistivity) structure (Boese et al., 2012; Bourguignon et al., 2015),
but little quantitative analysis of the relationship between seismicity and temperature has been conducted
here to date.

The BHTV data set reveals pervasive fracturing with meter-scale spacing throughout the logged interval
(Figure 3), with the exception of the poor-image-quality interval between �550 and 590 m. The average ori-
entations of the fractures and foliation features identified in the BHTV data set (Figure 6) are similar to one
another, despite both sets of features exhibiting substantial scatter, and to the foliation orientations mea-
sured on nearby outcrops.

The mud loss data illustrated in Figure 8 imply that only a proportion of the intersected fractures is hydrauli-
cally conductive and that these features can transmit substantial fluid volumes within intervals of only a
few hours. During drilling, mud losses could generally be remediated within �30 min by the addition of
bentonite, implying that the responsible fractures were rapidly sealed and that initial fracture permeabilities
were even higher than inferred from subsequent slug tests. It is difficult to attribute mud losses recorded at
the surface to specific fractures given the potential for simultaneous inward and outward flow at different
depths. However, the inference of locally high fracture conductivity is consistent with the gas data indicat-
ing localized flow of pore fluids and the slug test analyses indicating mud level equilibration on timescales
of hours (Figure 9).

Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between the characteristic time of a slug test response and hydraulic
conductivity, based on the Hvorslev (1951) model. The characteristic times observed in DFDP-2B are of the
order of hours (i.e., 104–105 s), and correspond to bulk hydraulic conductivities of the of order of 1029 to
1027 m/s. Cox et al. (2015) reported similar values of hydraulic conductivity for nonmylonitic schist in the
hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault, in the Copland Valley, and even higher conductivities (1026 m/s) in non-
mylonitic schist sampled during exploratory hydroelectric drilling in the Amethyst Ravine. Williams et al.
(2017b) noted that open fractures in the Amethyst cores were surrounded by alteration haloes characteristic
of fluid flow. We hypothesize that the higher conductivities measured in the Amethyst Ravine to those in
DFDP-2B or the Copland Valley represent topographically enhanced permeability. Upton and Sutherland
(2014) showed that permeability controlled by a rock mass’s proximity to frictional failure could account for
variations in the temperatures measured in a tunnel. Their models showed permeability varying by a factor
of >60 between areas of high topography, in which the rock mass was close to frictional failure in response
to topographic stresses, and low topography (valley floors).

The nonmylonitic schist and protomylonite hydraulic conductivities summarized in Figure 10 all exceed, by
several orders of magnitude, the conductivity of the brittle continental crust as a whole (�10210 m/s; e.g.,
Townend & Zoback, 2000) or regionally metamorphosed rocks (�10211 m/s; cf. Manning & Ingebritsen,
1999). This emphasizes the role of damage associated with active faulting and geomorphic processes in
increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the plate boundary zone at distances of at least several hundred
meters from the principal slip zone (Cox et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2016; Upton & Sutherland, 2014).

4.3. Fault Zone Architecture and Mechanical Behavior
Prevailing models of fault zone architecture based on field observations of exhumed faults generally incor-
porate one or more low-permeability fault cores, within which localized or distributed strain has occurred,
embedded within a high-permeability damage zone several tens to hundreds of meters in width, defined
on the basis of fracture densities higher than those of the country rock (Chester & Chester, 2000; Faulkner
et al., 2011). Such models typically treat the damage zone as a largely passive component of the fault zone
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in which deformation is induced by rupture propagation (Dor et al., 2006) or stresses associated with geo-
metric irregularities (Faulkner et al., 2008).

In contrast to the damage zone widths inferred from geological observations, numerical simulations of
earthquake rupture propagation increasingly highlight the mechanical significance of off-fault damage
(Ben-Zion & Shi, 2005; Ma, 2008; Templeton & Rice, 2008) manifest as seismically and geodetically significant
reductions in the fault zone’s dynamic and static elastic moduli (Cochran et al., 2009; Fialko et al., 2002; Xu
et al., 2015). Such damage typically exhibits a flower-shaped structure (viewed along strike) extending as
much as several kilometers from the principal rupture surface (Finzi et al., 2009), and affects both near-
surface slip and rupture propagation (Gabriel et al., 2013; Kaneko & Fialko, 2011) and near-field ground
motion (Andrews, 2005; Spudich & Olsen, 2001). The degree of off-fault damage is controlled by several fac-
tors including proximity to failure and the prevailing stress state (Gabriel et al., 2013; Sleep, 2014; Templeton
& Rice, 2008). This suggests that the damage zone in areas of high topographic relief, characterized by lat-
eral and vertical variations in both stress state (Liu & Zoback, 1992) and proximity to failure (Koons et al.,
2012; Slim et al., 2015; Upton & Sutherland, 2014), is likely more complex than existing dynamic rupture
models assume, particularly if the fault zone is rheologically asymmetric. Further complexity arises if active
faults have time-varying hydraulic properties due to competition between processes of coseismic perme-
ability enhancement and interseismic permeability reduction (e.g., Finzi et al., 2011; Sutherland et al., 2012).

Williams et al. (2017b) recently examined the geometric and mineralogical characteristics of fractures within
the central Alpine Fault’s damage zone using oriented cores and outcrop measurements. These analyses
revealed little systematic change in fracture density with proximity to the PSZ; rather, the authors docu-
mented a 50–160 m wide zone of variable fracture orientations on the hanging-wall side of the PSZ, beyond
which an orientation similar to that of the schist protolith’s foliation predominates. Williams et al. (2017b)
interpreted the 50–160 m-wide zone of variable fracture orientations to correspond to the fault’s damage
zone (on the hanging-wall side), and noted that its width is consistent with those of the damage zones of
large-displacement faults elsewhere (Savage & Brodsky, 2011). The hanging-wall damage zone width

Figure 10. Results of principal component analysis applied to the correlation matrix of the matrix containing gamma, deep resistivity, deep/shallow resistivity, and
shear-wave measurements in the depth interval 270–751 m. The upper row of graphs shows the input data and the lower row shows the corresponding four prin-
cipal components, both as functions of depth. The input data have been filtered using a fifth-order median filter applied to a running 2.5 m long window to
remove high-frequency signals. Also shown are the depths of mud level anomalies, colored red (major), green (moderate), and blue (minor).
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reported by Williams et al. (2017b) is also similar to the width of the low-velocity zone inferred from fault-
zone-guided wave measurements by Eccles et al. (2015), although the latter represents both hanging-wall
and footwall damage.

The data presented here span �700 m of the Alpine Fault’s hanging-wall and are interpreted to extend to
within �200–400 m of the PSZ (Toy et al., 2017). This distance exceeds the maximum width of the damage
zone reported by Williams et al. (2017b). In addition, we do not observe a distinctive change in fracture
characteristics (notwithstanding the BHTV data set’s resolution limits and the difficulty of distinguishing
fractures from foliation) that would indicate that the outer margin of the damage zone has been crossed.
However, based on the extensive fracturing, high thermal gradient, and high permeability, we infer that the
entire DFDP-2B borehole lies within a hydrogeologically active zone of substantially greater width than
either the damage zone as conventionally defined (Faulkner et al., 2011, 2010) or as measured for the Alpine
Fault specifically (Williams et al., 2017b).

The results of numerical modeling (Sutherland et al., 2017) and the Amethyst hydraulic conductivity measure-
ments exceeding 1026 m/s made further than 2 km from the Alpine Fault’s PSZ (Cox et al., 2015) also suggest
that a distinct, hydrogeologically active component of the fault exists that is at least 10 times as wide as the
damage zone documented by Williams et al. (2017b). The state of stress in the Alpine Fault’s hanging-wall
likely varies substantially along-strike and across-strike due to catchment-scale variations in topographic relief
and near-surface segmentation (Barth et al., 2012; Norris & Cooper, 1995; Upton et al., 2017). Consequently,
the proximity to failure and fracture permeability are both anticipated to vary laterally and vertically (Upton &
Sutherland, 2014). There are also large spatial gradients in the rates of interseismic shortening and shear strain
in the hanging-wall within 10 km of the Alpine Fault trace (Lamb & Smith, 2013).

Figure 11. Summary of hydraulic conductivity estimates from DFDP-2B and other locations near the Alpine Fault. The
right-hand vertical axis shows corresponding permeability values calculated assuming the viscosity and density of pure
water. The diagonal lines show hydraulic conductivity versus characteristic time curves (parameter c in the analyses
shown in Figure 9) for an idealized slug test model (Hvorslev, 1951) for different test interval lengths (L) representative of
the measurements made in DFDP-2B and presumed effective borehole radii (Re). Other parameters: re 5 0.13 m and
rw 5 0.11 m (corresponding to the radii of the 1000 cased interval in which the mud levels were measured and the 8.5’’
drilled interval, respectively). Also shown are the average (mean of log10 values) and ranges (6standard deviation of log10

values) of the characteristic times observed in DFDP-2B slug tests; previously published hydraulic conductivity values of
1028 to 1025 m/s for Alpine Schist in the mountains surrounding the Copland Valley and of (0.6–3.5) 3 1025 m/s for bore-
holes drilled in the Amethyst Ravine hydroelectricity project (Cox et al., 2015); and a representative value for the average
hydraulic conductivity of the brittle crust (10210 m/s, equivalent to permeability of 10217 m2; Townend & Zoback, 2000).
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It is important to consider whether the width of the hydrogeologically active damage zone deduced from
DFDP-2B observations reflects a peculiarity of the Whataroa Valley rather than the Alpine Fault itself. Site
survey seismic data showed that there is no appreciable Quaternary (<16 kyr) offset of sediments next to
the borehole, except possibly at the valley margin where topographically induced stress concentrations are
greatest (Upton et al., 2017). There is a possibility that a south-dipping secondary reverse fault bounds the
southern margin of the valley, which may be part of the reason for the greater-than-anticipated thickness
of sediments encountered (Jenkins, 2016). However, such a structure, if present, would be >100 m from the
borehole and we would not expect to sample its damage zone. Thus, while there is the possibility of sec-
ondary faulting in the vicinity of the borehole, we do not consider this to account for the thickness of the
hydrogeologically active damage zone. The Whataroa Valley also coincides with a junction between strike-
slip and reverse segments of the Alpine Fault trace (Barth et al., 2012; Norris & Cooper, 2001), which could
enhance permeability via a pipe-like intersection. We do not consider this the explanation for the damage
zone width observed, as high hydraulic conductivity is also inferred in the Amethyst and Copland Valleys
(cf. Figure 10).

We cannot exclude the possibility that the Alpine Schist as a whole is highly permeable, and thus that the
high hydraulic conductivities characteristic of the protomylonites encountered in DFDP-2B and the nonmy-
lonitic schist encountered in the Amethyst tunnels are unrelated to the presence of the Alpine Fault. We
consider this unlikely given the scale and thickness of the Alpine Schist as the bulk permeability of conti-
nental crust is of the order of 10217 m2 (e.g., Townend & Zoback, 2000), or a factor of at least 10–1,000 less
permeable than values estimated for the hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault. However, all of the locations at
which the hydraulic conductivity of the Alpine Schist and the related Otago schist has been estimated,
including those described above and active landslides surrounding the Clyde Dam in central Otago (O’Brien
et al., 2016), yield higher conductivities than typical of regionally metamorphosed rocks (e.g., Manning &
Ingebritsen, 1999). No measurements of the schist’s permeability have yet been made away from a major
fault or landside: such measurements would enable the bulk permeability of the protolith to be estimated,
and thus the significance of fault-related and nonfault-related (static) effects to be distinguished.

Our preferred interpretation of the apparent width of the hydrogeologically active damage zone is that it is
controlled by the interaction of the Alpine Fault with topography. We propose a model of the hydrogeologi-
cally active damage zone that may also apply to faults in other areas of pronounced topographic relief, obli-
que slip and recurring seismicity (Figure 12). We distinguish between an inner damage zone of width 1021–
102 m, in which fracturing is induced by dynamic stresses associated with the rupture process, and an outer
damage zone of width 103–104 m, within which damage reflects a juxtaposition of fracturing associated
with exhumation, recurring phases of interseismic strain accumulation and release, and coseismic-shaking-
induced slip on critically-stressed fractures. In the context of this model, the inner damage zone corre-
sponds to the conventionally defined damage zone inferred from field observations of fracture density,
whereas the outer damage zone corresponds to the flower-shaped zone of low elastic moduli inferred from
seismological and geodetic observations.

The model implies fault zone asymmetry that is likely governed by topographic relief and the kinematics of
slip, with faults accommodating oblique transpression, such as the central Alpine Fault, having broader
hanging-wall damage zones than areas of pure strike-slip, perhaps including the southern section of the
Alpine Fault. A testable corollary is that the inner and outer damage zones should exhibit different types of
fracturing: dilatant, low shear-displacement fractures in the inner zone associated with rupture propagation,
and preferentially oriented shear fractures in the outer zone that represent failure of the most critically-
stressed structures in response to shaking.

The implications of an active hydrologic system in the hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault late in the fault’s typ-
ical interseismic phase are significant. At present, the fluid pressure regime in the hanging-wall exhibits
modest spatial variations about hydrostatic levels (being subhydrostatic beneath the mountains to permit
downward flow and �10% over-pressured in DFDP-2B), implying high effective stresses (Sutherland et al.,
2017). Different portions of the damage zone are also likely to undergo temporal changes in hydraulic
parameters and flow, due to competing processes of fracture sealing and opening or re-opening at different
points in the seismic cycle (Hacker, 1997; Sibson, 1989, 1994). The precipitation of calcite, quartz, and other
phases, and the resulting decrease in permeability, likely occurs throughout the fault zone (Boulton et al.,
2017a, 2017b; Williams et al., 2017a). However, our observations show that, even late in the interseismic
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cycle, the outer damage zone retains substantial permeability and an approximately hydrostatic fluid pres-
sure regime in the hanging-wall.

The low permeability of the alteration zone and fault core documented in DFDP-1 (Allen et al., 2017; Boul-
ton et al., 2017a; Carpenter et al., 2014; Sutherland et al., 2012) and the different piezometric heights of the
high-relief hanging-wall and low-relief footwall do imply substantial variations in fluid pressure and hence
in effective stress across the PSZ. The extremely low permeability and meter-scale width of the fault core
are likely to play a significant role in governing earthquake rupture on the central Alpine Fault (Sutherland
et al., 2012). In particular, the very low permeability of <10220 m2 (equivalent to a hydraulic conductivity of
<10213 m/s) estimated for the 2 m-thick fault core from postdrilling fluid pressure equilibration measure-
ments in the DFDP-1B borehole suggests that the fault may undergo thermal pressurization or vaporization
in response to small amounts (possibly submillimeter) of slip at low slip rates (<1 mm/s) well before the
onset of seismic radiation (Boulton et al., 2017c; Chen et al., 2017; Schmitt et al., 2011; Segall & Rice, 2006).

5. Conclusions

DFDP-2B measurements and observations made previously at outcrop and catchment scales reveal the
hanging-wall of the central Alpine Fault to contain an active hydrothermal circulation system: temperatures
and permeability are high and fluid pressures exceed hydrostatic values due to upflow beneath the What-
aroa Valley. Independent lines of evidence—borehole temperature measurements, gas geochemistry, frac-
ture orientation and density data sets, and known hot springs—indicate that fault-related damage and fluid
circulation extend at least several hundred meters from the principal slip zone. This suggests that the hydro-
geologically active component of the Alpine Fault zone, in the hanging-wall at least, is both wider and
more dynamic (in the sense of controlling fluid pressures and temperatures) than implied by prevailing
models of faults’ damage zones.

We propose that the hydrogeologically active hanging-wall damage zone of the Alpine Fault (and likely
those of other large active faults in areas of high topographic relief and rapid slip) is composed of an inner
damage zone in which damage is dominated by rupture processes, and an outer damage zone in which

Figure 12. Schematic fault zone diagram (modified after Sutherland et al., 2012) illustrating the extent of the hydrogeo-
logically active damage zone and its subdivision into inner and outer damage zones. Also illustrated is the approximate
vertical extent of topographic stress perturbations beneath fault-perpendicular ridges in the hanging-wall. The flower-
shaped geometry of the outer damage zone is controlled by interaction between stress changes occurring on coseismic
and interseismic timescales and critically-stressed fractures subject to frictional failure under the combined effects of
topographic and tectonic loading.
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damage reflects processes occurring on long-term (exhumational), interseismic, and coseismic time scales.
This model provides a means of reconciling the generally narrow (<101–102 m-wide) damage zones identi-
fied from analysis of fracturing adjacent to exhumed faults with the broader (103–104 m-wide) damage
zones inferred from seismological and geodetic data.
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